




WMA C Conceptual Model

(attached to email fronm Dr. Stan Sobczyk, Dec 1, 2016)

The Y.oal of the Nez Perce conceptual model for WMA C is to explain the observed lateral spread
of tank waste in the vadose zone, the presence of tank waste in groundwater, and to alignl with
the existing data. It has long been recognized at Hanford that: "'Stratification tends to increase
spreading of liquids along bedding planes and along contacts between sedimentary units" (ARH-
ST- 156). The use of~ ),eophysical log sto correlate stratigraphy is well established and has been
used in tank farms in the past. Within the C tank farml, DOE's most recent use of geophysical dry
well logging to correlate stratigraphy and contamination was documented in DOE/RL-92-04.
The conceptual model proposed by the Nez Perce ERWM is similar to that arrived at by prior
Hanford investit tators (HWA-967 1. 1948, ARH-ST- 156, DOE/RL-92-04, WHC-SD-EN-TI- 185.
WH C-S D-EN-TI-299).

Cross Sections

The purpose of correlating the strati~ 7,raphic units is to evaluate and account for their effect on
lateral transport. Widespread and correlatable stratigraphic units are identified based on neutron-
moisture logs and spectral gamma ray logs from boreholes and push holes at WMA C. As shown
on Fi~ 4ure I , tank waste has mit ~rated to the northeast down stratigraphic dip base on the
distribution of cobalt-60 in the vadose zone. The index maps show the locations (Figure 2) and
boreholes (Figure 3) used to construct four dip cross. sections (Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7) and five
strike cross sections (Figures 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12). These cross section were developed using the
neutron- mo isture lo Js collected by WRPS, Stoller, and Energy Solutions. The cross sections
demonstrate the presence of continuous, small scale, silty/fine-grained layers in the Hanford HlI
and 1H2. These fine-grained layers are generally less than 0.5 meter in thickness. As shown on the
cross sections (Figures 4 through 12), ten layers were correlated in the Hanford H2 (Layers B, D,
El H, J, L, N, P, R, and T), and five layers were correlated in the Hanford H I (Layers U, V, W, X
and Z). Table 1 lists the elevations of these layers for the boreholes and push holes based on the
available neutron-moisture logs. Additional layers are present in thle Hanford, which weren't
correlated to simplify the computer modeling. Note the elevated moisture above layer B in push
hole C8763 on cross Section C-C' (Fig lure 6). No soil samples were collected in push hole
C8763.

Hanford Fine-grained Layers

C Tech Development Corporation's Environmental Visualization System (EVS) version 9.92
was used to krig the elevations of the interpreted fine-grained layers (Table 1) and to create
visualizations of the subsurface distributions of the fine-grained layers in the Hanford H I and
Hanford H2. Visualizations of the individual Hanford fine-grained layers were exported to a
graphics program for annotation and final presentation. The ten layers were that were correlated
in the Hanford H2 are shown in plane view on Figure 13, and the five layers that were correlated
in the Hanford H-1I are shown in plane view on Figure 14. Mapping of the fine-grained layers in
the Hanford H2 (Fil tures 15 through 214) indicates a stair-step of over-lapping layers (Figure 13).
which generally dip to the northeast. The map of the Hanford HlI fine-I ~rained layer U (Fit ture



25) shows dip to the northeast at the base of the backfill near tanks C- 106 and C- 109. The fine-
grained layers in the H anford 1] 1 (Figures 26 through 29) indicates a set of over-lapping layers
(Figure 14), which will direct infiltration into the lower Hanford H I and the backfill. The
migration direction of the cobalt-60 plumes (Fit ;urel) is consistent with the slope of the fine-
grained layers in the Hanford H2 (Fil ures 15 through 24), which ,,generally dip to the northeast.

Contaminant Migration in the Vadose Zone
To explain the migration of uranium from the BX- 102 tank leak, Pruess and Yabusaki in (Pruess,
K. and S. Yabusaki, 2002. Modeling Studies of Fluid Flowv and Solute Transpowrt at Tank BX-
102 in the Han fbrd Vadose Zone in Knepp, A.J, 2002. Field Investigation Report /br Waste
Managemnent Area B-fiX-B Y, RPP- 10098) report that: " The current inteiypretation, based on
observations at the field exyperimnents, is that there are numerous, discontinuous, lowv
permneabilitY lain inations/lenses in the H2 unit oriented ith 3% general slop~e towvards the
northeast. Liquid migrates sub-horizontal/v along a lamnination until the lamination lerininates
or is weak enough to allow breakthrough, wihereupon it mnigrates vertically until encountering
another laminationt." The conceptual model Of moisture-dependent anisotropy allows tank waste
to migrate through the vadose zone, whereby fluids migrate horizontally along a conductive fine-
textured lamination until it terminates, or its matrix potential is sufficient to allow breakthrough.

)The waste fluid migrates vertically after breakthrough, until encountering another wetter,
conductive lamination that, again, promotes lateral migration. Enhanced lateral flow is caused by
strong anisotropy throughout the formation due to pervasive miulti-scale layering of the
sediments. Lateral rni~ ,,ration of tens of meters fromn the point of origin is possible with this
anisotropy mechanism (Figure 30).

Model Parameterization for the Fine-grained Layers in the Hanford
The measured and estimated values for the Early Palouse Soil should be used emulate the
characteristics for the fine-grained layers in the Hanford, since laboratory measurements of'
Hanford fine-grained layers probably haven't been made. Also, we recommend that the modelers
read Pruess and Yabusaki 's: Modeling Studies qtFluid Flowv and Solute Transport at Tank BX-
102 in the Han! brd Vadose Zone in Knepp, A.J., 2002. Field Investigation Report for Waste
Management Area B-BX-B Y, RPP- 10098.

Visualizations of the Neutron-Moisture Log Data
The neutron-moisture logs collected by WRPS. Stoller, and Energy Solutions were imported into
C Tech Development Corporation's Environmental Visualization System (EVS) version 9.92 to
create visualizations of the WMA C moisture field. The logs collected by Stoller and Energy
Solutions were resampled from a 3 inch interval to a 6 inch interval to reduce the overall number
of measurements to facilitate to computer computations. The hand-held logs collected by WRPS
were collected at a one foot interval and resampling wasn't necessary. The combined moisture
log dataset consisted of 21,120 measurements and is displayed in Figure 3 1. The fine-grained
layers in the Hanford H2 appear to control the movement of cobalt-60 in the vadose zone (Figure
321), which causes the "stair-step" nature of the cobalt 60 vadose zone plumes. On the southwest



side of the tank. farm, the Hanford H 1 fine-g trained layers direct infiltration into the backfill and
the Lower Hanford IlIl underneath tanks C-101, C-104, C- 107, and G-I 10 (Figures 33 and 34).
In the Lower Hanford H2, elevated moisture trending to the northeast is present in the area Linder
tanks C- 108 and 109 and extending out to groundwater well 299-L27-7 (Figures 33 and 34).

Figure 1: Migration of tank waste to the northeast at WMA C.
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Fig ure .2: Location mnap for the cross sections in WMA C.
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Figure 3: Location mnap for the boreholes used to construct the cross sections in WMA C.
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Figure 4: WMA C dip cross section A-A'
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Figure 5: WMA C dip cross section B-B'
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Figure 6: WMA C'dip cross section C-
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Figure 7: WMA Cdip cross sectionl D-D'
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Figure 8: WMA C strikc cross section L-E'
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Fig'ure 9: WMA C strike cross section I--F'
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Figure 10: WMA C' strike cross section (i-G'
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Figure 11: WMA C strike cross section H-H'
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Figure 12: WMA C strike cross section ]-I'
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Fig ure 13: Top view of Hanford H2 fine-grained layers, which demnonstrates the stair-step nature
of the t 'ine -grained layers in the lianford 112.
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Figure 14: Top view of Hanford H I fine-grained layers, which Indicates the truncation of the
four upper fine-grained layers by the tank farm excavation.
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Fig ure 15: Top view of Hanford H2 fine-grained layer B, which shows dip to the northeast.
Isolines are in mneters above sea level with 0.5 mecter contour interval.
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Fig !ure 16: Top view of Hanford H2 fine-grained layer D, which shows a slighit ridge centered
under tank C- 1 10 with a northecast/southwest strike. Isolines are in meters above sea
level with 0.5 meter Contour interval.
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Fig. ture 17: Top view of Hanford H2 fine-grained layer E. which shows northeast dip and a s'l ht
ridge centered under 241 -CR-I 151 with a north west/south east strike. Isolines are in
meters above sea level with 0.5 meter contour interval.
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Fi~ zure 18: Top view of Hanford H2 fine-grained layer H, which showvs a slight depression on
the northeast side of WMA C. Isolines are in meters above sea level with 0.5 meter
contour interval.
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Fi~ ~ure 19: Top view of Hanford H2 fine-grained layer J, which shows northeast dip. Isolines are
in mecters above sea level with one meter contour interval.
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Figure 20: Top view of Hanford H2 fine-i grained layer L, which shows northeast dip. Isolines
are in meters above sea level with one meter contour interval.
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Fig ure e2 1: Top view of Hanford H2 fine-Igrained layer N. Isolines are in meters above sea level
with one meter contour interval.
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Figure 22: Top view of Hanford H2 fine-grained layer 1P, which shows east,/northeast dip.
Isolines are in mieters above sea level with one mecter contour interval.
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Fig lure 23: Top view of Hanford H2 fine-grained layer R, which shows east/northeast dip.
Isolines are in meters above sea level with one meter contour interval.
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Figure 24: Top view of Hanford H42 fine-grained layer T, which shows east dip. Isolines are in
mcetcrs above sca level with one mecter contour interval.
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Fig ure 25: Top view of Hanford H I fine-grained layer U, which shows northeast dip. Isolines
are in meters above sea level with 0.5 meter contour interval.
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Fig ure 26: Top view of Hanford H 1 fine-grained layer V, which shows northeast (lip and directs
infiltration into the Lower Hanford Ill beneath the tank farm backfill. Isolines are in
meters above sea level with one meter contour interval.
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Fi ure 27: Top view of Hanford H I fine-grained layer W, which shows northeast dip and directs
infiltration into the tank farm backfill. Isolines are in meters above sea level with one
meter contour interval.
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Fig ure 28: Top view of Hanford H I fine-grained layer X, which shows northeast (lip and directs
infiltration into the tank farm backfill. Isolines are in mneters above sea level with one
mieter contour interval.
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F4~ ure 29: Top view of Hanford H 1 fine-grained layer Z, which shows northeast dip and directs
infiltration into the tank farmn backfill. Isolines are in meters above sea level with one
meter contour interval.
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Figure 30: Lateral flow of tank waste in the vadose zone at WMA C is caused by strong anlisotropy throughout the fonination due to
pervasive multi-scale layering of the sediments, particularly in the I anford 112. Layering in the I anford Ill will direct
infiltration underneath the proposed surt'aee barrier.
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Figure 3 1: Neutron-mioisture logs at WMA C viewed form the southeast and looking to the northwest.
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F.igure 32: Neutron-mIoisture logs and cobalt-60 contamination at WMA C viewed fromn the northecast and looking to the southlwest.
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Figure 33: Neutron- moisture and coba lt-60 (tank C -108) data at WMA C viewed from the south and looking to the north that
illustrates inif Itration being directcd into the backtill from the southwest by the Hanford Ill fine-grained layers and the moisture
anomnaly inthe Lower Hanford H". which islocated northeast of tank ('-109.
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Figure 34: Neutron- moisture and cobalt-60 (tank C- 108) data at WMA C viewed from the east and looking to the west that illustrates
in filrationl being direced into the back fill fromn the southwest by the I lan ford Ill fine-grained Ilayers and the moisture
anomnaly in the Lower Hanford H2. which is located northeast of tank C- 109,
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Table 1: Listing of elevatiorts fior the I larijird I tuc- -gratncd layers thai were correlated throughout WMA C The clevation was picked at the maximum moisture content itt the

aver.
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I etx aiedto, adres o' the X'as c class& ittoiXXilipc I~i Itti~ I t ' Ill

Like dlihcr mcnmhers oFh i )l pui ic. I M11 )t Intragd hi r!\ - sn prtq(IJ Iposa toc- lahei datigeroit
XX astc IiCear the Co lI urnhiIm 1Ilc,-\ t 1i xist ie gc thle pit111 hi 1 i i OLS a iusecision-mnakIM tgpm cess.

I hiS ""tarts, \\ itli hdiiA1w plibliK ItcarIIIies ontsidc the lrI( 'ities,. I t) datte. 1 icrex Ilas held one
pu I iI c e neiil1 c d\ epl i "IXutream it It n I jiltilr '1iid t I Fce setoW Oils ircatIs

Fit ni 1I nen__ prs isa0)' l I II-\ tict nt St SclItCdI tle h1cari ngs I hr-0.1-101 uh Il te PI ac eN i-1hxxest M OSI
t(4 all. I 1ti2NiI1x mst abandIon its plains to i-c-laibel dangerotts pt-i utton and mesi Inl cleanup

So~l Lit ILOtIs

Sinccrek x

(b)(6)
Name: 1

(b)(6) I ~Itll i
I mi F: (b) (6) A.

7(j V



I .I cpiltini 't of [ic~ Officc ot* RI\ c:i lPvoitin

P.O. V 30 -SO NI'-,IN 1 10)-00
Richiad. \\A 'S'3

Ic: DrJaft \\ I R De)termlinatlion 1`or thle (lo sui C of \Yastc Miaa minnIt Ariea

W )ar \Irk let ic.

IIiiI" C 011 (0 \\ ithdr\\ the i, .5 I"1 )caiic'n o f Iic\s( Icncg Dlft \kIR V I\ Auatloil t )( tbc

( losiric of \Vastc Mlaacilicnt Arca (' at 1ihC I imllOrd Sic i tc, I nlcr2\ "lhiid abandI co n Wt,

plans to rtclassi t\ highl-Ic \ Ci \vs ateI I n I ki krd - (' Farm tanVk' located c k '5C to tile

( o0 l) bial V VCi*--%_15 IWl\c \\asic. C I arm tik \u sic contains h iihk I\ad ioacti\ c.

chcincal\ dn~consPoliuiic'ii Sonie vtcIn (I aim tanks 1, Iikcis tinurIIic \al.\ mill

Ill t ~h coicciiati~ns ~ hui~i~cd hea \ iainiiIidc \\ Ini ii c C larni taniks inIcIlude-
I. i&~dinc - I 29, inullipIc urailillinecillniknili-99. p lt I I III]I I--' 19 S'Otoiitiuii-9. Cc.sli.iii-I

is'otopes. id nlian\ o bcr t Lo\,. ic id radh 0t\C i Ccontain ilaiit" li! 115 Aid-st f taik \ 'iistc

balsed onl Ws dan,11IrouS nadture -not IlVP ncrr 11S1I 1()ti to d\C1 clap II p it) dis'pvsc o 1W \ aic

I tlL1In'\ lo ablidut fs h()t - iu'htd Im"Co'l pwpo'Kl l~c~i'

I (ha ii iea IIbc I ied to C leanu Iu rcu Ircavipel lee jil -kc Oli k

m\itll grout, Hih restilil Lee l leave loiiu-lIved. hiepiIN iridjoacti\ Coii1tniixiln iin in

lanfOid s soil. 111ctnn, Iucgclicil itoin- hea-lth. saIfIct\ , et ound..\AICI[ icsaith

I -nere\ has nt 4met tshUi'dcii to d.cnIInstrate~l thil Imatelial Classi licd a imei -iCcj ix\ai

mccts tile etiteria bor low-lecvel N\ asic.

I i iVv i'ild oades hio\\ t he "\asic c t s :ctii \ilipc polluit ion a'l read\ ii

I IailfW-" uiiI S ils1ad 2~ii\ i

I Ike ot hr lenl s!Ih t )I i C, 1c ;lic I am n- a cc I)\ I ncrg> s pn 10s Iior-laldh ncnrn

\\ astc licar i thc (o tl rn ia . I icr l n si.ci ea the public in a robust Icc ision-makinprcs

AIlhis stadrts l Oh Iolding pltblic liear-igs outsidc the Ii id t11ics. I datehi. I nIcvtr\ hlas, hcid one'

puliMC MCCi11- Inlli Rich land. \\`A. Pecople Ii \ c (1()\\ nst icami fion I lai wd and la ce Serious- tilcatl

I'rom Lnerp 's pioposal I nIcrg(_\ must sC I it1c til cail(ugS thr-111ouhou file' PaCIC ilk Nortwest NI o-s'l

ol all. I ncro\ must abandon Its plans to re- labcl dangcUI o:- p1t1,111 d uionad IMC siii Il CIcanuLp

Sol Lt tIN.

S incciclx -

I(b)(6)

1(b)(6) ( C' C *1 -I 4i ' . I K
Addiess-. 1~b)(6) ('. K'~ / i& t~ &
P~hone: I(b)(6)



I 'I t1 a \i V -1i

A: Dwdt \1 IR Docimillation for tile Clo""urc (d NLIIKI!:k_.1IIclI1 Alca (

I )cWr \Vy. 101 imr

I _2u2 Xi ll 10 111CJ\ l I K I )CIill~ilI iii I l!~ I11 1 I Wrill WH I IX i lium k ilh

& iiILunbka k i\,r- as 14HccIX~NI.( IOi lank Xwdsic countains hiish radIiuatIjiiX.
kIt.III i t.,;CI I I , atluCiiui Ilo ijllilq '%11ic i7 X i~i t (*I atin tok ik ck h I w Iwivanlk X\ c \% Oll

1 ~11kI I lii ii LIIIILiI 11 ilil iii I ill II I tiLl N loilulk: w '05'r rldn4 to dl-fl(*, k, ill the vI-Ic

I tll-L c it) abandon Ili, ,Ilorl-,iohlcd. ddlig roU4 JUAIN411 lwcatmc

IX Ii Ut aul OK \v iL il Ili UN XI Id wi Aw112 f IXc oi oIll IiiI Xe a4 LiIil d! 1011Ii till in

I m l h t lIii In- rc it~i i I l l ook LtICII il Ii . IiLhi Ii ILI n Ii m kIII\ i IICt h I>11111 Il i
CakiL n~ 1holmltor:iiihi' ialyNW\,wwnd orre man N

2 1 Inci ~ M1i Ilk-iul its OrdenICI I(I CIC'Illitrl1 kit iiitiii jal c~siiu I111 NC XIl

ilI thelL Li lb . ii Io"X -lX L \%;!it,

I 1 iiva hI11 Cii e l CIdthes I\\ th 1w islo I cIn li ;Ito w 4111 H11 II ix I 'I I to Im A CA I I i

I lanyOUF > 115 liii nd~ lILX i

Kulli llil lI1 ill i . I11)1 lnd.l'AL Iq Aii We hliILLI I I iN~iU I lomu~fr "A"Ac '-Ii LI oIh u to',

h 1I Il e;\ Su~uI I Hll\ihLlI1i ScheduleC Iici1iiii2 11"ihwluIu~I tle KOHIII \iilIXXL \I ... I

SI iii Ci LIX

j(b)(6)

Address: qq)
L.

I lwInci jbY66I 1 yIlI 1.' 1]



M1r. Ianl llhvicr
I 'S. Decpartmeint ol, lierp2 (,)Iic ofIC ( R1\,,_i1lrotcctli l

lJI 1o\ 4S(). ISI N 11(600

ke: I )v1al IR I1 I )cICrn111iinno 1,01 the (ds i \\ aste Maimpoement \Area C

D)ear Nif-. IBo() icr.

I uree- NOL I(, tomthdrix\ the I S5. IDcpartiiicnt of* Iuc'ro.s'-, (I.nrw )ifrlt VIR FK L uaioii for)I the
( loSUte of Wste \lana111Iiemen .\rci C1 It 11he I lal NUel JIr Sue.. IrkCI0 shoLuld abandon its

plan to relas"I I'V h1211 Ic., ci \\ aste Ic In i I lI a f s FaI rm tank,; h iCited CI'L tO tc1hC
(Iolnl-ibi River - -as \\,ixeLxxsle. C kiarm tank xx asic conttains hirghl radIouCtI x .
elIIjealxIII dangeroul-Ms )OHli(iton. Some l~a-it in ui tanmk\ 1:, lI\ ikix ansUrunic kwste. \% II

ilnuh colieenltriIonms of ln-i ed. A hexI-AIonulidICS. \\ asiC ii) the C I arm tatiks, Includes
tchnCIuIC nII-99. [)IL111iIiu- 3 .,t 0tr6nil 1n- 90,. ceiu 37 odn I2. utipi le uIlianui

1-ot)pe'S. i Il I I m \ otheI r to\ Ic :i I d i Ohdit I Ict\ c ConIIt arlilar IiIIt )I I I) must c: liss',I i'\ tanik \i
based ml it da~ iM1ou> 110tr iit I Ic'xfilInrc 10 clIp plktis 10 dispose I4h \i icxx nd

I irI i crg to a ha itillt Its sl in--si gti I. d mgcrm 's propi sal beeal, s

III":"ha 'it label xxi IcI ed to cleanup,1 shIortCutIs. [or- e\aiupl. Inrxxiilkx IlH tanks
xxh jib t'01t. "Ie result1: M1erc xii k Ia e I -lVed. hildlk a-,d oc \eenttlani

I lilt) fordTS soil, threa-tln, ii f1t nrc enati.u'heal th, sa 2Ix 1! L Iudxx tet reo es tId 111
( luinbia.

mleets thec eritertia rlo -lex- m,-cI\il ste.

) I I :'ner \ [i led to) addreS hoxm the atereklassilication \\II Il mpact pollutionl ii re-ad\ InI
I lanford, s sIs and conx tr

Ske: tlher micinhers o(-)I the Pu iNIC I am11 ot i-aLCd b\ ".nr'spe po-1sal to reV-IC labl dangerou
\\xt as 1Cdea the ('0o1,urnbi1. I-C1\ iiiILS C~ 111 Itt enaM the pulc iiiaobuIst deCCIsiot-1iiakine process.
I- tiltars xxll ith hod inc pu1I1I Hi hearings )LsiUde the I i-( it ic.. I o) date. Inrxhas held one

public mccli ng InI Richland. \N A, I e plc Ii1\c do-0x1 11iram11m I 0nhd andlo [a1Ce Se-IOL us threatS
f~ro 111 nS11I)s I-Q \eg *1s proposCIal III 1Ci 11 I Inre must )ce il Iea i' i0 throughout th Pa CIII c \or1hxcs I \ Io

o[II,, al11 erx CMt badonl its planls to ic- label danlemus pollution and mx eCst in ' canup
S0 11,11 0 1111-.

Sinecereix.

1(b)(6)
Natc n 1

](b)(6)

Kb)(6) 11



k .i cpati ic Il of 11, Ofg () icc ofi I\ cil lI I Icctn

P.(). lio,\ 4f*. MIS IN 1I l-()(
Rich~lnd, \k A 9334

I t Mi k1 \\r I I I),r H I I~ Ri anI' I; tilc ( i10>ni I ol 01\ W i I M ncc I c Ii d\ rcaC (

I )car NI PQ ICY.

I Urge x on to xx ihdix the I I De)partmntn ofTI1%* I nc11lux ) ln ralt \VI R FAx aluationl 101 111c

t sitc (d' Waiste Nialicclcnit Arca C( atiile I lailord NLuICIC1n SdIC. 111ncrzx shOtuld adui its
plans to reclisstx high-icx ci xxaIsicle IdIn I L11iiluid s (' -l fIm taks located closc to thc

( iiiurnbia Rkex c as \\x cxc xastc. (' I arm tmnk xx astc co n llIiS a i c c
cuI)ica IIi t'II lh111IYOiS 11olintiii. Sonic xxasl in (Iarin iinks I-, lik:i\ 1irisntrmic xxsl. xIii

IHOih c~imcclltratiyaus (fl, loiw- icd xxIOIdIOnniiHRc',. \ asic In fic I irm Itanks inctndics
cochnlcI im-9P). plmumitim-) 'No sI'oliium-1)(, CcsIlmm . iodmlc- I '_9 miItII i raniuml
isotopes, and ia othcr loxic and radIjoacux jc cosniamnnnv I iicrmxi\ is ciasi 1 iank xai
bascd on Its dan1Crons nalncV no0t IAK1 ncr -, IaInrIc 10 dfecx0 clay Mlan; to dispo 0, 1l1c xx asfc.

LmQc I 'lI'CIP 10 a11and(101 Its "Iolsutd allcrolis propos'al cns

I) ( 'hai)l"Ing a label vxii IIIlad to cleanup Shortculs. 1-or oxampic. I na..'rc xx III iikclx tll tanks
xx ItlI grcail. I hie icstii: 1-i1crIA xxii icdxc lom-ic.Iit.i~ akdioaciixc COillallliiiaioi InI
I laivior1dS s sanL IImrcatcCIImuI I'Litnrc1 ildllon caid tth l't inodxac rcsonurccs, anld thct
( oliivihNI.

2) I2\ haJs nlot lct 'its burden to kdcillonstriIc that niatcr, ai cavsi ILcd as hcicx ci xx sic
mcl S Ilhc crud fia 10r lxx -icvC ci x astc.

.~. Iiii~~>tai lcd 1() addnirss hnx tlc xx IAsc Icas iai I xImiipaict pollit ion aircad\ InI
I1,110-' "()Ini SsIs and conxacI

I fi\ l hc 1. ilc' oh-111W- 01 c (I ubJli1c. I aM1 lrlc ~Ilir~ a o. P iiO J to re-Ia bcIdncr n
xx astc ncalr tile Inlmii Fuc rg\ miust cn iig icc 11 ublic III ai rhusi dcisVnn--nmki11nP~c,,
I hiis starls wxi th Imol dli nih ulic hc:ari nLs mit sidc tc ie ic I m aiI i x a h cid olic

pnI'aIbic lncctinav in Riciaind. \\ A. People lixC doxxilsi-camI) t'oi I lanlord and -I acc: s"clns 1hrcilts
FiiI crv\ s, prmiposai I mmAICI" IILINsi NcllcdIUlc hcarilmIM ti let1 Pac'if ICrhx cst.Mst

ai idl. I F" Hai> InnS1 alImandhmn Is v '1 1,a1)" to i-c-ibci d 011U, 1 p 111 m m an jld Ilix\ S 1'I II ci
Iiup

S 1011niS.

Sinccrj_
j(b)(6)

Name:c

I- I*~ - b ) (6) i-
j(b)(6) ~1~~ -I / 1-\ did rc S.:

I / - -< >- ( (-.7 V.Phoic:



%Mit Jim koxicr'
'-S. 1cptart mcnt ol, I.i 0x~)1,11ce of1< li cr l'ro~t ~lI

P.0 )Bo-\ 450. \l SiN" \ i li4)
Ricliid. \-A A 'Jr 4

Rec: D raflt \\iI )clct-illinat ion lI'O the ( 'llrc of \Va-ic \llag ecit Areca C

lDcar Mr. Bo\xicr.

Iurgec von to xxitiidrxx tilec D .icpartnint otf i.lerg\ s' (.I cr. ) I-At \,\ I R hlx aio dIiikfor Ht-,
( '1oSUrc of Wiisic Nlailaicnlcnt AXrca C at the I Ia l'ord NUtc Ic,11 Si Ic. lII-1\ ituxShouLld thAbi'dOll it,,
planls to i-cc lassl\ h 11lh- c cit sic Ic:' l~ i I faLu i rd 's C ' Iarmn lanks located clw 'c It m

C> 1. urn1bIa R ixcr av, Itx -L c xastc. (' Farm tank xx a'ac co ntalw ins h h rad u cice.
chicin icalI dalmlcvt'iS Pollution01. SOitIC IIIst in lam tanks 1,, Iikci\ trmnlichal. xii
III,0 1iCo'ncent rat ions of ol>lxcI ax\ 1 tid ionucIi dcs. Wastc InI tc I a rm t; 111 - ink Ii~
tCChn1CCHinII-')9. piut lo II (ilt-- A3')O>ItiunI I901.ciri17.idn-9 imultiplc viin
Isotopes, and mamu othcr Li \ ic and rad ii act Ix ci ll tIII n1anIS I AICr-_x 1IS4 us iasIi tak Noxasic
bascd oni Its daiucrOUS naLtnrlc no0t Lncizx ", t-EilurIC to dcx clop plits to dis"posc of tile xxastc.

Irg Fii..crI' tsj '11 bandon Its s;hort-s4Igtcd. agcospn opo' ai Iccalisc

I~~~~i ) ihn.nn ahcl x\II illcad to Clecanup s liortc uls. I or c Nat 11plc. 1I Kct g \\II illi kci 1,1 fl anks
xx Itll 01o,11 '1 IC -c csut: IAliic-x- xi \IIc ie~n ioik(_-Ilxcd .ci radi )actlxc Contimin"Itiol InI
I I an Ibrkd soil. ti iicatciln fi lUt rc gencrat ion>" lical ti . sail Ct\ x.~t i."0Inldxx cr rCs,.IIi-c S. anld the

?. II rciAL\ has not m1ci Its hurdcnl to decmot:ltt aic that malcri'al chkissilcd a" i'ilxc xai
nicis thc crileria 1`r ioxx -lcex kkxastc.

I.' 1 iicr'\ I*licd to ilddrcss Iioxx the xxdstc I-Cclassiticatioi xi\ Im1pac't pollution araxi
I iaiitoi-d's soils and rounldxx acr.

I i Ik c heir ii ci he h-crs 'd n I I Pulc. I a In I Iu ragcd by I .1lcrg Is -'I posal Iorla dauIInLCr1-ust
xx ask' nc~a r til hC oi lulhia HIIS V ncr-1,in us tile~ hcR I phI ll at 1utL~ dut d:c siIS1-til IkilL!pocs

I is starts xxth hoidiiw" public hIciiw\11, 0uls-'idC thi rI '-( itics. lo datC, Iii1xhas hld tnc
publiic mccii Inl Richlind. \\ A. I'coplc ix\ C doxx 1ivrail Irloil I laillOrd andu i*1cc scriotis Ithrciats
iroII .nicriv 's Proposal. 11IP :nc xmst sClctcue Iccarlil-os t hr urliot ticlea PICflc NOI-1hxxcst \ i1st
ol all. I_ IICr~t muILst abandon its plans to re-Ihci d(it'lgcrouIS po()littl i id i Ixl CittCianip
SO11I ilOiis.

slincerck ,
Kb)(6) II

~b)(6) j/ A L. 7
Add rcss: Kb)(6) & $1
Ill1once: ~b)(6) I



Mr. Jani I iIcl.
tI. S. I )epaitment of her( I K\ We (dtc otRi ci, l'i'IAcl0II

PA.(). kox 450t. NISl~IN 110-00

RiCebajul. WA 994)34

R~e: D rat I \\ I )etermlinatil 1n tihelie ( ol Waste m;,inil Area(

I )ear 'Mri. l1(o' lii'.

I 1iCe \ OI 4Ito) V, It Ild UL)\\, t I I Ct I.. I)C e I) l et Iit (d -lic I \ s (I I lei,.~\ ) ,I I I ik JI )la o I to Ile
( lostire f\at Maiiage-nin Area C ,.t the I Iaiioird Nuiclear Slie FIL11\ nere sholid ;IfandonI it
plains to rclassikl 11 c)I - leN e \\ asic let iii timflord*s (' L'ati i ank, l)cated ci(., 1()s tohe
( oluihia River-_ ais l4)\vICCl" \\asle, C I-ar tak \oWSte contains 11LIhlk I-adiOaOct .
ch42illi.aZll\ d aligmimvtt)tis thllbi oi \dt il C [ariii ta~iks i likcIN tI1IItISIFiliC \W SIC. \\ th
hich conecritrations 4)1 tong7-- I ved, hca \\jdoulds \\ a:-.i In thle ( ' [Mni1 anlks' II1C1LudC:,
lclineci i mu)9 puiniii- st siml 4inv-9(0. cesliuni-- 1 7T o I fi 179. 1II)I ,l iipl 1nranuti

I Jdps iild I11JiI (4110he tONK dIcad 1iad ii iAc I Nc cotnnI t.I IevIc._\ llt ist c lass I I tanlk \\ ale
hiscd onI its dacrosiaunc no Ii hir:' ,, ta;itu(rc I dec~ k p plns 1() disposek~ it lc \ac

I iigC 111Iieg\ toi ahihdi its short -si li lcd. dminecrous propo()sal hccasec:

1.) tiib~ib. ahlel will leald to celeanup shortcuts. I oi evillIple. hipU \\11 illkeIN till tanks,
M tli 1 I'Omn theC rnilC4: I eu\N ll leaI\C loii2 tiN ci. 1hk hl\I diodctN e eominirliail inl

I ( tu11inie 0eCItionsl~l' 11C4.1Lt. saex- Uiod\ater reo.urces. anld tit-c
(oltill)hill,

2. 1~neru~has n)i mlet its htirdeti 1to deliis inst rate tha1t mat1cii it ci aSit ed asv, ei-le \ai
mleets tile Criteria for IoNN -lc\.el "Zastc.

I 1 im-rex Iai lcd to addres s Iho\\ tlhe \-asic rctassi lication v,1it1 Impaci&t )tlilo al readx i
I In()F' t Od soil ad gerOnnd \atei-.

Like other mvembhers of thel public. I am11 onItiLCcd b I nCru ropsitt elae an\ru
\s aste I lear thle C>uii ia.I cru\ inust thdccIle piihll i in rtit dcci shm-makingprces
tIsl, starts, % iIlh hluding public hearinc1s miutsic the I ii1-( ities . Ilo daic.. I nern' has held oncl
public incetimi In Richland. kVA-. Peo)ple tive dotmiusircam toi I Iaiftord and t'AcC Ser1ioust, thr1eats

trom I nere' 1 spispwiat I-. nerp' iii ust sClc I 11 cdiic arings, t hrminht thle Pilc i tic N irib est Nb(',
(4tall. I.iienni mustvt abanlldon Its, planls l4w rc iahci 11 dancrm I', p~it ut ion and Im SiN l e It iiiit4aiii

solutimls,

SinicereR
j(b)(6)

Nanle:j I-
1Imill 1b)(6) C6"e'iI 4 ,ell t

-. 4

Ai (Irec s S j b) (6) v)4-IIIIP-ilne



N tl l le~\i'

t.S. D)epartment of ln'eru,\ Office ot k1\i~ cI l-rotecctIo

PA ). Box 4S(). \INSl N\ 110(-00

Richland. \A : ' )

l'~~~~~~c~ . )r t\ K1)ii1 t i tIhe ( oaic f\\ te Nian wcc nt Al zrca(

I )ear Mr [Bo li.

LorJ\)lrait \VARlI( aluation for1 the
I ugc onto mx thdra\\ thc t.S. Departmntt o)f i cr-

(. Iosurc 01f \\ask'Ntc a'm nI c \Ca ill at ib I Ian f'or d >' cc ir Sitec. I'ii 'rcN sh ~lid T a o t

plI io redac Issik i\h bIc\ ci \\dacto Icl II iiI I an l FmIs I:. tanks locutcd c h sc to t he

( ~ um i. ~cI- a,, o -I I astc. (' I am i tank \wasic contains hlIl iii d ioact i ~c.

clicmlicalik daccrlOuIs Pofllution. Some \kastc In C [arm tanks is I ikel tIrAnslSIck \\kXastc, Wflit

h 1Ich concent rat io ns (4 Io lne-IIVcd. hea\ \ VadiRM nI IdIc' \\ aiste In i C I arm tanks intclundcs
iccI IlC 1e 11111-9 9 , 111 ni( Ii onI 1-2 39 A) 'O i ll) -')(). c:CSI um- I io)diic-I ' 9. iiitpcuain

Cs. 'a id ImIny Othcr to\ ic and radiI actlye coital ilinali ii LI-g . ncc inSt cLia 'sl\tak ' iI Sol 0pc
its daner ins namnrc not kiI!c' i I nrc to dc\ ciop Plans it) di spo sc ol 11th \\ a sicbaiised o

I oec K nri.\ o aandn N sior sytc - anic~s1115 1~ i~ IbcCiansc.

( hawn'ng1 a label ' i I ld ito CIlk) fea 1i si 1rc IS. IA orc ai npilc. I nenr, mail like I\ 11i tanks,
11Nradloactic contani nationl InMaitl grontl I hlc rCSnlIt IAMg Mnr' ailia o~ii~c.hgl

L!lonnd'a atcr rcsonrccs. and th~
I lanlOrd' s soil. tircatcn inc futureI )Cl..rIti I)is' 1clalthl. Iale t

( olunlibi.

2. 1 iicrcx has I ot muctI is burden to dcmw Instratc tl IlxiteII a cl lassi I lcd as 1 h h- leve cI \ aIslc

meets the criteria*( 10 lo'a -le ci 'a sic.

.'~.) Lncr k filled to address, ho\\th Alicasic rccfassification 'a11 ill imct po)lltin dlrcad\ Inl
I Ian h uid ', s "oiIs and -rmonnd 'acr.

k,1c oither Ilitic crs k)1 he pnh Ic. 1 mltrudkI 11r11 piiosl to oi-c- 1 0ic lf daiei'ioiis

'a asic vicar tile Columbia. VI crgN Imust ci uagc hlc publ ic iniia robust dccisi, on-makin r"s

I his starts waith holdine public licar'liks iitsidc thc I i CuicOs, I o da'Ic. l tic u4 as hld oncl

public mclcl inc III RI 'blanld. W. Peo)ple Ii\ c do'a strean i fo I Ian flhord "Ind ki1ce scrions thlreats

froml I Inlcrvg . s propo1sal. I 11,1 nc111Cstshdl icri~stm uhm h PaIc j fl \0wt lx1Mes. Ni os

of all1, IlmcUg\ mo1LSt ThaIndon1 its, pilns to) rc-lmhc dangerous podllmoi atid iii\C',t In Cecainup

Lsointi0 11

K b) (6)
I vicereiN

Name: 1(b)(6) V, f, -

.1 CLnIaIlc ib)(6) 1111 -~1~
-- r-

C, " , '(b)(6)'7-



I S. w\ 4eat s l o0 IN S iru I N Ic 1l -t 0i 0 ~tt~
I~.( ) I ~ux 4( IL) -i SI N 4 b

Richianld. W.\ 99 S

Re: D ra ft %\\ I R I eterl mi nat ion 1,0r thc ( rc of \-VistI Il *~Iueneni \ rca (

I )Car Nitr. I iU\ lei.

I Lite \ on to) \A It hdraxm tIlic I*-'. I) 11parimnt Ui I d ;li s (ti nr&\ )I )raft \\ I I R I nalatna toiitr thIei

( losure (I*i Wilste \lantii1ciit A\rca C a-t Ithe I llOrd NuLeat'11 Site. I 1n0et, Sh~Mild tahat1IdOti it

pklns to r-ccL l t rh0- Ic,, ci \\ astc Ik 1in 1 E11in0d I Ct I I ri n tal kL. 10l& ted CIOS 10e the
('0oI un Ia Vi R\ er as 'I' -I \e V L sic. ( F arm tank '\ aslc co. nta ins biI,I rad joacit .

dctimicall dattUerOIS polluiliti Some 'A aic Ii (' laim tank.s , likcl\ tiawtisrainlc \aslc, 'A Ibh
hi10 ch mmccnlt rat WIoi 1ii (lng 1(IwI lcd Ilea \\ raidlimuceI le \\ as ic In the C I arm tan1mi lne Iudcs
hII IIIcc ItI I99 plI) t 111-2,1 9 . stronI t) un1- 9 (11, cc-,Iit- 17 idIie- 129, mulIt Iple uran IumII
is(mt)pcs. land n1ln other to\ic and radlioai \ contaminants. I necrn must cllk tank \A astc
based 1)11 is daner-mls ka u re no t I -nCc _, faJiluire to de \ ci ip plans to disposew (ftt 1 t e

ur ke ) \t abandIlonl its short-siI ('lued )u1112C-LS pro posalI bcautse

I Changiing a label \\III lead tI cleanup,11 s,10iCim.icus. 1 01'i exampe c rg 0 ilikeI 1-1 F inks

\'fl ith irot. I he reCsult1: 1 :neru1-\ Mill lea\ e I0M!C-1li\d. I11t2Il\k rt.actixc contamlinationl In
I finl 1,i1d' IN "mti. thr1catclim, iin uture- ucileratins helialth. ,atct\ , gromnd,,kater resirces. and the
("ohillibi ZI,

11 I- ott has not1 miet Its hi i del ito den Ii in at that mitri a C1 ci asi tied as hI la- h 11'Ic \ciAar%

mecs the criteria ii r lotA -lexe ci aste.

* 1nrudiled to) addi ess hlol, the \'A sec lAs'i Iiiatioi \\ Ill Impact 1pol 1l tialrcadl, Il
Ilantird*'s sois and ,rounld\tcr_.

IAke o)ilthe membhers 4)t the pulc' mmtagdh eu~s propovsal to re-label danugerous
xx si narth (l mbaI Knerrx mut ena the pIiJIlK inl a r-ohust decision-nuak itu t.e

I hiS startS \\ it11 lioldiiW puliheat 11mings out--ade tile I -( ities. I oW date. I necru-, has held one
I)LiI ic Cel fill, inl Viih inI. \W.A. Peo ple I I \ c (ox0 \\Istrat ii, I ImIIl- I In oI 6-d an11d Lac seriu iii- Ra1'~ts

Irin Ilu "s pr iposal . I*II'(\ netu I mst s ched lule '1111 hearins throi ~Out thle P I'mlie NorIh St. MOSt
od all. I necru, mlustI iaandon it', Plans to re-label dangoums pollution and Ixt I\ in cleanlup
,o it to0ils.

Siiice relx\.
K b) (6)

I b) (6)
41- I' K '-.(-.

-N d dress: ](b)(6) 1(2 -SI
I 'h imine: I f(b)(6) III



M'Ar. Jan Bovier
t*S. Department of Energ v Office of Rixer Protection

P.O. B~ox 4-50. MSIN 14v6(60
Richland. XX A 99354

Re: Drai NI R Dci 'rriation for the t IOSUre of' WAaste Nianag£ement Areai C

Decar Mr. IBovier,

Iurge you to withdraw the t ... Depa rtment of Fnerg y' s (L"nergv) D)raft W IR EFxaluation for the
Closure of Waste Ma nagement Area C at the Hantbord Nuclear Site. 1Energy should abandon itS
plans to reclasslfN hig h- level waste left in I lantbrd's C Farmn tanks -located close to the
Coltumbia River- as "low-level" vvaste. C Farm tank waste contains highlx radioactiVe.
chemicallv dangerous pollution. Some \\aste in C Farmi tanks is likely tranusuranic xxv :te. with
high concentrations ot' In '-lixed. hea vy radionuclides. Waste in ti e C Fa rn tanks includes
technecium-99, pluto. ium-239, strontium-90. cesium- 13 7. io)dine- 129. m ultiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactiv e contaminants. Lir must classit\N tank \xaste
based on Its dangerous nature not E~n erg's failure to dev elop plans to dispo se of the \ ste

1 urge Energly to abandon its short-sighted. darng terous proposalI because

1.) C'hanging at label xile ad to cleanuLp shortcuts. For example, Lnerg\ wvill like fill tainks
with grout. The result: FEnerotv ~ illeIave long-lived. hi4 :hlv radioactive contamirnation in
Ilanford's soil. threatening future \-tenirat ions *health. satdxv. groundNx ter resources. and the
Columbia.

2.) EnergNv ha s not met its burden to demnonstrate that material classified ais hig h -level w.as te
meets the criteria for loxx -Iel wa xste.

3. ) ncrex\ Cailed to address hoxtewsercasfcton x vill impact pollu~tio n alread x i
H-anilord 's soils and groundw kater.

Like other members of the publK:. I ain Outraged by Lnergy s proposal to re-label dangero us
\.Naste near the Columbia. Encrg\ must engage the public in a robust decision-making proce~ss.
This starts with holding public hearing ys outside the lFri-tiities. lo date. Energ has held one
public meeting in Richland. WA. People live downstream from I lantlord and face serious threats
f'rom Energy -s proposal. Fnerg v must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northxx~.st. %lost
of all. Ener gx must abandon its plans to re-label dang erous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

Sincerely.

jI(b)(6)Nam~
F maif- ](b)(6) 4C4cJc2i.Ce,
Address: ](b)(6) 4jJ#1 ?~463-
Phone: 1 '010, I(b)(6)



\lr-11 Ban 13 xir
De I tX artl 0n fI hi er~ ( )111,,-,c ot Ri xer lProtectiOn

P.O. Bo\. 4f'U. NSI \ I
RichIand, WkA ~95

Re: Draft I PI )ete'mi naton IhOr the (lo. rc of Wastc Muanagement Areai

Dear Mr. Bo\ ter.

I Urg. eC N on to withdra%\ thle I .S. D~epartmnent of I'ncrgx 's (I" nerg N) lDr il WII Ixalutiton 1(Ir the
Closure ot 'A ie 1it aic i C at he HaInford NLICI. r Site. Fner -x Jh u I b dol 'is

plans to re 'lassi 'x hi >lcx ' Ol in I Ianlor 's C 1 arm ta nks- at c lo)c to thec
Colmb ia R iver as "low-lxl- x aste. C armi tailk w~astec ontaiins hihxradbtoke,
chernicaIllx dan-mrou> o itin Someas in C 1 art ta'nks is like ix truim"uranle x' astc. o h
high c:oncentration>- oI ionl~ Lc [leav, \ radionnclidcs- Waste in te ( Iarm tarnK' in)clude>

techee nt-9. p utoi un-? >4ront)11ni-'If I. cesium- 'i7, a odinc- I29. [1 Im I a L pc at AUrn
Isotopes. 'i man\ othe'r t omc and radioactive contamnants, Fnerip must classi t\ tank vk\aste
hased on I ii r.-cr0S nature no(t ir'f l]UrC T;cx~ plans i, d.ispi,,of tilex. si

I rg e I nergx to abandonl lts shi-slg tied dantzerons proposal because-.

Chaing a, 1!e9 xx C hlea d'I "o up 1 Ftc o. r exam npe. Fknerox xo,. i +cl thUfK

x~ith grout I hl rc I t n'Cxx 11 1'e LIx . 11i0h1, rdoluctixc ;V iiain o I ill
I lant'ord soil, threuitcinl f'utnre genertons' health, :' tix vronndx iler r csour, ices, and thle

2. Fnerg has not met itS burden to demnonstrate that material elsieda ich-lex el x aslc
meets the criteria tb(r 1ox-1ccI lx aste,

* I~nrg fild o aide> [ xtIc k\11 ascrelsi iaio xil paci ,1011Utrion aireaCJx M
I lantord s soils aind geyoundwxater.

\xxase near the ('Olumbhji. f ncl"-x MUSt C!'2niiae thle p(blic 'in a rohnsi dcctsion-imikin-- process.
hils starts xx th hol Iini pnic heiritigs outside the Fri-Cities. I o da te. In'rtyx has held one

Pubhlic mectiti~i n i 4 hland. \%A \ People li1\e do\Axnlrearnm flai anrd t'a ce secriouS threat,;
from lnerg\, 'S Eni ~ I.Li rx iist h di IChernshri'ol Puc~i \orth\\ecs.
ofall. Ln 'rgy nst abandon its )jmsr to re-I' hel dLngouLS po(ltiW land invest In cleaup

sO I ntjon'.

(.Sincerclx.

(b)

(b~ 6)
Address:. b)(6) 11111]
P'hone 1(b)(6)

I

I?



I -. S, )ep arintl IelIOf F TlrTV ( )!hice MR er Protct o,'
P-(.u. lhx 4-50 \4NSIN I 110

Re: I )rat \k IA R D{Ietermination ithr the ( u()stre 0! '\a'ste \1 aacncnt Arca ('

DeXr \I r.B\I c I"

I urg %o\ u to ithdraxk the t.* Departin ii ol ncrgx *s (Lneg )Draf WI.\R ['al(a)o r the
CI Su~re of Waste \Ing Ai ii:rca ( at th I ianford Nucl'ear Site EneL\ shi :houi bno its

plans to reclassiI\ high-1ecl c-i ste 1lt ' in I llr 's(Iarm tank. -tlocated close t the
Columbia R1 cr as "!T',c\c xatc 1r tank kk-it cwi ahxrdoat c
c:hecall\ " irn olIb Some ka aste 'n (' 1 arm ak;i-ikn rnuan \ak' t

high concentr'ations oftonmg-lix ed. heat x radioncLICIeS. WKaste inI thc KI Farm tanks Includes
tecnec L~-99 p1utni m-239.strntiu-90 . 7es um - I 7.ioi III mulil '-an 11amU"

iSOtopes. and rnm i r towM Land rada ~actix'\ c contam.Inants. LncrexLi must clasi tx tanlk \'aastK
based on It,, dangeroLn: nature not nerLex 's ta lure, to deveclop plans to dispose oit the xx asle.

I ru :Ier\to) abanldon tll rtsetd danucrouISprpslbcue

I1 Chincinno a l abe Ix ill 1ead to, c leanuLp shor tcuts Lorl exami ple. Fin;gx xx ill like!\ t-11 II a
'a UI urn I lit result. I nerx aill Ilea elouoixc hnk-hlx radinactixecntmuln [F,

H allOrd's soil. threatenini. future tcneit ionis health, satt Qt. givoundwiter reo '.and 111
(olumlhla.

2. ) I -nert V has niot met its burden to demion: r. Ic tha ma teria classifdied as hitih-leve! waste
meets thc criteria for lox-K l xast.e

1 Ierg lii d t a ir~shoxx the "aste reclassitication wcill m111iC u I olutionl alrceadx inl
i-lai I rds soli1. nd LNzr MdxxaItCI-

L ike otIher members of the public. I amn outraged ['a [ner as proposal to rec-label dangerouIS
x asto near the (Coit Thia. I TI." ! utena hc Publc ill a rtuhuls dcc1i1ion-!m Wiry'

MhIS \tar i h holdini pulc aring,-S o~tsidc the -1 1 - ie. date. hieriv hi:s held kme
puLblic niectin in Richland. WkA, People live dow nstreami from I [aiford and face serious threat11s
fromr I nr r's prop(o. I nivnuist ThdKh 'arnn hrorg hou t hc Pakicc rhx LN

of al . Lnerp\ mu st Ibno Is plans to rc-label dange ronu. pollution and Invest i7 cleani. p
S~lO'15.

Sincerel\
(b)(6)

\ni il
I- (uI b)(6) I
Address-b(6

ne: jb)(6)



" Ould like to Share ithesc additional concern> as \elI
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\Mr. Jan IBoxi 'r

[1. S. I )epart. enni of I Whkr.x )f 'R I Rixr Pro tectionl
P.0, B o\ 450. NISI N 110-60
Richland. \k X 99354

Re: D rat WIR i( ter-mna hon tor the ( loS in ol Wast \In cNcn rca C

1)ear.Mh. Box ter.

Iurg w u to "xithdratxx the IN , I) p1 'Vine ot fl ( nerg. Lnere D~ra t \IR Lx aluu i m I te
Clo sure of \\ aste Nlana gerent Arca C at the I 1'intbOrd Nuclear Site. EnergN should aba ndon I
plans it) reclassify high-lex ci \x siC le ]ft i I lantldrd's ( F arm tanks -- ocated close to the
Columbia Rixer--a -I' ow-lexocl xx ste. ( an-n tank wasto contain, hit ~hlv rad IoactIIVe,
ceni allx danglerous ptuliuihm. Smi on ie ii C Far taunks Pi'. ik. ian. rant,'si.\xo

high concentrations of long-lx d, he vx: radionucl1ideS, Waste in the C. Farmi tanlks includeS
techne 'ium-91). plutoniumn- 9 . itronliui -90. csium-1 '!. i dinle- 129. n1111 tip u1' u

isotopes. and mans kher to\i and rdo c ont~ maminants. I ncrL' MUS nm assitxN tak xastc

based on its dangerous nature not Incrgx s F'ijlUre to dcx elop plans t)o dispose ofI' The xsc

I ureLnergN I( abandon its 0-ir1.->sichtk-(i pa~ruug orop<_sai because:

1. ('hanuinio a label xxilead to) cleanup shortcuts, I or example, Fnerg\ %kill likeik t-Ilak
\\ith om Ut. Th cresuli-, I Inerp \ill leax N..-i e1 hI\ ra ioa'tixe'.nmatn

I anlord's so'il. threateine11 future UCl neratioll: he'alih. sal'etx. grrondxxoat r resources. and the
C olumnbia,

2.) Fi'ert has not met its burden to demnonstrate that n'iateriaI classitie I as hiL'h-lCe w1 x Ic
nects the criteria for I~xix'

'2'' ) Lneri Y Iailed to address hoxx the \kaste ree~lassitical-ion will impact 11 olitiin ,ilrcad-x inl
1-ialmds soils and leroUndk`x A1te

I ike other members of the public. I ami ouitraged bN Lncrm `s proposal to) re-I beldawr
\xsenear the ('olumnhia. Lneru\- mlust. en,_tage the public in a ro~bustcilo-a upoc~

Ihis starts x Ith holIding puhhoblica'rini, (La id the I ri-( Iieis. 1 o late. 1I crgx lh'i si I c i c
Public m'lcliii in Richland. A.A People live~ doxxnstreanr from Hantford and face se'rious threatis

fr 1-IneroN *s proposal. I te ' u-s Schedule hearinus t~o ~h t the Pacifec \orthxx Cst. \Iost,

ot aill. Fnergy miusi abandon it. plans to re-lab .1 dangerous pollution andI inv.est Ii 'mcleanup
soIluti ns.

Sincerek x

I(b)(6)
Nanit. I

Ernail Ib)( 6)
Address: ()6
Phonie b )(6)



I would like~ to share these aidditionail concernls as well-
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j(b)(6)
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Nr. Jan 1..\ 'i-
SS. Depa rtment ot lnrov Ofice t JI\ er Protecio n

P-0, fRo\ -40 7)\SI 11-6

R ic h I and. WA ) 9-154

Re: I )raft \\IR lCtrinto or the ( fAsurc of \\ aste \laacmchl Area ,

1) ur N Br 13 jr,

I rge N OL to withidruv thle D .Iepartment ot~er 's Fcruv) D raft VIR I( xa'luation for the
C'losure ot\Vaste NManagement N\rea C at the I lanford \uclear Site. Ineri should abandon Its
plans to rLeclassit\N high-level xxa. te left In Iint'Ord': ( Farmn tanks locate~d close to the
(Columhia River as *I()k\exe'Fl** ,kste. C' Frii tank \, astc contains hilhlx radioa '1 l~.

cidi' anm ert US OHIUIon So ne \\dSt In C. hr11 talnk. is lukc tra IS1n: ranic x a>!e wh
hiih, concentration s of lone-lived. h'axx ra diOnucliCde;. WVastc Il tile Fa' rim tanks fincludes.

sotope~.s. and mam, oth 'r toxic And radioactix e contaminants. I-nerg, must' classil' ixtnk \x astc
based on It,, din gerO )I latL1` 11ot I' nerpex", fali re 1() dcx clop pkin , to J ipse t) thle N\ a st C

I Lirt- FLneruLv to abandoi its sh~ort-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

I ( Changin a label x111 lea IL ele dcrpShortCUtS. I or exawpl(e. Energy \01 illik 'IN till tanik.
Ix Oh rot, The result: Fntcrex- )6kill ICA, f Inlxd i~hixiijati otm\ani

I LIWT> oil. threatening fuiture nriaN heaith. salet\ . eradxtrresource-, and the-
(C 41 un1hi a

iernp' has no met its burde'n to demonstrate that materi1 classitied a:- high-lexe ci xiste
mit the criteriat I' r loxa-level x asc.

F nerj, Ii 1wled to address hoxx tile ,x4,iste reciassi ficai ioll xxill Imipact polkit ion ahecadN Ii
1fantL'rd>s soils and iiroundxxater.

Like other members 01 the pub lic. I ain outraged b\Lrg *s proposal to re-label d1~i o L,

xx aSte near thle ( 'ol anit, 1K I ir! mUSt eng'age the pubi M 3 robuIs decisiIon-ma kin2 ryes
Ihis Starts \W h holding public hcarijias outide the Iii(ies To dlate, Ltiero' has heild 01l

pubhlc mcetin~j .In Richland. WA. People live d xxnsirea;m from Hanlk 'd and tace serious threa ts
~rom s r posa lerg\ mnust, schedtule hearing-,huou th e PaciL~ tile N ,rihxx\ 0>

of'all, Lnerg ~vMUst aban'don its plans to re-lahel dank! !erous pollution and Inv~est in cleanup

Sin ielx\

Name:t. --,T-
f-n'iail: I' b)(6) d C ~

A\ddrc, sjfb)l6) zizit - >~-

i Ihonte - t(b )(6) 'mill



Mr. fanlo Bkk e

t . I )epartrncnt of I, i nel (v Wfl!ie oaI Ri\ er Protect'On
il( o 430. NiSIN I10-60

Re: I )rah \kAI1R I )eterrmn'Ation t"r tile ('IC 0 1 ~'A asMc \`Lar agCnlCent AreCa(

Der Mrt. Bo)\ relt

1 irii \ u to v lthdra the I ,S, Dep artment of l-nerg N Lnerg\ I Dral'i W1 R F aluation t'()r the
Closurc of Wast Maiv-n ern Area C a the I lo*rd !r. lea r Site. En rir should abando n its

plaun. to reel.-ssrtkh h- level xx aste l1 'ft ini IlartOrd s Ci Farmi tanks - lctd close to the
Coioumbia Rix' Aslox Ce Fa'xsi.(1rm tank xxz 'ntain> h',g~il\ radio)actix c.

ch 'mica 1 x nwerous polliution. SOI' m x StC. i C iFtarnk I Ii kl' trailsuranic. xx aste. wit
high conicentr'ttions of lonL-fix '4. heavy raclinulide. Wkaste inI thle C 1 arm tan~ks inck des
teCleci~m9 1k). plutnu- 9. stoniu 100 cdum I I Coin 29. m11ile un I

Isot(opcs-. anid ma otheii r t )\ and radjoac ti\ e c ontarmins. I nerLN ruist classit`lx tank \x astC
based onl its dan 'crous nat ire not I 'Iergx 's I*Mlure to dexvelop plans to) dis pose titllhc wvaste-

I urge Lim n ieto abn I its sh t-ierd ' s p p :Il bceaLISe:

1, Chan21ng a label wxill lead to cl-eanupr 1hortcuts. F0or ex pLc. neriex %kill likcIN till tanik>
xxith 2 rout. I he result: 1 nerg, \ xxiii icaxc lOflL -iked. hihi radioactive contanion:IA in
[lant'Ord's soil. thrcatenimV fu~tUre genti,.vions' health. satet\,. gyroundxxater resolurces,. and thle

Ci11in 1hia

2. F .rlerex has not met Its burdeni to demronstrat ' that material ekissi tied is hiieh- lex ci xx astc
Tnects thc: critctia for x-l Cxxat

3.)Inerg\ Ib-e oadess hoxm thexxai reclaissification xx ill impact pollutionl aleaZdx\ III
Hanford's soil and grmnuxxatr.

I ike othe'r incurbers ol thle public, I ai outrag'ed bx Lne½' prooa or-ae aur
\Vaste nrear- thle Coluombia. I nerux must cnacthe public Mn a nt c onmkn proce-ss
I his \tr k xith hod p LIM i hearinlgS OutSidC tnc I ri-i ities. I o) date. 1 ncrgx has- held one
puhi ic: mleeting in Richlarnd. A People live1- dowxnstreamn from I lantlOrd anld fajce Se~rious threats
tront i'nrg s1! proposl erox m-ust sccdLc.,;,, hearings 111101-11101t thle Pl'cI tic \rhxet t~

ol'Il. Fnergx must abandon its plans -1 re-1alhel dangeros p4lution- and Invest in 'leanuP
-Olutio0nS.

Sincere CIxCI
1(b)(6)

\anrc:
b)6) I ~xlI nail V

-\ddr ',s: (b(6
Plimic: Jbi 6)



Ml Jul Bo" jet
'.S I)j'rn'dol ['erv St Ie. oft I i er l~r,,dec tio

P-0 BOX 4 () \ISIN' I l( -o

Richland. WA 99354

Re- Draft \\ I 1eterni- nation t')[ the (Closure of \ aste \NI Teen Ire (

Dear %,r. FBoxicr.

I ur-g e\OuI to x ithdravx thle tI .S. Departmni't of Vnerg .'s [ner N )Draft \VI R Lx 'ilua ion tP it the
CIOsure (i \kaste \'Ianatement Area C 'it the H anford Nuclear Site. 'i rv shouldI abandon' its

p1' fls to reclssifx iih-excixste let' in [jrnt'rd' C Iarm ta nk-;, ' close to thle
Columi a River-as liow~-level- \vastc. C Fami lank waste contains hi ihi radi oad i xe-
chenilcalix d an..troLu pollution. Some xx.'te In C [arm tinks IS likelx- trM)SLuranIC \axasic. wiVth

hihconcentrations of' long-li\ ed. heaNr 'nuld~ \\ mAte In the C I Jrm tanks Includes
tecnei m-9. luon 1392~. str nti um-%(. cesium- I1 -7, ioine1- I 24. uliple uranium

isolopes. and man\ other- toxic in ra jd' lix contal: -it'S. [nrums ls~tnk x asIc
based kn it- n tru nature noti n r v\ fli-re u, J clop pnsTo dispose of'the xx aste.

uriu,. F ier -- to aba ndon' its shot-s'glited. d' tierouIS propo, sail bcue

I ( 'hangin~ a label xxii I I a to c'leanup shonecuts. Yo exa'\'mple, ["ncrg %k I Il likc1N fill ' nkS
,,kith jUo it. lhe ' suit: ii er:-- \ill leaxe lonlmt-lixed. hioli'd r' dioactix e contammialionl In
Hantf`I'Or d l. gh~ i ''r enerations' heQ'ith, Saft .~ 'uroUnd. xatcr resources. and thle
C'oluimbia.

-'In 'rg: ha.s not met i Uts uden to demonstrate that m' t 'n' - LassifieJ as hig h -iCvel x aste
me'ets the criteria f'(r loxlel \A 'iste

Fnrw f!CC filed to address hoax the xx ibSte relsitcain l ipact polluItion alr'cAdx InI
Hanf'ord's soils and irOunId\Nate.

L ike ther1cI n wcit ib-'r()f thepoic I anm outraged h\ Lncri-Lx 'S 4) prpoltor-label dageoS
\x a'te near the Columbia. [tier g must ell tLge the public in a robust Iccision-nmakin ' process.

l'his st'trts xxvith hoidinic public hearni .uts'd ' the I ri-( 'tics. lo*( datc.FI nerg\ has hel I u
public meeting in Richla nd. W\A. People liv e do\xnstre'im trom Hlail'O rI and face serious threats

f'roml Finergx 's proposal. [,ncq'gx must sc'hedule hearings throug'hout the Pac'ific Northxacst. \,lost
of al ['nerg'a must abandon its plans to re-label d.-ne-trouS pollu.ti ~n anI Iiesi in 'leanup

Sincerelha

1( b)(6)
Name :
F1; 1:i tb)(6) 4 'i

Addrcs 1(b)'6.

Phone', -- 771(b)(6)



I uuld Ii k to sharc these addi1tionaid conccrn> ats well:
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Mr. Jan B3o\ ier
II .S. Department ol Energy N Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN 116-60
Richland. \VA 99354

Re: Draft WAIR tDetcrm-ination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier.

Iurge \OU to 'Aithdravv the .S. D~epartment of lnergy's (Energ}) 1,l)raft WIR fEx'aluation for the
Closure of W Xaste Management Area C at the IHanford Nuclear Site. Lnerg, Ishould abandon its
plans to reclassify h4~ 11 -I'v-el waste left in Hanf'ord's C [arm tankis located close to the
Columbia River--as -low-leveV waste. C' Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemicalix dangerous pollution. Somne waste in C [arm tanks is likek. transuranic waste. xvith
high concentrations of long-live 1. hea\-V radionuclides. WVaste in the C Farmn tanks includes
technecium-99. plutonium-239. strontiurn-90. cesium- 137. iodine-129. multiple uranium
isotopes. and many other toxic and radioactive contaminants. L.-nervx. must classify tank waste
based on it. dangerous nature -not Fnergy's failure to develop plans to dispose ofthe watste.

I tir e Ln 'rgv, to abandon its short-sighted. da ngerous proposal because:

(. hanging a label wleIad to cleanup shortcuts. For examrple, Lnerg N Iwill likelv Fill tanks
wvith orout. [h'le result: [ncrt '-N \vill leave Ic ng-liv'ed, highl\ radio' div contamina tion in
I laniford's soil. threatening future generations' health, satfety. gro undwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Lnergy has not met its burden to demonstrate that matereal 1 i'ssitiled as h h -levelI waste
meets the criteria for loxx -level waste.

i nerq NI I failed to address how-v the w aste reclassificatioin will impa ct pollution already in
Hantiord's soils and i-riound\water.

Like other ncmbers iftic public. I am outrag edbv Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
wvaste near the Columbia. Energy must engagc the public in a robu.st d 'cision-niakin g process.
This starts with holding public hearing s outside the Tni-Cities. To date. Energygy has held one
Public meeting in Richland. WA. People live downstream from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energ) s5 proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific' Northwvest. Miost
of all. Energ ymust abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

Sincere lv.

\ atme Ii
VEmail:
Address: - j_,(b)(6) II
P~hone: I(b)(6) I---



I vvould like. to share these icfiditlonai concerns as well:

I



\lr Jan, fit)\Ter
It.S Department of'Lnerp )Office of R 6er Protectionl

PJ) BO\ 45). \1SI\ 110-00(
Richiad W. \A ())-.'4

Re - \I R I AC 0111 )e mn T Tiohr the ( h)Sarc to As Ie \~ - laaAin a krc

Dear MI. B ic r.

IUrge xOU to xithdrav\ tile 1..S. Dc)partniew t' l Htru \x 's (iergv. Dx raf \\IK IExaluation tor the
( u te N a renett Area G athe H an% rd Nuclear Site L-n 4rL, shouild ahb nion P its

plars:t r §laslv \u -x i xste ltl il ord s (' [arm tz nks located close it the
Columbia River, As **1ox -level* \x sic. CFarni tank x aste corltains h4 h! \ ra[dioactiVe.

cietial xJan.cru polutionl S'ole v"asic in Ci F arnink 1,< Ik-' \\srni xastic xo
high conicentrations of long~-liv ed, heax \ radIonuclideS. WVaste In the- F arm tanks includes
t':hilec!i- n- ) ) pluto nitm-2> Q. strontt f-00 cesium- 3'7 L.idn- i ilifpk I aiuIT'
sotopes. adinari\ othoi tomic and radloacti \c contaminan,. nereu usIJ C LaSSi il k xx aic~t

baised onvit danurou nature niot iFnerevy s IaiuLre to dev elop laNta Ii'ns ot the xxasic,

iurge [ner A \ to aband m its shttsgtd angerous proposal becauSe:

(hanpuiu nieli I lead to clnUpl Sho1tCuLAS, I Or exa'Ip'ie I*rg lli. ~tl aks
UxOx J hco he result: nrxx l leave lone1- Ii xed. hi chix Ia a~xecnzm~a n i

1 anur soil. threat 'n4ineL ftur enrin healthi e~uonxae orc. anld thle
() ourn hi1a

F.1nee has ,lot met its burdeni TO de lhnstrz te that rat eri c elass]Iled as h4 h- level \Xaste
meets the criteria for lox -levxel -txastce

1'aKerxii d to address hoxx the xx aste, rcaI ssili a; ion xvil mpc pollutionl alrcadx- MU

i Ian! rd" ,oI oIs and v-rundxx ater.

ike otherl n1Itubers- ofthe11 pbL KI. I aml' outragcd b,, I nerw\spopiu t re-Kb II n'ro
xx astc near, The ( o mbia, Enc~rox must eneace th public iII a4, rb+U-t deiir-a epr we s
i his start,, xxith holding public hearlins outside the 1 Id t I o date, hinerav has held one

pIu11l1 meeting in Richland. WA,. People liv e dokkxnstre ant from ftinlrd and faee serious, threat,,
rt ,'I n eru\ *s' Proposal lierp mstnt sched-d ul 1r-TrouLhu the Pa: i Nrhx

of all, l'nergx mu~st abandon its plans to re-label dlat gerous poluton and Iinvest Tin cleanup
>S Intion;.

Sincerelx .
[b)( 6)

Nanme:
1

t ,

Address: b6) I j

I b )(6)



I

Mlr, Jan li~c

( S. f) kpartment of Fepm ( )l'i cc olf R I\ cr Protect ion
P ( ) B() 40 (. \S N 10-00
Ii and WA\ 99354

Re: raf %\ IR I( )tcrin iniation tt()r thc usr of 'A a.,tc Mnlageimcnt Afrea

Dear Mr, B(-a icr,

Iurg Ncaou to a ithdraa I le (',S Decpartment ot'Lncrg 's tE'ncrg, )I Draft 'AIR EvalIuation ib(,r the
Closure of Wastc \ana mn r (Ia at the H anford Nuci [r .nerua hcu bnl ts
plans to r 'classit' 1,14i 11- Iee 'xc aa.tc let in 1 Ianiurd' (' arni tanks i cale c lose to the
Col umbia ix cr as b-l -ea '" axaste. C Fai tank w~aste co~ntains hiuLhl\ radjo)actia,C

'henici~ dauijus plluion orn a ic Ut Irin n' i~I tl ransuranic a\ astc. ax ith
hiizh concentrations ol lonu-ha ed. heaa a radionuklides. \V&'tc in the C Fturi tanks inelUdcS
t-' 'hnci tm-99 putnu 2 i. irini inm- )(,. cci 1 .'7. ioidine - 12). rnU1i' Ucru nlurn
i-topes, and luin otlher osic and radio.actixc cotmnnsInr\must c as \tank a ustlc

based on its'an, ru na ture not snerux I tiurc to dc clop plan ti- o dispose oft' theaxud

I urg l -nerg2 to aba ndon 'its short-sig~hted dngerous propo)si b ec'ause:

.1 hnoi~ua labe will lead wle in Icus o exampic:. lucrp \ ill llkcaI 1-11 taniks
a h ror tI Yh resut- FmI nLrgN xil I Icxhn l-ived hWc]ard itaccnanmi ni

VS Si In rC C 11 1hc 1nn 2 11 ure g e i ris' el safte ta TroCda SIe r orcs and LiIh c

'.) FnerL N has not. met its budnto emntrt that materiald k lassihl ashih-laca -d
meets the criteria b'r e l I axsi

; I-rn b'ailed to- addrcss hoax\ the aa asic ree Iassi ficat ionxi Il Iimpact pollution ireada, III
H-an 1ord 's soils and Lroundkvater.

I1.ike othecr members ofthe public. I M1 oultr ' d b\ "suru proposal to) rc-l' he J'I K ute.'u
aastc ca the ( 'lMbimi I-r,, n- ru , m -tn-a c1 th 1ibi P, a robust deci1silon-tmaki 111" s-

hi s start a ith holAdin.m p LIi hcrnsoutsidc the 1 ri-i' i o date. Luervahsh'dm
rublic i ting in Richland. W.A. No)* tp1 ei f.doanr'in I m 1, I-ni rd at d face scrioustr~ '
:r-0o1 Lucy>_, K prop us'l I Fi.r x must a 'hvdUlc luitri ~ 'shr hout thec Pacic otxaciMs

ol'aI.,[ncrg 1*~ Smust abandon its plans to re-labcl danLcrIOUS pollution and inve~.st in cleant ip

Sincercla

Name: 1 1

[tilaill 1(b)(6)
A ddress- i6
Phone: I b) (6)



Mr. Jan liiCF

I S. IDepartmnent ot ner"p (11 hce ol Rt\ er Protectioll
1' () Bo~rx 450, \ISIN 11060
Kk.-chiand. %k A\ ()7 5

Re' DI )at \\IR I etermi n.u n -r the ( hsurc o:t \asi ta emr \e

IDear Mr. lBox er.

I urge you to "'Ithdra\N the U ,S. D~epartment ol Energ s lnere ) D~rat Ii1R tivaluattion ti~r the
Closure of WAaste Aa en -rea (C at the I lanford \'icNe Site. Fnerg should th'andion its'

plans to reclassify lhigh-k vel \\aste left in H anford's C I armn tanks located close to the
(olumbia lRixvr as \.vae c" ~ste. C Farm tank N aste cntaiim hiiehl' radioacil\C.

chicl dangerous polutio n. o sk In C Farm t' nk' 'I 1k kxt rncvastc. \ith
hi h concentrationts ol lon1g- I iV~.. haxrild[Ioneldes, 'A ste in the C I armi tanks mnlludes
teChneciL1um-99. III Uton Wui-2 3* trontil urn -90. cesium- 1, i ie 1*mlii uran-imum
isotopes. xind Maln- other tic and ra di ac.ti\ecnaiat.Ini> utcas \tn a
based on its dang,_erous nature not I-lr~ 116lure to dc pphlns t1i)soe h \%'Isle

I Urge Fnerg toi abandon its short-sighted. dangerous propoi a! beeAIue:

ii -hn~a labeil I d o cle aup shortc'uts. F-or exa mple, l'ierg w ill likd\ tFi1 tanks
\Ith Lyrout -he re'suLt:ICI11 ne x\iii leax e onc_-lixed 11i4hNr\ iaux oni~uto

IL an,¾ rd' soil, hreacmL k In L fUre generaiiois* health. ; ronxatrrscurccs. and the
( OILurhia.

.) ii-n rg\ has not met its burdentdnrsrt h xri1lsiida>hh-eci\sC
meets the criteria for Imk~-level wa~ste

l-1ner 'x faile I(o address ho~the kvaste reclass i flation xxi matpoi it on alreadx in
I [Linford s soik md L~roun dxx i r.

Like other memnbers of the publie, I am outragcd by ,1n erg) ', proposal to re-label dangerou.s
\ste near the ( dumhia. I-ner,.\ -nust engag the public it- rohut ec' in-ak proces;.

I his starts vvith Ii161 JliLN'bic hearings out.Side the I ri-(iitie. I o datie. F nergx has, held one
puiblic mneetin. in Richland. \\A. People live doxxnstrearn fIr !;t1-d and face scriois threats
ft ni Lncrg *-x propo . ii I 1nerg,. must schedule hearmiL ngihr a Thout tie Pilcific \orhwet. M ost
ot all. Energ must abandon its plans to re-label dani- eiOus polliuuion and Invest in cleanup

Sincerek .

Nam6

b)(6)
I-

-\ddress: I 1b)(6)
P'hone: I



\I an1 % ~icer
S [ep Ufl~r II \( )I'f cc ol I k \r Pn r ect II

PJ, ) Bo \ 450. NMSIN
RIciand. \\ A i~QQ'4

ke: I raft WAI R ctctminat ion tdj the ( loz urc \( t alaeii Areai

Dear Mr. Boovier'.

I LIIIv \r mC Il to AA It hd ra"I lie t S. I )eparl rmnt o t' I-,ncrg y s ( 1. 1iv rg Ix l) rai W I R fx -\aI at ; iln t' r the
( I :ure ot Wastc Vlanueagili Area G It ,hc I lanford Nucea Sit r neru\ should abandon its
p in: to rcciassjf'\ high-Ilcx ci kastc left in 11 n Wrd>s ( Fa rm tanks located Close to the
( 'olumb1hia River as ~tx txc'xat.C I arm tank kka-te :onilarN huh i' ioactive.

chelenici dJnuerous poHitioi1 ,J'tC IIIIC ( Ian i>-- Is e IMIISI.'anlif \ac. \\ th
high concentrations of- lono-iixcd, heavy radionUet ides, Wkaste in the C 1 'arm tanks includes

CIceC I LIM L- 1 p1 i 11111-23J st ront Iulm9- C. ei Um 1 7. odI I 2 AIL~ e) L ' 11 L
I si 'lopes. aI'i4 il iot0her to\c and radioactix e eo)nlanvinants, L-neig utci SICSSIl\k tank ' '1. Ic
based onl its Jan 'rous nature not Famker' s tail nrc- (o de\ ctop plaun, to clispo, c thc xxA IC.

I u 'c LiF iervyk to abandon It" 'Sh l-si lted, dangL)erous proposal because:

I I Chaning a~ ibel xviii lead to cid uhorts. I -cxr n plc. rg \111 1 "Ke l\ fit tanh,
wth groUt. the result: L'nergx wxill leaive lonv-lixed. hiu-hi' radoci Otntlto t

I Lntrds oil fheae inetture Lcnciratiois* health. ,atx - uouInd\XUJi e~~rc~ n h
(,() tI IllbhI &

I e~has not, met it,, hurden to delnlaeta aeilelsiida ib kxc xastc
nicets thle criteria 1r`01-lee \kaste,

I I nerg\ Cifled to addre-ss hoxx thle vx astc rcclassil \611t io xxilipc o1 o Ii d%
i tanthrd' -k oils land vrOLtindk\ ater,

i ke other M'enlherCIS 0'11hC publIC, I aml' outraged bx 1, nerg\ >prop(oSaI to relaiibel dang~erous
\kaste near the ( oiumbit. fIncrip muIst cng~aC the pulic11 ina tdcioi -'kHjpr"s

I~~~ ~ ~~ ,ii 4trt fihh ligpbic harings OLit~idc' the I ni i ie 'I o d It -nrgxhsed n
public nleetifl .ii Richland . A Peopk l ike dokk-nstrcnl trw lan fadce serioushr
irom Lncrgk *s proposal, I nerQ\ mus LheduC hlearig thrugou th Pai 0eNrthWest Mos
of'll 1 Lerg~ must abandon its p1 ns to ce-labeI dang crous piollution arid in x vt in eteanIJp
SOI IIt his

Sincerelky

1b)( 6 4

N .ine:
I ti;lii 1b )(6)

:\ddJ b)(6)_
Phone:c I(b)(6)



N\If, Jan, BOH e

-.S, 1) p'rtnment of Lncrt-v ( )ffiec )! lRtver ProtectiOnl
P. (). Box 450. \1SIN 116( 00
Ric hiaic. W\A 99 4

ReI r Vt\I R )ctcrnnnatiot 161i tile ( >mrc ki4 \YNVe\ :i-cm u rc

lDear Mr. 13ovief'.

I ur1ge ' OU to k\ ihdrak tlIC IS. I ej arient of'L-nergv, - u'r\II)vafjt WI k aluation f')r the

(1 sure o! Waste ,\Iana, 'mArea C at the I Ian ford \ Lici 'ar site. Frner' Jihould tband)nit

plnst reclasit'k hi N-exe xast e Iin I lalOrd*, C Farm tank>s loczited close to the

Co 'lumbia River as -lIox\v-level- w aste. C Fa rm tank \ ;jste o(,ntairm iuh> rdoatx

eh emicalIx dana ri.s P41lll iton 'rex:e in C Far taiks IN~ lIkel\ rnrncx st.xi

1-ti concentrations of lono-lix ed. heavy radionuclideS W Sh in the (i [armi tank,, include,,
~ ~c~ ii Qpluontm-2~J tr. t~if>1 ), esim 1?,id - i I mu' 1 P rL Imn

Ii I OPC'~ And mani oherI to x Ic a: Id radjoactIx\ c c Ontamfi nani- .tic Lnr mu t i 1,Nsi tanik xx ask',

bedon ;its danaerous. nature nok - ncrL'x tai, lure to) develo thi to d~ ~Pu Oset he- \k 'tt

I urg'e Inc rg, to abando)n it- sh w-t-sightcd, d n 'CroUS prop'. il bcue

1,) U hang,, Ino a aiel xkxil leiad to) cleanlup Shortcuts. I-k or eample. f[ erx \k 11 I ke! t ill tanlks
kk Iti- t-r )1 t. I he re--ult: I:ic.rgrs \kill leavxe I 'ng'lix ed,. hihxradiaL e11 Conaiain

I or soni. tre ten i.- ftuure Lenerations health. [Il ron~ae~rsuceadte

Ct ol I M FhrA

I 1 nerLx has not met n>, burden-T to demonstrate that rraterial clsiidas higah-level xat
imeets tile criteria CI> Ioxx iee ci xx sc.

Fn 'r x ailed to address hkox thle -\xustc rccassiflcionr xxill imac olui ircadx If]

I lant 'rd', sil-, nd gronnIdxtx -a Ie r,

ike other membehrs ofl ic public. I am outragc by 1 cruxp ril to fre-Lbel danirolL

I his start,, xx ith holding, public heiariuL's outside the Ii l-C- it e> jo datie. lneirgy ha hlcd one
public weeting in Rich land. WA- People live dkwnstream ii unIanh 'rd n I face '- 'riots thireats
itom1 Inertax s pr ps ineu must schedule hiearinga> through'1out the PaCitIC Northxvest Most,

o)fallE~nergy muist abandon its plans to) rc-Label dan 'er-Ou p ItoH101 i ll n n m St III Ceantip
>OlutRIon

I-,incerelx.

kb(6)
Name:

I(b)f6)
i

A\ddr'ess: ~b)l~6} 
rl- -

1111le, V b) (6)



\Mr Jail 1 xIer
I S1) i ftii 'itotI 1 frax4 ( Wocc (it Rix ci Proicctioii

PA ). 3o,\ 4S0, NIISIN 1 l6-60
IiChl1and, WA 99"i 4

Re.- Drafi \\l R Dete~rmination fbr thle (Closure of \\st \i ,lan'o'cment Arc'a C

lDear Nil- B0% ier

IQl Nr2;.xott to xx ithdr-Ax thle t'.S. D epartmentr otf[ncrgst V; Lner'ux Drafti \V I R f I' x aluation I'M irle
( I OU rc of W'i Vr igernnii Area Ca the I Llldrd \t. 'I 'ar ik Fn 'rg :hould~ 0hi m Its
plans to rc'lassit' fxh \- a ixsic I 'I it- I Ii ibor I'. C F'ntank loae c1 sc tI the

C olumbia Ri'ver- as 'lw-l cIkxastc. (' I arm tank wxaste contais hiizchl\ radioactiVe.
chirnilcal k W Ingerouis pollution. Somei vaste in C I-rm tat ks Is likelx tran-suranic xx' 5. %wh

hi h cmc'niatonsot Iou- ixciheztx radionulidics. NN <t - In tile(* Farm tanks i icludc
tehnc m- 9.p uon m- 3*StonTldIin- 9(.) ceS Ium- I . odine- I _9,i Ul tiple ur'aniumI

isotopes, a Imanx other to\i: land radjoacti x conltam inants . Inergx mlust clAsil\ tank xx as Ie
ba sed Im it; dange-rous1' natUrc not [nerex, *s 'ai lurc to dex elop plans toi.Spose ofte xalc

I U1rgc I'nerp\ to abandon its short-sighted. dan 1'10c!oUS proposal because:

1C hamilmtnu a 'abel, xl lea to s I'nphortcuts, I ream _.Lnergx 'a kI ikc: ti11 taniks
xo I th 0 roUt. I hie reslt 1 1nerg N xx il- lx c long-i ed, h\ g c. a it ix c coniam mtn~o I On

I lalt.ord s soil, threatening future ge'nerations' health. saieo.. I-rotindx later resourc es,. and til
( olurnhi&

2 neri\ has not met its bur-den to demonstrate tha iwiterial classi fled us high-Iexeel woaste
meets the criteria for loxx-lcx ci xxaste,

1I nergN tW'ald i ldr ho\x the xx aste rcc Iassili( ation iiimac vi ton alread% it)
i lanlordIs soil' and croundvat cr.

IIke othcr 1tncrnbcfs if tile [pUtIC. I antl Outragcd b\ Lnct' \ ', proposall to re-label danerow>
ox aste nearl thle Colmbia. I nti',- must enigage thle public In a robust dcision-mnaking process.
I his start.,- xwith holdingt publicK hearing's outside the Iri-CitIc,, Yo date -. nert-Tv has held one
public mie ting in Ri 'hI'an . W\ -. People live downstream frn fHIartford mnd fae sent us thr 'ai,
Iro n' cr.,x 's proposa. F nenux must schedul Ic icann s- thr ii; ott i lic llcfc \orth\\t 1,ost
of alI. Ln-rgv% must abando n tsplan: to re-I' bel dangerous p~l t tonat'xein lnp

oIt I o ndiiet lau

Sinccrel\
I(b)(6)

\amie'
xI utal I: ,b)(t6)

J - I t-1AdIdress Eb)(6) I-i Is)P~hone: _ -11 ](b)(6)



Mr, Jan fBok ICT

IS. IDeparrvnent of Energc\ Office of Rike~r Protection
P.O. B3o\ 45().\I \II-
R~e~ I \\ 111 and.7

Icl irai' \k P. lDerrnii nati -o r the ( 9 ~urc of'A a`e\ aaem \rca C

1)car N\ir. Bovier.

1urge \'OU to wit ihd rax the t-,S, D~epa rtment of Fnerg In 'rgyv Draft WIR 1. Lv Iuat Io i f61-I th
('loSUre ot Wkaste Niana, y Mcnt Area C at tim 1 I ntbOrd 'leciar S'te Lnerg N ,hould 3h' n (m 1t _
plans toe wassit Ixh'hlx i~ase left in [Liatbrd's (' Iarm ta k - ioci c los lt th
('lumbia, Rixer as 'i' Neac"wste. (" Farm1 tank k\astecotrmhhlrdocixe

Jl tnil I', ang2CrOu'P, f 111illoll Sorni \\st (n C Fa tank 1 ie ra rfi \asic. wt
hihconcvntrations of* kong-lix ed. heivx radionuclide,, WAastc in the CFarmn tanks includes

'i~ne 'ium-99. pltru2~.Strontitin--O(. Cesium11 1 7. i -di 1 I 9. multiple raiu
Pt. 0 pes, and riN other toxie and radloactix e contarninants. IUS 1cg\mu111ss ak \asic
hased 'on itsd uru nature not inn- s1CU fi aIlure it de\ cl op plauN to dispose ot the 'WaSte.

I urLue F m icy to abandon it, short-sighted, dangerous proposal becaumse,

(~ hangi acIi~ \,ki lead To cleanup shorncuts. F or example, I nergN\, T~ 1-ike 11l tanks
aiQrout, I he reslt: 1 nergux ,a IIl leave ion' -iived.~Li aia~~ec i lltin~

I anlrdsol tretnjwfuture enrin<health. s"afei\ rudaadlsues and the:

- In r.has not Met lts ur ' to demn strate that malterialI classi tied as hKuh-Iex ci waste
neets the criteria I' r lx lvl' s

~. Inen tilled to address,, hokk the kaste reclassificat ion "aill imlpact l uto1,1[0n ir!ckaj Ill
I I n fo rd's ,o i I s anrd 3 ro (n,: ' : i er

L ikc othier min hers oltihe public. I am outraged b-,, I nerg, N' .. ,proposal to re-label dieru
'a aSte near* thle F ouba -neg mIust en _gg the pui Ic in at 'bust dcci''ii n-mzik10 ing preeSs.

Ihis -staris 'a ukih ho~lding public hcaring. OUISdC the 1 ri-(iities 1 o date. fAInerux fla. fiel on
puhi ic meeting, in Riehland, \VA, PeopeIc live doxxnstream from Hanford and fae c rious threat>
Itoin Lnirps *s proposalIneg must sce dule ieax'in s throuig lu t the Placific NorthNest. Most
ol 11., Energy must ahandon its plans to) re-label dangeru poltt I adi'etInc a

solutie Poltonsdc~ij

Sineerel\

1(b)(6)
\anmc:
I ',,1;1.' I(b)(6) I- w

jtb)(6) __
Phfone, ](b)(6)



\ ir. Jan Hox lir
I S. 1)partnicni o0, F, rierg N( )ftIc ,tI 1 ier lPtotectiOn
PJ Y Bo\ 450. \11 ,IN
R JCA i I and WA 99 '1 4

Re lDritt 'AIR De termnion for the (1losurec of` XXI eStuamn Areki

Decar Nir. IBivier,

I rce \ ou to vvi ihd rmx I I K .S, Departmnt of [.nerv, ">s (Energy) I )rafi 'AR I'va I wat ioni tr thc
Closure of Waste AreaIteli:\ (" at the II lnfbrd Nucear Site I ~ >-houid and its

plans to rcc:lassi t\ high-lo:e xci ISte left in 11 nt'Ord\s C I mi tanks loc,, d close to the
Columbia Rix er -as *lmo\-lecl' wi aste. C Fairmi tank \\ asiec ontains h1IL thix radioactivec.

cheniica lx dan~erOIS pilltiomn.Some kxostein C 1-rin tinks Iikk transuranic \astL'. \ith
hit concentrations of Ion g-lived. heavy rad 0IonuIlides. \vaste in t11 C Farm tank; Include,

tee rleciLIIn1- 99 , ptnumi.StronltiI111-90 . ccsiu~n'- I TX modinc- I ?u. mr.:tiplc uranium
I's ipeS. and ni-inN otfc ter I x and mud )acti\ e contamuiants. F ner!\ roiust casil ta nk xxu. te
hased (It its daro- %iitre not Encrg \ s t'ailure ito dcx elop phiun to dipI 'Pse0 1' tit \x astL.

I urge Enerq to abandon Its short-sighted. dang terous proposal CauiSe:

I( Cham n ia e \IL ea I( tolearip shortcuts. Fkor exm L.Incrg\ mxill Ikcl\ fill tanlk>
xxith gr. t. I h re suit: I neruxxxi leak 1Ce loneL-lived. IiIhlx ridjActix m Iotmntt A l ITI

I int-rd'- l threatenie future :ecainlelicaex.aoudxie couc' n h

Y. n \ has no, met 'ts burden to dcmrons-trate that m~ inKr'ae a ih-e i \tt
niets th ic riteria fo(r ioxx-iew waste1k.

[ ncrp x ailed to address ho-,x the xx iste ree lassification \,,oil impact po~llution alreadv In
fI Ia t'( rd, ,t) I Is and igroi n d xxat er,

L ike other memb ers of the pubdie. I uin outra 'ed b,, Ilnerax ' propwo' ,l to ic-Llbel dan 'cm iws

,-xastc near the Ctdumhia [-net',' IMISu til ~ e pic in .i r'. 3h1J~t de~o-iii
I hi stats vith Iw. dino public hearin 's outside thec I ri4 itis lo date. Eneruv ll held o.nL'
publicm T-eelm in Ric~hlaind WXV N.People live downstream fom)r H mit ird mid face srk u threat.
troim Lu rt.s prtyosal. I- nert; N must schedule hearinu-s throuumio t the ia 11T Northv-est \Most

of ll, I' icrg n iust abandon its plans lto re-libel dangecrous pollution~ and inx Lst in cleanup

it lotls,

Sincerecix

,b)(6)

malb)(6)
Address: tb)6)

P)11o)n e: tb)(6)



\Ir .Jan Bo le

.S. I eparinient. of Lu ert, 'v ()( Te of River Protecion
P.O. fiox 4( MNI \ H
Richland. VVk 993S>4

Re I )raf k \ II IDeterni iinon tbr thle ( \iiLlf \a lcNltd_ CII tent Afed (

Dear Mlr. Box ter.

1 irgc.. \ u to i N 1thd r-a t he >. -I )cpar iint o I -nc rg\ [Ic -. ) v Dra ft \\ R Fx Nlu t o I lKk1 '
Closure of Wkaste Ni 1naJe -,ent Area CI at the I Iantbrd Nuclear Site. Fnera x

plans to reclassitx iiioh-ie e '\kat le . ft in I 1anI' rd', [Imv';Ictd' et
'oILim bia RI \ er- a., 'Io\ -level w\aste. C [arm tank vo e coniitains hhx rad .i o ve

kcn'n 'allN I in . lu et i Some 'asto in C [-arm Is tok likclx tranisurzimL \kste. ' LIt

high concentraLtions of long~-lix ed. hea't x radionuclide.s. Waste inl thec l Iarm ansinICILRIdeN
'mc I ~ ) p1 TITI rn _ ~x~rntixn-( ) ceiun jodinc"V i I p1 'IuII

ISLotopes). and mianN other toxic and raioaci\C eCOmRninan1111ts. i nerg\ 115 mlusi tank \~ vaste
based oni !_,ir_' da110 ntue nt nerax' a,!\ ct dcx clop pasnds~~co h xOt

I ulmLe I nierux' to !1a;o IiSshort-sighited. dangermiu> prIposal bec ause

1 (hiingni t label1 xviit c,,ad to cetup shir cuts. F or eCmpc C, ner,_x x -Ii1k,\tlltC
xx h .jrout I liest f %-.rII 'i C lave Ivcd. hi-Hl\ rad'oactix C contamnaTio 11n

I iantOrd 's soilI. hrtniufuturecenrtos health. sut'v _,round,* ater rsuce n the
C olumnbia.

2 i neux as ot etit-, burden to denTstrate ',halt material tssfeia hlizh-lexe wi a ste
mets tihe criterila 1_ r loxx -ile ixsc

.I Fncrl,%tx ailed tii akidreN" hoxx thle xxkasle reclass lieaton wxill Impactphto ;'ircAIN III
lantbOrd's sois and rudxtr

L ike other member: 4' the puh-I . I am outraged b\ LnMer\ 's proposal to reC-L&C beant-cr-O is
\o stc near the Cliii bia. inler g x rnust enigage the puLblic Inl ill robiisi, de:ision-rnak ig process

Is starts v, Ith holding pulilc hearinits outside the I ri-( ties. I o datte, I-nervy has field one
pub111 l eettIn ini Richlk d. )kA. People I ive downstre t' rm I iantford -and fce i*"hreats

t'r um Fre s proposal. 1, ncrg\ Must sc-hedule hezrings thrOtughoutL tile Pacti tic Northx es Most
ofail. 1:ne 'U' must a'ndon1 its n to re-lab-el dan_':'OI Pc r ii> pollution ad imest In leal

So)lutIins

Sn ~re lx.

(bna )l (b)( / 11 A_
_F -- '7

\f d dre Ss: jb)(6)
liho nc. Sb)(6) 1(b)(6 I



\lr. Jan Bo\ li,~

(,,S DseI)partmnt olft noriv ( ttict. ofRiv er IPr.tectIon
P( ), 13()x 45C). 16SIK) ()

)r t \ I I eterrtnuion I I r thc ( lotsur ol \Vasic\Iywcn!re

D ea r Mr. 1ox i cv,

u r ue N on to xvithdrax\ the t- 'S. D epartme~nt of Lner v 5 ( LnrgN1 D raft WI R 1-Fvalua. on t'(I ile
Closure of. Wastc MIaz lcm ra C at the. I anfor I \u 'I r Site - ner\ should abandonit
p1 anl' to -cc_ laIss N hityhl K \ I t,\aste lf in I lant'rd s ('1m iat iiikslw 1t~ i

(iolmbiaRix r its *loxx-lexcl 1' astc. C Far m tan k ac nte n hiuhl\ ra1dioaucti'\e.
I hcmic:aP\ dancerouI. )oll Io'~kn. 'Sonic \ttasic inI Ci 1-ar tak> i kVr vi'i&xat\ith

hi 0, concentrations of log-lix ccl heax \ radiOnuLIdCIS. W asi in thA( I inn tank- ImCILId C'

hpe. ad nmm oihtoic and raIdjactix c contaminants. inci g mtcisiVak wa"ste
Kased onl it>- Jalwerou> naturel not I nerg\ iluet ceLp pa>t koe ftex ~

I LTire Facrax, to abandonr its sh ort-sigted. danglerou proposi I becaulSe:

IChanng \0bl ~ l lead to c [eanup shortcuts. 1-or examp le. I e1- x ic ieT il ak
wih rout. fhe resut: I icrpv \,0 ill leve lonu- lived, iIil radjo' i\ec tmntIni

i lafr ' >oil. tr teigI r cn aios health. saiet . erudxae eore.and the
( olurr Ibi.

2 Lerx asnot met lt> ure to dmnttethat inalcrial clsiIiaa '~-lvlxat
Mieets the r Itetia rlox-eelxst

In-erkix tailed to addres s ho'x the xx'aste reclassification \'a1 ill ipct po01ltion alread\ in
I lanI~rd s s iand vroundxxatcer.

I ike other members of the PUblIC, I am ora 4by Iii r 'rgx proposal to) re-label danlgerous
ust nSCfear. thle (olumb"ia F ncrio miust eua the rupi II i robus' eIinmknopcs.

h111-, starts 11 t i(udiini1L public hearing-s otidethe I ti>Io date. Incrzx hats held one
puliMc meeting in Ric'hland. \\ A. Pcok t 1lic loxvnstrva in m I anifrd and face c afous threatIs

:rmLner,_t\ 's proj ),,. 1nergx mnust -'h!edulc er L ' hruhu thle adV\orthfi \1 Most
IIal. Ene.rgy mnust abh ndon its plans to re-label dan crious oillution and Invest in ceanup

s 'lutilons

SI icere I \

jtb)(6)
l ame[

I 'm aill 1b)(6)
\il ress>Ib)i6) b)t6)
Phone: 1(b)(6)



Mr .111 iBox li'
,,S, De partmnt n ol' Inerg.tx (K) lcC 'l i\Qr ProtectIn

P.( ), lBox 450h, \,ISIN lt0-0,
Richlanrd, WA 99"154

Re: I ri \\I DI f-iato rT the. (Vsuir of Waste \IinaCcIIIt-\rca C

Dear M~r. Bov\ier.

I wI )cxOL 10 \ iIIhdrax thes . S. De partment O1 Lnergx.' (Llier I\ 1 ratt \\ll f fxauton kr the
Clo'_Ure of \ teI- aw nl\re,- C it the~ H anford Nuiclear Sit eri should badn t
plan,it reksf ihlv.x dtIn iianfrd;s C I[ rm ta nk."I~ close to :h
C olumbia Rix cr-as io -ee as te. C' Farmn tank w 'aste contains hihxradioacl tix

c he ni c alI da i e ron Ll 1utItion, So me koaste I n C F arm t ank s Is I Ik clI trIanlrl o S x LFz'istc. x

hich concentrations ofln- xe.heavx radionuclides. Waste Ii the C I airmn tanks includes,
techneciuni- 01 JuLt n1iLii vi- _'') strontium-90. ce. jurn- I 2.jdiuIc- 1 29. 111Li1pIC uraiiM
isotopes. and mnx other tovic and radjoaictx e cnaiat.Inrxms as xtn xa

b oeI~n it- merUs ati not I flcr-x t'llure to dicx elop past ips ttex se

Iuro Inergt \ to bndnits sh or-si' te IoA dang~erouis proposal becauLSe

I .) Cthanging a labelI lead to cleanup :hortC*t. For exampic. lFnerg\ will like!\ fil tank
11i, Lll..rot The result: Fnergxx l c\cln-i hithxrdoci cia~a~ni

Hi-(i rd S SOIL threatenilng iti genUTer n h ealth. :iaf eronxairsore. and the
(iol urn hia.

2.[ner(L\ has not m' its but-den to~ st~I that materia lasiida ihlxc xd~
niects the criteria for lo k-lexel VxxaStc

I lanl'Ord-s soils and Ion ae

Like ,icer membi er-, ) e ibli I am outage hN b nc r_ 's propo)sal ito rc aeld i )S

xxastQ near the Ciolumbiia. Enr ~g must cngage the public in arobust decision-making recs
This starts xxith holding public hearings outSide the Tri-Cities. I o date. I nervx ha; hield one
public mneti in Richland. \\ A. People liv e downstreamn from I Ilinford and fa ce seriouIs threats
trom 1ncrgx,, s propo)sal. Fnerg\y must schedule hearing: throug'hout the Pacific \orth .wct. Most
of all. I nerux must abandion is plain .o re-labcl dangerous pollution and imest InI cleanup,-

solu10~11s.

Sincere!, .

bNam6

ib)if6) -1_

b)( 6)
Phone: 1( b)(6) "'liz



N ir, :Ja BON, Ici
IN IDq)eparti of I-nc rL) (O)fice o R ix er Protecin

PA~(), Bo\ 4501. \11l N I I(-0
Kichland, WA995

Re: Diraft WI 1R Ietr aio I r the (lsr fWse\aa C ie lit Akrea C

1)ear MIt. lox icr.

I urg.e '.()L to xx I tdra\x the I S )cpartment (it' I -nergx 's Enerv' )I )rali WWI IR lx_ ILI naion It fr the
( In> ire of' W aste Ih \vui~ rea C at the I I anflrd \tic I er ite rp -xnoul I,~ nnIts
pin to re 'I :ssl\ hi~- I I xxa. Ic tt I eh I in IIanlbrd'. C I a m t k IOcLat toc c the

Colu IrHi Nix cr as~ -k'Iox -le eL xa.te. (" Iarni tank x ast conttiuls- hliuhi> ra . a;ctix e.
'1 mi t ! dacet 's pll rnini. Some x ~ast 'n (" 1 arm tanks. ii' k rnu'~

hILb concentrations 01 lou-lixed, heaJvv rad Iionuelide's. \ astc in the C Iarm alnk; inclUL C;
te chnecum(4. it 11ni_ "LF 1m 23L) >ir ),-*mi10-) cesium- I 7.Iodine I7 ultpe rnu
lot toCes, and maw ihcr toxic and radi1oactive cotL nn> neri:\ must c assi I tank txxaste
based on its dangerol-5 naMTre not 1 nerev > l ailure to dCx( elop plns 1.' 0ip~ ltex ~C

IurL eC Fnergy to abandon its short-sighted. damierOLuS IMOPO'al bcaulSe!

I. - ( h-u nu a, be x edto lanp hotu . o eam e.Iei\ i i `f I tankx i11 ru Thei ul I Iee ox illleau e Iont& lix e. hi01hlx rdv cix , ~ tmm~ i

I lanird >oi1. !hcateinu uture~.enram ons ealt,>ft r~hx treore.adm
('lumbiai.

2 F ercx has not-t met 'is burden to demonstrate that i mtera a te I~~au-lc ix
meets the criteria Ibr Ioxx lex ci xx asic.

Lnrg fild o ddes hxxthe ,xasteclashdo v~ill i pt polution driead\ i
j.1i iI( 'Iano Ior K , o j nd L 7tround %I ate`r.

Like othe 'r iember ofthii public. I aM outraged b\ 'g proposal to rc-label dangeroita.
\xxast ne,. Co te lumbia Fnerg\ m1u.st enyac~ the pubiV in in robut decisioln-making poce
Ill,., Sarts \8 Ith ht ddime public hearing,,s outside the I rmi-Ctie I o date. Lnierg\ has held one

public meeting in Rich kind. WA , Peolple liBe oxxnstream frm ant'rd "Ind la c seriouN threat>-
fro F ere s~r P cra m Inst d.ule hearing> t!ruhu the Pa1C Mo txx~ Ist

IIal. I lergy must ab nmdon its plans to re-label dangerous pollti wn and im t x it n1canup
" 0 tLl tIt) It

'>ncerek .
b) (6)

Naime:
FI ti ii (b) 6) I ,c-5W
\ddre.ss ( u

Phonme: ](b)(6)
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Mr. JIan B3 xe
I D lepartmient, ofI nergN- ( )1 lic of'l i\ er Protection

P B 1ox 4ft , \ I H-o
Richland. W A 9935i4

Re' D raft \\lR t eeivn 'On r the ( I O re 4 'Waste \t Iiiw gemei nt Arc.o C

Decar 'Mr. B wker,

I urge 'WoU to) ithclrv the S. I)epartnient offLnergx *s [-nerg ) Draft \k IRf L11 IatiOn tor the
ClIosure 4 Waste Manag~ement Area (C at the I lanford Nucea~r Site, -ncrg should Ibanrdor It",

p~to recl' il'x' high-lc\cl \\aste let i[lanl ord': C7 1 arr tanks t close to ihe
Columbia RI~ er -as 'o l \ N aste. C I arm tank -xxukt contains hiki hk radioactix e.
cernieall'ilk ru pollution woi ~aste in C Iarn tain' )s lsikeix 1irr suranuc a* Ite. vib
hi 11 Co naI ns (onI' itm-i ed. hc',ix x radiMI.III nuliyck te In the C f-aaim tanks includes

techne 'juni- ) L, plutOnIuIM-2 9 stronti-QO. cesiumn- I7idneI"9 utpl fralIii um
isoop. .a manv other- toxic and raW vietix e cnai n.[e~ utcas 'tn at

~~~~~~~~!l I 's~Lneo'~ntr 1 e,. failure to- lex Jp Ian o ips fte xai

I urve I c xto abandon its sh ort-siuhtcd, U nwerous propos~ al se

I .1 C hang MnO aI label xxi Ii lead to cleanup shortts For e\ample. Energ \kxill like1 till tanks
xx it i rou u he result, Inerep xx ilI leax long- li cd highl\ radioae:tixectmvain

Rlantf rd's threatemillo future ceeains' icaith. S'3*. ii'xeoudxae ieore> n
Ciolumbia,

2. neri V has not mect iTs burden to demo,,,nst-rate that miaterial cilassIicd I, hih-cxc xx vQstc
mekets the criteria for lo\-exckxaste,

I .ner,,\I t'i IcJ w~ ddre.,s hoxxk the xx, ivte reelassit icatto mil ma, '11 1, loiona e
llant'Oos soiL and grot I xdttr.

L ike o)ther mn ihbrs oftepub] ii.. I am iiutraged 11\ FII111 ncrg\ kSd torpsl eae ~agr
%va; tc neair the C olumbia Irk a mut senv-age the public in a robuIt deiiiira~process,
Fhis starts x ih ho. din., u lHie he ri 'is utLiSdC the Tin Iities. I 1) d3e n 'rc\ hias held one
public meeting in Ri'hi.n 1. %k A, People live downstream trot)r I lntb. r I iiA face serious threats

fi-oin Fnergx ' proposal'd [-ncr g must sc'hedule hearing -. 5 thr-oughout the 1)ac i ICNorhxet Most
4 all. Fnerg 'x must bno its plans to) re-h becl dangerous polution 1nd 111 eSt In leau
0 lui r.

Sincerei I(b)(6)
b)(6)

Name:
i

b)(6) IAddress - \' i -/T
Phon -. i I(b)(6)/



Nir. Jain Bo\lCr
(-'.S. I )parlr ..Iht of WI ii'.~ icc ul Ri\ er POIecCt 10 n
lO ) Ix 44,I Nisi\ 1If)61
Rili .ilk1 . \WA 5)~f-

Re-I )rat W I R Dh Clrm` I I Ot t'r The (JI OSLre ot Waste \ Ifl a cm c 1t -rca

Dear Mr. 13o\ icr.

I urc~c \ ou to ),Nithdra\\ the D . epartmecnt ot' -nerg N Ine ~)ra It W\ IR F \i a ltI on lor t he
Closure of, \iste Nl"Int emenT1 Area C xI th -Ai ltord Nucle~ar Site. 1:nerg sx hould abandon its

plan,"t reclasit'N hicTe c- -, c&t let in l- t''rf C I arm tank -located os t the
Columbia Rix e, I-as -"lo\ -Ie\ el' \asic. C Farm tan-k waste Coniali; 11yl\ radioatllVe,
*hemi 'alix danguerou, pollution, Some kasic inl C I nvir tanks is likci\ trar -IsuaiI \a ,?N. %ki th
high, concentrations or Ionut-lied. heavx radiunuelk cs., \k ate~ in the C , r ank-,n~uc

techneci um-99, tFtoniurn11-90, rosiurn-ium137. ioditIc-29 Q iniplc urai urnl
isotopes. and nlan Other t; Aic and radwoactive contai1nuls Lncrii\ PIust classlf\ tlank % aslic

011I it4S danir i- ntr not I: ner!\ 's tailure to ciTpan ~dips t the x.ik

I urg'e Fncrp to abandIon its sho rt-sightedA. danuerous proposal because:

1.) Changing a labei 'vill lead wI clanup ShlOllri~s. F-or cxampic, 1:ncrq w ill hkc% ixll tanks
\ vjib 2rout, T he resut a! InC'rL\ w ill lela,. raocfIxcdnh1 ioactivc cointar i. i n

Ha-lo' rd*s Skill. threatening 'IutUre znrtoshdh satl .i groLMndWat eSO' ",ouc. and thc
C oIl tinhi a.

I nerpx hlt s not rncI 'ts budnto demon strate tha t mnz icrial cas edas hiklh-Ic'ei\\st
mneet. the criteria t'or kv-cxi~astc.

I Ter, a\filed to address klox\ the \, asic reass .I.7cation \x ill Inpact pollutnon aJiii ~
IlanfOrd's soils and rroundxkaier.

1.ike othcr mchcr, oer hepN c. rnourae h\ I ncrp 's prop -,li)r-ae
r\stcnar tile ( 'olunba, f nCYg\ must eng1,age the' public ill a ro(hWS1 dCCiVS11onak Ing Pro-cess.

Fhis starts \ itli lholding puhlic hcarinsus olutsidc the Tri-Cities. I o date. lncrex\ has held o~ne
pubhlIIc m ee tin I Ign R Ihc I nd. WA, -\ f p1Ic ike do wristrea in 1om 1 lan! 11 nd ace seni ous- threa ts

Iron Ii ri propoisal. LnergK Must schedule heaning~s throu ghout the aii Northwecst. lklost
ot all. Ilneri_,\ must ia ando I its p1'r,- -,,) r '-label darngcrous poIlutiln and Iinvest in Cleanup
soluItions

Slnceel, I' b)(6)

Name: . I J_

Add Ire- b) (6)

Phone-.
7- b)(6)

I-



\Mr Jan Btlxier
I S. Di~cartnent oOLec ffice O! Rix er Protection
P.O. Hox 450. \1>I 116i)00
RiIAdanti. \ A 99,154

Ie. Dra ft \\R De 1termiination f r the(l.sr4\.I an~mutA~

IDear Mr. Box lit'.

Iurgre VOU to -Vitlidra\N the L'S. Departmnent of lncrg% 's (Encr) I )raft WI 11 IF x ati .n 'i w the
( 'osuire of \aste Mianag~em ent .Area C'at the IHartford NUel ar Sit" n ler 'x sho~ul I hando ll';
plans to reclassilx, high- lex ci\~astc left In HaLnf'ord s (- Farm tank>, located oclose to the

Co luml'bia ixe as C*o -lxc" ;e I'rm tank xxastc ' .ur ns Phlx di\ ct
chcmicall\ dal_,:OL, nO~~erT1 ous ollution n exastc in C [arm taniks Is likel xtaiuai x sc xi
high concentrations of lone-livc 1. heavyx radionuicl ides. Waste in the (' 1lr anks includes
techrnecuti-9'9. plUtOniunv-1- 19.~~ strontiur-11Ob9. *()u(17.ioine- 9 > raulipl uran1. !"ImI

Isotopes, mnd man, other toxi a rdocIx otnns I Fner-,. il,' mu . claslix tnk \xasle

based on its aneru nature not Fnerge' *s failure ito develop plJ!!N to !di-,,,),-e of the v, aste.

I urg Fc lnerv.! to ,Aanmdon its short-sK lited. dangeroLIS plr )posal bcauIse-

( h' n in.., w Ixiil lead to c leanup shortcuts. F or exml.I nergx X' *;I Ii keifl tank
kx Ith Lr0111 Ihe reslt]: I TIerx x l Lx ln I - Ii xed. high l- a oditcclmtit lIf

I aflr s oillh. ac niltucunniin health~. tejft . Lonl.c rsucs n the
('01l.17nbia1

2 1 nerx Ia,. not1 TTet i1, burden ito detnonstraic that material c u-ife h h I al s.tc
miets the criteria fiOrlox-xi st

3, - (. ic xiie oadeshx h stc reclassification xx ill imipact pollution alrea dx in
I lanf )rd\, soik and LroUnIxxmatei,

I i1ke other members of the public. I am o)utruged bv L ncrgx 's proposal to re-label dangerous
kk axle niear the ( umhiai I nrar-i must engoage thle puliHc in1 .'b1 dcii t i n rw
I hi; sti x th holding, puh.lic hea ring OI otSide the I ri-(utes i dite lnergv has heId o ie
public in 'ting in Richl md, W A. People lix e downlstream fni filanf rd and face serous threats

IlTonIl FLuC ro Sprpal Lnergx\ mu-st schedule hearings, tho otithe Paii\orth,.e.st. Most
int A ' ,bandon its Ilans to re-libel dang'erous pollution and Imc si in cfleanup

oflt Lne

Slinerelx.
1j b 6)

1b 1t6)
Name:
I nIl' b)(6)

Add c»4
Phone:



\Ir. Kan Bo \ let
l. S. De)partment 1 llnergev Office ofRiver Protectionl
PA). [lox 4 §i . N' b
Richland. W\A 991,;4

Re D raft WI R Deterrainat ion f"or the ( insure of WKat Naiaicine AreaC

D)ear Mr. IBovier,

I urn c o to I ithdra\\ the i k Ieprr i..nt of Lner)VN [ncr 'erg ) Draft \\ II f- lnion tor thL
(losure oi\\'aste NIana !tifltl Area C at the I lant'ord N uclear Site. Fnero, shoul 1 h h ii

pianV. to re 'lassit' hi gh-lc' ci \\xs a. -i in I lnf )rd* C 1- arm tanks- located close to the
(Columbhia Ri'.er- a. wn'iIc. e e W C Farm tank waste contains iehi'. radjoacti'.
o:hfenTi ic.ailx1 dang~erous po~lltunon11 XSot i'AIn C Farm ta,,~ islkel'. transurfanic tk~asle- '\'.Ilh

hliah concenti-ations otfioni!-li'. ed. hca\ v radionuclIIdes. Vv'aste ill the ( I'anim tank-s inc~ludes
Ic '1 iC Itil -09, plui nirarv-`239, stint iim-91. cesium- 1 37 odinle- radile urani am

Isotopes. n m nri Other toxic and radioacti'. cCOntami lltS. trierg IImUSt classif'. tank '. a.. b
hJasedoCtJ aeeosntr not FtcrgN *s t'falure to de'. elo p1a- nst d. the vioste-

I Urlg e I Iner ',% to aba ndon its short-siL -td. J 'mgerous proposal hecau e.

I .)(han,-I i, a labe \'i WI I lead to cnups ort ut's. l'or examtple. 1:- tcn' 'ill likekx ditn
''. 1th ~ich re.u it:- I'tnergN x'. Ill leavec lon ,- Ii\ cd, hitghl\ rad ioalcti e~ Ccont'ainraIl it "1 1B1 1
I Iant'i-d's soil. threatening ful-ture uenerations . health, saldx\ . ground'.'.ater rcsoujrccs . and the

COIlumbia.

Fncrpx has not met iit burde to demo~nstrate that inater-i I classifieJ as hiuh-IeN el \astc

meets ti e criteria for I 'p'.-Ic~e ci '.Ste

FnerIn t'J iled to addres ho'.' the -- '.astc reclassification .lf Impact pollutlion alread\ In)
I lanl'Ord's s4 i Is an I Lroun(l, '.Aier,

I Ike other me nbers, of the public. I am outriL 'd b\ I nerjvys proposal to re-label dangerous
vAsc nlea 111 'ol nbi& I nrgl ru nlVt n' 1he 11,b11c in arobuist dec'Isin a inm!u cs

I his 'starts \N' ith holding puiblic hearings ou tsidec thle I ri-( ities. I o date. Lncrp' has hiel One

paLbliC m 'eeting in Richland. WAV Peoph.T IBe dov nstream tro1m I lantod an Lice 'orus hrea ts

1mrm 1 nergN 's prop osal. I neing must schedleI hearings throug'hout the Pacific North"ct. Monst
ot all. I' neq ti!Lmust ahandona its plains to re-I' bel danLmerous pollUtion1 and in'.est nIl c ;c ,it pr

Sicee

(b)(6)

I %ma I k
A\dd rec 5 e_ 4 CH_ le 7 S-ic-i
Phone -. 7(b)(6)



Mr. kir l B let
D epairtmi ent of Ilc,- tie K111tie olf R 1\ cr Protectionl

Richland. WAi (N §4

Re Draft k 11< 1)'rinro 'r tile (Clos ure of \aste \A ee rera

Dear Nilr, Box ier.

I urge \ OU it) \x ihdri tile t, S. I )eparmnflt o! 1nerg .s(I .nerg ) I )raft \k I R LaIx uuti onl1 to thetx
(Closure of \\aste %lMan)emerit Area C ai the I I' nford Nucea xr Sit'e. I nero\ should abandonr itS

pla ms to recks"If ixhihte i ,t Ic t i flarird's C I'arm tns located close to thec
(Columbia Rix ':r -a; "I-Ileel wxaste.. C Farm tank wasteL conitis higl radioactive.
cherri 'al l' d.i!,ngeron> Pollution. Some xx a tc in C [ar i t iks is I ke[x transuranic x te. w th
hich concentrations 0 oloIl ed. heax x radionuichIdes. Waste inI thle C f[arm tanksL include>,
techileci im-99 ).plutO11 iu1-239. strontivirm-90. ccesium- I ' 7. io)dine- 1'29. fi Ii ipiiran
isotopes. and ian\ or toxic and radioactix c, :onltamrinanrts. , eg mu t c as >Tan aa

based n its angero~ na~ue noti nr,-\ ', >tllure to dcx clop pln t "' sps ") the IS 1sle

I urg'e I1 nerv.t to abandon its S i rt-siilfhted. dangeron:s proposal bc- ause _

I Changing a, label xx cm tll calI i nup shorit.S. For example. lnergv will Aiels fill tanks
with 01r01.1t. 1 hie result, II k2,, xxii lex on -l ix . highI\ n' d I \ I,-, i, kce'tm at I( )P I

iianrifr soil. threa tentimn g ew~cn ions health, sa txl. gonxac eoreai h
C olumbhia.

,I ncriz hx K not met itsI burden to demionstrate that material cla',,rtlicdix.iiu-e el vx asIc
nicts the criteria for loxx-lex l vxaste.

F.)lier \ "' lto ad c hoxx thcexai reclassift inx l nai;s1uinatcd
I lanford'is soils and! _roL1nd\A "ier.

Like other immber> of the uic I ilai O~taged h\ Fncrg *-- prj o-al tor '-tzh b rier
wvaste near the ()lumiha Ihncrog mut st eng'age thle public In itrobu st dleeli n-makino proce'Ss
Ihis sta rts x jIt h old4imn ub I C hering outside the Tri -0 ic s,, Jo hitsIri~ heldon
public rmeetig In Ric ux . 'A , A. People live downstream frnm I fartijrd rid ta-c serioLus thy ats>
from FnriL, s propos. l, nerg, !Mx S must CedL1 e arings throug~hout the PItfic Northwest, M/ost
ofall. Friergx must hbandon its pla.ns to relbldanoerous pollutton and imest InT cleanup

Sincerelx,

Name:
)(6)

% d dres . (biB) j b) (6)
Phorie: b)(6)



(.S. De)partment ol lncrg Ot()tice ol River P~rotection
A)., B~o\ 43(i* NSIN H611-00

P. ~ichland. WA 99354

I~c Daft \\ IK R I)crni lai)nn IC swrk loIc 1 aste N1a n ceent A ic

I )ca r Mr. BlON ter,

I Urge u to %N ith ira x the (,. S. lDepariment ofh (nr ,I neroN ) LDr~d WI\R Lvaluation fbr ti c
('lOSure of k\aste NManat ectent ('a 'It The I lanto(rd N uclear ',1ik. I'n rzv should abandon it.,
pji n> to re 'Ias >iOx I ich- ix ci \x . iIlt in I lani )rd' C Fairm tanks He ~ctN clos to the
( oIl1 ibia River- as "lomx-lexcexas C Iarmn tank x Nste contains hI -h1\ radioact'x e,

k~e liax da rous pt llitt-Ioiv So-,- nwaste in C I-arrn nkcs is likeix transuaramic xxastc.xxo

high concentra tions o4 oiu-lix d, heax x radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks Inciude\
Techn icum- 9. 1uoim_ G'tt mJ.LeSIL3111 dn1 2,mhib rat n
isl)Tpc~. andi man\ Other toxic Mrid rad ioacl I% e conltaini run it . i Jlrq 1In' ust -"Le tn ai
based on itS d.l~AnuenF fn nture nok-t F!1.r-' *\ fdilure !o dcx ip plan> tcip -~ ex

I rtcleru to abandon Its sriictddangerouis proiposa b! ecaUse :

II Chanujuc- a label xwiii lead to cleanp shrtcuts. Ior example)!k. Fner-L,, x i" likel> !1' tanks
xxth urIOUt. 'I Ile reult:. I ner,-Y, xxii I." WflLt- livcd. iuhl x radioactix c cnmna n

I [ani'Ord' soil. threatening2 future gecrat~dions' health. salety. Or undxx ite 'reour''-.a i he
C olu rihia.

1 I-nerL-% ha not met lti b Tdcn to demonst rate that m ta k:classified as hig~h-level wastc
meet,, thc criteria to)tix-lec xxastc,

fi-n rgvx ". iiled it, rc hoxx the xxscrke iassikcai~ , Il xIimpact poiikt ion airead\ Mn

I IantiOrd's soils anid ,roi dx\ ater

L ike other members of the public. I arm outraged bN incrg\ 's proposal to re- label dangerk)us
xx.~t sT wal th IL lra I- r must nu thc pubhio a ro~bust dc inmkigp cs

I is qtarts kk ith holding puhiic hlearing s out -side thc I ri-( ities. I t) daic. 1knergx has held o)ne
public meeting in R ichlandI. WA, People live loxnstrea nt r m H anford a i face s erious hrat
Irom I nerg\ *s p.roposal. I-ierg \ nMst -iheduile he; r ngs throughout thc P' cilic \orthx cst. )\ 0'f

ot ail. [-1ner i must abandon it: plans i)re-labQl daneo r 'a poIl.lion aid Invest InI CIlanup
>-o u1 uti

Sincerclix.

a m ) (6)

I -mn i: (b)(6) ; 'I 1 ;1

\ddre'N J'b) 6) f

Phone: 1(bt6



VMr. Janl 11o\vier
U.S. D~epartment ot'Fnerpg Office 4 River lrotcctionl
P-0,. Box 450). MNI f 16-60)
Richland. WVA 9935.4

Re: D~raft \k'R Deterination for the Closure of W~aste Management Area C

Dear Mvr. lBovier,

Iurge \:Oil to withdra" the .S. Department of 1*[nergy's (['nergy) Draft WXIR Lvaiuation for the
Closujre of Waste Nianagernent Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. I'neri should abandon itsplans to reclassify high-Ie~cl waste left in I anford's (" Farmn tanks- located close to the
Columbia Ri-ver as -iok\\-le~el* '\ asic. C Farm- tank waste contains his. ~h Iv\ radioactive.
chernicallv dmn terous poltion. Some waste in C-. Farm tanks islkelN transuranic aste. ' i-th
high concentrations of Iong-livceti heavN radionuLclIides. Waste in the C Farm tanks incl ude.
technecium-9 ). pltOnium-2 9. str.,ntium-9(J. cesium-i 37. iodinle-129. Multiple uraniUMr
isotopes, anid man\ othe'r toxic and radioactv\,* contaminants. Encrg\ must cia.ssify tank wa ste
hase~d on its dangerous natu.re- not [ncrg sfailure to develop phans to d ispose of'the w aste.

Iurge I.nergx to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because.

1.) (Chang'ing a label l lead to cleanup shortcuts, For exarmple, ILnergyv wll likelN fill tanks
with grout. T[he result: F .ncr,, xilIcx ont)-lied. highly radi )actil\ contaminlation inanford's soil, th~reatening futurne atos heath saetagrudwer resources, and the
C.ol umbhia.

2E nergy has not met isburden to demo)nstrate that material classified as high-level w-aste
meets the criteria fo(r lo\x -levxel x ,aste.

) Fnert X failed to address howx the xx'te reclassification wxill impact pollution alread\ in
Hlanford's soils and groundxx, ater.

Like other members ofthe public. I arn outraged by 1.nergx 's proposal to re-label dangverous
xx aste near the (CIolumbia. liner ,Yv must eng~age the public in a robust dec>ion-making proes~s.
This starts wxith holdingi public hearin,-s outside the 'IFri-Ci*ties. To da te, L'nervxhshl n
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live dow-vnstreamn from I lanfbrd anid face serious threaits
f'romi ['ncrgys prop~osal. 1½ 'eruv must schedule hearingis throughout the Pac'ific Northvx 'st. Most

of, all. Energy must a bandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution anid invest in cleanup
solutions,

Sincerely.
I(b)(6)

Nadie:
Email: 1(b)(6)

I'->

Address:, I(b)(6)
7/ 2'. -Phone- ](b)(6)



tI S.. Depat rment of Fn 'rev oftice ot'River Protection1
P.0, 13o \ 4 ;() NSIN 11)-(
Richland. WA 99) 54

Re: D raft \V I1k I)etc riInat1 1tti Ir the CI wHsurc (11 \\ 'a tc VIaieen rx

Dear Mr. lBovier,

Iurge y ou to withdrax% the t. ".S, Department oft Lnerg N S (1Cet'N ) D raft VIR I hali i'o r the
( loSUre of \\ Ste Aaxeret~rea (' it the I lanford I \ te ar Site. F-nrs% r xho. I -I an its

p1 ins to recd sst t' high-l1 xci; I k aste leti In I lant'ord *s (I arril tank s toe :ted Close to the
Columbhia River -as lowk-lex ci' xxastc. (' Farm tank xx aste contains hiuhix radioactix C.

Kr cicll dan ,rous pollution-~ Som xste in C' Famn tanks is h kei tranlsuroi an isc W1
hich21 conc'entrations of* Iong-lixe 1. heal ', radioniuclides. Waste in the (' Farm tanks, itCnel
tchneciumi-99'. p11 toniur -2'). trrontitunm-90,. cesi- t 3T lm- 'mlI u ill
Isotopes. and mnii' other toxic anrd radiouclii 1." conaninn. iL~r~ utcasl ak\

bedon its danvoterous nature not Enrex 's t'Ai lure to' dlcx- e lop pllans, to dip I ose of te xztc

I rv [-nerg to abandon its short-sighited. d an~gerouis proposalI becMuSe.

( 'hnuin a abel Nxiii lead to) cleanup shortcuts. I or example. F nero\ xxiii li'kei\ 11Hi tan1ks
,\ith VrOLt Hl. [he lT- res 'II n rLx \\ill leix ng-tived, hId l\ radioactiv xccontanm"i -t!~ n

I tanfords soil. hetnn future enatoshealrth. s-afectx . groundxxa-,ter resource,,s. and 11he
C'olumnbia.

I ner x, has niot met iturdQTn to demon!.straite that inr',i i 1c :la sit I ed ais h i gh -lIex c\ ex Ias tC'
meetc s the criteria f'Or Ioxx -level \\x stc

31 ) nergx failed to address ho\\ the xxsereciassifieation v,-ill impact Pollution alrecad\ iii

I lantfird's soils and Leroundxxatcr.

Like other members ofthle public, I amn outravied b-\ 1I nergx ', proposal to rc-label JaiteeroIS.
ite nlear #-- Clumbia. F n 'max must en _ a c the pI b ic it robuis-,ciinmki~poes

I is starts with holding pI)li I hearing outsid Ithe I riCte.I o datte. lnerg\ has hield one
public mieling in Richland. W.A. People liv e downstream f~rom I ant Jr and face serilou, threats

foilr n nem'x 's pFiI lnei'x must schedule hearinos tim uout11 ,(, the Pacitic North-west. Most
of 'ill Lner-gy must abandIon its plans to rec-label dangerous pollution and invest In cleanup

Sincerelx. 1(b )(6)

Name:
1- nial I. b)(6)

'b6
\ddres"S.
Phonle: 1(b)(6)



Mr. Jan Bo\ I*CI
I\er PrutcctiOrl

P. ). Boux 450, \ISIN I10-60i
Richland. WA 99354

Re., 1Draft \\I D1 etermination 1-or the & losure of \kaste \VInaig~ecnt Area

D~ear ir. lBo-vicr,

I ur-,c (ILI to m thdrax\ the t D e~ artment of Iiergy\ I I-ncr gy I Draft, WI R 1 ,01iiaio h thle

Closureo of W\aste Mai-, ,ementi Area (' at the I ianl'ord Nuclear Site, Lierp~ shOUnI I bandon Its,
plan tw reclassify hi 'h-Ite M H sefi -at l'ords C Farm tank,, Iocatcd Clow setl
COIL Iibi Ri er- as **km -le~e! 'F' ~st. Far tarn k ate contains~ hi iIk rad " 'tiVe.

-:clal dainwrou- p\st Inu.Nn In C Farm tanks I k'\' trawsuranic xv st, \it
hivh concentrations of long-lix e I. heavN rad]MionuIlides. Waste in thle C [arm tanks mcl ides
teChuCCitm1-99. pintoruum11-2."), stront!ium ,, esum-r- I3 io1rc I 9N uhpl rr r

rskotupcs. and man\ kther toxic anld rioa,ctive contaiminns Inrg mutcasi1 akx~
based onl its dank. ~erous naiurc no)t ! ierg\ *s taifure to Lieldop ph ii: to dispose of4h11Ci

I ut 'C i-ner2,\ to abandon 'h n- h-It 'd.I daners v rlia ea

I(hanging a label xx III lead to cleantip shortCuts. I-or example. Lnrgr v. iii likels, till tank.s
xx th Lrout I fie resLnlt Vnervu \ II ila Lix ' I ng-l ed hi fl\ ri' dioacn Il 1unni "1"' flo 1

1Ilanftrds soil, threatening future generions' health. salcix . iiroundk\atcr rsucs n h
C oi u1 nib i a.

2 Inergx has not met its burden to- Ldemonstrate that material classified &as high- loe ef x Sic
meets the critera tkr lox-lxeixastc.

'I Lner~ ' I ii d to addiress ho\xx the xx aste ree lassi fieat ion will Impact pdflit ion al readx, in
lnfrd's > ,Ii.s e U

Like other members t f th; r wudic. I anm outrageid b\ L1ners 's proposal to re-label danurous
xste nea IF iC imluL sMu~t 111C~ thpublic: InI robu1St ikin-kin

1his starts xx Ith hodIThnO publIC he-Arings outSide the ri-( Ite t o date, licruv has hedouc
public mneeting in) Richland. WVA People live downstream frLom I lanlo(rd and face serious th -ireats
from Fnerp prop F ner,_s nus s~.hedule heti rmh ile Paific th ~
of all. FineroN must Iband in it plans to re-i bo:1 datngerous pollution and iti\ st In cleanun
soILutions.

Sincerel\,

1( b)(6)
N amec:

Fimail. (b)(6) Vf9A~2t ~
Address: (b)(6) tA~oa&Ee p2/?
Pho-ne: £ eQ 0(b)(6



I xA'OLuld l ike to share tthesc LidditionaI concerns as well:
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Mr, -fai n teir
> `. Dep~artmnent ol Lncre\, OffIice ot ler Pt-otecitonl

). B y13\ 4-;(). %1I',lN 116~-60~
Rijchla nd., \% A 9),?f

Re: D~rat \\IR I) ternmiin t'(t the C losure ofXast Vliagetciii Area (

Dear M~r. lBovier,

I Urg VC\oLn to withdrawv hei U .S. I cpartmn-t of Luenr,)x (F nciry Dt-a I 7 )NX AVL Fkaf ll.tior *,'r the
(ita sure of Waste ~n m Area C at the Hanford Nuclar Sitw ["n e-, diuld aba nin it2l
p ln to V tcl a high-lve I.aC t I C in I ntfords C (Farm taiuks located c los to the

CoIlmbia River as wa-eae ste. (' [armi tank kvastc Contains hiuhia lvadjoa~ctiac.
ce iec lId l 1 -"T- 1,0US po uol o s nw \\ it;te In C Farmi tank -, 1 ikca trn'rai axas'.

hig'h concentratl ins of' long-livedI. heavy radionuclides. Waste 'in the C Farmi tanks~ inCLId&S
tcchneciuni-99. plutoniuiri-23~). strotttiuin-9( I. cesiun> I -7 Iodine- 1 2) nmu iipLeua r
ISOtOPC '. Lid mn na toiIxi ad Cid ) Cti\e cm inants.L Fnr,.% TLS C'\11 1-st 1851 mik aa

hi il its ci ngtrows nature not 's fr ailurc to develo p1 r1) d,~'sco hc\a

I Urg~e f'nergy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous pr-oposal beCcOause

I Chanteine a1 lle a ad to cle .u s 1otcuS. fo c ample. Inerxx ieail ak'
xx ith Luout the Ieut nee x ll la oe i ihxrdjat otniai ni
I ln~d ol hetnn luee'cavn elh a~x.gona trrsucs n tt~c
(oluimbia.

nergx has not Met its burdc todeontrt that maeral classIied a1 hiLch,- le ci I Naste
meets the criteria for toa\ -level axastec

I Vner\ tai led to address Pp aa the ax asle reclassi ficat Ion \.kill impac t poll oh ion at reaid\ II
Ifbi I 5(', s and mground\Natcir

L ike other menmbers of'the puli -c I awur by I n rgx *s proposal to re-label dang~elou's
axastc near the (' ohmi lhia I- :-,-L_- must en~ the pLublic inl aI 1`0hu,11 deci-. '0i- mahi ngprcs
Ihils starts a' Ith holding pubNl hcarn~.s outside the 1 ri-( 'die> I o date. I ncrgx has hield one
PLubtic meetingy in Riehland, W A. People live downstre'ar from fllf'f iJ"" f' t C h 'rioU t _r'e N

ib om Fnri prorgs 'sr~ nust schedule hearing thrm111,, theo '1t Pamic Northa est N1
oflti Fl-er IN ImUst abiion its plans to re-labct dangeirous pollthin andinvest inl ceemup

SOILntions.

Sincerel
1(b)(6)

Name:
_(b)(61 C (1 ,; I xi- CAdes: / L N L~ K _-Z./ 6.

Pho ne: 1( b)(6)



\Ir Jan fo \ier
IS. I) partmn t ofIure )f lice olf I l : rotcC" tI I

11( Box 450, NMSI\ 110u-60
ichland. \ \ A97

Rc: D~raft \I DkIetermination ton the Closure of Waste MIanagecmenh Area U

D~ear\Mr, Box ier.

I urLze vonto N) ithdl'ix the t. S. D epartmnent otF[nrir, *s lFnerg ) Draft WI R Lx alUation)I f"Oi the
(Iosurc ofl\\ sie \wiaacn' Arc a C mt the I lanf'ord Nuclear Sie 1rci, , hould abandon v
Plans to reclassif-v hich)-lex e %\i x st left in I lantflrds C [arm I inks- -located :lose to the
( lUmbia R ix e* as ix-l cvc1 \\x me. C [arm tank x vaste contains highl-, r' dioactivc.

chernicaliv d ingtrous pollutioni. Some x tin C Farm tanks Is like\ trans'uranic %\aSte. xx tl,
hli-h knt ) n f k) ni n-Ilkxd. heax\ rad n cl ides. W\astl i the (" I arm tank iicludes
iechnec i m- 9 9 . plutonium-2"o). strontuni-90. cesium- 1 7.i(ILIIne- 1 29. m~Ultiple uranlim
Isotopes. and man\m other toxic and radioactix e contam-inanls. I 'ner-W- ilLIS! claSSif lank xx LIstc

aedon its danen Ins nature 11ot FLi erex 'S t1AilUre to dCx ;:101 plan,, to, di!pose ot1 the xat

I rie In reg to abandoin its short-sighted. dangerous propoNsal bCaLSC

ChanoinL. a label xkl ilead to clean~p shortcuts. v(, examiple. 1[nerp \kxill ii cl-x fill mks
\ th 14rOnt IC reCSult F nerg\ \\Ill leax e long-I x ed, hiujhixrd ei contamination in

I tanford': soiil. threatening futuire generations' health. Sa-fet, . 'rou~ndkkarer resources. and the
Columbia.

2 nerwx has not met its burden to dcmoiistratc that nmaterZi classiticLed as hip-1-Ic ,ci xx ste
ncets the criteria for lo%-e ,l\a.'te,

Enoertix failed to address hoxx the -\a:,te recl&assitication xxIii Impact pollution alreadx in
I ianford's soils and groundwater

I ike: other rncrnis o)f ih htHK moiae \ I nerg\ !,propos-al to re-label dangerous"
\x aste near the Columbia. I ncrgx mnust encagte the puliNc in a robust dcis Aion-mlaing process.
I h-is starts wvith holding, public hearinLes outSide the I-Cte 'I o date, I-neri.v- has held one
public meeting in Richland. W\A, Pe ople lixe d ixxnstream 1romi I IantfOrd I n I face senrious thre ats
from L neng\',., proposal, Lnero\ must sceduleI heanin_, ts trough11out the Pacific \n rhwe.t. M
of all. [nerex must abandon its plans to rc-label din 'erous pollution and invest in cleanup
SO Ilutions,

~'-~ neereix

Nat
I i b)(6 ZEiIII k I 

1 _

Address: p C I
_ (b)(6)

Phone:



D Slcpart: ent o 1 1I i icre'( I txc otf Ri\ xr Irotct o01
PA ). B~ox 471) INI 6-60)
kRe*hlaind \kA 90

Re )rivtlt \VNI R I)terrminatimi b'r the (Owurc of Wz stc 1aiag ernicnt \rea) (

lcar \1r, io\ ter.

Iurge oul to \% ithdraok the I S. I )cpartrncnt ol t' r sI nei-r'x Draft \V?I xa ltiation l'r the
1,Str ke&o \A astc Niana~mcilln \rea ( Xt he 1 Iarlt'Ord Node. r- Site. IA nere' should at ndo

planis to rc' lassilIx hwrh-le cxci st !x : l M y Illanford's C Far 'tin aks located close to the
(ol umbit R iver as 'ixx-le Ixastc. C Fitiarm tank xx aste cmit nris 1ich l\ radinact Xe.

chermicalix dan ocroWs ll Some wkaste in C [a'm tankl Ik-\ -aikOeix ti nstrani xx aistc. \x nh
1 In~l ocntrations of)Io'~- ed. heav\ raoiionuld ILIS c. a tc in the C I am tank Sincludes

technecitum-99 NPIlutOI um1-' "). St-I tn)tI 1 l r- I Mk.nultiple Llraniun
Isotopes, anid manx other toxic and radjoactix e comina nts, 1 nergy m1U.St chasstk 1 tak xx aisio
hised on It,, danu-CroU, n~atuFC 'nor Fic-,. *-re Itil rl to dexci p plans ito dispo se kit the wkaste,

I urge 1 nlerg\ to aband mn its sh rt-sig h-Jtud, dai lge'OLIS propo.sal bc c

I 'haneitte a label \,i Ill lead to) cleanup shortcuts. I or example. F N ner xIll 1ikekl till lanik,
xx irk uront. Ihe result: I nier4\ vxill icax e lone-ikx ed. hirghI\ radroacti emotamnination In
I lanlo'(rds s s1i. threateningt ILutL.11e generations' health, safet\, . groundwxater resource-. and thie
('t lunibit

2. Inerex has not met ithurden to) dernorit rate that mnater'il elass*1`ied as hic-h-lex ei vk astc
mneets the criteria fo(r loxx -le\el \\ astc.

[ncrx ild torddr's> /X he ate reassi ication kNill Impact pt dlution idreaid- i
I taiflord's soils and grrudxxatcr.

I !kC Other- men11CT. rbci'14 110te puli I C1m1 h\t~~C bxnergX s propk)sal ito re- labehcteru
viastc near the CoIlumTbia. Fnerg must engage, the Public Ii a ribuist deeision-mnak'iM4pocs
I his starts x Ith holding,' pubhilicrin11 )5 ItSide the I Fri K ities 'I o) date. IAter 'x has hield oine

pulic m lirig) in Riehland. W.A. People Be do\ nstre m from I lnfOrd a nd d'ac en ius hrc'
1mom L-nergx 's proposal. L ncrLgx must Schedule hearinos throughout the Pacific N orthxx Ct. Mos~'t

of ll [nr mut banonit:p1ns o e-lbe da 'ro u: pollution and nesincleanup
SOIlutions.

'sincere I\ ,
b)(6)

(b)(6)
Add(re ss b) (6) I

Phol~ne: I(b)(6)



\lr. lan B~o\xc
t S, I ) iprt 1eni of I nert!N )H-l~o & 1 RI xcilProtection

['A. IBO'N 4' \1SlN I It)W
I c h I-a I \k '93>(1"5

\IR I)crmni1,ation 1' ,I th Ckurc of, W\aste N aaemn .kc

Dear Mr, [ION let'.

I Urec \ou to xx thdrzl\ thc I , Dparimnt Ol Incrg\ * 0nerg x I Drat \kIR I( I L aluation 101' thc
Closure of Wast \'laernent Arca C at thc I Iunkl'rd Nuce ar Sit er-
plans to rca.ixhigh-lee Lx'Ixasic II ' In I Ianflrds C I ain t lks cated cilose to the

(l'0iIbia Rix er as -Iox -leveL- xxastc. C [arm tank x astc contains highl\ radioacuixe.
chernicall,\ 1' nLtcrom pollUtion. Some xx astc in C Farmi tank s ikclN transuranic %\Ac x th

high co(ncentrations of long-ix ed. heav) rzLi~onuclidcs. Wa sic in tieC [armi tankS illci cks
tCChneCIUtn-o9. p1ltoniumi- ')) strontjum-40 )tCCsIum1- I1 7, io)din1C- 1 29. 1110tiple uranium~l

isotopes. and man\ oiher toxic and radioaclxc con!tamiant ncriex must classilK` tank\at

hasied On 'its dano'erou> nature not I eeu-sLi r to dcx' ; ciop pla>)t di xpos ot the xac

I itrve I :neru\ toabandon its short-sie--htcd. dangru rpslhcllc

1. (Changing. a label xxiii lead to cleanup shortcuts. For examnple Lncrg - xwill\ ill tanks
xk itt Lroit- -111e result- I In rg NN xIII leax c long-lIivcd. hIL11 mhx dioacti\ xc ContainIfat)in InI

Ii antford i 1 Tl thrtilenin futiure enruo)healih. satet . grol-nldkxater rcsources, and tile
( olunibia.

2. Inerux has not mect its burden to demnonsirate that miaterial caiieashiich-lexci xxasie
mnects tile criter-ia for Ioxx -lexci xx istc.

I nn r, L flcd taddress hoxk thle x citc reclassitication xxili 1n pilct pOI t1 n alr ad\ InT
I lanibOrd' soilIs and ground%\ ater.

I ikC Other FrnCT111br> Of iliC pul11.- 1 111 OU1na"cd h\ Eii -ncruI s prol1 to rc- label dano~croris

xx\aste near thc Columb111ia. Flnerg\ muLst engage the public in at robust decision-making process
I his starts \x I th, ho Id ins- pub h ic hearinL!> 0utSI c thle 1 ri -0 1ife.. I o datc ne, v ur hit, hcld one

public meetinm. in Richiand. W.A P Ieople lixke d xi stream from I lantford and face serious. Threat.-

Ir )rn L~ncrL1\ s proposal. Lnerg\ nust sce dule hearings throughout the P~acific Northxx,\est. M1ost
of all - I nergi\ must abandon its plans to re-I abel dangerou>1 podlltion anld in'est in clcanup

kI I U t 10 11i.

SincereR -
1b)(6)

Name:
1, m -t ItI 1(b)(6)
.\odd rc. 51

P honc - 1(b)(6) 111111



\Ir Jan kox ifr
cx ( )t -I icc, of i( I\ or I I roteci 1011i

PA). B~o\ 4501. N1SI\ 116h-60

Re: 1)ralt \\lR Dettrniiination thr the C losure of \Vastc Mtmgeirent Areai C

I ear \1IF B0%xier,

Iurgte on ito w I Ihdra\v\ thte I I. I) 'Prtment of'ti nrg 's ( [.eyg L.af kIRIaut I rth
(Closure of Waste \tanagL reri Ire C i at tie I lant*Ord \ uc lear Site, I nier.- ;h ld tI"Ifndonli
plans to rclassifxN hil x s left i i I iant Ord s C I arm tanks - loate close to tile
C olumbia River as 'x-I c"vvaste. C Farm tank vx aste contains highlN radjoactix C.
ch 'micallN d Ingerou-s p)olution. Some wi ste in C Farm tankL is likeix trans uranic \kaste. \\1111
hi h e c!t~lOsoflonL-ilx ci heax x radionuclides. Wstc I.;he ( i arm tanks, iicludc ,
technecIil I -UN. p utJUnOI IATL-)9, NtrontitTIL1-90, ceSIuni1-1 13 I, l dinW- 1 29. [inudl pk U"ii an um
isotopes, and main other toxic and radinacti xc contaminants, [I ncrgv must c lassik taLnk x astc
hased on its danuger us MIiTi.r not F nerLex 's tlure ito dex elop p lans to dispose ot the *vx astev

I UrL~c 1er\to abandon its :h rt- silhted. ding erOus proposal because:.

I(haneoinL, a libel \\ III lead to c leanlup shorcuts. 1- or example. Lncrip k\ III like]\ 1-1ll tank"
\xith grF i. tI hl reSIII: [lnerg xwxili leaxe lonL,-lxed, highlx radioactixce Contamination InI
I lanibrd* s soil, threatening thLturc generation,-, health, saftxt . ro Lnd kvatcr resceCS. and th1c
( olumbia.

2, 1 nergx, hais not met its burden, to dell oTistratc that materil classi fied as h-igh- ec .ixxastc
mleets the criteria 1>o low -level xxasje.

F.1ne.r gx Cale to adre..ss~ thle x astc Iclsiitinx n po 1 tion alread\ InI
I lanford's soils and groundw~ater.

I k.Ie odiei iliCllNers 'of the public. I am outiaged hN I iwrL,\ pi, posal to re-labeldaeru
\xaIste near the C ol inib1ia. f'- ncrg mut-gg the pub11 II in a robust decision-ni kin-L pro Cess
F is starts v, ith holding 'pu~blic hearings outs ide thle I ri-( ities. I odate. I nicr ux has held ome
publie ni eting In Richland. WA. IleoplIc lix c dowi strear fm Ii antfOrd and fa cc erious thritrca
Ironi lnergx s proposal. I nc! 'rgx must schedule hic rinos throughout the PaCH IC N orthxx esl. I los
of all. I "nerx niU~t ahi ndoni its plans to re-label dangerous: polluatio anrd mx est in cleanup
SO ILu Ion01S.

Sincereix. 1b6

Narnc:
I mail: Ii b 16) lu-l
A dress 1(b)(6) ill
Phone:



Mlr, Ja n HoN Icr
I )e ar- fienIt or1I I I er \ I-, ) k ohe I* R I\ crt i 'rotecti I I

IJ (,) 3 \ 4 0, \ISI N 1 V)-6(1
Rich land \' A 99154

Re: iral~ \\ 1 Deternin' tion 1'01 thle ost rc ol' W\aste NMat gerent Are'a(

lDcar \l. li)x ier.

I tirgo N oti 10) \.thdra" the ( !S. D epartmient of' li'nerg ''~s tiFneq, 1) Drah I kk1. iluation t'01 the
Closure oh' \A ast MaN~navecnt Area C at the Hainford I Ni 1er Site. Lner should abandon 1'1v

rlkn> to re :assl\- hii -ks e \Nastc it inl i lntfrds ( I-rrn tak - tL I ice cbose tow il
(Olumbia Ri~er Iis -1t\\-ievel- \aste. ( [arrm tank v\aste contains highly radioactINIc,

chemiicall\V dangerous pollution. Some \astc in Ci Farm tanLr- I*. ikel\ tranu~at * nAic~t a . N It

hic~h corcnt rat",on s ot on-i\c heax x radionuclide. In, ~ j the C [ arm tan~ks Include.,
iechinc ium- 9 9, pk11 na um-239. Str-OtIunITl-9 0. ceS'lr- 1 "17. i~dn-129). multiple uranium

isotopes. iiid niam\ ot her toxic and radjoactix CorontaiInant s. LIen.rgy mu1.'t Cla.ssi t tank ac
ha-sed oi its danerous nature not I'nerx 's taiture to dek xw pl[ans -1 dspose oth aI

I ne nrpt to abandon its short-sig.hted. darigmrous propos'il hecat sC

I '1 1nvino ta, lahel vll lead to cleanup Ii 'wrwcitS. Fo'r eample. 1-ne.r\ vi O le\ t-1l tank

x\ith erta. I he resulti: 1- nerg 'x xlll leaw long-li'ved. highl\ radloactixe Contamninatio.n in
I lant'ord's *sol threatening fuLture generations' health, sal'et\ , roundw i1er resourc'es. and thle

o Iurn hia,

I [ncrps hats not met t s burdeni to demionstrate that mrater ill cli. si fled itas highdie ci v a. l
mieets the criteria t(Ir lxm -level wsaste.

[nerx h' 'led to dtdress hox the \kastc reclassit caiior v, iipact pollution I ire d\ in
I lali'ord' sol;s and I r-Ound \N te r.

I Ike other mcnib-crN oftl t he oH . I all (i'l la-c tx1 rl ' pr posi toi re-lahel d anger ou-

\xaste near the Co0lumbhia. Iinergx must engage the public in a- robust dccision-making process,

I his starts xw ji holding public hearings outside the I ri-Cities Y o date, 1'ncrux has hield one
public meeting in Richland. W\A. Pcopklix e d xinstrcarm fri f lanford and face srious threats

I-rorn [nersg\ *, proposal. I nerL Must schedule bearius throuchout the Pacific Northwest. \Ist
o4 all. [nerg\ rn ist ab andon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and Iinvest in cleanup
sot utions.

Sincerel\

b) (6)
Name:

f -1 n~ii 1. 1(b)(6)
(.Addre.ss- 1ib)(6) :J6 ~7?I

M~ione: ~1 - (b) (6)



c S r, I erti i t 1k 1: It N. f ( lI cc( o f1 o< r 1) rtect Io0n
P 1 )\ ~~ S3( \II

Re: D~rat \\ 1 I )clcrmrnation IfOr tile ( 'losoure ol1 \aste \ i-keiu rca ('

D ear "Or. lBoxier.

Iurgce on to \\ ithdra\Ax tile t Oe)partment ot' Fnricros Ilergx )raI t \\ I R{ F\ x alnation I ot thc
( I.sure of' Waste \'aaceiArea C ilt the I [in ford \ icl er Si;tc I i rl! -x hould ahandt t t
plan,, to r cassifI high- cx: ci as. ilft in11' lnf rd i C I- a'rm tanks loct-dcoet h

C'olumbhia Rix er as -ioxx-lexel' kxaste. (' Iarmn tank waste contains highix radioactix e.
owmnIcall\ dai ilerou>, poiUtioi, Som in xa.t. in (' [arm tank_ is likeix tr'instiranic xx asi. xx il

hi~lh concentrations oI'lonL,-lixcd. heax 'N radionuclides. W\astc In thle C [arm tanks includes
teehnecILum-99. plIutcuniun-23i9. strontiutn1-90, CCSIum1-1 I 37. odine- I129, muIltiple uraniumn
isotopes, and manxv other toxic and radinacti~ xcwotamins I Inrlel must c lassif Xtak xaste
based onl its daTiou ature not IerxNair to dcx ceiop plans - 10 dips\f h \xasic.

i ri.,c II `ncrp itv abandon 'its -slit-1t-sightcd. da -u)Ls proposal because:

('Changing a label x8 dii lead to c leanup sho(rtcuLts,. For example. Incrgex k I III likc'l nII tanks,
xwith ierout. The r 'suit- Fincrix. wxill IC'e ton- lix d. hihi x r .act1 cti mnat I n i
I ian! trd>* soi 1. t;ire telinL futureC eCnerliu io0 FI health. s i Lrundxxater rc'sour,-e. andi

( o- l1h Iha.

I '- I 1 nee a' none t udnt eonstrate that materialI claissihted aN, high-lcx el xx astc
mneets the criteria f-or loxx-Iex i xat

3 1neex dilcd t d I es> hoxx tile xxJS ascrcis~ iainx l pact p 1 aonl al read\ i
I Ilan ford'*s soiis and gronnd\Natcr,

I ikeC ol hei meniber's o)f, Ic p11C 11,111. 1 V11 outr1aged h\ I nerg\ ' pro~posal to) rc-lahci dangerousvw
aste near the ( olumbhia. 1` nerg mu1LSi engageI4 thle puLblic In a rohn. i decision-making pro cess.

I hi: starts x ith holding, pulic heroitutside [the Fri 4 'itieI>o 1dkte. I niergv, ha. hfil one
public meeting in Richlanid. WA, People lx e doxx-nstreal m th m I iintfwd atnd face serious tircats

trou 1 Inrg ' poposal. FIncr ) 111.1 tus! s'tduic he'iri ng' throughout thle Placi lie \North\x\e'i, \lost
Of all. I :iirpx mos.t ah andcon its plans to re-label fin 'rOLJ OIt llUti in 'J111d ;i\vest in cleamup

.s lthtit. n

SincereN .x

jI b) (6)
Name.-
I niall: 1(b)(6)

\ddrcss , i, 6
P honie: 1(b)! 6)



\lr Jan Io k:1

.I) Dpartmcn t oI I-,nerg Office of ki x r lPwtcctiMI

ha ..' A9~933 4

Re. Dra t t\% I I~cc mi1'(onr thle ('. i re of 'A astc Nhn arcnicint Area C

l )car \11r lio\ ier.

uree~~~* i oI tM \ Itd -~te S eauim ree c n 'l \ al Lation t or thlt
lo1suro o4 WNaste M'anagemcnt Area C at the lanlord Nuclear Site. hnrxShOUld abandon its

plans to recla, jstix hjLh-lce c waste left in Ilnt'Ord s C f- arm- v nk .- I K tel Close Too the

( oluna Rix er -zs lo-kxlel- waste, ( [armn tank .\astc contain: hIrIx rzadioacti\ e.
chmicai urospollutio1n. Some astc in C 1-arm tanks 14, lIkelxk n:rncwse xif

hiLih cotncentrations of longlix ed. heax x radionucelides. Waste inl the C I-armi tanks micudesN

techinci nm-99 plitntiuni 9', stont iun 1- )(. esiLImI-I 3 .idn .multi ple UraiUM

IsOtOpeN. ,ind m)t her toxic and radioactix c contalin arls I fIlergyN muLst C laitl, tank wa
based on itS dall-te-OLIS nature1 not l[ncrgv s fLilure to) de elo plains to) d ispt 'se oftheli waste,

F reilmcr,\ to abandon its short-sighted. da .11CRoUS proposal because.

I . Chang'ing a label \w ill lead to cleanuLp shone iL - I or example. I'nerg\ -kill I kel>, fill tu uks

x ith -,ror t. t he result- I-n cr,, ill1 lea~ xc on -lix ed. i vhlx rz di nctixo c i'nia~uIn

I nfor -Is- o l, threatenin future iceneraions' health. safety, gro ndwater resourI.Cs. and thle

Columbia,

Fn[erg has nlot Met ithUrden ito demonstrate that materia c lsi~d a's bivhl-I e\ -1 a\Lstc

meets t ie crteria t Or lo -Ic\ cl \.\ aste.

Lneg\Lu led to (Address hoxx the wa st relsIhiai I il imac I Mluto I d LiIll
I lanford's so]iIs and groundw ater.

I, ik e o)ther members ot tile pLub! hc, I a ii outragecd bN I n.rerg.x*. prpsai tko re-lubel dai geroS

w iste near the C olumihi. I n rr! 'xmust en nW the Pblic -In ai riist dclsiln-nv' kinu proes

I his starts with holding public hearings~ outside the 'I ri ie.Iot d lte. I ncrgx has hld one

pu~blic n'leetingi in Richland, WX. People lix c dowi streamn from I Iatifor anrd fa cc seriou thea: -

from I- rx'N propks I. I- ir,) muLIt schedule hearings thror. g iut the Pa cific North\\est. NIst
ix must bhandon its plans to re-I bel dz nge Is plnoadmxetInlauo)fall. I ,nerg

.. I u tI Ons

S Incerek .
I b) (6)

\Anie
I uailI : 1 b')(6) OU 04 yv\ 0

-7Addrss: I(b)(6) ~ ltli fr-

Phne:n 31 b)(6)



ISI )e p. rtni 'i il ot' n c ( I tee to RI \ Cr Pro Itct ion)

Richland. WA\ 9Q'54

\%Ic 1)Rj\ II )ct eri tation ) r thc ( lo. nrc ot' Wa s 4tnLc~n Ac

Dear %1r. ll)\ ict.

I urgc \0. o0 to , rthdra.\ the t S. Departmntn otI nrir Is ( inerLe' I )rafi WIRI ' Flla1t1 ion01r thle
(]oisurc of Waste ia enntA rcil(' at the liatrdIrd N uc lear S itenrg should abandnit
pians to rkeelassi t\ high- lcx ci asc I ft i ant r I s C Farm tank locate clo)se t the
( oluni ha Riv er as *i I\cI ' astc. C I arm tank waste contains [IieiIk radioucti \ e.

heie~~ eco'~plltonsoev~aici (Vnitiii I Icl transuranic \,tkasic. %\itl
1ig cin cntralions o n-I\cihea\N' radicinucl ide s. 'ascin tilc (i arni tanks InclUdcs

technec:ium-99. plutoni un-2 '9. str urtiurnl-9). ceSIL1urn- l 7 iodine- 1129. mlultiple uraniumil
isOpS. and inlan\ other toxic aink] radiio'ActiX ccnanwat c !ins!lsit\anxst

baSCd On its dangcous, 111turc n 'it S ner stiLre t\ c L ln to d ps 1tc\ sc

I artc ncrx nahaidonIts short-sihtvd. da ngcrk,)us p lh ic

*1 _) (arit abel \ ill lead to cleanup shortcuts. [or eviniplc. 1 ,ncrgl \N' ll I ikcl\ lill tanks
vklt 111 enIt. the result I rr\ v,111 1ea~ e lto-Ill i ed. \rd atxec na a on f

I lant'Ord's soil. threatening future gencrarions, , heailth. sln.rondatrrc-sourcc-.. and the
('o luniia.

2 1nee~ha -tc mt its- burden) to)dnosrr htine~lcas ida ghI\ 'oasic
meets thle crIteria fr 01-lc ciX~asic.

3 ~ ~ %.ee a c i.hi h sascFcIs~lct n~iiipc pollutioniaraxi
I lant'ord s soIIs itad grot tid~s 'ter.

I ikc: o ther mie inbers of' tlIic publIc : t IaIn oulrec I x h11ner,-\ *, pro1posal to, re- Ia beI d anrgerous
~ scnear thc ( oldutlbia. F~nergp must enaethe pubio. I it robust dccisii -nakingi proce'ss.

I his starts ',kith holdino PUNI ficarinie> outside4k. the fIn-( 'ties I () datc. [ neriex has hield one
public meeting, in Ric'hland, W\A, People I I d. x nstrearn Crom I lanf'Ord and f'ace serious threats
tr-ori nerg\ % propwsal. I ,nerx mu1Lst sclhedule hcarintts throUghoL t the 1Pacific Northv~ cst. Miost

N MUst abandon01 its plans tu re-label I ingen uwp rolton ind invest in cleanlup
solIut ItonIs.

Sincerck.
(b)(6)

\a ni e:
(tb)(6) -liz"
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November 6, 2018 Letter 18-N WP-181

Jan LBovier, Tank Closure Prog
Office of River Protection
IUnited States Decpartment of Energy
P.O. B~ox 450, MSIN: 1-16-60
Richland, Washington 99352

Re: F'colo Iv Comments on the United States Department of Ener gy Jirafi Waste incidental toI
Reprtocessing Evaluation finw Closure of Wavte Mlanageient A rcea C at the lhan ford Site,

DOE!ORP-2018-01, Draft D (IDraft WIR Evaluation) submitted for the June 4 through
November 7, 20 18, Comment Period

Dear Mr. IBovier:

The D~epartment of Ecology (Ecolog v) reviewed the Drall W IR Evaluation (DOE/ORP-20 18-10,W
D~raft 1D). This letter summarizes Ecology's position on the D~raft WIR Evaluation and provides
detailed comments on specif IC aspects of the IDraft W IR FEval uati on that concern Ecol ogy.I

Ecolo~ y believes that the United States Department of Energy (USDOE) is unable to show
compliance with the three criteria of the wvaste incidental to reprocessing evaluation process set
lborth in Chapter I I of the Radioactive Waste Management Manual, DOE M 435.1 -1.

Specifically, Ecolol y observes:

1 . The Draft WIR Evaluation fails to demionstrate that the residual waste in the C Farm tanks has
been or will be processed "to remnove key radionuclides to the maximum extent that is
technically and economically practical." The DOE Order 435.1 Performance Assessment For
Waste Management Area C (PA for WMA C) did not evaluate a number of key radionuclides.
Radionuclides excluded from evaluation include several long-lived and transuranic elements
that decay into long-lived fission products.

Ecology has identified concerns with the methodology I JSDOE used to identify those key
radionuclides. Our concerns include the use of unsubstantiated assumptions, the lack of a
technical basis for the screening approach used. and the limnitation of the evaluation timeframe
to 1 ,000 years.

' 1cology provided comments to the United States Department of' Energy on the supporting DOE Order 435.1
Performance Assessment for Waste Management Area C through a separate submittal on November 6. 201I8.
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Since the conclusions in the Draft WIR I-Ivaluation arc explicitly based on the key
radionuclides identified in the PA for WMA C, this bring Is into question the validity of
USDOE's conclusion that this WIR criterion has been satisfied.2 The comments we
submitted on the PA for WMA C provide more details regarding these concerns.

2. The D~raft WIR Evaluation fails to demonstrate that the residual waste will be managed "'to
mneet saf'ety requirements comparable to the performance objectives set out in 10 CFR Part
61 , Subpart C, Performnance Objectives."

As TISDOE states, the applicable performance objectives are those associated with land
disposal facilities. "Land disposal facility" is defined as "the land, building ,and structures,
and equipment which are intended to be used for the disposal of radioactive wastes."
10 CFR § 61 .2 (emphasis added).

Eco lo~
protection of the1 general population fi'om certain concentrations of radioactivity "which may
be released to the general environment in groundwater ,surfae water, air, soil, plants, or
animals." 10 CFR § 61.41 (emphasis added). By excluding analysis of the contaminated soils
surrounding the tanks, the D~raft WIR Evaluation fails to comply with land disposal facility
performance objectives. Moreover, exclusion of soils makes it impossible to consider
cumulative impacts in determining whether comparable performance objectives could be met.

In addition, the performance objective set forth in 10 CFR § 61.42 requires the inadvertent
intrusion analysis to be performed for land disposal facilities. However, the PA tor WMA C
and Draft WIR Evaluation did not set forth an adequate analysis of inadvertent intruder
scenarios or' their implications.

In particular, USDI)OE- has not demonstrated that comparable perfor'mance objectives will be
met by placing grout on top of thle residual waste in the tanks without performing any inixing
of the waste and grout. USDOE assumed that the worst-case scenario would be "breaching a
buried waste transfer pipeline, rather than a tank" despite the fact that "little or no residual
waste is assumed to remain in the pipelines other than waste adhered onto surfaces."

In contrast, however, the PA lor WMA C and the Draft WIR Evaluation state that thle highest
calculated "potential doses that might arise tare] from intrusion into a tank." Yet both
documents fail to include any analysis of whether performance standards would be met under
a scenario involvin, exposure to residual tank waste, such as could happen with an acute well
driller. Because grout is proposed to be placed on top of the waste instead of being mixed in
with it, this lack of analysis is of particular concern, as any breach of the bottomn of a tank
will result in untreated waste being released directly into the environment.

2In addition, in the middle of the public comment period on this Draft WIR Evaluation, IJSDOE published in the
Federal Reg ~ister a new "interpretation" of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act's definition of I-igh Level Waste (FILW),
which explicitly excludes the requirement to remove key radionuclides to the maximum extent practical. Ecology is
concerned that IJSDOF could attempt to use this new "interpretation" to render the Draft WIR Evaluation obsolete
and to move forward in reclassifying the residual waste in WMA C without irst proving that it has sufficiently
reduced the risk associated with disposing of the waste in-place (by removing those key radionuclides).
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3. Thie Draft WIR Evaluation fails to demonstrate that the waste will be "incorporated in a solid
physical form at a concentration that does not exceed thle applicable concentration limits for
Class C low-level waste as set out in 1 0 CFR 61 .5 5, Waste Classification,"" as required by
I)E Order 435.1. Ecolot ~y does not agree that the "incorporated in a solid physical form"
requirement of this criterion can be met by pouring grout on top of residual waste without
performing any mixing of thle waste and grout.

If 1JSDOE cannot demonstrate the waste will be incorporated into a solid form, then thle only
way to satisfy the plain language of this DOE Order 435.1 criterion is for USIJOF to rely onl
the "alternative requirements" portion.

Although Ecolol Y reco ~nizes that USDOE states in several footnotes throughout the Draft
WIR Evaluation that it is not relying on the "alternative requirements" lang
note that the "alternative requirements" lang ua ge was found by a federal district court to
directly conflict with the Nuclear Waste Policy Act's def initIon of HIi ,ll Level Waste.
Ecology is, theref'ore, concerned that it appears thle only way IJSDOE can meet the plain
Ian~ 1,ua eC of this criterion is by relying on Iank ,ua~ a court found to be invalid.

In addition to the [)raft WIR Evaluation's failure to meet any, of the three criteria of the WIR
evaluation process under DOE Order 435.1. Ecology is concerned that US DOE submitted the
Draft WIR Evaluation to the Nuclear Re~ Y'ulatory Commission without any evaluation of the
contaminated soil surrounding t the tanks, in violation of the Hanford Federal Facility Aj !yeement
and Consent Order (HFFACO).

Appendix H1 of the IIFFACO sets forth a process for establishing thle "criteria for determining the
allowable residual waste following retrieval operations onl the Hanford sinj ~le shell tanks.'
Importantly, Step 2(b) of Appendix H requires USI)OE to "Establish an interface with the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), and reach formal agreement on the retrieval and closure
actions for single shell tanks with respect to allowable waste residuals in the tank and soil
column." IIFFACO at 11-2 (emphasis added).

Ecology also notes that the public has not had a meaningful opportunity to review and comment
on the PA for WMA C, upon which the analysis in the Draft WIR Evaluation is based. Ecology
notes that USDOE's Office ol'River Protection made a commitment during a series of
stakeholder meetin~ .',S held in 2009-20 10 to publish the PA for public review and comment.

Although the PA was made available for public review concurrently with the Draft WIR
Evaluation, there was no opportunity for the public to provide feedback as to any perceived
deficiencies prior to the PA being used to develop key assumptions for the Draft WIR
Evaluation. Ecolog is concerned about the precedent this evaluation sets for future tank farms
at I lanford.
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Ecology is also concerned that USDOE appears to have made a number of misstatements to the
public ret ;ardi ng the scope ol the Draft WIR Evaluation and Ecoloj y ' s role in closure of WMA C.

First, USD013 represented that the contamninated soils throughout WMA C will be addressed
solely under CERCLA. Ecology disagrees with this representation, and believes it is contrary to
the process set forth in the IIFFACO. Final closure of the tank system must be permitted under
RCRA and therefore must meet the closure performance standards set forth in WAC 1 73-303-
610 and the corrective action requirements set forth in WAC 173-303-646.

Second, E cology encourages USDOF to clarify its interpretation of the WIR Determination
that was made in 2008 by citation for "'tank farmn soil" at Hantford. Given USDOE's recent
representations that the 2008 WIR Determination does not apply to the contaminated soils in the
C Tank Farm. we think it would be helpful to the public to clarify what the 2008 WIR
D~etermination does and does not cover.

Ecology notes that the Citation Waste List set forth in Attachment 1 0. 1 to the 2008 WIR
Determination (ESQ-EM-IP-M435. 1-1 -01, 1(0 12008]) states that soil or debris indirectly or
directly contaminated by tank waste due to spills, leakag c.and/or subsequent radionuclide
MI 4ration "is categorically "non-HILW." T]he only tank farmn soil expressly excluded from this
2008 WIR Determination is soil that exceeds Class C concentrations and has been "excavated.
on a bulk basis." Contrary to this plain lang
Advisory Board, and the public that the 2008 WIR Determination only applies to soils
contamninated by spills that occurred during retrievals.

Leo lot y also notes that 1)0E Order 435. 1 limits use of the citation method to fuel, machinery,
equipment, and other solid wastes used in fuel reprocessing, and does not include soils
contaminated by liquid high-level waste. For these and other reasons, Ecology encoura ~es
tJSDOE to remove tank farm soils fromn the 2008 Citation Waste List and to include the WMA C
soils in a revised version of the current WIR Evaluation.

Ecology staff are available to discuss these concerns further and answer any questions you might
have re ~arding. our comments.

Sincerely,

Alexandrh K. Smith
Program Manaj ~er
Nuclear Waste Program

cc: See page 5
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cc electronic:
Dave Linen, EPA
Rob Hastings, USDOE
Chris Kemp, UIJSOE
Glyn Trenchard, USDOE
Brian Vance, USDI)OE.
Jon P~erry, MSA
Marcel lBer ~eron nWR1PS
John Eschenber~ gWRPS
Jessica Joyner, WRPS
Paul Rutland, WR1PS
ERWM Staff, YN
Daii Serres. Columnbia Riverkeeper
Ken Niles, Ol)Oli
Scott Van Verst, WDOH
Caroline Cress, AGJO
Andy Fitz, AGO
Koa KatilIukuk ui -Barbee, AGO
Randy B~radbury, Eology
Theresa H owell, Ecology
Jefi'Lyon, Ecology
John Price, Ecology
Cheryl Whalen, Ecology
Environmental Portal
I lanford Facility Operating Record
MSA Correspondence Control
USDOE-ORP Correspondence Control
WRPS Correspondence Control

cc: Matt Johnson, CTUIR
Jack Bell, NPT
Rose Lon~ ~oria IYN

Susan Leckband, HAB
Administrative Record
NWP Central File



Brian Vance, Manager
Office of River Protection
LDepartmrent of Lnerg y)

Richland, Washingtoni 99352)

July 12. 201

D~ear- Mr. Vance,

The Department of Energy (Encr~ y) recently released for public comment its "~Draf't Waste
Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation Im Closure of Waste Manag ement Area C at the flnord
Site" (Draft WIR Evaluation). The proposed reclassification of high-level nuICcar waste ill
I la nford's C Tank Farm is onec ofl' th most sig tlicant chang es to Energy,)'s cleanup approach in
recent years and demands meaningful deliberation.

We ask that you consider withdrawing the Drall WIR Evaluiation and workingt with the State of'
Washington and the undersigned onl a new" path forward for the following reasons:

" A history of case law stron gly su gut)ests that Ener gy 's WiR approach contradicts the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act as it applies to Washington.

" E-1nergy is likely spending considerable resources onl a WIR evaluation that Could gcnierate
litio-ation and distract from other more important cleanup work.

" Information supporting the Draft WIR Evaluation is incomplete and inadequate. Energ s

Performance Assessment and review of potential soil and .zroundwater impacts do not
present information necessary to Support the Draft WIR Evaluation.

. Energy has been unable to provide informiation regarding the potential presence oI
transuranic waste (TRU) in C Farm tanks. The presence of TRU waste inl the C Farml
should render at least somne of the tank waste facially unsuitable 1`6r shallow disposal inl
grouted tanks at Hlanford,
Pouring cement onto approximately 70.00() gallons of tank waste containing 1 .2 million
curies of long ,-li ved radioactive products forecloses f'uture reined iation possibilities, both
for the in-tank waste and for wa istes that have leaked out of the tanks and into the soil.
and thereby consigns ai extraordinary amount of'radioactivity next to the Columbia
River in perpetuity.

I fyou decide to lproceed with the public process for the D~raft WI R Evaluation, we have the
fol1lowing requests:

Energy should schedule a Set Of public meetings around the region, specifically including
Seattle, Portland, the Tni-Cities, and Spokane. The meetings should occur in the
evenings, be widely publicized, and accept public comments. Good facilitation is a
necessary requirement tor suIccessful meetings, as well as the use of plain language and
plenty of'opportunity for questions and answers. Please consider working with the
I lanfbrd Advisory Board's Public Involvement Committee as a resource for the logistics
related to these reg tional meetings.



0Energy should make public all comments received by ag
public as they are received to better facilitate increased public knowledge of the Draft
WIR Eva luation.

* ne Eegy should extend the deadline for commi-ents to incorporate the anticipated review by
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, in order for the public to have the best informlation
avai lable onl which to base their comments.

Some members of our groups participated in the sinj le, all-day meeting in Richland, Washington
for the Draft WIR Evaluation. The meeting reinforced our deep-seated concern that Energy is
rushing towards making a decision that wvill fundamentally alter the framework for Hanford
cleanup. H-1anford's tanks hold some of the nation's most toxic, radioactive waste. Pollution fr-om
Hanford's tanks has already entered Hanford's soils, gYroundwater, and some has reached the
Columbia River. Energy must give the public every opportuity11 to understand the gravity and
ramifications of reclassifying hi h- level waste.

Foreclosing future remnediation efforts to remove more waste from the C Farm tanks by grouting
these tanks, and future efforts to remlove high-level waste that has contaminated the soils below
the C Farm tanks, is unwise and unnecessary.

WVe look forward to your reply.

Respectfully,

Danl Serres, Columbia Riverkeeper

Tomn Carpenter, Hanford Challeng e

Geoff Fettus, Natural Resources Defense Council

Laura Skelton, Washington Physicians for Social Responsibility

Gerry Pollet, Heart of America Northwest

cc: Washington State Congressional Delegation
Oregon State Congressional Delegation
Governor Jay Inslee
Governor Kate Brown



ANCIENT LAKEBEDS UNDER HANFORD
b)(6)BYL INoyember 7. 2018)

FORWARD:. This paper was prepared to support Comment #3 by the
author submitted as a Public Comment on the C-Farm PA and WIR
determination. This paper provides evidence of numerous ancient
lakebeds under the Hanford 200-Areas. These ancient lakebeds have a
major impact on how radionuclides travel through the vadose zone to the
groundwater, yet they are completely ignored in the C-Farm performance
assessment upon which the Department of Energy at Hanford is attempting
to (1) justify a Waste Incidental to Reprocessing (WIR) decision and (2)
justify closure of the first tank farm, i.e. C-Farm, at Hanford.

The purpose of this paper is (1) to present over-whelming evidence that the
ancient lakebeds exist beneath the 200 areas and especially C-farm, (2) to
present over-whelming evidence that ancient lakebeds are responsible for
lateral flow and (3) to alert decision makers of the dangers which exist by
ignoring unsuspected lateral transport of highly contaminated liquids in the
soil beneath the 200 Areas.

SUMMARY:

There are a number of ancient lakebeds under the 200 Areas of Hanford. A
minimum of 15 upper lakebeds were mapped under the C-Farm. Numerous
documents are provided which explain how radioactivity discharged to the
ground has traveled laterally along these ancient lakebeds. There is at
least one case where contamination was accidently discovered traveling
underground outside the fence of the 200 East Area into non-contaminated
areas. This Movement of contamination laterally from discharge sites has
both benefits and dangers.

The benefit is that radionuclides are held up on ancient lakebeds and do
not typically flow directly straight down into the groundwater 250 to 300 feet
below the surface.

The first danger is to workers who perform excavations in or near the 200
Area on land which is free from surface contamination. Contamination
which has traveled laterally along ancient lakebeds would be
unsuspected; therefore, the workers would not be protected from
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contamination. There is one case where unsuspected lateral flow resulted
in contaminating excavation equipment and contaminating the entire
backfill of one tank farm before it received any radioactive waste in the
tanks. As uncontaminated land outside of the 200 Areas is transferred to
private operators, they would face the same danger.

A second danger is that lateral transport on successive lakebeds creates a
long flowpath which will contain a significantly larger radionuclide inventory
than modeling based on a monitoring well with only a vertical flowpath
straight to groundwater. Since this radionuclide inventory is typically
outside the footprint of a monitoring well, the total inventory of radionuclides
discharged or leaked to the soil can be under-reported by several orders of
magnitude.

A third danger is how monitoring wells may have unknowingly monitored
discharges from neighboring discharge points, thanks to lateral flow along
ancient lakebeds.

A. TRADITIONAL INTERPRETATION: For over 70 years the traditional
interpretation of finding contamination located at 20, 60 and 120 feet
depths in a monitoring well has been that those layers contained high
carbonate concentrations (i.e. they are called caliche layers). The
traditional interpretation was that contaminates traveled vertically
down to those carbonate-rich ancient lakebeds at 20, 60 and 120 feet
depths and concentrated there due to the reaction with carbonate. It
was easy to justify the fact that there may have been little
contamination measured between these depths.

B. ALTERNATIVE INTERPRETATION: The existence of multiple
ancient lakebeds provides an alternative interpretation of the data. A
liquid discharge can encounter an ancient lake bed at 20 feet and
travel laterally perhaps 500 to 1,000 feet or more outside the footprint
of the monitoring well and the original discharge site. This wandering
liquid discharge typically will find a vertical path, e.g. clastic dikes, to
travel down to the next ancient lakebed or perhaps travel down to
several lakebeds below and travel back into the footprint of the
original monitoring well at 60 feet below surface. Or if the ancient lake
beds are sloped, another up-slope discharge may enter the
monitoring well at 60 feet, travelling along a deeper ancient lakebed.
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That raises the question of where did the contamination at 60 feet
come from? And which discharge point is the monitoring well actually
monitoring at 60 feet? For over 70 years of operations at Hanford,
these questions were never asked because the flow of liquid was
always assumed to be vertically straight down into the groundwater.

The same questions apply to the contamination detected at 120 feet
in the original monitoring well. Did this contamination arrive via a zig-
zag flowpath from the original discharge point, or did it come from
another near-by liquid discharge point? In some cases in the 200-
Areas, the contamination came from another liquid discharge point a
distance away.

If the original liquid discharge immediately moved laterally away from
the discharge site, such lateral flow creates the possibility that the
monitoring well never yielded data pertinent to the radioactivity
discharged to the soil at that point. Because of these uncertainties,
the amount of radionuclides in the soil may be under-reported by
orders of magnitude.

C. PREPARATION OF FAULTY PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENTS.
The dynamics of lateral flowpaths along ancient lakebeds in the
vadose zone under the 200 Areas are complex. Without
incorporating lateral flow dynamics, the performance assessments
which model only vertical flowpaths to groundwater (e.g. the C-Farm
PA) are suspect, and probably worthless.

Any document which is based on the results of such faulty
performance assessments will mislead decision-makers and the
public. Examples of recent documents based on the faulty C-Farm
PA would be the C-Farm WIR Determination and the C-Farm Closure
Plans.

Until the dynamics of lateral flow on ancient lakebeds in the vadose zone
are incorporated into the modeling of flowpaths through the vadose zone,
DOE is merely fooling itself and the public by issuing erroneous
performance assessments. If the flow model is erroneous, the inventory
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which enters the groundwater will be erroneous and the resultant dose to
the public will be erroneous.

ACKNOWLEDGE MENTS: This paper would not have been possible
without (1) many conversations about Hanford geology over the past 10
years with Dirk Dunning (Oregon Dept. of Energy, retired) and Zelma
Jackson (Washington State Dept. of Ecology, retired); (2) the reports of Dr.
Stan Sobczyk (consultant for the Nez Perce Tribe) and (3) the tour boat
captain of Columbia River Tours. Thanks also to the many authors who
wrote the reports mentioned in this paper.

INTRODUCTION: Each summer thousands of visitors to the Tni-Cities take
a boat tour up the Columbia River around the edge of the Hanford project
and get a close view of the White Bluffs where the Columbia River cut
through the bluffs exposing 20-30 ancient lakebeds which lie under the
Hanford project. The tour boat captain tells how each lakebed was covered
by a lake 1,000 or more feet deep over the Hanford project site. That depth
of water exerted tremendous pressure which compressed sand and
sediment into hard layers on each lake bottom. These ancient lakebeds are
so tightly compressed that water cannot penetrate, but will flow laterally
along the surface of the bed.

The first recorded observation of lateral flow on an ancient lakebed at
Hanford occurred in about 1905 by an Army Corps of Engineers geologist
who observed that water was seeping into the Columbia River along the
top of a compressed layer of sand, i.e. an ancient lakebed in the White
Bluffs area. Beginning in 1943 every excavation in the 200 Areas for
canyon facilities, tank farms, burial grounds and cribs has uncovered
remnants of one or more ancient lakebeds. Since the construction crews
had no understanding of how these ancient lakebeds could affect the future
of Hanford, there was no effort made to map how the individual layers
spread across the 200 Areas.

Thousands of monitoring wells have been drilled but samples taken every 5
to 10 feet typically miss lakebeds 2-6 inches thick. And the process of core
drilling typically breaks up the lakebed so it is no long recognizable as a
compacted layer. The presence of ancient lakebeds is typically determined
by examining monitoring wells to identify areas of high moisture content or
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areas of elevated levels of radioactivity which are found residing on top of
these beds.

MULTIPLE NAMES GIVEN TO THE ANCIENT LAKEBEDS: Many names
have been given to ancient lakebeds. It is important to understand that
geologists classify ancient lakebeds using different scientific terms,
sometimes differing from another. While these terms may seem confusing
to the layman, the bottom line is the same. For the layman, any hard layer
of h ig hly-com pressed, fine-grained sand which stops vertical flow, and re-
directs liquid flow laterally can be considered an ancient lakebed.

The following terms are usually signals to the layman that the geologist is
describing an ancient lakebed.

anisotropic soil (physical property stronger in one direction than another)

aquitards (a feature which blocks water flow)

bedding plane

caliche (high carbonate layer; seen as a white layer at White Bluffs)

embedded fine-scale features

fine-grained geologic heterogeneities

fine-grained layers

fine-grained lens

fine-grained sand

fine-scale features

fine-scale heterogeneities

fine-scale laminations

fine-scale properties

fine-textured layers

fine-textured soil

hardpan

hard, compact sand layers
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heterogeneity in soils (diverse in character or content)

impermeable sediment layer

layered heterogeneity (presence of fine-g rained layers in between course
layers)

layered soils (same as above)

low permeability layers

low permeability silt zones

multi-scale sedimentological bedforms (including fine-scale laminations)

plane-laminated sand fadies

small-scale features (referring to fine-grained layers or fine-textured layers)

silty fine-to-medium fine sand

silty interbeds

silt layer

sloping thin layers

sloping water lens

stratigraphic variability in the vadose zone geology

To a geologist, there can be significant technical differences in the above
terms. But to a layman reading the above terms, the terms generally refer
to one geologic feature, i.e. an ancient lakebed.

DISCOVERIES IN THE 200 AREAS OF LATERAL FLOW

The purpose of this Section is to present scientific findings over 70 years at
Hanford which documented lateral flow along ancient lakebeds. Note the
vague findings in the 1940s, lack of reports in the 1950s and 1960s, and
the growth of discoveries beginning in the 1970s.

1940s: First Evidence of Ancient Lake Beds in the 200 Areas: When
health physicists in the 200 Areas discovered that liquid discharges of
radioactive waste into the ground had spread only 20 feet deep and 500
feet laterally, they became optimistic about the ability of the soil under the
200 areas to hold back radioactivity and therefore protect the groundwater.
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They did not immediately identify the hard soil layers which held back
contamination as ancient lakebeds.

1948: Lateral Spread Over Ancient Lakebes
HW-9671, "Underground Waste Disposal at Hanford Works" by RE Brown
and HG Ruppert. (Thanks to Dr. Stan Sobczyk for the reference)

DECLASS0flb
~aee ~'

lw . 9671Now
The results of the dopoeition of' the dcontmwinatlon ar'e summuarized
as f ollovs: I 'A I

Area Plutonziixi containati on Eiseion products oontctm-
ineationI

Deth Boo- Izteral Depth j3elgow
Crib Spread. Crib Spread

231 32 feet 103 feet None present
361-T 20 feet 45 feet £107 feet 95 f'eet
241-T 34 feet 197 f eet- 28 feet 280 feet

(224-T or
201-taxik orib)

1940s: Early Evidence of Ancient Lakebed Under 200-West -Area..
There were several observations by health physicists of monitoring well
data which seemed to indicate that liquid discharges tended to flow down-
slope to the southwest inside the 200-West Area at about a 20-foot depth.

1977: Lateral Flow Along Ancient Lakebeds

ARH-ST-1 56, "Evaluation of Scintillation Probe Profiles from 200 Area Crib
Monitoring Wells." (Thanks to Dr. Stan Sobozyk for the reference.)

"Stratification tends to increase sredn of liquids along bedding planes
and along contacts between sedimentary units." In this context, "bedding
planes"9 refer to ancient lakebeds.

1979: Ancient Lakebed Under A-Farms, 200-East Fence: I was manager
of the Environmental Protection Section for Rockwell Hanford between
1975 and 1980. After the AN tank farm was completed in 1980, a burrow pit
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was dug outside the 200-east fence to obtain nonradioactive dirt to backfill
the AN tank farm. When radioactive contamination was detected in the
backfill throughout the new tank farm, I was called to investigate where the
contamination was coming from. I examined the burrow pit and discovered
a 2-3 inch thick layer of hardpan (ancient lake bed) at about the 15-20 foot
depth throughout the burrow pit. Above the hardpan was 3-4 inches of
damp soil which was saturated with radioactive liquid containing an organic
odor. The burrow pit was located down-slope from the PUREX cribs. It
appeared to me that the most likely source would be from the PUREX Crib
A-23. The A-23 discharge had traveled laterally on an ancient lakebed
down-slope 500 to 1,000 feet (and who knows how much farther) outside of
the 200-East fence. The question was where did the A-23 discharge go
inside the 200-East fence around the A tank farms?

The A-series tank farms were built upslope from the AN tank farm and had
been dug deeper than 20 feet, thus breaking up this particular ancient lake
bed inside the 200-East Area fence. Because of the wide excavation for
tank farms, the radioactivity from the A-23 crib entering the excavation
would not be close enough to the tanks to give the false impression of a
tank leak; however, the radioactivity would have likely traveled vertically
down to the next ancient lakebed and continued laterally down-slope
underneath the A-series tank farms perhaps intercepting monitoring wells
for the tanks and thus confusing the readings obtained from those wells.

The confusion would be created if radioactivity was discovered in a
monitoring well, say at 100 feet below ground surface (bgs), without finding
any radioactivity at elevations above 100 feet closer to the bottom of the
tanks. Monitoring data was never analyzed from this perspective because
the concept of lateral flow on ancient lakebeds was still an unfamiliar
phenomenon in the 1970s.
1980s: Lateral Flow on Ancient Lakebed Under U-Cribs: (Thanks tol (b)(6)

Kb)6) jor the paper.) In February 1985 the uranium concentration under
the retired U-I and U-2 cribs increased abruptly.j1 (b)(6)

1(b)(6) ]and b)(6) Thtudied the situation and fund that
flow from the U-16 crib (started up in 1984) traveled on top of an
impermeable sediment layer (an ancient lakebed) to below the U-i and U-2
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cribs which had been previously taken out of service. They rushed into
action and developed a system for recovering the uranium.

They reported the following: "The water table lies at about 67m while a thin
noncontinuous caliche layer lies at 51m. The caliche is a cemented,
CaCO3-rich crust, which is virtually impervious to water." The caliche layer
is a calcium carbonate-rich ancient lakebed.

This example of lateral flow reveals how the liquid discharge from one
point, i.e. the U-16 Crib, flowed under the monitoring wells of the U-I and U-
2 cribs. Because of circumstances, this interpretation was quickly made.
However, the question remains as to how many other times have
monitoring wells at one liquid discharge point reflected not the primary
liquid discharge, but liquid discharges from other nearby cribs, ponds or
reverse wells which traveled laterally along ancient lakebeds.

1988 February 22: Cobalt-60 Moving on Ancient Lakebed:
(Thanks to Dr. Stan Sobczyk for the reference.) Westinghouse Hanford
Company Internal Memo, Subject: ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
DEVIATION REPORT 87-10, RADIATION LEVEL INCREASE IN
DRYWELL 30-03-09
TO: R. K. Welty
"This suggested a sloping water lens (Ed note: ancient lakebed) as an
active carrier of the mobile cobalt-60 radionuclide, and the geologic profile
maps appeared to support the possibility. It was thereby recommended that
wells intercepting this lens (see Attachments I and 11) be investigated to
track the path of migration."1

2000 September: Co-60 Lateral Movement Under C-Farm Tanks
DOE/GJO-HAN-1 8, "Vadose Zone Characterization Project at the Hanford
Tank Farms, C Tank Farm Addendum." (Thanks to Dr. Sobczyk for the
reference.)
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Figure D-18, C Tank Farm Visualization

2001 January: Ancient Lakebeds Under C-Farm
PNNL-13024, "RCRA Groundwater Monitoring Plan for Single-Shell Tank
Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Site," by DG Horton & SM
Narbutovskih. See page 2.20.

"SILT-DOMINATED EAClES. This facies consists of rhymically bedded,
plane laminated and ripple cross-laminated silt and fine-to coarse-grained
sand (Ed note: ancient lakebeds). Beds are typically a few centimeters to
several tens of centimeters thick and commonly display normally graded-
bedding (Lindsey et al. 1992). Sediments of this facies were deposited
under slackwater conditions along the margins of flooded valleys and in
back-flooded areas (DOE 1988)."

2002 December Lateral Flow on Ancient Lakebeds Under B-BX-BY
Tank Farms: -PNNL-14083, "Characterization of Vadose Zone Sediment:
Borehole 299-E33-45 Near BX-1 02 in the B-BX-BY Waste Management
Area. 9
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"The near horizontally bedded, northeasterly dipping sediment likely
caused horizontal flow of the migrating contaminants. At borehole 299-E33-
45, there are several fine-grained lenses within the Hanford H2 unit at 74.5,
120, and 167 ft bgs that likely cause some horizontal spreading of
gercolating fluids. The 21-ft thick Plio-Pleistocene fine-grained silt/clay unit
is also an important horizontal flow conduit as evidenced by the perched
water zone between 227 and 232 ft bgs."1

2004 June: Lateral Flow on Ancient Lakebeds Under C-Farm

PNNL-14656, "Borehole Data Package for Four CY 2003 RORA Wells 299-
E27-4, 299-E27-21, 299-E27-22, and 299-E27-23 at Single-Shell Tank,
Waste Management Area C, Hanford Site, Washington." (Thanks to Dr.
Stan Sobczyk for the reference.)

Pages B-18 through B-39 contain a geologic description of core from
Borehole 04124 (299-E27-22) Appendix B. Sample descriptions which
indicate ancient lakebeds are indicated at 39, 46.5, 48.5, 52.5, 82.5, 89, 92,
94, 97.5, 104, 107.5, 114, 115, and 124 feet below ground surface.

2005 January: Lateral Flow on Ancient Lakebed Under C-Farm
DOE-EM/GJ777-2004, "Hanford Tank Farms Vadose Zone Monitoring
Project Annual Monitoring Report for Fiscal Year 2004, DOE-EM/GJ777-
2004." (Thanks to Dr. Stan Sobczyk for the reference.)

Page D-3: "When all available data are compiled, pre-retrieval vadose zone
conditions in the immediate vicinity of tank C-106 appear to not have
significantly changed for either moisture or gamma activity up to March
2004, except for borehole 30-06-10, where gamma activity shows
downward and lateral movement below 86-ft depth. This contaminant
movement was recognized in the tank summary data report (DOE 1997). It
was confirmed by SGLS logging and reported to DOE in March 1999
(Bertsch 1999)."1
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2006 June: Lateral Flow on Ancient Lakebeds Near Integrated
Disposal Facility and PUREX Cribs: PNNL-1 5443, Vadose Zone
Transport Field Summary Transport Report by A.L.Ward et al.

Page iii: Fine-scale geologic heterogeneities (Ed note: ancient lakebeds)
were observed to have a strong effect on the large-scale behavior of
contaminant plumes, primarily through increased lateral spreading."i

Page 1.2: "Part of the complexity in field-scale unsaturated transport arises
from natural capillary breaks that form when fine-textured layers (Ed note:
ancient lakebeds) are underlain by coarser sediments. During unsaturated
flow, these structures direct flow lateal until the matric potential in the fine
layer is sufficient to overcome the entry pressure of the underlying coarse
layer."9

Page 1.8 "in FY 2000 and FY 200 1, two injection experiments were
conducted in Hanford's 200 East Area at the 299-E24-1 11 test
facility... .etc." "This site was chosen primarily because of its
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characterization history, the presence of layered heterogeneity (Ed note:
ancient lakebeds) and existing monitoring infrastructure.

Page 2.3 Section 2.1.1 Results: "The fine-textured soil (Ed note: ancient
lakebed) overlaying the coarse material is therefore acting as a capillary
barrier impeding vertical advection and enhancing lateral flow.

'Figure 2.2 shows that the lower fine-textured layer acted as an impeding
layer and led to enhanced lateral movement out of the monitored domain.
The experiment was discontinued after a total injection of 20,000 L of
water; at that point, none of the injected water had penetrated the lower
fine-textured layer." (Ed note: fine-textured layer = ancient lakebed.)

Page 3.1 "Fine-scale geologic heterogeneities, including grain fabric and
lamination, were observed to have a strong effect on the large-scale
behavior of contaminant plumes, primarily through increased lateral
spreading resulting from anisotropy."1

2006 September: Ancient Lakebeds Missed by Geophysical Logs
PNNL-1 5503, "Characterization of Vadose Zone Sediments Below the C
Tank Farm; Borehole 04297 and RCRA Borehole 299-E27-22.'1

Page 2-13, "Therefore, thin, lower-permeability, fine-grained layers, (Ed
note: Ancient Lakebeds) such as those that sometimes cap sand
sequences within the Hanford formation H2 unit and may result in the
lateral spreading of moisture and contaminants, may not show up on
geophysical logs."2

2007 January: Lateral Flow on Ancient Lake Beds Under C-Farm:
PNNL-15617, "Characterization of Vadose Zone Sediments from C Waste
Management Area: Investigation of the 0-152 Transfer Line Leak." (Thanks
to Dr. Stan Sobczyk for the reference.)

PNNL-1 5617 has twenty-one statements documenting lateral migration at
WMA C, e.g. Page 2-7: "The highly heterogeneous, complexly bedded
nature of cataclysmic flood deposits (Hanford formation) make this
stratigraphic unit particularly anisotropic, which leads to significant lateral
migration of fluids along bedding interfaces."9
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Page 2-13, "Bedding continuity is another factor that affects the downward
percolation and migration of fluids in the vadose zone beneath 0-152. Of
the four major lithologic boundaries in the upper 40 ft, two of these (#2 and
#4) appear to correlate across the entire study area; the other two (#1 and
#3) appear to pinch out or merge together within the western portion of C-
152 (Figures 2.4 and 2.5). Therefore, near-surface moisture retention and
lateral migration may be more effective over the eastern portion of the
study area. To the west, fewer lithologic boundaries are present to interfere
with vertical flow."7
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Page 5-8
"Although a lateral migration of contamination was documented via analysis
of the vertical push samples, a significant enough driving force has been
present to push the mobile contaminants at least as deep as 80 ft bgs."9

2007 July 10: Lateral Flow on Ancient Lakebeds Under BC Cribs, and
200-East Area: RPP-33441, "An Evaluation of Hanford Site Tank Farm
Subsurface Contamination, FY2007," by F.M.Mann et.al.

Page 46: "Cribs (structures receiving large volumes of liquid discharges)
are located near most tank farms. Measurements at the BC cribs have
shown that moisture can move laterally long distances (several hundred
feet) away from the vertical line of discharge. f

Page 102, Section 4.5.7 An isotropy and Vadose Zone Lateral Flow
"The heterogeneous nature of Hanford sediments results in significant
moisture-dependent anisotropy and lateral flow, depending on the flow
regime. This has been illustrated by the moisture content profiles at the
controlled field injection experiment (also known as the Sisson and Lu site)
in 200 East Area. This site was recently used for a series of infiltration tests
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(Ward et al. 2006). The measured moisture content profiles at the Sisson
and Lu injection site after serial injection of water and tracers clearly
illustrate sigqnificant lateral spreading."9

2007 July 10: Lateral Flow on Ancient Lakebeds Under T-Tank Farms:
RPP-33441: "The preponderance of lateral migration of water and solutes
is also evident elsewhere at the Hanford Site. The tank 241-T-106 leak
(115,000 gallons) is the largest known tank leak. The leak occurred in
1973 at a bottom edge of the tank. The vadose zone profile clearly shows
that, even after 20 years of migration, the peak concentrations of the long-
lived mobile radionuclide are primarily found within fine-textured horizons at
a depth of 35 to 40 m (115 to 130 ft) below ground surface (bgs) and well
above the water table (Freema n-Pol lard et al. 1994; Seine et al.2004b).
These field data suggest that the natural heterogeneity (Ed note: presence
of ancient lakebeds) of the Hanford sediments plays an important role on
lateral flow and transpr, and the significant lateral migration which is in
fact induced by media heterogeneities is highly effective in containing the
vertical extent of plumes within the vadose zone for an extended period of
time.1

2007: Lateral Flow on Ancient Lake Beds Under C-Farm:
RPP-35484, "Field Investigation Report for Waste Management Areas C
and A-AX" (Thanks to Dr. Stan Sobczyk for this reference.)

Page 2-14: "From these observations, a gross two-step process for how the
leak event occurred was postulated. In the first step, rapid release of the
leaking fluid occurred, providing a hydraulic driver for the fluid to move
through the vadose zone. Stratigraphic variability in the vadose zone
geology exerted sufficient influence to induce movement in the lateral
direction. In the second step, the hydraulic driver for the leak event
eventually relaxed, and the moisture movement within the far-field vadose
zone equilibrated with natural infiltration. Far-field conditions reverted to
more natural soil-water conditions, so as to induce slow downward
percolation and horizontal migration along fine-girained lenses in the
Hanford formation and CCU for mobile constituents."o

Page 3-37: "The zones of high gamma-emitting contamination may identify
the location(s) of the leak event(s), but then the mobile contaminants that
are found by HRR have moved lateal and most likely deeper into the
subsurface to cause the existing anomaly."7
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2008 March: Lateral Flow on Ancient Lakebed Under C-Farm:
RPP-ENV-33418, Rev 1, "Hanford C-Farm Leak Assessments Report: 241-
C-101, 241-C-1hO, 241-C-ill1, 241-0-105 and Unplanned Waste
Releases," (Thanks to Dr. Stan Sobczyk for the reference.)

Page 134, "The contamination may have originated on the northwest side
of tank 0-108 where the low resistivity anomaly is located. It migrates
downward in the vicinity of 30-08-02 to a fine layer (Ed note: ancient lake
bed) at approximately 570 ft in elevation. From there, it moves laeal to
the east, following the dip to the vicinity of 30-06-10, where it is observed to
be moving downward, below TD of the borehole at an elevation of 520 ft
(130 ft bgs)."1

2008 September: Ancient Lakebed Under SX Tank Farm: PNNL-1 3757-
3, "Characterization of Vadose Zone Sediment: Borehole 41-09-39 in the S
- SX Waste Management Area," by R.J. Seine et al.

Figure 2.4 shows a cemented caliche layer under the entire SX tank farm.
Any tank leak from SX would be carried laterally along the top of the
caliche layer to outside the footprint of the SX tank farm. The cemented
caliche layer about 150 feet below the surface is an ancient lakebed. This
is about the same depth as the caliche layer in the near-by U-Tank Farms
(reported in 1985) which suggests a wide-spread, carbonate-rich, ancient
lakebed in the southwest portion of the 200-West Area.

2008 September: Lateral Flow on Ancient Lakebeds Under B Tank
Farms: PNNL-14083, "Characterization of Vadose Zone Sediment:
Borehole 299-E33-45 Near BX-1 02 in the B-BX-BY Waste Management
Area," by R. J. Seine et al.

The near horizontally bedded, northeasterly dipping sediment likely caused
horizontal flow of the migrating contaminants. At borehole 299-E33-45,
there are several fine-grained lenses (ed note: ancient lakebeds) within the
Hanford H2 unit at 74.5, 120, and 167 ft bgs that likely cause some
horizontal spreading of percolating fluids. The 21-ft thick Plio-Pleistocene
fine-grained silt/clay unit (ed note: ancient lakebed) is also an important
horizontal flow conduit as evidenced by the perched water zone between
227 and 232 ft bgs."t
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2008 September: Lakebeds Too Thin to Show Up on Geophys. Logs
Revision 1 of PNNL-15503, Characterization of Vadose Zone Sediments
Below the C Tank Farm: Borehole C4297and RCRA Borehole 299-E27-
22," by CF Brown et al. (Thanks to Dr. Sobczyk for the reference.)

Page 2-13 "Therefore, thin, lower-permeability, fine-grained layers, such
as those that sometimes cap sand sequences within the Hanford formation
H2 unit and may result in the lateral spreading of moisture and
contaminants, may not show up on geophysical logs.")

2012 June: Lateral Flow on Ancient Lakebed Under C-Farm:
RPP-PLAN-391 14, Rev 2, "Phase 2 RCRA Facility Investigation/Corrective
Measures Study Work Plan for Waste Management Area C." (Thanks to Dr.
Stan Sobczyk for the reference.)

Page 3-18 "Waste fluids were distributed rapidly over limited areas of the
vadose zone until ambient moisture contents were essentially restored. Key
characteristics and processes were unsaturated flow and lateral migration
that resulted from hydro-geologic controls. Consequently, waste contacted
an expanded vadose zone volume compared to the initial volume of the
released waste."1

2016 March: Borehole Data Insufficient to Model Ancient Lakebeds
PNNL-25146, "Scale-Dependent Solute Dispersion in Variably Saturated
Porous Media," by M.L. Rockhold, Z.F. Zhang, Y-J Bott

See Section 2.1.2.1 on page 9: "In general, physical and hydraulic property
data for samples collected from Hanford boreholes/wells are very limited. When
core or grab samples are obtained from a borehole, the vertical sample frequency is
often limited to a minimum of -1.5 mn (-5 ft) depth intervals, and sampling is often
not performed over the entire length of the borehole. The limited sampling
frequency is insuff icient for resolving smaller-scale features (ed note: ancient lake
beds) such as those shown in Figure 2, which control subsurface flow and transport
behavior. Distances between boreholes/wells are also typically quite large, perhaps
hundreds of meters, as shown in Figure 3. Therefore, the data needed for
quantitatively evaluating spatial auto- and cross-correlation is usually lacking.41

The above report acknowledges that the technique used to drill thousands
of boreholes and wells at Hanford is not sophisticated enough to detect
thin-layered ancient lakebeds which may only be 2-3 inches thick. As a
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result of this insufficiency, knowledge of ancient lakebeds over the past 70
years of scientifi c research of Hanford has remained extremely limited.
PNNL-25146 provides a rare look at the lakebeds under the 200 Area.
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Ancient lakebeds are clearly visible in the above photo.

The existing knowledge gap of ancient lakebeds is surprising given that
understanding the flowpath of radioactivity through the vadose zone into
the groundwater is critical not only for protecting Hanford groundwater, but
is critical to protecting all the downstream communities which depend on
the Columbia River.

As a result of this knowledge gap, the current vertical-flow models are the
only models available to predict long term movement of radionuclides into
the groundwater (and therefore, into the Columbia River). To the extent that
the current (vertical-flow) models have no relationship with the lateral
flowpaths above ancient lakebeds through the vadose zone at Hanford, the
resulting Performance Assessments will be of little use to the Department
of Energy in predicting radiation exposure to the general public over the
next few thousand of years.

2016 December: Ancient Lakebeds Under BY Tank Farms
SGW-60265, Revision 0. "200 DV-1 Operable Unit BY Cribs Field
Summary Report." (Thanks to Dr. Sobczyk for the reference.)

Pages 39 & 40: "A cross section through the BY Cribs (Figure 4-1)
illustrates the variations in contaminant distribution and concentration.
Contaminant hot spots are correlated more often with low permeability silt
zones (Ed note: ancient lakebeds), some only 6-12 inches in thickness. In
most cases these low permeability zones correlate well with neutron
moisture and natural gamma peaks in the geophysical logs and can be
visually inspected in the core photographs. Consider the one-foot thick silt
layer observed in well C9549 (Figure 4-2). Sub sampling just above and
below this silt layer shows high concentrations of the contaminants of
concern above the silt and almost undetectable concentrations below the
silt. These results indicate this thin silt layer is acting as a barrier to vertical
contaminant migration and may create a surface causing liquid effluents to
spread laterally much further than expected as seen in the elevated
contaminant concentrations northeast of the BY Cribs. The continuous
intact coring for DV-1 has revealed how important some of the small-scale
structures (Ed note: ancient lakebeds) are to the migration of mobile
contaminants."1
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2016 December 1: Current Modeling of C-Farm is Intrinsically Flawed:
E-mail from Dr. Stan Sobczyk to a large distribution.

"The following text lists three key issues that affect the validity of the
technical basis of the document, which is titled: Analysis of Past Tank
Waste Leaks and Losses in the Vicinity of Waste Management Area C at
the Hanford Site, Southeast Washington, RPP-RPT-59197 Rev.01. These
technical errors invalidate the major conclusions of the report. All of these
key issues require a formal response from the site and should be
corrected."1

1. "No validation of modeled vadose zone results

No comparisons of modeled results to field data were attempted for the
vadose zone. There are approximately 25,000 spectral gamma log
measurements of cobalt-60 in the vadose zone that reflect multiple
sources. The lateral transport of cobalt-60 in the vadose zone is well
documented at WMA-C and should be compared to model output for
both location and activity level. Additionally, the gross gamma logs
collected in the drywells in the 1970s, 1980s, and early 1990s are
another vadose zone dataset that should be compared with modeled
output of gamma emitters in the subsurface. This modeling would
demonstrate the robustness of DOE's understanding of the vadose zone
migration of contamination from past releases at WMA-C and the
magnitude of past releases.

2. "Lack of lateral transport modeling in the vadose zone

The current approach for modeling of vadose zone transport at WMA-C
doesn't appear to account for lateral transp ort of contaminants in the
vadose zone. Lateral transport of contaminants has been observed and
documented at Hanford over the past seventy years. The justification for
the dismissal of modeling the fine-grained layers (Ed note: ancient
lakebeds) within the Hanford formation is unclear. Until the modeling at
WMA-C can adequately mimic the lateral transport of contaminants, the
reliability of the current model's projection of future conditions is suspect.
Without incorporating lateral transport in the vadose zone, the current
modeling isn't a realistic representation of subsurface conditions and is
intrinsically flawed."i
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3. "Dismissal of the effects of sedimentary layers on contaminant
migration is in conflict with DOE's characterization approach at WMA
C.

The basis for DOE's characterization of WMA C was the collection of data
using direct push holes. "The general sampling approach for vertical direct
pushes will include an initial push at each sample location to a depth of no
greater than 200 ft bgs or refusal. Testing for gross gamma activity and
neutron moisture logging will be done to identify candidate sample zone(s).
A second direct push will be made to collect sample(s) material in the
zone(s) of interest." (Data Quality Objectives Report Phase 2
Characterization for Waste Management Area C RCRA Field
Investigation/Corrective Measures Study, RPP-RPT-381 52, Revision 0,
page 8-22). High moisture zones were routinely sampled because DOE
and its contractors claimed that the high moisture zones due to the fine-
grained layers (Ed Note: ancient lakebeds) in the Hanford formation were
more likely to contain contaminants than the coarser-grained layers.

In November 2015, I provided a fine-grained layered geologic model to
DOE and its contractors. (Ed note: This model is contained in the Word
document that will be attached to~ b)(6) jComment #3, Public
Comment for C-Farm PA) This model or a model developed by DOE that
incorporates the f ine -grained layers (Ed note: ancient lakebeds) within the
Hanford formation should be used in future modeling of WMA C.

These comments are a reiteration of comments that have been made in the
past. None of these comments have ever been addressed, and a path
forward should be established to resolve these technical issues."1

2016 December 1: Lateral Flow on Ancient Lakebeds Under C-Farm:
RPP-ENV-58782, Rev. 0, "Performance Assessment of Waste
Management Area C, Hanford Site, Washington," (Thanks to Dr. Stan
Sobczyk for the specific paragraph from the C-Farm PA.)

Page 3-65 & 3-66: "The vadose zone stratigraphy influences the potential
for SP reading of liqiuid within the soil column. Where conditions are
favorable, lateral spreading of liquid effluent and/or local perched water
zones may develop. Lateral spreading can occur along any strata with
contrasting hydraulic conductivity. Where low permeability layers (Ed note:
Ancient Lakebeds) within the Hanford formation have been documented,
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they are thin (0.5 m [1.6 ft] or less) and laterally discontinuous. Low-
permeability layers within the sand-dominated facies of the Hanford
formation are generally thicker and more continuous than those in the
gravel-dominated facies. Some paleosols and facies changes (i.e., the
contact between fine-grained and coarser-grained facies) may be fairly
continuous over the range of 100 m (328 ft) or so, with some lateral
spreading of crib effluent noted on that same scale. Lateral spreading can
delay the arrival of contaminants at the water table but may cause mixigo
the subsurface lIume at one site with that of an adjacent site. Spreading
may also require increasing the area of surface barriers to cover wider
plumes. 9

2017 March: Ancient Lakebeds Not Included in C-Farm PA.

PNNL-24740, "Alternative Conceptual Models of the Subsurface at WMA
C," by ML Rockhold, ZF Zhang, Y-J Bott, see page 6.1.

"Finally, the alternative conceptual models discussed herein did not include
an assessment case that contains sloping thin layers, (ed note: ancient lake
beds) that have been suggested in WMA C workshops. While such
features ma~ exist, available field-measured water content data arguably
do not allow thin, continuous sloping layers to be unambiguously identified
(Appendix A)."1

These words confirm that ancient lakebeds, called sloping thin layers in this
case, were not modeled in the C-Farm PA.

2017 April 16: Current Flow Modeling is Intrinsically Flawed,

E-mail from Dr. Stan Sobczyk, Nez Perce Tribe: (Note that he labels
ancient lake beds with the technical term of "fine-scale heterogeneities" or
66sloping thin layers."1)

"I have heard that DOE/ORP and its contractors are dismissing fine-scale
heterogeneities that would promote lateral flow, because there is &Cno
evidence" to support these types of heterogeneities at WMA C. The
attached WORD document lists a set of references that establishes the
presence of fine-scale heterogeneities and lateral flow of contaminants at
WMA C. " (Ed note: The references provided by Dr. Sobczyk have been
incorporated into this paper as noted throughout.)
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"Additionally, I have read through Alternative Conceptual Models of the
Subsurface at WMA C, PNNL-24740. These "Ialternative models"y and the
models in the WMA C PA don't address the sloping thin layers (Ed note:
ancient lakebeds) that are in the vadose zone underneath WMVA C. These
sloping thin layers are key features in the Hanford formation that affect the
migration of tank waste and moisture in the vadose zone. Clearly, the
gamma logging results demonstrate the lateral migration of tank wastes in
the vadose zone underneath WMA C and elsewhere on the Hanford site.
Until the modeling at WMA C can adequately mimic the lateral transport of
contaminants, the reliability of the current model'ts projection of future
conditions is suspect. Without incorporating lateral transport in the vadose
zone, the current modeling isn't a realistic representation of subsurface
conditions and is intrinsically flawed."

"The last paragraph of Section 6.0 Summary and Conclusions, (PNNL-
24740, page 6-1) states the following. "Finally, the alternative conceptual
models discussed herein did not include an assessment case that contains
sloping thin layers that have been suggested in WMA C workshops. While
such features may exist, available field-measured water content data
arguably do not allow thin, continuous sloping layers to be unambiguously
identified (Appendix A) .Uncertainty in the timing, locations, and rates of
past releases and the sparse nature of the available characterization and
monitoring data are also such that inverse modeing or history matching
efforts may be of limited value. " This paragraph outlines the flaws in DOE's
approach to modeling. They recognize that sloping thin layers may exist,
but they are unwilling to consider them in their conceptual modeling.
Finally, the last sentence in the paragraph acknowledges that DOE is
unable to do inverse modeling or history matching due to a lack of data.
Yet, DOE assures us that they can predict future conditions over thousands
of years without knowing the "timing, locations, and rates of past releases
and the sparse nature of the available characterization and monitoring
data."y

2017 June 16: Ancient Lakebeds Not Addressed in C-Farm PA
Letter from Dept of Ecology to Office of River Protection, June 16, 2007.

Subject: Groundwater and Vadose Zone Modeling Issues Related to
Performance Assessment (PA) and RCRA Closure for Waste Management
Areas (WMA.s) C and A-AX Tank Farms.
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"This letter expresses the Department of Ecology's (Ecology) concerns
about modeling approaches taken for WMAs C and A-AX. After years of
developing agreements between our agencies on what parameters
would be evaluated, we find a number of agreements were not kept. These
concerns are applicable to both of the WMAs, as we believe the approach
for WMA A-AX will be similar to that used for WMA C. Our main areas of
concern are: Small scale heterogeneity (Ed note: ancient lakebeds) and
structural features:

1. Ecology believes that the issue of small scale heterogeneity and
structural features (e.g. dipping slope in the upper part of the vadose
zone, etc.), identified and interpreted by the stakeholders and tribal
nations, are not adequately addressed in the vadose zone modeling.
The United States Department of Energy (USDOE) could address
these issues through multiple simulations to see the impacts. These
simulations can serve as "what-if' scenarios to evaluate various
uncertainties, which are not addressed.

The Subsurface Transport Over Multiple Phases (STOMP) model is a
flexible computer code designed to solve a wide variety of nonlinear,
multiple-phase, flow, and transport problems for variably saturated
geologic media. It is unlikely that the STOMP code places significant
limitations on the ability to model reasonably complex scenarios
involving water and contaminant transport through heterogeneous,
variably-satu rated media. Specifically, there is no limit on the
thickness of grid cells in any dimension, though, like all numerical
models, abrupt changes in cell size in any dimension may lead to
numerical instability.

Limitations are more likely related to insufficient data to support
calibration of a deterministic model with the detail required to
represent thin, sloping, low-permeability layers and lenses, horizontal
or vertical fast-flow pathways. However, these limitations should not
prevent use of the STOMP simulator to conduct stochastic
simulations that include geologic characteristics that are known to
exist at the site and those that the stakeholders expressed interest in
testing.

Simulated values of head or concentration can be compared to both
base case values and to observed values at discrete points in the
saturated flow system. These exercises could provide a valuable path
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toward the goal of USIDOE, Ecology, and the other stakeholders
working collaboratively towards a mutually agreed evaluation of risks
and measures to mitigate those risks.

2. Inadequate parameter range used for evaluating heterogeneity (PNNL-
24740): The range of input parameters (e.g. hydraulic conductivity) used is
not large enough to represent the variability in the vadose zone. The range
of values for saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ks) is about a half-order of
magnitude (in cm/sec). The ranges used in the Theta 01 model are
characteristic of sand and gravel mixtures. Lower Ks values that could
represent a soil type with a significant silt fraction, do not appear to be used
in the model. The facies models do not incorporate anisotropy in terms of
saturated hydraulic conductivity values while the theta 01 model does for its
Hi/H 3 soils type only.

3. Use of sod moisture under ponding scenarios: There are no alternative
models simulated to address ponding from abnormally high snowmelt or
rainfall event (i.e., episodic high infiltration) in the A-AX and C Tank Farms.
These scenarios should be modeled, because these events cause
flushing of radionuclides from low permeability layers in the vadose zone
and cause rapid migration to the saturated zone.

4. Inventory estimate for C Farm: Although the estimated inventory of 99Tc
varies from roughly 0.8 Ci to 10 Ci in C Tank Farm, field observation was
the principal driver for use the inventory of 10 Ci. The modeling shows a
conspicuous decreasing trend and almost depletion of the entire 10 Ci
in a few years. This assumption is the basis of one set of the conceptual
model. It is unusual to expect the entire inventory of 99Tc to simply
discharge from the vadose zone as a slug within a short period of time. In~
order to have a better bounding analysis, one option is to have multiple
realizations to address future uncertainties.

Scenarios should include a higher upper bound for 99Tc and extrapolate
the current upward trend of 99Tc concentration for at least a decade or two,
rather than to assume a sudden decrease, and calculate the inventory
based on that as alternative scenarios for the modeling and simulations."
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2017 September 5: DOE Resp onse to Dept. of Ecolog V:

The purpose of this letter is to provide a response to (Reference 1 ).
Reference 1 is a June 14, 2017 letter expressing Ecology's concern with
"tmodeling approaches undertaken in WMAs C and A-AX". This letter was
followed by Reference 2 which provided comments from Ecology on the
WMA-C PA. The U.S. Department of Energy, Office of River Protection
(ORP) is currently working the comment resolution process on the
comments received in Reference 2. ORP remains appreciative of Ecology's
comments, but would prefer they be submitted as part of the comment
resolution process if at all possible to facilitate tracking and comment
resolution.

The existing process has served us well and is the primary means by which
any outstanding technical concerns that Ecology has with the WMA C PA
documents (including modeling issues) are best addressed and resolved. I
think we can use the comment resolution process to find common ground
on the technical issues surrounding the WMA C PA. and we look forward
to working collaboratively to do so.

Our preference at this point is to respond to the specific technical issues
raised in your letter (Reference 1) as part of the comment resolution
process after we have received Ecology's review comments on all of the
WMA PA documents. To support this next step though, initial response
points are provided in Attachment 1. Attachment 2 is included indicating
which WMA C PA documents are still with Ecology for review and
comment. I would like to have a focused discussion regarding Ecology's
view of the priority of closing WMA-C, which remains one of our highest
priorities. We will work schedules as necessary to accommodate this
important dialogue, and ask you to propose a date and time that best works
for you."$

ATTACHMENT 1
General Response:
Small Scale Heterogeneity and Structural Features:
* Significant time and resources were expended as a part of the IPA
heterogeneity and effort to investigate the potential impact of vadose zone
Structural Features heterogeneities beneath WMA C on water flow and
contaminant migration.
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# The scientists involved in this work are seasoned professionals who
have been involved in and have published results of past modeling of
flow and transport process in the vadose zone using STOMP and other
similar codes at Hanford and other sites.

9 The approaches developed and implemented made use of the
available data and information at a resolution appropriate for the
scale of interest taking into consideration the numerical and
computational constraints of STOMP.

* Results of much of the work that was done under the IPA effort was
presented to Ecology in Webinar on this topic on March 29, 2017.

*A brief summary of this body of work is as follows:

; Separate and independent modeling studies were undertaken
to construct heterogeneous representations of the vadose
zone using the available data in a rigorous fashion. These
models were based on:

* Evaluation of neutron moisture logging data

a Cluster analysis of KUT data

* All heterogeneous model simulations of the C- 105 Tc-99 leak
indicate the center of mass of the Tc-99 plume moved generally
downward in response to gravity despite the presence of higher-
moisture (finer textured) horizontal features in the models.

-a The Tc-99 plumes originating from the C-lO05 leak spread laterally in
all heterogeneous models to widths of up to 200 ft. as they migrated
downward through the vadose zone prior to entering the saturated
zone.

- Results of heterogeneous and EHM representations of the vadose
zone generally produced similar results in terms of peak
concentrations and the time of occurrence of each peak.

,P We regard the submittal of Ecology comments on specific parts of the
IPA documents and the comment resolution process as the primary
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means by which any outstanding technical concerns that Ecology has
with the WMA CPA documents (including modeling issues) are to be
addressed and resolved.

* The discussion of the development of a heterogeneous model from
neutron moisture data under the IPA effort by WRPS and INTERA is
provided in Appendix F of both RPP-EN V-58 782 (DOE Order 435.1 PA)
and RPP-ENV-58806 (RCRA Closure Analysis).

*, The application of this heterogeneous model results in the past leaks
analysis is discussed with a number of other alternative models in
Section 4.4 of RPP-RPT-59 197 (Analysis of Past Leaks). This
heterogeneous model representation is simulated as Case 4b.

* The independent effort by PNNL on the development of alternative
heterogeneous conceptual models is discussed in PNNL -24740. This
report also provides some inter-comparison of results of the models
they developed with some example results of tank residual and past
leaks impacts developed for the PA base case.

ic* We look forward to seeing Ecology's speciff comments as they relate
to these sections of the reports.

* We are committed to expand the discussion of IPA efforts on these
evaluation of results from alternative conceptual models that consider
local-scale heterogeneity in the vadose zone in more detail in updates
to the IPA documents.

1, We are continuing our effort to further understand the potential
issue of lateral flow and contaminant transport at WMA C by preparing a
new WRPS report that focuses on the issue of lateral flow and contaminant
transport at WMA C.

This report will summarize the detailed results of the inter-comparisons of
all of the alternative models developed under the (PA efforts thus far that
were presented to Ecology in the March 29 webinar. Additional model
simulations addressing other specific aspects of this problem are being
conducted and will be included as appropriate in this planned future
document.
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Inadequate Parameter Range Used For Evaluating Heterogeneity
(PNNL-24740)
* The comments provided here appear to be based on an incomplete
range used for Evaluating understanding of the basis for the selection of
the hydraulic Heterogeneity (PNNL- 24740) properties used and warrant
additional discussion.

* Without any information about what sections of the PNNL report the
comments are referring to, this stated concern cannot be specifically
addressed.

* Ecology should provide specific comments related to appropriate
sections of this report. We would glad to pass them along to PNNL
for consideration and resolution.

Use of Soil Moisture Under Ponging Scenarios

* While the past leaks analysis did not explicitly address the effect of short-
term ponding as a specific scenarios, the scoping analysis performed in the
past leaks analysis (RPP-RPT-59 197) did evaluate some cases that might
shed some light on this scenario. Specifically, a couple of scoping cases
were evaluated. One considered the effect of a 50 percent increase (150
mm/yr) in recharge (See Case 3a) and another case (See Case 3c)
examined the effect of a focused amount of incremental recharge over a
relatively short period of time at one of the UPR site. The results of these
cases are provided in Section 4.3 of this report.

eAdditional discussion of Ecology's comments on this topic is needed.

Inventory Estimates for C-Farm

* The comments provided appear to reflect an incomplete understanding of
what was done in the analysis. The interpretation provided in the review
comments about the depletion of inventory in a few years also does not
appear to be consistent with the actual results of the modeling provided in
Section 6 of the report.

* The analysis of past leaks was based entirely on soil inventory
estimates provided by the leak assessment process. For the eleven
sources identified and simulated (See Table 6-1), a total of 17.5 Ci of
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Tc-99 was released from the WMA C in the upper bound case. Of this
total number, about 10 Ci mixed in 20,500 gals was released from
Tank C-l105.

* The releases were implemented within the model in accordance with
the leak assessment report. For the C-105 leak, the upper bound
inventory of 10 Ci was mixed in a volume of 20,500 gal and released
into the vadose zone at the tank bottom over a five year period
beginning in 1963. Results of this simulation, graphically provided in
Figure 6-24 in Section 6.3.3 of the report, show the following about
the flux of Tc-99 from the vadose zone to groundwater:

9 The peak flux of Tc-99 from this source from the vadose
zone to groundwater arrives just over 45 years after the
source is introduced into the vadose zone.

* At the peak flux, the cumulative amount release to
groundwater at this point is about 5 Ci.

* Over the next 100 years, another 4.2 Ci of the 10 Ci is
released to groundwater.

& By year 2120, about 0. 8 Ci has yet to be released.

& Some clarification and additional discussion of Ecology's comments on
this topic is needed.

2018 August 31: 3 Ways the C-Farm PA Misleads the WIR:

E-mail fromF-)56 ] to distribution:

The basis for the WIR determination rests mostly on the conclusion of the C-
Farm PA. Once the C-Farm PA declared that all future seepage for the next
10,000 years from C-Farm residuals would be below drinking water standards
at certain monitoring points, the WIR could use the same conclusion to
determine that WIR criteria for public protection had been met.

Unfortunately, the WIR and PA neglected to address the large inventory of Tc-
99 and other chemicals which reside beneath the tanks. And the PA also
neglected the inflow into the excavation of C-Farm from up the hill where
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ancient lake beds in the Hanford Hi formation are responsible for the lateral
movement of liquids discharged from PUREX and the various A tank farms
hundreds of feet down the slope into C-Farm. Stan Sobczyk's 12/1/2016
modeling report (Figure 30) illustrates those thin-layered ancient lake beds
entering C-Farm at depths up to 40-50 feet.... .and a few beds lower which
direct intruding liquid underneath C-Farm.

Therefore, the WIR is based on a faulty C-farm PA which fails in the following
regards:

1. The lateral movement of UPRs and tank leaks out of C- farm are modeled
for vertical transport through the vadose zone, even though there is firm
evidence of lateral flow of Co-60 from C-Farm.

2. Liquid has moved down-slope into the C-farm excavation from upslope
cribs, tank leaks and unplanned discharges and may continue for years. This
has never been accounted for in the PA modeling.

3. The interaction of seepage from C-Farm or other nearby facilities with the
chemicals and radionuclides in the soil beneath C-Farm has not been
considered.

All three of these active phenomena will interact with each other for 10,000
years and more, yet the C-Farm PA only looks at the vertical movement of C-
farm residuals. For these three reasons the PA should be re-written and the
present WIR determination held back until a proper PA can be prepared.

CONCLUSION: The C-Farm PA does not Incorporate the Lateral Flow
on Ancient Lakebeds Underneath C-Farm:

1. The flowpath from C-Farm tanks to the groundwater consists of
lateral flows which are not reflected in the C-Farm PA.

2. Instead, a vertical flow model is substituted in the C-Farm PA which
has no bearing on the actual flowpath to the groundwater.

3. Based on evidence in monitoring wells, the actual flowpath is likely a
zig-zag flowpath laterally through many different lakebeds.

4. This zig-zag flowpath has the potential to contain orders of magnitude
more radionuclide inventory than the artificial vertical flowpath used in
the C-Farm model.
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5. Given the erroneous model presented in the C-Farm PA of vertical
flow only, estimates of soil inventory will likely under-report the actual
soil inventory by orders of magnitude.

6. The actual dose to the public resulting from C-Farm will likely be
orders of magnitude higher than reported by the Dept of Energy once
the true soil inventory is considered as part of the C-Farm PA.

7. The Dept. of Energy should prepare a new flow model which
incorporates lateral flowpaths on ancient lakebeds with vertical flow to
groundwater.

8. The new flow model should be used in updating the C-Farm PA, the
ERDF PA and the ODF PA and well as in the preparation of the
Composite Analysis.

ERDF = Environmental Restoration Disposal Facility
ODF = Integrated Disposal Facility

THE END
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Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450. MSIN 116-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR D)etermination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for thle
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm tanks--- located close to the
Columbia River- -as "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains hi Illy radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Sonmc waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
techinetium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, cesium-I 137, iodine- 129, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive contaminants. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature-not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

1 urge Energy to abandon its short-s4t lited ,dangerous proposal because:

1.) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil, threatening future g enerations 'health, safety, groundwvater resources, and the
Columbia.

2,,.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that material classified as high-level waste
mneets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassi fi cation will impact pollution already in
H anford's soils and groundwater.

Ike other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy 's proposal to re-label dant erOLIS
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tni-Cities. People live downstream from
Hanford and face serious threats fromn Energy Is proposal. Energy must schedule hearing s
throu ~hout the Pacific Northwest. Most of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label
dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup solutions.

Sincerely,



Why should Energy not reclassify high-level waste to
# First Name Last Name[ Email Zi~p State low-level waste?

11l Fb)(6) (b)(6) 972241 OR Ij. .. because radioactive waste is TOXIC!!!!!'
211 986651 WA

971031 ORVZ~1
Because nuclear waste has already leaked and presently is
leaking from these containers so if we reclassify nuclear

141 971241 OR waste, the problem will only be exacerbated..
606051 IL
986071 WA IRe-naming radioactive waste is NOT cleanup.

71 511111 IA
970311 OR

19 973041 OR
10I 956161 CA

There have been numerous studies of Hanford and it's1111 853511 AZ Sproblems related to the Columbia. No Reclassification.

12 (
327081 FL

Ignoring the demise of how we blew things up in the past, is
the opposite of life and how the universe put it together.

141 934461 CA Crimes against humanity!
151 535111 WI
161 985031 WA
17 986481 WA

ri
This waste needs to be recognized for the threat it actually
is, and properly contained to prevent continued

L 181 972021 OR Icontamination of our river for generations to come.
986481 WA

Radioactive waste is dangerous, changing the name is just
trying to fool people. How can you say radioactive waste is

201 216171 MID ~low-level waste? That's ridiculous.



(b)(6) -- jTb)(6) 496511 MlIF 71
Radioactive waste is dangerous to humans and our
environment. Relabeling it as low-level waste is a lie and

1 2211 599111 MT Sendangers life.
There will soon be a high price to pay for corruption in this

231 972301 OR jcountry. Whatg oes around comes around.
981991 WA

25 990261 WA
241

Because that is not going to solve anything. I live here, my
1 2611 993531 WA kid is growing up here, let's make it a safe place!

The worksite is already unsafe as it is. No matter how far
we go we find that more damage was done than originally
assessed. Reclassifying waste as low level will make an1- 2711 981881 WA unsafe area less safe and kill thousands in the process.
The Department of Energy must do a proper clean-up.. .for

the environment and for public health--now and into the
2811 986831 WA fLuture.

Re-classifying the level does not change what that
radioactive waste does to the water and all life in it. It is just
another Trump administration LIE! There is enough
pollution to clean up now. ..do not make more. All water

-Fb)(6) belongs to all of us on earth. This is a global issue and'b)(6) 982261 WA 1deserves a global solution.
1301 986831 WA

981011 WA

IDon't reclassify high level waste to low level, that would be
986611 WA Iridiculous in this day and age. Thank you.1331 981251 WA
900161 CA34~
972141 OR [Safety for people, plants and animals

35i 537151 WI
480811 MlI

IBecause IT is high oevel toxic waste and we need it
381 970071 OR [cleaned up! For the future health of the entire North West



391 (b)(6) jb)(6) 9470411CA
401 802201 CO

[71 183011 1PAT

032251 NH
42~ 986821 WA

Protect the Columbia and properly clean up the highly toxic
980301 WA radioactive waste on and around the Hanford site..
980871 WA
972061 OR

7i 970311 OR IBecause it's fake news!
611111 1IL
600891 1IL

Relabeling high-level waste cannot change the harm it
501 972191 OR _Icauses. Don't do it.

NUCLEAR WASTE IS NUCLEAR WASTE. ReClassifying it
would be DISHONEST & MISLEADING Which, yes, is a

511 446061 OH I BAD thing! NO NUKE WASTE!
52f b)(6) I(b)(6) 811471 CO I Reclassifi ication is a lie NOT a solution.

Radioactive materials are not toys, and not to be toyed
with. Serious absolute clean up is critical, or we'll all "go

971031 OR
531~ 240181 VA ILives are at stake!

IThis reclassification would put people and the environment
1 981021 WA jat unacceptable risk.
561 080711 NJ

Because it is dangerous. It must be treated as such. If it
were to escape and enter groundwater and soil, it would be
devastating to the surrounding communities and all
communities that it would eventually reach. We must be
responsible whenever we use nuclear energy or generate
it. We must pay the costs to store the nuclear waste

571I 981051 WA Iindefinitely, or until we can recycle it.581L 971421 OR



5911 (b)(6) 1b)(6) 986601 WA
986351 WA

The tanks are not properly constructed nor up to code for
holding radioactive waste. Lies were told to the American
public about the dangers of radioactive waste and exposure
to it. Money meant for workers at Hanford was not properly
dispersed as claims were not addressed asfter filing and/or
were blatantly stalled. This is a horrible cop out for not
attending to nuclear waste properly the first time and now
DoE/EPA are trying to get out of properly handling the
matter that those respective agencies were responsible for.61f b)(6) 292081 SC,

621 169431 PA

631 105491 NY
641 112311 NY
651 947031 CA
661 972021 OR
67~ ~b)(6) 1~b)(6) 972211 OR IIt minimizes the severity of the serious hazard and the -1
6811 986631 WA response for cleanup

This is an attempt to not make the piper (nuclear energy)
pay for the tune (nuclear waste). Disposal of nuclear waste
has always been a bill its proponents don't want to pay.
Reclassifying so the cost of properly handling the waste
can be avoided is one more breach of public trust and one

6911 014731 MA Imore case of accountability being shelved in favor of profit.

lBe honest about real risks and the impact on human health170 989021 WA jand well being.I
jm6ioa7 I ON

082151 NJ
1731 985021 WA

871241 NM
= 838601 ID



76 (b)(6) Q(b)(6) 427011Y J
77 97018 jOR
78 55744J MN
791 986611 WA
80 983681 WA JIt's extremely dangerous!
81 979141 OR
82 974981 OR
83 972251 OR
84 972011 OR jDangerous to all living things
85 900491 CA Imhat is the dumbest question I have ever read.

This must be cleaned up, not swept under the rug by
renaming. The long term risk of this hazardous waste must
be mitigated. A true containment and cleanup must be
accomplished. The public must hear and weigh in on this
process. It impacts our lives and the lives of our children

86 970341 OR land grand-children.
87 980341 WA
88 (b) 6) 940861 CA j Ask some cancer patients in the area.

b)(6)89 12205I NY
90 950301 CA
91 08009I NJ
921 752291j rX
93 481381 MI~II
94 981011 WA

IThis is another example of this administration trying to
95 800051 CO Iavoid responsibility for the environment.
961 982501 WA our land, your mistake, clean up your mess_
97 484391 Ml
98 972221 OR
99 972091 OR lIt's a cop-out. Clean it up!

100 983541 WA Because it's not!
978461 OR



10 b)(6) I b)(6) 985031 WA
972191 OR
07030I NJ
972211 OR

I just clean up the damn mess, my dudes. Get off your
106 843211 UT _asses and do it.
107 731701 OK
108 290781 SC
109 986121j WA
110 975201 OR
ill 970451 OR
112, 325061 FL
113 539591 WI IChanging the name does not make this site safer. It would1

be a death sentence for everything and everyone around
1141 034581 NH there
1151 973021 OR jWe need these areas safer not more dangerous.

l(b)(6) b)(6) Ihis is lunacy. he different classifi ications have a realIfunction--one ha saves or endangers lives! keep dangerous
materials under specific protocols, even if it costs more for

116~ 981081 WA the overlords.
117I 100241 NY IBecause it is a high-level danger to people!
118h 972251 OR jWe need to know what is going on.

Reclassification is not a solution to the problem of
radioactive waste. This issue is much too close to my
home, I would like to see scientists come up with a safe
way to store or dispose of this waste as it continues to be

1191 993621 WA p~roduced all over the U.S.
Reclassifying this waste would be a total shirking of duty by

1201 978501 OR Ithe DOE.
1211 322591 FL



]J(b) (6) In a word - safety. High level waste is deadly and willl b)(6) 1 I~
12211 17074 PA lmiserabe )olitician decides to call it.

Let's not buy in to Trump's attempt to reclassify/minimize
dangers of industrial pollution. Pretty soon any polluting
activity will be deemed "OK", all in the cause of
externalizing costs to increase corporate profits. Its bad
enough that the public has to pay to clean up industry
waste--we need to get to a place where cleanup costs are
the responsibility of the polluters. I understand that in this
case the public would probably have to pay one way or
another, but let's not set a bad precedent that "reformers"

105121 NY at EPA can use to declare toxic waste sites safe.123 334671 FLII
972061 OR

Because the waste has not changed. The only need to
reclassify is to allow further degradation of our

126fl 986121 WA environment. I don't consider that a worthwhile cause.
1b)(6) ~b)(6) The radioactivity will reach the Columbia River and1271J 970581 OR contaminate everything along its flow to the sea!

986071 WA1281
This kind of waste MUST be lodged in much less

129 983681 WA [vulnerable environments very deep underground.I
130 900661 CA
131 973031 OR
132 809041 CO
133 773961 TX
134 254271 WV
135 973081 OR
136. 972141 OR



Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For
example, Energy will likely fill tanks with grout. The result:
Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive
contamination in Hanford's soil, threatening future
generations' health, safety, groundwater resources and the1 1371 (b)(6) IFb)(6) 981031 WA lColumbia. This is irresponsible and wrong.

IBecause the planet is dying already. Let's not speed it up tol
1 13811 914231 CA ~appease immoral businesses.I

This waste is toxic, radioactive and remains poisonous for
many, many, many generations. That is not a low-level
waste that can be "absorbed" without danger to people and
the environment. Follow the science. Solving this problem
is not done by "relabeling" it. Find ways to truly neutralize
these dangerous toxins and invest in real cleanup

972141 OR solutions.
088021 NJ

392 088021 NJ140~I 993521 WA
971111 OR

I Clean it up based on what it actually is. Not what you wish
980701 WA _it was.144J 1 972021 OR
972171 OR~b)(6) 970351 OR

Vb)(6) The reclassification would put the Columbia River and all
14811 992051 WA the people of our region at risk.
14911 972181 ORi

986121 WA111 190861 PA
This is not safe and has not been addressed in a public

972021 OR forum throughout the state. This is being rushed through
AL152115 08088j NJ

IFL I



b)(6)b)(6) - it 291691 SC155 t IBecause it does not become low-level waste, and will
continue to cause environmental and health problems long

1561 895231 NV into the future.
981991 WA

158 972021 OR
159J 970311 OR IGIVEN THE RISK TO THE PUBLIC
160J 921151 CA
161] 970311 OR

209061 MID

163J 954721 CA
164 978141 OR

L65 970511 OR
976241 OR11661

It is a decision obviously being pushed through by industry
greed and corrupt government agency collaboration. The
obvious and unnecessary risks this proposal poses to long
term public health and safety are nothing less than criminal
. The absurd nature of such a dangerous proposal should
trigger an immediate investigation into the origination of(b)(6) Vb)(6)167 068241 CT I such a dangerous prop osal.

168 106021 NY
169 915051 CA
170 973331 OR
171 981191 WA
172 462191 IN
173 945201 CA
174 015061 MA
175 972031 OR
176 972021 OR jThis does nothing to remove the waste.

978501 OR



178 b)(6) b)(6) 462031 IN
L179 972111 OR

180I 972181 OR181 986641 WA I Renaming something that's toxic is a dangerous lie.
What kind of scientific proof is Dept. of Energy relying on to
go from "high-level" to "low-level" waste? This
administration depends on Fake Facts to further their
agenda. Until they have solid proof of any such change and
address how current pollution in Hanford's soils and
groundwater will be impacted this should absolutely not

971411 OR ,happen.1821 I 983681 WA
The public knows the sites producing radioactive and highly
toxic residues are trying to evade responsibility or lawsuits

184J 940631 CA for negligence, etc.J
185J 972191 OR I Protect our waterways and air-I11861 981 191WA

(b)(6) b)(6) IHow can you make any progress by just renaming
18711 I 440741 OH something to make it sound okay?

Leaving radioactive waste, esp. when you know it will seep
into the Columbia - the kind of thing you will regret in this1 1881 980521 WA Ilife or afterwards - what goes around, comes around!II
Reclassification does not change the danger to the public
or the environment. The Government created the
contamination at the Hanford Site and has a responsibility

18911 970551 OR Ito all Americans to clean the site up.IIt's based on politics and not science and the health and
190112 980921 WA safety of all that it negatively effects.

Because it is misleading and will undermine future cleanup
972151 O R efforts.921 955191 CA

11 112091 NY IJLowering standards will endanger everyone's health. I]



It is outrageous that we have not cleanedt this area up long
ago .. ..we should not have a park in this o toic area, let alone I

I fishing in it..we can never return it to itsp pristine past,
(b)(6) ib)(6) 982821 WA I shame on us_194 985021 WA(

981061 WA I it causes cancer.
High level waste is more dangerous than low level waste
and must be treated as such. Don't avoid treating this
waste by calling it something safer and OK to leave

1 1971 971381 OR untreated!_______________
i

287181 NC
342091 F L

02001 198041 DE
Changing the label from high-level radioactive waste to "low
level waste" does NOT make the waste you are talking
about ANY "safer'! This proposal is outrageous. Cover Up
is NOT Clean Up! I am alarmed that once again the
Department of Energy is shirking their responsibilities. It is
not just people downstream that are threatened, but also
those down-wind. Not just this generation, but generations
to come. Please abandon this reckless proposal.

b)(6) 1(b)(6) 993621 WA201i 975041 OR202i 605641 IL203J 972661 OR

Logic, science, our very humanity requires us to move
1 2051 287121 NC Iforward, not backwards.

The thousands of gallons of radioactive waste buried at the
site. The amount of waste pouring out/ already escaped
into the ground. Stop trying to kill people. Stop dancing
around the problem and fix it. No more band aiding. QUIT
ACTING LIKE ITS NO BIG DEAL! UNDERGROUND

206 b)(6) b)6) 452091 OH PLOOM



(b)(6) 1I(b)(6) 600021 IL1 20711t
Reclassification changes the name but does not change
the problem. As a retired physician with a science and
biology background, I am very aware that the problem of

1 20811 988561 WA nuclear waste is serious and requires attention.
how can nuclear waste be low level? clean up your mess.
reclassifying is the same as sweeping it under the rug. so
fed up with Federal thinking they are above environmental

1 20911 986381 WA laws.
People will get sick and die if this waste is treated

802271 CO .jcarelessly.2101 972021 OR
992011 WA
972151 OR

L214[ 970311 OR
It doesn't change the very long-term danger of these
wastes, and will allow people to be complacent with how it's
treated. These wastes should be isolated from our food
chain for over a million years because left anywhere
unmonitored, it will eventually leak and poison the area it's
left in. Radioactive poisons don't stay in one place if
uncontained, but seep through soil, are carried in wind and
water. Many of the radioactive elements bioconcentrate in
the food chain, (sometimes thousands of times) - especially
harmful to those at the top of the food chain, such as
humans and birds. Some of these radioactive poisons last
thousands of generations or longer. Why are we

215 b)(6) IVb)(6) 484161 Ml j1deliberately poisoning future generations?
IThe Half-Life of these materials is 24,000 years. We're not
Ieven into thef irst 0.5% of the Half-Life. We can't determine I
for future generations the safety (of which there is little) for2161 080771 NJ Ia waste product we made less than 0.5% into it's half-life.

2171 852571 AZJ
2181 985021 WA



b)(6) 23803!1 VAJ1291
As someone living many miles down stream from Hanford,
my concern is that currently we can't eat the fish out of the
Columbia except for the salmon coming from the ocean
due to the chemical toxicity leaking from the Hanford
source. U. S. Govemnment oversight allowed this problem to
occur and now you need to take responsibility and fix the
problem. To reclassify the existing problem as not a

1 2201 970311 OR 1problem is truly absurd! Thank you, kb)(6)
Those radionuclides have extremely long half lives and
must be cleaned up because if they are not they WILL end

21 975241 OR Iup in our environment causing irreparable harm.
986631 WA
973861 OR I Typical GOP cop out, irresponsibility. A form of loophole.222j
10301! NY

This site is a continuing, horrific tragedy. The government
cannot allow everyone to shirk responsibility. There must
be accountability. This cannot be done without keeping it

L225 021511 MA under the correct classification.
[226J 532131 WI

b)(6) 152281 PA
227 126041 NY

[22 980721 WA
981041 WA

The Hanford site is in close proximity to the Columbia
River, a river that we all drink out of daily. I dont want to

231 993011 WA turn into a mutant
232 954821 CA
233 200691 ot
234 200691 ot
235 980341 WA IIt is STILL deadly, toxic waste... Lipstick on a Pig ?
236 970211 OR
237 970311 OR I Cause it is ignorant._



Ib)(6)
L238 908061 CA

980101 WA239I 993621 WA

Because we need to be responsible and aware of our
impact on the environment. We need to be diligent in our

983321 WA I efforts to keeping this planet as clean as )ossible
A 24112421 207371 MD ISave our planet! It's all we have!

For decades, Hanford was used to produce nuclear
materials without adequate planning for cleanup of toxic
and radioactive byproducts. Now because of the enormity
of scope and cost of cleanup, the federal government
wants to cut corners in ways that result in unacceptable risk
to future generations and restrictions on future use that
violate treaties with Native American tribes and the states.
Energy should stop trying to game the problem by
reclassifying waste and instead focus on cleaning up that

[ 243J 1I 993541 WA waste safely.
b)(6) 972141 OR

244 760101 TX
972031 OR

It is an end run around having to clean up their mess.
Doing so is a human rights abuse as it puts all of us at risk
of becoming contaminated and experiencing life ending or

923731 CA life diminishing health conditions.L248
900481 CA

-I-4
124911 970191 OR

aI

The Department of Energy should not reclassify high-level
waste to low-level waste because it is scientifically wrong

250 981051 WA and it is dishonest and unethical.
920641 CAL251 __1985061WA IL



How many of those fish would you eat now? Do you want
to glow in the dark, or have inflammatory immunity
problems, or an antibody response of abnormal protein
signals in your blood. You know enough time has not
passed to purify the ground/water to a safer level. You
know what the right thing to do is, so just do it! Would you

L253J
070401 NE
985061 WA
624051 IA
970401 OR
971031 OR IReclassifying high-level waste to low-level waste would

mean this waste does not receive the full measure of clean-
up processing necessary to protect nearby and

973011 OR downstream communities.
12601 535161 WI

981331 WA12611
Vb)(6) This is an attempt to avoid the important clean up work thatL262 972051 OR must proceed to restore this area and the Columbia River.

263i 582011 ND
972191 OR

The Department of Energy has a responsibility to the safety
of the people in the NW to handle the radioactive waste
appropriately. Changing course midstream to ignore the
problem and not handle its responsibility appropriately is

21I 972021 OR 1wrong.
980701 WA

This would violate ALL THE RULES. Massive Trump
327791 FL Igovernment corruption.
503221 IA I Don't be idiots.

[2691 991671 WA



are you just fucking nuts? This is highly radioactive material
with endless half life .. ..it must be sequestered safely and
monitored eternally... .we have no business creating this
unending threat but since we have, we must protect the
planet from its danger forever, and repeatedly as long as it
takes. Renaming it does not change what it is....we must

1 270F b)(6) 970161 OR - clean up and monitor Hanford forever.IEnergy has faialed to demonstrate that material classified
972181 OR as high-level waste meets the criteria for low-level waste._[ 27272 970351 OR

Because of wildlife, humans downstream and dependent
986821 WA Ion it for livelihood, tourism, sport fishing.
986721 WA I273J
991011 WA
474011 IN
986611 WA

2781 039021 ME
L.-..2791[( b)(6) 1 330641 FL

Because the long term damage to the neighboring
communities just for a quick headline that makes it look like
trump is doing something is not worth it. Our gvmt should
be playing the long game and take care of our current AND

28011 982701 WA future citizens.
28111 191071 PA
28211 914231 CA I
28311 972031 ORJI
28411 971241 OR
28511 883521 I NM I Damage to Eco-system.



Reclassifying high level waste to low level waste is false
advertising. Call highly toxic waste what it is and treat it as
such. These substances require the highest possible level
of classification/treatment available, and even that is highly
ineffective given the longevity of the threat. Be smart.
Protect our communities for now and for the future -which is

L_ 86 F( b)(6) 972061 OR Ia long long time where nuclear waste is concerned. _A
85251/
7006 IAZ2871 972191 OR

2881 986071 WA
982201 WA II'm tired of swimming (weekly) in the high-level waste.1 29211 986721 WA Clean it up (don't rename/reclassify it)...

1 29211 939401 CA
This proposal means we are agreeing to poison future
generations with messes we made. It is our moral duty to
bring the underground high level waste above ground and
stored safely so future generations know where it is and

b)(6) 988011 WA can monitor the poison.[-~21f
What an asinine question (especially if you've read the

2941 672031 KS
295 1v5t413 I BC
296 972171 OR
297 954361 CA
298 997121 AK
299 799021 TX
300 112291 NY
301 981031 WA

This would make nonsense of the classification system. We1 3211 981101 WA would not be able to trust it.I

1__30311 381041 TN



1304( (b)(6) 986601 WA IBecause I want my river to be safe and clean again!!
032901 NH305 973551 OR

This stuff is DANGEROUS and will be for thousands of1 3071 2401 8j VA years!
nuclear Waste is THE WORST , MOST LETHAL, TOXIN
and MANmade, ON THIS PLANET..I DONT WANT ANY
MORE NUCLEAR ENERGY EVER, NO more radiation
leaks, No more lies about how safe they are,,,,. AND ALL
THIS NUCLEAR WASTE left since the 1950's..it is high
L-Evel Hi risk ... and all you people in charge need to wake
up to how DaNGEROUS THIS RADIATION IS TO PUBLIC
HEALTY, EARTH'S AND ALL HER LIFE FORMS ..
THANK YOPU FOR OPENING YOUR MIND AND HEART
AND PUT IN PLACE very strong rules to clean this up as

992231 WA URGENT.30811 972201 ORI
3101 972241 OR
311 1 b)(6) 1972201 OR
3121 121801 NY IHazardous and toxic nuclear waste must receive the

careful treatment it needs to protect the public, the
3131 945411 WA Columbia River and our environment.

986841 WA
970311 OR
474481 IN

317 402081 KY
3181 972131 OR
31911 100011 NY
32011 100111 NY
32111 117431 NY -I
32211 1 024761 MAI ~1
32311 975041 OR I]



b)(6) 986101 WA
1 3251 857191 AZ

024461 MA
974051 OR

3281 986601 WA
Because Energy needs to actually clean up the waste.

3291 989261 WA IPeriod.
330~ 941141 CA

321621 FL
972131 OR

Energy should not reclassify high-level waste to low-level
waster, because it is misleading and just another trick by
the government not to have to take responsibility for the
travesty of nuclear power and it's very harmful effects on

333] 863261 AZ Gaia.
3341 981551 WA



Pre-emptive P.s. - Burying our heads in the sand like
children solves nothing. We're adults. It's time we started
acting like it. Dear U.S. Department of Energy, I urge you to
withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft
WIR Evaluation. Energy should abandon its plans to
reclassify high-.level waste left in Hanford's C Farm
tanks-lAocated close to the Columbia River-as "low-level"
waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm
tanks is likely transuranic waste, with high concentrations of
long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm
includes technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90,
cesium-i 37, iodine-i 29, multiple uranium isotopes, and
many other toxic and radioactive contaminants. Energy
must classify tank waste based on its dangerous
nature-not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose
the waste. I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted,
dangerous proposal because: 1.) Changing a label will lead
to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill
tanks with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived,
highly radioactive contamination in Hanford's soil,
threatening future generations' health, safety, groundwater
resources and the Columbia. 2.) Energy has not met its
burden to demonstrate that material classified as high-level
waste meets the criteria for low-level waste. 3.) Energy
failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact
pollution already in Hanford's soils and groundwater. Like
other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's

1 3351 b)(6) 658041 MO proposal to re-label dangerous waste near the Columbia.
Doing that is reneging on a promise to clean up the toxic
mess that was created. It's inconvenient and expensive but
spend the money where it needs to be spent and stop
trying to find ways to back out and do less. We ALL live

1L3361 1970311 OR downstream.
1 3 1 981211 WA



338Kb)(6) 980261 WAI
3391 986721 WA

a rose by any other name is just as beautiful. ... toxic waste
3401 972111 OR jby any other name is still just as toxic!

1 3411 970311 OR
Future generations' resources, health and prosperity is
dependent on us acting immediately, significantly and

3421 021 391 MA jbroadly.
3431 89448I NV

Downgrading danger does not make it less dangerous!
There are already health & safety issues. This should be

344I 972291 OR Icleaned, pure and sipP le, not political!
345~ 534031 WI

117621 NY IIt is dishonest, dangerous, expensive, counterproductive,[347 972061 OR and bad for all living hings and democracy.
348 972111 OR
349~1 07410I NJ
350 (' b)(6) 814031 CO
35111 13068I NY

L151 972111 OR
Nuclear waste is NOT low-level waste and letting it get into
Ithe Columbia River will contaminate f ish, communities and
water supplies for years to come thereby depriving the
Northwest of food sources and economic benefits as well

1L331 970311 OR .Ias causing major health problems.
Because it is bureacratic nonsense. I thought dear leader

35411 981251 WA I Trump was all about transparency?



Energy absolutely should NOT reclassify high-level waste
to low-level waste. Changing the name does not change
the risk to the people who live in the area and to the
environment surrounding the site. We need a cleanup that
will last through the ages and long outlive us. Otherwise,

I this amazing area will never be fit for human or wildlife
(b)(6) 986711 WA habitation.

970581 OR Are we really leave a wasteland to our children?355 972061 OR
469021 IN Ilit is immoral

Residents of Washington, Oregon, and tribal nations
depend on the Columbia River for our recreation, wind-
surfing, swimming, fishing, boating, and quality of life. Many
of our salmon, birds, and other wildlife also depend on the
Columbia River habitat. Keeping the groundwater free of
radioactive waste products prevents future disasters and
cancers. Once these products migrate into the water there
is no solution and no way to remove them from the
Columbia River ecosystem. The federal government
promised to protect us and dispose of the waste. This is not
just for our children, but many future generations for
thousands of years will be hurt if this mess is not stopped
before it can spread. How could anyone call such nuclear
waste and toxic by-products "low level?" I would like to
Know how this stuff could ever fit any definition of "low

b)(6) 985011 WA level?"
A 359(360 986641 WA

KT22I8RF l ot361
119581 NY
809111 CO
983101 WA I Its deceptive and unwarranted.

13651 087011 NJ



Do not reclassify high level waste at Hanford to low-level
waste! This is a mistake of grave proportions for our
environment; the health and safety of all people and nature
in the Pacific NW is at stake. Do the right thing for our earth
and for all our children's future, please. We must invest in
the best clean up solutions possible for high-level waste.

b)(6) 972021 OR
A 366 F3671 752301 TX

Nuclear energy needs to take the most rigorous steps to
protect us from radiation, not be reckless with our land,368J 972151 OR water and community.

369I 334781 FL
13701 941221 CA

371l 553131 MN
This is a matter of public safety for us and future1 3721 981171 WA .1generations.F1 3 974591 OR IClean it up properly, don't reclassify to take shortcuts!!

1(b)(6) IThe public depends on you to protect our health and safety.1 3741 206301 MD IjPlease do your job. Thank you.
this is dangerous to all communities in Oregon and

1 3751 972191 OR .jWashington
BECAUSE IT ISN'T LOW-LEVEL WASTE; IT'S HIGH
LEVEL WASTE AND DEADLY! Changing the label will not
change the science. How stupid are you to think that we-
the-people are stupid enough to fall for your crap? This is
just Nuclear Spin-Speak, trying to make things sound good

713761 910421 CA Iwhen they're just plain awful.
983111 WA

Because changing a label doesn't make lethal poisons
13781 972391 OR safe. Do the science. Duh.

981151 WA

IClean water in the Columbia is vital for all who rely on it.
13801 981 661 WA We need to take better care of our natural resources.



The threat to the environment and human life has notI I ~~~1= changed, therefore this proposed r eclassification is absurd
381 J b)(6) 985841 WA and cruel.
3821 088021 NJ

3831 981091 WA
3841 950121 CA

IT's a terrible idea. People are already exposed to so many
environmental toxins. We don't even know the effects of all
of them. Poor people and minorities tend to suffer the
wrost. To give everybody an equal chance in life, we need[1 5 537041 WI to protect everyone from dangers like these.
if it was designated high level, changing the name will not386J 977561 OR jchange the FACT that it is hig h level nuclear waste.

387z 080161 NJ
388 945491 CA

13891 973301 OR
Because we need to stay vigilant in monitoring for health,
and a reduced title would likely reduce the effort whenIL cleanup has already taken far too long. The longer we take,

b)(6) 970311 OR the more exposure.
986721 WA
537161 WI

13931 973221 OR
440441 OH IReclassifying does not make the waste safer. High-level

1 3951 503121 IA waste is dangerous and should be treated as such.
The long-term consequences of low- or high-level waste
are not well-researched, whether impact on the smallest
living organisms to humans. From all we know so far, these
exposures are not safe. The types of waste involved

3961 972171 OR Iinclude elements and isotop es deadly for a very long time.
100211 NYF1 7 972251 OR IYou cannot make it less poisonous by changing its name!



I(b)(6)
399 22457 ot
400 981121 WA
401 915051 CA

Because it poses a serious health risk for generations to
1 4021 3790211 TN tcome

Killing American Citizens is NOT what our Government is
supposed to be doing! Is trump the starting point of our14031 852481 AZ * Government working against it's Citizens?

972191 OR jRadioactive waste is a danger to all of us!
972021 OR

406 992051 WA
974551 OR
978501 OR



IAs Portland Community Colleg (b)(6 (b)(l6)
Ibli6 IUb)(6 lb)(6) it would
appear that your Dept. of Energy proposal has NOT been
reviewed by anyone with a background in basic chemistry.
It is appalling to me that the Department of Energy would
even consider thinking of ignoring the true science of
radioactive elements and toxic waste, trying an ostrich
approach of "out-of-sight-out, of-mind" which could cause
significant health problems to not only humans, but WILL
destroy the precious salmon downstream! We were warned
in George Orwell's "Animal Farm" that re-labelling and re-
classifying simply do NOT make it so. There is NOTHING
"safe" about these toxic elements, which have the staying
power of thousands of years, still being radioactive enough
to cause the cancers and lukemia to anyone in contact with
the water supplies contaminated by waste leakage into the
soil. We the People call for a complete unbiased
Environmental Impact Statement Review based on a Cost-
Benefit-RISK Analysis. The RiSK and TRUE cost MUST

1, . include the actual costs to human health and environmental
(b)(6) degradation which would mean millions of people impacted971161 OR

409l 972361 OR I to protect the environment.
981031 WA Iit is extremely irresponsible!IThe federal government created this situation, and they

have the responsibility to CLEAN IT UP! Simply renaming
high-level waste as "low-level" won't do the job and is a cop-j

4121 986641 WA out.
4131 226641 VA

We need to take care of our messes and not pass on this
toxic mess for future generations to clean up by
reclassifying high-level waste to low-level waste. We need
to protect the water quality of the Columbia River which is

4141 972131 OR already compromised.



I(b)(6) The Columbia river is already badly polluted. Pleasec clean
up the Hanford site, do not reclassify the substances stored

A 1 CJ 970311 OR I there so they cani be !jg nored. Clean it up!_
Nuclear cleanup, including secure, permanent
neutralization of all high-level waste, is a responsibility we
owe to future generations. Distorting the law to evade this

606471 IL Ijresponsibility is a crime against future humanity
787361 TX
970341 OR

41E 981181 WAW1 105801 NY
42( 974771 WA jPadioactive isRadioactive, let's keep it clean!_

972671 OR
This is a ridiculous proposal. And the people who came up
with this idea apparently don't care about their children's
future. I already don't eat fish out of the Columbia River
because of its pollution and also hesitate to consume
agricultural products grown near Hanford. This quick and

I easy "solution," if implemented, will come back to haunt us423' b)(6) 970411 OR Ifinancially, environmentally and in public health issues.
982211 WA424I 844051 LIT

IHave you SEEN the effects this plant has had on the
people who worked there?! Devastating!! CLEAN IT UP!!!!

L2981031 WA PLEASE!!!
A 42614271 1 973021 OR

I If it's so safe to leave where it is, it should be even safer to
972151 OR I relocate it to the White House or Tup Tower?1 428
301211 GA



1, and many other organisms (both human and non-human)
live and recreate on or near the Columbia River. The
potential exposure of life to radionuclides from Hanford, if
not properly cared for, is very high due to the concentration
of cities, people, and organisms along the Columbia.
Neglecting to adequately care for the waste at Hanford is a
slap in the face to future generations that will inherit the143011~ (b)(6) 971031 OR 1earth and the decisions we choose to make on it today.

221521 VA
You clowns made this mess so clean it up before it is too

43211 992021 WAj late.
433 381381 TN

I want to thrive in my local waters and air and clean food.
Hanford's C Farm Tanks should NOT be reclassified to
satisfy political interests when they clearly have not

4341I changed. Please do the right thing for our animals, our air,
972151 OR our water, our food, our people.

4351 971241 OR
972111 OR436U ~b)(6) 982701 WA

Because it is toxic and dangerous. What suddenly made it
1 43811 993621 WA I safer"???

The Department of energy has NOT fulfilled their
obligations to insure that the toxicity from the Hanford
Nuclear Site does not jeopardize the health of the people in
and around the site itself, the water of the Columbia River
and the fish which is a food source not only for Native
Americans but for ALL residents of the area and visitors as
well. It takes hundreds of years to reduce or change this
type of contamination and it has been less than 65 years
since the toxic dumping has started. Who knows when and
if it has stopped? Just changing the name of the waste is
NOT a magical formula for "cleanup"!! ENERGY is simply in
denial and shirking its humane and legal responsibilities by

43911 972051 OR Inot doing adequate cleanup.



(b)(6) 980701 WA IHigh-level waste is dangerous and threatens our water.
-4

973771 OR
4431 010601 MA

97217 1 OR IBecause data facts show it as high level
They haven't done anything other than change the

4441 972131 OR Idefinition.IA new label does not change the level of toxic harm to our
4 4d 985841 WA Ienvironment. Pay attention to the science.
446 495041 Ml jBecause wording does not change the ultimate danger

984981 WA
448447 208501 MID IThis is a lie to Oregonians and the people of the United

States. It is VITAL that this is cleaned up, Reclassifying is
4491 972021 OR not a solution.IThis idea of changing the label of some of the highest toxic

waste in the world is just a camouflage to divert the money
that should be used to clean it up to some wasteful

450 F 981551 WA corporate scheme of those who "run" this agency.(b)(6)
37069I TN

4521 981271 WA IA rose by any other name smells as sweet. Gross,
dangerous waste water by any other name is just as

45311 782401 TX horrible. Clean it up!
Ladies/Gentlemen: Read this petition to your mothers and
your children. I bet they would sign it. You know how
dangerous this is. I am asking you to be hero's and clean
up these scary, scary sites. If not for those of us who live

45411 970581 OR ldownstreamn.. .for y tour own families!
I The damage that the Hanford site contamination has done

45511 986251 WA ]to the American West is ~enerational.IChanging the classification of a toxic material has no effect
4561[ 981251 WA Ion its toxicity.



Renaming high-level waste is no solution and the Nazis in
the republican party know this. It's all about the money to
these greedy money whores in the Nazi party. They will find

I their path to eternal hell unblocked. Until every last4571( b)(6) 973021 OR I Re ublican on earth is dead, the world is in great danger.
We need to clean up the environment. We can't close our
eyes to damage and hope it goes away. We need to protect

4581 846641 UT ~the Earth so we can live healthy lives here.
Because it ignores the truth and sets a dangerous
precedent. We can not just change a classification because
we don't like it. We need to be honest about our impact on

459 945301 CA the environment.
460 146081 NY
461 972391 OR
462 970581 OR tToo great a risk.

Clean UP Your Mess & Continue to take Responsibility to
bring this Area Back to How You Found IT !!! In Time it's

4631 971161 OR ~affects on All Life will only become Worse !!!!tI'm incredibly worried that this reclassification will lead toI L shoddy cleanup, and the health of the PNW will suffer. This
b)(6) site is already dangerous and mismanaged, and the last

985791 WA thing we need is to make the job of mismanaging it easier.
4651 973301 OR tWhy? You know why you should not reclassify! For the

Safety of everyone on the river system and future
generations, Do Your Job to the fullest degree, Do What Is

986051 WA Right For The People!
981051 WA
277131 NC

469/ 982481 WA
INuclear waste is dangerous! Please think of future

47011 976011 OR jc enerations!

4711 981101 WA



4721( b)(6) 97037 OR
Such a classification will irreparablyf harm the environment

4731 856501 AZj and living things.
i-

Of course it should not be reclassified. There is a level
system for a reason and high level is much more toxic and
thus dangerous. It is deception and lying to reclassify it and

053011 MA jwould only benefit polluters.1 4741 850321 AZ
It is good to know that our government is so concerned
about future generations. The scope of the damage and
costs of cleanup surely will decrease if we all can just
ignore it for awhile. They sure know how to kick the can
down the road so others can deal with it. The mess was
made and now we need to be adult enough to clean it up. It
will not be cheap, it will take time and it needs to be done. It
should not be an issue of cuffing funds to make one look
like a fiscal conservative so you can retain your seat in
government. Real fiscal conservatives know that there are

I(b)(6) times and situations where spending in a proactive manner
4761 989021 WA can save a bundle of money & grief down the line.IThere are too many contaminated leaking from Hanford.
4771 972111 OR The site MUST be cleaned up!
4781 972031 OR
4791 982031 WA

There is a likelihood that reclassification of higher level
wastes to lower level wastes will reduce interventions that
protect the water coming off Hanford and Columbia River

986831 WA and
14821 970801 OR

983041 WA IThis would be false information.48~1 980921 WA
972121 OR

It needs to be cleaned up properly for the health and
4851 972171 OR Iwelfare of humans and animals.



b)6) 974591 NT486j 191281 PA IStandards and rules for protecting clean water and human
996331 AK health cannot just be arbitrarily changed!488 062491 CT

489] 955191 CA
490J 986501 WA

748011 OK
303381 GA

Changing the rule will not speed up the process of
radioactive half-lives. High level waste will remain high level
dangerous regardless of any reclassification, and will
continue to irradiate the waters of the Columbia River. Don't
play word games! Find a REAL solution to our nuclear

982261 WA ,waste problem!
14951 548431 WI

I)(6) The environment is already under attack since the Trump
administration took over. Pruit dismantled what was the

986071 WA EPA. Need to halt this proposal!
003161 GA

498 970311 OR
1 4991 1 986611 WA

I To do so is not in the best interest of our communities, our
770991 TX Ifamilies, and most importantly, our children. --A5001 602021 IL

Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For
example, Energy will likely fill tanks with grout. The result:
Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive
contamination in Hanford's soil, threatening future
generations' health, safety, groundwater resources and the

5021 985021 WA Columbia.
5031 926301 CA
5041 993361 WA[ Radioactive means just tha!



50511 (b)(6) 993521 WA jWater is life. It's the most import
50611 021801 MA

i ITHEY MADE THE MESS! THEY MUST CLEAN IT UP!!
A 50711 325341 FL DON'T TRY TO HIDE IT UNDER A NAME CHANGE!!!

954 721 CA IWhat will happen to us and future generations if we pollute
our waters? We must be vigilant about the health of the

15091 978501 OR planet.
98273~ WAj
97215tOR ~1~
970311 OR

513 208151 IMD IHigh level waste right now does not meet the criteria of low-I[ 51411 986351 WA level wa s te.. I

It's a complete charade. It will do nothing to protect the
51511 986831 WA citizens of the Columbia River watershed.

950041 CA
1 51711 983151 WA

Because it's dangerous. And stupid. And the earth isI I suffering enough because of all stupid environmental
l(b)(6) Idescisons thatz are being made. They won't be happy until

88014 1 NM we are dead.
970311 OR}V 21

1 5201 986841 WA I
i

Because the majority of the waste located at the Hanford
site is incredibly dangerous to life as we know it, and will
remain so for LONG after anyone on earth now has passed
away. We need to keep these dangerous materials labeled
as such, not only for our safety, but the safety of those who

5211 5231711 IA come after us.
5221 982331

-- 4-

It's bureaucracy at its worst - our children will have to clean
5231 932771 CA Iit up.I



This is an underhanded irresponsiblew way of walking away
from an impending danger. Hanford s sould be cleaned up
now. We would be foolish to wait untilt the ground waters of

j524f b)(6) 970311 OR Ithe Columbia are contaminated!
981071 WA
207471 MD

8m Reclassifying high-level waste to low-level waste would be
527 1is5 I BC considered fraud.
528 954051 CA
529 98144 1 WA
530 972051 OR
531 980261 WA
532 986481 WA
533 841051 UT
534 980O52j WA

972111 OR

IReclassification will not resolve the issues with this aging
5361 970401 OR jfacility. It is a disaster in the making.

b)(6) 982211 WA537 323011 FL5381 970581 OR

Because that would be incredibly dishonest as well as1 5401 985011 WA Jdangerous. The river is something to treasure._
Ccalling it by another name doe not make it safer!

1 5411 973091 ORF1 2 484461 Ml
It's unconscionable to think that the United States could
create such a wildly unsafe and unclean situation and then
run from its problems, leaving my state of Washington on
the hook for the bill -- which, without a doubt, we will be

1 543 981441 WA I should the US abdicate its resp onsibplty here.



(lb)(6) It's too dangerous and will adversely affect life far into the975401 OR future.544~ 97213 OR
90009 C Ii
19128 P

This nuclear waste is a danger to everyone in the Columbia
River basin. It needs to be managed with the highest level

972031 OR lof care, not just re-labeled.
530721 WIj5491j 
981251 WA IJBecause its effectively poisining America

We need to treat it as seriously as the waste demands, not1 511 982211 WA ~downgrade it. Thank you.
1 5 21 079501 NJ IIWe must find a way to clean up nuclear waste for good. It is

a health risk for our communities along to Columbia river
and the wild fish, animals and birds that live within and near

55311 970311 OR the river.
I b)(6) IProtect our eco-systems/animals and people. No to nuclearI

1 5541 970451 OR I power and weapons.IThis is a lazy and misleading step to take. Distraction will
55q~ 972201 OR not solve the problem of high-level waste.550 972121 OR IIt's time to stop kicking the can down the road. No more

grout, no more soft fixes. Let s do this right and be done
with it. Until nuclear waste can be safely disposed of, let's

986291 WA make no more.571 190541 PA
606161 IL

Reclassification of HLW is illegal, not protective of HH and
the environment, and does not honor the US government's

989021 WA -Trust responsibility to the Yakama Nation.
105981 NY

[562j 950371 CA



I(b)(6) IThis would be insane this waste could potentially poison on
563 013011 MA I of the largest waterways in America FOREVER
564 982921 WA
565 432301 OH
566 992181 WA
567 972121 OR I This is a dangerous and wreck less plan,
568 1 98501jI WA L
569 945261 CA IBecause it's of high level toxicity and should be treated as1570 986721 WA Isuch.

286761 NC
088631 NJ
941181 CA

995071 AK574 971281 OR
575. 986611 WA
5s761 554031 MN

b)(6) 980261 WA
971311 OR

580 970401 OR tThis is deception.
Re-classifying high-level to low-level waste erodes
accountability. Accountability is essential to our citizens'
safety and river and ecosystem health. Reclassifying waste

581 970401 OR is a slippery slope that amounts to deception.
582 972031 OR
583 857191, AZ I HELL NO, TOO DANGEROUS!!!!!!M!f!!

High level waste is much more dangerous. The department
of energy must be responsible for protecting the health of

1 948041 CA people and the environment.
I584 1 970351 OR
1585 986251 WNA

974481 OR



1b)(6) because it's not the truth. Reclassifying it does not makeless dangerous! It only mirrors that the government does I1 8 921211 CA NOT care about it's people nor its environment.
It is killing many and babies are going to have to grow up

967081 HI with another pollution81~ 970311 OR

This is a real bad move. Do not reclassify Our children
deserve a future fi ied with clean air and water. Do Not

986041 WA reclassify.Li
We need to take better care of what is left of our

980111 WA environment.
1 5931 907171 CA jAny Nuke Waste is Lethal

My town gets its drinking water downstream, from a well in
Columbia City. Pretending that the effluent from the mis-
handled waste at Hanford is less hazardless or long-lived
than it is will not protect anyone from the consequences of
a failure at Hanford. The decision made in the 1940's, to
poison ourslves as well as our enemies, must be opposed
today and tomorrow. Including by sending good money

l(b)(6) after bad in the ongoing cleanup of the high-level waste in
1[594 970511 OR ithe leaking tanks.IPlease protect the environment and the Columbia and
1 5951 970351 OR Yakima Riversi I Reclassifi ication of waste does not solve the problem. ThisIwaste should have been cleaned up long ago. Please stop
1 5961 980191 WA slow walking this problem and clean it up already.i IBecause it isn't low-level waste!! That is why! What part of

that is not understood!!! My God - has this country lost it's
mind on what is good and what is bad? This is a dangerous

980261 WA idea and must be stopped!
598 065161 CT

15991 440241 OH



Toxic and radioactive waste has already leaked.
Groundwater and the Columbia River are too important to
trivialize in this way. We have created a huge and
convoluted problem, but the solution is not to rename it and

972291 OR look awav__
970491 OR _Ia name change is not a solution.601 662041 KS
468041 IN

I60~ 972181 OR
16051 554041 MN

600 970311 OR
607 675501 KS

The reclassification is a politically motivated maneuver that
negates potential health risks to the citizens of Washington
state. Radioactive materials from the hanford site are
poisoning ish in the Columbia which are consumed in largeI
quantities by locals, especially Native American tribesOVb)(6)
along the Columbia River. This is a direct violation of the

6081 985061 WA Bolt decision and an afront against humanity rights.
337121 FL

610 973021 OR
6191 

-I -

Reclassifying high-level to low-level is a lie for the purpose
6111J 986351 WA l of apathy.

970311 OR IjWe need to clean up the River, not pollute it more!

198245 WAJ-IRdioactive waste is bad for my great nephew and all
61411 97219 OR children. Make sure this site is cleaned up thoroughly!
6151 97030 ORj

16161 972221 ORJ Ii



Dear U.S. Department of Energy, I urge you to withdraw
the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR
Evaluation. Energy should abandon its plans to reclassify
high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm tanks--located
close to the Columbia River-as "low-level' waste. C Farm
tank waste contains highly radioactive, chemically
dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely
transuranic waste, with high concentrations of long-lived,
heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, cesium-i 37,
iodine-129, multiple uranium isotopes, and many other toxic
and radioactive contaminants. Energy must classify tank
waste based on its dangerous nature-not Energy's failure
to develop plans to dispose the waste. I urge Energy to
abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because.- 1.)
Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For
example, Energy will likely fill tanks with grout. The result:
Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive
contamination in Hanford's soil, threatening future
generations' health, safety, groundwater resources and the
Columbia. 2.) Energy has not met its burden to
demonstrate that material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste. 3.) Energy failed to
Iaddress how the waste reclassifi ication will impact pollution
already in Hanford's soils and groundwater. Like other
members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal
to re-label dangerous waste near the Columbia. Energy
must engage the public in a robust decision-makingjb)(6)

617 982011 WA Iprocess. This starts with holding public hearings outside the~
Please stop the hat trick. Fulfill the responsibility to clean
up following WWII weapons production. Washington State

61 E 992101 WA Iland its citizens deserves nothing less.
61 982251 WA-1



It is irresponsible for humans to create this waste without
an adequate plan to dispose of it, let alone house it for an
indefinite amount of time. The site at Handford already has
material leaking into the surroundings. This is a serious
problem, it needs not be ignored or pushed aside due to a

b)(6) 984081 WA lack of knowing what to do with it!620( 985011 WA
847411 UT
945911 CA

Present generations created a dangerous mess for future
generations. We must be accountable for that and do the
right thing for children, grandchildren, great grandchildren
and many generations beyond that by cleaning up the624 973651 OR Imess, not reclassifying it as low-level waste.

992051 WA It is absurdly illogical, and dangerous to boot.
331601I FL

j627j 787151 TX
I)(6) I This toxicity will last for generations. Changing the words1 628 1 565371 MN won't make anything cleaner or safer.

IAre you kidding me? Clean it up!
629 972151 OR

117431 NY
I My health and safety isf irst and foremost in considering
this reclassification. The US Department of Energy must be

117291 NY ~held responsible for the contamination they have produced.
1 63211 970311 OR



High-level waste is extremely dangerous to human health
as well as the health of all living organisms including other
mammals and plant-life. Once this high-level waste, under
the fake label of low-level waste, is allowed to get out into
the environment on planet earth, it can never be contained.
The radioactivity alone is dangerous enough by itself, but
this danger to health becomes rapidly accelerated when
inhaled, ingested, drank as a radioactive molecule which
will irradiate nearby tissues and organs inside humans,
mammals, and plant-life from a stationary position, unless it
happens to be able to continue to move to a stationary
position or possible elimination, and this will cause tissue
damage starting with membrane damage that can extend
eventually into cancers and DNA damage. Chernobyl has a
legacy of mutated babies born from both radioactive
elevated exposure from the 1986 accident as well as dead
and chronically sick nuclear operators, construction
workers, and cleanup workers, most of whom had to be
ordered to the Special 30 km Zone as Soviet military. There
is no question that nuclear radiation destroys human health
and must absolutely be contained. Those who try to claim
hormesis are ignoring the facts which defies scientific vigor
in analysis and thus are unscientific espousing what
amounts to opinions. Please take every step and every
policy with containment of every radioactive molecule as
top priority. We were promised that this industry was clean,

I but that was a lie because we aref iding humanity
threatened by the waste and leakage of radioactivity that is

I 633r b)(6) 535721 WI absolutely unacceptable on the civilian or military side.
The waste should be cleaned and actually become low-
level prior to reclassification, rather than reclassifying it just
for shits and giggles. I know it's no longer the stance of the
government or any of it's departments to actually help the
citizens of the country anymore, but maybe can we not do

6341 601181 IL Jthings that actively harm people?



1b)(6) It will surely create a lower priority for clean up and waste is
6351 986721 WA leaking into our river.I

986641 WAD j 636M
The Columbia is a vital river that needs to be protected. It is I
not beneficial to our river to reclassify the waste and
thereby put our river and people that live nearby at risk.
This reclassification needs to be discussed/explained in

637L 970311 OR detail/justified to the public before being implemented.
981221 WA
357571 AL

Simply relabeling the waste won't actually mitigate the
issue, and the waste will still present a threat to humans

640J 794161 TX and the environment.
641] 803041 CO

972191 OR IBecause it will permanently degrade the environment with
profound impacts on human health. It would be an
unacceptable heritage to leave to my grandchildren and

6421 -~ 97219 I OR.fb)(6) their grandchildren.
WHY? Reclassifying high-level radioactive waste as low-
level radioactive waste isn't oft repeated desire. It sets a
dangerous precedent and would not be scientifically sound
in attempting to contain high level radioactive waste for our
biosphere. The US DOE's plan to re-classify the high-level
radioactive waste remains in the bottom of the C tank farm
tanks and filling the tanks with grout (that is their plan) does
absolutely nothing at all about the high level radioactive
waste that has leaked out of the tanks, nor the radioactive
plumes that are migrating to the groundwater. This is

64411 1972121 OR Iabsolutely scientifically and ethnically WRONG.
64511 985971 WAJI nks you.



The people cannot trust the scientifi Ic integrity of the currentI
administration. This proposal sounds like another
completely irreverent and highly dangerous decision byp those who do not have the intellectual capacity to make a
decision that affects so many species--for generations!
How could your agency allow these fools to effect such a646[ b)(6) 972171 OR Iruling? Hold on to the facts, please.

981161 WA To prevent avoidable cancer cases!!!!
By doing this, you will be setting up a really dangerous
situation where someone may use low level gear dealing
with this waste and poison or kill them selves or their
workers, coworkers or families. The DOE would be directly

970311 WA liable!!L-~I
Our collective first priority for public safety and future health
should be keeping water clean. It is that simple. Please
take the logical action and protect our waters from this toxic
waste. We thank you and our future generations of humans

972021 OR land natural creatures will thank you.
-6501 010851 MA

[ b) (6)
1 6511 017421 MA

ISA1 3
6521 I2YD
6531 994031 WA
654 125901 NY
655 559721 MVN
656 750221 TX

The people of Washington should never be at risk of being
harmed by toxic runoff. We have seen the results of toxic
runoff in other areas of the country and if this were to
happen to the Columbia River there will be no coming back.

088241 NJ
931101 CA

1 65911 977021 OR



b)(6) 606171 IL
546601 WI IThey need to hold public hearings

16621 802471 CO IBecause it is a flawed premise.
16631 109931 NY

They should keep all the radioactive materials contained to
970311 OR protect the Columbia river and our health

16651 972391 OR
973221 OR IjThis isn't a clean-up, it's a passing the buck.
550161 MN

Renaming the problem does not make a solution. This is a
huge environmental threat that the government needs to be

1 6681 1972061 OR accountable for. Clean it up.
The risk to the ecosystems and people of the Columbia
Basin, as well as the rest of the Columbia River and its
surrounding area, is too great to allow forward movement

1 669[ 970111 OR 1with this plan.I
I~b)(6) IDo not reclassify. These high level wastes are a clear and

present danger to our region. For the sake of our web of life
this contamination needs to be cleaned up. No more

67011 970581 OR procrastination!
671 980311 WA

6721 970311 OR
986681 WA

674 972021 OR
6731

In order to consider changing the designation of Hanford's
C Farm tanks from high to low level waste, the burden of
proof lies with the DoE. The DoE has not (and can not)
prove that the human and ecological health threat warrants
the "low level" label. The environmental health ramifications

67511 970311 OR _Iof changing the labeling is huge.
67611 476301 IN -I67711 982741 WA ii67811 992031 WAJ-fi



67+)(6) 9721 31OR
597581 MT I680 98125JWA681 78250j 1 T IBecause it's still high level waste
970051 OR

daho's remaining salmon and steelhead require a clean
Columbia for migration between the mountains and the sea

1 6841 837021 ID - don't pollute the waterways that connect us all!!
1 6851 981361 WA

This waste poses a huge risk to all humans and wildlife
living on/using the Columbia river in any way. Reclassifying
this waste does not make it any less dangerous, and is I

787441 TX Jextreme ly ignora nt to believe it will.[86 986641 WA
950061 CA

16891 986861 WA IRadioactive waste is the definition of high-level waste.
I IL hundreds of thousands of people rely on the waterways

Ib)(6) that flow past this site. Our health ans safety is worth the
971031 OR cost of safely dealing with these materials properly!
972131 OR690 337551 FL691 970051 OR
974401 OR
981051 WA

1 6961 494601 MI
1 6971 956111 CA

For all the reasons stated in the petition, and because it is
the right thing to do to protect the River and surrounding
areas, to protect the lives and health of wild animals and
civilized people, to ensure a healthy future for all living

1__6981 986611 WA Ithings.



This is more slight of hand by greedy folks. First you make
a mess. Next you don't clean it up. Lastly you tell people it
is no big deal! There exists a science here that can explain
the dangers of radioactive waste and how many half lives it~1I('b)(6) takes to get rid of it.... come on - don't try to pull the wool

982251 WA Ilover our eyes! Do the science! Thank You.699o
970311 OR It' s cheating and lying about it's true nature.
972141 OR

Please reconsider reclassifying high-level waste to low-
level waste... .no matter the cost of clean-up, public health
and the health of future generations is of the utmost
importance. There is no dollar sign that can be placed on
life. By reclassifying waste levels, we risk compromising the
health and well-being of all life forms (human and
otherwise) that live and depend on the Columbia River and
its surrounds. We humans have created a mess at Hanford,
one that we do not know how to clean-up. There is danger
involved even in the clean-up. But, as humans we are
resourceful and innovative, and it is our responsibility to
retumn the Earth to its pure and healthy state - not reclassify
waste levels to avoid properly cleaning up toxic waste
because it will take too long or cost too much. We must do
what we know is right - and what is right is taking care of
our planet (we only get one) and all life that inhabits it.

1L72 i 986351 WVA
986721 WA I tshould be cleaned up as promised.

j)(6) Because we don't want to build an Orwellian future..
where doublespeak rules. Well, actually, we don't want to

7041 986651 WA continue building it.
7051 1225 PA I STOP POISONING OUR PLANET!!
7061 04459 ME ~1
7071 300431 GA

7081 977021 OR ii



7091 (b)(6) 980241 WA
7101 982921 WA
7111 920251 CA I To clean up the river.
7121 995041 AK
7131 054521 VT

-I-

7141 731151 OK I Calling it something else doesn't change what it really is.
970511 OR

We don't want this highly toxic waste polluting our
waterways! The Columbia River runs to the Pacific Ocean
and to the Willamette River. This river borders a lot of our
watersheds and effects many people in our region when it
is polluted. Declassifying toxic waste and shipping it
elsewhere is not a solution either. It will still pollute our only
planet and will circulate through jet streams and

[2716 972021 OR undercurrents to create an overall toxic ocean soup.
Because that would be a lie and endanger all live down

7171 970411 OR [ river and in all communities nearby.
This is simply another action that assumes we humans can
exploit and contaminate our environment without limits.
That is simply not true. And in this situation humans are
potentially subject to immediate and leathel threats to say
nothing of the virtually instant, total degradation of
surrounding lands, water, plant and animal life. I can't
imagine how another responsible human being believesI b)(6)718 970311 OR ,jthis proposed policy is a good idea.

71 115541 NY
You have all the space program technology you need to
clean this up for good. What are you waiting for? How
many generations of your children's children will be
poisoned if you don't? You know all the earth is unstable
regardless of how deep you store it. Please have some

967901 HI common sense and humanity for all of us.
972061 OR

172 981551 WA



Simply reclassifying the radioactive waste at Hanford is
lazy and false. These wastes, from processing plutonium
and research, have been identified and described for over
30 years. The need for cleanup is acknowledged, many
times over-the question for years has been where and
how. The current proposal-to leave wastes in place-does

(b)(6) not restore and protect the Columbia River and people in723 ~ 985161 WA the area.
724 985841 WA
725 19811l9 1 WA
726 045621 ME
727 98178! WA Ijbecause it's too risky.
728 981361 WA I Changing the label doesn't fix the problem.
729 982901 WA Please, just do your damn job the right and proper way!
730 857121 AZ

Because High-level waste not properly labeled, handled, or
disposed of can contaminate our precious rivers and
waterways and poison soils. We must protect our land and17311 972061 OR lresources.731 954211 CA IBecause it is dangerous, potentially harmful, and

930101 CA environmentally detrimental.
973041 OR

734 972121 OR I I live down river, down wind, of Hanford.735. 98682! WA
04401! M E

)(6)
[<381 98815! WA

972061 OR

They should remove the waste, vaults are leaking into the
740! 98516! WA river for years now. I

BECAUSE IT'S HIGH LEVEL WASTE!!! I DON'T WANT
ANY SHORTCUTS WITH RADIOACTIVE POLLUTION AT

741! 97058! OR HANFORD. I LIVE DOWNSTREAM ON THE RIVER.



7421 b)(6) 970491 OR I Becau e that would be stupid
7431 90732 1 CA-

We have a responsibility to clean up Hanford to protect fish,
wildlife, water, soil, for the next generations to come and to
return it to the pristine place it was before colonizers and
imperialism changed the landscape and polluted it with

1744 970681 OR Iradioactive waste that is a threat to humanity.
379121 TN

----
972331 OR

To reclassify high-level waste to low-level waste is insanity.
Who came up with this brilliant idea. I was born in Hanford
in 1944 so I have lived with radioactive iodine my whole life,
it hasn't been pleasant and I don't wish that on anyone.
How dare you take this so lightly! Clean up the mess we
made however long it takes and start NOW. I can't express
how utterly enraged I am at this folly, unbelievably stupid

7471 986351 WA 1idea to simply change the classification.
1(b)(6)

749748 983561 WA
857491 AZ

~There must beno shortcuts in fully cleaning up Hanford's7509 981191 WA751 970311 OR I Slapping on a new label doesn't change what's inside.752~ 021841 MA

IProtect the waters of the Columbia! Clean water and air are
753J 100091 NY Iessential to life.I

981151 WA754 986631 WA

It is poison and if it gets in the river everything and17561 978141 OR everyone down river will slowly die!!!!!!!
757 992021 WA

982481 WA
972121 OR
985081 WA



761 2(b)(6) 973021 OR
97214 1 OR jBecause it's not low-level, it's dangerous.
986721 WA jClean it up don't contaminate us down stream!IBecause it could impact the river I live near, the wildlife,

764 972131 OR land my health.
765 1 926511 CA
766 972021 OR
767 985021 WA
768 986721 WA
769 044011 ME
770 981481 WA
771 814301 CO IEnergy has not met its burden to demonstrate that material

classified as high-level waste meets the criteria for low-
772 925011 CA Ilevel waste.
773 185041 PA
774 985161 WA
775 (b)(6) 978141 OR
776 956101 CA
777 956101 CA
778 074001 ot
779 180621 PA
780 850531 AZ
781 190871 PA
782 937041 CA
783 970311 OR
784 978141 OR lToo dangerous
785 234561 VA

Because it is high level waste. Changing the title of
1 7861 973211 OR something doesn't change what it is.

Not only does this endanger humans now, it sets
7871 977011 OR Idangerous precedence for the future.



7881 b) (6) 955581 CA IJLies don't change toxicity & death.
7891 11370j NY iii

Because waste contains highly radioactive and chemically
7901 970311 OR I dangerous pollution! Not good.
791 986401 WA
792 907061 CA
793 804031 CO
794 871211 NM
795 904051 CA IWhat would YOU want Your Family to be around????
796 981151 WA
797 974511 OR
798 802051 CO
799 993621 WA

JWe can't clean up a problem by renaming it.
1 8001 973171 OR
i

Renaming radioactive waste doesn't make it go away. The
1__8011 982431 WA waste remains a threat to people and the environment.

~b)(6) _190561 PA1 802
For all the reasons you have listed above which prove it IS

1 8031 028401 RI I really high-level waste!-
YOU have NO right to expose us to radiation just because
you're too selfish to clean up properly. Sick and tired of you
lying, corrupt ass wipes agreeing to do the RIGHT thing if
something spills; then when you realize just how f****d up
you are, you want to change the rules to get out of any
responsibility. I think it's past time for communities to BAND
together like the Bundy's did and kill us some rogue
bastards that want to kill our children and bring brain
damage to our babies. God says we have EVERY RIGHT
to protect ourselves and our children, so does the
constitution. So, we're going to take a look at claiming
being in fear for our lives as the reason for why YOU ARE

851321 AZ DEAD now.
r18051 972171 OR



1 8061 b)(6) 231691 VA I Its dangerous and malicious to do so.
We need to clean up this site properly to prevent further
contamination of ground water and the environment for the

1 8071 970311 OR I health of our children and future generations.
I We deserve clean water

1 8081 970501 OR
Reclassifying nuclear waste does nothing to solve the
massive problems it poses. It just changes the name so
they don't have to deal with it. Calling it by another name
doesn't change the nature and resulting problems of the

18091 985701 WA waste.
As a former resident of Washington state I have known of
Hanford's poor control of radioactive waste for a long time,
Hanford has known since it's inception that it was
processing a highly dangerous substance. Seems like they
would have devised a way to destroy or store safely the
waste of their work. And the Federal government bears the
oversight and monetary responsibility for making thisI I1

I(b)(6) happen. We have suffered more than enough downgradingK~21 278581 NC in this country. Do not let this proceed.
You cannot change radioactive waste's properties with a

1 974051 OR bureacratic re-classification!!
18111 1 950051 CA

210601 MID

It's a crime against humanity and all life in this Columbia814 970311 OR .Gorge and where the water flows.
983761 WA
605651 IL

817 981331 WA
Renaming radioactive waste is not clean up. The Hanford
site needs to be dealt with in a manner that continues the
actual clean up process. The health and safety of all who
depend on the Columbia River for fish, water, and1L8181 970401 OR Irecreation depend on a successful clean up.



81 91( b)(6) 954071 CA tThis is radioactive, highly toxic and carcinogenic waste! It
8201 986721I WA cannot be reclassified!
8211 948041 CA I
8221 030791 NH IHigh level waste should not be reclassified as we don't

941071 CA want it to pollute our water or land.
823I 064051 CT IJThis is unacceptable to put into our waterways. Thank you.

972391 OR

IHanford's nuclear waste needs to be really cleaned up to1 6 985011 WA protect the Columbia River.
This is a non-sense question. Of course labels of high-level
waste were determined scientifically and re-classifying it to
be low-level waste is just a sloppy and obvious trick to try to
deceive the public. Government is meant to protect the
governed, not deliberately, egregiously put them in harm's

972121 OR Iway
1 8281 970131 OR

829 b)(6) 435151 OH
830 217031 MID
831 972031 OR Iit is careless, irresponsible and dangerous.
832 972121 OR
833, 522141 IA
834 972051 OR
835 489151 Ml
836 956101 CA

IWe want to leave our children a clean place free of the
972131 OR threat of nuclear waste.83711] 931211 CA18311 641521 MO



IThe reason that Energy should NOT reclassify high-levelI I I __________ waste to low-level waste is because IT'S A BIG, FAT LIE!
I)(6) LABELS DO NOT ALWAYS REVEAL THE TRUTH OF

1 8401 610811 IL THE CONTENTS WITHIN A CONTAINER!
339311 FL

Reclassifying nuclear waste from high to low would be like
a doctor changing their patients diagnosis from brain
cancer to the flu because they didn't know how to cure the
cancer. Concocting ways to absolve yourself from

1 986351 WA responsibility isn't a solution, its a cop out.
1 982641 WA843 989261 WA

986631 WA II would like to reclassify myself as "skinny" but that won't
make it so. I would rather call things as they are and deal

846 986721 WA with reality
847 947081 CA
848 1 9812441 IJTo protect our planet, clean up Hanford

50849 f b)(6) 1802021 CO
321371 FL

There has been no advancements on properly disposing
nuclear waste in large volumes and to reclassify this
dangerous site would allow shortcuts on removale and
disposal which is very harmful to the environment and8511 267571 WV surrounding people and wildlife.

606241 IL
It's deceptive, and will lead to greater exposure of real853J 972021 OR *jpeople who don't deserve to be treated so poorly.

854 970311 OR
836161 ID

8561 462171 IN
8571 1 986611 WA
8581 972251 OR



1(b)(6) We know what is going on here. Call it something else.
8591 972301 OR Don't clean it up. It is cheaper. Give the savings to the rich.

The reclassification pose unacceptable risks to the health
8601 972311 OR I of citizens and the environment.

Reclassifying nuclear waste will threaten the health and
safety of those that live in or visit the Columbia River

8611 980521 WA IpGo e.
8621 531901 WI
8631 945531 CA
8641 440951 OH
865 972191 OR

537111 WI
337771 FL

Lying and/or holding denial in ones thinking always makes
986071 WA such situations worse, not better.1 8681

it eventually make its way to the columbia river and kill
everything including fish and people who live along it andI I

fb)(6) rely on it for commerce, industry, food, recreation. and... .to
981441 WA DRINK!![-~I

Do NOT re-label high-level waste as low level waste. This
is dangerous and a lie to the American people. This is a
dishonorable proposition that is not in the interest of public

972671 OR health.
A 87018711 953891 CA

C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive, chemically
dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely
transuranic waste, with high concentrations of long-lived,
heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, cesium-i 37,
iodine-i 29, multiple uranium isotopes, and many other toxic
and radioactive contaminants. Energy must classify tank
waste based on its dangerous nature-not Energy's failure

187211 986711 WA 1to develop plans to dispose the waste.



We must commit ourselves to doing the best, safest, mostFI- I I transparent cleanup possible. Relabeling the waste, with noKb)(6)
significant change in its composition, is misleading and

1 8731 981051 WA potentially dangerous for health.i
Clean water is more critical each year as our fire seasons
become increasingly severe and our salmon populations
dwindle. Too many people live within the Columbia river
region to ignore Hanford's toxic potential. High level waste
must not be reclassified to low level. We cannot afford to
minimize contaminants as a health hazard or ecological

972151 OR hazard. Thank you.
1 8751 112381 NY

8761 981221 WA
949041 CA
032441 NH IBecause changing the name doesn't change how

1 8791 787451 TX dangerous thebwaste really is. It needs to be cleaned up
1 8801 604081 IL

(b)(6) 190831 PA I2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that

material classified as high-level waste meets the criteria for
I884 988371 WA low-level waste.

970701 OR I You will NOT back off on your responsibilities!!!

I884 803051 CO-4-

972141 OR
l885 982231 WA
1886 981011 IWA It because it is high-level radioactive waste

362651 AL I



Obviously, because it is not a tow-level threat. This is the
primary reason we oppose nuclear power: we do not have
the capability to deal with the waste. If you can't clean it up,I don't make the mess. Hanford is the prime example of why(b)(6)889 781241 TX we are not ready for nuclear power.

890 978141 OR-I4-891 985841 WA
It's high level radioactive waste and has to be handled as
such. This proposal is reckless and is contemptuous of the

1 8921 970451 OR public and the environment.i
It should remain known as toxic, not suitable for live
organisms and the damned government should cleanup
their mess. Maybe force the oil copmpanies to clean up

8931 809091 CO since taxpayer have funded so many of their screw ups!
There is already yet another sink hole near a tank! The
tanks are unstable in their entirety and are buried too close
to the Columbia River. The Columbia is used for salmon

l and other f ish, drinking and irrigation water, hydro-power,
and Native American tribes have claims to it, too; it's too

I important to take yet another chance of contamination.
1(b)(6) Clean it up right, once and for all. No more delays or

1 8941 986651 WA shortcuts.

970061 OR
18961 980201 WA
8971 972111 OR

18981 926771 CA
18991 863261 AZ

641521 MO
124181 NY

[902 225541 VA



[90J )(6) 972111 OR
100231 NY

Because it is high-level risk to all life! Face the facts and
905 972161 OR
906 337711 FL
907 986821 WA

IDO NOT avoid the responsibility to deal with severe toxic
908 L_981771 WA I damage as imminent threat to our waters!
909 986721 WA
910 590301 MT
911 354051 AL IIt's such an idiotic question, I don't know how to answer!

Stop shuffling the wording and truly clean up what's been
damaged. Stop wasting taxpayers' money by these delays
and adjustments and just do what is RIGHT for all life to

912 972141 OR Isurvive.
913 980431 WA

IMy son and daughter deserve better than this!
914 986721 WA

981191 WA
[15 981361 WA I Because it is high level and needs to be cleaned up NOW!

986721 WA
18 441351 OH

986601 WA I Ridiculous and short-sighted!
972111 OR

I urge Enery to not reclassify the high-level waste stored in
Hanfoy's C tanks as low-level waste as that wIll leave
dangerous, toxic, long-lived radioactive material in the
garound to contaminate our soil, precious ground water and

9211 986851 WA the Columbia River.

1=
9221 98466 WA



With the mighty Columbia River running through this site
careful scrutiny of the storage of radioactive waste here
should remain high, not be downgraded. A cave in of the
ground covering buried waste has already happened in this

9231( b)(6) 971031 OR aged storage facility.I
9241 993281 WA I Because it IS high level waste and it's leaking!m Re-labeling Ire-classifying a toxic material is simply lying

and in this case is criminal as it will lead to violations and
ultimately to death and destruction. Nuclear waste is the
world's most violent and volatile toxin, and to reclassify it is
the exact opposite of what a govt agency should be doing

19251 787331 TX ,to protect its citizens.
970551 OR Ileliminate it all

606251 IL
980601 WA

1929[ 196021 PA
Ib)(6)

1 9301 972021 OR
i If the abandoned dry cleaner business has to undergo

clean up then I don't understand why something as toxic
972141 OR waste should be given a pass. Clean it up.[-11

BECAUSE YOU ARE STORING DANGEROUS HIGHLY
RADIOACTIVE WASTE IN A CAVALIER MANNER NEXT
TO AN IMPORTANT AND LARGEST RIVER IN THE
NORTHWEST! ANY LEAKAGE POSES A SIGNIFICANT

1__9321 975261 OR PUBLIC HEALTH DANGER!



We in the Columbia river basin are tired of being poisoned
by industries that should not even exist in 2018- coal and
nuclear power. We are not going to stand by while our
common resources are destroyed by unscrupulous
government agencies and people who want more profit,
and don't want to pay for the damage they have done to our
water and air. We are tired of being poisoned and lied to by

lKb)(6) agencies that are funded by taxpayers that are supposed to933II 970411 OR protect us and our common resources.
982481 WA934 979311 OR
972291 OR

It would be a very dangerous and bad decision for the area
and environment. The water won't be clean or stay clean
and the land will not stay beautiful if it is tainted by waste.
Anything that has already been done needs to be cleaned
up immediately and people need to care about the earth

287871 NC land eco-systems that keep all living beings alive.
970191 ORF1939 970311 OR

94011 904021 CA

Why should they? We have a right to factual information.
1 94111 972171 OR ~There should not be hidden agendasi i

The health dangers of High-level radiation has not
changed. It is still poisonous to humans and the
environment. Human response to radiation poison is the
still the same: death. Do not reclassify this waste. Think of

986721 WA ,your children and grandchildren.9421 971461 OR
370761 TN



T h eCc Clumbia River is the lifeblood of this place we call
I home. You can change the classification of the toxicity
emminating from Hanford and call it "'safe", but that doesn't
change the actual level of poison entering our home
environment. It's a bit like saying an IQ of 85 is now in the
"genius" category once you've learned what yours is... not

945( b)(6) 986721 WA Inaming names... just sayin'.
946 970311 OR I Protect citizens and natural resources!
947 021391 MA
948 983351 WA

313261 GA
986481 WA
988011 WA

19521 974041 OR
The radioactive waste has to be removed - starting now - or
else America and the world will suffer greatly! The waste
will be a threat to the survival of humanity! Lister, talk,
discuss, brainstorm - there is a way to do this. Have the
hearings throughout the Northwest. Then get the job done

953~I 631281 MO ASAP. Thanks.
954D 551221 IA
955l 803041 CO

985031 WA I Because doing so is far too dangerous!
Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will
impact pollution already in Hanford's soils and

1 95711 910421 CA qJ roundwater.
It is dangerous to all life that depends on the water and the1 9581 970311 OR land

1 95911 344811 FL



We need long term solutions not Short sighted, cost cutting,
non solutions. Just like our mother taught us, if you make a
mess you are responsible for cleaning it up. Changing the
terms doesn't change the reality! Do the right thing.

9601 (b)(6) 978141 OR
961 1986041 WA
962 974051 OR
963 810041 CO I It's toxic.
964 980211 WA
965 069071 CT

Preserve the Columbia, preserve groundwater, preserve
9661 972151 OR

457341 OH
968 983621 WA
9671

1 96911 688441 NE
Re-classifying high level waste as low-level waste sounds
like a big & dangerous cover-up!

1 97011 986121 WA
Highly dangerous waste should be cleaned up in a manner
suiting the severity of the issue. Reclassifying high-level
waste as low level underplays the threat level and allows
the DOE to make false claims and use shortcuts to avoie

197111 432231 OH Icleaning these areas.



Hanford has already ruined the lives of thousands of people
who were downwind of the plant as it spewed out poison in
the mid 1940's. Perhaps the worst affected were babies,
drinking their mother's milk. One of those babies was my

11(b)(6) ]who was born on the middle of Hanford's
I onslaught on the people. As a result,(b)(6) pow
deceased, literally lived fighting ravaging cancers caused
by Hanford and the deceitful, greedy politicians that lied
and covered up the devastation -_telling the public that

b)(6)Ithere was nothing wrong. was first diagnosed withI
1I b) (6) Iwhich" al most Jed her at the young ageI
lof 27. She conquered that only to live thereafter with a
b)(6)
With the help of our government Hanford has literally been
able to get away with murder. Enough is enough! They
need to step up to the plate and clean up their mess.
Politicians - do the right thing. Take care of the people - notIb)(6)

L2~J 972171 OR I your pockets!
972061 OR

Reclassifying high level waste as low level waste will not
make the waste low-level. It will only save money at the

974 972021 OR I expense of human lives.
975 863051 AZ
976 967531 HI
977 972661 OR
978 997121 AK jwhy? what a stupid question
979 971171 OR
980 803021 WA

IOrwellian language games like this reclassification are
981021 WA -dangerous for our communities.981 196061 PA
838541 ID
986321 WA

I-19851 986651 WA I Prevent further contamination of the River!



b)(6) 973301 OR986i 982251 WA
972031 OR I Changing the name does not reduce its toxicity!

Such dreadful contamination & pollution must hold those
who did such pollution totalky responsuble for a thorough
clean up. The public must not be exposed to polluted air,
soil & water and renaming such pollution in no way protects

989 325661 FIL .1our soil ,water nor air from polluting agents.
[9901 972111 OR

991 978381 OR
992 220311 VA

800261 CO9931 064431 CT
High-level waste is deadly no matter what label the

970311 OR Government gives it.995I 945871 CA
996 387011 MVS

009271 PR
By reclassifying high-level waste to low-level, you leave a
very dangerous situation in place for eons to come. WouldI I1b)(6) you let your child play on these grounds? When you can
answer with an honest yes, then, maybe, the grounds are1 999 626751 IL safe.IBecause it's not low level waste, it's still hi level waste that1000p 986421 WA sickens and kills.1001 334351 FIL

1002 125281 NY
10034 972101 OR



Dear U.S. Department of Energy, I urge you to withdraw
the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIRF-T Evaluation. Energy should abandon its plans to reclassify
high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm tanks-located
close to the Columbia River-as "low-level" waste. C Farm
tank waste contains highly radioactive, chemically
dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely
transuranic waste, with high concentrations of long-lived,
heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, cesium-i 37,
iodine-129, multiple uranium isotopes, and many other toxic
and radioactive contaminants. Energy must classify tank
waste based on its dangerous nature-not Energy's failure
to develop plans to dispose the waste. I urge Energy to
abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because.- 1.)
Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For
example, Energy will likely fill tanks with grout. The result:
Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive
contamination in Hanford's soil, threatening future
generations' health, safety, groundwater resources and the
Columbia. 2.) Energy has not met its burden to
demonstrate that material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste. 3.) Energy failed to
address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution
already in Hanford's soils and groundwater. Like other
members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal
to re-label dangerous waste near the Columbia. Energy
must engage the public in a robust decision-making

104b)(6) 980701 WA Iprocess. This starts with holding public hearings outside the]
Do you want your grandchildren to live downstream of this1

110051 980201 WA I pollutant? Me neither!!!!!!!
F100 6 985011 WA

I Because it isn't
110071 986611 WA
F100 8 970681 OR IThis is a dangerous idea.



b)(6) IBecause it needs to be cleaned up! we literally have ONE[J1009 981071 WA PLANET to live on. We can't leave toxic crap around! _

LJ101100 972221 OR
986121 WA I Not safe for people, animals, and the river

It's caused generational harm to families and the1 1021 970601 OR eqnvironment.
10131 972151 OR
10141 97048 OR I I live along the Columbia and I want a clean river.
10151 97527.O
10161 971 161[OR



Dear U.S. Department of Energy, I urge you to withdraw
the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE) Draft WIR
Evaluation. DOE should abandon its plans to reclassify
high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm tanks-located
close to the Columbia River-as "low-level' waste. C Farm
tank waste contains highly radioactive, chemically
dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely
transuranic waste, with high concentrations of long-lived,
heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, cesium-i 37,
iodine-i 29, multiple uranium isotopes, and many other toxic
and radioactive contaminants. DOE must classify tank
waste based on its dangerous nature-not DOE's failure to
develop plans to dispose the waste. I urge DOE to abandon
its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because: A. DOE
failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact
pollution already in Hanford's soils and groundwater. B.
DOE has not met its burden to demonstrate that material
classified as high-level waste meets the criteria for low-
level waste. C. Changing a label will lead to cleanup
shortcuts. For example, DOE will likely fi 1ll tanks with grout.
The result: DOE will leave long-lived, highly radioactive
contamination in Hanford's soil, threatening future
generations' health, safety, groundwater resources and the
Columbia. Like other members of the public, I am very
alarmed by DOE's proposal to re-label dangerous waste
near the Columbia. DOE must engage the public in a
robust decision-making process. This starts with holdingkb)(6) 973391 OR public hearings outside the Tni-Cities. To date, DOE has119211
There is no safe level of radioactivity! So to reclassify any
waste only changes the name not how safe it is. High-level

480601 Ml Iwaste should not be reclassified!
[11 972961 OR Th ulcdeserves a clean space._

840601 UT
10211 981121 WA



1 10221 (b)(6) 984041 WAi
Changing a label does not change the contents of these
highly radioactive and dangerous chemicals. Pursue clean-
up needed for this dangerous waste. Avoiding responsible

1023 972251 OR I clean-up will lead to f ~reater costs in the future.
1024 998351 AK
1025 970601 OR
1026] 983821 WA

Dangerous waste is dangerous waste. Changing the name
won't change the danger. Give it a break with your

1 10271 981181 WA weaseling ways!
i

Changing the name HIDES the truth. We must tell all future
generations what is in that waste. No matter how horribly it
reflects on our selfi ish foolish generation of the atomic era.
(I should call us perhaps "Atomic Era No. 1'" because there
will be many more down through the millenia, as future
people re-discover our nuclear waste and think of "good"1L128 327081 FL s to do with it, like make bombs as we have.)

Lb)(6) 975041 OR
This is high level waste! Clean it up our environment should
be protected by our government. Do the job the tax payer is1 10301 970311 OR Ipaying for without question!!

~The attached letter says it all. This ought to be self-evident.
If the members of the Trump "administration" think this is1 10311 972391 OR ,such a great idea, let them live in and drink this water.



Changing the name of a "rose" to "daisy" doesn't change
what the rose is, it's characteristics or it's chemical makeup.
Re-classifying "high-level" radioactive waste to "low-level"
doesn't change it's chemical makeup either. It will still be
just as radioactive, just as dangerous and just as great of a
risk to the environment, the Columbia River, and people's
health. You can NOT in clear concionce do this! It's
unethical and it's dangerous!! The classification must stay
"high-level" waste. I'm sorry that cleaning up radioactive
waste is costly and difficult to dispose of (duh it's
radioactive). Perhaps that should have been thought about
a little harder before you opened the plant. Now is not the

1021 (b)(6) 990371 WA Itime to try to save money, not on this!
822011 WY10331 
981091 WA

Increased potential for radioactive pollution of the ColumbiaI
978141 OR I River arnd the Pacifi ic ocean!1 11

There is already an ongoing struggle to keep the clean up
act at Hanford funded. The river is the life blood of the
Columbia river basin. Without proper clean up, our river is10361 986721 WA jslowly becoming a toxic pool. Help save our river!!

554231 MN10371 
945411 CA [ Really? It needs to be explained?1038~

What is the point. It is what it is and calling it something
does not change what it is. What is the matter with you

[210391 945411 CA pjeople. You do live here too.
Why not just classify high level waste as food? Then we
can eat the problem away! Cool! Not even more ridiculous
than your current reclassification proposal. Why not call it
"fake waste"? Get real. This poison cannot be wished
away. Clean it up and so give taxpayers something for their

970311 OR Imoney.
L b)(6) 535931 WI I Do I really need to explain this?

110421 980121 WA



[043 b)(6) 805211 CO
[044 981071 WA

970451 OR IReclassifying waste does not change the chemistry of the
waste. It is just as dangerous. This is a ploy that will harm

1046 1 978141 OR all. NO RE-CLASSIFICATION! __

1047 915061 CA
1048 972151 OR
1049 945421 CA
1050 799381 TX
1051 223081 VA
1052 805251 CO
1053 321741 FIL
1054 370821 TN
1055 232941 VA

It's a crime against all nature and humanity. It's like
reclassifying cold-blooded murder as assault-it makes no
sense, unless you're the murderer. Is DOE actually DOM
(the Department of Murder)?. Stop this nonsense and come
back to reality. This highly toxic waste needs to be cleaned
up. Follow the law, not the money! You'll take this decision

1b)(6) to your grave. And you may hasten others into an early
972131 OR I rave if you don't clean it up. Do it NOW!LJ2~zi 605161 IL

If any re-classification takes place, it should be to increase
the severity levels of just how dangerous these materials
are to public health and the environment. Reclassification
to make it appear safer for the purposes of reducing
regulations to make transporting it "easier/cheaper for the
industry is recklessly dangerous. I stronger oppose

1058 480601 MI I reclassifi ication.
1059 986071 WA
1060[ 971321 OR IBecause it is dangerous!



1b)(6) Protect the Columbia from further irreversibleJ2~] 986201 WA contamination. I=
1062 I 113 70NYI ]



Columbia RiverkeepcrCO0L UM BI A
I II Third Street

I lood River, OR 97031
phol~ic 4 1I.387.3030)

R I V E R K E E P ER"' WW W.COIl unbi,,rivcrkecper.org

November 6, 2018

Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Lnerg Jv ,Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-60
Richland, WA 99354

Sent ia entail

RE: Draft WIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. lBovier,

Columbia Riverkeeper is a 50 1(c)(3) nonprofit organization with a mission to protect and
restore the Columbia River, from its headwaters to the Pacific Ocean. Since 1989, Riverkeeper
and its predecessor organizations have played an active role in educating the public about
I lanford, increasing public participation in cleanup decisions, and monitoring and improving
cleanup activities at I anford. On behalf of our 13,000 members in Oregon and Washington,
Columbia Riverkeeper transmits the collected, attached 1,111 comments gathered through our
website and public events.

The comment letter signed by the attached list of people states:

Dear- Air. Iovier,

I urge yot to withdrawil the U.S. Departmnet of Eiieq- I '5 (Ener-gy) Dr-aft WIR Evaluation
for- the Closure (4WasteiManagement Area C ait the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy
should abandon its plIans to reclassify, high-level wvaste luIt inl Han fbr-d's C Farm tanks-
locted close to the Cjolumbia River--as "low-level w iaste. CFarm tank waste contains
higqh/v radioactve, chemnical/vl dangerous pollution. Sotle waste inl C Farmn tanks is like/v
transuraini.c wvaste, ivith high concenitrations of long-lived. heavy radionuclides. W~aste inl
the C Farmn tanks includes technetium-99, plutoniumi-239, strontittm-90, cesiium-13 7,
iodine- 129, In u/tip/ce uraniumt isotopes, and miany other toxic and radioac-tive
conitamninants. Energy must c/assifi tiik wiaste based onl its dangerous nature, n Iot

L'nei-gy 's failure to develop) plans to disp~ose of the wvaste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous prop~osal because:



1.) Changing a label ill lead to cleanup shortcuts. For ex -ample, Energy. wvill likely .fill
tanks wvith grout. The result:- Energy wvill leave long-lived, highl radioactive
contamination in Haniford 's soil, threatening fiuture generations ' health, safrtv,
gyroundwvatWr resources, and the Co lumnbia.

2.) Energy has not inet its burden to demonstrate that material classified as high-level
wtaste mneets the criteria/b~r lowi-level wvaste.

3.) Energy friled to address how the wiaste reclassification wvill impact pollution already,
in Han/fbrd 's soils and groundwer.

Like other members of the public, I ami outraged by. Energy'~s proposal to re-label
dangerous waste near the Columnba. Energyl must engage the public in a robust decision-

making process. This starts wvit/i holding public hearings outside the Tri-C'ties. People
live downistreamn fr-om Han ford and./ace serious threats fr-on Energy's proposal Energy'
must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Mlost of 'all, Energy mnust

abandon its plans to mre-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup solutions.

The si~ mners in the first attachment submit the above comment for your consideration. Many

added their own personalized comments, which are included in a table to ease your review.

Please consider these as individual comments. The second attachment includes scanned, signed

comments from 49 additional people, some of whom also offer individualized comments.

Thank you for accepting these comments on behalf of Columbia Riverkeeper, and please

accept the enclosed 1, 111 comments.

Sincerely,,

7-77x
Dan Serres
Conservation Director

Columbia Riverkeeper

2



RON WYDEN COMMITTEES:

Unit d 'tats o lt
k. f I. ()N PC 205 10 3703

November 5, 2018

'l'he Honorable Rick Perry
Secretary, U.S. IDepartment of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washing, ~ton ,DC 20585-0800

lDear Secretary Perry:

I want to add my support the State of Oregon's concerns regarding the U.S. Department of
Energy's (DOE) proposal to redef ine hi~
that tens of thousands of gallons of residual hig h -level waste remaining in the C Tank Farm after
retrieval should be reclassif
As the State of Ore~ ~on has noted in its comments, high-level waste that has leaked from the
tanks would also be reclassified as non-high level radioactive waste.

No one disputes the difficulty of retrieving a ad treating hi pgh -level waste from I-lanford's aging
storage tanks, or the difficulty of remediating the soil and groundwater contaminated where
waste has leaked from those tanks. I lowever, lowering the bar fior level of protection of future
generations and the environment by chang
considered hig h -level waste requiring permanent disposal raises more questions than it answers.

Althou~
removed from one offHanfiordfs older hig h -level waste tank farms, the C Tank Farm, on October
4, 2018 l)OE issued a request for public comment on changing the definition of high-level
radioactive wa ste across the entire DI' complex. The decisions that DOE makes concerning
how it defines this class of waste at the c Trank Farm has broad ramifications for how hig h -level
waste at I lanford is handled as well as sites across the country.

I urg ye the Department to fully address the comments and recommendations that the State of'
Oregon has mnade in this proceeding.

Tlhank you flor your consideration.

Sincerely,

RON WYDEN
United States Senator
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Thank you for the opportunity (which is to short) to comment on your evaluation of this effort to change
the definition of High Level Waste. The Hanford Nuclear Reservation contains some of the worst
contaminants of any Department of Energy site in the nation, much of which has, over the years
contaminated the soils on site, as well as the Columbia River. It has contaminated drinking water,
irrigation water (think our food), and the best mainstream habitat for spawning Chinook salmon. Making
what appears to be a capricious change to the definition of High Level Waste will not insure the cleanup
of Hanford that is protective of people, wild life and the environment. If you could scientifically prove,
through thorough analysis that this strategy would truly minimize risk to this, then perhaps this could be
considered. But the Department of Energy over the decades has not garnered the public trust.

If the DOE was considering the full scope of the effects of renaming high level waste, it would be
considering the waste that has leaked under the tanks in C, it would look scientifically into the wisdom
of dumping grout (cement) into the tanks and calling it clean up. DOE would as well consider all
cumulative impacts through a composite analysis of the Hanford site.

Higher, protective standards have been set by the Washington Department of Ecology through
collaboration with the Tribes, with the State of Oregon, and with the stakeholders of this region through
the Hanford Advisory Board. We citizens of this region expect cleanup to be truly protective of health of
the environment in which and from which we live. The rush to close tanks is premature. Saving money at
the risk of our well-being is not acceptable. We live here, many of you decision makers do not. You have
not earned our trust through this WIR evaluation.

I hope that the DOE will delay the rush to a decision on this proposal and complete a much more
vigorous analysis of the long term risks that we are facing. Once you have done due diligence in your
fact finding and analysis, I ask that you hold further public hearings with us. I also hope that the NRC
continues to review your work and resulting decisions. Public trust is needed for successful cleanup
endeavors.

Sincerely,

I(b)(6) II
Kb)(6) ILake Oswego, Oregon 97035
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Comments to:
Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Process Section 1

(DOE/ORP-2018-O1, Draft D, Section 1)

Pap-e 1-3, Lines 3-5. text stating: "In accordanc-e wi'ith DOE 0 435.1 and DOE M 435.1-I, DOE
inay determiine (in a WIR Determinaion) that cer-tai aste is incidental to the repr-ocessing of
SNF, is not HLIL, and mnay be mnanaged as LL W if an evaluation shows that the criter-ia in DOE
M/ 435.1 -1 ar-e met.

Comment: Given the definitions of Transuranic (TRU) Waste and Low-Level waste, it is not
clear to this reviewer why some of the remaining tank waste is not required to be classified as
TRU waste. Table I provides this reviewer's estimate of the averal e concentration of alpha-
emitting TRU isotopes (nCi/g) with half-lives greater than 20 years in waste that remnains in each
tank. The values in this table were calculated from the residual waste volumes in Tables 4-7 and
4-8 of the Draft WIR Evaluation, the estimated quantity of each applicable isotope from Table 2-
5 of the same document (Columns 2 and 3), and from WMA-C inventory data downloaded from
Phoenix on 18 October 2018 (Columns 4 and 5). A waste density of 2.05 g/cmll3 (Draft WIR
Evaluation. Table 6-3) was used.

The results in the second and fourth columns provide an estimate of the concentration of TRU in
the waste remaining in each tank from the two data sources. The values in thle third and fifth
columns are an estimate of the TRU concentration if the residual waste is diluted into a full tank
volume (530,000 gallons for 100 Series tanks and 53,000 1,all ons for 200 Series tanks) of grout.
A grout density of 2.05 Lycnv' was assumed. Bold values indicate TRU concentrations over 100
nCi/g. Waste above 100 nCi/g fits the definition of TRU waste given in DOE M 435. 1-1
Chapter 3, Part A.

Clearly, all but two tanks contain wastes that fit the definition of TRU prior to diluting in the
grout and at least one of the tanks (C- 107) fits the TRU criteria even if diluted by the grout
(based on Table 2-5 data). Based on the Phoenix data, none of the grout-diluted waste contain
more than 100 nCi/g of TRU. However, C-201 and C-202 are within 30% of this level and if
grout addition does not account for the full tank volume due to unforeseen issues, then it is
conceivable that the diluted waste in these tanks could be above the TRU waste designation level
(100 nCi/g). Also, the waste in the cascade lines and one transfer line which are assumed to be
plugged (See Page 2 -69, Lines 38 and 39 in the Draft WIR Evaluation) likely contain waste
similar in composition to the tank residuals represented in Columns 2 and 4 of Table 1 and thus
contain levels of TRU materials above the 100 nCi/g.

2 F1 ,i c
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Table 1: Estimated avera~
TRU isotopes (nCi/g) with half-lives greater than

20 years in waste that remains in each tank
Phoenix Data Downloaded on 18

Table 2-5 Data October 2018
Total TRU Total TRU

Total TRU Concentrationi if Total TRU Concentration if
C oncentrat ion in Waste is Diluted Concentration in Waste is Diluted

Tank Numb~er Waste (nCi/g) by Grout (nCi/'g) Waste (nCilg) by Grout (nCi/g)
C-10' 8.211 +0O2 7.741E+00 9.78E+02 9.22E3400'[I
('-102 9.54E+02 3. 6913+01 7.11IE+02 2.75E+±01
C-103 7. 12E+02 3. 40E+±00 7.40E+02 3.53E7±00

(C-104 2.20E+03 6.63E3+00 I 2.44E+03 7.35E400LI
C-l05 2.95E+03 2.6713±01 8.09E+02 7.33E3+00

C-106 4.88E+03 2.5 5 E±0 1 5.13 E+03 2.68E3±0I
C-107 6.52E+03 1 .28E+02 4.07E+02 7.99E+±00
C-108 7.6813±01 4.30E-0lI 7.8013±01 4.37E3-01

G-109 1 .OOE+02 3.26E3-01 I - 1. 11E+02 3.59E7-01
C-1 10 1.25E+02 IL 4.19E7-01I iii 1.32E+02 iii 4.4 11E-0I
C- I II 6.15E+03 5.67E-4-01I 2.32E+02 2. 14E--00

-C-I 1"2- 1.O1E+02 1.9.21E±00 5.12E+02 9.77E+±00
- 20 1 2.73E+04 7.1413±01 2.93E+04 7.66E3±01

C-202 2.32E+04 6.21 E+01I 2.50E±4 6.69E3±01
C-203 8.35E+02 2. 1013400 8.98E+02 -2.25E3400O.
C-204 3.97E3±01 9. 89E- 02 4. 101±01I I .0213-01

b --- ---C-301
-I--

244-CR vault -I.- if I ii iii ---

Pipelines
' Bold values indicate an estimated TRU concentration over 100 nCi/g.
b Supporting data was not found to compute TRU concentrations.

Requested Response: Please provide a detailed description of what regulations are being
applied, and how they arc being applied to support the choice to avoid classifying any waste
residuals as TRU. Also, a discussion of precedent from past WLR reclassifications is needed to
further demonstrate the applicability of the approach being applied in this WIR evaluation.

Pare 1-4, Line 3, text stating: ".l. eaned tanks."

Comment: The term "cleaned tanks" does not correctly reflect the state of the WMA-C tanks. A
more correct term would be "retrieved tanks".

Reiuested action: P~lease consider changing the text as indicate.

3 11 :
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Paue 1-5. Lines 9-12, text stating: "~This Drafi WVIR Evaluation does not address other facilities
or, systeins, vvaste renovedfr-otn the wiaste tanks and ancillaryi structures, or the contanlinated
soil and groundwatemfroln previous leaks or unplanned or planned releases."

Comment: Limiting the WIR determination to include only tank residuals creates an artificial
illusion tht the waste rem-aining at the site will have minimal impacts on human health and the
environment and is thus safe to leave in place. Conclusions on the future impacts of wastes
remaining at the site can only be assessed using a comprehensive composite analysis that
accounts for both tank residuals AND contaminated soils. A more detailed discussion of the
inappropriateness of confining the WIR analysis to only residual tank waste will be provided in
comments to Chapter 5 of this document.

Reqiuested action: Evaluation of the WIR Criteria 2 (DOE M 435. 1-1I l.B.2(a)) without
considering. background soil contamination does not produce realistic results. Criteria 2
calculations should include all sources of contamination.

Page 1-9. Lines 5-7, text stating: '"The specific design of the closure barrier has not beeni
.finalized, hut it is like/v, to be based onl the Modified RCRA4 Subtitle C barrier concept defined in
DOE/EIS-03 91, "Final Tank Closure and WJasteA1Management Environnmental Impact Statemnent
fimr the Hanford Site " (TC& WM EIS).

Comment: The TC&WM EIS states that "... DOEprf6rs Tank Closure alternatives t/hat would
retrieve at least 99%) of 'the tank wvaste. It Is not clear that the desired objective of 99% or greater
removal has occurred in WMA-C. Data in the WIR evaluation indicate that waste retrieval
activities at the WMA-C recovered approximately 96% by volume of the wvaste in the 100 and
200 Series tanks. This reviewer reco ~nizes that the volume fraction removed does not
necessarily equate to the removal fraction of individual species, but data on the fraction removed
for individual isotopes and hazardous chemicals was not evident in the document. What are the
implications on the analysis and conclusions derived from the TC&WM EIS if 99% removal of
the radionuclides and hazardous waste did not occur within WMA-C? Figure S- 14 of the
TC&WM EIS (duplicated belowv) depicts the predicted risk from groundwater for various levels
of waste removal. The maximum risks for 90% retrieval and 99% retrieval are between 1 0- and
10'. Risks associated with 96% retrieval will fall between these results, and thus are substantial.

4K -
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Figur-e 5-14. Lifetime Radiological Risk fo,- the thinking-W'ater Well User- at the
("ore Zone Boundar-y due to Releases from lank Farmt Sour-ces Other- Than Past Leaks

Requested action: Please indicate the removal fraction achieved for individual isotopes and
hazardous chemicals. If 99% efficiency was not achieved, address the impacts on the analysis
and conclusions derived from the TC&WM EIS. Is the USDOF prepared to defend a decision to
leave the site in a state that will create future radiological risks to the public that are at or near
10-4 as indicated by the above figure'! Note that the figure clearly indicates the computed risk is
only accounting for Tank Farmn sources OTHER than past leaks. Hence, the contribution from
other waste disposal areas or past soil contamination are not represented and radiolog
mnay be even higher.
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Comments to:
Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Process Section 2

(DOE/ORP-2018-O1, Draft D, Section 2)

Par-e 2-70, Lines 2 and 3, text stating: 'Afier- the completion of the miodeling/or- WMA C PA,
w1aste fr-omsixv additional SSTS have been retrieved (C- /01, C- 102, (C-105, (-107, C- II/ and C-
112).7

Comment: Conmparison of inventory values from Table 2-5 and those downloaded from Phoenix
on 18 October 2018 indicate that the actual estimate of the total radiological inventory is less
than that used in the WMA-C PA' several individual isotopes had a higher inventory in the final
data set (i.e. the Phoenix derived data). These isotopes are 2 3Cm, 2 Cm 'o, 3 Cs' 2Eu.
154 Eu, 155Eu, 63 Nil 237 Np, 242pU, 22"Ra. 151Sm1, 126 Sni, 21n 23 4u, 235u, 236u, 23SU., and 93Zr. Spot
checks of the Phoenix data against Table 2-6 of the WIR evaluation indicate that this data set
contains the more recent sampling results.

Requested action: The Performance assessment for WMA-C should be updated using the full
set of tank sampling data and those results included in the WIR evaluation.

Paue 2-74. Lines 12-14. text statin2: "Figure 2-25 shows ihe conceptulal mnodel of'an SST
shortly qfier- the emlacemient qt the grout, while Figure 2-26 shows the conceptual inodel of an
aged tank syvstemi."

Figuit 2 26 (wK(-pnta Mo del of( smeinrwiutw Ci',te Tank~ 8pii

,j ~, Irat6 ( Piuciblks"Ol
- 'M,'1 r), ~ WaIw

W~o0

StM Uuer
ow'dMi6n to
Fi oxictes

Residual 'A'atte

* *13*

UI

WMA-C PA denotes the WMA-C Pcrfborrnance Assessment (RPP-ENV-58792, Rev 0)

6 i
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Comment: The residual thank waste in Figure 2-25 and 2-26 is depicted as a uniform layer.
Section 6.2. 1 .1 of thle WMA-C PA indicates that this waste geomnetry was assumned for the
Performance Assessment modeline Furthermore, Section 6.2.2. 1.1 of the Performance
Assessment states:

"C'Ontaininant r-eleasesf/roin the gr-outed tanks and ancillaryv equipinent ai'e
expeced o remin dfjhe, wvith no (or- negligible) adivec (o curn hog

the tanks and ancillari7 tquipmnent bec-ause sufficient degr-adation oft/i tank-wall
and in fill gr-out mnater-ial is unlike/y to occur ithin the simlulated timle per-iod of
10, 000 -Years.

Hence, release of contamninants from tanks is assumed to occur by molecular diffusion over the
surface area of the tank bottom. Advection caused by w itcr migration throu h the tank grout is
assumed to be negligible.

Another reasonable conceptual model for source release that should be considered in the
perf'ommnnce assessment takes into account the following:

1. Displacement of the loose waste materials toward thle sides of the tanks as grout is added.
2. Diffusive flow of contaminants through the tank walls to the soil matrix followed by

vertical advection by soil pore water.

The above conceptual model may result in larger mass releases due to larger concentration
gradients since diffusive mass flux is proportional to the concentration gradient. In one-
dimension, the diffusive mass flux is given by:

i = -D
OX

Where:
J = Mass flux (mole/larea-time)
D Diffusion coefficient (length) 2/timie
c Concentration (rnole/(length ) 3 )
X Spatial dimension (length)

djcThe assertion of lark ~er concentration gradients( ) is based on the assumption that there will bedX
substantially more advective flow of pore water around the sides of the tanks than below tile
tanks since the tank acts as a barrier to vertical infiltration. Hence, if a material diffused out the
side wall, it will be removed through advection while material that diffuses from below the tank
will continue to move downward predominately by diffusion. The slower diffusive process
under thle tanks will result in higher soil concenitrat ions at the soil/concrete interface and thus a
smaller concentration gradient.

This conceptual mnodel is supported by the following quote from Pag e 6-66, Lines 28-32 of the
WMA-C PA:

"The backlIill mater-ial surriounding the tank strutctur-e will1 provide a prefreua
pathwiavifi)r- anY wiater- in/ilttrating through the surfiwce coiver. Due to lar-ge

7 1 P
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contr-ast in r-elative per-ineabilitiv (sever-al or-ders ofinagnitude) betwveen grave/-
c/urn inated back fill lnailerial and gr-out nionolitlh inside the lank under- ambient
conditions, inost (#'the infiltrating wvaterill /h41JMA around and bipass the tank
structure.

Reguested action: Please include the source release mechanism described above in the
performance assessment supporting this WIR evaluation. The WIR should subsequently take
into account the results of these alterations to the performance assessment model.

Pane 2-74. Lines 8 and 8., text stating!: "Pacific Nlorthwes:,t National Lahor-atoryj' (PNN7L) has
c1onducted numerous studies to understand r-elease qf 99Tc-, chromium, and uranim nfromi
r-esidual waste lefi in the W1MA CSSTs (C- 103, G- 104, C- / 0( ('C-108, C-202, C-203, and (C-204)
after ('loslire using distilled wiater, as wvell as wiater in equilibrium wvit/i a young grout and wi41/i
an aged gr-out."

Comment: Figures 6-20 through 6-23 of the WMA-C PA depicts experimental results used to
derive the source release model for 99Tc. The lower portions of each figure indicates the results
for a best fit of a first order release rate model to the data. The following is a recreation of this
fit done by this reviewer for the data in Figure 6-2 1:

CTUIR Redo of WMAC-C PA, Figure 6-21(a)

097

0
C (>94

0.93

*4 %D*
6 *4

*4 *4

0,82)
0 I () 20 3() 40 00 10 8 1) 9(2

Trn~ (divsl

Blue points represent a recreation of the data (estimated from the fil ~ure) and the oran e line is
predicted fraction modeled in the same manner as reported in the WMAC-PA. Namely, the data
betwveen approximately 20 days and 53 days were fit to the equation:

FR = A * EXP(k * t)

Where PR represents the fraction remaining ,A and k are parameters varied to minimize the error
between the model results and the data, and t represents time in days. The resulting values for A

8 1
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and k were found to bc 0.95 and -0.0006 (day-I1), respectively. These values are ncar those
reported in Figure 6-21 (0.94 and -0.0006).

It is clear from the fi ~ure that a first-order rate model does not fit the data and that a
'fundamentally different conceptual model is needed. This assertion is made for several reasons.
First, if the release of 99Te were I irst order in 9'~Tc mass then the release rate would be expressed
as:

dm

Where ni is the mass of'""Tc in the system. The proper solution to this equation starting at t=O
and m~m(0) is:

m (t)
FR=- = EXP(-k * t)

M (0)

Thus, the paramneter "'A" should be 1 .0 and not a variable used to fit the model to the data.
Second, the data and the model do not agiree over the full range of the data. In fact, it appears to
this reviewer that the data indicate at least two, or possibly three, distinct trends. The following
figure depicts this using l ines of various colors to represent the regions:

CTUIR Redo of WMAC C PA, Figure 6-21(a)

0 98Q

0,9

0 8 6

0) 8 4

0 A ) 40 8 0 100 U0O

1;rme daysi

The three lines are all fits to various portions of the data using the equation:

FR = A * EXP(k * t)
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The results of each fit are shown in the table below. Each prediction is equally accurate at
representing the portion of the data used to create the model fit, but none represent the full range
of the data.

Table 2: Results for First Order Model Fit toWMA-C PA Fig ure 6- 21 Data
ILine ___- Data Range A k (day-') rl

(da ys)
Oran~, e _ 10 to 23 0.96 ~1-0.0014 0. 9907
Green T20 to 53 0.95 -0.00062 10.976
Black 42 to 78 -J 0.93 -0.00031 0.986

It appears to this reviewer that the release of 99Tc in the experiments may be occurring by at least
Itwo separate mechanisms, one being rapid and the other being slower. If two mechanisms were

considered then the early portion of the data may be dominated for the former and the later data
by the slower mechanisms. The mid-range data represents a transition period when both
mechanisms are contributing to the release of the ("9Tc.

Use of a first-order release model and the coefficient derived as indicated in the WMAC-PA to
estimate long-term release of 99Tc will create substantial errors in estimated 99Tc in the
environment. This error is abundantly evident in WMA-C PA Fi~ ~ure 6-23 (reproduced below):

1'5 Figure 6-21. drulate d Vers;us Obie i ed Effluent (oncen raiow; of Tech aetim- 99 1Ag
D16 fromn the Single-Pass Flow- Through Experiments C(onducted on

Tanks 241-C -103 and 241-C -202 Residual AN aste.
The simulated concenti ations ar e basedI on best estinale i elease

9 pat ameleit .ft om re'idual "ste

* -. 13 SPFV EA INNL22`161E,Ao-d , 0 }2.drf

.C- 2;D2 SPP- E n e' (PNL-21J&16'0 Ae -, A :CaQ-z2~~h

-WF L ieg Ra e _'/day f: r ?416 Vass nsta- R elease
Es

C ~. .
0O 0

** 0 @0
I-

*** 0 0

0

* * , 0 0

rIco'
C) 2,!0 1.C ICr2.C 2 L". 140.0

Time (Days)
~1

Furthermore, assessing uncertainty in the first order rate coefficient (see WMAC-PA Section
8. 1 .3.3) w.ill not bound the potential error since the form of the model is fundamentally incorrect.
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Reuuested action: Reconsider the assessment of the 99Tc release rate as a first order phenomena.
This work will require re-examiining the experimecntal results, developing a new conceptual
model and refitting the data to the model. The WIR Evaluation will need to account for the new
resulIts.

Page 2-74. Lines 8 and 8. text stating: "Pacific Northwiest National Labor-atorY (PNNL) has
conducted Inumerous studies to under-stand r-elease of 99Tc, chromiumi, and uraniuminol
residual wiaste left in the WMA C SSTs ('C- 103, C- 104, C- 106, C- 108, C-202, C-203, anid C-204)
after closure using distilled wialer, as wvell as wvater iin equilibriumi with a i'oung gr-out and wvith
an aged grout."

Comment: The 99Tc release model depicted in Figure 6-23 of the WMA-C PA (reproduced
belowv) over-predicts leaching. This phenomena will result in predicted groundwater
concentrations of t')"Tc peaking higher and earlier than would occur with a release rate that better
fits the data. The Performance Assessment states this is a conservative assumption. However,
since the possible dose from other radiological compounds increase at later times, holding 99Tc
within the tanks longer may result in a larger total peak exposure than currently predicted (see
Figure 7-31 RPP-ENV-58782, Rev. 0).

I's Figure 6 23. Situlated Versus Observed Effluent C uncenations of Tectinetium 99 (Pig L)
16 from1 tile Sigle-Pass Flow- Thiough Expeiiments (Conducted onl
1' Tanks 241-( -103 and 241-C -202 Residual Waste.
13 The simulated concentuallons art basedt on btst etmale I elease
19 pal atnetel from residual wasle,
20

I

0 (-1C 311 Lt aern CP.L(~~ h~~~ A,(~1 an*)

a,, * C -22 S F Ex per ,e,, (tN: I, A,1e i A; CH 2 eachaR

- AF : *eg Rate Model[ t:E- Mdy d 4 ass; - sta R'Eleast

E

* 9I
0 0* 0

.C ., 0 *@
**. 4 0 41

0 :KUI , 4* 41 0

"-I

O ()I

10 2 D. C, 20.c 11CX

Time (Days)Li

Requested action: Please consider the impacts of a slower release of 9 'Tc on the over all
groundwater pathway effective dose.
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Comments to:
Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Process II.B.2(a) Criteria I

(DOE/ORP-2018-O1, Draft D, Section 4)

Paire 4-2, Lines 6 and 7, text stating: "DOE iewvs key r ,,adionuclides to he those that, using a
risk-in fbrmed appr-oach, contr-ibute mnost significant/v to r-adiological dose to ivorkeirs, the public ,
and the envir-onmient."

Comment: The fundamental assumption that underlies the discussion provided by the USDOE
to justify compliance with WIR Criteria I (removal of key radionuclides to the maximum extent
technically and economnically practical) is that if the site does not pose unacceptable levels of
radiolo~ ~ical risk to workers, the public or the environment, then Criteria I has been met. This
assumption is evident by how the USDOE defines the three key terms of Criteria 1. These three
terms are:

1. Key radionuclides
2. Economically practical
3. Technically practical

As quoted above, key radionuclides are defined in the document as ". .. those that, using a r-isk-

i/brined approac-h, contr-ibute mnost signi/icantl)y to r-adiological dose to wvorker-s, the public,, and
the enirtonmient ". The definition for "Economically Practical" assumed in the document is
illustrated in Lines 7 through 9 on Page 4-12 where it states:

"As discussed fuirt/ir in Section 4.3.2 of this Dr-aft WVJR Evaluation, 'when the limlit
of technology, is r-eaclwd, c-ontinued r-etrieval also is- not economically pr-a(tical
(emnphasis added) because the be,eit of r-etr-ieval - r-eduction ofiradiological risk
to workers, the public, and the enviro tnment --remains static- as well."1

That is, if continued retrieval does not reduce computed risk then additional work is not
economically practical. Finally, "Technically Practical" is also defined using risk as seen in
Section 4.3.5 where it states:

"Fr-om a r-isk-info~rmied pe;1,Ypedile, additional r-emoval of waste and key
r-adionuc-lidesfroon the ancillary stiuctur-es ('beyond that discussed above) would
not he technic-al/v pr-actical (emphasis added) (i.e., sensible or- use/d.), gliven that
the r-esidual waste, including that in the pipelines, is well below Class C
concentration limnits, as shown in Section 6.0 of this Draft WIR Evaluation.

This approach to defining the elements of Criteria 1 lays the foundation for the USDOE arguing
that they only need to remove the amount of waste fromn the tanks at Hanford that is necessary to
mneet risk objectives. This assertion is further supported by the October 10. 201 8 notice in thle
Federal Register published by the USDOE Office of Environmental Management entitled
"Requestjfor Public Comiment on the U.S. Departmnent q1fEner-gv Inter pretation of J-igh-L eve!
Radioactlive Waste". This public notice states that it is the USDOE's interpretation that waste
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resulting from the reproccssing of spent nuclear fuel (such as Hanford tank waste) is not high
level waste if the waste:

I . Does not exceed concentration limits for Class C low-level radioactive waste as set
out in Section 61.55 of title 10, Code of Federal Regulations; or

2. Does not require disposal in a deep geologic repository and meets the performance
objectives of a disposal facility as demonstrated through a performance assessment
conducted in accordance with applicable regulatory requirements.

It should be noted that if NUREG- 1854 is applied as in this Draft WIR Evaluation, then the first
item in the above list becomnes a risk based criteria identical to the performnance assessment
objectives defined in 10 CER 61 Part 42 (for all but TRU waste). The second item is also a risk
based criteria and will rely on compliance with 10 CFR 61 Parts 40 through 42. Clearly, the
above method of reclassifying lILW removes the necessity to comply with WIR Criteria I
(removal of key radionuclides) and relies solely on estimated risk (Similar to WIR Criteria 2 and
3).

If risk is going to be the sole basis for making decisions on how much waste should be removed
from the Hanford tanks before they are grouted and capped, then it is vital to ascertain how
certain we are in the conceptual and mathematical models used to project human health and
environmental risks thousands of years into the future. Based onl a review of some of the
fundamental data found in the WMA-C PA, this reviewer is not convinced that gambling the
future of the Columbia Basin with the current modeling tools is wise.

Requested action: The USDOE needs to rethink its assumption that risk is the basis for deciding
when to stop removing waste from the tanks.

Pap-e 4-12. Lines 30-32., text stating: "Althouglh inl diffe ren t aiw both the LJFFACO and
Cons~ent Decr-ees enij)loY a 3 o)ft 3volumne standlard - under the Consent Decr-ees as a residual
goal and under the HEFA CO as a r-etieval r-equiremnent -DOE has complied wit/h hot/h ill
t-etiiei 'in g ivaste ftom the WIMA C tank--."

Comment: Table 4-7 indicates that only C- 104, C- 109, and C- Ill have residual volumes below
the 1-FFACO and Consent Decree volume standards of 360 ft3.

Re~i uested action: Please clarify how the current state of WM.A-C tank retrieval has complied
with the volume standard. If the USI)OE means that they have complied with the HFFACO and
Consent Decrees through the deployrnent of the correct number of technologies (see the third
paragraph on Page 4-13), then state the volume standard was not met, but the technology
standard was met.

Page 4-74. Line 1, text stating: ".. .given that the r-esidual waste, including pipelines. is wvell
below-. Class C concentration limits... -
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Comment: Pipeline waste cannot take advantage of dilution by grout and must be assumed to
have a composition similar to the original waste. Table I of these comments show that thle
residual waste in most the WMA-C tanks contain more than 100 nCi/g of long -lived alpha
emitting compounds and would therefore not be Cater torized as Class C waste uinder 10 CFR
61.55.

Rei iested action: Please explain how the residual waste in the pipelines, especially those that
are plugged, ml-eet the concentration Ilimnits of Class C waste.

pap, C 4 -78. General Comment

Comment: There is a problem with the document after line 4 and again onl Page 4-80.

Reguested action: Please determine if any critical information was omitted due to these errors.
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Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Process II.B.2(a) Criteria 2
(DOE/ORP-2018-OI, Draft D, Section 5)

Paue 5-3, Section 5.2, General Comment on the All Pathways Sccnario,.

Comment: The "all pathways" scenario used to assess protection of the general public assumes
exposure via the following pathways:

Figure 5; 1, Overview of Dose ( alculations foi Exposuvelong the Grondwater and
14 Ail P.1thwtiv, ro the AL Paithwa~s 4Scenano
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The conceptual model assumes a hypothetical individual resides at the boundary of the DOE-
controlled area until the assumed period of active institutional controls ends at 100 years. At this
timne, the person moves to the point of maximum exposure at, or outside, the I 00-rn buffer zone.
Exposure occurs through the transport of contaminants to the receptor though the use of
groundwater to drink, to grow crops, and to water livestock. Only contaminants fromn tanks and
ancillary equipment is considered. Exposure also results from contact with soils contaminated
by the application of I ~roundwater and though inhalation of gaseous species that diffuse from the
subsurface into the breathing zone and are transported to the point of contact at the edge of the
I 00-in buffer zone. Three exposure mechanisms are considered for the air pathway; air
immersion, inhalation, and external exposure to the contaminated ground surface resulting fofrom
wet and dry deposition of a fraction of the waste.

The following table summarizes the exposure scenarios, performance objectives, and points of
assessment for the WMA-C P"A, including those for the All Pathways scenario (Table extracted
fromn the WMA-C PA):
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Table 2-1. Exposuire Sceniuiios, Perforinauce Objectives and Measures, and Points of
Assessinent for the Waste.NMawagemnent Areai C Per forimnce Assess men?.

Poit of A4ineu1
Lxposui e Performance Objectiv e Intl

Measliii Opti atonal afl( Active Post-Institutional
Institutional ( outiol Peiiods ( ourrol Petiod

dAll-patbwa; , nieni -,f F. cilirv U loom --IsS ft)Ii
AuT path'xay 10 iffent N;T Facilin- botindar.', 100 m (328 ft1 a

20 pCi In- S Flux rate at facility sufa.ce Flux rate at ficilirv surface
Radon b

0 -;P L uL Facilir botn a 1 00 Mi 328 ft)

Wasington Depaxurt of
Water Ecolo~l requuzenen. on At the souice and 100 in

resources concentrations of f: 3 t d 100 W. ( 3 28 ft)
radioniuclides.

10%niun' Chronic 'Not applicable Facility-
Intruder

00k iern Acte f NOT applicable Facilitr

The 3 tive uair-i n cnal C tnl dPei. in C lude. l MIC, : W e

Chapje R' r- Lov - Le- el %VsteReq 'aeiients f DO E \-3 5 1 -- Ra dvcin *'ace Mai rtec 1u

E xcJudin ram ii n,

The pint ofh;zelaet picijected &-e Ci c c-l-e=atici evcmd a 10 Wnu 32 i t b idfe: zcn :tun udne the ck d :eIvxa,?e.
AcditioiLKI-;- ccticetiation ad in rank: re;-dt, -diH be con~ated araun:, the ;twand iMc&J Tzruc- C-rt -- A-
ttree-phawe nidei

Adtetin e iac' ?etifcnn e jte-ctiv.e.
f Peifoeinc e Nlas- ie

There are two key assumptions in the above discussion and table for the All Pathways scenario
which do not reflect the full, credible, exposure potential for a future member of the public living
at this area. These assumptions are:

1. 'File mnaximium exr 'osure point is at. or outside the 1 00-mn bufler zone. Once the period of'
institutional control is over (100 years) there wvill be no barriers to stop people from
living on, or farming, all thle lands within WMA-C, including the cap. This assertion is
supported by the statement in the WMA-C PA that (Page 2-4, Lines I11 throug h 14 of the
WMAC-PA):

"The closed.facdlitv is assumied to remnain undler instilutional contr-ol /6r
a period of* 100.iears afier closur-e, at wvhich time contr-ol and inetorv of
the faciliti' is assumied to be lost (emphasis added), and potential
iniadvertent hunwon intrusion c~an occur."

Furthermore, the inadvertent intruder scenario evaluated in the PA assumes access to the
area above the tanks for drilling. This assumption is not consistent with the assertion that
only wells 1 00-in from the boundary will be used to extract water, nor is it consistent
with assuming that thle multiple acres of cap area will not be used by humans. The All-
Pathways scenario should include the area within the WMA-C when determining the
point of highest concentration of extracted groundwater. The scenario should also
include water infiltration rates that account for irrigation over the cap. Finally, the area
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within the WMA-C should also be evaluated to determine the point of highest inhalation
exposure.

2. The source termn for this analysis excludes residual soil contamination from past leaks and
only includes the residual waste from the tanks and ancillary equipment. While there
may be a regulatory justification to bifurcate the assessment of exposure from these two
types of source terms (See Section 2.0 of the WMA-C PA),, the resulting decisions arc not
protective of human health and the environment. It is not sufficient to independently
demonstrate compliance with each individual regulation if the composite results
demnonstrate the potential for harmful exposure. Compliance with WIR Criteria 2 cannot
be truly demonstrated without considering all contamination at the WMA-C.

Requested action: For the post-institutional control period, the All-Pathways scenario should
include:

1. The area within the WMA-C when determnining the point of highest concentration of
extracted groundwater and inhalation exposure.

2. Water infiltration rates that account for irrigation over the cap.

The All-Pathways scenario should also include existing soil contamination as a source of
contaminants.

Pat! e 5 -12, Line 1, text statinL :".residua ivasl'e is sinai!."

Comment: Radon flux analysis should include both residual soil contamnination as well as the
waste remaining in the tanks and ancillary equipment. As stated in the preceding comment, it is
not sufficient to independently demonstrate compliance with each individual regulation if the
composite results demonstrate the potential for harmful exposure.

Reguested action: Please include existing soil contamination as a source of contaminants in the
radon flux analysis.

Pap, e 5-14, Section 5.3, General Comments for the Inadvertent Intruder Scenario.

Comment: The following table summarizes the Inadvertent Intruder scenarios evaluated in the
WMA-C PA. In all cases the source of contamination is assumed to be derived from drilling
through residual waste within a tank or ancillary structure. Exposure from pathways associated
with groundwater extracted from the well is not included in the analysis. A tillal e depth of 15
cm was assumed for the Rural Pasture, Suburban Garden, and Commercial Farm scenarios.
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Table 3: Summary of the Inadvertent Intruder Scenarios Assessed in the WMA-C PA.
Scenario Well Source Start Time Pathways

Diameter for Analysis
Acute, Well Drill through a 3- in. waste 100 years after Inhalation of soil,
Driller transfer line. 5% full, waste closure. External exposure,

dilutedb by all well Icuttings In~ ;estion of soil
(WMA- C PA, ml 9-3).

Chronic, 10.5-in Driill through a 3-in, waste 1 00 years after Inhalation of soil,
Rural transfer line. 5% full, waste closure. External exposure,
Pasture concentration diluted by soil In~ 'estion of soil,

in tilled 1 .24 acre pasture Ingestion of milk
(WNIC-PA 1-q. 9-8).

Chronic, 6.5-in [)rill through a 3-in. wvaste 1 00 years after Inhalation of soil.
Suburban transfer line. 5% full, waste closure. E` xternal exposure,
Garden concentration diluted by soil Ingestion of soil.

in tillcd 0.621 acre pasture Ingestion plants
(WMC-PA Eq. 9-8).

Chronic, 16.5-in Drill through a 3-in, waste 100 years after Inhalation of soil.
Commercial transfer line, 5% full, waste closure. Externale exposure
Farm~ concentration diluted by soil Ingestion ol fsill

in tilled 0.62 acre Pasture
(WMC-PA Eq. 9-8).

Acute, Well Drill though tank, Waste 500 years after Inhalation of soil.
Driller diluted by all Well cuttings Closure. External exposure,

(WMA-C PA. Eq. 9-3) Ingestion of soil
Chronic, 10.5-in Drill throug h tank, Waste 500 years after Inhalation of soil,
Rural concentration diluted by soil closure. External exposure.
Pasture in tilled 1.24 acre pasture In~ ~estion of soil,

(WMC-PA Eq. 9-8). Ingestion of milk
Chronic, 6.5-1in Drill throu h tank, Waste 500 years after Inhalation of soil.
Suburban concentration diluted by soil closure. External exposure.
Garden ini tilled 0.62 acre pasture Ing

(WMC-PA Eq. 9-8). Ing estion of plants
Chronic, 16.5-in Drill through tank, waste 500 years after Inhalation of soil,
Commercial concentration diluted by soil closure. External exposure.
Farm in tilled 0.62 acre pasture In gestion of soil

(WMC-PA LR4 9-8). __

" Acute well driller exposure was did not depend on well diameter.

The scenarios defined above do not describe the full, credible exposure that would occur if a
future individual were to drill into waste within WMA-C. The following are sources and
pathways that are neglected for each of the scenarios described in Table 3:

Acute Well Driller:
1 . The current analysis ignores the possibility of drilling through a plugged cascade line.

Page 9-3 of the WMAC-PA states that the transfer lines were considered in the
assessment since they represent 98% of the total buried pipe length. Even though there
arc fewer cascade lines, they still are present and represent a credible source of
contamination and should be included in the analysis. Note that if plugged line are used
as the source of contamination then the acute dose limits in WIR Criteria 2 will likely be
exceeded. For example, Draft WIR Evaluation reports a peak acute dose of 36 mremlyr
for a 5% pipe waste loading. The acute WIR Criteria 2 limit is 500 mremi/yr. Since all
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the exposure pathways are linear in the amnount of waste exhumed, scaling these results to
a I100% pipe waste loading will result in a peak acute dose of 720 mnrem/yr.

2. If a well were to be drilled within the WMA-C It would not only potentially encounter a
waste line, but would exhume soil contaminated by past leaks and spiiis. The acute well
driller scenario should include existing soil contamination as a source term in the analysis
along with waste fromn buried lines.

Chronic Rural Pasture:
1. If a well were to be drilled within the WMA-C it would not only potentially

encounter a waste line, but would exhume soil contaminated by past leaks and spills.
1'he Chronic Rural Pasture scenario should include existing o sI contamnination as a
source termn iii the analysis along with waste from buried lines.

2.Plugged cascade lines are a credible source of contamination and should be included
as the pipe source termn rather than a 5% filled transfer line.

3. The purpose for drilling a well is to extract ,roundwater. As such, pathways
associated with extracting groundwater should be included in this scenario. These
pathways include:

0Consumption of the wAater by animals.
Irrig ~ation of the pasture.

0Ingestion of the groundwater as drinking water.
Showering using the groundwater.

4. The location of the pasture should be immediately above the WMA-C so that
infiltration of irri ration water impacts buried waste.

5. Animals raised in the pasture will not only be used fori-milk, but also mneat. Ing
of beef raised on the irrigated, contamninated pasture should be included in this
scenario.

6. Ingestion of homegrown veg
using contaminated groundwater should be an exposure pathway since it Is very likely
that an individual who is raising their own meat and milk will also raise their own
vegetables.

7. Inhalation of airborne contamninants that diffuse from the subsurface should be
included as an exposure pathway.

Chronic Suburban Garden:
1. If a well were to be drilled within the WMA-C it would not only potentially encounter a

waste line, but would exhume soil contaminated by past leaks and spills. The Chronic
Suburban Garden scenario should include existing soil contamnination as a source termn in
the analysis along with waste from buried lines.

2. Plugged cascade lines are a credible source of contamination and should be included as
the pipe source term rather than a 5% filled transfer line.

3. The purpose for drilling a well is to extract groundwater. As such, pathways associated
with extracting 4roundwater should be included in this scenario. These pathways
include:

0Irrigation of the ,.arden.
0Ingestion of the groundwater as drinking water.
0Showering using the ,.roundwater.
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4. The location of the garden should be immediately above the WMA-C so that infiltration
of irrigation water impacts buried waste.

5. Inhalation of airborne contaminants that diffuse fromn the subsurface should be included
as an exposure pathway.

Chronic Commercial Farm:
1. If a well were to be drilled within the WMA-C it would not only potentially encounter a

waste line, but would exhumne soil contaminated by past leaks and spills. The Chronic
Commercial Farm scenario should include existing soil contamination as a source term in
the analysis along with waste from buried lines.

2. Plug. ged cascade lines are a credible source of contamination and should be included as
the pipe source term rather than a 5% tilled transfer line.

3. The purpose for drilling a well is to extract groundwater. As such, pathways associated
with extracting groundwater fromi beneath WMA-C should be included in this scenario.
These pathways include:

0Irrigating farni crops.
Ingestion of the groundwater as drinking water by farm workers.

4. Inhalation of airborne contaminants that diffuse from the subsurface should be included
as an exposure pathway.

Reguested action: Please revise the Inadvertent Intruder Scenarios to include the sources and
pathways discussed above.

Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Process II.B.2(a) Criteria 3
(DOE/ORP-201 8-01, Draft D, Section 6)

Page 6-1, Table 6-5, General Comment

Comment: Application of the Cateq ;ory 3 site-specific approach from N UREG- 1854 using ,the
intruder-driller scenario results in a methodology for WIR Criteria 3 that is identical to the
inadvertent intruder analysis from WIR Criteria 2. This assertion is demonstrated by the fact that
Table 6-5 from the Draft WIR Evaluation is idenltical to Table 9-7 in the WMA-C PA. For this
reason, all comments provided for the Inadvertent Intruder Scenario under WIR Criteria 2 also
apply to WIR Criteria 3.

Re~juested action: Please revise the Inadvertent Intruder Scenarios used in WIR Criteria 2 and 3
to include the sources and pathways discussed above.
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Confederated Tribes qil/i
Umatilla Indian Reservation 4641 1 Timine WVay

Pendleton, OR 97801Departmen t of Natural Resource-, If
wxv-w.ct uir. orgE~nergy and E~nvironmcntal Science-, Programn

A 111 -4

29 October 2018

Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN 116-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: D~raft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation for Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

On behalf of the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation (CTUIR) Department of Natural
Resources, Energy and Environmental Sciences Program (DNR-EESP), I am submitting the following
comments to the Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation for Closure of Waste Management Area C
at the Hanford Site.

)The peoples of the CTUIR havc a long and rich history with the Hanford landscape and the many natural
resources it supports. Since the mission of the Hanford Site shifted from plutonium production to clean-up, the
CTU)IR has worked collaboratively with the United States Department of Energy (USDOE) to regain access to
clean and abundant natural resources on, and near, H anford. We are now approaching a time where we can
foresee that portions of the Hanford landscape may be open for limited access, including access for public
recreation opportunities, industrial development, and access for Tribal members to exercise their treaty-reserved
rights.' It is exciting to consider that the CTUIR people may soon be able to once again catch and dry fish at
Taw. Apa 2 and Ixyawna 3 and gather white clay from pUUXPdiwas. 4

The Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation for Closure of Waste Management Area C (hereafter
termed the Draft WIR Evaluation) is setting an important precedent for clean-up decisions that will impact the
Hanford natural resources for many thousands of years. Increased access to Hanford lands and resources by
Tribal Members makes it important to the CTUIR that cleanup decisions, including those for the central plateau,
are protective of human health and the environment for generations to come. Simply put, the final condition of
the site must not harm future users of the land, groundwater, and Columbia River.

The decision on whether or not the current residual tank waste at waste management area C (WMA-C) is safe to
reclassify as low level waste (LLW). and so leave it in place, must he made considering the totality of the
impacts of all waste that will remain at Hanford. For the WMA-C, this requirement mandates that analysis of

IJSDOE, 1999. Final Hanford Comprehensive Land-Use Plan Environmental Impact Statement (HCP-EIS), DOE/HIS-0222;
September 1999.

2The word means "rabbit brush" and represents a fishing village of the Walla Walla peoples.
3The word means "Make dry salmon" and represents a village near White Bluffs on the Hanford site.
4Puuxpdwas means "white powder" and is a traditional mining site located on east bank of the Columbia River between the 100-F

Area and the hlanfiord Dunes.

Treaty June 9, 1855 - Cayuse, Umatilla and Walla Walla Tribes



Subject: Draft WIR Evaluation Comments
Date: 10/29/2018
Page 2 of 2

the impacts of leaving a portion of the tank waste should include potential exposure to all waste that will
remain, including residual soil contamination. In addition, the cumulative impacts of the waste management
areas surrounding WMA-C on the groundwater should be included in the assessment to understand if specific
closure decisions at WMA-C will result in usable resources. The current DRAFT WIR Evaluation fails to
evaluate either of these issues.

Given that the current Draft WIR Evaluation does not provide a complete assessment of the potential for
harmful exposure at, or near, the WMA-C, the CTUiIR DNR-EESP cannot recommend supporting the analysis
as being sufficient to support a WIR determination for the residual waste in the tanks and ancillary equipment.
Furthermore, the CTUIR DNR-EESP is not aware of an immediate health and safety reason to pursue near-term
tank closure at WMA-C and so there is time to complete an analysis that includes the breadth of waste forms at
the WMA-C as well as the cumulative impacts from the surrounding WMAs. Taking the time to complete a full
analysis will help avoid the disastrous consequences of implementing irreversible actions, such as grouting
tanks, and later determining that the end-state is not protective of the environment.

lDetailed comments on the D)raft WIR Evaluation are provided in the enclosed document. If you have any
questions concerning this matter please feel free to contact Matt Johnson, DNR-EESP Program Manager aat
(541 )j~)

Sincerely

DC

Rodniey S. Skeen, Ph. 1) 1)P. E.
H azardous Waste Analyst

Cc:
File

Enclosure (1)

Treaty June 9, 1855 - Cayusc, Umnatilla and Walla Walia Tribes
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Comments of Heart of America Northwest and HoANW Research Center (HoANW) to
US Department of Energy on Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation for
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Site (Draft WIR Evaluation)

Heart of America Northwest is the reg~ion's larg~est citizens' group working for the cleanup of
Hanford as "~The Public's Voice for Hanfo(rd Cleanup" since 1987. Our members reside in
every area of the Northwest. Our members use the Columbia River. they live downwind and at
risk from future releases of radioactive and chemical continuation from accidents or to
groundlwater and the Columbia River. Wherever our members reside, they care about pro)tecting
the Columbia River and the health of future generations from Hanford's contamination.
USDOE's proposed actions discussed in these comments put the River and health of future
generations at risk for ten thousand years.

USDOE summarizes its proposal as follows:
"The Draft WIR Evaluation is an important step toward closure of the 16 single-shell
tanks at Hanford's C Tank Farm, also known as Waste Management Area C (WMA C).
Waste from these tanks has been successfully retrieved, and safely closing the
emptied tanks would be a significant achievement in DOE's Hanford cleanup mission.
DOE has a record of safely and successfully closing emptied underground waste tanks at
the Savannah River Site in South Carolina and the Idaho National Laboratory in Idaho.
The Draft WIR Evaluation demonstrates that the tanks, ancillary structures and remnaining,
residuals at closure of WMA C will meet the waste incidental to reprocessing (WIR)
criteria in DOE Manual 435.1-1, Radioactive Waste Managemient Manual, are not
high-level radioactive waste and may be managed (disposed of In place) as low-level
radioactive waste.- 1

Summary of Key Comnments:
1. US DOE should stop wasting huge amounts of time and money in pursuing the untimely and

premature closure of Tank Farm C. Renaming (reclassifying) Hiiah Level Nuclear Waste in
the C Farm tanks is a necessary precursor for USDOE to adopt its overall plan to "close"
tanks under RCRA with the remaining High Level Nuclear Waste (proposed by USDOE to
be reclassified to be "low level") covered in grout and abandoned without further effort at
removal.

a. There are at least six Single Shell Tanks which are currently, or have recently, leaked.
UJSDOE should be focusing on emptying those tanks to protect the environment and
groundwater, instead of spending time on renaming High L-evel Nuclear Wastes in
tanks or leaked fromn tanks. USDOE should be focusing~ on moving waste to be
treated, rather than a renamning waste to claim it "closed" a tank farm by abandoning
the renamed waste.

' Copied fromi summhiary for commeni'it p~eriod( ati:
lit ps:,/www ha od ~v'avato~ incledr dvn d99



b. USDOE has NOT successfully retrieved all waste exhausting all practical and
available removal of wastes from C Farm tanks. Rather, it now wishes to skip any
consideration of whether the tanks themselves should be removed (in whole or in
part) along with the 4 to 10%/( of waste remaining in these tanks. USDOE conflates
having Washington Ecology's approval to end pumping out of the tanks with a final
decision to remove 99% or better of the waste from tanks as USDOE formally
comm-itted to do in the Record of Decision on the Tank Closure and Waste
Management EIS (TCWMEIS) (2012). USDOE is now impermnissibly abrogating its
commitment to only consider alternatives which remove 99% or better of tank wastes
for final closure.

c. USDOE's performance assessment for this proposal fails to even mention, much less
consider, the applicable health and environmental standards for closure under RCRA
(as well as CERCLA;, and, Washington's cleanup statutes: MTCA and H4WMA). The
standards USDOE seek considered are so lax as to allow cancer risks hundreds of
times higher than permitted under the applicable RCRA, CERCLA, MTCA and
HWMA standards. Consideration of those standards requires completing cumulative
impact analyses - which ar-e years away. USDOE also fails to utilize thle required
standards for reasonably foreseeable "inadvertent intrusion" into the waste sites.
Indeed, as we dlocument, based on the best scientific consensus reports on health
impacts of radiation exposure, ]USDOE's scheme relies on standards that allow for
fatal cancers in 1 out of every 201 women, and I in every 302 males. exposed in
the unrestricted areas.!

i. To "~demonstrate compliance," USDOE says it will base decision on 250% of
the exposure and dose on which its standard is based. This 25 milliremi dose is
a standard which EPA has rejected as not protective of human health and the
environment at Superfund (CERCLA-) sites, which includes Hanford's tank
farms; and, which would allow fatal cancers in approximately I out of every
800 women I out of every 1,200 adult men exposed via groundwater and
other pathways.

ii. For inadvertent intrusion, USDOE would allow exposure to astronomical
levels of cancer risk --- literally being genocidal for Tribal Members using
treaty right and cultural resources and practices. USI)OE refuses to consider a
tribal exposure scenario in calculating risks for these decisions. Washington's
RCRA decision on closure must include examination of risk based on thle
Reasonable Maximum Exposure Scenario --- which would be the tribal
exposure.

1. USDOE relies on a dose standard for the exposure to foreseeable
inadvertent intrusion which fails to consider how the intruder diggi
wvell or excavation would go through the contaminated soil before
reaching the tank waste -bringing both to the surface.

2. USDOE's dose standard would allow 500) millirem dose per year to
pregnant women or inadvertent intruders. This results in a cancer risk

2 Sections 5.4.7 and 5.4.8. See separate more detailed analysis of the humnan health impact from exposure to an

allowable dose of 100 milliremn per year anid 2 millireni per hour in unrestricted areas. Health impact fromi dose
based on BEIR VII Table 12-D.-3. EPA Blue Book Guidance calculation based on 30 years exposure fromn these
allowed lifetie doses would result in an estimated 8% fatal cancer rate in adult males and 6E-3 for 30 years.



of fatal cancer in I out of every 40 women. 3 In contrast, CERCLA bars
making decisions leaving contamination which would result in a risk
of cancer in greater than I In every 10,000 persons exposed, and
MTCA is generally ten times more protective.

d. USDOE impermissibly substitutes consideration of the impact of contamination
levels in groundAater at a point 100 mreters downgradient -outside the level of
control - instead of using the legal point of compliance under RCRA and HWMA.

2. USDOE has failed to consider the cumulative impacts of this specific proposal AND of
interrelated proposals, which USDOE has already announced. This violates the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). USDOE made no effort to have NEPA analyses
accompany this proposal.

a. USDOE has "piecemealed" consideration of impacts from this proposal - to the
degree it considered them at all.

b. USDOE has not considered the impacts of chemical waste releases from the C Farm
tanks -- saying that it expects to release such an analysis in three years or more.
However, to "close" tanks pursuant to either federal RCRA or CERCLA laws and
Washington State's Hazardous Waste Management Act (HWMA), USDOE must
meet standards of these laws. Those standards require that the cumulative impact of
all cancer causing (carcinol ~enic) substances released into the environment
summing the risks fromn both radionuclide and chemical hazardous substances.
Instead, USDOE's performance assessment considers only its own lax standards
which --as we describe at length below --would allow cancer risks that are
astronomically high, Indeed, the cancer risks from exposure to the levels of
contamination that USDOE relies upon (and parallel NRC standards) are so high as to
be nothing short of tragic for Native Americans exercising Treaty rights to use thle
resources on ceded lands, and Utilizing resources or religious and cultural sites and
pursuant to the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) (USDOE has not even
conducted required NHPA cultural surveys fbr these areas). NEPA (and
Washington's SEPA) require that USDOE disclose and consider thle impacts relative
to these standards under CERCLA, RCRA, HWMA using tribal exposure scenlanos
(and not relying on analyses for impacts to groundwater 100 meters Outside of the
RCRA point of compliance).

c. USDOE has failed to consider and share analyses of the impacts of its already
proposed closure plan for Tank Farm C, which involves leaving both the waste in
tanks in place under grout ,and leave in place, under soil and / or asphalt caps, the
waste leaked or released from tanks and pipelines in soil, ancillary pipes and
facilities. NEPA does not allow USDOE to consider only the inmpact from the related
proposal to leave approximately 4%/ of the waste in tanks, without considering the
overall impact of leaving all the waste in the tank farm.

i. In 2008. USDOE issued a "WIR by citation" seeking to reclassify High Level
Nuclear Waste which is already leaked, discharged or spilled into the soil.
This is a related decision which IJSDOE failed to ever disclose in any
documentation considering impacts for the C Farm WIR. USDOE failed to
provide any public notice or comment opportunity for this decision in 2008.

HEIR VI, CERCLA based exposure duration



Through public records and FOIA requests we have confirmed that USDOE
dlid not even provide notice of this decision before it was made to the States of
Oregon and Washington or to the impacted Native American Nations
(violating duties to consult). USDOE seems unable to offer any formal
interpretation of whether the 2008 WIR reclassification for waste in soil
applies solely to new leaks or releases after 20()8, and, if so, how it
differentiates between prior contamination and new contamination during
cleanup. Because this has just been publicly disclosed, legal challenges remain
timely - including for USDOE's total failure to consider potential significant
environmental and health impacts from the 2008 WIR decision (this was
issued years before the TCWME1S, so USDOE has no pretense to say it
considered impacts in that document).

d. USDOE has failed to consider the cumnulative impact of its plan to repeat this same
WIR process and closure scheme at all Sinj le Shell Tank Farmns, greatly increasing~
the cumulative impacts to groundwater, the River, natural resources and onl the Treaty'
rights of Tribal Nations with rights to use those resources.

e. USDOE has issued a formal proposal in the Federal Register to redefine High Level
Nuclear Waste, and thus avoid even its own Order 435.1 WIR process. This is a
closely related proposal, whose cumulative impacts must be considered in one NEPA
review of this first decision in the set of related proposals. The redefinition is clearly
aimned to allow leaving waste in place in tanks and in tank farm contaminated soils
across Hanford tank farms, gvoing far beyond C Farm.

f. USDOE has failed to consider and share analyses of these cumulative impacts.
3. USDOL lacks legal authority to reclassify the Tank Wastes or the wastes leaked to soil (2008

WIR decision discussed above). The Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) defines High Level
Nuclear Waste and requires its disposal in a deep geologic repository -not left near the
surface. US DOE can not rely on Order 435. 1 as authority to violate the NWPA.

a. Congress forcefully mandated that USDOE is barred from considering its
rec lassi fic ation of waste in tanks at its Savannah River and Idaho National Lab sites
as a precedent for any effort to reclassify tank wastes at Hanford, pursuant to Section
3116 of the National Defense Act of 2005. Yet, even in its summary of the proposal,
USDOE impermissibly cites being allowed to reclassify waste in South Carolina and
Idaho as a precedent and basis for reclassifying Hanford tank wastes (described at
length in our comments).

b. Even if USDOE has authority under 435. 1, it fails to meet its own 435.1 criteria of
removing key radionuclides to the extent practicable prior to reclassifying. That
requirement clearly requires separation of the most radioactive wastes prior to being
able to issue a WIR for the remaining "low activity waste." It has always been
intended to allow for disposing of "low activity waste" in near surface landfill at
Hanford AFTER pretreatment to remove Cesium, Strontium and other very hot
elements prior to vitrification. The Order also requires that the waste be solid - after
treatment -as opposed to having never been treated and remaining in the bottom of a
tank.



Overview of USDOE's Proposal to Rename (Reclassify) and Leave 4% of
High-Level Nuclear Wastes in Hanford's C-Farm Single Shell Tanks

In 2004, USDOE sought to reclassify High Level Nuclear Wastes in tanks at its Savannah River.

SC, Idaho National Lab and Hanford sites to be "Low-Level Waste" using a designation it called

"Waste Incidental to Reprocessing" (WIR). This would have allowed USDOE to proceed to

leave waste in the tanks, add concrete and declare the tanks cleanup up or "closed" under federal

and state hazardous waste laws. The federal Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) of 1982 defined

the tank wastes as H4~ h- Level Nuclear Wastes hecause they were created by melting down fuel

rods removed from reactors to extract Plutonium and Uranium ("'reprocessing"). The NWPA laid

out a process requiring High Level Nuclear Waste to be disposed in a deep underground

repository, not mixed with cement and left near the surface, where it may result in future

exposures and contamination of groundwater.

Congress authorized reclassifying of tank waste and cementing in place for South Carolina (SC)

and Idaho (ID) in Section 3116 of the Defense Authorization Act for 2005, but specifically

rejected this for Hanford. However, IJSDOE cites what it has (done in SC and 11) as precedent 4

and guidance for a new proposal to reclassify waste in, leaked or discharged from., Hanford's

tanks, as Low-Level Waste using a Waste Incidental to Reprocessing procedure.

This guide from Heart of America Northwest examines if that is allowable and what thle

consequences may be. It starts with a recap of USDOE's prior effort to reclassify tank wastes

and Cont zress Iexplicit exclusion of Hartford from authority it gave to USDOE to reclassify tank

wastes at USDOE's Savannah River Site in South Carolina and Idaho National Lab.

USDOE proposes to leave 70,315 gallons in C-Farm tanks - which USDOE

estimates as 4% - of the High-Level Nuclear Waste remaining in the C-Farm tanks

based on "reclassifying" the waste from High Level to Low Level Waste .5 Tanks C- 102

and C-I 12 have 20,500 gallons (6.5%) and 10,M() gallons (9.71%) remaining. See Figure

at end for examples of somec wastes remaining in tanks.

4USPOE's own presentations on June 18, 2018 repeatedly used the w.ord "precedent" reg !arding SC and ID in
relation to the Hlanford C Farmi WIR proposed action.

Draft WIR Evaluation, Tables 4-7. 4-8. with 5,500 vallonis estimated remaining C-105 per USDOE June 18. 2018,



Sen. Cantwell's Floor Statement on Proposed
Reclassification of Nuclear Waste May 20, 2004

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator fr-om Washin ~toil.

Ms. CANTWELL: (T~he Department of Energy think they can sneak in language to this Defense
authorization bill that would allow the reclassification of hazardous, high-level nuclear waste and
basically call it incidental waste. Basically, it would reclassify nuclear waste that is in existing
tanks in my State, in South Carolina, in Idahio, and in New York, and basically say that waste can
be covered over with cement, with sand, and could be grouted. Basically, it says we can take
high-level nuclear waste and grout it--grout it.

For most Americans, grout is something they see in their bathroom, not something they do with
nuclear waste. Yet this is what we have before us in the underlying Department of Defense
authorization bill. It is a shame. It is a shame that this body would allow such a s ~ni ficant
change, really a change to the Nuclear Waste Policy Act on how nuclear waste is classified in
this country, without public debate, without a public vote, without a public hearing, even without
legislation discussing that change... .Fifty-three million g. allons of nuclear waste reside at the
Hanford nuclear reservation in the State of Washin)zton.

This Senator wants to see that waste cleaned up. I do not believe that can happen by pouring
cement on top of it and putting sand in those tanks and all of a sudden now say we have cleaned
up waste. Nowhere has that policy been promulgated as sound science.

NDAA "WIR'" Section 3116 process excludes Hanford and Washington:

The National Defense Authorization Act of 2005 (NDAA) states the term "hit h- level radioactive

waste" does not apply to radioactive waste resulting from reprocessed spent nuclear fuel that the

Department of Energy (DOE), in consultation with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC),

has deemed (1) no longer requires isolation in a deep geological depository, (2) has had as much

highly radioactive radionuclides removed as is practical, and (3) which will nonetheless be

disposed of in a manner compliant with the relevant federal regulations pertaining to low level

waste disposal. However, the section explicitly excludes USDOE from applying this special

authority and WIR process in regard to "the management, storage, treatment, and

disposition of radioactive and hazardous materials" at Hanford in Washington State.6

'Section 31 16(e)(2).



DOE authority for Order 435.1

Because Washington was excluded from section 3116 of the NDAA, DOE pursued another

process to reclassify the high-level nuclear waste in the C-Farm tanks. The Atomnic Energy Act

(ALA) originally gave authority to the Atomic Enerl y Commission (AEC) to manage the

nuclear waste at sites like Hanford. See 42 U.S. Code § 2113 (b)(5)). Congress replaced the AEC

with the DOE for production of nuclear material for weapons and thle NRC for regulating

commercial nuclear power and waste at non-DOE sites. Pursuant to this basic authority, DOE

issued Order 435. 1, in which adopts the process to reclassify waste.

Three Requirements of Order 435.1

The relevant section of Order 435. 1 permitting waste reclassification contains three separate

requirements for wastes:

(1) remove key radionucl ides to the maximum extent that is technically and economically

practical-,

(2) manal ~ed to mneet safety requirements comparable to the performance objectives Set out in

10 CFR Part 6 1, Subpart C, Performance Objectives; and

(3) are to be managed, pursuant to DOE's authority under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as

amended, and in accordance with the provisions of Chapter IV of this Manual, provided the

waste will be incorporated in a solid physical form at a concentration that does not exceed the

applicable concentration Ilimnits for Class C low-level waste as set out in 10 CFR 61.55,

Waste Classification; or will meet alternative requirements for waste classification and

characterization as DOE may authorize.

DOE Order 435. 1 (2)(a).

The DOE claims in its Draft that all three have been met regarding the C-Farm tanks.

However, the determination of whether key radionuclides have been removed to the

maximum extent and economically practical is one which is subject to challenge, and

clearly cotiflicts with the TPA and state/federal hazardous waste laws for, 7nal closure

decisions (a final closure decision is the final cleanup decision under those laws and

permits issued by Washington Ecology.



0USDOE's Process Impermissibly Conflicts, with the Hanford Cleanur
Agreement (TPA), USDOE's Formal Record of Decision on the Tank
Closure and Waste Management EIS (TCWMEIS) and State Hazardous
Waste Law In Determining How Much Waste May Remain in Tanks and
What Constitutes Removal to the Extent Practical in Determining. Final
"CLOSURE":

Section 311 6(e)( 1) states that a reclassification cannot supersede 7 the TPA and the relevant

standards it incorporates for Hanford cleanup, e. 9. ,CERCLA standards. However, Ecology has

formally stated that, for final "'closure" decisions under hazardous waste laws and the TPA. the

standard for what is "practical" in the TPA is significantly sti-onj ~er than what the DOE deemed

"practical" in its Draft WIR. For examnple,jfor pwpqoses oftmaking a final "closure " deci.si .onS for

a tank farm, in its formal statement for incorporation into the USDOE's Tank Closure and Waste

Mana~ iernent EIS (TCWMEIS), Ecology stated that its preferred alternative was removal of'99%

of waste in the tanks. USDOE's formal Record of Decision on the TCWMEIS formally

committed to only consider alternatives which remove 99% of waste from thle tanks, or better. to

the limits of technology. USDOE now seeks to proceed with recla ssifying waste after retrieving

only 96% from C Farmi Tanks (and not retrieving any key radionuclides from discharges to

soil).' LJSDOE is illegally abrogating iscommitment from the Record of Decision.

LJSDOE has proceeded to offer a plan and seek permission to proceed with final closure leaving.

the residual 4%1/ (and up to 9.7%/ in individual tanks) in p~lace under concrete, after reclassifying

thle avera e 4%/ remaining.

The WIR is proposed as a precursor ("an important step toward closure" per USDOE's own

words) for determining if the waste left in the tanks canl meet land disposal restrictions (RCRA,

see 40 CFR 268). Ecology has agreed that USDOE has pumped out as much waste from the

tanks as is practicable under TPA and Consent Decree requirements. However, this should not be

7 -(e(1) othing in this section shall impair, alter, or rmodify the f,011
'implementation of any Federal Facilty Agreement and Consent Order or other

applicable consent decree fot d Department of Energy site."

' Ecology has agreed that USDOE has met the limits of pumnping retrieval technology for each of the C Farm tanks it
has reviewed pursuant to the TPA. IJSDOE appears to seek to conflate the determination that the limits of pumnping
retrieval have bee na et wvith the requL-irements that residues in tanks must not exceed 1% for purposes of final
closure decisions (prior to determining if all practicable removal of waste has occurred).
() USDOE estimates that approximately 70,315 gallons of waste remaini in the C Farm Tanks. Tables 4-7. 4-8, with
5,500 gallons estimated remnaining C-lO05 per USDOE June 18. 2018. There is a wide range of the amnounts
remaining in tanks with C- 102 and C-I 12 having 20,500 gallons (6.5%) and 10,100 gallons (9.7%) respectively.



confused with whether the final closure standard has been met. DOE cannot replace the TPA and

state hazardous waste law final closure standard with its own standard under the NWPA. Section

3116 or the AEA.

Ecology forcefully noted the importance of retrieval of tank wastes "to the maximum extent

practicable in the Foreword to the TCWMEIS:

To Ecology, the results of this EIS clearly indicate that somne basic tenets concerning future
Hanford cleanup are needed to reduce the impacts. They include the following:
Waste fromn the tanks needs to be removed to the mnaximumn extent possible. It is not the shell of
the tanks or the act of landfill closing that increases the environmnental impacts. it is the extent of*
retrieval fromn the tanks and the amiount of vadlose z.one reniediation.

Specifically, in re lard to Retrieval of the single Shell Tanks (SSTs) and tank farm

Closure, Ecology further stated (at 6):

"based on the hazardous waste tank closure standards of the Dang !eFOU11 Waste
Regulations (WAC 173-303-610(2)) and the TPA requirements, Ecology supports
only alternatives that involve tank waste retrieval to the maximum extent possible
or 99 percent. whichever is greater, fromn each of the 149 SSTs."

Retrieval to the maximum extent possible, or 99%, whichever is greater, is a

significantly more protective closure standard than what USDOE seeks to applY to

itself in its Draft WIR under Order 435. 1. In adopting Section 3116, Congress said it did

not intend for that authorization for reclassifying. wastes in SC and ID to diminish, impair

or alter in any way compliance with a CERCLA Ag reement or Cleanup Order, including

the TPA."'

Ecology said in its formal statement for the TCWMEIS that, for any final closure

decision, the TPA and state hazardous waste law require retrieval to the maximum extent

practicable;, and that it interprets the TPA as applying this standard AFTER achieving

99%/ retrieval. USDOE now seeks to supplant this with a unilateral determination of

practicality adopted by USDOE when 4% tol10% of the waste remaining in the tanks. As

discussed in the NEPA section of our comnments, USDOE has never considered

alternatives for achieving 99% or better (after pumping out wastes) for purposes of final

closure. Ecology's formal statement for the TCWMEIS said that only alternatives which

removed 99% or better were acceptable. Ecology has also said that its closure permit

") P.L. IO-375Section 31 16(e)(1), 2(004.



decisions will be made utilizing a "'risk budget tool", pursuant to which analyses must

dernonstrate that wastes remaining in soils or tanks will not result in long-term

contamination exceeding 75% of the standards protecting groundwater.

USDOE issued a formal Record of Decision adopting a "preferred alternative" for the

TCWMEIS which included leaving no more than 1% of waste in tanks. US DOE is now

apparently seeking to chang

WIR determnination with an average of 4%/ of waste remaining in C Farm tanks (and up to

9.7% in one tank).

USDOE's adoption of terms in Order 435.1 and the proposed WIR Determination for

Hanford Tanks conflicts with the Congressional intent stated in Section 3116 and leaves

serious doubt as to USDOE's authority to adopt and apply Order 435.1 as proposed in the

draft WIR and as it did for tank wastes in C Farm soils.

*A prior court decision invalidated Order 435.1 on the basis that it
conflicted with the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) and that it
adopted standards which were "at the whim" of DOE; that
decision was oni~ Freversed because the issue was not yet "'ripe":

There has been a previous challenge to USDOE's use of Order 435.1 to reclassify tank

wastes and allow thern to remnain without retrieval. See Neil. Res. Def Council i%

Abrtihamn, 271 F. Stipp. 2d 126(0 (D. Idahio 2003), re'd 388 F.3d 701 (9th Cir. 2004). In

that case, the lower Court struck down Order 435. 1 as invalid. id. at 1266. The court's

reasoning was two-fold. Firstly. and most importantly, the court pointed out that DOE

I"'does not have the authority to adopt a policy that directly conflicts with its governing

statute." Id (quoting Maislin Indus., Inc. v. Pr-iay Steel, Inc., 497 U.S. 116, 134-35,

1 10 S.Ct. 2759. 111 L.Ed.2d 94 (1990)). It explained that the Nuclear Waste Policy Act's

(NWPA) definition of high-level nuclear waste reflects the Act's allowance for

reclassification of solid wastes but not of liquid wastes that are produced directly by

reprocessing. Md. at 1265. This conflicts with Order 435. 1, which treats the two types of

waste as the same, both are capable of being reclassified as low-level waste. Secondly.

the Court also stated that the third criteria of Order 435.1 "~are not defined, and thus are



subject to the whim of* DOE." lid. Theref'ore, due to both reasons, the court held that

Order 435. 1 was invalid. Set, id.

The appellate court reversed the lower court's decision, See Nat. Res. Del. Council v. Abrahain,

388 F.3d 701. 704 (9th Cir. 2004). It is worthy to note that the court only reversed on the basis

that ]it "must await the coming of a proper timne for decision." Id. at 707. Hence, the court

reasoned that the issue was not "ripe" because the DOE had not yet applied its order to aiiy

specific wastes. Id. at 707. Thus, the reasoning of the lower court was not technically overturned

or discounted, and still has signifi cant weig

reclassify tank wastes at Hanford.

USDOE's Draft WIR Evaluation for Hantford C-Farmn Tank wastes does not appear to reflect any

5" !nificant changes to meet the objections cited by the US District Court's holding that the

adoption of Order 435. 1 and its potential application were invalid. Congress' subsequent

adoption of the langruag e guiding construction of Section 3116 strengthens the likelihood that a

silar challenge specific to application of Order 435. 1 to Hanford tank wastes would succeedl.

Additional concerns, such as USDOE's "piecemeal" lack of consideration of the impacts fromn

related decisions, such as USDOL's stated intent to leave C-Farm soil contamnination in place

might also be ripe for review. NEPA and SEPA (the National and State Environmental Policy

Acts) requires consideration of the impacts fromn all related decisions and cumulative impacts in

a process allowing for public review and comment, rather than proceeding on a piecemeal basis

(for- which the impacts of each decision may appear low while the total impacts are significant).

In the next section we discuss how USDOE's piecemneal approach and reliance on Order 435.1

does not appropriately consider human health protection standards for exposure to contamnination

from wastes reachin g, the environment fromn all sources in a tank farm and across all the tank

farmis and related contaminated sites on Hanford's Central Plateau ("200 Areas"). Those related

decisions include:

*USDOE reclassified leaked and discharged High Level Tank Waste fromn C-Farmn tanks in a

previously unpublicized 2008 WIR Determnination for which we have documented there was

no opportunity for publ ic review and commient 'i:

"Both Washin ~toll Ecology and Oregon Dept. of Energy' have confirmed thiat they have no record of any public
notice or comment opportunlity fromn USDOE in rel ~ard to the 2008 WIR Determination. Ecology fbrmially
responded that it has no responsive records regarding such notice.



o while thle languag e of the 21008 Determination does not limit this reclassification to

wastes which are spilled or leaked during cleanup, USDOE officials at USDOE's

June 18, 2018 WIR workshop said that it only applied to the recent leaks

o regardless of USDOF's verbal claims that the 2008 WIR determination is limited to

reclassifying waste spilled during recent operations, the rationale presented appears

aimned equally to justify reclassifying the hundreds of millions of gallons of tanks

waste deliberately discharged to the soil or leaked (e.g., saying that waste

contaminating. the soil "did not or4 inate d urink., SNE reprocessing -~" and, that release

to the soil changes thle makeup of the waste). 12

0 Under USDOE's rationale, waste from reprocessing of Spent Nuclear Fuel is transformed

from being High Level Waste if" it leaks - creating a perverse incentive to have more wlaste

leak to the soil.

*USI)OE has issued a plani to utilize "landfill" closure for the C-Farmn leaving very large

quantities of leaked and discharged tank wastes in place under soil and/or asphalt caps

If USDOE proceeds with a WIR Determ-ination to reclassify C-Farm Tank wastes review by the

federal courts would most likely be considered "ripe" for a similar le~ ~al challen e to proceed

regarding the 2008 Determination. Now that we have uncovered that USDOE --without public

notice -- adopted a WIR Determination to reclassify wastes leaked from tanks into the soil, a

challenge of that decision is also likely to be deemed ripe. The District Court's opinion that

USDOE lacked authority to reclassify liquid wastes would undoubtedly apply to leaks and spills.

1
2 U SDOE's 2008 soil WIR deternination stated rationale to justify the decision: "Tank farm soil and debris did not

originate during SNF reprocessing. Once mixed with tank farm soil and debris (e.g., -ravel) any, released tank waste
will eventually be absorbed within the soil column, losing its in-tank waste characteristics. Radionuclides at one
timne associated with the tank waste will migrate at varying rates. consistent with their chemical characteristics and
oxidation states, through the soil colunin soil and debris via various in-ground contaminant transport mechanisms,
e.g., precipitation infiltration, gravity, surface tension.



The Human Health and Environmental Impacts of USDOE's Prose
Actions are Very High. USDOE Has Not Considered Those Impacts because
USDOE Has Not Issued Any Notice of How it Plans to Follow NEPA for the
WIR Determination and the Related Proposed Actions:
Even if DOE's authority to reclassify waste under Order 435.1 is later found to be valid, the

proposed WIR Determination and associated proposal to leave 4% of tank wastes in place are

suibject to review under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The NEPA process is

triggered wvhen a federal agency proposes to take a "mhajor federal action." A major federal action

includes "specific projects. such as construction or management activities located in a defined

geographic area... [1or] actions approved by permit or other regulatory decision[s].' (40 CER

1508.18).

Because USDOL did not issue any notice that it was adopting any analyses of impacts from the

TCWMEIS for the WIR Determination, we can only surmise that USDOE may claim that it is

relying on some "bounding" analysis of the impacts from an alternative considered in the

TCWMEIS under which up to 10% of the waste would remain in tanks coupled with "landfill

closure" (e.1 ) 4,putting caps over the contaminated soil instead of removing the contamnination).

Even if USDOE does cure this problem with a belated notice, there are serious violations of our

rights under NEPA to have alternatives considered along with updated analyses of the

cumulative impacts of USDOE's proposed actions which conflict with the formal Record of

Decision onl the TCWMEIS. In that form-al Record of Decision (Ro)., USDOE adopted the

Preferred Alternative ur ~ed by Ecology under which less than 1I% of waste would be left in tanks

fiw. final closur-e (dlue to the documented impacts from leaving more than 1 0/0 of waste in tanks

for final closure - see section above). Yet, USDOE proposes to adopt the WIR based onl anl

average of 4% of waste remaining in tanks (and up to 9.7% in one tank) for purposes of a final

closure decision which would be at clear odds with the TCWMEIS Rot).

NEPA requires the relevant federal agency to conduct an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)

when the federal action is determined to have a potential significant impact onl the human

environment. This includes publishing a Notice of Intent in the Federal Register to inform the

public of the upcoming analysis, as well as providing a p~ublic comment period on the EIS drtaft

before finalization of the proposed action. Even if the al ~ency proposes to rely upon an existing

NEPA EIS, such as the Hanford Tank Closure and Waste Management EIS (TCWME IS), notice



of how the a

he updated (when, as for C Farms, we have substantial new data that was developed on

contamination and wastes since the EIS was published), and, human health and environmenital

impacts must all considered in the decision making process.

Because the WIR Determination has been stated by USDOE to be thle precursor to related plans

for obtaining a final "landfill closure" leaving waste under caps in the soil and up to 10% of the

waste in a tank, USDOE is proposing to take actions which conflict with the formal Record of

Decisioni on the TCWMEIS, which adopted onl y the alternatives with 99% waste removed from

tanks.

The TCWMEIS never considered the alternative niethods to achieve that goal of'removal of 99%

or better for tank wastes. Nor did the TCWMEIS consider how leaving waste in tanks would

preclude or impair removal of contamination under tanks. USDOE has issued proposals, even

puiblished in the spring 201 8 tank farmn update, to close tank farms with soil contamination in

place. NEPA requires that all reasonable alternatives must be considered in an EIS. Thus, even if

USDOE adopted thle bounding analysis in the TCWMEIS, it would still need to provide an

update with the new data on wastes, contamination and consideration of the full rang e of

alternatives to attain 99% or greater removal. US DOE is also required to consider the impact on

abandoning waste in the tanks on the ability to remove contamination under and adjacent to

tanks. For Ecology to issue a HWMA / RCRA closure decision leaving tanks wastes in place,

SEPA will require not only consideration of, but mitigation of. the considerable impacts of the

wastes in the soil column. That necessarily includes consideration of how removal of tanks

would allow for removal of soil contamination.

Thus, a new analysis should accompany the proposal, which USDOE has not provided.

For any final closure permit to be isudby Ecology, under SEPA, Ecologywl likewise have to

require that these analyses, including of alternatives to meet 99% or better, have been considered

in an EIS or supplement to the TCWMEIS.

USDOE's draft WIR relies upon a "performance assessment" for the C Tank Farm which

assumes that meeting USDOE's and NRC's radiation dose standards are adequate for protecting

human health and the environment.'1 3 Even if the USDOE and NRC standards cited were the

le~ rally applicable standards for the Tank Farm closure decision, a NEPA analysis of the potential

I1 Section 5 of the Draft WIR Evaluation.



health impacts of the allowable releases and subsequent exposures over time considering the new

data developed for C Farms since the TCWMEIS, and considering alternatives for achieving

99% or better waste removal, would be necessary.

Those human health impacts would be incredibly high if the standards relied upon by USDOE

are utilized -allowing for fatal cancers in 1 out of every 201 womnen, and I in every 302 mnales,

exposed in the unrestricted areas.'14 Children are 3-10 times more susceptible to cancer than

adults from the same exposure (dose). "(T)o demonstrate compliance" USDOE says it relies on a

25 milliremn' 5 dose to a hypothetical adult, a standard allowing, .essentially 25%/ of the cancers in

adult women and males from the 100 milliremn dose standard. Thus, to "demnonstrate

compliance," USDOE is relying on a standard which EPA has rejected as not protective of'

human health and the environment at Superfund (CERCLA) sites, which inicludes Hanford's tank

farms; and, which would allow fatal cancers In approximately I out of every 80() womnen I out of

every 1 ,200 adult mnen exposed vi]a groundwater and other pathways. 10 This risk does not include

the hii !her risks from failure of "Institutional controls," such as people excavating contaminated

areas for future construction.

Under the State Hazardous Waste Management Act (HWMA), Ecolol Jv 5s final closure

permitting standards rely upon (by incorporation under the rules) cleanup standards from the

state and federal hazardous substance cleanup laws. e.g.. MTCA, CERCLA and federal Drinking

Water Standards. MTCA's cancer risk based cleanup standard is generally thought of as ten

times more protective than the federal CERCLA standard. For this discussion, because CERCLA

is more gener~ally known and is used for most Hanford soil cleanup decisions for radionuclides,

we compare the standards USDOE says it is relying on for its performance assessment for C

Farm to the CLRCLA standards. The relev~ant CERCLA standard, for a final closure decisionl

involving soil contamination'~ is one additional cancer foreeyte huan xoe

"4 Sections 5.4.7 and 5.4.8. See separate more detailed analysis of the human health impact fromn exposure to an
allowable dose of 100) millirern per year and 2 rnillirem per hour in unrestricted areas. Health impact from dose
based on BEIR V1t Table 12-D.-3. EPA Blue Book Guidance calculation based on 30 years exposure from these
allowed lifetime doses would result in an estimated 8%/ fatal cancer rate in adult males and 6E-3 for 30 years.

SSection 5.2.2. 1, DPE-ORP 20 18-I1, Draft D. Draft WtR Evaluation for Waste Management Area C citing 1 1CFR
61.41.
" I in 800 wvomen and I i 100 men are directly based on the calculation from BEIR, cited above. for too
rnillirern. Here we are adjusting to 25%) of the impact trom 100 miltirern per year doses down to 25 rnillirem. as
IJSDOE says It will strive to meet that (although it standard remains 100 mr/year).

Ecology's RCRA / HWMA permit decision for closure is legally required to meet the stricter cancer risk standard
from MTCA as well as the CERC[A standard. The applicable state standard is generally viewed as ten timies mnore



individuals. Congress in Section 3116, made its intent clear that the TPA and applicable

CERCLA standards were not to be preempted or supplanted at Hanford (regardless of what

USDOE was allowed to do in SC and IDM

EPA's binding guidance for cleanup decisions at CERCLA sites bars use of dose based standards

in lieu of cancer risk standards. EPA's guidance says that in no event may a cleanup decision cite

or rely upon a standard resulting in doses above 12 m-illirem per year to a potentially exposed

individual due to residual contamination.

Yet, USDOE proposes to utilize dose based standards for WIR decisions (which are the same as

NRC's rules for dose from licensing facilities) that would allow doses of 25 to 100 millirem per

year to members ol the public (See WIR Process Guide Sections 5.2.1 and 5.4.7); or, 500

millirem per year to a fetus of a pregnant worker (Section 5.4.6)."9 and 500 millirem dose to the

inadvertent public intruder. 201

The cancer risks to the public fromn use of groundwater or direct exposure to the wastes which

US DOE proposes to leave in place, if these were the only standards met. would be

unconscionable. As discussed above, under the USDOE's self adopted goal for standards (and

NRC's), the wastes and contamination left in place would be allowed to result InI fatal cancer in I

out of every 80(0 adult women: and I out of every 1 ,200 adult men exposed. Children are

generall y three to ten times more susceptible to cancer from the same dose. Fortunatel y, these

standards are not allowed to be relied upon for final cleanup (closure) decisions in lieu of

standards that allow no more than I additional cancer for every ten thousand of the most

vulnerable exposed populations.

protective for cancer due to exposure to contamination left at a cleanup site. For simplicity of comparison. we ulse
the CERCLA standard for comparison in this analysis.
"~ Pursuant to the EPA policy for CERCLA site decisions - which includes Hanford - applicable "appropriate and
relevant" standard for Hanford cleanup may not exceed the 12 millirem dose for cleanup levels; it bars use of dose
based cleanup levels (which is what the USDOE WIR Determination proposes to utilize); and, requires choice of a
remedy based on cleanup levels (or PRGs) resulting in a cancer risk "meeting the 10-4 to 10-6 cancer risk range.
June 13, 2014 updated version of OSWER Directive No. 9285.6-20, 'Radiation Risk Assessment at CERCLA Sites: Q
and A'.
1" USDOE also proposes to use a standard allowing2 milliremn per hour for a member of the public in unrestricted
areas (Section 5.4.8). 2 milliremn per hour would result in 17,520 millliremn per year in unrestricted areas, e.g.. er Nerl
1(10%, cancer risk for men or women. Presumably. the 1010 mnr/yr standard wxould supersede this (but why would
USDOE reference and discuss it if it Is not going to utilize it?)

:!() 10 CFR 61.42 (NRC regulation) for inadvertcnt intruder. CERCLA and MICA require meeting the basic public

risk standard (1 in ten thousand for CRCLA) due to reasonably foreseeable exposure due to failure of institutional
controls. 500 milliremn / year dose fromn activities such as unplanned excavation and exposure could result in] ftual
cancer in I in 40 adult women.



Thus, we ask: why waste millions of dollars and years of people effort on the WIR and C
Farm performance assessment that does not consider the relevant final cleanup
standards?

C Farm tanks have leaked - or spilled in the C Farm - approximately 201 ,000 gallons of
High-Level Nuclear and chemical hazardous wastes into the soil (vadose zone),
including:
0 1.5 curies of cobalt-60

39,000 curies of cesium-i 37
0 18 curies of technetium-99 (with a half-life of 211 ,000 years, Tc99 poses a very

high risk for contamination of Hanford's groundwater and for long term exposure risk)
31 kilograms of uranium
40,000 kilograms of nitrate

See graphics at end of comments

NEPA and SEPA require consideration of the cumulative impacts of leaving these wastes in

place under USOE's 2008 WIR and the other proposals integrally related to the current proposed

C Farm tank WIR, which are all part of one USDOE plan for closure of tie tank f'armi.

Piecemealing consideration, first of just radionuclides in the tanks, and later in a composite of

wastes in the tanks in several years. is not permissible because it evades consideration of the

overall waste USDOE proposes to leave in this Tank Farm and all others.

Under the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) Ecology must consider the human health

and environmental impact of these proposed related actions for closure. To be issued a closure

permit by Washinj ~toll, either an adequate NEPA analysis (which may be a supplement to the

TCWMEIS or a new EIS) or SEPA analysis must accompany the proposal. That analysis must

include the cumulative impacts from related proposed actions, which include USDOL's proposal

to merely cover much of the contaminated soils in the C Farm with soil or concrete barriers; and,

consider the alternative technologies for removal beyond pumping to achieve 99%/ or better

removal. USDOE, EPA and Ecology have all acknowledged (in the TCWMELS) that merely

capping contamination in tank farm soils, or adding concrete on top of waste in tanks, will not

prevent significant contamination of groundwater. The cumulative health impacts will he even

greater than tile impact of'the WIR decision for the tank waste residues. SEPA also requires a

mitigation analysis for the individual proposed actions and their cumulative impacts.



If USDOE's notice for its current proposal had provided notice that it was adopting the

TCWMEIS and supplementing it using a "'tiered" analysis from the WMA C Performance

Assessment and other reviews. NEPA would still require that the public and USDOE decision

makers be provided analyses of the cumulative impact on human health from, and alternatives to,

the related decisions USDOE is proposing. Those related decisions include reclassifying the

leaked and discharged Hil h Level Tank Wastes in the soil as LLW and leaving. the wastes in the

soil as part of the "~closure" of the C Farm, and the decision to change from retrieving 99%/ of

waste in the tanks to a range including as little as 90%/ having been retrieved. Of course, NEPA

also requires consideration of the total risk from all wastes on Hianford's Central Plateau, not one

tank farm at a time.

USDOE has no plan to consider the cumulative impact of its proposed actions which are

related to / decisions to utilize WVIR to both reclassify the Hi~ h Level Nuclear Waste in C

Farm Tanks and the massive amount of liquid waste discharged and leaked to soils. 2 1There

is nlo disputing that USDOE has one plan for landfill closure, which relies onl the WIR

decision as merely the first of many interrelated actions. A "composite" analysis of

chemical waste impacts limited solely to tank waste releases - ignoring soil contamination -

is not a substitute for the required NEPA analyses. NEPA and SEPA require the cumulative

impact on human health to be considered, not just examining if each individually meets

USDOE's (inadequate) standards. This applies to the chemical contamnination releases as well as

radionuclide releases. There is no consideration of those chemnical releases and risk in the Draft

WIR evaluation. The 'piecernealing 7J of consideration of the risks from the related but separate

USDOE decisions is not permissible under NEPA and will not meet SEPA requirements when

US DOE seeks approval of a closure plan from Ecology.

Contact: Gerry Pollet, Executive Director. Our appreciation to Angelo Marchesini and Derek Martin;
SU Law JD Candidates 20210 for their research and significant drafting of elements of these comments
under supervision of Gerry Pollet, J.D., Heart of America Northwest and faculty IJW School of Public
Health.

21 lSDOE's formally adopted plan zUidin this WIR Evaluation for C Area states that USDOE-ORP has alreadyi
issued a WIR by citation decision to reclassify the "soils contam-inated by tank wvaste have already been classified as
LLW by DOE-ORP using the WIR by, citation process." RPP-Plaii-473215 Rev. 0 (20 10) at 3.0. On June 18, 2018 at
a public forumn, USDOL's representative stated that this was limited to newly leaked or released tank wastes, which
is not reflected in the language of RPP-Plan-47325 Rev. 0 (2010) which laid out this current process. However, the
rationale and dividing line between newv releases Versus prior releases is not apparent and other USDOE documents
for WMA C call for landfill closure with the contaminated soils left In place.
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C Tank Farm soil contamination (note and graphic courtesy of Yakama Nation ERWM
Program):
Figure 1. WMA C tanks and associated structures (left, DOE-ORP-2018-O1) and estimated extent of cesium-137 and

europium-i 54 in soil based on surficial radiation measurements (right. RPP-RPT-42294 R.2) . Additional radionuclides are
present in soil and groundwater.

Technetium 99 is contaminating groundwater already far above the drinking water standard "due
to the migrating contamination fromn tank releases.. All of this contamination should be
mentioned, and it will all require some form of remediation." Ecolog y1 comments to USDOE
OPA 1-2.

As discussed in comnments above, USDOE has not considered how leaving waste in tanks may
prevent remediation of the soil contamnination and is likely to recontaminate the soil if
remediated. NEPA and SEPA will require consideration - and, SEPA will require mitigation
measures for any closure permit.

Washington Ecology 's comments note that there are three area of soil contamination which were
too radioactive to sample:

"lack of consideration of risks from soil contamination that was investigated in Phase I of
the WMA C RCRA Facility Investigation, such as the larg e direct contact risks associated
with 3 non-tank unplanned releases in WMA C, and other shallow contamination in
zones that were too radioactive to sample."

Waste remaining in C Farm Tanks - which USDOE would abandon under grout after renaming
from High-Level Nuclear Waste to Low-Level Waste:

*187,000 curies of strontium 90
*5,880 curies of cesium- 137
*2.26 curies of technetium-99
*167 curies of fissile plutonium-238
*158 kilograms of fissile uranium-235
*10,000+ kilograms of uranium-238



TO: WMACDraftWRL&~RL. gov
CC: Ecology
FR: Gerry Pollet, Heart of America Northwest

Gerry a ,hoanxx. oil 7. office(4,hoanw.
RE: 1 - Request for public meet ing ;for comment onl Draft WIR Evaluation and proposed
decision

2- Questions requested to be submitted to USDOE at June 18, 201 8 public meeting

1. Heart of America Northwest is the region's largest citizens group working to educate and
involve the public in IHanford Cleanup decisions with thousands of members in Washington and
Oregon. Hanford cleanup decisions, current contamination and future potential risks have serious
potential impacts onl our members and their interests, whether they live in Spokane, Seattle,
downriver in Hood River or Vancouver, or Portland.

USDOE's proposed WIR decision and related decisions for Waste Managemennt Area C are of
the h4 thest public interest and concern. The proposal to reclassify tank waste has previously been
covered as front pa~ !1e and leading news stories in media across the rej ion I as well as being of the
utmost concern to the cons ~ressional delegations of Washington and Oregon.

The reclassification of C Farm Single Shell Tank residues (4% of prior tank volume) would
clearly be a precedent for reclassifying soils and waste residues in other tank farmis. Further,
USDOE is clearly seeking to change the decision issued on the Tank Closure Waste
Management EIS to adopt a preferred alternative (213) which called for retrieval of 99%)/ of tank
wastes, prior to determining if USDOE has reached the limits of practical retrieval and
determining how to "close" tank farmis. Thousands of people attended hearings or submitted
comments on the Tank Closure Waste Management FIS.

USDOE has held a sins ~le public wvorkshop onl the proposed WIR decision. This was held as a
day time, workday meetin ng in Richland. It was not accessible for participation to either people
outside Richland nor to the average concerned citizen. Furthermore, USDOE only issued notice
via email a few days prior.

Heart of America Northwest therefore requests two public meetings in Seattle and Portland to be
held with 30-45 days of notice after locationi and time arc determined. We would collaborate in
providing notice (if we have adequate notice) and with location, logistics and how to effectively
plan to present essential information to the public in a compressed time. We believe the meetings
should enable public comment to be taken following opening presentations on the proposal and
questions, including a role for Washington Ecology and the State of Oregon.

2- Questions Regarding soil and a soil WIR which were not answered and which we wvere
requested to submit in writing.

0 What was reclassified In the soil decision? Please link the documents.
0 Please identify other proposed related decisions involving reclassifying contamninated

soils, residues in tanks, or closure with soils in place. Please link all documents related to
such proposed or prior actions relating to C Farm in one location for C Farm decisions.



*If citation process was used, what is basis for citation since not equipment contaminated
incidental to work?

*What rationale differentiates newly released tank wastes, e.g.. during a transfer, from
prior contamination in re, 4a rd to utilizing a WIR determnination by citation or otherwise?
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Via Electronic Mail

Mr. Jan Bovicr
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-60
Richland, WA 99354
Email: WMACDRAFTWIR(Jrl.gov

RE: NRDC/Hanford Challenge and Columbia Riverkeeper Comments on Draft Waste
Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation for Closure of Waste Management Area C at the
Hanford Site, Washington

Dear Mr. Bovier:

The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC), Hanford Challenge (HC), and Columbia
Riverkeeper (CRK) write today to comment on the Department of Energyfs Notice of*
A vailability the Draft Wa,'ste Ihicidental to Reprocessing EvaluationfJbr Closure of W'aste
Management Area ('at the Han fbrd Site, Washington. 83 Fed. Reg. 25657, June 4, 2018
(hereinafter "Area C Draft WIR Determination") (comment deadline extended to this date, 83
Fed. Reg .40758, Aul List 16, 2018).

The Area C Draft WIR Determination is contrary to law, technically indefensible, and sets a
precedent for abandoning extraordinary amounts of the most toxic waste in the world adjacent to
the Columbia River without protection from external re~ -T;ulatory oversi lit or, indeed, any
meaningful environmental standards. Rather than continue a course that is sure to end up in
litigation, we urge you to withdraw the Draft Determination and commence working with the
immediately affected States of Washington and Oregon, the Confederated Yakama Tribes, and
interested members of the public on a cleanup trajectory for the high-level radioactive wastes
(I ILW) in the more than 177 tanks at the Hanford Nuclear Reservation that is both scientifically
defensible and publicly accepted.
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1. NRDC, HC & CRK Statement of Interest

NRDC is a national non-profit membership environmental orl ~anization with offices in
Washington, D.C., New York City, San Francisco, Chicago, Los Angeles and Beijing. NRDC
has a nationwide membership of over one million combined members and activists. NRDC's
activities include mnaintaining and enhancing environmental quality and monitoring federal
agency actions to ensure that federal statutes enacted to protect human health and the
environment are fully and properly implemented. Since its inception in 1970, NRDC has sought
to improve the environmental, health, and safety conditions at thle nuclear facilities operated by
the U.S. Department of Energy( "'DOE" or "eatn")and its predecessor at ~encies.

Hanford Challenge is a non-profit, public interest. environmental and worker advocacy
or ~anization located at 2719 East Madison Street, Suite 304, Seattle, WA 98112. Hanford
Challen e is an independent 501(c)(3) membership ort ~anization incorporated in the State of
Washington and dedicated to creating a future for I lanford that secures human health and safety,
advances accountability, and promotes a sustainable environmental lel zacy. Hanford Challenge
has members who work at the Hanford Site and within thle Tank Farms who are at risk of
imminent and substantial endangerment due to DOE's handling, storag ye 1 treatment,
transportation, and disposal oflHanford's solid and hazardous waste. Other members of Hanford
Challenge work and/or recreate near- Hanford, where they may also be affected by hazardous
materials emitted into the environment by Hanford. All members have a strong interest in
ensuring the safe and effective cleanup of the nation's most toxic nuclear site for themselves and
for current and future generations, and who are therefore affected by conditions that endanger
human health and the environment.

Columbia Riverkeeper (CRK) is a 501 (c)(3) nonprofit orl ~anization with a mission to protect and
restore the Columbia River, fromn its headwaters to the Pacific Ocean. Since 1989, Riverkeepcr
and its predecessor organizations have played anl active role in educating the public about
Hanford, increasing public participation in cleanup decisions, and monitoring and improving
cleanup activities at Hanford. Columbia Riverkeeper and its 13,000 members in Oreg
Washington have a strong interest in protecting the Columbia River, people, fish, and wildlife
fromn contamination at Hanford, including pollution originating in Hanford's tank farms.

II. Summary Comments

It is rare that we express amnazement in a formal letter of comnments for a public record, but we
do so in this instance. This past sumnmer, the DOE announced the availability of the Draft WIR
Determination for the closing 16 HLW tanks in Area C in the Hanford Nuclear Reservation.
DOE asserts that its Draft Determination demonstrates that the tanks and ancillary structures,
fromn which waste has been or will be removed, is waste that is incidental to reprocessing, is not
hi 11- level radioactive waste (HLW), and may be nianat ~ed (disposed in-place) as low-level
radioactive waste (LLW).'I DOE prepared the Draft WIR Evaluation pursuant to DOE Order

'See' U.S. Department of nergy, Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation fixr Closurc of Waste
Management Area C at the IHanford Site (March 201 8).
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435. 1, Radioactiv~e Wfaste Management. and the criteria in DOE Manual 435. 1 -1, Radioactive
VVaste Managemnent Mfanual.2

Fundamentally, DOE has proposed a straightforward action. The Department plans to reclassify
thousands of gallons of HLW in 16 tanks at the Hanford site, and thereby leave that waste in
place, under a layer of' ,.,rout. Nowhere, not in the 312 pages of the Draft WIR Determination
itself or the 1023 pages of the appended Performance Assessment, does the DOE mention,
discuss, analyze, or even acknowledge the years of litigation and the firocious battle befiore the
United States' C'on gress on precise/v ibis issue, that is, the reclassification of HLW, followed by
abandonment in place, under a layer of gr
elicited an act of Congress to (partially) leg islativel) reverse the Federal District Court decision
that barred DOE from unlawfully reclassifying HLW, with specific and explicit implications for
the draft action under consideration this day. That act, Section 3 116 of the 2005 National
Defense Authorization Act, receives a brief nod in its direction in the text of the Draft WIR
Determination. But again, nowhere does DOE discuss, analyze or even acknowledge that the
gruesomely contentious battle over Section 3116 explicitly bars DOE's reclassification effort at
Hanford.

NRDC et al. believes that the WIR evaluation should have included consideration of the Hanford
Site Composite Analysis to ensure that risks from multiple waste sites and sources were allI
considered. In the public meeting
period, there were many statements that the Hanford Site Composite Analysis would be
considered and that the waste in the soils below the tanks would be dealt with separately. We do
not agree with the piecemeal approach.

Althou h DOE held public meetings in Richland, WA, Portland. OR and Seattle, WA, we were
disappointed that there was no effort to hold public hearings to gather comments around the
region. Comprehensive public process on this issue concerning some of the most dangerous
waste at Hanford is essential. We hope that future public comment periods related to Hanford's
tank waste will include regional public hearings to allow for the kind of deliberation that is
required for the public to learn about, ask questions, and share input related to decisions that
impact the environment and future generations for hundreds of thousands of years.

We will detail all of this in the pal ~es that follow, but we stand amazed that something as
profound as this-the abandonment of tens of thousands of gallons of the most toxic waste in the
world next to the Columbia River, the lifeblood of Washington and Oregon-entirely omits the
most meaningful events in recent history that a, 0 right to the heart of whether the Trump
Administration DOE can even take this action. An action which, in its most clear terms, violates
the law that was the result of the legal battles that will be described in the next several pages.
Despite this baffling omnission of relevant history, it is plain that DOE's Draft WIR
Determination violates the law, fails as a technical cleanup policy document, will not protect
human health and the environment, and therefore must be withdrawn. We url e the Department to

2 U.S. Department of Energy, Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation for Closure of Waste Management

Area C at the I anford Site (March 2018), p. I -I.
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go back to the drawing board and commence a transparent public process, led by the States of
Washington, Oregon, the Confederated Tribes and Bands of the Yakama Nation, and concerned
members of the public that can finally put the cleanup of the I-anford I-ILW tanks on a course
that is both scientifically defensible and publicly accepted.

Ill. Background H1istory

A. Historical and Legal Background

The roots of this matter date back to the Manhattan Project of World War 11. DOE, through
almost 50 years of nuclear fuel reprocessing, generated approximately 525 million gallons o of
hligh Level Waste ("FILW") at lianford alone 3 , most of it associated with the production of
plutonium and tritiumn for nuclear weapons. This waste is so radioactive, toxic and dange{ toterous
manage that it merited passag e of its ownl law outlining thle requirements of final disposal, the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act ("'NWPA"),. 42 U.S.C. § 10 10 1 ei seq. Passed by Congress decades
ago, in 1982, after significant inquiry and debate, the NWPA requires deep, geologic isolation
for all HLW, as far from the human biosphere as possible.'

The Early Years
But the relevant history dates back even a bit farther. In a 1957 report, prepared at the request of
the U.S. Atomnic Energy Commission (AEC), the National Research Council of the U.S. National
Academies "endorsed the concept of I ~eolo ~icaI disposal placing high-level waste (H LW) in a
carefully selected deep underground formlation, where it would remain isolated from human
beings and the environment long enough for the radioactivity to decay to near natural
background levels." Notably, this 1957 technical observation remains thle consensus for federal
and state governments, tribes, industry, and public interest groups. Parallel, related, but
ultimately distinct from the long history of commercial spent nuclear fuel, the AEC first fbrmnally
defined the term Thigh-level radioactive waste" in Appendix F to It reactor licensing rules in
1 970," based on the waste's origin rather than the hazard posed by it various components. The
AEC wrote that hi h level radioactive waste mneans:

those aqueous wastes resulting from the operation of the first cycle solvent
extraction system, or equivalent, and the concentrated wastes from subsequent
extraction cycles, or equivalent, in a facility for reprocessing irradiated reactor
fuels.'

'RE. (iephart, A Short History of Hanford Waste (lnrtoSoae n ees.PNNL-13605 Rev. 4.
(2003). p. 6.
4See H.R. Rep. No. 97-491, 97th Cong , 2d Sess. at 26-30 (1982).
5National Research Council. lDiso o si t io nof Hig!h-Level Waste and SpentFuel: The Continuini' Societal anid
Technical Challi ~cs ,Washington, D).C.: National Academy Press, 2 0 0 1I P. ix.
"Policy Relating to the Siting of Fuel Reprocessing Plants and Related Waste Management Facilities. 35 Fed. Reg.

1 7530, 17532 (Nov. 14. 1970) (10 C.IKR. Part 50. App. F). Until this treatment, the AFC had infonrially defined
hi 11- level waste in terms of the hazard it posed. Offi c of Technology Assessmn-t. MNiAl-1-111 uig the Nation's
Cornicrcial igh-Level Radioactive Waste 204-205 (1985). available at

7 Id.J
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It was in 1972 that Cons ~ress first used the terma. In the Marine Protection, Research, and
Sanctuaries Act of 1972, which prohibited ocean dumping of 1-LW, Congress wrote a definition
that adhered to that of the AEC's, but also included the spent fuel fromn commercial reactors.
HLW was, at that time:

the aqueous waste resulting from the operation of the first cycle solvent extraction
system, or equivalent, and the concentrated waste fromn subsequent extraction
cycles, or equivalent, in a facility for reprocessing irradiated reactor fuels, or
irradiated fuel from nuclear power ratr.

As DOE is well aware, the AEC was abolished with the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, and
Cong !21ss5 transferred all civilian re~ ,ulatory responsibilities to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) and nuclear weapons activities to the Energy Research and Development
Administration (which was replaced by DOE in 1977). ERDA did not specifically authorize
external regulation (by the NRC) of the weapons activities. It did, however, specifically
authorize the Commission to license and reE ~ulae teany' 'facilities authorized for the express
purpose of subsequent long -term storage of hij h-level radioactive waste generated by the
Administration ...... 9

The ERDA/DOE Years & Continued Management in the Tanks
The Ener~ y Reorq ~anizat ion Act, focused on the transfer of power amnong newly created federal
agencies, did not define "high-level radioactive waste." The term was, however, interpreted to
mean the same thing in the Energy Reorganization Act that it meant in the AEC's Appendix F
and the Marine Sanctuaries Act.' ERDA plainly viewed the material stored in the tanks at
Hanford and Savannah River to be hi~ zh -level radioactive wastes.' Those wastes in the tanks
remained under the self-regulatory purview of the newly created DOE a few years after, even as
it was becoming clear that the industry dreamn of a closed fuel cycle would not come true- and this
waste would have to be prepared in some fashion for disposal in deep geolog

In managing the HLW in the tanks and with theoretically readying that waste for final disposal.
DOE has kept the fHLW in huge, underground interim storage tanks at the Savannah River Site
("SRS") in South Carolina, the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory in Idaho ("INEL") and
the Hanford Nuclear Reservation in Washington. Over these many decades of storage, hundreds
of thousands of gallons of this waste have leaked into the environment, primarily at Hanford.
Because this HLW contains highly corrosive components, organics, and heavy metals, it is also a
mixed waste reg ulated under the Resource Conservation & Recovery Act ("RCRA"), 42 U.S.C.
§§6901 -6992k.

"33 U.S.C. 14(02.
9 42 U.S.C. 5842 (4).

152 Fed. Reg. 5992, 5993 (Feb. 27, 1987).
NVRLJC v. Adiniiirafor, ERDA, 451 F. Supp. 1245. 1251 (D. D.C. 1978), al'd inpart and rev'd in part. NRDC 1%

NRC, 606 F.2d 1261 (D.C. Cir. 1979).
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The affected public, States, Tribes and even the Trump Administration DOE would likely agree
that manag ement and (hopefully someday) disposal of the HLW tanks is one of DOE's most
difficult problems in addressing the environmental legacy of the Cold War. Various plans for
tank waste management and disposal have been forwarded, acted upon, or discarded, including
transferring pumpable liquids from sin~ le -shelled tanks to double-shelled tanks (at Hanford),
heating the waste to convert it to a powdery forml (called calcining at INEL), and vitrifying the
waste (a process that stabilizes radioactive waste by mixing it with molten glass) for disposal at a
geologic repository pursuant to the NWPA (currently ongoing at the SRS's Defense Waste
Processing. Facility ("DWPF") and in the process of being attempted at the Hantford site now for
decades without success). Since thle passag e of the NWPA in 1982 and a Presidential Directive
issued pursuant to that Act in 1985, defense HLW has been required to be removed from thle
tanks and disposed of in a deep geologic repository pursuant to thle requirements of the NWPA.' 2

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWNPA)
The first draft of the definition of "high-level radioactive waste" used in the NWPA was initially
modeled after the definition found in the West Valley Demonstration Project Act, but its
evolution is worth noting. The West Valley Act definition, like the AEC's orig inal in 1970 and
the first statutory definition that closely followed in 1972, defined the term as waste "produced
by the reprocessing ... of spent nuclear fuel," and included "*both liquid wastes wvhich are
produced directly in reprocessing
NWIPA definition, however, also provides that the NRC may include "'such other material" as
may be necessary "for purposes of protecting the public health and safety.""3 Significantly, the
West Valley Act gave the Commission the power to add material other than reprocessing wastes
to the definition, but not to exempt any part of the reprocessing wastes from it. DOE objected to
the definition and recommended that it be rewritten to "permnit the re~ ~ulatory agencies to exclude
materials from 'hig h -level radioactive waste' that need not he disposed of in a repository because
of low activity.""4 Congress rewrote that definition, but not as the Department asked. As enacted,
the final definition provides that "high-level radioactive waste" means:

(A) the hig ;hly radioactive material resulting froml the reprocessing of spent nuclear
Ifuel, including ,liquid waste produced directly in reprocessing

derived from such liquid waste that contains fission products in suffi cient
concentrations; and

(B) other highly radioactive material that the Commission, consistent with existing
law, determines by rule requires pernmanent isolation.'"

1Public Law 96-368. sec. 6(4) (42 L S.C. § 202 1).
'4 H. Rept. 97-491 (part 2) at 17 (1982) (letter froiii 11ric Fygi to Chairman Price).
15 42 U.S.C. § 10 10 1 (12). The Price-Anderson Amendments Act of 1988. Public Law 100-408, later incorporated
thle Nuclear Waste Policy Act's definition of "hig.
reference. 42 U.S.C. § 2014(dd).
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The NRC has interpreted SUbpara~ gTraph (A) as "essentially identical" to Commission's rel ~ulatory
definition,'" with one major difference. NRC's definition includes "solids into which such liquid
wastes have been converted."'1 7 The NWPA's definition states "solid material derived from such
liquid waste that contains lission pr-oducts in sqficn IC III tat( ns."' NR re~ id the
distinction to "reflect the possibility that liquid reprocessing wastes may be partitioned or
otherwise treated so that some of the solidified products will contain substantially reduced
concentrations of radionuci ides."'1 9

NRC's Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
In 1987, the NRC Sought public comm-ent on "whether the Commission should (1) numerically
specify the concentrations of fission products which it would consider 'sufficient' to distinguish"
high-level radioactive waste from non-high-level radioactive waste under subparagraph (A) of
the statutory definition;, or- (2) define high-level radioactive waste "so as to equate" subparagraph
(A) wastes "with those wastes which have traditionally been regarded as" hil h -level radioactive
waste "under Appendix F ... and the Energy Reorganization Act.>,2 After some significant
discussion of its authorities, vis-a-vis setting standards for what might constitute sufficient
concentrations of HLW, NRC concluded "that the preferable construction" of the NWPA's
definition should "conformi to the traditional definition" found in all the earlier iterations and 10
C.F.R. §60.2. What had been lILW remained 1ILW.'

B. Reclassification of HLW and the History of HLWV Litigation Omitted by DOE

After NRC's effort at rulcmaking; after some years in consultation and preparation; and after the
permanent abandonment of thousands of gallons of IILW in two tanks in South Carolina, DOE
issued an internal rule, Order 435. 1, on July 9, 1999. NRDC and the Snake River Alliance
initially filed suit in the United States Court of Appeals for the 9th Circuit in January 2000

Ichallenging one section of Order 435. 1, the "waste incidental to reprocessing exemption"
("WIR" or "incidental waste exemption"). After finding that it lacked original or exclusive
jurisdiction to entertain Plaintiffs' claims under 42 U.S.C. § 10 139, the 9th Circuit did not
dismiss the case. Rather, the Court transferred the matter to the United States District Court for
the District of Idaho, expressly leaving issues of standing, ripeness, and the merits to the District
Cour. 22

After the transfer, NRDC et al., was Joined by the Yakama Nation and S hoshone- Bannock
Tribes. The combined set of plaintiffs filed a Complaint in February 2002. DOE filed an Answer
in April 2002 and a Motion to Dismiss the Complaint in May 2002. At this point, the states of

" See 52 Fed. Reg. at 5994. NRC's H-LW disposal rules, adopted before NWPA's 1982 enactment, include: (1)
irradiated reactor fuel; (2) liquid reprocessing wastes as defi ned in the AELC's Appendix F: and (3) "solids into
which such Iliquid wastes have been converted." 10 C.F.R. § 60.2.
I? 10 C.F.R. § 60.
"~ 42 U. S.C. § 10 10 1(1 2)(A) (emphasis added).
"~ 52 Fed. Reg. at 5994.
21 52 Fed. Reg. at 5994.
21 -53 Fed. Reg .17709 (May 18, 1988).
22 Natural Resources De.fense Council v. Ahrahain. 244 F.3d 742- 747 (9th Cir. 2001 ).
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Washin tton, Idaho, South Carolina, and Orel Oil entered appearances as "Amici Curiae" in the
proceeding. The District Court issued an opinion denying DOE" Motion to Dismiss onl August 99'
2002 .23The Court found that Plaintiffs had standing24 and that Order 435.1 was both final
agency action and ripe for purposes of judicial review. 25 The District Court found that Plaintiffs
had presented claims upon which relief could be ,Yranted and that the law of the case did not
prevent consideration of those claims. 26 The District Court found that Order 435.1 and its
accompanying Manual and Guidance necessarily implicate the disposal provisions of the NWPA
by reclassifying HLIW as low-level radioactive waste ("LLW")."3 The Court also held that DOE
do not operate with unfettered discretion with ret tard to the disposal of radioactive waste.2X

NRDC et a! and the Bush Adin iistrati on's DOE then filed cross-motions for summary
judgment. The District Court reaffirmed two earlier rulings: (I) its ripeness decision:- and (2) its
decision that DOE does not have discretion to dispose of defense HLW somnewhere other than a
repository established under the NWPA. 29 Specifically, the court found that the NWPA plainly
required the Department to use the civilian repository for defense high-level radioactive waste
once President Reagan decided that a separ-ate repository was not required, and that the tank
wastes at Hantford, Savannah River, and INEEL fall within the definition of high-level
radioactive waste. The Department's assertion that it can exempt waste streams based onl
technical and economic constraints, thle court found, "directly conflicts with" the Act's definition
of high-level radioactive waste.3 " The District Court also found that Congress has spoken clearly
onl the subject and that DOE' Order 435.1 directly conflicts with the NWPA's definition of'HLW
(citing Clwvrion i% NVRDC, 467 U.S. 837, 842 (1984)))'3 Accordint lv- Sthe District Court z_)ranted
Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment and denied DOE' Cross-Motion for Summary
Judgment."2

Notably, the Court was clearly cot ~nizant that we, NRDC' in that instance, did not challen te the
traditional notion of "incidental" waste materials contaminated during reprocessing operations
that has long been reco~ ~nized by the AEC and the NRC. The Court was also aware that at no
point did we challent ye the NRC's authority to exempt solid materials derived from liquid
reprocessing waste that contain sufficiently low concentrations of fission products to not require
deep geologic disposal as provided by the NWPA. Judge Wininill held that NWPA does not give
the Department the authority to adopt an alternative disposal regime for high-level radioactive
wastes merely because the Department decides "that it is too expensive or too difficult" to
dispose of it in a deep .teolo tic repository,3

1 alurul Resources IDcetnsc Council v. 4bralham. 2002 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 2841 8 (D1)Id. Au. .9. 2002). See
Attachment F for District Court opinion.
24 Id. at 20.
)s Id. at 7-11.
2" Id. at 15.
27Id, at 17.
28 Id. at 19.

" ER 354-58: see published opinion. NDC v. Abraham, 271 F.Supp.2d 1260, 12-63-04 (1). Id. 2003).
MU Natral Resources IDeh'uwse Council v, ,1bra ham, 27 1 F. Supp. 2d 1 260 (11) Ida. 2003).

Id.
32 Id. at 12,63.
33 id(. aIt 1265.
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DOE appealed to the matter to the United States Court of Appeals for the 9 "' Circuit. The 9 "h
Circuit subsequently found that the matter was not ripe for review. 3 4 Importantly, the Ninth
Circuit did not reach the merits of the Idaho Federal District Court's decision and put the legality
of DOE's waste reclassification actions off for another day. Washington, South Carolina and
other States filed Amicus briefs in support of NRDC at both the District Court and appellate
court stages.35 The 9 "' Circuit avoided deciding the issue in 2004. It may not be able to do so if
DOE finalizes its Draft WIR Determnination as it's currently written.

C. The Legislation that Emerged from the HLW Litigation - Section 3116

Contemporaneous with the Ninth Circuit's review of the Idaho Federal District Court's decision,
the then Bush Administration DOE soul ~ht to have the District Court decision legislatively
reversed by Congress. DOE succeeded in part, and failed in part, with this effort, named Section
3 11 6 of the FY 2005 Def/'iise Authorization Act. See P.L. 1 08-375, The Ronald Reagan National
Defense AuthoriZation Act of Fisc-al Year 2005 (hereinafter "NDAA" and "Section 3 116").
Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC) was the primary proponent for Section 3 116 and succeeded inl

Iinserting a provision into the 2005 Defense Authorization Act that substantially amends the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA).

Section 3116 spelled out criteria for the Enert y Secretary to determine that the HLW can be
reclassified as incidental waste (and thus can be disposed of on-site and in place) via
amendments that provided DOE with authority to reclassify HLW as "waste incidental to
reprocessing." Therefore, under this law, DOE can dispose of this reclassified HJLW according to
requirements other than those specified by NWPA (ic., the HLW will no long
disposed of in a geologic repository and canl be disposed of according to standards and
performance objectives applicable to low-level radioactive waste (LLW)).

But the law restricted this activity to South Carolina and Idaho. The law states in pertinent part:
"'COVERED STATES.-For purposes of this section, the following States are covered States:
(1) The State of South Carolina. (2) The State of Idaho." Section 311 6(d)(1I)(2). Thus, DOE was
expressly barred by the termns of Section 3116 from reclassifying I-ILW in Washington and New
York. Under those criteria, in SC and ID only, DOE may reclassify as "incidental" waste that
exceeds the performance objectives for the disposal of low-level radioactive waste. 10 C.F.R.
§61.40 (i.e., waste that is not actually low-level waste), so long as it has (1) removed highly
radioactive radionuclides "to the maximum extent practical" and (2) has obtained a state issued
permit, authority for the issuance of which is conferred on the State outside of Section 3116. At
SRS, pursuant to this authority, DOE "determined" that certain 1-LW in the underground tanks is
"incidental" waste. 71 Fed. Reg. 3,838 (Jan. 24, 2006). As a practical matter, this means that
DOE can undertake a process to reclassify HLW in South Carolina and Idaho. Conversely, DOE

3' NIRDC i% Abraham, 388 F.3d 701 (9th Cir. 2004).
3Id. at 707. 708, ("D~espite ' RDC's anxiety, the Courts must await the coming of' a proper time 6or decision, if', in

the long run, that time ever comes. Maybe it nev~er will come because DOE will not take actions that require or
even seem to require Court Intervention. Who knows? In line, the issue is not yet ripe.").
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cannot reclassify the HLW that currently rests in thle tanks at the Hanford site in Washing
West Valley site in New York.

As NRDC has repeatedly noted, this does not mnean that DOE cannot remove waste from the
tanks, treat it Such that it no longer has fission products in sufficient concentration, and dispose
of that waste in a manner other than in a ,,eologic repository. What DOE cannot do in
Washington or New York is declare thle IILW in the tanks to "waste incidental to
reprocessing." See 271 F.Supp.2d at 1265.

D. The Congressional Fight over Section 3116

The alteration of the IILW definition authored by Senator Graham in Section 3116 was a
controversial rewrite of longstanding nuclear waste policy, and the Senate Armed Services
Committee (SASC) approved it via a legislative amendment offered by Senator Lindsey Graham
with no opportunity for public debate or hearings in the committee of jurisdiction.

The fight began with a reported letter from b() to~ b)(6)
(b)(6) I ollwing OE'sloss in
court." While the letter requested a legislative solution, the House version of the NDAA featured
no Such language, either in committee or on the floor)' The Department's letter asserted that it
cannot continue cleanup of nuclear weapons production sites without the authority provided in
Section 116. This was not accurate. Four states, including South Carolina, addressed just this
point in response to the original letter:

DOE's recent statements to Congress appear to exag~ ~erate the impacts of the recent
judicial decision high-level waste classification. The federal court decision only
confirmed long-standing national policy, which requires disposal of high-level
waste in a geologic repository while allowing properly treated, less radioactive
wastes to be disposed of elsewhere... What the court rejected was giving DOE free
rein to override national policy as expressed in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. 3 8

As initially introduced in March of 2004, the Senate version of the NDAA also contained no
provision relating to the Court's decision. 3 1 Over the course of numerous days of hearings on thle
bill before its markup, the only Senator to raise the issue of HLW cleanup was Mr. Allard of

3b Scc' Liic;t' Dept. Seeks Powuer To Redqefie uv~ea; ffaste.! Alatthew L. Wald, Oct. 1, 2003.
found online at lips: ww w nN, ti f1 cs~cofv 2003 10 '0 1u crictry-dept -seeks-p~o\1, CIA-to-C& I I 1-nucLCarM-NV Stc Itll l.
`See H.R.4200 - Ronald W. Rcat 'an National Defense Authorization Act for F~iscal Year 2005

I108th Congress, https cflcso il Mbcmrs oscbli2t lxps
3'See t/so the August 28, 2003 letter fromn the Attorneys General of Idaho, South Carolina, Oregon and Washington
making. precisely the samne point, submitted as an attachment. Attachment 13.
3See S.2229 -National Dcfense Authorization Act fo(r Fiscal Year 2005. 108th Congress.

Mll wx_11Lres 1 O v bl )1icir~scacbl eA
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Colorado, partially in the context of the ongoing cleanup of the Rocky Flats nuclear weapons site
in his state."'

During the markup itself, which was closed to press. Sen. Grahaml offered and successfully
added an amendment that essentially overturned a federal court ruling ,that DOE may not
arbitrarily and unilaterally reclassify high-level radioactive waste and it provided DOE sole
discretion to decide what is IILW in South Carolina and any other state with HLW. This
amendment exempted DOE from any meaningful compliance with the Nuclear Waste Policy Act
in South Carolina and effectively Subverted two decades of congressional work, oversight and
compromise onl nuclear waste policy. Senator Carl Levin, the then-Ranlking member of the
Armed Services committee, noted during later (and the only) public debate that "this language
was debated quite heatedly in our markup at committee. There were a couple of votes that were
cast." 4'1 Thus, there is evidence that this language was just as controversial in the Armed Services
committee markup as it turned out to be on the Senate floor, described below.

An additional provision was added in committee that denied hundreds of millions of dollars in
necessary nuclear waste cleanup funding to other states that store HLW (Idaho and Washington)
unless and until they agreed to allow DOE the same unilateral discretion to reclassify HLW as
"'waste incidental to reprocessing."4 2 This, of course, was a transparent and explicit threat to
necessary cleanup funding, pressuring those states to bend to DOE's intention to reclassify IILW
as the Department saw fit.

During Senate floor consideration of the bill, two amendments were raised regarding these two
provisions. The irst was Senate Amendment 3170, which amended Sec. 3119 in a way that Sen.
Graham claimed was an offer of additional money from DOE rather than denying money to
states that did not follow DOE's reclassification plan.4 Sen. Hollings, the other Senator from
South Carolina, took the opportunity to discuss his recent awareness of the provision (having
apparently not been informed by his fellow Senator from South Carolina) and his objections to it.
Ultimately, this amendment was voice voted after a failed attempt to amend the amendment by
Sen. Crapo of Idaho in order to "make it perfectly clear that there is no precedential effect of this
language on any State of than South Carolina." iM. Sen. Hollings objected to this; the text of this
proposed alteration is not in the official records but its content may be reflected in the final
lank ~ua e post -con feren e.

441 S(,(, S. Hr , 108-440, Pt. I & Pt. 7. Department of Defense Authorization For Appropriations For Fiscal Year
2005, Hearings Before The Committee on Armed Services, United States Senate, One Hundred Eighth Congress.
Second Session On S. 2400, found online at hatps: x wgoo tdsys pku (iHR(-I I) 04,,h-29 J7 html, ( Il (I6-

10 shr~9. 7 Iiti; htp: ' ~ ~ gpoo'.fd s'k-C[RGi- I 8shrt_935 77 hmC]Ri Xsr957tn
41 150 Cong. Rec. S 6395. at S 6414. wFnll il aii~e as debated qutite heatedly in our mlarkuip at commliltte.
[here mwere a coupleI of close votes that were east. I in my judginert, the Senate Armled Services Committee Is not the

Paewhere v cli Ivysholid be aniending the utclear Waste 1)ol ic\ Act orauthorizing, tlicDprmn ftn\ o

itnore the Nuclear \Vaste Policy: Act. 1, t hicre, SLupport thec ( antwell amenidmenit and hope that tis Senate adopts
the amenidmnt'IC httpis: xwvA 200rcs")vce '~4 00'03. (RI ( '2(t04-06-0 t-pt I D 5  h- ~
42 See thc ('omniittee Print. Report No. 108-260, 108th Cong ress 2nd Session, Sec. 3 119 (at 390), S. 2400 as
presented to full Senate, found online at htlps:, .wwxk. coil orcss gov' 1 0hls 2400. 111IS- I 08ss2400pcs,.pd!.
.13 See https: ,~ wN colltrcss,1_Iov aiendintcit 1 08th-congress senaite -am~i cdincit:31 70; and
htt L xm \V~k Coil _1jess. tgO% Coil(Mress. 101aI1-record 30 41 2Jsntescinril 591)2-2
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Thle second amendment was the far more contentious of the two and the one designed to halt this
dramatic rewrite oftnuclear waste law.4 Senator Cantwell of Washington, the sponsor of this
amendment, described it thusly:

whether we as a body want to chang e the Nuclear Waste Policy Act and redefine
high-level waste as something other than waste that should be taken out of tanks in
Savannah River, out of Washington State Hanford tanks to be stored inC iperma nent
repository, or whether we are going to leave some of that in the tanks in the ground
and have ground water continue to be contaminated.4

Among Senator Cantwell's concerns were the jurisdictional problems of bypassing authority in
the Energy & Natural Resources Committee and bypassing debate and hearings on the proposal
within the committee of proper jurisdiction; she cited reporting onl the troubling precedent that
could be set with the initial language and concern froni governors and others in the states about
the effect this could have on their nuclear waste. Sen. Hlollings, meanwhile, highlighted several
potentially critical drafting issues and how they may affect states' rights, and noted attention
from the editorial board of the New York Times that day calling the process of inserting this
language -unacceptable." Md.

Senator Cantwell's amendment received several hours' worth of debate on the floor in total
(limited by a procedural agreement) before ultimately failing in a 48-48 tie vote.4" Despite this,
in the House there remained no language on the issue and the House insisted on a conf'erence
regarding the various differences between the House and Senate versions.

The final conference agreement on the bill contained a heavily amended version of sections 3116
(and 3119, changed in number to 3117 in the final conference version). The final changes after
weeks of controversy and rancor included covering only South Carolina and Idaho, letting the
provision take precedence over only limited laws as opposed to "any other provision of law, "and
adding additional language to make clear that the amendment would have no effect on other
states. The language of the conference report is precisely clear that the final language is I mited
in scope: "'Section 3116 does not establish any precedent for and is not binding on the States of
Washington, Oregon or any other state that is not a covered state for the management,. storage,
treatment, and disposition of radioactive and hazardous material."4

4S(,, 1 50 (Con 0 Rec. S6396 and number 3261. found online at litps'x w\ .\Congrcsscexp crcc 004 0W0` (RFG
) 004 70610 3.pt tI. S A1321.

4 5 108 Cong. Rec. S56395-6421I, found online at itp': \ cvge~o congressional-record 2004. 06 03.:seate-

' .See 1089"' Con ~ress, Senate Roll ('all Vote 107.
hi ps:x~ sc~at. io~ c .shti W ISrol _call lisis roll Call votc Clim I i11?cou 1g!Cs 1 OX&scssionl 2& ow 00

07; see almi. S. Rept. 108-260, National Decfense Authorization Act For Fiscal Year 2005,
hitps: wv~ \k ct)fl~rcss tv co cflgcssii~areport, I (i8th-congircss scrilic-rcupori "61).

'See 1-IRept. 108-767, H1. Rept. 108-767, Ronald W. Reagan National lDcfcnse Authorization Act For Fiscal Year
2005, li tps: wcugrcs.g) cong C 55 i ~ )11~1 I !FCl ,)ort I 08th-conorcvs housc-rciport 707 1 ?o,,cr\'c\v-clh "cd also
onlinc (it liIns~.x xmV C s, o 80 . crt,* hr 1707J'RFF- 10 81111 )I 76 7.I * at 353 and 883-885.
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And thus, the law remains until this proposed reclassification of HLW by the Draft WIR
Determination. 4

E. All Of This Activity Was The Subject Of Enormous Public Scrutiny

Along with sizable press coverage during the course of the litigation and immediately thereafter.
the litigation and the legislative battle was also the subject Of Substantial press coverage, several
law review and journal articles, including, but not limited to:

Wald, M, Energy Depart mciii IS Challenged Over Wasie Disposal Methodsv, N.Y. TIMES, Mar.
4. 2002, available at https://www.lnytimes.com/2002/03/04/us/energy-dept-is-challenped-over-
waste-disposal--metliods.html

News Release, Washington State Office of Attorney General, W1ashington Seeks to P3artieipate in
Nuclear Waste Lavwuit Against D.O.E., July 16, 2002, available at
httv is: //ww w. atg. wa. gov/n ew s/new s-re Ieases/wash ington -seeks -part ic ipate- nuc lear- waste-
lawsuit-a Zamst -doe

Clark, K., Feds.find shor-tcuts in nulclear cleanupl, High Country News, Nov. 11, 2002, available
at https://www.hcn.orf.. jissues/238!1 3514

N RDC, Press Release, CourtI Rule-s Enerugy Department Reclassification oJ'Nuclear Waste
Illegal, July 03, 2003. available at https://www.nrdc.orgmedia/2003it030703

Wald. 1, I. Judge Voids Cleanup Plan For- Wastes At Bomib Plais, NY Times, July 4, 2003,
available a athttps://www.iiyiimes.coin/2003/07/'04/us/judge-voids-cleantip-plan-for-wastes-at-
born b- plants. ltnil

TDN .com, Corners can't he c-ut on cleanup) at H1an/brd site, Jul 9, 2003, available at
https://tdn.com/news/`opinion/ editorial/comners-can-t-be-cut-on-ceanup-at-hanford-
site/article 541V9302.3-86d8-5365-807c-92 l~bafaclIad.html

Alvarez, R., The Legacy ofHan fbrd, W1ashington continues to evade re-sponsihiiiv/br/b1rtv,-
seven vears of containlation, The Nation, July 31, 2003, available at
https://www.tilenation.comn/article/legacy-hanford/.

" .SeeC e.,the lraiisition Document onl the NDlAA [Y 2005, "Additional in formation on the Section 3 11 6 Waste
Ietcrrni1nat ils: lhe Ronald Reagan National lfense Authorization Act of 2005 clarified I)OLs authority to
classify and dispose on-site soni1c portion of tank waste as other than 11 Ii- lcvcl waste. As discussed yesterday, the
law. is applicable to Savannah River and Idaho, but not Hanford; found online at
litin s: v~\VW c~lci!'i Ite\sm! pod, tiles niaplrod~documniets l'ranrsiton 200,8 1009 1: MI *Xddhiomd Wticrial N-A
( op IV, fl. T 1
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Alvarez, R., To Clean orNlor to Clean, The Inlander, Aug .7, 2003, available
at https://www.inlandier. corn/sn okane/to-cl ean-or-not-to-clIean/Con tent ?o id =2 17 754 1 0

News Release, Washington State Office of Attorney General, Giregoire Opp1ose-s DOE Proposal
to Change Nuclear Waste Lawvs, Aug 29 2003, available at https://www. atg .wa~gov/news/news-
r-eleases/giregoire-opposes-doe-proposal- chang :e-nuclIear-waste- laws

Pegg, J.R., House: Nuclear Waste Should Not Be Classified Less Hazardous, Environmental
News Service, Oct. 3, 21003, available at http://www.enis-newswire.coii/enis/oct2003/2.003- 10-03-
I I1. as

Fryer. A., Washington Lawmlraker-s Stop Bush Fromn Reclassifi'ing.Nuclear Wfaste, SEATTLE
TIMES, Oct. 3, 2003

Pope, C., Nuclear 1Awste changes soughi at I-an for-d and other- sites, New prop~osal woul/d allow
Energi' Dept. to skip) cleanup) qfthe Inost lethal maltrial, Seattle Post-Intelligencer, May 5, 2004.
available at hittps://www.seattlepi .com/local/article/N uclear-waste-chiant Jes- sought-at-Han ford-
and-other- 1 1441 02.php

Cantwell, M., Sen. C'antivel's Floor Statemntt on Pi-oposed Reclassification of'Nuclear W1aste,
May 20, 2004, available at https:/./www.cantwell .senate. gov/news/press-releases/ sen-caiitxweIls-
floor-statement- on -propo sed-re c Iass if ication -of-nuclear-waste
Struglinski, S., Nuclear waste vote divides Neval~da enaeitoms., Las Vegas Sun, June 4, 2004,
available at https://Iasvegassuii.coi-n/iiews/`2004/ii/04/nuclear-waste-%,ote-divides-nevada-
senators!

Paskus, L., Congress overrules the Courts, High Country News, Feb. 16, 2004, available at
hittps://www.hicn .org!issues/268 /14565

Environmental News Network, Enei-S V~ IDepartment pledges to remzove 99 pereent oflinuclear
lvasteftoln tanks, 1 8 June 2004, available at h-ts/wwenci/riisi04-nry
dep 'artment -pledges-to-remiove-99-percent-of-nuclear-waste-from-tauiks

Wald, M., Bill Allows A tomic Waste to Renain in Tanks, NY Times, OCT. 10, 2004, available at
bttps://www.nytimes.comi/2004/ 110/I 0/politics/bi ll-allows-atomic-waste-to-remain-in-tanks.hitm

West, S., Swveepig the Mess Under Han fbrd's Ruig: How the State of Washington and its
Citizens Group~s Plan to Clean it Up, William & Mary Environmental Law aiid Policy Review,
Volume 29 1 Issue 3 Article 6, 2005.

David K. Mears & John Ruple, Natural Resources Defrnise Council v. Abr-aham: Pr-ev enting the
Dep.artmnent o/fEnergiv fr-om Defining Awa.y High-Lev~el Nuclear Waste, 24 J. Land Resources &
Envtl. L. 77 (2004).
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Joanne Hughes Burkett, Changing the Rules?9 NRDC v,. A brahamn & the Reclassification of High
Level Nuclear Waste, 12 Southeastern Envtl. LiJ. 159 (2004).

W. Chris Swett, POLITICS, MONEY, AND RADIOACTIVE WASTE: THlE SAVANNA]
RIVER SITE CONUNDRUM. 16 Southeastern Envtl. L.J. 391 (2008).

Noah D. Lichtenstein, The Hanford Nuclear Waste Site: A Legacy of Risk, Cost, and
Inefficiency, 44 Nat. Resources J. 809 (2004).

2004 NINTH CIRCUIT ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW: CASE SUMMARIES, 35 Envtl. L.
509, 571-572.

James D. Werner, Towvard Sustainable Radioactive Wtaste Control: Successes and Failures 1-roin
199.2 to 20021, 32 ELR 11059 (2002).

F. There Is No NEPA Coverage for the Draft WIR Determination

It should also 'y0, without saying that the National Environmental Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. §432 1, et
seq., provides no safe harbor for DOE's Draft WIR Determnination. The Draft Detert-ination is
without a doubt a major federal action affecting the environment and there is no DOE NEPA
documnent that specifically addresses the myriad of environmental harms attendant to this
proposed decision to abandon waste in the HLW tanks. Nearly 8 years a{ 0 NRDC and HC
addressed DOE's Department's Tank Closure and Waste Management Draft Environmental
Impact Statement and we incorporate those comments here today.

But further, for DOE to proceed without any NEPA coverage at all of this explicit action (and to
avoid segmenting the NEPA review, later and likely WIR Determination as a result of this
action), is to avoid the fundamental requirement of NEPA, to search and subject to a "hard look"
the en vironmiental impact comiparison of reasonable alternatives requ ired under N EPA.4 9' C EQ' s
regulations governing implementation of NEPA direct that Federal agencies "shall to the fullest
extent possible .... (b). emiphasize real environmnental issues and alternatives. ...(e) Use the NEPA
process to identify and assess the reasonable alternatives to proposed actions that ii avoid or
inimitize adverse efects ofthese actions upon the quality of the human environment."' In

setting out the fundamentalI purpose of an EIS, CEQ's regulations also state, "It [the EIS] shall
provide full and f'air discussion of significant environmental impacts and shall inform
decisionmakers and the public of the reasonable alternatives which would avoid or mninimize
adverse impacts or enhance the qualitY of the human environment. Al ~encies shall focus on
significant en vironmnental issues and alternatives... ."51 Satisfying these requirements is a non-
discretionary duty of the NRC's NEPA process and obligations under the law.

4
1)Set.,NEPA, 42 U.S.C. §4321 etseq.; seealso 40 C.F.R. §1502.14, 10OC.F.R. 51.85, and § 51.10-125 and App A.

50 40 C. F. R. § 1 500.2 (emnphasis added).
51 40 C.F.R. § 1 502.1 (emnphasis added).
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G. DOE's New Effort to Re-interpret HLW

More recently, DOE has recently issued a Requesvt br Pub/ic Comment onl the U.S. Departinentf
qlfEnei-gy Interipretation of High-Level Radioactfive WastWe. 5 2 In this notice, DOE requests
comment on its interpretation of the definition of HLW, asserting that "'[t]his statutory termn
indicates that not all wastes from the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuiel ("'reprocessing wastes'")
are VILW, and DOE interprets the statutory termn such that somne reprocessing wastes may be
classified as not HLW (non-IILW) and may be disposed of in accordance with their radiological
characteristics." 53 DOE explains the clear result of its newly sug gested interpretation of the
definition of HLW, stating

Therefore, under DOE's interpretation, wauste r-esulting fromn the repr-oce(_ssing of
SATF is non-I-L W if the waste: 1. Does not exceed concentration lit-its for Class C
low-level radioactive waste as set out in section 61.55 of title 10, Code of Federal
Regulations; or 11. Does not require disposal in a deep geologic repository and
meets the performance objectives of a disposal facility as demion str-ahd through a
per.forinatw~e assesment conducz'ed in accor-dance it1th applicable regulatori1
requirements. Reprocessing waste meeting either I or 11 of the above is non-HLW,
and may be classified and disposed in accordance with its radiological
characteristics in an appropriate facility provided all applicable requirements of the
disposal facility are met. 54

Thus, if DOE were to finalize its new interpretation of HLW, the Departtment could claim for
itself the ability to simply declare HLW is no longer HLW, and therefore dispose of it
differently-like in shallow land burial-and not in a deep geolog

NRDC, et al. will respond accordingly and in a timely fashion to this notice, but we briefly note
the following things about DOE's newly suggested interpretation of HJLW. First, such a new
interpretation of statutorily defined termn is contrary to law and exceeds the Department's
authority for many of the same reasons that this Draft WIR Determination would violate the law
if finalized in its current form. We explain much of this below. Second, this notice seems a
transparent attempt to garner the authority to reclassify HLW in the Area C tanks, but without
necessarily even the public process and meeting the requirement that DOE ensure "the removal
of key radionuclides to the maximum extent that is technically and economically practical before
DOE can define waste as non-HL1W." Id. This self-serving effort to expand what is already
DOE's self-regulation with respect to how it manages HJLW at its DOE nuclear weapons cleanup
sites violates the NWPA and its clear requirement that HLW be defined by its source and origin.

This new interpretation is merely a proposal at this point and therefore can have no meaningful
impact on DOE's proposed action with respect to the reclassification of the Area C IILW tanks.
Further, even if DOE were to attempt to conflate the two issues, such an effort will be sure to

s83 Fed. Reg. 50909. October 10, 2018.

ShI.

SId. at 50911 (emphasis added).
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draws both conlgressi1onal and judicial scrutiny w~hen and if the Trump Administration DOE
attempts to move forwvard. Despite thle DOE's assertions that ""[a]t this time, DOE is not
making-and has not mnade-any decisions on the disposal of any particular waste stream." Id.

In thle parallel matter of this Draft WIR Determination, that is precisely what is happening. DOE
goes on to sug. ,gest that it "will continue its Current practice of manal ~in all its reprocessing
wastes as if they were 1-ILW unless and until a specific waste is determined to be another
category of waste based on detailed technical assessments of its characteristics and an evaluation
of potential disposal pathways." That's essentially what it's doing in this Draft WIR
Determination and for the reasons we articulate below, DOE has, again, run afoul of the law.

IV. DOE's 2018 Draft WIR Determination

DOE proposes leaving 62.,900 .7allons (about 500,000 Curies) of Hij h -level radioactive waste in
the sixteen C-Farm tanks at Hanford. C-Farm is one of eighteen such waste tank farms- on the
Hanford site. For a more complete description, see Dr. Kaltofen's Dccl. at 5, 6.

A. The 16 tanks are 111W and are the result of reprocessing spent nuclear fuel

WMA-C received wastes created by the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuels, including
Plutoniumn-Uranium Extraction Plant reactor fuel wastes and spent nuclear fuel fission wastes
including. strontium and cesium burned-fuiel fission products.f5 This is most toxic and long-
lasting waste in the world.

As was explained to the 9th Circuit in the original round of litigation years ago describing the
reprocessing waste, the half-life (the time it takes for one-half of an unstable isotope of thle
element to be lost through radioactive decay) of some of the isotopes which have leaked are as
follows: cesium- 137, 30 years; strontiuin-90, 29 years; plutonium-239, 24.110 years; and
uranium--238, about 4.5 billion years. A rule of thumb is that it in 10 times the half-life thle
amount of the isotope remaining is about 0. 1 percent of its original value (i.e., almost entirely
decayed awa y). Thus, it will take about 240,000) years before plutonium-239 has all but decayed
away. By way of comparison, the civilization recognized by many historians to be among the
oldest the Mesopotamian is understood to have begun less than 6,000 years ago. Kennewick
Man walked near DOE's Hanford site on the "Columbia Plateau an estimated 8,340 to 9,200
years ago.""" The last L .ake Missoula flood that scoured eastern Washington and rerouted rivers
at the end of the most recent Ice Age was only about 12,000 years ago.57

B. The Draft WIR Determination is a technically unsound proposal

5See, eFginHal Tank Closure & Waste Managemecnt [nrvironnmental Imipact Statemecnt, (D1OL/FS-039 1), at
Chapter 2, see also, DOE' 20 18 p. 48 to 5 1: see also, First and Second D)eclarations of b_)(6) ] part
of the record hcforc the United States Federal D~istrict Court in Idaho in NII(v. A bra hain 271 F.Supp.2d 1 260 (1).
Id. 2003), Attachmnirts C and 1).

'Bonnichsen v United States. 357 F.3d 962, 966 (9th Cir. 2004).
Response Brief ot'Appellees Natural Resources Defense Council and Snake River Alliance at 8, n.6.
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NRDC and Hanford Challen ye contracted with Dr. Marco Kaltofen, of Boston Chemical Data
Corp. to provide a technical analysis of DOE's Draft WIR Determination. See Attachment A,
(hereinafter, "Kaltofen Dccl. at _"). Dr. Kaltofen describes in detail the technical history of the
LILW in the tanks and its extraordinary radiotoxicity. Dr. Kaltofen writes:

In 1995, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory for DOE compiled estimates of
radioactivity of the high-level wastes in storage at Hanford. The estimates are in
units of MCi (Millions of tunes, a.k.a. equivalent to millions of grams of radium-
226). These amounts have been reduced, in sonic cases by 1 5 to 20 percent due to
radioactive decay, and by removals since 1995.

Tank Wfastes Capsuile Wastes
Lici uid Solid Strontium Cesium
68.5 12 3.3 44.9 101.2

[ DOE, Integr-atedl Data Base Report-I 995:- U. S. Spent Nuclear- Fuel and
Radiow live W~rtste In entories, Projections, and Charactferis tics, DO ERW-0006.
Rev ,. I 2, December 1996, p. 52.]

By comparison the annual limits on intake by ingestion for a radiation worker to
ensure the workers dose does not exceed 5 reis per year is 0.0004 Ci of strontium-
90 or 0.000 1 curies ("'Ci") of cesium- 137. [EPA, Limtiing Values of Radionucelides
Intake and Air (joncetratio1 and Dose Lonversion I-actoi-s For- Inhalation,
Submnersion, And Ingestion. EPA-520/l -88-020, September 1988. pp. 49 and 71 ]
Thus, the wastes at lHanford contain millions of "annual limits on intake" for
nuclear workers. In its concentrated formn the HLW in the tanks is chemnically toxic
in addition to being intensely radiotoxic. This is why Con ~ress has required that all
hi h- level radioactive waste be isolated in one or more deep geological repositories.

Kaltofen Dccl. at 3.

Dr. Kaltofen also presents an abbreviated but on point history of the leaking HLW tanks and the
projected plans for treatment, removal and vitrification of the HLW before disposal in a deep
geologic repository. id. at 3-4, 10.

Dr. Kaltof'en raises a host of concerns with the Draft WIR Determination, and the declaration,
filed this day, speaks for itself But specific areas of concerns raised by Dr. Kaltofen include but
are not limited to the following

(1) DOE rejects available (or foreseeable) technologies to remove the residual
HLW from the tanks. The data do not even show that the limited tank-washing
efforts have exhausted their utility; no fuirther technolo Ties have been explored.
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(2) Without providing comparative alternatives risk data, DOE believes that
abandoning wastes in thle shallow subsurface creates less risk than removal,
treatment, and use of a geological repository. The clear and documented
uncertainties in DOE's analysis of the magnitude and timing of leaks from the
residual abandoned IJLW make it impossible to quantify thle risk relative to removal
of IILW from shallow burial.

(3) The consequences of abandoning waste to both public and environmental health
and safety are 1 tnored or inimized (see details in Part 11). Comments by WA
Ecolo~ y and data from US DOE's own analyses show that the residual HLW will
exceed applicable le tal standards before the expiration of the modeled 10,000 year
period, and in fact, exceeds these legally -required quantitative levels already.

(4) Installing ,,,rout above the HLW will not isolate the waste for 10,000 years. but
will guarantee that I ILW eventually reaches the Columbia River. Migration from
WMA C to the Columbia River could take as little as 10 years. even assuming that
no accidental criticality is ever initiated.

(5) Abandonment and groutingt will delay the achievement of legally -required
cleanup milestones, rather than cause them to be met in a more timely fashion. It
would be much more correct to say that the milestones had been moved rather than
" reached."

IdI. at 8, 9.

Dr. Kaltofen continues to write about the problematic and ill-advised nature of DOE's Draft

WIR Determination, asserting,

Once grout fails in the tanks, any radioisotopes leached from the residual HILW left
in tanks can move to the Columbia River in a relatively short time. The draft DOE
WIR evaluation notes that, "Travel time of water through the uneonfined aquifer
from the 200 East Area to the Columbia River has been estimated to be in the range
of 10 to 30 years" (US DOE 2018 sec. 2.1.5.3.3). Other estimates in the same
reference suggest a maximum travel time of 33 years, based on reduced wastewater
recharge in the 200 Areas. This is still only a small fraction of the already short
design time of 1000 years before failure.

* **
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Hanford's radioisotope inventories have large uncertainties. The draft WIR
evaluation notes that, "A previous assessment of limitations to the IIDW model
provided in IINF-3273, 'Hanford Defined Waste Model Limitations and
Improvements,' showed that tank-specif Ic IIDW nmodel estimates and tank sample
results can vary by one to two orders of magnitude." These uncertainties apply to
the materials discussed including TRU, technetium-99, iodine- 129, zirconium-93,

carbon-14, cesium-I 37, strontim-90; as well as isotopes not discussed specifically
but present in the WMA C tanks such as isotopes of amnericium, neptunium. cobalt-

60, europium, thorium, gadoliniumn ¶tritium, radium and others.

Uncertainty notwithstanding. there are more than 600 Curies of americlim-24 I and
more than 17,000 Curies of cesium-1 37 estimated to be in WMA-C tanks according
to the estimated inventories used in the PA (Some tanks have updated cesium- 137
inventories due to retrieval operations. Post-retrieval samples showed that actual

cesium-137 inventories were generally higher than the estimated inventories.)
Included in these figures are 8.5 Curies of americium-241 and 187 Curies of'
cesiLum-137 in WMA C pipelines (2014 PA estimate). Given, however, that the
actual supernatant to solids activity ratios of these isotopes is not fuilly known, the
amount of these inventories to be abandoned is uncertain.

* **

Leaving HLW near the surface of the .,round at Hartford creates some unavoidable
conflicts with the local environment. Shallow-buried materials lie in the portion of
the soil where any groundwater percolates downward over time into the deeper,
fully saturated, aquifer. This creates aii obvious transport mechanism for any
leached isotopes. including transuranic (heavier than uranium) isotopes of
plutonium, americium and neptunium, that will eventually reach the Columbia
River or potentially somne other future groundwater user. (Most Americans rely at
least in part on groundwater for drinking or agriculture).

The use of homogeneous groundwater models instead of multilayer heterogeneous
modeling is insufficient to provide a realistic assessment of the time to
breakthrough of residual tank wastes into the Columbia River. As noted in the draft
WIR evaluation, "Hydraulic conductivity values reported for the aquifer in this area

vary considerably, ranj Ing from 0.04 (silt lenses within the sandy gravel) to 6,900
in/day." This is an unusually wide ranj eC of hydraulic conductivity values, and it
demonstrates the hetero ~eneous nature of the aquifer. No known homogeneous
hydrot ~eolo ic model can accommodate such a wide range of hydraulic
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conductivities. The high hydraulic conductivity values are consistent with the short

transit times for contaminants leaving the WMA C and arriving at the Columbia

River. Given that IILW is already in the vadose zone and moving into the Columbia

River, a more realistic multilayer heterogeneous groundwater model is required.

There is no evidence-based mnethod for even estimating the potential failure rate of
grouting based on failure to set due to waste chemistry. It is not feasible to pilot test
a grouting treatment process facility that realistically simulates disposition of
materials formerly classified as HLW. The actual chemistry of this processing is
not known.

Id. at 16, 18. 22, 24.

Other technical comments by Dr. Kaltofen include the following:

Grouting Affects Retrieval: The failure to properly define the limits to technology
means that HLW would be abandoned in place without employing additional
technologies that could retrieve refractory solids in the WMA C tanks. Failure to
remove the remaining IILW in the tanks makes it far more difficult to remove thle
tanks themselves. Tank recovery and removal is likely to be a key initial step to
removing leaked HLW in the vadose zone below the tanks. Adding grout of course,
only increases the difficulty of retrieval, potentially making HLW remnediation from
the vadose zone impossible.

Grout monolith longevity: Grout has never been tested under realistic conditions.
DOE suggests that grout within the abandoned waste tanks is required to protect
the environment from residual HLW for 1000 years (the "6comnpliance period" vs.
the sensitivity/uncertainty period of 10,000 years). The 1 000-year time frame is of
course,, highly abbreviated compared to other analyses of waste migration
performed at Hanford. DOE, in an act of self-regulation, created this specific time
period in a DOE "order". This shortened period of 1000 years does not meet the
requirements of 40 CFR 191, which specifies a required period of 10,000 years
(NRC 1995). The 2012 TC & WM LIS carries the grout leachate model past the
year 4000 mark, when Columbia River activity levels for technetium-99 and iodine-
129 would be reaching their equilibrium maxima.

Current models developed from empirical laboratory grout simulations cannot
provide this kind of assurance for either 1000 years or 10,000 years. A 1995 PNL
grout test at Hanford noted that (PNL 1995),

"The semi-infinite solid diffusion model was selected as the most
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representative model for describing leaching of rIouts. The use of this
model with empirically derived leach constants yields conservative
predictions of waste release rates, provided no significant changes occur in
the grout leach processes over long timne periods."

The use of this model demands that the grout not only last for 1000 years, but that
its properties must not change significantly over that entire period to remnain
protective. Certainly such a requirement is completely untested. The 1995 Hanford
grout leaching tests ran on grouts that had set for 46 days, or 0.0 13 00 of the required
1000 year-life of grouted HLW in WMA C tanks (or less than 0.004 00 of the 4000
year climb toward the Columbia River equilibrium concentration, or 0.00 13 % oof
the 40 CER 1 91 -required 10,000 years).

These same 1995 grout test reports noted (pag
monolith formed in the abandoned tanks would invalidate the presumed
groundwater velocity in grout of 0.5 to 5 cmn per year. Normally groundwater would
be expected to slowly diffuse throughi the grout monolith through a series of
interconnected pores. This is the basis of the expected Yroundwater velocity of 0.5
to 5 cm per year. For example, the rate of groundwater flow in unfractured volcanic
(igneous) rock is on the order of 0.002 cmi per day and less. For fractured volcanic
rock, groundwater can flow at a rate of 250 cmn per day (Duffield citing Domenico
& Schwartz 1990). This is a difference of nearly five orders of maj tnitude.

In effect, fracturing in grout due to temperature change, loading stress,
imperfections in grout chemistry, ground subsidence, mechanical strain, or grout
composition boundary (where anti-intrusion grouts and mechanical loading gruttrouts
meet),- can cause an immediate catastrophic failure of the grout monolith in a tank.
It is certainly possible that such a fracture could form during the initial pour and set
of a grout lift during tank abandonment. This means that the grout would not
survive a millennium; rather it would not even survive its first day in place.

Notably, a 1000-year grout life is still double the expected life of the WMA C
surface barrier, which is designed to have a functional life of only 500 years. In
contrast, the peak dose rate for all isotopes occurs at 1,500 years, and the peak radon
flux from WMA C occurs at 10,000 years. That's still better than the presumed life
of institutional controls for Hanford. which is 100 years. or 10% of the expected
grout life, or 1 00 of the 1 0,000-year compliance period required by NUREG- 1854.

Tank inventory: The total amounts of plutonium and other long -lived isotopes
stored in Hanford's 177 waste tanks are lar~ Technetiunm-99 is one of the most
problemnatic isotopes at Hanford, because it is one of the most mobile radioisotopes
once it reached groundwater. Its complex chemical behavior makes it diff icult to
immobilize in solid formns. It has a half-life of 211,000 years. The total amount of
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technetium-99 in tanks is about 26,500 Curies (PNNL 2014). Of the total, 11,400
Curies was origyinally stored in the single shell tanks. Most of the double shell
inventory is in the 200-E Area. If the waste tanks generally were allowed to become
permanent repositories for the 4% abandoned HLW residual proposed by DOE for
WMA-C, this would be 1,060 Curies of technetiumn-99 left in shallow burial at
Hanford. This is in addition to the 652 Curies of technetium-99 already known to
have reached Hanford sediments.

With the exception of the complexed pertechnetate species of technetiumn, the actual
form of the up to 25% fraction of soluble technetium compounds is not known. This
mneans that the mobility in grout monoliths or groundwater of this soluble
technetium fraction is also not known. If 25% of the technetium is in the tank
supernatant, this implies that any residual abandoned in the tanks will be relatively
enriched in technetium, compared to the Supernatants that will be treated via
vitrit ication.

Accidental criticality: Nonradioactive chemnicals play an important role in
maintaining the safety of residual plutoniumn in tanks. Plutonium has a significant
spontaneous fission rate, and a low critical mass. Critical mass in the minimumn
mass required to initiate a spontaneous nuclear criticality, which is very highly
undesirable. Materials such as iron and cadmiumn maintain the plutoniumn in tank
solids below the criticality safety limit (CSL) of 2 grams of plutonium per liter of
waste solids (Westinghouse 1995). Actual maximum plutonium activity in the 100
and 200 series tanks is 0.35 to 0.70 ;up to 35 %o of the CSL (Bratzel 1996, CSL
also stated as 2.6 g PulL). Chemical washout from grout that removes cadmium or
other neutron absorbers, or concentrates plutonium, can lead to unanticipated
criticalities, which would create a catastrophic failure of containment.

Chemical crystal li zation at the grout- sedi me nt interface is one example of a
potentially plutonium-concentrating mechanism. The DOE WIR evaluation (US
DOE 2018, p.55) notes that, "In most instances, adsorption appears to be the
controlling geochemnical process, but neutralization of acid waste by the alkaline
sediment and neutralization of basic tank waste can cause precipitation of some
contaminant species within the sediment pores." This means that plutonium leached
from grout in the tanks would precipitate in the sediment pores immediately
adjacent to the tanks, resulting in preferential deposition of plutonium. The grout
solids, which serve to keep plutonium activity below the CSL, would be left behind.
The WJR further notes on p. 55 that, "Outside the zone of pH neutralization,
adsorption is considered to be the dominant retardation process in the vadose zone."
This adsorption zone outside of the neutralization zone where plutonium can
recrystallize would reinforce the tendency to concentrate plutonium residues in a
small volume; again driving plutonium activity to reach or exceed the CSL, and
encouraging the initiation of an accidental criticality.
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In total, it is estimated that 500 to 1 000 kg plutonium remains in the 100 and 200
series tanks (Ibid). In 1951 Hanford experienced an accidental criticality in a water
solution of plutonium nitrate, where the system contained a total of 1. .15 kg of
plutonium-239 (LANL 1967). The laboratory building involved was never fully
remediated, but was eventually abandoned. In comparison, tank C- 102 is estimated
to contain about 1.02 kg of plutoniumn-239 (2018 Oregon DOE data).

At Hanford, nonradioactive iron compounds in tank solids provide an important
safety buffer al ~ainst exceeding the CSL. However in some tanks, such as C- 101,
waste streams were disposed that had iron to plutonium-239 ratios of less than 5:1
(ironmplutonium-239). Differential loss of iron compounds would significantly
impact the safety factor below the criticality safety limit for this waste solid in C-
101.

On average in I anford waste tanks, there are higher concentrations (on a molar
basis) on plutonium in the solids versus the supernatant liquids in tanks. Tank C-
1 10 has nearly a IlOOX greater plutonium concentration in solids compared to
liquids. It is the solids left behind that will account for much of the abandoned
residuals in tank wastes, meaning leaving a 40(Y residual of solids p~otential ly leaves
much more than 4% of a tank's plutonium in shallow burial. Tank liquids W Ill be
readily removed; most of these have plutonium concentrations between 10-6 and
10-9 molar. Tanks solids are most likely to be in the residual; these are 10-4 to 10-
6 molar, with more than two orders of miagnitude greater plutonium concentration.

Washington Dept. of Ecolot y commented on the criticality risks associated with
DOE proposal, noting that DOE assumed that the single sample retrieved (from
HLW tanks) might not be representative of the entire volume of residual waste.
DOE stated that the C-200 tanks were presumed to have a similar history and waste
types; yet, when sampled, there were considerable differences among some of these
tanks. Given that result, WA DOE questioned the uncertainty associated with the
use of waste type templates and how is it addressed in DOE's [plutonium] inventory
estimates, given that these template values were derived from models (WA Ecology
2017).

11W, technetium-99, iodine-129 and neptunium: The 2017 DOE Status Report
(US DOE 201 8b) states on p. 1- 17, "The inventories of technetium-99 [technetium-
99, half life of 211,000 years by beta decay] and iodine- 129 [iodine- 129, half life
1 5.7 million years by beta decay] as representative mobile constituents were used
to evaluate potential impact of the PUREX tunnels." Nevertheless, the WIR
neglected to address the large inventory of Tc-99 and other chemicals that reside
beneath the tanks (https://www.niap.edu/read/l 161 8/chapter/8#63). This also
applies to wastes from other areas (such as the B-complex in the northwest corner
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of the 200 East Area) where contaminants are now i rating. into the WMA C area
due to dissipation of the former I ~roundwater mounds underneath effluent dischari e
points.

Prior US DOE documents (such as the 2012 Final Hanford Tank Closure and Waste
Management Environmental Impact Statement, TC & WM EIS) note that the
eventual long-term equilibrium activity of iodine-I 29 and technetiumn-99 in the
Columbia River is a function of the percent removal of VILW from the tank farms
(Sec. 3, DOE responses to public comments, TC & WM EIS).

The plans to abandon tank residuals containing these isotopes fails to consider that
nuclides such as technetium-99 and iodine-I 29 exist at other waste sites on the
Hanford Plateau. For example naval wastes disposed of at Hanford contain both
nuclides, including 2.8 Curies of technetium-99 and a poorly characterized (but
smaller) amount of iodine-l29 (3/15/2010 letter froii T. Mueller, Naval Systems
Command to US DOE ORP).

WA Ecolo~ y (2017) noted that multiple individual monitoring wells for
groundwater observation at Hanford contain these and other isotopes, along with
hazardous chemical constituents. Some of these are outside of known major plume
areas. These groundwater constituents, both radioactive and hazardous, would
persist over and above those released from the abandoned waste tanks. Somne
monitoring wells, such as well 299-E27-155 at WMA C contain all three isotopes,
technetium-99, iodine-I 29 and plutonium-239.

* **

Summary:
0The long-tenrn integrity of~ ~rout is untested.

. Grouting will not effectively bind residual IILW. Hanford's climatic and
soil environments are particularly harsh for -,rout monoliths.

*Grout performance and the rate of groundwater flow through the grout
monolith, is critically dependent on near-perfect, fracture-free, installation.

*The performance assessment does not use a reasonable time framne. Other
sources of radioisotopes are not included in models. Models assume no
significant decline in performance over time and no nonuniformity over
space.

0 Grouting of tank wastes is irreversible, preventing future remediation of
residuals.

0Reasonably foreseeable future land uses that could affect groundwater
hydraulic Yradients and exposure scenarios are not addressed.

" Inadvertent criticalities. are not addressed.
" Future use scenarios assumne institutional controls or unrealistic land uses,

such as no anthropogenic disturbance of a scale greater than drilling (e.g.
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constructing building foundations). Climactic scenarios exclude dam
fail tires, Columbia River flooding ,concentrated rainfall events especially
in cooler weather, glacial flooding/damming.

Kaltofen Decl. at I11 15-17, 19-20, 25-26.

C. State & Hanford Advisory Board Advice and Comments

The states of Oregon and Washington have identified how Department of Energy failed to meet
its own standards for a \VIR evaluation. To summarize, U.S. Department of Energy failed to
show that it had removed key radionuclides, which the reclassified waste would be managed to
meet performance standards, and that waste would be incorporated in a solid physical form. The
State of Washington stated in its comments, "Ecology believes that the U.S. Department of'
Energy (USDOE) is unable to show compliance with the three criteria of the waste incidental to
reprocessing evaluation process set forth in Chapter 11 of the Radioactive Waste Management
Manual, DOE M 435.1 -1. " Oregon similarly identif jed U.S. DOE's failure to meet its own
requirements. Both states object to U.S. DOE's decision to i ~nore contamination in soils near and
below the tanks in Waste Management Area C. Additionally, both states arguet that U.S. DOE's
Performance Assessment is inadequate for supporting the WIR determination.

In addition to the observations of two states and Dr. Kaltofen about the technical issues related to
the Draft WIR, the Hantford Advisory Board (HAB), a 32-m-ember Site-Specific Advisory Board
chartered under the Federal Advisory Committee Aet, and set up by the DOE to provide advice
on the Hantford cleantup to the DOE, has provided observations and official advice to the DOE on
the issue of the Draft WIR. Hantford Challenge is a member of the 1-AB and participated in
preparing this advice. We provide key sections of that advice verbatim below, and incorporate its
points into our own comments:

"The relevant sections of DOE Order 435. 1 permits waste reclassification if three
separate requirements for wastes are met:

" remove key radionuclides to the maximum- extent that is
technically and economically practical;

* meet safety requirements comparable to the performance objectives set
out in I OCFR Part 61, Subpart C. Performnance Objectives; and

*manage, pursuant to DOE"s authority under the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amnended, and in accordance with the provisions of Chapter IV
of this Manual, provided the waste will be incorporated in a solid
physical form at a concentration that does not exceed the applicable
concentration limits for Class C low-level waste as set out in 10 CFR
61.55, Waste Classification; or will meet alternative requirements for
waste classification and characterization as DOE may authorize
(emphasis added).
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The Draft WIR evaluation asserts that all three DOE Order 435.1 requirements have
been met re larding the C-Farmi tanks. However, the determnination of whether key
radionuclides have been removed to, "the maximum extent technically and
economically practical" is one which is subject to challenge and seems to conflict
with the intent of the Hanford Federal Facility Al ~reement and Consent Order,
(TPA). One primary issue is determining how much waste may remain in tanks and
what constitutes removal to the extent practical.

In its formal statement in the Tank Closure and Waste Management EIS
(TCWMEIS), Washington State Department of Ecology (Ecology) stated that it
interpreted the TPA and state and federal hazardous waste laws as requiring
removal of 99% of waste in the tanks, prior to a determination of impracticality for
further retrieval. Yet, DOE seeks to proceed with reclassifying waste after retrieving
only 960 ofrom the C Farm Tanks (some tanks have >900 residual remaining) and not
retrieving any high-level key radionuclides from discharl -yes to the soil. 5 ' This draft
WIR would allow leaving 4% or approxima tely 60,000 to 70,000 gallons of High
Level Nuclear Waste in the C-Farm tanks and would reclassify this waste form from
high-level to low-level waste. 9 It should be noted that retrieval of bulk waste may
not satisfy the criteria for removal of key radionuclides from the mixture of wastes
to be disposed.

In the TCWMEIS, Ecology noted that the "preferred alternative" adopted by DOE
was 99% retrieval; and, the TCWMEIS model predicted that leaving mnore waste
resulted in levels of contamination that could exceed groundwater protection
standards for thousands of years. The Board seeks clarification regarding whether
DOE intends to use this WIR process to abrol ~ate the formal Record of Decision
under which DOE adopted the preferred alternative of 99% retrieval.

This draft WIR determination addresses only radionuclides remaining in thle
residual waste in the tanks and their auxiliary structures in WMA C. Because the
residual waste is mixed waste (radioactive and hazardous). WMA C must also meet
Washington State's dangerous waste requirements for closure.'() Pursuant to the
Tri-Party Agreement, closure plans must be approved by Ecology and incorporated
into the Hanford Site-Wide Dangerous Waste Permit before DOE can proceed with
closing, the tanks.

Pertaining to the third WAIR criterion, because DOE is not processing the residual
Iwaste in grout ,but instead filling the tank void space with grout, the HAB is

5US[)OE estimrates that approximately 70,3 5 gallons of waste remain in the C liun'Fanks Tables 4- 7, 4-8, with
5.500 gallIons estimnated remai n ing (iC 105 per IJSL)OIL' June 18, 20]18. There is a widcrangc ofthearnounts
remaining in tanks with C'-1 02 and C-I 12 ha-ving 20.500 gallons (6.5%/) and 10. 100 gallons (9.7%) respectively.
" Draft WIR l'valuationTables4-7, 4-8, with 5,500 gallons estimated remaining C-105 per USDOE June 18,
2018.

Washington Admninistrative Code (WAC) 173-303, Dangerous W1aste Regulations.
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concerned that the ;rout and waste will not be incorporated in a solid physical formi
as required by Order 435. 1.

The WIR evaluation for WMA C only seeks to reclassify the tank infrastructure
and residual wastes in tanks and pipelines. It does not include the hij h -level waste
that leaked from the tanks or was spilled into the soil. In the process of learning
about the draft WIR evaluation for WMA C, it has now emerged that, without any
public notice, in 2008 DOE adopted a WIR determination to reclassify high-level
nuclear wastes at Haniford which leaked or were spilled fromn tanks into soil during
waste transfers and operations. This prior WIR determination followed the citation
process under DOE 0 435.1, which involves a less rigorous analysis than the
evaluation process being pursued for the WMA C tank residuals. DOE has not

ytpoided a clear and consistent response regadn whether- this previous
WIR determination applies to the waste that leaked and spilled from the C
Tank Farm, nor whether DOE ever intends to conduct a separate WIR
evaluation for the WMA C contaminated soils.

vice: Polio, Basi

The [Hlanford Advisory] Board advises that DOE:

*Ensure its WIR evaluation and the tank farm closure process
includes the following steps:

o Work with Ecolo ' V to establish a comprehensive process for
tank closure that inter ~rates closure standards and cumnulative
impacts. The Board is concerned that making piecemeal
decisions using the WIR processes may never mneet closure
standards to allow for full consideration of cumulative
impacts.

o Integrate the closure standards in the C-Farmn closure plan
with the development of the WIR evaluation in order to
address closure requirements as defined by Washing ~toil
State Department of Ecology.

o Include the soils beneath WMA-C in the current WIR
evaluation.

*Initiate a demonstration test prior to grouting that affirms tank
residual waste mneets, the requirements of concentration limits of
Class C low-level as set out in lOCER 61.55 and confoirms to the
exacting metrics, of incorporation of waste into grout.

*Resolve how closure criteria established by the Stcate of
Washington are met when 9.7% of waste remains in a SST. DOE
should provide clarification of the application of the TP~A
Appendix H & V"' in the determination of that waste can remain in the

"' Hanford Federal Facility Agreenictand Consent Order.
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tanks.

Performance Assessment

The Board is concerned that the WIR is dependent on a Performance Assessment
(PA) containing residual unmana ~ed uncertainties which may set a precedent for
the closure of additional Hanford tank farrms in the future.

At this point in time, the basis for the WIR evaluation rests mostly on the conclusions
of the C-Farm- PA which declares that all future seepat e from C Farm residuals
would be below drinking water standards for the next 10,000 years at specific
monitoring points. The Board is concerned that the PA and the WIR fail to address
the large inventory of' Tc-99 and other contaminants of concern that moved
laterally, in liquid form, through discharges from PUREX during processing years.
The volumnetric overload (millions of gallons) created a groundwater mound that
accesscd a stair-stepping gradient which transported Cobalt 60, Te- 99, Cesiumn and
Nitrate among, other contaminants of concern, along slilt lenses, sandwiched between
other geolot 'ica Ily discrete layers. The modeling report (Figure 30), by Stan
Sobezyk, 12/1/16 illustrates those thin-layered ancient lake beds under C-Farm.
Current modeling efforts for Unplanned Releases (UPRs) and tank leaks analyze
only vertical transport through the vadose zone, even thoug 11 there is firm evidence
of lateral flow, of Co- 60, specifically, from C-Farm.

The C-Farm PA modeli1ng has never accounted for l iquid moving down slope fromi
PUREX cribs towards C-Farm. Tank leaks and unplanned discharg
for many years. Additionally, the interaction of seepage from- C-Farm or other
nearby facilities with chemicals and radionuclides in the soil beneath C-Farm has
not been considered. The tanks and the soil are inseparable as are the soils and
groundwater. Groundwater remediation must be evaluated prior to a decision onl
tanks. DOE must address soil remediation, groundwater remediation and tank
closure, in total, together (Composite Analysis).

The public was assured by Executive Assistant Secretary for EM, Ines Triay, that
the PA would be vet-ted publicly, would be available for public comment and that
DOE would share its response and decision(s) on the PA. The Board believes that
the State of Washington and the public need adequate timne to address the questions
raised ret. arding the PA and have DOE resolve these questions prior to using the C-
Farmn PA to support the draft WIR evaluation.

Advice: Performance Assessme nt

The [Hanford Advisory] Board advises that DOE:

*Complete and update the Composite Analysis and address questions
concerning the C-Farm PA prior to initiating the WTR evaluation and
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C-Farmi closure.
0Complete the PA Maintenance Plan before proceeding with a WIR

determination. The Maintenance Plan is part of the long-term "decision
package" for a WIR decision required by DOE Order 435.1 and should
be open for public review and comment. The Board advises DOE to
engage the Board and other stakeholders in the development of the PA
Maintenance Plan, to ensure that follow-on monitoring and assessments
adequately address public uncertainties and concerns about the adequacy
of the existing PA model.

0 Given that remaining uncertainties persist in the PA model, DOE should
not use the model results as a basis to determine that no significant risk
reduction would result fromn additional waste retrieval from the WMA
C tanks and pipelines.

am ulat 11V( JIM act

In 2008. DOE executed a WI7R determination for secondary wastes at Hantford,
which included wastes that leak or spill from tanks into soil. This determnination
was developed and codified without knowledge of or participation by the
Washinm ~ton Department of Ecology, the orit tinal parties in the2003 litil tation .,or the
public. At the June 18, 2018 Public mneeting for the WMA C WJR, a DOE
Headquarters representative stated that the 2008 WIR was not intended to apply to
past leaks, but to future leaks that occur during. tank waste retrieval and treatment,
however the language of the 2008 determination (last updated in 2017) does not
include this specificity. DOE's current charge to the NRC is to review a WIR that
excludes evaluation of the soils in Waste Management Area C.

WIR evaluations under 10 CFR 61.55 should include all media, including soils.
Currently, with thle transfer of IILW liquids out of the sixteen tanks, the highest
impact from radionuclides and hazardous chemical in WMA C may now reside in

Jthe soil columns under those tanks. Past practices included over-filling of tanks,
leaks as material went throu h the cascading. system and out unsealed jointS62~ and
because hoses were turned aside, and letting HLW liquid flow into the ground when
tank space was at capacity and processing operations were deemed too important
to stop. 6 ' Estimates are that 25,000 curies were leaked to the soil. The HAD
questions the validity of a WIR process that excludes evaluation of radionuclide
risks in the surrounding soil.

The Board is concerned that DOE's segmented approach does not consider the
impacts from related decisions, such as DOE's stated intent to leave C-Farm, soil
contamination in place. A Composite Analysis is needed because the current
approach does not evaluate or disclose the full range of impacts. The current

RPP.EN 33418 Rev.] 1. ME. Johnson, 3.G. Field, CII2MI liii1Hanf~ord Group. March 2008.
6" WIIC-MR-0227, April 199 1, J.LWaite.
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approach of each sint ~ular evaluation may result in a determ-ination of low risk when
in fact the total impacts may be significant. The Board questions the adequacy of
utilization of the 20 12 TWMCEIS to satisfy this requirement as Alternative 5 (the
only EIS alternative that assumed less than 99% retrieval) shows that the
groundwater maximum contamination limits will be exceeded at the Core
Boundary. It seems to be insufficiently protective to meet the Order 435. 1
requiremnents.

The Board is concerned that DOE has no plan to consider the cumulative impact of
its related proposed actions/decisions to utilize the WIR process to both reclassify
the high- level nuclear waste in C Farm Tanks and the waste discharged and leaked
to soils.64 National Environmental Policy Act (EPA) and State Environmental
Policy Act (SEPA) require the cumulative impact on human health to be considered,
not just examining each individually to see if it meets DOE's standards. This applies
to the chemical contamination releases as well as radionuclide releases. There is no
consideration of those chemical releases and risk in the Draft WIR evaluation. The
segmented approach of considering the risks from the related but separate DOE
decisions may not meet the intent of NEPA or SEPA rel ~ulations. DOE has not laid
out a public involvement process that will integrate still needed data for the PA into
a comprehensive, site-wide closure vision.

Advice; C

The [Hartford Advisory] Board advises that DOE:

*Enlarge the scope of the WJR evaluation to include the residual high-
level nuclear waste in both C Farm Tanks and the surrounding soils
which received historically documented liquid waste discharges.

*Ensure that the ability for future removal of the HLW in the vadose zone,
under the tanks and throughout the geologic strata of WMA C is not
inhibited by Closure of HLW tanks.

* Integrate the Composite Analysis into the WIR decision. The Composite
Analysis is a key part of the "decision package" for WMA C and should
be available for public review prior to a final WIR determination for
WMA C tanks and residuals.

* Provide the public with the ability to review what NEPA analysis has
been done and alternatives to waste reclassification as part of meeting
NEPA obli4 ~ations during. this comment period.""'

U,1SIX)1Ls formally adopted plan giding this WIR [valuation for C Area states that USI)O[-ORP has already

Issued a WIR by citation decision to reclassify the "soils contaminated by tank waste have already been classified as
LLW by [)OL_-ORP using the WIR by citation process." RPP-Plan-47325 Rev. 0 (2010).
" I Hanford Advisory Board, Advice Letter #229 (September 20, 2018), available at
https:iAwww,.Ianford.gov/files.cfi/299 WIR Advice 9.20.1 8 2.0.pdf, pages 2-6.
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V. The Draft WIR Determination is an unlawful proposal

With all the technical infirmiities in the Draft WIR Detenriination that are identified above, there
are no material factual issues genuinely in dispute. Rather, the mnatter DOE should consider
before moi-1 forward is one of statutory interpretation. To wit, (1) Congress plainly stated that
HLW is the hi~ ,hly radioactive material resulting from reprocessing spent nuclear fuel (and the
rest of the definition of IILW under 42 U.S.C. § 111(1 2)(A) is included for explanatory
purposes); (2) Congress clearly intended that FILW be disposed of in a geologic repository
pursuant to the NWPA without the need for humnan monitoring and maintenance; (3) the waste in
DOE's HLW tanks, whether it is the 16 under consideration at Area C or any of the other 177, is
HLW and thus, subject to the NWPA; (4) the incidental waste exemption, if finalized, would
allow DOE to arbitrarily reclassify the HLW in the tanks so that the agency may avoid
compliance with the NWPA, and (5) the incidental waste exemption is fundamentally
inconsistent with the plain Iant ~ua~ ye of the NWPA and its overriding purpose of ensuring that
fI LW does not "'adversely affect the public health and safety and the environment for this or
future generatioils."

Even if C'ongress had not spoken clearly to the issue--whiich it did--this proposed a ~enc y act ion
under Order 435.1 is not based onl a permissible construction of the NWPA and Section 3116 (or
no other existing provision of law) bars DOE from taking this action. Thus. this Draft WIR
Determination also violates the Administrative Procedures Act (AlPA) by: (1) dlefying the clear
coil rressional directive of the NWPA; (2) being based on an administrative record that is devoid

Iof support for DOE's actions"; and (3) reversing longstanding agency policy without reasoned
explanation.

Under Order 435.1 I's incidental waste exemption. DOE awards itself the unilateral authority to
reclassify the 1JLW in the tanks as incidental waste and thus abandon that waste in place rather
than in a geologic repository. Ostensibly no longer IILW, this waste is not subject to the
requirements of the NWPA and may be disposed of under the substantially less strict
requirements applicable to low-level waste. Rather than dispose of I-LW in a geologic
repository, DOE will begin, at Hanford. to abandon thousands of gallons of highly radioactive
sediments and sludges in the bottom of the underground tanks, cover the waste in place with
concrete, and hope (or not care that) the tanks will not cause an environmental and public health
catastrophe immediately or in the future.

Fundamentally, DOE's proposed action creates a new national sacrifice zone for HLW. Disposal
of tens of thousands of 1'allons of HLW in Washin ttoll will (F) result in a potentially catastrophic
dispersal of radioactivity into the environment and (2) at a minimum, require significant land-use
restrictions, maintenance, and monitoring in perpetuity. (Kaltofen Declaration, at 25-26.) Both of
these results are contrary to law.

For more on an administrative record that is devoid of support for- DOE's actions, see attached declaration of"
Marco Kaltotien, Attachment A.
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For the NRDC,, HC and CR, and the public, the impact of abandoning HLW at these sites is
profound. For example, the Yakama Tribe, a culture that long pre-dates the United States, has
been centered on the health of thle Columbia River and its natural resources for thousands of
years. The continued survival of that culture depends upon the vitality of the Columbia River and
thus, on decisions made in this case. For the Yakamas, it is simply anathema to consider as an
appropriate solution the abandonment of HLW that will eventually leak into the river!.6

A. Statutory Definition of HLW
The NWPA was passed in 1982 when Cong
means of disposing of HLW derived from reprocessing fuel and target materials irradiated in
military production reactors, research and test reactors and commercial power reactors 69

In passing the NWPA, Congress limited its consideration of" long -term disposal of HLW to a
deep geologic repository. The reasoning is self-evident in the Id ~islative history of the NWlPA:

The Committee strongly recommends that the focus of the Federal waste
management program remain, as it is today, on the development of facilities for
disposal of high -level nuclear waste which do not i'elv on humian mnonitoring and
mnaintenance to keep the waste from enter-ing the hiosphere. As has been
emnphasized and reiter-ated over the lifetime ofthef/ederal nuclear progr-am, high
lev~el wtastes should not he a b~urden on future gener-ations. 7

With the principle of unmionitored long-termn isolation in mind, Congress established elaborate
mechanisms for identifying and siting repositories, research and development, environmental
review,, and extensive and involved public and inter-I ~overnmental processes to obtain final
agreement on siting a HLW repository."'

The process of identifying and evaluating'-, trepository site involves oversight and
implementation by three federal al ~encies: the Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC"), DOE,
and the Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA"), as well as requirements for the President to
nominate (originally) three sites and to receive congressional endorsement of one of the sites,
which the affected state or Indian tribe could challenge. These myriad procedures and
evaluations were put in place because of the ma. ~nitude of the risks involved, because of
Cony ~ress i s interest in ensuring. that repositories are safe, and because of the substantial public
concern about HLW. See House Report at 26-3 1.

In setting. out the disposal requirements of hij h -level radioactive waste, Conj ~ress defined the
term. "High-level radioactive waste"' is:

(See the Comments submitted this day by tile Confederated Tribes and Bands of the Yakama Nation.

SI louse Report at 26-30,- see also Natural lResources Deiise (Council, Inc. v% Eli vironineial Protection Agenwv,

824 F.2d 1258, 1262 (1" Cir. 1987).
70 louse Report at 29 (emphasis added).
7Set, NWPA, 42 U.S.C. §§ 10101 et seq.
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(A) the high/v radioactive mnaterial resulting frol the reproessing (?t spent
nuclear iie!, including liquid waste produced directly in reprocessing and any
solid material derived from such liquid waste that contains fission products in
suifficient concentrations; and
(B) other highly radioactive material that the [Nuclear Ret ~ulatory] Commission,
consistent with existing law, determines by rule requires permanent isolation.7 2

Thus, the NWPA defines H LW by its source - "material resulting from reprocessing." DOE
defines reprocessing as a process for extracting uranium, plutonium, and other radionuclides
from dissolved spent nuclear fuel and irradiated targets. The fission products that are left behind
are IILW.~ Reprocessing waste is categorically treated as 1 ILW because it is necessarily both
"intensely radioactive and long-lived. -74

Congress has authorized that the HLW defined under the NWPA be disposed of only at a geolog ~Ic
repository and that Yucca Mountain in Nevada be the site considered.7

B. Storage and Management of HLW
NRDC et al and DOE a ~ree that 100 millionj g1allons of HLW: generated by DOE's nuclear fuel
reprocessing is stored at DOE sites in more than 200 steel tanks buried just below the surface of
the earth .76 These tanks range in size fromn a few hundred thousand gallons to more than 1
million gallons. 11 This waste is primarily divided among three main production sites: Hanford.,
which has 177 tanks storing more than 56 million gallons of HL W7 S ; SRS, which has 51 tanks
storing approximately 40 million gallons of l-LW; and INEEL, which has I I tanks storing about
900,000 gallons of [ILW.

Dozens of these storage tanks have leaked HLW. 7" Radioactive elements that have leaked out
include cesium, strontium, tritium, technetiumn, iodinc, plutonium and uranium. Some of these

42 U.S.C. 10101 (12) (emphasis and text in brackets added). -Fission products" are radioactive isotopes (e.(
strontium-90. cesium- 137. techiietim-99) that are produced when uraiuml or other fissionable atoms split
("fission") InI nuclear reactions. (b)(6 JDecI. at 5-6; see also Complaint. Attachment E. Hailn]fr Tank Wa"(st'
Remetdiulion Si-ie,. Finial Environmntal hitilpact Statencam ("EIS") (August 1996) where DOE acknowledges that
HLW solids in the tanks include slurry, sludges, and salt cake.
13 U.S. Department of Energy Office of Environental Manag
Nuclear Weapons Production Processes to Their Frnvirolnmental Consequences (January 1997), at 22 1.

See 52 Fed. Rea. .5994.
7 42 U. S.C. § 10 107(b)(2) and 10 172. TheI legal and technical adequacy of the Yucca Mountain facility is

irrelevant to the subject of this dispute.
~See Attachment U, District Court Complaint at 2. '12, I)QE Answer at 2. 1*2.
Complaint. Attachment E, I)OJ_ hnal Watsle Maniin Iograinnal: UIS. Vol. 1, 9-3 to 9-7 (1997).

71 There is more I-LW at Hanford than in the tanks. IILW\\ waste was dumped or spilled to the soils throughout
Hianford's operational history, including an estimated 12-0 million gallons dumped to the 13/C Cribs at Hanford, and
up to 1.5 million :,al Ions that inadvertently leaked out of existingtak.AprvosycedIlabdgnrtd52
million gallons of 1]LW.
7, GAO! 'R('LI-98080, "Nuclear Waste - Uindeistanding of Waste Migration at I lantbrd is Inadequate for Key
Decisions," at 5, March 1998 (available at http://ww\\w.gao.gov). The 1998 GAO report notes that these amounts do
not include recent estimates using a ncw approach that found that radioactive leaks could be much higher onl somei
tanks, nor does it include the radioactive wastes lost due to SUrtacc spills and leaks in pipelines. /I. at n.2.
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materials remnain radioactive for hundreds of thousands of years. Non-radioactive but hazardous
materials that have leaked include nitrates and meta Is such as chromium.

If the incidental waste exemption of Order 435.1 is implemented at these 16 tanks at Area C,
thousands of ~allons of HLW will be abandoned.80 Indeed, the concentration of radioactivity in
the abandoned sludges and sediments can be as high Sor even higher, than the concentration of
radioactivity in the materials removed from the tank after DOE implements the incidental waste
exemption of Order 435.1 and cover the remaining waste and tanks in cocet.

For all the reasons described above and in the background and historical section. DOE's Draft
WIR Determination wvould violate current law in several ways:

1. The Draft WIR Determnination would, finalized, let DOE exempt from the definition
of "high-level radioactive waste" wastes that are now, and always have been.
commonly understood to be "high-level radioactive waste.

2. The Draft WIR Determination would give DOE, rather than the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, the power to decide ("subject to the whimn of DOE" as the district court
said) what constitutes "high-level radioactive waste," and therefore how it will be
managed.

3. The Draft WIR Determnination replaces the NWPA's "fission products in sufficient
concentrations" standard, which is based on risk to the public health and safety. with
a "practical" standard, which is based on the Department's judgment on whether it is
(in the district court's words) "too expensive or too difficult."

4. The Draft WIR Determination exempts the many thousands of gallons (62,900) and
about 500,000 curies of high-level radioactive waste in H-anford's Area C from
re ~ulation as HLW by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, repealing- -as applied to
these wastes-a statutory requirement that has existed since 1974.

5. The Draft WIR Determination exempts the remaining HLW in these 16 tanks fromn
disposal in a deep geolo~ Ic repository under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

DOE will violate the NWPA and the APA if it Finalizes the Draft WIR Determnination, which
specifically allows it to reclassify IILW and call it "incidental waste" or "waste incidental to
reprocessing" ("WLR"') and manage it as low-level radioactive waste.8 2 This renaming process
would allow DOE to permanently leave HLW-which will eventually disperse into the

", 5cc Kaltofen Dccl., at 11.

etlc Complaint. Attachmnrt E, at 8 (NRC Review of SRS HLW 'ank CIlosure Methodology, June 30, 2000),

where the NRC states that key radionuclides cannot be removed preferentially fromn the bottom of the tanks.

'2 Se The purpose of this Draft WIR livaluation is to assess and document whether the residuals, waste tanks, and
ancillary structures at closure of WMA C meet DOE NI 435.1 -1 criteria (which are discussed in Section 3 and

addressed in detail in Sections 4, 5, and 6, respectively), and rnay be determined to be incidental to reprocessing, not

[IL1-. and managed as LLW." Draft WIR Determination at 1 -5 (citations omnitted).
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environment in shallow land burial in at least 16 stora e tanks located at a DOE nuclear
weapons site, the Hanford Reservation in Washington near the Columbia River.

As was true in 2003 and 2004 when many of these same entities were before the Federal District
Court in Idaho, there are no material factual issues genuinely in dispute. The following things aeare
true and require DOE to withdraw this Draft WIR Determination. First, Congress plainly stated
that HLW is the highly radioactive material resulting from reprocessing spent nuclear fuel and
the rest of the definition of HLW under 42 U.S.C. § l0101l(12)(A) is included for explanatory
purposes that in no way excuse or allow for DOE's actions, or DOE would have prevailed on the
merits nearly 1 5 years at 0 which they did not. Second, Section 3116 of the 2005 NDAA, which
does allow focr DOE to reclassify waste at SRS and INEL provides the Department no recourse,
which it acknowledges. Third, Congress clearly intended that HLW be disposed of in a geologic
repository pursuant to the NWPIA without the need for humian monitoring and maintenance.'-'
Fourth, the waste in DOE's tanks -in Area C and the rest of the Hanford tanks, is HLW and
thus, subject to the NWPA. Thus, the Draft WIR Determnination would allow DOE to arbitrarily
reclassify the HLW in the tanks so that the agency may avoid compliance with the NWPA and is,
therefore, fundamentally inconsistent with the plain lanj ;uage of the NWPA and its overriding
purpose of ensuring that HLW does not "adversely affect the public health and safety and] the
environment for this or future 4enerations. "42 U. S.C. § 1013 1(a)(7).

It is also clear that even if Cons tress had not spokeni clearly to the issue - which it did -the Draft
WIR Determination is not based on a permissible construction of the NWPA. Last, DOE should
be aware that the Draft WIR Determination violates the APA by: (1) defying the clear
congressional directive of both the NWPA and Section 31 16; (2) is based on an administrative
record that is, along with its legal infirmities, chiock full of holes in its technical presentation in
trying to su~ 'Test that HLW in the 16 tanks can be treated as LLW, and (3) reversing
longstanding agency policy without reasoned explanation.

Simply, with this Draft WIR Determination, as it tried in 2004 and where it failed in ,mining in
this authority in Washin tton IDOE has awarded itself the unilateral authority to reclassify the
HLW in the tanks as incidental waste and thus abandon that waste in place rather than in a
geologic repository. Ostensibly no longer 1-LW, this waste is not subject to the requirements of
the NWPA and may be disposed of under the substantially less strict requirements applicable to
low-level waste. Rather than dispose of HLW in a geologic repository, DOE will abandon
literally thousands of gallons of hil hly radioactive sediments and sludges in the bottom of the
underground tanks, cover the waste in place with concrete, and hope the tanks will not cause an
environmental and public health catastrophe. The waste remaining in the tanks -- not just in C'
Farms at Hanford but in later WIR Determinations that are sure to follow - will have comparable
- and potentially much higher - concentrations of radioactive elements than the HLW removed
from the tanks for disposal in a geologic repository. The ripeness concerns that halted the
liti~ ~ation in the 9th Circuit are addressed by this action.

42 U.S.C. § 10101(9) (emphasis added). see ulso thle discussion above ofihe decades of scientitic agreeent on
the need to dispose of reprocessing waste in a gcolog
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Fundamentally,, DOE's proposed action here creates another national sacrifice zone for HLW.
Disposal of tens of thousands of gallons of HLW in Washington will (1) result in a potentially
catastrophic dispersal of radioactivity into the environment and (2) at a minimum, require
significant land-use restrictions, maintenance, and monitoring in perpetuity. Both of these results
are contrary to law.

For NRDC, HC, CR, and the rest of the affected public, the impact of abandoning HLW is
profound. For example, the Yakama Tribe, a culture that long pre-dates the United States, has
been centered on the health of the Columbia River and its natural resources for thousands of
years. The continued survival of that culture depends upon the vitality of the Columbia River and
thus, on decisions made here. For the Yakamas, it is simply anathema to consider as an
appropriate solution the abandonment of HLW that will eventually leak into the river.

Thus, DOE should withdraw the Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation for Closure
of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Site, Washington.

C. The Legal Standards DOE's Draft WIR Determination Ignores
This is, as an initial matter, one of statutory interpretation. It is axiomatic that "[tlhe task of
resolving [a] dispute over the meaning of [a statute] begins where all such inquiries must begin:
with the languag e of the statute itself." United States v. Ron Pair~ Enters, Inc., 489 U.S. 23 5, 241
(1989). Where s tatutory language inquiry reveals plain lan Liage, "the sole function of the courts
is to enforce it according to its termns." Id. (quoting C'aininetti v.. Unitedl States, 242 U.S. 470, 485
( 191 7). A "[court] need not defer [to an agency if it] can ascertain conk ~ressional intent using the
traditional tools of statutory construction." Ortiz v. Meissner, 179 F.3d 718, 723 (9 "' Cir. 1999)
(cit ing INS v Cardoza-Fonseca, 480 U.S. 421, 446 (1987)); see also Califbrnia Eneri ~iv C0111111,1i
iv. Bonneille Powver Admnin., 909 F.2d 1298, 1306 (9 "h Cir. 1990). The factual elements of this
matter are technical in nature, but there is no genuine dispute about those elements.

DOE has generated approxim-ately hundreds of millions of gallons of HLW by reprocessing
spent nuclear fuel, with somne 100 m-illioni gallons of extraordinarily dangerous IILW stored in
tanks in Idaho, South Carolina, and Washington. This precise set of comments addresses 16
tanks at Area C in Washington. Congress addressed this situation directly.

In response to the massive amounts of I-LW at defense facilities (and spent nuclear fuel at
commercial facilities), Congress directed that IILW (and commercial spent fuel) be disposed of
in a deep, zeo logic repository ,constructed and re~ ;ulated pursuant to the NWPA. The definition
of HLW under the NWPA is plain ("the highly radioactive material resulting from the
reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel"), and even contains two illustrations of HLW ("liquid waste
produced directly in reprocessing" and "solid material derived from such waste with fission
products in sufficient concentration"). In short, the waste in the tanks is defense-generated HLW,
i.e., highly radioactive material resulting from the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel, and is thus
subject to the NWPA. The Draft WIR Determination allows DOEs to arbitrarily reclassify the
HLW in those 16 tanks so that the agency may avoid compliance with the NWPA and abandon
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the waste in place under less protective standards. Under well-established tenets of statutory
interpretation such action caninot stand.

Even though a plain reading of the NWPA should end the matter, the Draft WIR Determination
violates the APA by: (1) defying the clear conj ~ressional directive of the NWPA; (2) being based
on an Administrative Record that is without support DOE's actions; and (3) reversing
longstanding agency policy without reasoned explanation.

D). The Draft WIR Determination Violates the Plain Language Of The Nuclear Waste
Policy Act

The two-step framework articulated inChevron S.A., 11uc. vi. Naltral Resvources Defns
Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837, 842-843 (1984), requires that courts are "'the final authority Onl
issues of statutory construction and will reject administrative constructions which are contrary to
clear congressional intent.""4 "First, always, is the question whether Congress has directly
spoken to the precise question at issue. If the intent of Congress is clear, that is the end of the
matter. " 8 Second, if there is some question as to Congress's intent, the a gency I s
interpretation must be "based on a permissible construction of the statute."

The le~ ~ality of the Draft WIR Determination is a plain lang
Cons tress directly spoke to the Issue before the Court and that should be the end of the matter.

1. Congress Plainly States That HLW Is The Highly Radioactiv'e Material Resulting
From The Reprocessing Of Spent Nuclear Fuel

Congress is clear. HLW is:

(A) thec big/iv radioactive niaterial resulting from i/ic reprocessing 0/fspent
nuclear fuel, inc luding liquid waste produced directly in reprocessing and any
solid material derived from such liquid waste that contains fission products in
sufficient concentrations; and

(B) other highly radioactive material that the Commission [NRC], consistent with
existing. law, determines by rule requires permanent isolation."

"American Rivets %. Iederal Ener-gv Regulatoryv (onlm 'n, 201 [.3d 11 86. 1194 (9" Oir. 2000) (quotig tual
I? esouives Del iise (Council, Inc. v. United States I)p't of Interior, 11I3 F.3d 1121, 1124 (9 "h Cir. 1 997) (citing
(CIevron, 467 U.S. at 843 n.9) (internal quotations omnitted)).
,1 American Rivers. 20] F.3d at 1194 (quoting Ghevron. 467 U.S. at 842-3);, accor-d Rainsong Co. v. I'ederal Lnergv%
Ieoulatorl- ('omm n, 106 F.3d 269, 2172 (9th CiJr. 1997).

C (I(hevrlon, 467 U S. at 843.
S42 U.S.C. 10101 (12) (emphasis added). "~Fission products" are radioactive elements, see n. 4. It should also be

noted that thc AL-A has specifically adopted the definitions of Thigh-level radioactive waste" and "spent nuclear
fuel" included in the NWPA. 42 U.S.C. § 2014(dd).
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Thus, the NWPA defines HLW by its source "the hit Illy radioactive material resulting from the
reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel" rather than its hazardous characteristics. Reprocessing waste
is categorically treated as H-LW and defined by its origin because it is necessarily both-~intensely
radioactive and Iong-lived.""~Reprocessing is the act of separating the ingredients in irradiated
nuclear reactor fuel and target materials into constituent parts or streamns."The extraordinarily
radioactive waste that results from this process is HLW.9 0

Telanguage that follows the word "including" in subsection (A) in the [ILW definition is thereThe
Isfor illustrative purposes. Under traditional rules of statutory construction, the term "Including" i

not one of all-emnbracing. definition, but connotes simply an illustrative application of thle ,Yeneral
principle."' Congress's general principle is that HILW is def ined bv its source. Therefore,
Congress is clear that H-LW is all highlyI tdioactivc material resulting from the reprocessing of
spent nuclear fuel.

In subsection (13) of the HILW definition, Congress provides the NRC with the authority to
determine via rulemaking that "&other" highly radioactive material (i.e., highly radioactive
material that nav 1n0! be the result of the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel) requires permanent
isolation (i.e., should be disposed of in a repository pursuant to the NWPA). Subsection (13) of
the IILW definition is irrelevant as DOE is not subjecting this Drafi IILW Determination to the
regulatory authority of the NRC.

2. Congress Plainly States That HLW Is To Be Disposed Of In A Deep, Geologic
Repository Pursuant To Thel qWPA

The intent of Congress with respect to HLW is plain. HLW from the reprocessingofse ofset

nuclear fuel is to be disposed of in a deep, geologic repository constructed and regulated
pursuant to the NWPA.9

Congress defined the term "'disposal" in plain language: -[T]he emplacement in a reposi .toryl of
I ILW, spent nuclear fuel, or other highly radioactive material wit/h no foreseeable intent of

Se 52 Fed. Reg. 5994. For purposes of explaniationFI ]describes both the nature of reprocessing and
the resulting HL-W. kb)(6) iDeci. at 5-7.

W' h.

~Pubic Citiz:en. Inc. 1% IA'W. 127 F.Supp.2d I (D.D.C. 2000) (citing F~ed. Land Bank %v. Bismarck Luntkr (Co.. 3 14
U.S. 95. 100 (194 1)), See also, FC7.Ci%. A-TK Marketing. In1c.. 149 F.3d 1036, 1040 (9 "h 'ir. 1998). cert1. dIeniedl,
l-'I-ontwrl Pflciflc hIs. Co. 1!. F-.TC, 119 S.Ct. 1028 (1999) ("in termis of statutory construction, use of the word
'includes' does not connote limitation: in definitive provisions of statutes and other writing~ s,'Include' is frequently,
if not zecral ly ,used as a word of extension or enlarisemnrt rather than as one of limitation or enumerationi."); and
1-,S. I'. G7eri-: 249 F.2d 662, 666 (9 " Cir. 1957) ("The word 'Includes' is generally a term oftenlarj ciement and not of
limitation, and 'Including' is not one of all cnibracing defi nit ion, but connotes an illustrative application ol the
general principle.) (citations omnitted).
(42 U.S.C. § 10 107(b)(2), see also AugSust 2002 Decision at I I ("Unless the President fit ns otherwise, detfrnsc

high-level waste must be disposed of in civilian repositories established by the NWPA.")
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discovery. "c3In case there is any doubt, the NWPA's legislative history displays Cong
intent that HIM should be as isolated as possible from humnans and their natural environment
pursuant to thle NWPA. Congress wrote:

The Committee strongly recommends that the focus of the Federal waste
management prog ram remnain, as it is today, on the development of facilities for
disposal of high-level nuclear waste wvhich do not recly on humian mionitoring and
mnaintenance to keep the wvastc fr-om entering the biosp~here. As has been
emnphasized and reiterated over the lifrtime of the tileral nuclear programn, high
level wiastes should not he a lburden on future generations. 94

3. The Waste In DOE's Area C Tanks Is HLW That Is Subject To The NWPA

)DOE has long. acknowledged that they have generated 100 million gallons of HJLW and pla ced
that waste in hug e ,underg round storag eC tanks at SRS, INEEL, and at the Hanford Nuclear
Reservation in Washing tton. See Complaint at 2, 112; Answer at 2,¶7At no point until this
Draft WIR Determnination has DOE suggested the waste in Area C is not HJLW. Indeed, DOE
spent decades analyzing and managing the I-ILW iii thle tanks, as evidenced by publications such
as thle SRS High-Level W'aste Tank Closure Drali Environniental Imp~act Statement (November
2000). See Complaint Att- 7, title pag e and excerpt .9 6 The waste planned for abandonment in the
16 Area C tanks is, by plain statutory definition, and by DOE's long admission and
acknowledgement, HLW. The clear intent of Congress should be given effect. Chevron, 467 U.S.
at 842-3; accord Rainsong Co., 106 F.3d at 272. Thus, DOE's HLW must be disposed of in a
deep, geologic repository constructedl and regulated pursuant to the NWPA. 42 U.S.C. §
10 107(b)(2); see also August 2002 Decision at 11I ("Unless the President finds otherwise.
defense high-level waste must be disposed of in civilian repositories established by the
NWPA.").

4. Section 3116 Provides No Exception for the Area C HLW Tanks

There is an exception to the rule that HLW must be disposed of in a repository, but is unavailing
in this instance. Section 3116, discussed above, spelled out criteria for the Energy Secretary to
determine that the HLW can be reclassified as incidental waste (and thus can be disposed of on-

Q42 U.S.C. § 10101(9) (emnphasis added); see also the discussion above of the decades of scientifi Ic a ~reemnent on
the need to dispose of reprocessing waste in a geologic repository.

SHouse Report at 29 (emphasis added).
'~In the Order 435.1 litigation that took place nearly 16 vears ag o ,PIlaintiffs wrote in the first sentence of parag raph

2 of their Complaint, "[tlhe DOE and its predecessors . .. generated approximately 100 million gallons of high-level
radioactive waste." complaint at 2. ¶2. [DOE's wrote "i)OLs adit thle a]lleg ations iii the first sentence of parat ;raph 2
except to aver that 'ER1)A' was the [nerg y Research andl Development Admtiilst ration.- Answer at 2. 12. Also, two
Hanford tanks were determined not to contain reprocessing waste. 58 I-ed. Reg .13342.
"' DOE still ref'ers to the tanks as the "Iil-W tanks." A Final Environmental Impact Statement was puiblished decades
ago and carries the namne High-Leiel Waiste Tank Closure E.IS. (DOE May 2002).
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site and in place) via amendments that provided DOE with authority to reclassify HLW as
"'waste incidental to reprocessing." Therefore, under this law, DOE can dispose of this
reclassified HLW according to requirements other than those specified by NWPA (ie., the HLW
will no longer have to be disposed of in a geologic repository and can be disposed of according
to standards and performance objectives applicable to low-level radioactive waste (LLW)).

But the law restricted this activity to South Carolina and Idaho. The law states in pertinent part:
"COVERED STATES.-For purposes of this section, the following States are covered States:
(1) The State of South Carolina. (2) The State of Idaho."()-

Under those criteria, in SC and ID only. DOE may reclassify as "incidental" waste that exceeds
the performance objectives for the disposal of low-level radioactive waste, 10 C.F.R. §61.40
(i.e., waste that is not actually low-level waste), so long as it has (1) removed highly radioactive
radionuclides "to the maximumn extent p~ractical" and (2) has obtained a state issued permit.
authority for the issuance of which is conferred on the State outside of Section 3 116. At SRS,
pursuant to this authority, DOE "determined" that certain l-LW in the underground tanks is
"i1ncidental" waste.9 8 More yenierally, provision means that the NWPA means that the Energy
Secretary has the powers outlined in Section 3116(a) in Idaho and South Carolina, but not in the
rest of the country. As a practical matter, this means that DOE cannot reclassify the H-LW that
currently rests in the tanks at the Hanford site in Washington and West Valley site In New York.

As NRDC has repeatedly noted, this does not mean that DOE cannot remove waste from the
tanks, treat it such that it no longer has fission products in sufficient concentration, and dispose
of that waste in a manner other than in a geologic repository. What DOE cannot do in
Washington or New York is declare the HLW in the tanks, in Area C or anywhere else at
Hanford, as "waste incidental to reprocessing ," and abandon it under a layer of grout."~

5. The Draft WIR Determination Would Allow DOE To Arbitrarily Reclassifv
HLW So That The Agency May Avoid Compliance With The NWPA

The Draft WIR Determination flies in the face of this plainly stated Congressional language.
:7According to the Draft WIR Determination, the Area C tanks, filled for decades with HLW

produced directly from the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel, are being redefined as low-level
radioactive waste if:

In accordance with DOE 0 435.1 and DOE M 435.1 -1, DOE may determine (in a
WLR Determination) that cetain waste is incidental to the reprocessing of SNE, is
not HLW, and may be managed as LLW if an evaluation shows that the criteria in
DOE M 435. 1-1 are mnet. The criteria in DOE M 435.1 -1, Section I1.13.(2)(a), are
that the wastes:

1Section 311 6(d)(1I)(2).
971 Fed. Reg. 3,838 (Jan. 24, 2Q06).

"'Y et, 271 F.SLIPP.2d at 1265.
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(1) Have been processed, or will be processed, to remove key radionuclides to the
maximum extent that is technically and economically practical, and (2) Will be
mana ted to meet safety requirements comparable to the performance objectives set
out in 10 CFR Part 61. Subpart C, Performance Objectives; and (3) Are to be
manai jed ,pursuant to DOE's authority under the Atomic Energy Act of 11 1954,
as amended, and in accordance with the provisions of Chapter IV of this Manual,
provided the waste will be incorporated in a solid physical form at a concentration
that (1I) it is treated to reduce its level of radioactivity to the extent technically and
economically practicable. (2) it is disposed in conformiance with the safety
requirements for low-level waste, 10 C.F.R. Part 61, Subpart C; and (3) it is
solidified and does not exceed the radioactivity levels for the most radioactive
category of low-level waste, referred to as the "Class C standard," set out in 10
C.F.R. § 61.55, or mneets alternative requirements DOE may set. does not exceed
the applicable concentration lim-its for Class C low-level waste as set out I in 10
CER 61.55, Waste Classification.]'~ 1

This proposed action runs flat into the brick wall of the definition of HLW and the clear
explication of its tenrns by the Federal District Court in Idaho, a substantive decision that was far
from explicitly reversed by the 911 Circuit Court's ripeness decision. It is worth reminding DOE
of that decision at length. First, the Court noted the clear purpose of the WIR process. The Court
wrote that '4tIlhe DOE issued Order 435.1 to govern reclassification of that waste. That Order,
according to DOE, sets forth three criteria, "each of which must be mnet," to reclassify 1-LW as
low-level waste." The same situation is at issue in today's subject, the Area C Draft WIR
Determination.

The Court then went to explain one of the deep legal infirmnities in DOE's actions precisely
relevant to the Area C Draft WIR Determnination. The Court held,

This rigorous process, DOE implies, will protect against arbitrary action. However,
one of those "three criteria" is not a benchmark that could be "met." It requires that
HLW reclassified as low-level waste must meet "safety requirements comparable
to the perform-ance objectives set out in 10 C.P.R. 6 1, Subpart C ...In other words,
DOE will treat waste that it dleems to be low-level waste as low-level waste. This
is not a "third criteria" that must be "mnet" but is simply a statement of intent or
fact. 1 (1

The same situation is presented today with the Area C WIR Determnination. DOE will treat waste
that it deemns to be low-level waste as low-level waste. And while DOE tries to defensively gird
the process with an inadequate Performance Assessment, the weaknesses of which are identified
at length in the State of Washington Comments, and in our own technical evaluation (Kaltofen
Dccl., p~assim) there is no hiding the fact that there is no meanin ~fu I criteria in play here. Rather.

""' Draft WIR Determination at 1 -3, 1 -4 (citations omitted).
10' 271 F.SuIPp.2d at 1265.
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DOE has simply made a statement of intent that it wvili treat HLW as LLW and dispose of it in a
way that is plainly contrary to law.

More than a decade ago the Idaho Federal District Court left no room flor DOE to wiggle out
from under the clear directions of Congress, and its samne cautions are precisely relevant to the
Area C Draft WIR Determination. The Court continued explaining Order 43 5. 1, piece by piece,
and further held:

There are really only two criteria that must be met. The first is that key
radionuclides are removed to the extent technically and economically practical.
This means that if DOE deermilnes that it is too expensive or too difficult to treat
HLW, DOE is free to reclassify it as incidental waste. The second is that HLW
incorporated into a solid form must either meet the concentration levels for Class
C lowv-level waste or meet such alternative requirements for waste classification
and characterization as DOE may authorize. These "alternative requirements, are
not defined, and thus are subject to the whim of DOE. While DOE has the authority
to "fill any gap left ... by Corn. ~ress ," Chevron, 467 U.S. at 843, it does not have the
authority "to adopt a policy that directly conflicts with its governing s satute.'
M(Alin Indus., Inc. v,. Prinmy Steel, In. 497 U.S. 116, 134-3 5 (1 99()).102

Thus, the Court found that "DOE's Order 435.1 directly conflicts with NWPA's definition of
HLW. NWPA's definition pays no heed to technical or economic constraints in waste treatment.
Moreover, NWPA does not delegate to DOE the authority to establish alternative requirements-
for solid waste. Because Congress has spoken clearly on that subject, "that is the end of the
matter, lChevron,11 467 U.S. at 842, leaving no room for "alternative requirements." Thus, DOE's
Order 435.1 must be declared invalid under Cheiyron."""~ The Draft WIR Determination, just as
the District Court found with the ori ~inal Order 435. 1, runs directly counter to Cong
directions that IILW be disposed of in a repository. Moreover, the ripeness concernis that drove
the 9 t" Circuit's procedural reversal are clearly done away with by the explicit termns of the Draft
WIR Determination.

6. The Solids and Sludges Abandoned In The Area C Tanks Are HLW And, In Any
Event, Contain Fission Materials In Sufficient Concentration

Assuming arguendo that the language of the NWPA is unclear-which it is not-the second
illustrative clause in the definition of IJLW ("any solid material derived from such liquid waste
that contains fission products in sufficient concentrations" provides no justification for the
incidental waste exemption. An implication of this clause-that there is solid material derived
from liquid reprocessing waste that does not contain fission products in sufficient concentrations

'0' hi. at 1265, 126W DOE attempt to blunt some of the force oftuis disapproving judicial opinion by suggesting that
-[ft~his provision in D)OE M 435.1 also includes the following language: "or will mneet alternative, requirements for
waste classification and characterization as I)O[- may authorize." D)0E is not using or relying upon this language InI
this D~raft WIR Evaluation to any degree whatsoever." Draft WIR Determination at 1-4, n.7. As the entirety of the
Idaho decision makes clear, such lack of reliance on thc *'alternative requirements" clause is unavailing.
` 271 F.Supp.2d at 1 266.
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to be HLW has no application to the waste DOEs plan to abandon at the bottomn of the HLW
tanks.

IAny attempt to reclassify the HLW sediments and solids to be abandoned in the tanks as being
"derived from" liquid reprocessing waste rather than "the hil ~hly radioactive material resulting
from the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel"' would be incorrect. At Hanford, for example,
DOE's acknowledged the range of HLW-and that range includes solids as well as liquids (and
Slurry and sludge).ItN In this context, 'derived from" necessarily entails additional treatment of
the reprocessing waste to reduce its Volume or radioactivity or to convert it into a solid form. 10,

And even if the waste was derived solid mnaterial-which it is not-it contains fission products in
sufficient concentration. The I ILW abandoned in the tanks is at least as radioactive (and perhaps
more so) than the HLW removed firom the tanks for disposal in a geologic repository.' 0"' Nor can
DOE assume that there was up to 1 00-fold "dilution" of the waste by the added grout for the
purposes of regulatory comnpliance.'"7 Thus, DOE's interpretation of the NWPA is entitled to no
deference since the incidental waste exemption is neither reasonable nor consistent with the
statutory purpose of isolating HLW. '""

DOE is, once again, via the Draft WIR Determination, ignoring the definition of IILW of the
NWPA to serve their purposes. First and most important, the incidental waste exemption runs
directly counter to clear Conj ~ressional direction that HLW be disposed of in a deep, geologic
repository. The intent of Congress is clear and that should be the end of the matter. Second,
assumning arguendo, even if Congress was silent or ambiguous on the subject of IILW disposal,
DOE's action here today runs afoul of the NWPA by ignoring the basic inconsistency of treating
as low-level waste the reprocessing waste that is at least as radioactive as waste removed for
geologic disposal.

Such actions cannot stand. Exemptions fromn '". .humanitarian and remedial legislation Imrusti
.be narrowly construed, givin due regard to the plain meaning of statutory lang

intent of Congress. To extend an exemption to other than those plain/v, and unniistakahlv within
its terms and spirit is to abuse the interpretative process. ""0' The NWPA's authority over the
requirements for environmentally sound and publicly acceptable disposal of radioactive waste

W. See Tank Waste Remnediation System., Hanford Site, Final Environmental Impact Statement. Volume Two,
Appendix A. at A- 12. (Au~ ~List 1996).

"~See e.g.. 52 Fed. Reg. 5993-5998.
SSee Complaint, Attachment E, at 8 (NRC Review of SRS HLW Tank Closure Methodolog y , June 30. 2000).

where tile NRC states that key radionuclides cannot be removed preferentially from the bottomn of the tanks.
1(17 See _j~DecI. at 9. Even when assumning a I100-fold di lut ion or averag ing of the radioactivity of tile
abandoned waste with the near zero radioactivity of the grout at thle SRS tanks. 37 of the 51 tanks would still be
more radioactive than the low-level waste standards of 10 (.'R. § 61 .55. It should also be noted that this
mathematical avera ing takes place even if there isno significant physical mixing of the grout and H LW (note that
if DOE's could mix the solids and grout, they could readily remove the HLW). Set, Complaint Alt. 19, D~efense
Nuclear Facilities Safety Board ('i)NES 11"). SRS Report for Week FEnding March 14. 1997 (1997),wherc the
D)NF:S3 expressed doubt about the effctive mixing of the residual HLW sludge wvith the grout.
108 RMIAy, 976 F.2d at 40.
I(`9 .1K1 Phillis, Inc. v. Walling, 324 U.S. 490, 493 (1945)) (emnphasis added).
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make it just such a "humanitarian and remedial" statute; thus, exemptions to it must be "narrowly
construed."' 1 "

This Area C Draft WIR Determination at Hanford, certainly the first of many, creates a broad,
ill-defined loophole under the NWPA that fatally undermines the purpose and intent of Congress
to ensure that the highly radioactive material resulting, from the reprocessing of spent nuclear
fuel is disposed of in a manner protective of the environment and public health.

7. The Incidental Waste Exemption of Order 435.1 Violates the APA

Also relevant and fully explained before we close, this Draft WIR Determination fails under the
APA as well. Under the APA, a regulation must be struck down if it is "arbitrary, capricious, an
abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law."''1 First, courts must ". . . reject
constructions of a statute that are inconsistent with the statutes or that frustrate the policy
Congress sought to implemient."' '2 As discussed above, the incidental waste exemption is clearly
inconsistent with the NWPA and would frustrate the intent of Congress. Second. it is well-settled
that an agency's decision must be supported by the administrative record, and Order 435.1 I's
administrative record is devoid of support for the incidental waste exemption.'" And finally, an
agency may not shift its position without supplying a reasoned explanation for doing So."14 For
decades, DOE has managed the reprocessing waste in the tanks at Hlanford as IILW, and now
grant themselves the authority to frustrate the intent of Congress without support fromn the
administrative record and a rational explanation. For these reasons, Order 435. 1 's incidental
waste exemption is in violation of the APA.

To the extent that DOE has attempted to remedy its administrative record in contrast to its
attempt to reclassify HLW in 2003 and 2004, It has failed. While this time it has put forward
some minimal waste tank radiological and chemical inventory analyses following bulk waste
removal; and modeling ground water transport of abandoned waste that is fraught with holes and
weak assumptions,''1 5 and this time has at least suggested LLW performance objectives for the
post-closure tanks; it still provides no technical explanation of how the waste to be abandoned in
the tank is no longer HLW. The studies it puts forward of abandoning thle equivalent of several
tons of spent reactor fuel buried onl the banks of the Columibia River are unavailing and the
administrative record provides no foundation for a decision that will last for a nearly endless
expanse of time. The Draft WIR Determination is not supported by law or fact in the
administrative record and is, therefore, arbitrary and capricious and in violation of the APA."

IlId.

H5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A). The Draft WIR Determination is also impermissible and contrary to the APA for these

reasons.
12Bonneville PowerAdmnin., 909 F.2d at 1 306.

1 13 Sierra Club v. Doinheck, 161 F.Supp.2d 1052. 1 070 (I).Ariz. 200 1 ), citing Mlotor Vehicle ~/1/ (7*4;* A4ss v'i. i% State
Farmn, 463 U.S. 29, 43 (State Farin).

N' ational Coalition Against the Misuse of Pesticides '.'. Thomias, 809 1F.2d 875, 883 (D.C. Cir. 1987); sec also
State Farm, 463 U.S. at 57.
115 See Kaltof'en Dccl., passimn.

c6 Stat Farn, 463 U.S. at 43.
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8. The Draft WIR Determination Reverses Nearly A Half Century Of Waste
Desi~ mnation at Hanford

It is a well-settled principle that an al ;ency may not shift its position without supplying a
reasoned explanation for doing s.17Since just after the Manhattan Project, the reprocessing
waste disposed of in the tanks in Washington has been understood to be HLW. Indeed, DOE
have spent decades analyzing and managing the HLW in the tanks, as evidenced by publications
such as the 5RS High-Level Waste Tanik Closure Draqfi En vironentail Imp~act Sttemnent
(November 2000).' '" And in the early 2000s, when the first iteration of this contentious dispute
was fought. Congress explicitly passed on giving to DOE the power of reclassification of
Hanford's HLW.

Literally thousands of documents have been developed and perhaps millions of pages have been
written about how to manage and dispose of Hanford HLW tanks. Now, for the sake of
expediency and without technical or legal support, DOE has issued this Draft WIR
Determination in hopes of defining away their mnost difficult cleanup problem. No bright line
standards, no intelligible criteria wha tsoever limnit DOE's discretion to reclassify what has been,
until now, universally accepted as I-ILW destined for a geologic repository. The filure to
provide any lel tally adequate explanation for this reversal of position is arbitrary and capricious
and in violation of the law.'""

N7I. Conclusion: The Draft WIR Determination should be Withdrawn

For the reasons articulated above, DOE should withdraw the Draft Determination and commence
working with the immediately affected States of Washington and Oregon, the Confederated
Yakama Tribes, and interested members of the public on a cleanup trajectory for the high-level
radioactive wastes (HLW) in the more than 177 tanks at the Hanford Nuclear Reservation that is
both scientifically defensible and publicly' accepted.

Sincerely,

-7

f / /
~< /// ~IK I l, / /

Geoffrey HI. Fettus Tom Carpenter
Senior Attorney Executive Director
Natural Resources Defense Council Hanford Challenue

."vah~fal 'oulij,gainst the.,Misuse of tN~vficideY i. Thiomas, 809 IK2d 875, 883 (D).C. Cir. 1987): see also
Stale Far, 463 U.S. at 57.

"See, Tank Waste Reniediation System,. I lantlord Site, Final Lnvironnmcntal Impact Stalcincn-t (August 1996).
"'State Farm, 463 U.S. at 57.
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1152 15thSt. NW, #300 2719 E. Madison Street, #304
Washington, D.C. 20005 Seattle, Washington 98112
(202) 289-6868 (206) 292-2850
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Dan Serres
Conservation Director
Columbia Riverkeeper
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Hood River, OR 97031
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Comments on Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation
for Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Site

This response is produced on behalf of Hanford Challeng e and the Natural Resources
Defense Council (NRDC) to provide a technical analysis of the Department of Energy's
plans to reclassify certain amounts of high-level radioactive waste (IILW) in steel tanks
under a layer of grout, adjacent to the Columbia River in the State of Washington. The
author's time is being compensated at a public interest rate. This response closes with the
author's credentials.

Plart I. ,Introductionl

The U.S. Department of Enerl y (DOE) has issued a proposal to reclassify High-Level
Nuclear Waste (HL-W) remaining in thle bottom of Hanford's Waste Manaj ~ement Area C
Farm tanks (WMA C) to be considered "low-level" waste. This report is a response to
the DOE's proposal as described and reviewed in:

US DOE, "Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation for Closure
of Waste Manal ~erent Area C at the Hanford Site" and "Performance
Assessment of Waste Management Area C, Hanford Site. Washington
RPP-ENV-58782"

WA Ecolo y (2017) State of Washin~ ~toil Department of Ecology Review,
and Comments of Appendix 1 Performance Assessment for Waste
Management Area C (WMA C) Documents

OR DOE, Oct. 4, 2018 Comments to US DOE Office of River Protection

Yakama Nation Environmental Restoration And Waste Mana~ 1,errent
Program Fact Sheet Draft Waste Incidental To Reprocessing Evaluation

This introduction addresses thle regulatory question, "Yes or no, is residual nuclear waste
left in Hanford tanks still High-Level Waste?"' There is also an engineering question.
"Must High-Level Waste be abandoned in shallow burial?" A third question, "Is this a
good idea?" is based on the science of nuclear waste disposal and is addressed in Part 2.

This response is not written as a lawyer's critique of the legality of DOE's proposal. The
law precludes DOE from reclassifying Waste Incidental to Reprocessing (WIR) as

M. Kaltofen, PhD.. PE (civil. MA) 1
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anything other than HLW. This response is written entirely from an engineer's

perspective. This report explains the science behind why HLW is so uniquely dangerous,

and why generations of physicists, engineers and administrators have regulated it in the

manner they have.

HLW is a dangerous mix of radioisotopes and chemicals left over from Cold War-era

atomic bomb construction. At Hanford 525 million gallons of high-level nuclear waste

was created between 1943 and 1989. The waste includes at least 56 million gallons of

highly-radioactive waste from the processing of spent nuclear reactor core materials

currently stored in aging underground steel tanks. In contrast, Low-level waste contains

materials such as contaminants removed from laundered work uniforms or disposable

protective items like gloves and booties. DOE proposes to reclassify HLW as WIR, in

effect, treat HLW as if it were LLW.

It is a universal, long -held scientific judl ment that HLW must be disposed of in a deep

geolot ~ic repository to protect human health and the environment. HLW is produced in
the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel (defined as unreprocessed material withdrawn from
a nuclear reactor after irradiation). Historically reprocessing activities have occurred in

the United States in a number of locations largely for the purposes of nuclear weapons

production and reactor fuel inana~ ~ement.

The specific radiological characteristics of HLW produce hazards associated with both

acute and chronic exposure to ionizing radiation. Currently, large volumes of IILW are

found in interim storage at the Department of Energy's ('DOE's") Hanford Reservation.

Savannah River Site ("SRS") and the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental

Laboratory ("INEEL"), awaiting ultimate geologic disposal at a site that has not been

determined. At issue in this DOE proposal is the fraction of HLW currently in interim

storage in certain Hlanford tanks that the DOE will seek to (contrary to the 1982 Nuclear

Waste Policy Act) dispose of outside of a deep geologic repository.

An unstated issue that has even greater implications is how much HLW DOE will

eventually propose to reclassify and leave at the Hanford site, whether left over in tanks

or residing in soils and groundwater resources from leaks and deliberate dumnping of

HLW to the soils.

In a 1957 report prepared at the request of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, the

National Research Council of the U.S. National Academnies "endorsed the concept of

geological disposa 1-p lacing hij h- level waste (HLW) in a carefully selected deep
underground formation, where it would remain isolated fromn human beings and the
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environment long enoul h for the radioactivity to decay to near natural background
levels" (Nat. Res. Coun. 2001).

In 1990 the National Research Council reaffirmed this position when it stated, "There is
strong worldwide consensus that the best, safest long-term option for dealing with HLW
is geolo~ ~ical isolation" (Nat. Res. Coun. 1990). This position was also adopted by the
U.S. Congress and embodied in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982.

In 1995, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory for DOE compiled estimates of radioactivity
of the high-level wastes in storage at Hlanford. The estimates are in units of MCi
(Millions of Curies, a.k.a. equivalent to millions of grams of radium-226). These amounts
have been reduced, in somne cases by 1 5 to 20 percent due to radioactive decay, and by
removals since 1995.

Tank ft'a tes Capsule Wastes
Liquid Solid Strontium Cesium
68.5 123.3 44.9 101.2

[DOE, integrated Data Base Report- 1995:- U.S. Spent Nuclear- Fuel and Radioactive
Waste Inventories, Pr-ojections, and Char-actei istics, DOE/RW-0006, Rev. 12, Decem-ber
1996, p. 52.]

By comparison the annual limits on intake by inj ~estion for a radiation worker to ensure
the workers dose does not exceed 5 reins per year is 0.0004 Ci of strontium-90 or 0.000 1
curies ("Ci") of cesium-137. [EPA, Limniiing Values of'Radionuclides Intake and Air-
concentr-ation and Dose Cionvei-sion Factor-s For Inhalation, Subinersion. And Ingestion,
EPA-520/1-88-020, September 1988, pp. 49 and 711 Thus, the wastes at Hanford contain
millions of "annual limits on intake" for nuclear workers. In its concentrated form the
HLW in the tanks is chemically toxic in addition to being intensely radiotoxic. This is
why Congress has required that all high-level radioactive waste be isolated in one or
more deep geological repositories.

The HLW sits underground in decaying steel tanks, still physically and radioactively hot.
Hanford's high-level radioactive waste is contained in 177 underground waste tanks.
More than a third have leaked, and nearly all are beyond their design-lives. 28 of the
tanks are double-shell tanks and 149 are single-shell tanks. These tanks are grouped in
"farms" scattered around the Hanford Nuclear Reservation in eastern Washington.

The tanks hold waste created during the process of extracting plutonium fromn spent fuel,
and contain both radioactive and chemical waste. It has also separated out into sludge,
liquid, solids, and vapors. Its complexity, along with the fact that it is highly radioactive,
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caustic, and toxic, makes it particularly difficult and dangcrous to trcat. Thc only plan for
dealing with Hanford's lank waste is to immobilize the waste in glass throul h a process
called vitrification. The Waste Treatmient Plant (WTP) is being built for that purpose.

At least sixty-nine tanks have been known to leak in the past, one (recently emptied)
double-shell tank had failed and was leaking waste into thle space between the two shells
of the tank. The leaked waste is a huge cleanup challenge. The tanks are able to
accommodate between 55,000 to 1,200,000 gallons of waste and are buried about 7-Sft.
under the soil. The majority of thle leaked waste is under the tanks in the vadose zone, the
area between the surface of the soil and the groundwater. and some of the waste has
reached the groundwater. In addition to the waste insidle the tanks, waste was also

deliberately discharged to the soil. An estimated 120 million ~allons of waste from the
Hanford tanks were directly ejected into the soil in this manner.

Some of the HLW has already escaped from the tanks, and is in thc soil underneath the

tanks but above the buried groundwater table (the vadose zone). About 1 to 1 .5 million
gallons of IILW have leaked into soil or 1roundwater. Most of Hanford's contaminated
groundwater ultimately will empty into the Columbia River. The radioactive

contamination in groundwater headed towards the river was first detected in 1993. This
contamination includes fast-moving technetiumn-99, an isotope with a half-life of about

211,000 years. High-level nuclear waste was predicted to first reach the Columbia River

by 2017 (reference: Science News, Vol. 152, No. 25/26, Dec. 20-27, 1997, p. 4 10).

If nothing is done about it, these tanks will eventually all leak, resulting in potentially

catastrophic releases of radioisotopes into the environment. Sixty-nine tanks have already
leaked. To prevent further releases, the HLW must be removed, stabilized by making it

into a glass-like material, and then stored in an inaccessible underground geologic

repository. Once in the repository, the IILW will have the best chance to be isolated

from human activities for hundreds of thousands of years.

The- Draft W1iR Determiination for Area CQ Tanks

The proposal by the DOE suggests leaving some of the HLW right where it is, at the
bottom of the decaying tanks at Hanford. The proposal is called, "Draft Waste

Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation for Closure of Waste Manal ~ement Area C at the

Hanford Site" (also called the draft WIR, see DOE Order 435. 1). In the WIR proposal the

DOE states, "'Following removal of the waste, the tanks, a relatively small amount of
renmin I waste (residual waste or residuals), and certain ancillary structures (a catch
tank, a process vault with smaller tanks, and diversion boxes) will be filled with grout

to stabilize them and immobilize the waste. Thereafter, the WMA C tanks, residual

waste, and ancillary structures (including integral equipment and buried pipelines)
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will be covered with an engineered surface barrier and closed in place" (US DOE
2018, p. 1-1).

This Draft WIR Evaluation represents DOE's first step toward a USDOE, proposal to
pernmanently leave the estimated 4% (by volume) of waste remaining overall in thle 16
single-shell tanks in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with a cement grout added to the tanks.

DOE proposes leaving 62,900 gallons (about 500,000 Curies) of H-igh-level radioactive
waste in the sixteen C-Farm, tanks at Hanford. C-Farm is one of eighteen such waste tank
farms on the Hanford site. WMA-C received wastes created by the reprocessing of spent
nuclear fuels, including Pu~toniumn-Uraniurn Extraction Plant reactor fuel wastes and spent
nuclear fuel fission wastes including strontium and cesium burned-fuel. fission products
(DOE 2018 p. 48 to 5 1). According to the US Nuclear Re~ ,ulatory Commission (NRC,
references: https ://www.nirc.gol/'waste 'lowl-.evel-lwaste.htmnl and
https://www.nrc. .ov/waste/hi1gh-lIevel1-waste.htmli),

"~High-level radioactive wastes are thle hIl hly radioactive materials
produced as a byproduct of' the reactions that Occur Inside nuclear
reactors. High-level wastes take one of two forms:

a Spent (used) reactor fuel when it is accepted for disposal
S Waste materials remaining after spent fuel is reprocessed"

"Low-level waste includes items that have become contaminated with
radioactive material or have becomle radioactive through exposure to
neutron radiation. This waste typically consists of contaminated
protective shoe covers and clothing, wiping ra s ,mops, filters, reactor
water treatment residues, equipments and tools, luminous dials, medical
tubes, swabs, injection needles, syring
carcasses and tissues."

"Because of their highly radioactive fission products, high-level waste
and spent fuiel must be handled and stored with care. Since the only
way radioactive waste finally becomnes harmless is through decay,
which for high-level wastes can take hundreds of thousands of years,
the wastes must be stored and finally disposed of in a way that provides
adequate protection of the public for a very long time."

Under federal law (the 1 982 Nuclear Waste Policy Act), High-Level Nuclear Waste shall
be retrieved and permanently disposed in a deep geologic repository, which does not yet
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exist. Low-Level Waste or monitored-retrievable waste, on the other hand, may be

disposed (or respectively, stored for 50 100 years) near the surface. Notably WIR fails

to meet either definition, being ,neither low-level, nor retrievable (or mnonitorable) after

grouting.
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Figure 1: (above) Waste Management Area C, constructed at H antford from 1943 to 1952
and location of the proposed abandoned high-level waste area.

Abandoned I-ILW residuals (the product of nuclear processes in reactors and/or nuclear

fuel reprocessing waste) in WMA C tanks arc of course, not low-level or monitored-

retrievable wastes as defined by the US NRC or the 1982 Nuclear Waste Policy Act. In

fact the act of grout ing -in -place along with tank structures and equipment, actually
prevents the future retrieval of abandoned HLW.
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Comments by nonfederal stakeholders

The State of Oregon and the State of Washinj ~ton have produced official statements
re~ ,arding the acceptance of abandoning residual HLW. These important stakeholders
have supported minimum 99 percent tank waste removal, off site storage of IILW in a
deep geological repository, pretreatment of tank or low activity wastes, and avoidance of
"tsupplemnental" treatment technologies.

Alternatives that include shallow surface burial of HLW in the tanks do not meet the
requirements of the States of Washington and Oregon and the Tni Party Agreemnent
(Reference: Public Comments on the Draft Tank Closure and Waste Management
Environmental Impact Statement for the Hanford Site, Richland, WA, USDOE, 2009).

Other nongovernmental stakeholders such as Hanford Challeng ye ,have comnmented to the
US DOE that all HLW should be removed from the tanks, and adequate characterization
be performned to determine whether tanks can be removed and leaked tank waste retrieved
and treated fr-om beneath the tanks. This is distinct from categorically treating all soil
overburden as HLW. Overburden should be treated according to relevant and applicable
environmental laws, legal al ~reemients .and re ~ulations (Reference: Letter from Hanford
Challenj e to US DOE dated January 5, 2010). The Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians
Resolution 10-02 on this subject commented that 99.9% removal of single-shell tank
wastes was appropriate and required under existing regulations.

In the past DOE was also a proponent of minimum 99% residual waste removal from
tanks. The US DOE responses to public comments in the 2012. Tank Closure and Waste
Management Environmental Impact Statement (TC & WM EIS) notes that:

"DOE's preferred retrieval option (i.e., to retrieve at least 99 percent of the
tank waste) is consistent with the TPA goal of residual waste not
exceeding 10.2 cubic meters (360 cubic feet) for 100-series tanks or 0.85
cubic meters (30 cubic feet) for the smraller 200-series tanks,
corresponding to 99 percent retrieval. Decisions made by DOE on the
proposed actions will be based on a number of factors, including health
and safety, environmental, economic, and technical considerations; agency
statutory missions; and national policy considerations."

This languat te imrics the original Tni-Party Agreement between the US DOE, US EPA
and the Washington Dept. of Ecology. The Washington Dept. of Ecology states that,
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"Milestone M-45-00 of the Tri-Party Agreement (TPA) calls for
retrieving as much tank waste as is possible. Tank waste residues shall not
exceed 360 cubic feet in each of the lark ye tanks, 30 cubic feet in each of

the smaller tanks, or the limit of waste retrieval technology capability,
whichever is less. The US Department of Energy (USDOE) is expected to

reach the "limits of technology" before completing retrieval. If USDOE
cannot meet the 360- or 30-cubic-foot goal, then they must use another

technology or request a wavier as described in Appendix H of the TPA.

As part of the Proposed Consent Decree, if USDOE cannot meet thle 360-
or 30-cubic-foot goal, they will be required to use two or more

technologies for retrieving tank waste, and each must reach their limits of

technology." (Reference: Appendix D of the Tni-Party Agreement ( 1989),
H-anford Federal Facility Agreement and the 2009 Proposed Consent

Decree No. 08-5085-FV and Tri-Party Agreement Modifications for

Hanford Tank Waste Treatment.)

According to the State of Washingt
technologies for closure, the use of any given closure technology must allow Hanford to

prepare for comnpleting retrievals and tank closure, with a smooth transition to the second
or any following ,technology. The-presence of cementitious grout prior to complete tank

closure affects future remediation of residual wastes. The grout monolith filling the

partially closed tank prevents effective removal of radioactive wastes that have leaked

from existing tanks into the soil column beneath the tanks, and adds to the disposal

burden of the tank residuals simply by adding the mass of the grout. This added grout

must also be handled as IILW (40 CFR 261, 10 CFR 60).

Improper assumptions and assertions by DOE

The US DOE proposes changing the status of residual HLW in WMA C tanks to speed

up the closure process. To justify leaving HLW in the tanks, the DOE has made a series

of engineering errors.

(1) DOE rejects available (or foreseeable) technologies to remove the

residual I-W from thle tanks. The data do not even show that the

limited tank-washing efforts have exhausted their utility: no further

technologies have been explored.

(2) Without providing comparative alternatives risk data, DOE

believes that abandoning wastes in the shallow subsurface creates less
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risk than remnoval, treatment, and use of'a geolol ~icaI repository. The
clear and documented uncertainties in DOE's analysis of the
magnitude and timning of leaks fromn the residual abandoned HLW
make it impossible to quantify the risk relative to removal of' IILW
from shallow burial.

(3) The consequences of abandoning waste to both public and
environmental health and safety arc ignored or minimized (see details
in Part 11). (Comments by WA Ecology and data from US DOE's own
analyses show, that the residual l11,W will exceed applicable legal
standards before the expiration of the modeled 1 0,000 yea r period,
and in fact, exceeds these Iec 4allv- required quantitative levels already.

(4) Installing grout above the H LW will not isolate the waste fo6r
1 0,00() years. but will 2guarantee that HLW\ eventually reaches the
Columbia River. Migration fromn WMA C to the Columbia River
Could take as little as 1 0 years. even assumning that no accidental
criticality is ever initiated.

(5) Abandonment and grouting will delay the achievement of let !a I lv-
reurdcleanup milestones, rather than cause themn to be mect in a

more timely fashion, It would be Much more correct to say that the
milestones had been mnov ed rather than "reached".

The DOE has not proven the correctness of these assumptions in its WIR proposal and
accompanying PA. No data at all are provided for assumiption 2. that trecatinu FILVV as
I ILW would cause greater exposures. The needed analysis of quantified risks from the
proposed and existing alternatives are not provided-, only a statement that the PA shows
" minimnal" risks for the cabandonment alternative is given. Normally a focused feasibility
study would be done to detail the actual risks of complete removal. Assumption 5.

abandonment is more timely, i4 !inores the increased difficulty in remioving the HLW
already in the vadose zone beneath the tanks. Girouting permanently fiorecloses this
required milestone. Detailed discussions of' why assumptions 2. 3 and 4 are provably
incorrect are in Part 2 of this document.

The Washin~ ),ton Department of Ecology has made its own comments on the DOE
Performance Assessment for WMA C. Many of these comments address inadequacies in
the justification for reclassifying HLW to LLW in preparation for abandoning HLW in
the C-Farmn tanks. Based on the WA Ecology review of the US DOE's Performance
assessment (US DOE 20 18b), these assumptions are not correct. (Technical aspects of the
WA Ecolo~ y comments are discussed in Part 2 -technical considerations).
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From the 2017 Status Report p. 1-16 (US DOE 2018b) which addresses the onsite

disposal of low level waste (LLW), "'Some residual activity wvill remain in the waste sites
after remediation has been finalized, but it is not expected to contribute si~ ;nificantly at

that location in the composite analysis, given that cleanup has been based on numerical
modeling calculations and meets Washinl ~ton State regulations". The statement
recognizes that adherence to Washington State rel ~ulations are a basis for acceptable

LLW disposal at Hanford, but the process of attempting to reclassify HLW as LLW is not

lawful under State of Washington re~ ~ulations.

One important uncertainty is that the grout treatment approach departs from the widely

assumed use of vitrification as a waste form. The State of Washington does not accept

deviation fromn what it believes is an agreement to use vitrification for waste, unless the

alternative is "~as good as glass." This difference introduces uncertainty into the

acceptability and potential timelines for alternatives to 1-ILW` removal and vitrification

technologies. Although the magnitude of delays due to lack of acceptance are not readily

quantifiable, thle consequences (delays, waste disposition elsewhere. etc.) of rejection of'

an alternative to l-11LW-rcmoval and vitrification technologies are potentially significant.

Departure from the agreed-upon removal, vitrification and/or "good as glass"

treatment option entails a significant risk of delays due to litigation between

stakeholders. Certainly this type of delay has occurred in the past at Hanford.

Stakeholders may look to prior experiences at Hanford to inform their decisions

about acceptance of tank waste abandonment and grouting, and other

nonvitrification treatment or geologic repository options. These delays are above

and beyond the delays involved in petitioning federal bodies (NRC, Congress, EPA)

for regulatory waivers. DOE's decision process flowchart notes that a search for

new applicable technologies that could assist in meet the original milestones for

tank waste removal will not even beqin, until the regulatory waiver process is

exhausted.

Another area of uncertainty is that there is no 'limit of technology 11definition for removal

of the remaining HLW in the WMA C tanks (US DOE 2018 p. 4-15). For example,

retrieval of HLW from tank G-10 1 began on 12/12/20 12. The WIR opines that DOE had

reached the limit of high pressure water removal operations in tank C- 101, and concludes

that, "little or no additional waste could be retrieved by continued deployment, resulting

in little or no additional reduction of risk." The DOE fails to include the key fact that

HLW that is insoluble to alkaline water alone may be soluble using a different chemistry.

DOE also abandoned granular solids in Tack C-103 that failed to pass the inlet screen,

but that could have been retrieved with minor process modifications (US DOE 2018 p. 4-

24).
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The failure to properly define the limits to technolot y means that HLW would be
abandoned in place without employing additional technolo~ zies that could retrieve
refractory solids in the WMA C tanks. Failure to remove the remaining l-ILW inl thle
tanks makes it far more difficult to remove the tanks themselves. Tank recovery and
removal is likely to be a key initial step to removing leaked FILW in the vadose zone
below the tanks. Adding grout of course, only increases the difficulty of retrieval,
potentially making HLW remnediation from the vadose zone impossible.

During the two year campaign to remove I ILW from tank C-i101 the solids removal rate
twice rose from less than 0.1 00 solids removed in slurry to 0.5 % removed or greater.
(Higher solids percentag
This is significant because, had DOE ended the retrieval after the first drop to 0. 1 (Y solids
removal, then all of the remaining material removed after that point would have been
abandoned instead of retrieved. When the solids removal rate dropped below 0.1% fo%for a
third time, DOE simply ended the procedure and declared that the technolog y- limit had
been reached.

In experimental desig n.this behavior is called p-value hacking mneaninig stopping data
collection when one gets thle result they were hoping for. (l"1-value hacking ., when
detected by reviewers, normally results in rejection of a scientific study.) DOE failed to
collect data on whether this third "minit-num" solids removal test was truly thle rock
bottom, or just another drop preceding a return to signif ceant solids removal (a drop and
rise that had already occurred twice for this tank).

It is reasonable and prudent to want to limit costs and risks in a clean up, but thle risk of'
verbally converting high-Level nuclear waste into Low-Level nuclear wastes are grave.
HLW will be vitrified and sent to a geologic repository. LLWA will be covered with
cement and left in the shallow subsurface, along w ith any vadose zone nuclear waste
made inaccessible by grouting.

It is disingenuous to say that water spraying is the limit of America's nuclear technology.
Japan's Atomic Energy Agency (JALA) is developing an entirely new set of nuclear
waste retrieval technolo lmes at its Naraha Nuclear Disaster Response Center. At Naraha
Japan has constructed full scale mock UPS Of nuclear facilities where HLW must be
recovered and disposed of. Robotic, drone, virtual reality and other technologies expand
the limits of what technology canl safely accomplish to recover and properly inter HLW.
(Photo: below, Narahia Nuclear Disaster Response Center, Japan; author photos 201 7)
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Grouting in place when limited data may (or may not) show thc limits of water spray

technology fails to prevent future radioactivity mobilization. Grouting also prevents

future uses of advanced technology for waste retrieval. It creates a physical barrier above

abandoned wastes that makes it difficult and likely impossible to use improved

techniques for I-ILW recovery at WMA C.

Whatever Japan (or Los Alamos or Savannah River or WIPP) learn, the abandoned HLW

will rem-ain at the bottom of WMA C; waiting to leach and make its way to the Columbia

River. Barring removal and treatment, the Columbia River will, with certainty, be the

ultimate repository for abandoned High-Level waste.

M. Kaltotiem. PhD.. PE (civil, MA) 12
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This proposed permnanent unmionitored nonretrievable storage of HLW in shallow burial
creates risks to the environment and risks to future site users. In addition, it would leave
transuranic waste associated with nuclear weapons production far more vulnerable to
intentional recovery by nonstate actors. This would create substantial national security
risks should any part of this material be removed without authority. Directional drilling,
meaning drilling that begins beyond any grouted area and then redirects horizontally to
intrude into abandoned transuranic waste, is a simple, truck-mounted, and commonly-
available technology. DOE proposes to install an anti-intrusion or "capping" grout above
the abandoned wastes, but this cap is not meaningful when anyone can rent a truck-
mounted directional drilling machine that requires only a single operator and a few
uninterrupted hours of drilling.

Is ablandoned HLW still HLW?

The answer to the opening question is yes; residual nuclear waste left in Hanford tanks is
still High-Level Waste because this is the law of the United States and of the State of
Washin~ Y.ton. The DOE proposal and accompanying PA do not document that HLW could
be controlled as if it were LLW even if the reg ulatory environment chant ~ed (even with
some fraction of the key isotopes previously removed from the l-LW).

The answer to the second question, "Must High-Level Waste be abandoned in shallow
burial'?" is no; the DOE has not proven that doing so is safer, faster, or technologically-
necessary compared to the mandated full removal and treatment via vitrification. DOE
has not proven that its proposed actions mneet applicable standards for the 10,000-year
compliance period required by NUREG- 1854. nor even for the (unapproved) 1000-year
period proposed by DOE in DOE M 435. 1-I1.

Specific technical failures of the proposal to grout IILW in place in shallow burial at
WMA C are addressed in Part 2. This second section discusses details of how the
proposed grout -in-place remedy fails to meet requirements for environmental and public
health standards for nuclear waste in shallow burials. These failures include reliance on
manifestly-incorrect or data-free assumptions; and poor analysis or documentation of
grout performnance, tank inventory, soil and waste chemistry, and groundwater flow
conditions.

M. Kaltofen. Ph1D.. PE (civil, MA) 13
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Part 2. Technical limits to -routig~. and abandlonment

HLW -what's at stake
Grout monolith long ;eVity
Tank Inventory
Accidental criticality
Shallow land burial of HLW and vadose zone chemistry
TRU, techniciumn-99, iodine-129 and neptunium

HLW - what is at stake: WMA C consists of sixteen single shell tanks, and is one of
eighteen tank farms at the Hanford site. Most of the HLW in these tanks has been
removed, but four percent (about 66,00() gallons) of the original FHLW remains in these
older tanks. The removed portion was transferred to the AN-Tank Farmi, which has
double shell tanks. Were DOE to actually reclassify 1-L1W to LLW at the C-Farmn, this
would set a precedent to do the same at the remaining seventeen tank farms, involving
millions of gallons of IILW left in tank residuals and pennaniently stored at Hanford.
With that in mind, this report examines the conclusions of the Draft WIR determination
in chapter 5 (the waste will meet the safety requirements comparable to LLW disposal
regulations) and the PA and finds them wanting

Grout monolith longevity: Grout has never been tested under realistic conditions. DOE
su iests that grout within the abandoned waste tanks is required to protect the
environment from residual HLW for 1000 years (the "'compliance period" vs. the
sensitivity/uncertainty period of 10,000 years). The 1000-year time frame is of course,
highly abbreviated compared to other analyses of waste m4i ~ration performed at Hanford.
DOE, in an act of self-regUlati on, created tis specific time period in a DOE "order". This
shortened period of 1000 years does not mneet the requirements of 40 CFR 191, which
specifics a required period of 10,000 years (NRC 1995). The 201'2 TC & WM EIS
carries the grout leachate model past the year 4000 mark, when Columbia River activity
levels for technetium-99 and iodine-I 29 would be reaching their equilibrium maxima.
Current mnodels developed fr-om empirical laboratory grout simulations cannot provide
this kind of assurance for either 1000 years or 10,000 years. A 1995 PNL grout test at
Hanford noted that (PNL- 1995).

"The semni-infinite solid diffusion model was selected as the most
representative model for describing leaching of grouts. The use of this
model with empirically derived leach constants yields conservative
predictions of waste release rates, provided no significant chan~ 4es occur in
they j, o Ut leach processes over long time periods."

M. Kaltofen, PhD-). PE (civil, MA) 15
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The use of this model demands that the grout not only last for 1000 years, but that its
properties must not change significantly over that entire period to remain protective.
Certainly such a requirement is completely untested. The 1995 Hanford grout leaching
tests ranl on grouts that had set for 46 days, or 0.013 % of the required 1000 year-life of
grouted HLW in WMA C tanks (or less than 0.004 00 of the 4000 year climb toward the
Columbia River equilibrium concentration, or 0.0013 % of the 40 CFR 191-required
10,000 years).

These samne 1995 grout test reports noted (page 2.2) that any fracturing inl the grout
monolith formed in the abandoned tanks would invalidate the presumed groundwater
velocity in grout of 0.5 to 5 cmi per year. Normally groundwater would be expected to
slowly diffuse through the grout monolith through a series of interconnected pores. This
is the basis of the expected groundwater velocity of 0.5 to 5 cm per year. For example,
the rate of Troundwater flow in unfractured volcanic (i1 ~neous) rock is on the order of

0.002. cm per day and less. For fractured volcanic rock, groundwater can flow at a rate of
250 cm per day (Duffield citing Domenico & Schwartz 1990). This is a difference of
nearly five orders of mnat ~nitude.

In effect, fracturing in grout due to temperature chanj e .loading stress, imperfections in
grout chemnistry, ground subsidence, mechanical strain, or grout composition boundary
(where anti-intrusion grouts and mechanical loading grouts meet); can cause anl
immediate catastrophic failure of the grout monolith in a tank. It is certainly possible that
such a fracture could form during the initial pour and set of a grout lift during tank
abandonment. This means that the grout would not survive a millennium; rather it would

not even survive its first day in place.

Notably, a 1000-year grout life is still double the expected life of the WMA C surface

barrier, which is designed to have a functional life of only 500 years. In contrast, the peak
dose rate for all isotopes occurs at 1,500 years, and the peak radon flux from WMA C
occurs at 1 0,000 years. That's still better than the presumed life of institutional controls
for Hanford, which is 100 years. or 10% of the expected grout life, or 1 00 of the 10,000-
year compliance period required by NUREG-1854.

Once grout fails in the tanks, any radioisotopes leached from the residual HLW left in

tanks can move to the Columbia River in a relatively short time. The draft DOE WIR
evaluation notes that , "Travel time of water through the unconfined aquifer from the 200
East Area to the Columbia River has been estimated to be in the range of 10 to 30 years"
(US DOE 2018 sec. 2.1.5.3.3). Other estimates in the same reference sug gest a maximum

travel time of 33 years, based onl reduced wastewater recharge in the 200 Areas. This is
still only a small fraction of the already short design time of 1000 years before failure.
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Tank inventory: The total amounts of plutonium and other lonj ~-lived isotopes stored inl
Hanford's 177 waste tanks are lark e. Technetium-99 is one of the most problemnatic
isotopes at H anford, because it Is one of the most mobile radioisotopes once it reached
groundwater. Its complex chemical behavior makes it difficult to immobilize in solid
forms. It has a half-life of 211,000 years. The total amount of technetium-99 in tanks is
about 26,500 Curies (PNNL, 2014). Of the total, 11,400 Curies was originally stored in
the single shell tanks. Most of the double shell inventory is in the 200-E Area. If the
waste tanks generally were allowed to become permanent repositories for the 40/'
abandoned IILW residual proposed by DOE for WMA-C, this would be 1,060 Curies of
technetium-99 left inl shallow burial at Hanford. This is in addition to the 652 Curies of
technetium-99 already knlown to have reached Hanford sediments (Ibid).

With the exception of the comrplexed pertechinetate species of techinetium, the actual forml
of the uIP to 25%~ fraction of soluble technetium compounds is not known. This means
that the mobility in grout monoliths or groundwater of this soluble technetiumn fraction is
also not known. If 2500 of the technetiumn is in the tank supernatant, this implies that any
residual abandoned in the tanks will bc relatively enriched in technetium, compared to the
supernatants that will be treated via vitrification.

Note that the actual amounts of long-lived waste isotopes were not orig inally inventoried
or recorded at Hanford at the time of disposal. These amnounts are inferred from the
98,892 metric tons of uranium and 629 metric tons of thorium oxide reprocessed in spent
fuels at Hanford. From each ton of uraniurn-238, Hanford produced about a half pound of

p~lutonium (93% of that was as plutonium-239, reference: PNNL 2015). The total
estimated plutonium-239 inventory at Hanford is 23,000 kilograms. Plutonium in waste
streamns sent to the tanks ranged fromn 0.09 Curies per metric ton to 3.9 Curies per metric

ton.

After grouting, plutonium in the waste tanks exists in both soluble (Pu and Pu'-) and
less soluble (Pu3 i and Pu4 ,) forms. The solubility and groundwater mobility will vary
depending on what other nonradioactive chemicals (like iron) are present in the tanks. As
with technetium, th-ialfr and properties of plutonium in grout monoliths will be
unknown, and likewise their groundwater transport properties would also be unknown
(ibid).

Radiochemnical contamination inl Hanford tanks dominates planning and modelling. work,
but the nonradioactive chemicals inl tanks wastes are also important. The nonradioactive
contaminants can negatively impact soil and HLW chemistry, alter neutron absorption
behavior in HLW, and add to health or accidental detonation risks. Some of the chemical
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constituents discovered in tanks wastes are mercury, acetonitrile, benzene, cadmium,
hydrazine, nickel. polychlorinated biphenyls (PE'Bs) and vinyl chloride (Hanford Waste
Inventories for Cumulative Impact Analysis, Appendix S, 2012).

Hanford's radioisotope inventories have lart eC uncertainties. The draft WIR evaluation
notes that, -A previous assessment of limitations to the IIDW model provided in I INF-
3273, '1Hanford Defined Waste Model Limitations and Improvements,' showed that tank-
specific HDW model estimates and tank sample results can vary by one to two orders of
magnitude." These uncertainties apply to the materials discussed including TRU,
technictiumn-99, iodine- 129. zirconium-93, carbon-i14, cesiumn-i37, strontiumn-90; as well
as isotopes not discussed specifically but present in the WMA C tanks such as isotopes of
americium, nept-unium. cobalt-60. europium, thorium, gadolinium. tritium, radium and
others.

Uncertainty notwithstanding, there are more than 600 Curies of americium-24 1 and more
than 17,000 Curies of cesiurn-l37 estimated to be in WMA-C tanks according t hto the
estimated inventories used in the PA (Somne tanks have updated cesium-I 37 inventories
due to retrieval operations. Post-retrieval samples showed that actual cesium-137
inventories were generally higher than the estimated inventories.) Included in these
figures are 8.5 Curies of americiur-n-241 and 187 Curies of cesium-137 in WMA C
pipelines (2014 PA estimate). Giivenl, however, that the actual supernatant to solids

activity ratios of these isotopes is not fully known, the amount of these inventories to be
abandoned is uncertain.

The residuals in the WMA C tanks amount to 524,000 Curies, in a residual volume of
67,000 gallons (equal to 1,220 fifty-five- gallon drums or 8,960 cubic feet). Conceptually,
the DOE plan is simply one of leaving 1,220 fifty- fi ve-gall]on drums of I LW in shallow
burial. Granted the tanks' walls are thicker, but the abandoned pipelines are somewhere
in between the tank walls and a 55-gallon steel drum's wall in thickness. Both arc
"'single-shell"'. As with a 55-gallon drum, there'll be no grout underneath the tanks.

According to the DOE. "More than 70,000 containers of this waste (sometimes referred
to as Suspect TRU waste) were stored under a layer of dirt in the 200 Area Low-Level
Burial Grounds of the Hanford site, in the 1 970s and 1 980s. The intention was to retrieve
the waste (which is why sometimes it is also referred to as retrieva bly -stored waste) at a
later date when a national repository was established to accept transuranic waste"!
(https://www.lianford.,gov/page.cfnijlRU~trulI). There is a major difference between
drums and tanks of course. The abandoned tanks will also contain grout monoliths.
making retrieval impossible (US DOE/Hianford photo next page).
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Accidental criticality: Nonradioactive chemicals play an important role in maintaining the
safety of residual plutonium in tanks. Plutonium has a sil nificant spontaneous fission
rate, and a low critical mass. Critical mass in the minimum mass required to initiate a

spontaneous nuclear criticality, which is very highly undesirable. Materials such as iron
and cadmiumr maintain the plutonium in tank solids below the criticality safety limit
(CSL) of 2 grams of plutonium per liter of waste solids (Westinghouse 1995). Actual
maximum plutonium activity in the 100 and 200 series tanks is 0.35 to 0.70 gIL; up to 35
% of the CSL (lBratzel 1996, CSL also stated as 2.6 g PulL). Chemical washout from

grout that removes cadmium or other neutron absorbers, or concentrates plutonium, can

lead to unanticipated criticalities, which would create a catastrophic failure of

containment.

Chemnical crystallization at the grout-sediment interface is one example of a potentially

plutonium-concentrating mechanism. The DOE WIR evaluation (US DOE 2018, p.55)
notes that, "In most instances, adsorption appears to be the controlling geochernical

process, but neutralization of acid waste by the alkaline sediment and neutralization of

basic tank waste can cause precipitation of some contaminant species within the sediment
pores." This means that plutonium leached from grout in the tanks would precipitate in
the sediment pores immediately adjacent to the tanks, resulting in preferential deposition

of plutonium. The grout solids, which serve to keep plutonium activity below the CSL,
would be left behind. The WIR further notes on p. 55 that, "Outside the zoneC of pH
neutralization, adsorption is considered to be the dominant retardation process in the
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vadose zone." This adsorption zone outside of the neutralization zone where plutonium

can recrystallize would reinforce the tendency to concentrate plutonium residues in a
small volume; again driving, plutonium activity to reach or exceed the CSL, and
encoura~ 41I1 the initiation of an accidental criticality.

In total, it is estimated that 500 to 1000 kg plutonium remains in the 1 00 and 200 series

tanks (Ibid). In 1951 Han ford experienced an accidental criticality in a water solution of

plutonium nitrate, where the system contained a total of 1. 15 kg of plutonium-239

(LANL 1967). The laboratory building involved was never fully remediated, but was

eventually abandoned. In comparison, tank C- 102 is estimated to contain about 1.02 kg of

plutonium-239 (2018 Oregon DOE data).

At Hanford, nonradioactive iron compounds in tank solids provide an important safety

bUfler against exceedimg the CSL. However in some tanks, such as C- 101,. waste streams

were disposed that had iron to plutoniumi-239 ratios of less than 5:1 (iron:plutoniuml-

239). Differential loss of iron compounds would significantly impact the safety factor

below the criticality safety lim-it for this waste solid in C-101.

On avera e in Hanford waste tanks, there are higher concentrations (on a molar basis) on
plutonium in the solids versus the supernatant liquids in tanks. Tank C- I 10 has nearly a

I 00X greater plutonium concentration in solids compared to liquids. It is the solids left

behind that will account for much of the abandoned residuals in tank wastes, meaning

leaving a 4!/ residual of solids potentially leaves much more than 4%le of a tank's

plutonium in shallow burial. Tank liquids will be readily removed; most of these have

lplutoniumn concentrations between 10-" and 10-9 molar. Tanks solids are most likely to be
in the residual; these are 10- to 10-6 molar, with more than two orders of magnitude
greater plutonium concentration.

Washington Dept. of Ecology commented on the criticality risks associated with DOE
proposal, noting that DOE assumed that the single sample retrieved (fromn HLW tanks)

might not be representative of the entire volume of residual waste. DOE stated that the C-

200 tanks were presumed to have a similar history and waste types; yet, when sampled,
there were considerable differences among some of these tanks. Given that result, WA

DOE questioned the uncertainty associated with the use of waste type temnplates and how

is it addressed in DOE's [plutonium] inventory estimates, given that these template

v'alues were derived from models (WA Ecology 2017).
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A summary of the chemical constituents of tank wastes at Hanford is in Fig ure I (belowv).
This is firom PNNL 2015, Fig. 3-1, citing Deleb
1993.
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In addition to these long -ived isotopes, Hanfiord has a larg e inventory of short half-life
(heat generating) isotopes such as cesium- 137, strontium-90 and cobalt-60. Somne of these
were removed from tank waste in past waste fractioning programs. These remaining
isotopes can generate much hi~ ~her in-situ heat loads than plutonium and technetium.
because they decay in 5 to 30 years, rather than thousands of years. This presents a
physical hazard to the integrity of the grout monolith proposed for the tanks.

Shallow land burial of H4LW and vadose zone chemistry: There are technical barriers to
and potential impacts fromn leaving HLW in shallow land burial. These wastes, regardless
of how they are renamed, are abandoned within the vadose zone for groundwater;
meaning the unsaturated zone above the groundwater table. Vadose zone chemistry then
contributes to contamninant migration (or in the case of plutonium or uranium-235,
reconcentration or preferential segreg ation above the CSL).
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Leaving HLW near the surface of the ground at Hanford creates some unavoidable

conflicts with the local environment. Shallow-buried materials lie in the portion of the
soil where any groundwater percolates downward over time into the deeper, fully
saturated, aquifer. This creates an obvious transport mechanism for any leached isotopes,

including transuranic (heavier than uranium) isotopes of plutonium, americium and

neptunium, that will eventually reach the Columbia River or potentially sonic other future
groundwater user. (Most Americans rely at least in part on groundwater for drinking or

agriculture).

Hanford's semiarid climate also creates conditions where anly isotopes leached from

grout will arrive at the sediment interface at their maximum concentration. This means

that the initial concentration of leached radioactive TRU in the unsaturated soil will be

limited only by its solubility in water. Radioactivity dissolved in groundwater will
always beg InI at the h4~ thest theoretical activity. with very little dilution throul h the

unsaturated zone (PNL 1995 p. 2.3). This condition creates a "solubi lity-control led"

release model, where the source concentration at the tank farm does not decline over

timie; this is not advantageous.

The chemistry of Hantford's soils also creates conditions where the pH (acidity) and
redox potential (ability to oxidize, e.g. rust in the case of iron) chang e very little. That
means that further transport through the unsaturated zone in the upper soils will not be

able to chemically 'fix" or alter the radioisotopes. In other climates pH1 and redox-

dependent processes can slow the transport of contaminants, but these processes are

nearly absent at Hanford (Ibid). This creates a conservative (no chemical losses)

diffusion process, where groundwater contamninant concentration is only reduced by
dilution as the groundwater encounters fresh uncontaminated sediment, groundwater or

Columbia River water.

The use of homogeneous groundwater models instead of multilayer heterogeneous

modeling is insufficient to provide a realistic assessment of thle time to breakthrough of

residual tank wastes into the Columbia River. As noted in the draft WIR evaluation,
"Hydraulic conductivity values reported for the aquifer in this area vary considerably,
ranging fromn 0.04 (silt lenses within the sandy gravel) to 6,)900 in/day." This is an

unusually wide rang
heterogeneous nature of the aquifer. No known homo~ zleneous hydrogeolol Tic model can
accommodate such a wide ranj e of hydraulic conductivities. The high hydraulic
conductivity values arc consistent with the short transit times for contaminants leaving

the WMA C and arriving at the Columbia River. Given that HLW is already in the

vadose zone and moving into the Columbia River, a more realistic multilayer

heterogeneous groundwater model is required.
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The estimated hydraulic gradient, the driving force behind groundwater flow velocity. is

a relatively low 1 .0 x 1 05 to 2.0 x10-5 rn/mmn, but this gradient has varied greatly in
Hanford's history (US DOE 2018), especially when waste waters were disposed of
directly into the vadose zone. Any unexpected rainfall, flood event, wastewater
discharge or even damn or flood control structure release would dramatically raise the
hydraulic gradient and reduce the elevation difference between abandoned tank waste and
the water table. Combined with the high hydraulic conductivities, a disastrous release of
contamninants could move into the Columbia River. Notably, even easily foreseeable
future land uses like irrigated agriculture would introduce water to the area, increasing
the hydraulic gradient, and again potentially causing mounding of groundwater.

Diverse future land uses were addressed in the WA Ecology comment; "'Table 2-1 shows
only two exposure scenarios for WMA C (tap water and groundwater protection).
Considering the numerous source terms at WMA C and possible contaminant transport
pathways, other exposure scenarios (in addition to tap water exposure and groundwater
Inl estion) should be examined and summarized in a similar table (e.g., exposure to soil,
surface water, sediment, and air- by human and ecological receptors)."

Future events notwithstanding, WA Ecolot y noted the current existing potential for
irregular recharge or spikes in Its 201 7 comments saying, "in adldressing recharge, not
only do you focus onl natural recharge and it ~nore artificial recharge, but recharge is
applied as a yearly averat e which does not represent reality. Natural recharg e occurs
primlaril ithwiermnhs (Nov.- Feb.) when there lyithwnerio is no evapotranspiration
especially on gi ravel covered tank farms. Fig .9-6 clearly shows the sensitivity of recharge
to the results."

The radioisotopes of concern at Hanford move in varying velocities and even directions.
Data collected from groundwater show that Tc-99, Cs- 137, Ru- 106, Co-60 and chemical
contaminants iii the vadose zone underneath WMA-C have not mloved inl synch (WA
Ecology 2-017). The nonuniform nature of the aquifers at Hanford obviously contributes
to the differences in the rates and directions of contaminant spread. In fact, the directions
of migration for radioisotopes around WMA C have been in flux, including the time since
wastewater discharges stopped in the 200 Areas in 1995. Changes in water table heights
associated with changing water discharge rates will cause contamninants from other
disposal areas at Hanford to move toward the WMA C location. Together these
nonuniformities create large uncertainties inl the ability to predict when radioisotope
contamnination from abandoned HLW would reach the Columbia River.

WA Ecolo~ y (2017) addressed these nonuini formi ties when it commented that, "The use
of an EHM is a modeling convenience that represents an oversimplification of a hit ;hly
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heterogeneous system and fails to capture the various facies and characteristics of hij ;hly
hetero ~eneous glaciofluvial sediments. This should not be the base case. These are
general characteristics of the stratig raphic units within the Hanford formation. What is
omitted is the presence of numerous, thin lamina of finer , rained material that affect the
flux and direction of infiltration and may have played a significant role in the transport of
fluids through the vadose zone."

The p1H and redox conditions in the grout itself are a different issue than for soils. The
grout monolith must provide near- and long-termn high pH and chemically reducing
capabilities to maintain the radionuclides and toxic heavy metals, such as technetiumn and
neptunium, in their least mobile chemical forms, i.e., the lower-oxidation state or reduced
form (Buice et aL, 2005).

Hanford's HLWs also contain nonradioactive but potentially reactive chemical
compounds. These chemical compounds have created important health and safety issues
for Hanford Tank Farmi workers. (Reference: Hanford Chemical Vapors: Worker
Concerns and Exposure Evaluation, CH2M-32068-FP Revision 0. Dec. 2006) It is not
clear how these chemical constituents, including liquid org
Would impact the formation of hi~ h -quality cured grouts. This lack of clarity is a result of
insufficiency of the evidence base about the conditions under which g~routs might fail to
set, given the complex chemistry and radiochemistry of tank wastes.

There is no evidence-based method for even estimating the potential failure rate of
grouting based on failure to set due to waste chemistry. It is not feasible to pilot test a
grouting treatment process facility that realistically simulates disposition of' materials
formerly classif led as HLW. The actual chemistry of this processing is not known.
Examples of chemni cal -induced failure to set include:

"We have used a composition for Type I Portland cement to represent the 63
tons of cement that was added to BY-i 05 in 1 972. This cemnent was added in
an attempt to sequester the residual fluids within BY-I 05 tank, which was a
suspected leaker. Evidently, the cement did not set in the high-caustic, high-
salt liquid and no further additions of cement were made to this or any other
tank. Type 1 Portland cement is 46 wt% [weight percent] Ca, 10 wt% Si,

Iwith the balance being oxygen, Al, Fe, Ca, Mg ,sulfate, and water. Since the
basic constituent of cement is calcium silicate, we are able to adapt it to our
composition vectors. We assume that the cement was added with a specific
volume of 0. 13 kgal/ton, for a total amount of 8 kgal added to BY-l105. As
far as we know, this is the only addition of cement to any tank at Hanford."
Reference: Stephen F. Agnew (1996) LANL, Hanford Tank Chemical and
Radionuclide Inventories: HIDW Model Rev. 4.
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TRU, technetiumn-99, iodine- 129 -and neptunilum: The 2017 DOE Status Report (US DOE
201 8b) states on p. 1- 17, "The inventories of technetium-99 [technetiumn-99, half life of

211,000 years by beta decay] and iodine-129 [iodine-129, half life 15.7 million years by
beta decay] as representative mobile constituents were used to evaluate potential impact

of the PU REX tunnels." Nevertheless, the WIR neglected to address the large inventory
of Tc-99 and other chemicals that, reside beneath the tanks
(littps://www.niap.edu/read/I 161 8/chapter/8463). This also applies to wastes from other

areas (such as the B-complex in the northwest corner of thle 200 East Area) where

contamninants are now migrating into the WMA C area due to dissipation of the former
groundwater mounds underneath effluent discharge points.

Prior US DOE documents (such as the 2012 Final Hanford Tank Closure and Waste

Mana ~erent Environmental Impact Statement, TC & WM EIS) note that the eventual
long-termn equilibrium activity of iodine- 129 and technetium-99 in the Columbia River is

a function of the percent removal of HLW from the tank farms (Sec. 3, DOE responses to

public comments, TC & WM EIS).

The plans to abandon tank residuals containing these isotopes fails to consider that

nuclides such as technetium-99 and iodine-129 exist at other waste sites on the Hanford

Plateau. For example naval wastes disposed of at Hanford contain both nuclides,

including 2.8 Curies of technetiumn-99 and a poorly characterized (but smaller) amount of

iodine-l29 (3/5/2010 letter fromn T. Mueller, Naval Systems Command to US DOE
ORP).

ITWA Ecology (2017) noted that multiple individual monitoring wells for groundwater
observation at Hanford contain these and other isotopes, along with hazardous chemical

constituents. Sonmc of these are outside of known major plume areas. These groundwater

constituents, both radioactive and hazardous, would persist over and above those released

from the abandoned waste tanks. Some monitoring wells, such as well 299-E27- 155 at

WMA C contain all three isotopes, technetiumn-99. iodine- 129 and plutonium-239.

This same well contains the hazardous chemical constituents cyanide, hexavalent

chromium and nitrate. These chemical constituents can dissolve and/or change the

chemical form of plutonium to make plutonium-239 more mobile in groundwater.

Plutonium nitrate is far more soluble in water than plutonium oxide, for example. The

presence of liquid phases in tank waste containing cyanide and nitrate is a concern

because these chemnical-laden liquids could potentially separate plutonium from the solid

sludges, a condition that could reduce the margin of safety against accidental criticalities.

The flowing liquids with nitrates and cyanides can cause plutonium to recrystallize at the
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boundary between grout and groundwater, potentially concentrating plutonium that is
precipitated Ojust as a stalactite is precipitated from dripping salty liquids in caves).

Other wells at WMA C contain tritium and uranium. Uranium in residual abandoned
tank waste will also contribute to accidental criticality risk, if the uranium is in the formn
of its fissile isotope, uranium-235. According to WA Ecology's 2017 comments, "~Tank
waste contaminants in groundwater mnay be transported to the river and impact receptors
in surface water and sediment in the Columbia River. No mention is made of the
evaluation of wastes that have been released to the soil and groundwater arising from
WMA C."

Summary of Part 2

The long ~-term inte~ grit y of' ~rout is untested.

Girouting will not effiectiv1ely bind residual HLW. Hanford's climatic and

soil environments are particularly harsh for grout monoliths.

Grout performance and the rate of I ~roundwater flow throu h the ,.rout
monolith, is critically dependent on near-perfect. fracture-free, installation.

The performance assessment does not use a reasonable time frame. Other
sources of radioisotopes are not included in models. Models assume no

signit ieant decline in performance over time and no nonuniformity over
space.

Grouting of' tank wastes is irreversiblc. preventing future remediation of'
residuals.

Reasonably foreseeable future land uses that could affect grou~ndwvater

hydraulic gradients and exposure scenarios are not addressed.

Inadvertent criticalitics are not addressed.

Future use scenarios assume institutional controls or unrealistic land uses,
such as no anthropogenic disturbance of a scale gzreater than drilling (e.i I.
constructing building foundations). Climactic scenarios exclude dam

failures. Columbia River flooding, concentrated rainfall events - especially

in cooler weather, glacial flooding/daniming.
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Part 3. Conclusions: Did US DOE meet its burden of proof?)

The first question as was, "Yes or no, is residual nuclear waste left in Hanford tanks still
Hligh-Level Waste?" Certainly under Washington and federal law the answer is yes.
Abandoned reactor and reprocessing waste is still High-Level Waste.

(1) The DOE has not proven that the best available (or foreseeable)

technologies cannot remove the residual tank waste from WMA C
tanks. The data provided by DOE don't even prove that the limited

efforts employed to date havc exhausted their utility.- no Further

technologzies have been explored beyond the initial low-tech washing

methods.

(2) DOE's assertion that. "Remnoing residual wastwe froi ttank% w1oulld

cause gr-eater humnan radiationl exposulre andlt increa(j5e( leaks, to the

enivnYlnelit eolnJtrotd to abandoning a fi-action ol the I. '.- Is not
supported by data. The clear and documented uncertainties in DOE's
analysis of the magnitude and timning of leaks from the residual
abandoned IILW make it impossible to quantify the relative risks.
Some certain differences are that abandonment will create greater,
risks of accidental criticalities and will keave, I-LW in the vadose zone

where it will ultimately reach the Columbia River. Grouting of

residual HLW actually pr-ev ents the use of future remedial efforts and
foreseeable waste retrieval technologies. A Yrout/w aste/ tank structure

monolith is irretrievably difficult to recover, compared to the actual

l-LW itself. Grouting for example. would have made the 1968 and

1 969 retrieval campaigns of strontiulm-9() and cesiumn-I37,
completely impossible.

(3) DOE incorrectly describes the abandoned hi4 h -level waste as

inconsequential to both public and environmental health and safety.

"Inconsequcntial" Is not a description supported by quantitative data

or the law. Comments by WVA Ecology and data from US DOE's own

analyses show that the residual H-LW will exceed applicable legal

standards before the expiration of the required Closure period of

1 0,000 years, and in fact, exceeds these required quantitative levels

already.
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(4) DOE asserts that putting cemnent over this waste will isolate the
waste for 1 0,000 Years. However, groutinL efforts Could potentially
fil at the time of installation, with sign
public health and for the environment, particularly for users of the
Columbia River and to an even greater deg
stakeholders. Migration from WMA C to the Columbia River could
take as little as 10 years. even assuming that no accidental criticality
is everi initiated.

(5) Abandonment will not allow cleanup milestones to be met in a
more timnely fashion. A more accurate admission would be that
aba ndonment would allovw cleanup milestones to be defaulted in a
more timely fashionl.
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Biog raphy, M. Kaltofen, PhD., P~E, (civil, MA)

1. 1 am a Massachusetts-licensed civil enj imeer experienced in investi~ ~atim.. the
environmental fate and transport of petroleum, hazardous and radioactive
materials. I received a doctorate in civil engineer-ing in 201 5; my research
focused on investigation of nuclear releases to the environment.

2. 1 have tracked radioactive contamination at nuclear facilities since before 2004.
This includes field-work and analysis in the United States, Middle East, Russia,
India, Japan, Ukraine, the United Kingdom and the European Union.

3. 1 have published articles on the subject, including but not limited to my
dissertation, and including lectures prior to receiving my PhD, was invited to
lecture and to Investigate in institutions ranging from Chelyabinsk School of Law,
Chelyabinsk Oblast, Russia, University of Washington, Loyola University, Tufts
University, Darirnouth-Thayer School of Engineering, President's session of the
American Public Health Association and Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

4. 1 currently hold a two-year appointment as an affiliate research engineer at
Worcester Polytechnic Institute, advising and over-seeing undergraduate nuclear
science and engineering research on environmental radioactivity related to
on ~oin projects in Fukushima, Japan. Hanford, WA, and Chernobyl, Ukraine.

5. 1 req ~ularly peer-review scientit Ic articles on environmental radioactivity, and
peer-review or judge/evaluate major grant proposals for the MacArthur
Foundation. I have also participated, been invited or chaired multiple federal
environmental review panels including the Environmental Protection Agency
committee on accreditation of environmental laboratories, the DOD advisory
panel to the US Army Soldier Systems Command, and nuclear waste treatment
evaluation panel at Hanford Nuclear Reservation.

6. I am the owner and operator of Boston Chemical Data Corp. 1 have been offering
expert opinion on matters of contamination and transport of contamination since
1989, My experience and training can be found at:
http://www.bostonchenmicaldata.com/cv.html

7. The bulk of my experience and skill set comes from actually being a boots on the
ground eng
radioactively-contaminated zones of Fukushima Prefecture in Japan, British
Nuclear Fuels site in Cumbria, UK; depleted uranium-contaminated areas of the
Serb Republic, radium at the Henry Hub Natural Gas distribution facility in
Louisiana, nuclear worker exposures to radiation at the Hanford Nuclear
Reservation (WA), Los Alamos (NM) National Laboratory and Idaho (ID)
National Laboratory; uraniuin mining wastes at the Spokane Tribe of Indians sites
in Wellpinit (WA), and the former Love Canal in Niag
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Prepared by:

Marco ]XaIto en

Marco Kaltofen, PhD., PE (civil, MA), C. NSF Oct. 29, 2018

Boston Chemical Data Corp.
2 Summer St., Suite 14, Natick, MA 0 1760

A ff iliate Research Engineer
Nuclear Science and Eng ~iner rig Program
Dept. of Physics
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Worcester. MA

kaltofenki wpi.edu
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A Communication from the Attorneys General of' the States of
Idaho, Oregon, South Carolina, and Washington.

August 28, 2003

By Facsimile

The Honorable Bill Frist The Honorable Tom Daschle
Majority Leader of the U.S. Senate Minority Leader of the U.S. Senate
U.S. House of Representatives U.S. House Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515 Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable J. Dennis Hastert The Honorable Nancy Pelosi
Speaker of the House Democratic Leader
U.S. House of Representatives U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515 Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Senators Frist and Daschle and Representatives Hastert and Pelosi:

We were deeply troubled to learn that the Department of Energy recently submnitted to
Congress proposed legislation to amend federal law governing the management of ournation's high-
level radioactive waste. The Department's proposal, submitted via an August 1, 2003 letter from
Energy Secretary Spencer Abraham to Speaker Hastert, would amend the Nuclear Waste Policy Act,
the West Val-ley Demonstration Project Act, the Atomic Energy Act, and the Energy Reorganization
Act of 1974, to give the Department blanket discretion to exempt such wastes from long-standing
management and disposal requirements.

The Department's stated reason for these changes is an Idaho Federal District Court decision
that the Department contends would require fundamental changes in its plans for retrieval, treatment,
and disposal of defense high-level radioactive waste. Our states participated as amici curiae in the
case, and we strongly disagree with the Department's characterization of the effect of the court's
decision. In our view, amendment of federal law is wholly unnecessary to remedy the defects the
court identified in the Department's internal policies. Moreover, enactment of the proposed
legislation would merely serve to do what the states objected to in the first instance by giving the
Department unbounded discretion to reclassify high-level radioactive waste. The broad grant of
discretion to the Department of Energy proposed by the legislation would not ensureI protection of
human health and the environment.
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Our respective clients jointly wrote to Secretary Abraham to lay out the states' concerns on
these issues. We have attached a copy of the states' letter for your information. We add our voices
to those of our clients: amendment of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act and other Federal law is
unnecessary and unwise.

Very truly yours,

CZEy
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN HARDY MYERS
Attorney General of Idaho Attorney General of Oregon

- . I

HENR. 7cMSf CHRISTINE 0. EGOIRE
Attorney General of South Carolina Attorney General of Washington
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The Honorable Spencer Abraham
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Ave. SW
Washington, DC 20585

Dear: Secretary Abraham:

The Department of Energy and states affected by DOE facilities face technical, political, and fiscal
challenges as we decide how to treat and dispose of high-level waste created by Cold War-era
reprocessing. It will take our combined efforts to devise and implement responsible, effective policies
that protect human health and the environment as well as respect taxpayer dollars.

We write to express concern with DOE's current strategy for addressing this key issue. DOE's recent
proposal to reopen the Nuclear Waste Policy Act runs counter to our mutual interests.

Fortunately for our shared high-level waste challenge, reasonable solutions exist within the current law
without undermining public trust in DOE's efforts to properly manage nuclear waste. DOE already has
the tools it needs to address this issue by making internal policy changes; it doesn't need a sledgehammer
to do the job.

DOE's recent statements to Congress appear to exaggerate the impacts of the recent judicial decision on
high-level waste classification. The federal court decision only confirmed long-standing national policy,
which requires disposal of high-level waste in a geologic repository while allowing properly treated, less
radioactive wastes to be disposed elsewhere.

The court's ruling allows DOE to proceed with retrieval and treatment of liquid waste from tanks at
Hanford, Savannah River and INEEL. If the wastes in question are not highly radioactive following
treatment, DOE has the ability now to develop a classification strategy to qualify these wastes for
management, including disposal, outside a high-level waste repository. What the court rejected was
giving DOE free rein to override national policy as expressed in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

The States of Idaho, Oregon, South Carolina and Washington participated in the lawsuit, not as parties,
but as friends of the court, to protect our interests in safe, cost-effective, timely cleanup and responsible
use of repository capacity. As you may know, last November the states made a concrete proposal to
resolve these issues outside of litigation, outlined the legal and practical risks associated with continuing
to litigate this matter, and offered to enter into mediation with the parties. DOE rejected our efforts and
chose to litigate instead.

Today we renew our offer to work with DOE to develop a waste classification strategy that ensures
protective, cost-effective, and timely disposal of the nation's defense high-level radioactive waste in a
manner consistent with the court's opinion.

We urge to you to reconsider your strategy and to work with the states on a reasonable solution within the
framework of existing law. By doing so, we can do the job right without jeopardizing progress on
repository development, slowing down cleanup or undermining public trust in our efforts.
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Letter to The Honorable Spence Abraham
Page 2
August 12,2003
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Cc: Governoz , Attorney General and Congressional Delegations of Idaho, Oregon, South
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF IDAHO

)
Natural Resources Defense Council; )
Snake River Alliance; Confederated Tribes )
& Bands of the Yakama Nation; Shoshone )
B~annock Tribes, )

)
Plaintiffs ) Case No. 0l-CV-413

) (BLW)
V. )

)
Spencer Abraham, Secretary, Department )
of Energy; United States of America, )

)
Defendants )

DEC ATION OF b)(6) ]1
11b)6 ]do hereby swear that the following is true to the best of my

knowledge.

I . I reside at ()6 ]/\rlington, Virginia 22207.1 (b)(6)

F6)
1 ]

the Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., where fl(b)(6) I I

(b)(6)have been involved with nuclear energy and non-proliferation issues for overt

and have worked extensively on nuclear weapons related issues since (b)(6)1 As a member

ofb)) ]
I(b)(6) ]

I(b)(6) Ijhave participated in the

(b)(6)developm~ent and implementation ofi I1
(b)(6)programs. I received Ei

I

I
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enabling me to obtainl(b)(6) ] In
1(b)(6) 11 rcceived(b)(6 ) ]
working at I (b)(6) ]

1(b)(6) Z U nder aIF6iI III
F6 I Ireceived a~
1 III

1(b)(6) ] During this period I was alsoa I
I(b)(6) I]studying[!i 6F ]
I(b)(6) ZJFrom (b)(6) b)(6) b)) I1

Vb)(6) 111I am the

Kb)(6) ]1
b)(6) nd 1(b)(6) ] I am ab)6 ]

(b)(6) ]
I(b)(6) ]

I(b)(6) ] received theE~ ]
1(b)(6) ]

2. The purpose of this declaration is to document and explain pertinent facts

7regarding high-level radioactive waste ('"HLW"). To summarize, it is a universal, long

held scientific judgment that I-1I-W must be disposed of in a deep geologic repository to

protect human health and the environment. HLW is produced in the reprocessing of spent

nuclear fuel,' and historically reprocessing activities have occurred in the United States in

I Spent nuclear fuecl is f'uel that has been permnanently withdrawn from a nuclear

reactor after irradiation, the constituent elements of which have not been separated by
reprocessing.

2
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a number of locations largely for the purposes of nuclear weapons production and reactor

fuel management. The specific radiolo~ ical characteristics of 1-ILW produce hazards

associated with both acute and chronic exposure to the ionizing radiation. Currently, large

volumes of HLW are found in interim storage at the Department of Energy 's ("DOE's")

Hanford Reservation, Savannah River Site ("SRS") and the Idaho National Engineering

and Environmental Laboratory ("INEEL"), awaiting ultimate geologic disposal-at the

Yucca Mountain geologic repository in the state of Nevada, if it is licensed to operate. At

issue in this case is the fraction ofl-ILW currently in interim storal ye which the DOE will

seek to dispose of outside of a deep geologic repository under the unlawful authority of

DOE Order 43 5. 1.

Scientific judgments about the necessit-y of deep geologic burial of ILXV

3. Because of the h4~ h toxicity of high-level radioactive waste, in its 1957

report. prepared at the request of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, the National

Research Council of the U.S. National Academies "endorsed the concept of I ~eological

disposal-pplacing high-level waste (HLW) in a carefully selected deep underground

formation, where it would remain isolated frorm human beings and the environment long

enough for the radioactivity to decay to near natural background levels." [National

Research Council, Disposition of High-Levyel W41aste and Spent Fuel: The Continuing

Societal and Technical Challenges, Washington, D.C.: National Academy Press, 2001, p.

ix.] In 1990 the National Research Council reaffirmed this position when it stated, "There

is strong worldwide consensus that the best, safest long-term option for dealing with

HLW is .,,eological isolation. .Although the scientific community has high confidence

3
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that the ,- eneral strate, y. of geolo yIc isolation is the best one to pursue, the challenges are

formnidable." [National Research Council, Rethinking 11igh-Level Radioactive Waste

Disp~osal, A Position Statement of the Board on Radioactive Waste Management,

Washin~ toni ! D.C.: National Academy Press, 1990, p. 2.; quoted in National Research

Council, Disposition of'High-Level Waste and Sp~ent Fuel.- The C'ontinuing Societal and

Technical Challenges. Washington, D.C.: National Academy Press, 2001, p. x.] This

position was also adopted by the U.S. Congress and embodied in the Nuclear Waste

Policy Act of 1982.

What is "High Level Radioactive Waste"?

4. According to Congress,

"The term "high level radioactive waste" means-

(A) the hig lily radioactive material resulting from the reprocessing of spent

nuclear fuel, including liquid waste produced directly in reprocessing and any solid

material derived fromn such liquid waste that contains fission products in sufficient

concentrations, and

(B) other highly radioactive material that the [Nuclear Rej ~ulatoryj Commission,

consistent with existing law, determines by rule requires permnanent isolation." [42 U.S.C.

1 0101(12)]

5. Thus. HLW is defined in terms of the source of the material rather than the

hazardous characteristics.

4
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What is '"Reprocessing"?

6. "Reprocessing" is the act, or process, of separating the ingredients in

irradiated nuclear reactor fuel and target materials into constituent parts or streams. The

Constituent part or streams are in the form of product streams and waste streams.

Examples of products or product streams are: (1) plutonium and tritium recovered for the

manufacture of nuclear1Aweapon components; (2) radioactive isotopes used in military and

civil applications; (3) unused highly enriched uranium recovered from naval and research

reactor fuel for the purpose of recycling as fresh production reactor fuel; and (4)

plutonium and unused uranium recovered from irradiated civil reactor fuel for the

purpose of reusing (recyclinj into new reactor fuel. In each of these cases there is also

by-product production of radioactive waste.

What is "highly radioactive material resulting from the reprocessing of spent

nuclear fuel"?

7. In a nuclear reactor it requires the fissioning of roughly one gram of

fissionable material to produce one ne~ ~awatt -day of enerl y Output. Thus, when a larl e

reactor (producing several thousands of megawatts of thermial power) has operated for

only a short period of time -in a matter of days-kiloi ~ram quantities of fissionable fuel

(typically uranium or plutonium) will have fissioned, and as a result, kilogram quantities

of highly radioactive fission products will have been produced. Once separated from

product materials by reprocessing this by-product waste material is the "'highly

radioactive material from reprocessing spent nuclear fuel." It includes not only the

radioactive fission products, which are produced in the reactor as the fuel undergoes

5
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nuclear fission, but also the non-product radioactive isotopes that are produced when

neutrons are absorbed in fuel and tars ~et materials in the reactor.

The High-Level Wastes in the Tanks are Extremely Toxic.

8. In 1995, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory for DOE compiled estimates

of radioactivity of the high-level wastes in storage by site through 1995. The estimates

are reproduced in Table 2 below.

Table 2. Radioactivity of HLW in storage by site through 1995

Radioactivity (MCi)
Site Tank Waste Capsules

Liq uid Solid Sr Cs
Hanford 68.5 123.3 44.9 101.2
INEEL 2. 7 46.6
SRS 214.6 2 87.6
WVD1P 24.05

[DOE, Integrated Data Base Report-i 995. U.S. Spent Nuclear Fuel and Radioactive
W41aste Inventories, Pro'etos and Characteristics, DLW-0006, Rev. 12, December

1996, p. 52.]

9. These amounts have been reduced, in some cases by 15 to 20 percent due

to radioactive decay, and by removals since 1995.

10. At SRS the dominant radionuclides in the tank wastes are strontiUm-90, its

radioactive daughter yttrium-90m, cesium-I 137 and its daul ~hter product bariumn-1 37m. As

of the end of 1995, in the SRS tanks there were approximately 119 million curies

("MCI") each of strontiunv-90 and vttrium-90m, 116 MCI of cesium-137 and 110 MCI of

barium- 137nm. [ DOE, Integrated Data Base Report-1/995: U. S. Sp~ent Nuclear Fuel and

Radioactive I'aste JInentories, Projections. and Characteristics, DOE/RW-0006. Rev.

6
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12, December 1996, p. 55.] By comparison the annual limits on intake by ingestion for a

radiation worker to insure the workers close does not exceed 5 reins per year is 0.0004 Ci

of strontium-90 or 0.000 1 curies ("Ci") of cesium-i 37. [EPA, Limiting Values of

Radionuclides Intake and Air- Concentr-ation and Dose con vei-sion Factors For-

Inhalation, Submers~ion, And Ingestion, EPA-520/1-88-020, September 1988, pp. 49 and

71 ] Thus, the waste tanks at SRS contain hundreds of billions of "annual limits on intake"

for nuclear workers and tens of trillions of "allowable ingestion limits" for the general

population. In its concentrated formn the HLW in the tanks is very toxic. This is of course

why Congress has required that all high-level radioactive waste be isolated in one or

more deep geological repositories.

DOE Plans Permit Substantial Amounts of High Level Radioactive Waste to Be Left
in the Tanks.

11. The total radioactivity in the 49 operating HLW tanks at SRS is estimated to

be 420 million Curies ("MCi").2 If DOE reduced the amount of HLI1W in the SRS tanks

to one to two percent of thle existing waste (their draft waste removal goal for the tanks at

SRS) such an amount is equal to 4-8 MCi. By comparison, the radioactivity in one

normal fuel load of a typical commercial reactor is about 0.4 MCi1.3 Therefore, if even

just two percent of the HJLW in the SRS tanks is reclassified as incidental waste and left

2 Plaintiffs' Complaint Att. 14, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, Tank Focus
Area.

3 That is, the amount Defendants will abandon is at least 10 times more than a

typical commercial spent nuclear fuel load. Plaintiffs' Complaint Att. 15, "Integrated
Data Base Report-1994 (Septemnber 1995): U.S. Spent Nuclear Fuel and Radioactive
Waste Inventories, Projections, and Characteristics" Oak Ridg -National Laboratory
DOE/RW-0006, Rev. 12 December 1996 at 27 and 219.
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in place. this is equivalent to the shallow land burial of approximately four to nine tonls of

spent nuclear fuel.'

12. The 49 remaining. high level waste tanks at SRS contain about 420 MCI In

35 million gallons of HLW. [http:www.pnil.gov/tfa/sites.stm] In the Draft SRS EIS, DOE

defined the removal of 98 percent to 99 percent of the total radioactivity and over 99

percent of the volume of high-level radioactive waste from these tanks as constituting

'*the lim-it of what is economically and technically practicable for waste removal" [DOE,

SRS High-Level Waste Tank Closure, Draft FIS, DOE/F IS-0303D, November 2000, p.

2-3.] DOE removed from the Final SRS ElS, the paragraphs that were present in the

Draft EIS that defined the amount of high-level radioactive waste DOE believed was "the

limit of what was economically and technically practicable for waste removal" from the

tanks. [Compare the Draft EIS pp. 2-2 to 2-3 with the Final EIS, pp. 2-2 to 2-3.] The

Final EIS retained a paragraph that was present in the Draft EIS passag e that be Tins,

Following bulk removal. DOE would remove a majority of
the waste from the tanks and fill the tanks wvith material to
prevent future collapse and bind up residual waste...
[Draft SRS EIS, p. 2-3 and Final SRS EIS, p. 2-3.]

13. Thus, DOE may leave substantially more than one or two percent of the

high-level waste in the tanks.

4 For this calculation, we use the facts that ( I) one typical nuclear fuel load for a
typical reactor (ie., boiling water reactor) weil hs about 319.9 kilograms (kg) , (2) has a
volume of 0.0864 mn3 and (3) a radioactivity of 1 -10 MCi/n 3 . For pressurized water
reactors this value is about twice as high.

8
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14. In fact, NRC stated that most (37 of 51 tanks) of the reprocessing waste to be

left in the SRS tanks will not satisfy Class C lowv-level waste requirements at 10 C.F.R. §

61.55, and this is only after relying on averaging the radioactivity of the abandoned waste

with the near zero radioactivity of the bottomn-most layer of grout. Plaintiffs' Complaint

Att. 10, NRC Review at 14. NRDC has calculated that in order to meet Class-C

guidelines for the abandoned waste in some of the tanks at SRS, upwards of about 100-

fold dilution of the residual waste with reducing grout will be required. This calculation

relies onl NRC's statement that "'between 0 and 31 inches of grout" will be required "'to

meet the Class C limits." NRC Review at 11. The SRS tanks are between 75 and 85 feet

in diameter.5 In any case. 3 1 inches of I grout will occupy a volume of between 85,000

gallons and 1 10,000 gallons. Assuming that approximately 1 ,000 gallons of HLW

remains in the tank after closure, this implies up to 100-fold dilution of the HLW by the

grout.

The Closed Savannah River Site Tanks

15. To date, two HLW tanks at SRS have been closed: tanks numbered 17 and

20. These tank closures relied on the incidental waste concept to reclassify the waste.

The results of the tank closure process illustrate one possible result of im-plementing

Order 435. 1. In Tank 20 at SRS, 1,000 -T.allons of HLW remained after closure out of an

initial fill of 22,000 gallons. Therefore 9 percent of the initial tank waste remained in

S See Administrative Record at 33637 or Complaint Att. 1 8, "Industrial
Wastewater Closure Plan for F- and H-Area High-Level Waste Tank Systems" SRS Rev.
1 July 10, 1996 (The administrative record version is missing every even-numbered page.
Complaint Att. 18 supplies the relevant page.).

9
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Tank 20 by volumne. The radioactive elemnents in the tank heel included selenium-79,

technetiumn-99, carbon- 14, iodine- 129, plutoniumn (-238. -239, -240, -241 and -242),

neptuniumn (-237), curium (-244 and -245), and tritium (hydrogen -3).

16. Process records indicate that approximately one-half kilogramn of plutonium

remained in the residual wastes in SRS tanks 17 and 20. See Attachment 1 (Tank

Inventory Breakdown Spreadsheet for Tanks 1 7-20). Extrapolating this amnount of

plutonium per tank residue to all DOE HLWA tanks implies that if other HLW tanks in the

DOE complex are closed in a similar manner to SRS Tanks 1 7 and 20, approximately 100

kilograms of plutonium are slated for abandonment under the ,guidelines of Order 43 5. 1.

The actual amount of plutonium and other radioactive elements in or near the water table

at SRS, Hanford and INEEL, however, is unknown and may be much higher since the

volume permnitted to be left under Order 435.1 depends on "the limit of what is

economically and technically practicable for waste removal ... or mneets alternative

requirements DOE may set."

10
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Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, 1 declare under penalty of perjury, that the

foregoing is true and correct to the best of mny knowledge and belief.

Signed on the __day of January, 2002,

Kb)(6)

Natural Resources LDetense Council, Inc.

I1I
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UNITIED STAT'ES DIST'RICT COURTI
FOR THE DIST'RICT OF IDAHO

)
Natural Resources Defense Council, )
Snake River Alliance; Confederated Tribes )
& Bands of the Yakama Nation; Shoshone )
B~annock Tribes, )

)
Plaintiffs ) Case No. 01-C V-413

(BLW)
V. )

)
Spencer Abraham, Secretary, Department )
of Energy; United States of America, )

)
Defendants )

SECOND DECLARATION OF 1(b)(6) ]
1, 4b) (6) 3 do hereby swear that the following is true to the best of my

knowledge.

I . My expertise and vita were presented in "Declaration o6b)(6) I
Kb)(6) j submitted to this court on January, 21, 2003 ("First (b)(6) peclaration").

2. The purpose of this second declaration is to explain pertinent facts

re~ arding. high-level radioactive waste ("HLW") and to inform the court of certain factual

errors contained in the Declaration of I ~b)(6) r,

I(b)(6) ]
Kb)(6) lin Support of Defendants' Motion of Points and Authorities in Support of

Federal Defendants' Cross-Motion for Summary Jud~ ment and in Opposition to Plaintiff

Motion for Summary Judgment, 5 March 2003 ('Dcfiendants' Cross-Motion for

Summary Juidj ment 11).
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3. TileI (b)(6) IDeclaration, in so many words, is a claimn that the amount

and concentration of radioactive waste that will be left in the HLW tanks is far less than

what Plaintiffs assert, and moreover, by adding grout to the tanks, the residual l-LW can

be diluted to meet Class C limits and thereby qualify as low-level radioactive waste.

I(b)(6) ] implication is that it will be safe to abandon the waste in

place. 1 claim that: (1) the abandoned waste is HLW; (2) DOE has made no commitment

to leaving ,only a small amount of IILW in the tanks; and (3) the I-ILW would not be

thorou~ Il ly mixed with the t.Yrout under the DOE proposal and will therefore not be

comparable to (Class C low-level waste. Using DOE documents. I will explain my claims

and refute those ofb)) ]
THlE DEFINITION OF HIGhI-LEVEL NUCLEAR WASTE

4. In T[he First Declaration of I(b)(6) ] 1 noted that according to

Congress, 1

-The terml "~high level radioactive waste" means-

(A) the hit ;hly radioactive material resulting from
the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel, including liquid
waste produced directly in reprocessing and any solid
material derived from such liquid waste that contains
fission products in sufficient concentrations; and

(B) other highly radioactive material that the
[ Nuclear Regulatory] Commission, consistent with existing
law, determines by rule requires permanent isolation." [42
U.S.C. 10101(12)]

' In D~efendants' Cross-M'otion for Sumimary Judl ment at 3. D)efendants' claimi "this is his
Kb)(6) Iinterpretation of the termi high-level waste." In fact, it is riot b)(6) I but

:ongress' Uelinitioii. It is also the definition used by the EnvironmentalI F rotcction Agency in
establishing environmiental protection standards for the mnanagemnent and disposal of high-level
radioactive waste. (See 40 ('FR 191,02(h), reproduced at 50 FR 38084 September 19, 1985).

2
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5. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission's implementation of subpart (B) of

the I-LW definition is undisputed.

6. It is undisputed that under subpart (A) of the definition that I-ILW is

defined at least in part by the source of the material, "the hIl ,h ly radioactiv e material

resulting from reprocessing" See Defendants' Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment at

14, line 2 and at 15, line 1.

7. There is a dispute over whether covering the residual tank waste converts

.04it into something other than HLW, or whether a "'Waste Incidental to Reprocessing

determination by DOE makes the waste something other than IILW.

EXAMPLES OF HIGH-LEVEL WASTE

8. The definition of I ILW at ¶ 4 above includes two example categories of'

HLW. namely, "liquid waste produced directly in reprocessing" and "any solid material

derived from such liquid waste that contains fission products in sufficient

concentrations."

9. The highly radioactive liquid wastes from reprocessing, introduced into

1ILW tanks for interim storage at Savannah River Site (SRS), H-anford Reservation,

Idaho National Environmental and Engineering Laboratory (INEEL) and elsewhere, fall

under the first example cate ory, namely, "liquid waste produced directly inl

Ireprocessing.

10. The vitrified IILW, i.e., the mixture of HLW and borosilicate _,lass in steel

cylinders, produced at Savannah River Site (SRS) in preparation for shipment to the

proposed .Yeolo "c repository at Yucca Mountain, the capsules of cesium-137 and

3
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strontium-90 produced and stored at Hanford Reservation,' and the calcined waste stored

at the Calcine Solids Stora e Facilities at Idaho National Environmental and En ~ineerin

Laboratory (IN EEL.)- are all examples of "solid material derived fromn such liquid waste

that contains fission products in sufficient concentrations."

IL. There are other example categories of "highly radioactive material

resulting from the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel" that do not fall into either of the

two example categories given after the word "including" in part (A) of the definition of

HLW. These include, but are not limited to: (a) hil ;hly radioactive solid particles (e.1 I

non-soluble ission products) in suspension that accompanied the liquid waste when it Is

introduced into the tanks, (b) the precipitated highly radioactive solid particles in sludge

in the IM tanks, and (c) highly radioactive liquid wastes "derived from such liquid

waste that contains fission products in sufficient concentrations" after the liquid has been

removed from the tanks and treated. The categories (a) through (b) are well recognized

components of slurry and sludt IC forms of tank HLW and are discussed further below. At

present I am unaware of the existence of any II1-W in category (c), but lILW in this

category may result from future treatment of HLW removed from the tanks.

2 See Attachinent I, DOE. Integrated Data Base Report- 1995: U.S. Spent Nuclear Fuel and
Radioactive Waste Inventories. Projections, and Characteristics, DOE/RW-0006, Rev. 1 2,
December 1996, pp. 52-53 ("Mit. 1, DOE I DB- 1995").

"'The High-Level Waste Tank Farm [at INEEL] includes I11 underground stainless steel
stora~ -Ye tanks used to store the radioactive liquid waste ,cnerated during the reprocessing of spent
fuel and plant decontamination work. Most of the tank farm liquid has beeni calcined, reducing
the volume amid converting it to a more stable solid form. .Calcining achieved an eight-to-one
volumne reduction from liquid to solid. .Calcination reduced the volume of liquid radioactive
waste ,,encrat ed dumring~ reprocessimng and placed it in a more-stable granular solid form."
http://'ww%.w.iniel.gov/"facilities/intec.shtnml. Seekb)(6) J1)eclaration ¶ 6.b() L)eclaratrin f
12 and Att. 1, 1)OE lD3- 1995 at 54)

4
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EXAMPLES OF INCIDENTAL WAST E

12. There are a variety of materials that have been contamninated as a result of

secondary contact with the highly radioactive wastes fromn reprocessing. These include.

for example, laboratory items and contaminated clothing, tools, and equipment. For many

years this type of waste has been referred to as "incidental waste." The categories of

incidental waste traditionally have been identified by a process akin to the "citation

method" set forth in DOE Order 435. 1.

HIGH-LEVEL WASTE SITE LOCATIONS

13. Defendants note that "[t]here are four principal locations in the United

States where reprocessing wastes are located. These principal locations are SRS, INEL

H anford and the Western New York Nuclear Service Center." Defendants' Cross-Motion

for Summary Judj ment at 9,n. 13.~

14. As a result of reprocessing, large quantities of I11AM were generated at

these four sites, and thle HLW has been, and continues to be, stored in [ILW tanks at

these sites. With respect to SRS, Defendants]I (b)(6) por example. notes:

As a result of its defense nuclear materials production
mission, SRS generated large quantities of high-level waste
(FiL-W). This waste resulted from dissolving spent reactor
fuel and nuclear targets to recover the valuable isotopes,
e.g., Pu-239 for defense purposes.

b)(6) )eclaration I] 5.

'There are other locations in thle Unites States where reprocessing has taken place and I ILW was
generated .including a pilot reprocessing plant at Oak Ridgte National Laboratory. Also, limited
reprocessing probably has taken place in laboratory-scale facilities, so-called "liot-cells." at other
DOE facilities elsewhere.

5
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HIGH-LEVEL WASTE QUANTITIES

15. The parties and the States agree that there are approximately 37 million

gallons HLW in the 49 tanks at SRS that have not been closed5 ((b)6) IDeclaration J[ 6);

approximately 53 million gallons of I LW in 1 77 tanks at Hanford (Affidavit of[!b)(6)

b)(6) ]III 11. submitted with the Joint Amnicus Brief of Idaho, Oreg

Carolina ()6 -11 "-)) ( "States' Brief"); and at INEEL approximately 900,000)

gallons of HLW in 15 tanks. I(b)(6) \ffidavit¶1 15) 1 (b)(6) rl 14).

16. In the 49 IW tanks at SRS there are approximately 34 million ;allons

y(92% of the volume) of supernate (liquid) and saltcake (solids) containing 200 million

curies of radioactivity (45%!/ of the curies, or radioactivity), and 3 million gallons of

slud e (8% of the volume) containing 226 million curies of radioactivity (55% of the

curies, or radioactivity) (K b)(6) ffidavit T¶ 8, 10); and the I LW tanks at INEEL contain

approximately 500,000 curies of HLW. ~(b)(6) JPeclaration 1 26 (2)). At the end of

1995, the inventory of IILW in the 177 tanks at Hanford included 68.5 million curies of

liquid HLW and 125.3 million curies of solid HLW." (DOE IDB-1995 at 52).

FORMS OF HICH-LEVEL WASTE

17. It is undisputed that the HLW in the tanks at SRS consists primarily of

three physical forms: sludge, salt and liquid.I (b)(6) JDeclaration ¶j 7). IILW in the tanks

has also been characterized as "solids and supemnate (aqueous salt solution, or liquids).

The supernate includes free supem-ate (free-floating liquids) and interstitial supernate that

is trapped in the solids (liquids mixed in with the solids).

5One of these tanks, Tank 16, is said to be emipty.
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18. Definitions of various components or categ

waste," "heel," "hij h -heat waste," "Insoluble sludl e, "low-heat waste," saltcake,"

"sludge," "slurry," and "supernate" can be found in Defendants' own documents.' The

b)(6) ] Affidavit also describes several of these terms at 4 1 3- 18.

19. DOE notes in the SRS 1996 HLWVEA, "The freshly generated IILW is

further classified as either High-Heat Waste (HHW) or Low-Heat Waste LHW. HHW is

generated during the first solvent extraction of the spent nuclear fuel. LIIW is generated

from the second and subsequent solvent extractions of the spent fuel and other support.

The freshly generated 1-111IW and 1-1IW are segregated to improve processing of residual

sludge and salt solutions within the Tank Farms and DWPF Vitrification Facility." SRS

1996 /IL WEFA, Appendix A, Waste Receil and Aging. The documnent also notes, "The

HHW and LHW waste streamns .Yenerated by the F- and H-Area Separations Facilities

[reprocessing plants] contain insoluble and highly radioactive nmetal hydroxides

(manj ~anese . iron, and alumninum) which settle to the bottom of the waste tanks to form a

sludge layer. The 1111W and LIMW are normally segregated. The combined sludge is

mana ~ed as HHW sludge." M., SludgZe Processing.

20. Tank farmn experience [at SRSJ shows that the sludges typically contain

hi4 h amounts of interstitial liquid (liquids mnixed in with the solids) (70-85%).]

6 DOE, EA-I 1164, Enirhoniental Assessinent. for closure, otHg-Levyel Waste Tanks in F-
and 11-Aireas at the Savanna/h RAie Site. July 1996," Glossary ("SRS 1996 IIL W EA") (found on
the web at (littp://'www.globalscurity.org /wnd'/librarv/'report/enviro/ea I I 64.htm).

P.D. d'Entreniont and .J.L. Thomas, "Characterization of Tanik 19 Residual Waste,"
Westinghouse Savannah River Company, WSRC-TR-2002-00052. Revision 0, March 15, 2002
("d'Lntremont & Thomas, Tank 19 Report"). Found on the web at
http://www.srs.i 'ov/ genera l/pubs/fu I Itext/trl 002 05 2/tr200205 2.hltni 1).

7
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21. For the purpose of listing the amounts of HLW at DOE sites, DOE and

Oak Rid e National Laboratory have characterized the physical form of l-LW as being

either "liquid" or "solid" where "IlIliquid tank waste consists of free tank supernate and

drainable interstitial liquid." and "~Solid tank waste consists of sludge, salt cake, zeolite,

calcine, and precipitate." (Att. 1, DOE 1DB- 1995 at 52-53). This means the "liquid

HLW" consists of liquids and the "solid HLW" consists of solids and the sludg

liquid mixed in that cannot readily be drained.

22. At INELL, the HLW streams fromn reprocessing are also referred to as

"iraffinates." and sonic of the IILW is termed "sodium-bearing wastes." (b)(6)

Declaration 116 and 7. Also, the HLW left in the bottom of the tanks after they are

"emptied" is referred to as 'heels."I (b)(6) )eclaration ~]14. According tolKb)(6)

(b)(6) J'Thie hard concentrated sludge at the bottom of the tanks that may be

extremely difficult to retrieve is called tank "'heel."' (b6) __ ffidavit I 17.

THE PROPOSED ABANDONED WASTE IS HIGH-LEVEL WASTE

23. Based on the foregoing ¶¶ 13-21, the sludge, solid material, and liquid in

the tanks at SRS have always been considered HLW, at least prior to a "Waste Incidental

to Reprocessing" determination and subsequent pouring of grout into the 111-W tanks

during. ,the proposed tank closure process. T'his is confirmed by DOE, which has stated,

"Before bulk waste removal, the contents of the tanks is IILW." SRS 1-11W Tank Closure

Record of'Decision, 67 FR 53783 (Aut ~ust 19, 2002). Since the "contents of the tanks"

include the radioactive sludge, the sludge is characterized as 11I-W by DOE at least

"before bulk waste removal.",

8
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24. The Declaration of ()6 ilionfirms that the

residual waste DOE proposes to leave in the tanks is predominantly the sludg e jKb)(6)

b)(6) ] states, "'My understanding is that Table C.3. 1I-1 of the SRS IIL1W

Tank Closure Final EIS lists the total activity of the primary radioactive contributors that

will remain in the tanks after bulk waste remnoval for final treatment and does not take

''I ](b)(6)credit for any additional cleaning J Declaration jI 14. The estimated quantities

of radionuclides in SRS F-Area and Il-Area tanks (reported in Table C.3. 1 -1 cited by

1(b)(6) ) were derived by multiplying volumes of residual waste

assumed to remain in the tanks (given in Table C.3.1-2) by the concentrations of the

various radionuclides in the slud e in the tanks. Att. 2, DOE, Savannah River Site High-

LevelI Waste Tank Closur-e F inal Enviinoneeilal hIpact Statement, DOE/EIS-0303, May

2002, C- 18. Table C.3.l1-1l, n. (a) ("Att. 2, SRS 2002 HL W Tank Closure, Final EIS "). "'

25. In sum, the radioactive waste that DOE proposes to abandon in the I ILW

tanks at SRS was characterized by DOE as HLW when it went into the tanks; it is

characterized as I ILW in the Computer spreadsheets used to derive Table C.3. I - 1; it is

part of the "content of the tanks" and therefore is characterized as HLW by DOE "before

bulk waste remnoval;" and it is characterized as HILW in the physical form of "sludge," at

least tip to the point that DOE makes a "Waste Incidental to Reprocessing" determination

Iand subsequently pours grout into the I-ILW tanks during the proposed lank closure

process.

XNConcentration data for 33 of the 51 1-LW tanks are found in Table (C.3.1 -1 Worksheet
Data, cited in Att. 2. Defendants' SRS 2002 11L W 'Tank Closure Final IS at C- 18, Table ('.3. 1 -
I, Reference (a) (Newman and Hester), (dated 2/23/1999) ("Table C.3. I -1 Worksheet Data").
Plainitiffs are happy to submit the computer spreadsheet compilation in its entirety to the Court if'
the Court so wishes.

9
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26. The waste that DOE proposes to leave in the tanks is -hij lily radioactive

material." The States of Idahio, Washington, Oreg

that, -The tank wastes at the [Savannah River] site directly result from reprocessing of

spent fuel and are extreme/v radioactive. (States' Br. at 16; emphasis supplied) As an

example, it is estimated that "the solids in [SRS] Tank 19 are currently 39 times the upper

limit for Class C waste." d'Entremlont and Thomnas, ank 19 Report.

27. The residual waste that DOE proposes to abandon in the tanks is "material

from reprocessing of spent fuel." This is also the view of the States. States' Br. at 16.

DOE IS NOT COMMITTED TO LEAVING ONLY A SMALL AMOUNT
OF HLW IN THE TANKS

28. (b)(6) ]1states:

The Plaintiff s Statement of Material Facts at p. 7 and t 'b)(6)
Kb)(6) IDeclaration at paral ~raph 11I asserts that if DOE
let t one or two percent of the existing waste, such anl
amount represents 4 - 8 MGi of radioactivity, and equates
this activity to a quantity of spent nuclear fuel assemblies.
My understanding is that Table C.3.l1-1 of the SRS HLW
Tank Closure Final EIS lists the total activity of the
primary radioactivity contributors that will remain in the
tanks after bulk removal for final treatment and does not
take credit for any additional cleaning .This data, along
with recent characterization for closed Tanks 1 7 and 20,
shows that the projected quantity of radioactivity in the
tank residues is approximately 176,000 curies and is
approximately 20-times less than the lower end (4 MCI)
asserted by Plaintiff s Statement of Material Facts. After
approximately 300 years, well within the expected analyzed
life of 1000 years for the grout in the stabilized tank (SRS
Final EIS), this radioactivity will have decayed away to
approximately 0. 11% of the original amount.

Vb)(6) ]Declaration ~j14.
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T'here is a glaring omission in this statement and several errors in the underlying data

relied upon by 1(b)(6) ] for this statemnent and in the statement itself.

29. The ,1Iaring omission is that the FIS statcs:

Table C.3. 1-2 lists the volumne and residual material
assumed for modeling purposes to remain in closed IILW
tanks and d~o ni represent a conunitnent or- goal/ori waste
removal.

Att. 2, SRS 2002 HIF Tank Closurie Final EIS at C- 1 7 (emphasis supplied). The Final

IlS makes clear that DOE is not committed to removing the amnount waste reflected in

the table cited by b )(6) ]1
30. Contemporaneous with the preparation of the SRS Tank Closure Final

FIS, May 2002, the DOE contractor at SRS prepared a report documenting 4'the basis for

the residual waste inventories that will be used in the Tank 19 fate and transport

modeling." d'Fntremont and Thomnas, Tank 19 Report. According to this report, in 1980-

198 1, a salt removal program reduced the solids in the tank fromn over one million gallons

to an estimated 33,000 gallons. From September 2000 to June 2001, heel removal was

performed on the estimated 33,000 ,al Ions ,and in August 2001 the tank walls were

washed. At the end of this process it was determined that Tank 19 contained an estimated

15,000 gallons of wet sludge in the bottom of the tank and 1,800 Yallons of free

supemnate. Nd. The "NRC Class C Calculation" in the report was based on the assumption

that the residual tank inventory would include the 15,000 gallons of wet sludg e T his

9 Also in the Final IIS. DOE states, "Based onl experience in removing waste from Tanks
1 6, 1 7, and 20, DOE has assumed that thle volume of material remainingafeoi aeroly bulk waste
removal would be 10,000 gallons per tank. M. C-17. There are approximately3 37 million rallons
of H-LW liqUids and solids in thle 49 IILW tanks that have not been closed. Se[ b)(6)
Declaration 1, 6. Therefore, bulk waste removal of the remaining 49 tanks would leave 490,000
gallons or 1.3 percent of the present inventory. This conclusion confirmls the (at least) one to two
percent of HLW abandonment assumled in my initial declaration.
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volume of residual waste is 15 tinwes gr-eater- than the 1,000 gallons assuined,1fb Taink 19

i n the SRS Tank Closur-eFinal EIS. See Att. 2, SRS 2002 H-L W Tank Closure Finial EIS at

C-I1S, Table C.3.1-2.

31. While both the SRS 2002 I-IL W Tank Closur-e Finial EIS (Att. 2) and the

contractor report ()6 Jank 19 Report) contain disclaimers, there

is no commitment by DOE to further reduce the Tank 19 residual waste from 15,000 to

1 ,000 gallons.b() claims. "My understanding is that Table

C.3.l1-1 of the SRS HLW Tank Closure Final EIS lists the total activity of thle primary

radioactivity contributors that will remnain in i/ic tanks qier hulk waste reinoval for final

treatment and does not take credit for any additional cleaning.'j (b)(6) Peclaration 11

14 (emphasis added). Tables C.3.1 -1 and C.3.1-2 of the SRS 2002 HL W Tank Closurie

Finial EJS to which ()6 refers are for modeling purposes only

and inaccurate for Defendants' purposes here.

b)(6 I~jJ NDERSTATES T[HE
RADIOACTIVITY LEFT IN THlE TANKS

32. There are other errors in I (b)(6) JDeclaration 1-, 14 that merit correction.

First, Table C.3.1l-1 does not list all the "primary radioactivity contributors that wvill

remain in the tanks after bulk waste removal . .. " Table C.3. 1-1 excludes yttriumn-90mn

(Y-9Oni), a radioactive daughter product resulting from the decay of strontium-90 (Sr-

90), and bariumn-1I37m (Ba- 137m), a radioactive daughter due to the decay of cesium- 137

(Cs-1 37). The curie amount of Y-90m is equal to that of Sr-90, and the curie amount of

Ba-137 equals about 95 percent of the curie amount of Cs-137. Since Sr-90 and Cs-137

represent about 98 percent of the radioactivity listed in Table C.3. 1- 1, including these two
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radioisotopes, Y-90ni and Ba-1I37m, would increase the total curies of radioactivity by

about 97 percent, almost doubling the 1 76,000 curies reported byl(b)(6) J1
](and the total curies in Table C.3. 1 -1 ). )*0I(b)(6)

THE CONCENTRATION OF RADIOACTIVITY INT'HE ABANDONED
111W CAN BE AS GREAT, OR GREATER, THAN THAT OF THE HEW
REMOVED

33. "Concentration" is defined as. "The amount of a substance in wei4 ht,

moles. or equivalents contained in unit volume." CRC, Handbook o/'Ciiemisiri and

Physics', 6 8 i1h Edition. at F-75. "'Volume, unit of' is def ned as "The cubic centimeter, the

volume of a cube whose edges arc one centimeter in length. Other Lunits of volume arc

derived in a similar manner. Dimension. [13y.' Id, at F- 1 08.

34. Plaintiffs asserted that "the concentration of radioactivity ini the abandoned

sludges and sediments can be as high, or even higher ,than the concentration of

radioactivity in the materials removed from the tanks . . ." Plaintiffs Statement of

Material Facts at 4. If b)(6) Ierroneously claims that this is not

correct. Itb)(6) JDeclaration :1 9. 1(b)(6) Is in error; she uses

mathematical averaging to give the appearance that radioactivity concentrations are

smaller that they are in reality. This can be seen from the concentrations of radioactivity

in slud

IILW tanks at SRS where data is available-in more than a dozen II11W tanks-the

"The 1 76,000 curies reported byL( b)(6) liillis greater than 1 7 1,.000, the SLIm1
of the curies of the isotopes given in Table C.3. 1-1 . If (b)(6) ]is including oilher
isotopes, not identified in Table C.3.1-1, she should soindicate. inci Liding allI isotopes that are in
the referenced wetables and using a vaues for 2/23/99, would increase the total radioactivity in all
48 non-emptied tanks (i.e., excluding Tanks 16, 1 7. and 1 8) to 56 1,000 curies.

'Table C'.3. 1-1 Worksheet Data and 1137 belowv.

13
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concentration of radioactivity in slud~ e exceeds the concentration of radioactivity in salt

and in supernate (liquid).'1 2 Since the residual radioactivity DOE proposes to abandon in

tanks is predominately sludge, and the waste DOE proposes to remove from the tanks is

predominately SUpernate (liquid) and salts, the concentration of radioactivity in the

abandoned sludges and sediments can be as high, or even higher, than the concentration

of radioactivity in the materials removed from the tanks.

35. The States note this fact as wvell: "Itihere are 3 million gallons of this

slud ye (8% of the volume) containing 226 million curies of radioactivity (55% of the

curies.)."I (b)(6) IAffidavit 11 8 referring to SRS; see also AL. ¶¶ 6-1 1 ("There arc

approximately 34 million ,,allons (92% of the volume) of supernate and salt cake

containing 200 million curies of radioactivity (45!/ of the curies))." Id. ¶1 11. On average,

the concentration of radioactivity in sludge is greater than that in liquids and solids. Thus.

for most of the tank waste at SRS, the concentration of radioactivity in what DOE

proposes to abandon is greater than the concentration of radioactivity in wvhat DOE

proposes to remove from the tanks.

b)(6) I SELECTIVELY CHOOSES DAT'A

36. There are two additional problems withb)6): ""'I
claim reproduced at ¶j 28 above. First, ()6 jchooses as evidence the

results from cleaning out Tanks 17 and 20, which prior to closure were among the

cleanest tanks at SRS.

` In 1996 DOE stated, "At the present time the approximately 12-9 million liters (34 million
gallons) of High-Level Waste (1-112W) are being treated to separate the high-activity fraction (a
sludge) from the low activity fraction (a liquid)." SRS 1996 HLWL'AE., Section 1. 1. 1.
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37. In support of her claim.b)6 ]begins by noting

that the average concentration of radioactivity in operating HLW tanks is 3,245 01i111

I(b)(6) ]I9. This is equal to 12.3 curies per gallon ('-Ci/gal"). 131 (b)(6) "ii
1(b)(6) lalso cites the concentration of radioactivity in HLW canisters (final disposal

formn)-5,575 Ci/m3 (2 1.1 Ci/gal). Md. These average concentration figures are

undisputed. The radioactivity concentration in the SRS HLW tanks and in the Sludg e in

these tanks, however, varies widely. I have summarized the Table C.3. 1 -1 Worksheet

Data here:

Table 1. Radioactivity Concentrations in SRS HLIW tanks (values for 2/23/99). 14

C 0x C C

0
I-. ;.2 > 0 C) =jX 0 'a0 I- 0 = 0.C .. 0 I- cc a-.~ 0 4) WU 'U ~C n

1- 0) 0C 0 C U)
0 03 0n0 0 0
C- I0 0

0 0

(gal) (Ci/gal) (Cl/gal) (Cl/gal)
F 100 201.80 1.75 38.58

2 F 100 44.31 2.75 14.31
3 F 100 40.19 3.75 14.31
4 F 100 73.92 4.75 20.62
5 F 100 236.32
6 F 100 308.54 2.45
7 F 100 40.82 6.21
8 F 100 59.88 1.43
9 H 100 47.76 9.75 14.03

10 H 100 5.10 10.75 2.45

'Since there are 264.1721 gallons (U. S.) inl a cuibic mneter.

'In Table I, concentration data arc given for 33 of the 51 HLW tanks (values for 2/123/1999).
The Table C.3. 1I-I Worksheet Data do not include data for Tanks 16, 1 7, and 2() because these
tanks are either empty (Tank 16) or closed (Tanks 17 and 20). It should be noted that inventory
data for 15 tanks were n101 available in the DOE!SRS database. In preparation of the SRS 2002
HL WV TauLk Clostre Finiia EATS, DOE (and its contractor) used surrogate tank data where tank data
were unavailable or where tank inventories were expected to change. SRS apparently does not
know the concentrations of radioisotopes in the sludge in several tanks, so values for other tanks
were used as *'Surrog
dispute.
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11 H 100 91.71 2.42
12 H 100 171.95
13 H 100 80.40 26.45
14 H 100 16.95 14.75 32.51
15 H 100 81.68
16 emptied H 100
17 closed IF 2200
18 IF 1000 0.50 3.58E-04
19 F 1000 0.22 19.75 5.12E-02
20 closed F 1000
21 H 100 9.10 3.50E-02
22 H 100 12.76 2.98E-03
23 H 1000 0.02 3.58E-04
24 43 H 100 0.08
25 26 F 1000 25.75 8.36
26 F 1000 2.17 11.57
27 26 F 1000 27.75 4.82
28 26 F 1000 28.75 10.26
29 13 H 100 29.75 19.33
30 13 H 100 224.20 30.75 26.20
31 13 H 100 31.75 24.87
32 H 100 136.82 13.19
33 F 100 398.81 33.75 0.29
34 F 100 901.04 34.75 6.88
35 H 100 359.19 18.14
36 13 H 100 165.30 36.75 40.69
37 13 H 100 37.75 29.92
38 43 H 100 38.75 p 1.48
39 H 100 260.10 4.81
40 H 100 2.96 2.08
41 43 H 100 4.95
42 13 H 100 10.26 3.58E-04
43 H 100 43.28 1.32
44 26 IF 1000 10.33
45 26 IF 1000 13.17
46 26 IF 1000 15.97
47 IF 1000 1.57 5.20
48 13 H 100 3.58E-04
49 13 H 100 3.58E-04
50 13 H 1000 3.58E-04
51 13 H 100 5.50 0.12

TOTAL 51 18,900
F 22 14,200
H 29 4,700
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38. As seen from '1able I at 1137, the concentrations of radioactivity in sludge

vary by more than a factor of 4,000, and are as low as 0.22 C i/gal (Tank 19) and as hil 11

as 901 Ci/gal (Tank 34).15 One cannot credibly or logically refute Plaintiff s claim that

the residual concentrations "can be as high, or hil her" than materials removed from the

tanks by choosing as one's evidence two of the cleanest tanks and without at least sonmc

reference to the concentration of the waste removed from the tank. Moreover, as seen

from Table C.3. 1 -1I Worksheet Data, the concentrations of radioactivity in Sludge in

many tanks is hi_

tanks, and higher than 2 1 .1 Ci/gal, the average concentration of radioactivity in the I 11-W

canisters (f inal disposal form).

THE HEW WOULD NOT BE THOROUGHLY MIXED WITH GROUT

39. The second problem withb)6 ] claimn

reproduced at 11128 above, is that she takes credit for mixing of radioactivity with grout,

which physically does not occur in to any appreciable degree. b)(6) ]
I(b)(6) claims that the average concentration of radioactivity in Tanks 17 and 20 after

closure are I 1, /.M3 [= 0.0042 Ci/gal] and 0.9 Cl/in3 [= 0.0034 Ci/gal] respectively,

where these arc the concentrations of radioactivity averaged over the sludge remaining in

the tank and the "~grout credited for binding

mathematical avera~ ~ing does not actually change the concentration of the abandoned

HLW to any appreciable degree. This can be seen by examining the closure oflTank 17.

The projected Tank 1 7 residual inventory of radionuclides after waste removal and spray

1 Sr-9() is the most abundant isotope in sludg ye .The concentration of Sr-90 in Tank 34 sludge was
estimated to be 355 (Ji/gal, more than 4,000 tinies ~reater than the 0.0751 0i/4 ~al in Tank 19.
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washing are found in DOE's docmient, "Ilndustrial Wastewater Closure Module for the

Hi 11 -Level Waste Tank 17 System," Revision 1, Savannah River Site, April 2, 1997.. p.

A- 18, Table A-4 (originally included in Plaintiffs' Complaint, Att. 17).

40. Adding the residual values in Table A-4 of the Tank 1 7 data, the total

amnount of radioactivity in sludge (before the addition of grout) was approximately 129

curies. This radioactivity was iaprxmtl2,00 gallons of sludge (Att. 2, Table

C.3. 1I-1 Worksheet Data), so the estimated concentration of radioactivity in the residual

slud ce was approximately 0.059 Ci/gal (15.5 Ci/m').' ' Since interstitial liquid (liquid

mixed in with solids) typically accounts for 70-85% of the volume of sludge, once the

sludge dries following tank closure, the residual solids, or heels, represent only about 1 5-

30% of the original sludge volume. Therefore, the estimated concentration of the dry

heel at the bottom of Tank 17 is about 0.2-0.4 Ci/gal (about 50 to 100 Ci/m3).

41. To give the impression that the concentration of residual radioactivity has

been diluted from 15.5 Cillm3. to 1. 1 CU/M ,1 I]"takes credit"

for approximately 28,780 gallons of grout (129 Ci/l. I Ci/M3 =117 m' 30,980 gallons -

2,200 gallons sludge = 28,780 gal), out of the approximately, 1,300,000 gallons of I trout

that were added to Tank 17. Att. 2, Table C.3.l1-1 Worksheet Data. Thus, the

approximi-ately 28,780 gallons of I trout tthat b)(6) jT'credits" as

binding with the waste is 13 times the 2,200 gallons of sludge left in the bottom of the

' I-Jere, it noted that the estimated concentration of radioactivity in the Tank 17 sludge was less
than the estimated concentration of radioactivity in Sludge in nearly all, if not all. other HLW
tanks at SRS where data is available. Tank 23 is the only tank in the Table C.3.1-1 Worksheet
Data, where the concentration is less than that of Tank 1 7. It is unclear whether Tank 23 has a
lower concentration, or this sink ,le case reflect a lack of inventory data for specific radionuclides
in Tank 23. This simply confirms that Defendants have chosen the cleanest tank to suggest that
the concentration of radioactivity to be left in the tanks is small.
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tank. Since the "fill factor" for Tank 1 7 is approximately 3,540 gallons per inch. the

2,200 gallons of sludg ec has a height of about 0.6 inches andb() "I'll
is "taking credit" for 8 inches of grout. It is obvious the approximately 28,780 gallons (8

inches) of g rout is not thoroughly mixed with the 2,200 gallons (0.6 inches) of sludg !e.

Rather, it is poured on top of the sludge.

42. For Tank 19, it has been proposed to "take credit"' for 20 .2 inches of~ ~rout

poured over 15,000 gallons (4.2 inches) of sludge. ()6 ] Tank

19 Report. Here ag

the grout. DOE does not even make this claim.

43. One would expect some binding at the interface of the sludge and the

grout poured on top of it.b)) ] claims, "~The initial grout addition

added to the tanks, both stabilizes the waste and is formulated to promote some chemical

binding of the waste constituents.'1 (b)(6) jDcclaration ¶1 12. "Promoting binding" is

not synonymous with "uniformly mixing." Substantial mixing is not even contemplated.

DOE is proposing to take credit for mixing whether significant mixing takes place or not,
I(b)(6)

by an amount of "grout credit" that would be sufficient to reduce the "averag ye

concentration" to below Class C levels. Note that DOE's Mr.1 Icdaims only that the
Kb)(6) I(b)(6)

residual waste would "be in aver'age concentrations suitable for near surface disposal.>

ElIlDeclaration ,29(emphasis added. Mr iicudes the words "in average"

to avoid the false statement that the actual concentrations of the abandoned waste Would

be as low.

44. "Average concentration," as DOE uses the term, is not the same as and

should not be confused with "actual concentration." Mathematical "averaging," as
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performed by DOE, does not imply dilution through mixing ,and therefore does not imply

a reduction in the concentration.

45. (b)(6) jjtates:

The residual wastes in the tanks will be or have been
stabilized in solid formn, and depending upon waste
incidental to reprocessing determinations pursuant to DOE
0 435.1 and DOE Manual 435. 1 -1. and manal ~ed as low
level waste as part of the tank closure programs. Through
this process, the stabilized tank residual wastes, on
ailerage, mneet the standards for Class C low-level waste, as
specified in 10 CFR 61.55, and low-level waste
performance objectives comparable to 10 CFR 61 C.

I(b)(6) JDeclaration 1, 9 (emphasis added).

Setting

proposal the residual sludge at the bottom of the tank will contain radioisotopes in

concentrations that exceed the Class C limits. T he fact that DOE is engaging in a

mathematical averaging of radioactivity in thc sludge over the volume (or mass) of the

Igrout, with no significant mixing of the radioactivity with the 4ro)ut .can be seen in

DOE's own report. I(b)(6) ] Tank 19 Report. The Class C

calculation methodology is found in the section titled. "NRC Class C Calculation" and

the calculations are shown in Table 6 of this DOE report. There is no discussion of

mixing and nothing in the methodology requires it.

46. The mathematical averaging, "taking grout credit," process renders

mreanin~ l ess the objective of establishing concentration limits for Class C and other waste

categories in 10 CER 61.55. DOE could just as well average the residual radioactivity in

the tanks with arbitrary volumes (or mass) of earth under the tanks or the ,yroundwater

adjacent to the tanks. I cannot make myself younger by averaging my ag e with the a~ ~CS
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of my daughters. Neither can DOE reduce the actual concentration of residual waste by

avcra 111 the radioactivity over arbitrary volumes (or masses) of materials with which

the wastes are not thoroughly mixed.

MINOR CORRECTIONS AND SECONDARY ISSUES

47. 1(b)(6) ] states, "Spent nuclear fuel reprocessing was

conducted by the Department to separate fissile elements (U-235, P'u-239, U-233, and Pu-

24 1) and/or transuranium elements (e.g.,' q4p, Pu, Am, Cm, 13k) from other materials (e.g.,

fission products, activated metals, claddinj ~) contained in spent nuclear fuel; for the

(b)(6) )eclaration ¶4. This statementpurposes of recovering desired materials, . .. '

is improperly worded in that it confuses "elements" and "isotopes." U-235, U-235, Pu-

239, etc. are isotopes of elements, not elements. Also, the recovered uranium and

plutonium contain non-fissile isotopes of these elements, e.g., LU-238 and Pu-240. "

48. Kb)(6) ] states, "During reprocessing operations, the

desired materials (uranium and plutonium) were removed via a chemical process and the

waste streams, which contained the bulk of the fission products, were routed to tanks for

storage and Subsequent treatment."1 b)(6) jDeclaration 1,15. This is true for the

principal DOE reprocessing operations, which relied on aqueous reprocessing (e.g..,

PUREX). There is at least one non-chemnical reprocessing technique that has been

developed and utilized by DOE, albeit on an R&D scale, namely pyroprocssing.

Pyroprocessing is a reprocessing technique that utilizes an electrorefining technique,

I , The Implementation Guide for use with DOE M 435.1-1 (11-5), AR 22234 (quoted in
Defendants B~rief at p.8. flootnote 12) is similarly improperly worded where it states, "Ilowever.
reprocessing is considered by the Department to be those actions necessary to separate fissile
elements (U-235, Pu-239, U-233, and Pu-241) and/or transuranium elements (e.g., Np, Pu, Am.
Cm. 13k) from other materials (e.g., fission products, activated metals, cladding) contained in
spent nuclear fuel; for the put-poses of recovering desired materials."
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rather than chemical processes, for separating product and waste streams. This

reprocessing concept was developed by DOE's Argonne National Laboratory and a pilot-

scale pyroprocessing plant has been in operation at INEEL. I do not know how DOE has

managed the HLW from this plant.

49. mlj (b)(6) Declaration ¶ 8, j(b)(6) ] confirmns that

DOE proposes to dispose of HLW in the bottom of the tanks, and the bottoms of the

tanks at SRS are 31 feet to 38 feet below the surface. The HILW emplacement area where

DOE proposes to bury HLW at the proposed Yucca Mountain repository will be 200 to

425 meters (660 to 1 ,400 feet) below the surface. More importantly, the residual waste

that DOE proposes to leave in the SRS tank bottoms will be in or very near the water

table, whereas the Yucca Mountain IILW emplacement area is 175 to 365 meters (574 to

1,200 feet) above the water table. Thus, DOE intends to dispose of the HLW in shallow-

land burial, as opposed to deep geological burial.

50. Contrary to ()6 j~~j claim (at 4114), and contrary to

the table caption (Att. 2, SRS 2002 HIL W Tank Closur-e F inal EIS, p. C-i 18), Table C.3.1 1

does not report the -total activity of the primary radioactivity contributors that will

remain in the tanks after bulk removal for 7maI treatment." Rather these concentrations

are estimated concentrations after subsequent waste removal steps, such as spray water

washing and oxalie acid wash and rinse. This can be seen by comparing the data in Table

2- 1 (Att. 2, SRS 2002 ilL W Tank Closure Final £1,5, p. 2-3), with the data in Tables

C7.3. 1-1 and C.3.1-2. From Table 2-I, it is seen that starting with 2.83 million curies in

Tank 1 6. it is estimated that "Bulk Waste Removal" removed 97% of the radioactivity,

leaving 84.900 curics; "B~ulk Waste Rem-oval" followed by "~Spray Water Removal" was
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esti mated to remove 97.98% of the radioactivity, leaving 2.02% or 57,200 curies. "The

amnount of waste left after spray washing was estimated at about 1 8,927 liters (3,500

gallons) in Tank 16." Att. 2, SRS 2002 HLWV Tank Closur-e Final EIS, Section 2.1. 1. This

is 35 times the volume of waste listed in Table C.3.1-2.

ERRORS IN THE FIRST DECLARATION OFI(b)(6) II
51. Kb)(6) Is correct in noting an error in Plaintiffs

Statement of Material Facts at p. 7 and in the First Declaration of'b)(6) ] at

paral ;raph 1 5. Using 22,000 gallons as the reference standpoint, leaving 1,000 Y.allons In1

the tank is about 4. 5% of the initial 22,000 gallons. It is undisputed that Tank 20 may

have held almost I million gallons of high-level waste sometime during~ the past 40 years.
1(b)(6)

52. b)(6) ]is correct in noting a typographical error ini

Plaintiffs Statement of Material Facts, at p. 7; see' also,,~~~rain~ 26 (2).

The estimate of the amount of radioactivity in high-level radioactive waste tanks at I .
1(b)(6)

INEEL is 0.5 MCi. not 5 MCi. A more complete description of the HLW rnana ~enent

activities, including inventories of I LIW, at INEEL can be found in the Wlffidavit

b)(6) Declaration 11,, 4-15.111413-16 andf
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Pursuant to 2-8 U.S.C. § 1746, 1 declare under penalty of perjury, that the

foregoing is true and correct to the best of my know Iedg e and belief.

Signed on the __day of April. 2003,

(b)(6)

Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc.
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See sil ~nature page for complete list of parties represented.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF IDAHO

Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc.;
Confederated Tribes & Bands of the Yakama
Nation; Snake River A lliance

)
)

P~lainhiffs
Case No. 0I1-CV-413 (BLW')

vI.

Spencer Abraham, Secretary, Department )
of Energy; United States of America,

)
Defendants )

COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

Nature of the Action

1. This action seeks to compel defendants, United States Department of Energy ("DOE")

and its Secretary, Spencer Abraham, to comply with the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. §§

1010 1 et seg .("NWPA") and the Administrative Procedures Act ("APA"), 5 U.S.C. § 701 et seg

Defendants violated the NWPA by promnulgating DOE Order 435. 1. which has in It a specific

provision tliat allows DOE to reclassify high-level radioactive waste and call it "incidental

waste." This renaming process would allow DOE to permanently leave hi4 h -level radioactive

waste- - -which will gradually disperse into the environment- -in shallow burial in more than 200

nuclear waste stora e tanks located at three DOE nuclear weapons sites: the Hanford

Reservation in Washington near the Columbia River, the Idaho National Engineering and

Environmental Laboratory ("INEEL") above the Snake River Aquifer, and the Savannah River

Site ("SRS") in South Carolina where several tanks literally sit in the water table.
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2. The DOE and its predecessors, the Atomic Energy Commission ("AEC ") and the

Encri 7 X Research and Deelopme~nt At ~ency ("ERDA"), in the course of the production of nuclear

weapons, generated approximately 100 million gallons of high-level radioactive waste. The

DOE, ERDA and the AEC mana~ ~ed this hi h -level radioactive waste, one of the most danj ~erous

substances known to humankind, by placing the waste in huge, underground storage tanks at

INLEL, Hanford and Savannah River.'1 Over the last few decades, hundreds of thousands of

gallons of this waste have leaked into the environment and continues to do so.

3. The mana tement of these tanks andl their hi 11 -level radioactive waste has been an

expensive and technically complex problem for DOE. Various plans for tank waste management

have been forwarded. including transferring pumpable liquids fromn sinj le shelled tanks to

double shelled tanks (at Hanford), heating the waste to convert it to a powdery formn (called

calcining and was done at INEEL), and vitrifying the waste (a process that stabilizes radioactive

waste by mixing it with molten glass) for disposal at a geologic repository pursuant to the

NWPA.

4. DOE manages high-level waste according to applicable federal law, such as the

NWPA, the Atomic Energy Act ("ALA"), 42. U.S.C. § 220 1, 10 C.F.R. Part 60, and DOE Order

435. 1, which governs the Department's management of radioactive waste. As DOE itself notes,

"[T]he intense radioactivity primarily determines how hij h -level waste is managed. [U]nder

federal law, DOE high-level waste will eventually be disposed of in geologic repositories after it

has been treated to produce solid waste forms acceptable for disposal, and repository facilities

become available." U.S. DOE Report Linking Legacies, at 32-33. and 38. DOE/EM-0319

(January 1997).

I In addition, there are similar wastes in storage tanks at West Valley, New York.
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5. Under its recently promulgated radioactive waste inanal ~ement authority, Order 435. 1,

DOE has awarded itself the authority to reclassify the hil h -level waste that remains in the tanks

after somne part of the liquid waste has been pumped out as "incidental waste" or "waste

incidental to reprocessing." Instead of following federal law and disposing of hil 11 -level

radioactive waste in a g),eologic repository SDOE intends to leave literally thousands of gallons of

the highly radioactive sediments and sludges in the bottom of the underground tanks, cover the

waste in place with concrete, and hope for the best. The waste remaining in the tanks will also

have comparable- and potentially much hil ~her --concentrations of radioactive elements than the

high-level waste removed from the tanks for disposal in a geologic repository. DOE has already

implemented this process with three tanks at Savannah River and has ,.,routed them in place for

"pernianent disposal."

6. Fundamentally, DOE's action creates three national sacrifice zones for high-level

waste. Via Order 435. 1. DOE arbitrarily and unilaterally reclassifies high-level waste as

"incidental waste," thereby exempting it from the NWPA and allows this dangerous waste to be

subject to an entirely different, and substantially less stringent set of disposal criteria. Disposal

of tens Of thousands of gallons of hit 11 -level waste in the INEEL, Hanford, and Savannah River

waste tanks will (1) result in a potentially catastrophic dispersal of radioactivity into the

environment and (2) at a minimum, will require s4 ~nificant land-use restrictions, maintenance,

and monitoring in perpetuity. Such an action is fundamentally inconsistent with the plain

langua~ e of the NWPA and its overriding purpose of ensuring that hil h -level radioactive waste

does not "adversely affect the public health and safety and the environment for this or future

generations." 42 U.S.C. § 10 13 1 (a)(7).

2 "Waste incidental to reprocessing" and "Incidental waste' are interchangeable terms.
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7. With this lawsuit, which is brought under the NWPA and the APA, plaintiffs Natural

Resources Defense Council, Inc. ("NRDC"), the Snake River Alliance, and the Confederated

Tribes and Bands of the Yakama Nation ("Yakamna Nation") seek a court order setting aside as

arbitrary, capricious and contrary to law the provisions of Order 435.1 that relate to incidental

waste. Further, plaintiffs seek a court order enjoining defendants from (1) taking any action with

respect to waste in the tanks that would be inconsistent with the requiremnents for hil h -level

waste radioactive disposal unider the NWPA; and (2) taking any actions that include but are not

limnited to, i.routing. with concrete for "permanent disposal" any additional high-level waste

tanks.

Jurisdiction and Venue

8. Jurisdiction over this action is based on 28 U.S.C. § 1 33 1 (federal question

jurisdiction) and 5 U.S.C. § 701 et seq. ("APA"). The relief soul ~ht is authorized by 28 U.S.C. §

2201 (Declaratory Judgment) and 28 U.S.C. §2202 (Injunctive Relief).

9. Venue is properly in this Court under 28 U.S.C. § 1391 (e), because this is an action

against a United States agency which has a facility and conducts actions on matters that are the

subject of this Complaint within the State of Idaho.

10. There is an actual, present and justiciable controversy between the parties to this

action. As plaintiffs have exhausted their administrative remedies and have no adequate remedy

at law, plaintiffs are entitled to have a declaration of their rights and of defendants' obligations,

and further relief, because of the facts and circumstances hereinafter set out.

Parties

11. Plaintiff Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. ('"NRDC") is a national non-profit

membership environmental organization incorporated under the laws of New York, with offices
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in Washing ~toil ,D.C.. New York City, San Francisco and Los Angeles. NRDC's nationwide

membership of over 390,000 individuals includes over 20,000 memrbers in Idaho, Washington,

and South Carolina where DOE has nuclear weapons facilities and storage tanks of high-level

radioactive waste. NRDC has a long history of advocacy, including prior litit ~ation, on issues

related to DOE's nuclear waste disposal and environmental remediation programs. For more

than 25 years, NRDC has played a major role in setting vital legal precedents in the application

of environmental laws to U.S. nuclear weapons prograrns. 3

12. NRDC's objectives include maintain ing and enhancing environmental quality and

monitoring federal agency actions to ensure that federal statutes enacted to protect human health

and the environment are fully and properly implemented. Since its inception in 1970, NRDC has

sought to improve the environmental and safety conditions at nuclear weapons facilities owned

and operated by al tencies of the United States Government. To achieve this objective, NRDC

and its members engage in lel tislative activities, litigation, administrative actions, and public

education efforts to informn others about the environmental impacts of Defendants' activities.

13. The Confederated Tribes and Bands of the Yakania Nation is a federally recognized

Indian tribe under the Treaty of June 9, 1855 (12 Stat. 95 1) with the United States. The Yakamia

people have resided in the Columbia River Basin in the Pacific Northwest since time

immemorial. The Yakama Reservation, established by Article 11 of the Treaty, is twenty-five

miles directly west of thle Hianford Nuclear Reservation in south-central Washington and has

approximately 1 .3 millions acres of land within its boundaries. In 1 855 the tribe ceded Millions

of acres of its aboriginal lands to thle federal government, comprising approximately one quarter

of the State of Washing ~ton and including what is now the Hanford Site.

.4 See, eA .Legal Envtl. Assistance Foun1d. v. [lode!. 586 F.Supp. 1163 (E.D. Tenn. 1984) (finding that DOE
is subject to fiederal environmental laws); NRDC v. NRC. 606 F.2d 1261 (D.C'. Cir. 1979).
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14. Under Article I11 of the Treaty, the Yakamna people reserved ril ~hts to fish at all usual

anid accustomed places within the Columbia River Basin. See U.S. v. Winans, 198 U.S. 371

(1905); Seufert Bros. Co. v. U.S., 2-49 U.S. 194 (1919); Tulee v. State of Washington, 315 U.S.

681 (1942), Sohappy v. Smith, 302 F.Supp. 899 (D.Or. 1969) (also known as U.S. v. Oregon).

Fishing sites range throughout the Columbia and its sub-basins, including the Yakima River only

a few miles from Hanford. The government of the Yakama Nation has regulatory authority over

the off-reservation fishing rights of its members, and sets annual seasons for both subsistence

and commercial fishing in the Columbia Basin. See Settler v. Lamneer, 507 F.2d 23 1 (9t" Cir.

1974).

15. Fishing has been a central part of Yakarna culture since time immemorial, and the

annual salmon runs of thle Columbia River continue to hold a deep religious si~ )-nificance to tribal

members. Although spring chinook salmon is the most prized species, tribal fishermen also

catch fall chinook, coho, sockeye, steelbead, sturgeon and lamprey. Spawning areas for fall

chinook salmon include the stretch of the Columbia that flows throut h the Hanford Site (the

%'Hanford Reach").

16. The Snake River Alliance is an Idahlo-based non-profit membership environmental

organization incorporated under the laws of Idaho, with offices inl Boise, Ketchum and Pocatello.

The Snake River Alliance was founded in 1979 by people who had just learned that IXEEL

routinely injected hazardous and radioactive waste into the Snake River Aquifer via an injection

well at the Idaho Nuclear Technology and Engineering Center ("INTEC"). After a multi-year

public education effort by the Snake River Alliance, the INTEC injection wellI was taken out of

routine service in 1984 and capped by the Governor of Idaho in 1989. The Snake River Alliance

has over 1,1000 dues-paying members, most of whom live in southern Idaho. Many Alliance
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members rely on the Snake River Aquifer as a sole-source aquifer for drinking and irrigation.

Also, many members recreate on the Snake River, downstream from- the aquifer's outlet near

Thousand Springs. One of the Snake River Alliance's central missions is to work for

responsible solutions to nuclear waste disposal and effective environmental remediation of the

numnerous highly contaminated sites at INEEL. The Snake River Alliance is identif jed as a "key

stakeholder" in the Idaho High-Level Waste and Facilities Disp osition Draft Environmental

Impact Statement, which was published by the Department of Energy in December 1999.

1 7. Defendant United States Department of Energy is an executive department and

"agency" of the United States Government, wvithin the definition of Section 701 of the

Administrative Procedures Act, 5 U.S.C. § 701 et seq subject to the laws, rel ~ulations ,and

executive orders of the United States. The Department is charged with responsibili1ties in

connection with the management, storal IC ,and ultimate disposal of hit h- level radioactive waste

resulting from the production of nuclear weapons and other activities. One of DOE's largest

nuclear weapons facilities is the Idaho National Ent ~ineering and Environmental Laboratory,

located in Idaho Falls, Idaho 83415. The Atomic Energy Commission (a predecessor to DOE)

established the Idaho facility in 1949. Once the site of the world's larl rest concentration of

nuclear reactors, INEEL was designated a Superfund site in 1989 and is the continuing recipient

of millions of cubic feet of nuclear waste from throughout the nuclear weapons complex. INEEL

covers an 892 square mile reservation approximately 32 miles west of the city of Idaho Falls,

Idaho.

18. Defendant Spencer Abrahamn is the Secretary of Energy and is sued in his official

capacity. Secretary Abraham has direct responsibilities for the manal ~ement and disposal of

DOE's high-level radioactive waste.
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Background and Factual Allegations

19. After almost 9 years of development and pursuant to APA notice and comment

procedures, DOE issued notice of its final Order 435.1 in the Federal Register on July 14, 1999.

64 Fed. Reg. .29393. See also, Notice of'AvailahilitY, Draft DOE Order 435. 1, 63 Fed. Reg

42,012, 42,013 (August 6, 1l99g).4

20. DOE Order 435.1 states that "[a]1l radioactive waste shall be manal ~ed in accordance

with the requirements in DOE M 435.1 -1, Radioactive Waste Managemnent Manual." Att. I at 3.

Indeed, except for a few minor exclusions, all "DOE elements" arc required to comply with DOE

Order 435.1 and compliance by DOE contractors is imposed through provisions built into their

contracts with DOE. Id. at 1 -2.

2 1. DOE Order 435.1 and its accompanying manual ("Att. 2., 435.1 -1I Manual") and

guidance ("Att. 3, 435. 1 -1 Guidance") delineate radioactive waste standards, management

protocols, and testing requirements for every kind of radioactive waste DOE manages within the

nuclear weapons complex. The 435.1 - I Manual, which sets out the incidental waste exemption

process, prescribes numerous requirements and policies that

apply to all new and existing DOE radioactive waste management facilities,
operations, and activities. Implem-entation of the requirements shall begin at the
earliest possible date, and all DOE entities shall be in compliance with this
directive within one year of its issuance .. . Failure to implement the
requirements of this directive shall, throug h the appropriate lines of manag
result in corrective actions including, if necessary, shutdown of radioactive waste
management fiacilities, operations, or activities until the appropriate requirements
are implemented.

Att. 25 DOE M 435. 1-1 at i. Thus, according to its own express terms, DOE Order 435.1

establishes mandatory legal requirements for the manal ~ement and disposal of radioactive wastes

at all DOE facilities.
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2)2. NRDC and the Snake River Alliance filed suit in the United States Court of Appeals

for the Ninth Circuit challenging the provisions of DOE Order 435. 1 that relate to incidental

waste on January 3, 2000.

23. After briefing Sthe Ninth Circuit transferred the case to this Court via an opinion

dated March 28, 2001. The Ninth Circuit found that "Because DOE Order 435.1 is not a

decision under Part A of Subchapter I or of any other section of the NWPA, we lack ori ~inal or

exclusive jurisdiction over this action." 244 F.3d 742, 747 (9th Cir. 2001). Notably, the Ninth

Circuit stated "We leave issues of standing ripeness, and of course the merits to the district

court." Id.

A. Statutory Definition of High Level Waste

24. The NWPA was passed in 1982 when Congress reco~ -,nized the growing need to

identify a safe means of disposing of high-level radioactive waste derived from nuclear weapons

production and com-mercial nuclear reactors. H1.R. Rep. No 97-491, 97"' Cong., 2 nd Sess. at 26-

30 (1982) (hereinafter "'House Report"); see also Natural Resources Defense Council. Inc. v.

Environmental Protection Agency. 824 F.2d 1258, 1262 (1 st Cir. 1987).

25. In passing~ ,the NWPA, Congress liited its consideration of long -term disposal of

high-level radioactive waste to a deep geologic repository. The reasoning behind this appears in

the legislative history of the NWPA:

The Committee strongly recommends that the focus of the Federal waste
management pro tram remain, as it is today, on the development of facilities for
disposal of high-level nuclear waste which do not rely on human monitorin Yand
maintenance to keep the waste from entering the biosphere.

House Report at 29 (emphasis added).

.4 DOE Order 435.1 is attached to this document as Attachment 1. Attachmients will hereinafter be referred to
as "Alt.
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26. With these principles in mind. Congress established elaborate mechanisms for

identifying and siting. repositories, research and dlevelopment, environmental review, and

extensive and involved public and inter-governmental processes to obtain final agreement onl

sitin~ 7 a repository. See NWPA, 42 U.S.C. §§ 10101 et S I eq

27. The process of identifying and evaluating a site involves oversight and

implementation by three federal agencies, the Nuclear Rej ~ulatory Commission ("NRC "), DOE,

and Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA"), as well as requirements for the President to

nominate (originally) three sites and to receive conk ~ressional endorsement of one of the sites,

which the affected state or Indian tribe could challenge. These myriad procedures and

evaluations were put in place because of the magnitude of the risks involved, because of

Congress" interest in ensuring that repositories are safe, and because of the substantial public

concern about high-level radioactive waste. See House Report at 26-3 1.

28. This case concerns DOE's interpretation of the def Inition of high-level radioactive

waste under the NWPA, which defines hi1 h -level radioactive waste as:

(A) the highly radioactive material resulting from the reprocessing of spent
7nuclear fuel, including. liquid waste produced directly in reprocessing, and any

solid material derived fromn such liquid waste that contains fission products in
sufficient concentrations; and
(B) other highly radioactive material that the [NRC], consistent with existing law,
determines by rule requires permanent Isolation.

42 U.S.C. 10 10 1(12) (emphasis added).5

2)9. Thus, the NWPA defines high-level waste by its source-"material resulting from

reprocessing."' DOE defines reprocessing as a process for extracting uranium, plutonium., and

other radionuclides from dissolved spent nuclear fuel and irradiated tarl ~ets. The fission products

5 "Fission products" are radioactive elements (e.g., strontium-90, cesium- 1 37, technetium-99) that are
generated when uranium atoms split ("fission") Iin a nuclear reaction.
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that are left behind are high-level waste. U.S. DOE Report Linking Lej aces, at 221. DOE/EM-

03 19 (January 1997). Reprocessing waste is categorically treated as hi~ 11 -level waste because it

is necessarily both "intensely radioactive and long-lived." See 52 Fed. Reg. 5994.

30. After the introduction of high-level radioactive waste into the tanks, the high-level

waste settles, separating into a sludge layer at the bottom of the tanks and upper layer of salts

dissolved in water. Thus, the NWPA definition of hi h -level radioactive waste includes within it

reference to "solid mna terial derived" from the liquid effluents from reprocessing. This reflects

Cong ~ress is Intent to include within the detinition of high-level radioactive waste all of the solid

material derived from reprocessing, including that which is left in the bottom of the high-level

radioactive waste stora e tanks.~

3 1. Congress has authorized that the high-level radioactive waste defined under the

NWPA be disposed of only at a geologic repository and that Yucca Mountain in Nevada be the

site considered. 42 U. S.C. § 10 172.'

B. Storage and Management of High-Level Radioactive Waste

32. Over the past fifty years nuclear weapons production in the United States has

generated about 100 million gallons of high-level radioactive waste, which is stored at DOE sites

in more than 200 tanks which range in size from a few hundred thousand gallons to more than I

million gallons.' This waste is divided between three main production sites: the Hanford

1) Att. 4. At Hanford, 1)0E acknowledl 'Cs that the hij h- level radioactive waste solids in the tanks include
slurry, sludt c and saltcake. See Tank Waste Remnediation System. Hanford Site, Final Environmental Imqpact
Statement, Vol ume Two, Appendix A, at A-]12. (August 1996).

7 DOE recently recommended that Yucca Mountain be considered a Suitable site Ibr the disposal of spent
nuclear fuel and high level waste and thc President has forwarded that recommendation to Ciongrcss. Thc legal a nd
technical adequacy of that facility are irrelevant to thle Subject of this Complaint.

8 Att. 5. DOE Final Waste Management Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement, Vol. 1, 9-3 to 9-7
(1997).
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Reservation, which has 177 tanks storing more than 56 million .,allons of high-level waste; the

Savannah River Site, which has 5 1 tanks storing more than 40 million gtallons of high-level

waste; and INFEL, which has I I tanks storing about 900,000 gallons of high-level waste.

33. Many of these storage tanks have leaked high-level radioactive waste. For example,

at the Hanford Reservation a conservative estimate from the General Accounting Office

("GAO") states that approximately 600,000 to 900,000 gallons have leaked into the local

environment directly adjacent to Columbia River from 67 tanks)9 Radioactive materials tim t

have leaked include cesium, strontium, tritium, technetiumr, iodine, plutonium and uranium.

Some of these materials remain radioactive for hundreds of thousands of years. Nonradioactive

but hazardous materials that have leaked include nitrates and metals such as chromium. Id.

34. At INEEL, the DOE has acknowledged that despite limited investigations because of

safety concerns, the soil surrounding the hil h -level waste tanks is contaminated from spills and

pipeline leaks of radioactive liquids."' Further, DOE notes that the p~rinciple threats posed by the

contamninated soils are external exposure to radiation and leaching and transport of contaminants

to the groundwater or to future users of the Snake River Plain Aquifer. Id.

35. At Savannah River, there are four types of high-level waste tanks.'' The twelve

Type I tanks were built between 1952 and 1953. Five of these tanks have leak sites in which

waste leaked fromn the primary containment to the secondary containment (i.e., 5-foot high

1) GAO/RCED-98080, "Nuclear Waste - Understanding of Waste Mil ~ration1 at Hanford is Inadequate for Key
Decijsions," p. 5, March 1998 (available at littp://wNNwA. lzao.t ;ov). The 1999 GAO report notes that these amounts do
not include recent estimates uingf a new approach that found that radioactive leaks could be much higher on some
tanks, nor does it include the radioactive wastes lost due to surface spills and leaks in pipelines. Id. at n.2.

Att. 6. Final Record of Decision, Idaho Nuclear Technolot Y and Engineering Center (October 1999), at 4-
1,4-2.

I I Att. 7. "Iligh-Level Waste Tank Closure Draft EIS" DOE Savannah River Operations Office, Aiken, South
Carolina, DOE/EIS-0303D, November 2000, at 1-7.
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secondary annulus "pans"). In one case the secondary containment of the tank was observed to

be "degraded," such that external water frequently leaks into the annulus. 12 Four of the leaking12

Type I tanks, including the tank with degraded secondary containment, sit in the water table. The

four Type 11 tanks were built in 1956. All Type 11 tanks have leak sites in which waste leaked

from the primary containment to the secondary containment. In one case the waste overflowed

the secondary containment and leaked into the surrounding soil.

36. The eight Type IV tanks at Savannah River were built between 1958 and 1962. Two

of these tanks have known leak sites and small amounts of ~roundwater have leaked into the

tanks. Four of the Type IV tanks are In a perched water table caused by the ori~ ~inal construction

of the tank area.

37. The remaining 27 Type IlI tanks at the Savannah River Site are of the newest design,

built between 1969 and 1986 with full-height secondary containment tanks. While none of these

Type Ill tanks have currently known leak sites, the underground process support equipment for

several tanks were found to have elevated hydrol ~en concentrations upwards of 45 percent of the

Lower Flamability Limit, and the source of the hydrogen has not been determnined.'1 3

38. While liquid waste seeps from tanks and their associated pipes in Idaho, Washington

and South Carolina to the surrounding environment, the concentration of radioactivity in the

solids can be as high, or even h4~ her ,than the concentration of radioactivity in the materials

removed from the tank after DOE implements Order 435.1 and covers the remaining waste and

tanks in concrete.'1 4

12 Att. 8. Defense ' Nuclear Facility and Safecty Board ("DNFSB") 2 April 1999, SRS Report for Week Ending
April 2. 1999.

13 Ati. 9. DNFSI, 28 Decemrber 2001. SRS Report for Week Ending December 28. 21001.

1.1 Since the percentage of radioactivity left in the storage tanks may be more than twice the percentag e of the
volume of waste left in the storage tanks, the concentration of radionLIC1des in the remaining high-level radioactive
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C. DOE Order 435.1, the "Incidental Waste Provision" and Implementation Plans.

39. In July 1999, after a public notice and comment period, DOE promulgated

Department of Energy Order 435.1 and codified its "incidental waste" provision. 64 Fed. Reg.

29393 (July 14, 1999).

40. DOE Order 435.1 and its accompanying manual (Att.2) and guidance (Att. 3)

delineate radioactive waste standards, manat ~erent protocols, and testing requirements for every

kind of radioactive waste DOE manages within the nuclear weapons complex. The manual and

guidance 1,in particular, contain detailed requirements for the handling of the hi h -level

radioactive waste stored in the tanks in Washington, Idaho and South Carolina, including a

process by which hil h- level waste may be determined to be "Incidental waste" and treated as

low-level waste, which exempts it fromn the extensive requirements of the NWPA that govern

disposal of high -level radioactive waste. See Att. 2 at 11- 1, 11-2, and Att. 3 at 11- 10. 11- 13 through

11-3 3. It is via the incidental waste provision that DOE plans to leave the high-level waste that

will remain in the tanks permanently in the ground on the respective sites.

41. According to the 435.1 Guidance, the objective of this exemption process is to

dipsfrpoesn waste streams that do not warrant geologic repository disposal because

of their lack of long-termn threats to the environnient and man." Att. 3 at 11- 18 (emphasis added).

42. The Manual defines "waste incidental to reprocessing" in the following manner:

Waste resulting from reprocessing spent nuclear fuel that is determined to be
incidental to reprocessing is not high -level waste, and shall be managed under
DOE's regulatory authority in accordance with the requirements for transuranic
waste or low-level waste, as appropriate.

waste which I)OE seeks to reclassify as "Incidental" may contain on average greater than twice the level of
radioactivity than the high-level radioactive waste rem-oved from the tanks. See Att. 10. NRC Review of the DOE at
Savannah River [ugh-Level Waste Tank Closure Methodology, at 8 (June 2000). The actual ratios will vary fromn
tank to tank.
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Att. 2 at l1-iL "

43. Order 435. 1 creates an exemption that excludes waste explicitly covered by the

NWPA definition of high-level waste ("material resulting from reprocessing"), reclassifies it as

low-level (or transuranic) waste, and allows DOE unilaterally to determine whether to ret ulate

this reprocessing waste-rather than EPA and NRC.

44. The incidental waste exemption process establishes two standards, the *'citation" and

'4evaluation" standards, but this complaint only concerns the latter."~

45. Under the "evaluation" standard, high-level waste may be redefined as low-level

waste if it meets the following criteria: ( I) it is treated to reduce its level of adioactivity to the

extent technically and economically practicable (2) it is disposed in conformnance with the safety

requirements for low-level w iste, 1() C.F. R. Part 6 1, Subpart C; and (3) it I s soli1di fied and does

not exceed the radioactivity levels for the most radioactive catel tory of low -level waste, referred

to as the "Class C standard," set out in 10 C.F.R. § 61 .55, or meets alternative requirements DOE

may set. Att. 3 at II- I (emphasis added).

46. By making compliance with the Class C standard optional -indeed completely

within DOE's own discretion -- Order 435. 1 creates an open-ended process for exempting ,high-

level waste from the stringent technical and procedural requirements of the NWPA. Sec Att. 3 at

11-27-28.

15 Transuranic waste is a catet ~ory of long -lived radioactive waste that is not as intensely radioactive as high-
level waste, See 421 U.S.C. § 42 14cc.

I16 The "citation" standard exempts certain categories of waste. including contaminated .laboratory itemrs
such as clothing, .tools, and equipment." Att. 2 at li-I. The NRC proposed a similar rule inl 1969, upon which the
citation standard is based, but never implemented it. 34 Fed. Reg. 8712; 35 Fed. Reg. 17530. It considered such a
standard again in 1987, but also withdrew it because of concerns that a numerical definition of hij 11- level waste was

anl invitation to dilute or firactionate wastes solely to alter their classification." 53 Fed. Reg. 1 7709 (emnphasis
added), see also 54 Fed. Reg 22578; Att. 3 at 11-4-5. Indeed, the dubiousness ofJUStifying the citation p~art of thle
incidental waste standard on a rule that was not ever adopted resulted in serious criticism within DOE. See Att. 11,
U.S. DOE, Response to DOE-Ell Comments onl Hi~ h1- Level Waste Issue Paper, at 1 -2, 8/6/97 (comment not dated).
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47. DOE plans to use the incidental waste evaluation process to exempt materials such as

reactor fuel cladding, contaminated equipment, and high-level radioactive waste it intends to

abandon in thc waste storage tanks at Hanford, INEEL, and Savannah River -indeed, DOE's

closure plans for these facilities are premised Onl utilizing this exemption process. Att. 3, 11-20-

33.17

48. Current plans for the high-level waste tanks at the Savannah River Site illustrate how

DOE applies the incidental waste exemption process. Here DOE has explicitly defined removal

of 98 percent to 99 percent of the total radioactivity and over 99 percent of the volume of high

level waste from the tanks as constituting "the limiit of what is economically and technically

practicable for waste rem-oval," thus under their own definition potentially satisfying ,the first

criteria under Order 435.1 for reclassification of the residual tank waste as "incidental."18 Thle

total radioactivity in the 49 operating ,h4 h -level radioactive waste tanks at the Savannah River

Site is currently estimated to be 420 million Curies ("MCI")."9 One to two percent of this

amount, DOE~s gtoal for high-level radioactive waste tank closure at SRS, is equal to 4-8 MCi.

By comparison the radioactivity in one assembly of spent nuclear fuel irradiated in a commercial

boiling water reactor is about 0.4 MCI .211 In addition, the 177 hij h -level waste tanks at Hanford

contain approximately 190 MCi of radioactivity and the I11 high-level waste tanks at INEEL

17 See, Att. 3, 11-29-30, Example 2. See also, Att. 12, I)OE Issue Paper, Def inition of High-Level Waste and
Incidental Waste Determi nations at 3 (Nov. 19, 1997).

is Att. 13. High-Level Waste Tank Closure Draft EIS. DOE Savannah River Operations Office, Aiken, South
Carolina, DOE/EIS-0303D, November 2000, at 2-3.

I q Att. 14. Pacific Northwest National Laboratory website. Tank Focus Area.

20 Att. 15. 'Integrated Data Base Report- 1994 (September 1995): U.S. Spent Nuclear Fuel and Radioactive

Waste Inventories, Projections, and Characteristics" Oak Ridge National Laboratory DOE./RW-0006, Rev. 1 2
December 1996 at 27 and 219.
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contain approximately 5 MCI .2 1 Therefore, if one percent to two percent of the total

radioactivity of the DOE hig h -level waste tanks is renamed "Incidental waste" and left in place,

this federal action is equivalent to the shallow land burial of approximately four to nine toils of

spent nucea r fuel. 2 2

49. To date, three high-level radioactive waste tanks at the Savannah River Site have

under~ zone closure: tank numbers 16, 17 and 20. These tank closures explicitly relied on Order

435. 1, with reela ssifi ication of the residual tank waste as "incidental." These three tanks were

selected for initial Department closure action In part because they were relatively clean to beg ~in

with and in two cases had been nearly empty for over a decade. The results of the tank closure

process illustrate DOE's intended implementation of Order 435. 1. In Tank 20 at Savannah River

Site. 1 ,000 gallons of high-level radioactive waste remained after closure out of an initial fill of

222,000 gallons. 23Therefore 9 percent of the initial tank waste remained in Tank 20 by volume,

ill contrast to DOE's goal of removing more than 99 percent of the tank waste. Similarly the

residual hig h -level radioactive waste in Tank 1 7 amnounted to 2,000-4,000 gal lons out of an

initial fill of 280,000 gallons24, or 0.7 percent to 1.4 percent of the original tank volume by

Att. 14. Pacific Northwest N4ational Laboratory website, Tank Focus Area.

For this calculation we use the fatcts that (1) one assembly of boiling water reactor spent fuel wvelis about
319.9 kilograms (kg), (2) has a volume per assembly of 0.0864 m 3 and (3) an activity per assembly of 1 -J0 MOi/i 3.
For pressurized water reactors these values are 657.9 kg, 0. 186 in

3 and 2-20 MCi/rn3l, respectively. Sec An. 15.

23 Much of the hi gh- level waste was removed fromn Tank 20 in the id 1980's. In 1988, the interior,
including, the dome and sides, w~as spray water washed. After spray water washing, photographs of the tank showed
approximately 12,0001 gallons (3.5 inches) ofxwash wvaterand no observable solids. In 1990, additional water was
added as ballast, brining the total liquid volume up to approximately 22,000 gallons. In 1 997, prior to closure, the
amount of solids remaining in the tank was approximately 1,000 gallons. Att. 16. "Industrial Wastewater Closure
Module for the I igh-Level Waste Tank 20 System," Savannah River Site, Rev. 1, January 8, 1997 at 2-1. The
ballast water had a level of radioactive of 0.1I Cilg tal. [Att. 16. Closure Module at 4-1 ]. The solids in Tank 20
included a wide range of radioactive hazards. See Att. 16, Closure Module at A- 18.

24 1ligh level waste was also removed fi-om Savannah River's Tank 17 in the mid 1980s. In 1986, the interior,
including the dome and sides, was spray water washed. After spray water washing ,photographs of the tank showed
approximately 12.,000 gallons (3 inches) of wash water wvith small amounts ot'solids protruding above the liquid
surface. In January and February 1992, approximately 90.000 gallons of water containing tritiurn was placed in the
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contents. The radioactive elements in the tank heels included Selenium-79, Technetium-99,

Carbon- 14, Iodine- 129, Plutonium (-238, -239, -240, -241 and -242), Neptunium (-237), Curiuim

(-244 and -245) and Tritium. Att. 16 at A-I 8. It was estimated from process records that the

approximately one-half kilogramn of plutonium remained in the residual wastes in Savannah

River Site tanks 17 and 20. Extrapolating this amount of plutonium per tank residue to all DOE

high-level waste tanks implies that over 100 kilograms of plutonium is slated for shallow land

burial under the guidelines of Order 435. 1. The actual plutonium content in or near the water

table at the Savannah River Site, Haniford and] INEEL may be mnuch higher, however, since the

residual volume permitted under Order 435.1 depends on "the limit of what is economically and

technically practicable for waste removal .or mneets alternative requirements DOE may set."

Sec Att. 3 at 11-1.

50. Regarding the third criteria for renamning residual hi~ h -level radioactive waste as

"incidental" under Order 435.1 (for criteria see ¶.45 infi-a), NRC staff notes that it will difficult

for the reprocessing solids left in the high-level radioactive waste tanks at the Savannah River

Site to satisfy the Class C requirements. See Att. 10 at 14-15. Here DOE plans to circumvent

this impediment by claiming it Is "diluting"' the waste using varied kinds of grout (formns of

cement) that it will pour over the remaining tank waste to stabilize and isolate it. Id.. at 9-1 1. For

the first tank closed at Savanah River, DOE assumned that there was up to 1 00-fold "dilution" of

the waste by the added grout for the purposes of regulatory compliance.2

tank for temporary storage. Other water additions were made to control corrosion which brought the total inventory
to approximately 280,000 gallons. In May 1997, thc contents were pumnped into another tank, leaving approxinmteliy
a 1 -inch heel in Tank 17, which is equivalent to at least 3,400 gallons, of which at least 2,000 ~a1 ons arc solids. See
Att. 17, "Industrial Wastewater Closure Module for the I ligh-Level Waste Tank 17 System" Savannah River Site.
Rev. 1, April 2, 1997 at 2-1. Elsewhere, SRS has estiimated the residual Tank 17 contents as 4,000 gallons. See Att.
13, I-ILW Tank Closure Draft [IS at 2-1.

2 NRDC has calculated that in order to meet Class-C guidelines for the residual nuclear waste in some of the
tanks at the Savannah River Site, ulpwards of about 100-fold dilution of the residual waste with reducing grout will
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5 1. DOE uses5 the term "dilution" when in reality the ag ency is simply averaging the

concentration of radioactivity in the high-level radioactive waste solids left in the tank with the

near zero concentration of radioactivity in grout. This mathematical averaging can take place

under the DOE calculus even if there is no sig nificant physical mixing of the grout and the

radioactive solids (note that if DOE could mix the solids and the grout, they could readily

remove those hig h -level radioactive solids from the tank). In essence, DOE uses the term "to

dilute" when it really means "to average." However, even giving I)OE the benefit of the doubt

that this is a leg ~itimate approach, there is clear evidence that mixing between the grout and

remaining waste is nomninal at best; thus, the premise that there is uniform mixing, and therefore

"dilution," between the waste and grout is false. 2 6

52. Using this purported "dilution" or averaging method, DOE calculated that 14 of the

Savannah River tanks w ould meet the Class C standard after bulk waste removal and water

washing Att. 1 0 at 11. The obvious corollary to this is that the remaining 37 tanks would

require further cleaning even if the remaining reprocessing waste is assumed to be "diluted" by

the added grout. Id. at 14. Despite not being able to mneet the Class C standard in 37 of the

tanks, DOE has requested that the NRC exempt it from having to undertake this additional

cleaning. Id.

53. Thus, under DOE's most recent preferred plan for the Savannah River tanks, after

Closure of all of the tanks, reprocessing waste left in 14 of the tanks may m-eet the Class C

be required. This calculation relies on NRC's statement that for these tanks "betwven 0 and 31 inches of' grout" wvill be
required "to mneet the Class C limits." See Att. 10 at 1 1. The tanks at Savannah River are between 75 and 85 feet in
diameter. See Att. 18, "Industrial Wastewater Closure Plan for F- and i-Area hfigh-Level Waste Tank Systems"
Savannah River Site Rev. I July 10, 1996. Therefore 31 inches of' g~rout will occupy a volumne of betweenl 85,000
gallons and 110,000 zallons. Assuming that approximately 1,.000 gallons of hig h- level waste remains in the tank
after Closure, this implies up to 100-fold dilution oNf1 teWaste by the grout.

2f' See also At. 19, DNFSB, Savannah River Report for Week Ending March 14. 1997 (1997) and DNFSB.
Savanah River Report for Week Ending Aug 15, 1997 (1997).
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standard after DOE performs its averag ~in Yprocess. Thirty seven of the tanks will not meet the

Class C standard even if it is assumed to be "diluted" more than a 100-fold. DOE also plans to

monitor and maintain the tanks and to imipose land-use restrictions around themn in perpetuity.

Att. 10,i NRC Review at 28.

54. The plans for grouting and then covering the waste in concrete is similar for INEEL

and the Hanford Reservation. The volurne of waste that DOE plans to abandon in the high-level

waste tanks at all three sites is significant, and may even be growing substantially as a result of

the newly announced DOE policies. In a November 2001 memo i ned by the Assistant

Secretary for Environmental Management (Att. 20 at 3), DOE suggests that it will eliminate the

need to vitrify at least 75 percent of the waste in the hil h -level radioactive waste tanks. Whether

DOE drains 95 percent of the liquid waste from the tanks for vitrification or 25 percent of the

waste, the radioactivity that will remain in each tank is (1) hi4 11 -level radioactive waste derived

from reprocessing that, pursuant to the NWPA, must be disposed of in a geologic repository-, and

(2) equivalent to leaving several tons of power-reactor spent nuclear fuel in shallow land burial

directly adjacent to vital human and environmental resources.

CLAIMS FOR RELIEF

First Claim for Relief

55. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference paragraphs I through 54.

56. The incidental waste exemption created under DOE Order 435.1, which reclassifies

high-level radioactive waste as low-level radioactive waste according to criteria solely with

DOE's discretion, circumvents the extensive congressionally mandated processes for the disposal

of high-level radioactive waste mandated by the NWPA. 42 U. S.C.- § § 10 10 1 et se
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57. Under Order 435. 1, DOE attempts to avoid the requirements of the NWPA by

claiming that certain high-level reprocessing waste is excluded from the statutory definition of

high-level radioactive waste. DOE Order 435.1 violates the plain language of NWPA by

allowing thousands of cubic meters of intensely radioactive reprocessing sediments to be

excluded from the NWPA definition of high-level waste, and thus, from disposal in a gTeologic

repository. 42 U.S.C. 10101(12).

58. DOE's interpretation of the NWPA is fundamentally flawed. First, the reprocessing

solids (i.e., slurry, sludg Ic .and saltcake) in the storage tanks are, by definition, "radioactive

material resulting f-rm the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuiel .and any solid material derived

from such liquid waste that contains fission products in sufficient concentrat ions" under the

NWPA and therefore cannot be treated as low-level waste. The waste DOE plans to abandon in

the tanks undeniably resulted from reprocessing and therefore, under the statutory definition of

high-level radioactive waste, is indistinguishable from the rest of the high-level radioactive waste

in the tanks. Id.

59. Second, DOE's application of its incidental waste exemption is fundamentally

inconsistent with the fact that, because the radioactive elements in the high-level tank radioactive

waste concentrate in the solids (i.e., slurry, slud~ ,and salteake), the reprocessing waste that will

be abandoned in the storage tanks contains equal to or greater concentrations of radioactive

elements than the waste removed for disposal in a geologic repository. It is utterly illogical and

technically unjustifiable to treat such intensely radioactive waste as not being subject to the

NWPA.
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60. Third, even if the remaining high-level radioactive waste could be construed as

"solid material derived fromn" the other reprocessing waste, the concentration of fission products

is more than sufficient to satisfy the definition of high-level radioactive waste under the NWPA.

61. DOE's incidental waste rule is contrary to the express intent of Congress that

radioactive waste "resulting from reprocessing" be permanently isolated from the environment,

that its disposal comply with the extensive testing and procedural requirements of the NWPA,

and that it be externally regulated by the NRC and EPA. It also overrides an express categorical

yrequirement that all waste resulting fromn reprocessing be subject to the NWPA and replaces it

with an arbitrary and unlawful determination process that is exclusively within DOE's discretion

to apply. This exemption process is particularly sil nificant because both the volume of waste and

its level of radioactivity belie any DOE claimns that the reprocessing waste it will exempt under

this rule is de minimis.

62. Defendants' promulgation and implementation of DOE Order 435.1 is arbitrary.

capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with the law in violation of the

APA, 5 U.S.C. § 706.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

Plaintiffs and their members have no adequate remedy at law. In the absence of

injunctive relief, members of NRDC and the Snake River Alliance and citizens of the Yakamna

Nation will be forever exposed to the permanent emplacement of highly radioactive waste

alongside the Columbia River, above the Snake River Aquifer, and in the water table adjacent to

the Savannah River.

WHEREFORE Plaintiffs pray this Court afford the following relief:
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63. A declaratory judgment declaring that DOE has violated the NWPA, 42 U.S.C. §§

10101 et seq .,by promulgating DOE Order 435. 1 as it relates to incidental waste;

64. A declaratory judgment declaring that DOE Order 435.1 constitutes agency action

not in accordance with the law, and al ~ency action in excess of statutory j'urisdiction, authority, or

limiitations, or short of statutory right, which is unlawful and shall be set aside under the APA, 5

U. S.C. § 701 et seq.

65. A permanent injunction preventing DOE taking any action with respect to waste in

the tanks that would be inconsistent with the requirements for hit 11 -level radioactive waste

disposal under the NWPA,

66. A permanent injunction preventing DOE from taking any actions that include, but are

not limited to, grouting with concrete for "permianent disposal" any additional high-level

radioactive waste tanks in Washington, Idaho. and South Carolina;

67. An order providing that this Court shall retain jurisdiction over this matter pending

compliance with its order;

68. Reasonable attorney's fees and costs; and

69. Such other relief as this Court deems just and proper.

Respectfully submitted,

Geoffrey H-. Fettus
Natural Resources Defense Council
1200 New York Avenue, N.W., Suite 400
Washin~ Zyton ,D.C. 20005
Telephone (202) 289-6868
Fax: (202) 289-1060
E-mail: gfettus~inrd c.org
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Thomas Zeilman
Confederated Tribes and Bands

Of the Yakama Nation
P.O. Box 151
401 Fort Road
Toppenish, Washinj ~tonl 98948
Telephone: (509) 865-7268
Fax: (509) 865-4713
E-mail: tzeilrnan(2i yakarna.com

Laurence ("Laird") J. Lucas, (Idaho Bar #4733)
Law Offices of Laurence J. Lucas
P.O. Box 1343
Boise, Idaho ~3701
Telephone (208) 424-1466
Fax (208) 342-8286

Dated: Februrary 28, 2002
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hercby certify that I caused a true and correct copy of this documnent to be served via

Messenger Service to the following counsel this day of Februrary 28, 2002.

Sarah Hlimmneihoch, Senior Trial Counsel
United States Department of Justice
General Litigation Section
Environment and Natural Resources Division
P.O. Box 663 Ben Franklin Station
Washington, D.C. 20044-0663
Telephone (202) 514-0180
Fax (2021) 305-0274
sarah.hirnmelhoch( (1 usdoj.gov

C ounsv foric eited StaItes

And via First Class Mail to the following counsel:

Thomas Zeilman
Confederated Tribes and Bands Of the Yakamia Nation
P.O. Box 151
401 Fort Road
Toppenish, Washington 98948
Telephone: (509) 865-72168
E-mail: tzeilman~yjyakarra.com

Laurence ("Laird"#) J. Lucas, (Idaho Bar #4733)
Law Offices of Laurence J. Lucas
P.O. Box 1343
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 424-1466
Fax (208) 342-8286

(ounselfibi' NRDC et al.

Geoffrey H. Fettus
Natural Resources Defense Council
1200 New York Avenue, N.W., Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20005
Telephone (202) 289-6868
E-mail: gfettus(ia)nrdc. org
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Court Chief Judge. Plaintiffs' Complaint alleges that the incidental waste
provision of Order 435.1 establishes two standards: the

Opinion by: B. LYNN WINMILL .fcitation" standard and the "evaluation" standard. 2

Opinion Under the "evaluation" standard, high-level waste may
be re-categorized as low-level or transuranic waste if:
(1) it is treated to reduce its level of radioactivity to the
extent technically and economically practicable; (2) it isMEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER disposed of according to the requirements for the
disposal of low-level waste:, and (3) it is solidified and is
no more radioactive than the highest category ofINTRODUCTION radioactivity for low-level waste, or it meets other criteria
established by the DOE. DOE Manual 435.1-1 [*5] at 11-The Court has before it a Motion to Dismiss filed by
2 (emphasis added).Defendants Spencer Abraham, Secretary of the

Department of Energy, and the United States [*3] Of Plaintiffs urge that such a standard makes DOE
America, pursuant to Feder I-3 Rule of Civil Procedure copinewihteNP optional. They claim that

1b[).The Court has heard the oral argument of they will suffer direct and immediate harm if the
counsel, reviewed and considered all of the parties' Defendants are allowed to follow Order 435.1 because it
filings, and given serious consideration to the difficult will allow the DOE to permanently store hg-eehigh-levelissue presented. For the following reasons the Court will radioactive waste, i.e., high-level waste that has been
deny Defendants' Motion to Dismiss. reclassified as "incidental waste," in concrete storage

tanks 3

BACKGROUND rather than removing the waste and shipping it to
geologic repositories as required by the NWPA. See 42

This case was transferred to this Court by the Ninth US.C 10107, They assert that leaching, i.e., spilling,
Circuit. See NRDC v. Abraham, 244 F.3d, 742 (9th Cir. of high-level waste has occurred at the three DOE sites-
2001). In its opinion, the Circuit found that it lacked Hanford, Savannah River, and INEEL- and that it will
original or exclusive jurisdiction under 42 U.S.C. _§ inevitably continue into the future. See Plaintiffs'
10139 to entertain Plaintiffs' claims because the Complaint, P's 33-38.

decision by the DOE in promulgating Order 435.1 was
not made pursuant to the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, 42 The Plaintiffs have moved for declaratory and injunctive
U. S.C. §§ 10 10 1 et seg. See id. at 747. However, the relief pursuant to 5 U. S. C. § 706 of the APA. They seek
Ninth Circuit expressly noted that issues relating to a ruling by the Court invalidating Order 435.1 as
standing, ripeness, and the merits of the Plaintiff's arbitrary, capricious, and contrary [*6] to law. Plaintiffs
claims must be decided by this Court. See id. argue that a permanent injunction should issue that

would prohibit the DOE from taking any action with
Plaintiffs' Complaint alleges that DOE Order 435.1 respect to radioactive waste in the tanks at the three
violates the NWPA and the Administrative Procedures DOE sites that is inconsistent with the requirements of
Act, 5 U.S.C. §§ 701 et seq., because it allows DOE the NWPA governing the disposal of high-level waste.radioactive waste facilities, as well as DOE contractor Specifically, the Plaintiffs request that the Court issue a
facilities, to reclassify high-level radioactive waste as permanent injunction preventing the Defendants from
"incidental waste" or "waste incidental [*4] to "ogrouting" with concrete for permanent disposal any
reprocessing." ("WIR"). Plaintiffs argue that the motive additional high-level radioactive waste tanks at the three
for this reclassification is to exempt high-level waste
from the application of the more stringent disposal
provisions found in the NWPA. 1 repositories established by the Act. See Plaintiff's Complaint,

P 5; see also 42 U. S. C 10 17 j

' Plaintiffs do not challenge the validity of the "citation"
1 Plaintiffs allege that "incidental waste," as it is defined by standard in their complaint.
Order 435.1, is high-level waste and that, absent a presidential 3 Storage is done by a process known as "grouting" in which
directive to the contrary, the NWPA mandates that all high- the residue high-level waste is mixed with cement and the tank
level radioactive waste must be disposed of in geologic is then essentially filled with cement and sealed.
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sites in Washington, South Carolina, and Idaho. In 2d_681 (1967). While Order 435.1 may or may not be
addition, the Plaintiffs request that the Court retain final agency action in the "highly technical sense"
jurisdiction over this proceeding to ensure future because it has yet to be applied by the DOE or one of
compliance by the Defendants with the Court's orders. its constituents, common sense dictates that the Order
See Plaintiffs' Complaint, P's 63-69. itself represents the DOE's final interpretation of its

statutory mandate. See Comm. for Idaho's HV h Des-ert
v._Colfinge, 148 F Suppo 2d 1097, 1100 (Q. Idaho 2001)

DISCUSSION (Holding that the implementation of a predator control
program was a "contingent future event" in a "highly

The Defendants Motion to Dismiss advances several technical sense" but in common terms it was inevitable.)
arguments for dismissing the Plaintiffs' Complaint. First, The relevant agency action involved in this case is the
the Defendant argues that Order 435.1 should not be promulgation of the Order 435.1 itself and not the
considered "final agency action" for purposes of judicial subsequent actions to be made pursuant to that Order.
review. Second, they contend that the case is not "ripe"
for judicial review until the DOE or one of its contractors Order 435.1 is not merely an intermediate step as
actually applies the Order on a case specific basis. Defendants' claim. See Abbott Labs., 387 U.S. at148-
Third, they suggest that the Law of the Case 4.9. In fact, following a lengthy development period of
[*7] Doctrine prevents the Court from assuming more than eight years, [*9] Order 435.1 was published

jurisdiction over the Plaintiff's claims. Finally, they in the Federal Register. See 64-Fed )9 2_,933 see
contend that the Plaintiffs' Complaint fails to state a also Whitman v. Am. Trockir~g _As0ss 531 US. 457
claim upon which relief may be granted. The Court will 477-78,_121 S. Ct. 903. 149 L, Ed. 2d 1 (200jj) (Finding
address each of these arguments in turn. that publication in the Federal Register of an EPA

implementation policy was an indicator that the agency's
action was final.) The deliberate nature of the DOE's

1. DOE Order 435.1 Constitutes "Final Agency decision in promulgating the Order is informative
Action" for Purposes of Judicial Review. because it suggests that the DOE was well aware that

"rights or obligations" would ultimately be determined by
"Final agency action" is characterized by two criteria: (1) the Order.
"the action must mark the consummation of the
agency's decisionmaking process," e.g., not merely of a The language utilized in the DOE Order, Guidance, and
"tentative or interlocutory nature;" and (2) "the action Manual is specific and mandatory in nature. DOE
must be one by which rights or obligations have been Manual 435.1 -1 states that "implementation of the
determined, or from which legal consequences flow." requirements shall begin at the earliest possible date,

Ber et __$pa 52 U__54_7-7 17SQ and all DOE entities shall be in compliance with this
1154__137 L, Ed_ 2d 281f(1997). Defendants argue that directive within one year of its issuance DOE
Order 435.1 does not constitute "final agency action" Manual 435.1-1 at i (emphasis added). This express
because the Order, along with its accompanying language contradicts Defendants' argument that DOE
Guidance and Manual, are merely tools used by the officials and contractors are vested with the unfettered
DOE facilities to manage radioactive waste. In the discretion to apply Order 435.1 as they see fit. In fact,
Defendants' view, the Plaintiffs can not show any DOE waste facilities and contractors are subject to
immediate or direct impact from the Order. According to "corrective actions whenever necessary" to ensure that
the Defendants, the Order isn't self-executing and the "requirements of DOE O[rderj 435.1 Iare met.
doesn't determine which waste is "waste incidental to DOE Manual 435.1 -1 [*10] at 111-3, IV-2.
reprocessing;" rather, such decisions will be made on a
"tcase-by-case" [*8] or "waste stream by waste stream The Court finds that DOE Order 435.1 is a final
basis." Defendants allege that the Order has yet to be expression of the agency's interpretation of its
applied by the DOE and therefore represents only the congressional mandate to manage and dispose of
DOE's policy concerning its waste- management radioactive waste. The Court also finds that the Order is
authority. non-discretionary in that the various DOE officials and

contractors are not free to act in contravention of the
Courts have generally interpreted the "finality" element Order without risking possible "corrective actions" being
in a flexible and pragmatic way. See Abbott Labs 1. 1 1v, levied upon them by the DOE. Consequently, the Court
Gardner,_ 387VUS.1 136, 149,.,87 S. Ct.-1507 18 L. Ed. finds that DOE Order 435.1 constitutes final agency
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action for purposes of judicial review. premised upon Order 435.1 and its accompanying
Guidance and Manual. 4

2. The Issues Raised are Ripe for Judicial Review. Moreover, delaying review of Order 435.1 until the DOE
makes a site specific decision in conformance with the

When undertaking a ripeness analysis, the Court must Order may cause substantial harm. Tank closures, once
"evaluate both the fitness of the issues for judicial undertaken, aren't readily altered and future judicial
decision and the hardship to the parties of withholding review may therefore be foreclosed until it is too late. 5
court consideration." _Whil!t,rr v Am Toruckina A ss_'ns,
531 US. 457, 479 121 5. Ct 9,'03, 149 1 Ed._2d 1 The Court need not wait until a threatened injury comes
g200j). In making this analysis, the Court must avoid to fruition before undertaking judicial review. This is
letting judicial review interfere with subsequent agency particularly true where the DOE Order has the force of
action. See id.; see also Ohio Forestry Ass'n v. sierra law and requires immediate compliance by DOE
Club, 523 U.S. 726 737, 118 S. Ct. 1665, 140 L. Ed. 2d facilities as well [*131 as DOE contractors. In such a
92101998). case, a justiciable controversy exists that is ripe for

review, because the Court can "firmly predict" the result
The Defendants mirror their previous argument and that would occur through the application of Order 435.1.
insist that Order 435.1 is not ripe for judicial review See Freedom to Travel Camopal nv, Newcomnb,82 F3d
because no component of the DOE has applied the WIR 1431, 1436 (9th Cir. 1997) (citing Reno v. Catholic
process defined in the Order. [*11] In making this Social Services. 509 U.S. 43. 69, 113 5. Ct. 2485 125
argument, they rely largely upon the Supreme Court's L. Ed, 2d 3 '19U3J (O'Connor, J., concurring); see also
opinion in O7ho Forestry Ass ny. Sierra~ Club ._523 U.S. Thomas v. Union Carbide 4griculturaI ProductS Co., 473

726 37 18SCt 1665. 140 L. Ed_2d 921 fi 98), U.S. 56-8. 58 1-82, 105 5. Ct. 3325. 87 L. Ed. 2d 409
which outlined three primary ripeness considerations: ("One does not have to await the consummation of
(1) the hardship to plaintiffs if review is delayed; (2) threatened injury to obtain preventive relief. If the injury
whether judicial review would interfere with subsequent is certainly impending, that is enough.").
agency action; and (3) whether it would benefit the court
to allow further factual development of the issues In short, the Court concludes that there is a clear
involved. indication of the hardship that plaintiffs and the

intervenors will suffer if review is delayed, there is no
Under this standard, Defendants contend that the indication that undertaking judicial review at this juncture
Plaintiff's claims are not ripe for judicial review, but are would interfere with subsequent agency action, and the
based upon sheer speculation about what the DOE Court perceives no benefit which would be obtained by
might do; that until the DOE actually applies the Order, allowing further [*141 factual development of the issues
the "plans" at the Savannah River Site, Hanford, and involved. Under such circumstances. the Court
INEEL cause no immediate harm. In other words, there concludes that Order 435.1, and its mandate that all
is no immediate harm until the DOE or one of its DOE contractors and entities comply with its provisions,
elements makes a decision at a particular site. Further, are ripe for judicial review. Ohio Forestry Ass_'n 523
Defendants contend that the Plaintiffs can't define any U.S. at 737.
future harm that would occur from postponing review
until future administrative decisions have taken place
and the facts have been developed. 3. The Law of the Case Doctrine Does Not Prevent

the Court from Considering the Plaintiff's Claims.However, the Defendants' position seems to be at odds
with the undisputed facts and the Plaintiff's allegations.
Order 435.1 appears to be a definitive [*121 position by
the Defendants as to the reclassification of high-level 4 Plaintiffs have acknowledged that the Defendants have yet to
waste, which was created following almost nine years of apply the "WIR" process found in Order 435.1 and reclassify
development, including a notice and comment period. high-level waste at the three facilities as low-level waste for
The WIR process has already been applied twice in purposes of disposal. See Plaintiffs' Complaint. P 40
South Carolina at the Savannah River Site prior to the 'The Court notes that counsel for Plaintiffs suggested during
promulgation of Order 435.1 and the Plaintiffs allege oral argument that the closure of two tanks at Savannah River
that DOE's future tank cleanup program is largely occurred under circumstances in which they were unable to

bring a timely action to obtain judicial review of that decision.
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The law of the case doctrine requires that a district court do not pertain to the statute cited in their Complaint. The
respect prior rulings issued by circuit courts on issues of DOE asserts that its waste management activities are
law. See Un d lsv. Ha-tler, 53? U. 557 565-,66, governed solely by the AEA and the Energy
12~1 S C!72 4 L, Ed. 2d &20( 1 ; (emphasis Reorganization Act. However, the Court has heretofore

added). Defendants' contend that the doctrine precludes been unable to find a substantive provision of the AEA
this Court from assuming jurisdiction over this matter specifically delegating waste characterization or
because the Ninth Circuit has already ruled that DOE classification authority to the agency. Defendants have
Order 435.1 is not a decision under any part of the cited 42 U.S.C. 2201(1) (3) which delegates authority to
NWPA. See -NRDC. 244 F. 3d at 74 7. the DOE to issue Orders and Directives that "govern

any activity authorized pursuant to this Act [AEA],
However, this is a misapplication of the law of the case including standards and restrictions governing the
doctrine. First, the doctrine simply does not apply where design, location, and operation of facilities used in the
an appellate court or the Supreme Court has not issued conduct of such activity, in order to protect health and to
a ruling on the merits. "The law of the case doctrine minimize danger to life or property." (Emphasis added).
presumes a hearing on the merits." HatterI 532 U.S at
566. Prior to remanding this case to the District Court of The statutory language of the NWPA, which was passed
Idaho, the Ninth Circuit specifically left open the issues [*17] by Congress almost thirty years subsequent to the
of standing, [*151 ripeness, and the merits for a passage of the AEA, contradicts the Defendants'
decision by this Court. See NRDC._244 F3d at 747. argument that the AEA exclusively governs the disposal

of high-level waste. The NWPA defines the term
The inapplicability of the law of the case doctrine is also "disposal" in plain language: .[Tihe emplacement in
indicated by the nature of the Ninth Circuit's decision to a repository of high-level radioactive waste, spent
remand this case to the District Court rather than nuclear fuel, or other highly radioactive material with no
dismissing the action altogether. The Ninth Circuit foreseeable intent of discovery 42_USC ~
remanded this case because the NWPA's provision 10101(9). Moreover, the AEA has specifically adopted
vesting original and exclusive jurisdiction in the Circuit the definitions of "high-level radioactive waste" and
Court is limited to cases arising under the NWPA, not "spent nuclear fuel" included in the NWPA. See 42
because the Plaintiffs' Complaint did not in any way USC,-2 14d)
implicate the NWPA as the Defendants have suggested
in their pleadings. See id; see also 42 i S.C,_ The Court cannot find, as a matter of law, that DOE
70Q 13; 9 ah ~ii A. Therefore, the Court finds that the law Order 435.1 classifies waste as WIR exclusively for
of the case doctrine is not applicable. management purposes and without regard for the

statutory and regulatory requirements for disposal of
high-level radioactive waste. Likewise, the Court cannot

4. The Plaintiffs' Have Made Cognizable Claims rule out the possibility that Order 435.1 will be used, as
Upon which Relief May be Granted. the Plaintiffs fear, as a tool to circumvent the more

stringent disposal requirements of the NWPA. In short,
In deciding whether a plaintiff has stated a claim upon Order 435.1, and its accompanying Manual and Guide,
which relief may be granted, the Court must accept all of necessarily implicates the disposal provisions found in
the plaintiff's factual allegations as true and construe the NWPA by reclassifying high-level waste as low level
them in the light most favorable to the Plaintiff. See waste.
Ep stein v. Washmncito' Energy Co.. 83 F.3d 1136. 1140
(9th Gi. _199 (citation omitted). There are very few Furthermore, [*18] the DOE doesn't have
factual disputes in this case. The problems that are to unconstrained authority to dispose of high-level waste
be resolved by the [*161 Court are legal in nature and, as the Defendants claim. 6
more succinctly, pertain to statutory interpretation.
Currently, both the Atomic Energy Act and the NWPA Unless the President finds otherwise, defense high-
have provisions that either directly address or allude to
the characterization of radioactive waste.

6 TeCourt notes that the Defendants have acknowledged in
It is the Defendants' contention that the Plaintiff's their memorandum that a presidential directive could provide
Complaint cannot possibly state a claim upon which that the DOE dispose of defense high-level waste at a civilian
relief can be granted because the actions they object to repository constructed pursuant to the NWPA. See

Defendants' Memo at 20, n. 13 (Docket No. 20).
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level waste must be disposed of in civilian repositories upon which relief may be granted.
established by the NWPA. 42 U.S.C. § 0107(b) (2); see
also N C.244 F3d at 744. A Presidential Directive
issued by President Reagan on April 30, 1985 5. The Plaintiffs Meet the Requirements for
determined that there was no basis for establishing a Standing.
repository for Department of Defense high-level waste.
Therefore, DOD high-level waste cannot be disposed of Upon referral, the Ninth Circuit left issues of standing to
in any other place other than a repository established be decided by this Court. See NRDC, 244 F 3d at. 74 7.
under the NWPA unless the President makes a finding The parties have not raised the issue of standing in their
to the contrary at some time in the future. various pleadings to the Court. Nevertheless, the Court

is required to address the issue of standing sua sponte
The language, purpose, and history of the NWPA make and will therefore discuss it briefly herein. See
clear that Congress didn't intend that DOE's compliance -Bern~hardt v CountV of L.A.. 279 F,3d 862 868 (9th Cir,
with the NWPA to be voluntary. Additionally, any finding 2002 (citation omitted).
that the WIR evaluation process operates solely under
the authority of the AEA would [*19] render the NWPA In order to meet the requirements for standing, a
meaningless. The legislative history reveals that the Plaintiff must show: (a) "an invasion of a legally
NWPA was enacted in direct response to "the need to protected interest [*211 which is concrete and
address problems besetting nuclear waste management particularized"; (b) that such an interest is "actual or
... 0H.R. Rep. No 97-491, 97th Cong., 2nd Sess. at 26 imminent, not conjectural or hypothetical"; and c) "it
(1982) (emphasis added). In light of this background, it must be likely, as opposed to merely speculative, that
is inconceivable that Congress intended to allow the the injury will be redressed by a favorable decision."
DOE unfettered discretion in the management of L ujan v. Defender_.- ofWllf F04 U.S, 555._560 112
radioactive waste as the Defendants have alleged. S. Ct, 2130, 119 L. Ed. 2d_ 351 (j9~(citations and

internal quotation marks omitted). The Plaintiffs bear the
The Court recognizes that a high degree of deference burden of establishing these elements. See 1d. at 56 1.
should be given to the DOE's interpretation of statutes
such as the AEA and the NWPA. See Forest Guardians "An association has standing to bring suit on behalf of
v. DombTeck 131 F.3d 1309, 13 1 '9th Cir_ 197 Th e its members when its members would otherwise have
Court should not substitute its own construction unless standing to sue in their own right." the interests at stake
the statute is silent or ambiguous on the matter and the relate to the organization's purpose, and "neither the
agency's interpretation is not a "permissible claim asserted nor the relief requested requires the
construction." See Chevron v.,,NRD 467 U.S. 837, atcpto fidvdalmmesi h asi.
842-43, 104.S, Ct, 2778, 81 L Ed. 2d_694_L2984. Friends of the Earth, In c. v. Laidlaw Envtt. Servs. (TOC)
However, agency constructions that are "contrary to lic., 5298 U.S. 167 111 120 S. Ct 693~ 145 L Ed. 2d
congressional intent" must be rejected by the Court. See 610_L2000) (citation omitted).
id. (citations omitted).

The named Plaintiffs in this case included two
The NWPA is neither silent, nor ambiguous on the environmental groups, Natural Resources Defense
classification of radioactive waste. The definitions Council (NRDC) and Snake River Alliance, and two
section of the NWPA necessarily involves the manner in Indian tribes, Confederated Tribes & Bands of the
which the DOE should classify radioactive [*201 waste. Yakama Nation and the Shoshone-Bannock Tribe.
See 42 U.0C. tl4lf2). If Congress had intended to Plaintiffs' asserted interests include, but are not limited
allow the DOE complete discretion as to the to, the protection of water re sources, [*22] the
classification of radioactive waste for management maintenance of healthy fisheries, and general concerns
purposes it is highly unlikely that it would have included for human safety and welfare.
the meaning of high-level waste in the NWPA's
definitions section. See id. By defining a specific class of NRDC has a nationwide membership of more than
radioactive waste, i.e., high-level radioactive waste, 390,000 individuals, including over 20,000 members in
Congress has issued a de facto limitation upon the the states of Idaho, South Carolina, and Washington.
DOE's authority to classify radioactive waste for They have a long history of environmental advocacy
management purposes, Therefore, the Court finds that and monitoring federal agency actions concerning the
the Plaintiffs' Complaint includes cognizable claims environment.
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Snake River Alliance is an Idaho-based environmental NOW THEREFORE IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that
group with over 1 ,000 members, mostly southern Defendants' Motion to Dismiss (Docket No. 16) is
Idahoans. Many of its members are directly affected by hereby DENIED.
the INEEL site because the site is located on top of the
Snake River aquifer. The aquifer supplies much of the Dated this 9th day of August, 2002.
drinking water and irrigation for the state of Idaho.

/s/ B. Lynn Winmill(Docket No. 10).-

B. LYNN WINMILLThe Yakama Nation is a federally recognized Indian
tribe. The Yakama hold treaty rights to fish in the Chief Judge, United States District Court
Columbia River Basin. A portion of the Hanford site
("Hanford Reach") includes spawning areas for chinook
salmon. Fishing has long played a substantial role in the I Ief A I

Yakama culture. (Docket No. 10).

The Shoshone- Bannock Tribe is a federally recognized
Indian tribe located in the state of Idaho. The Shoshone-
Bannock assert a legal right, secured by treaty, to fish
for rainbow trout and sturgeon below Shoshone
[*231 Falls on the Snake River in Idaho, The Shoshone-

Bannock express concern over the threat of high-level
hazardous waste from the INEEL site contaminating the
groundwater which feeds the Snake River. They are
also concerned about the impact that DOE Order 435.1
may have upon health of Tribal members "in and about
the Snake River." See Memo. in Support of Motion to
Intervene at 2-3 (Docket No. 14).

The improper disposal of high-level radioactive waste
poses a serious threat to the Plaintiffs collective
interests. It is abundantly clear that the Plaintiffs can
demonstrate an imminent threat to a legally protected
interest and that threat can be positively traced to the
promulgation of Order 435.1. Additionally, a favorable
ruling will more likely than not accomplish the remedy
sought by the Plaintiffs, e.g., prevent the disposal of
high-level radioactive waste on-site at Hanford,
Savannah River, and INEEL. See Clinton v. City of New
York, 524 U.S. 417. 430. 118 S. Cl. 2091. 141 L. Ed._2d

393 (998)(citation omitted). The Court therefore finds
that the Plaintiffs' have standing to pursue this action.

CONCLUSION

Therefore, pursuant to its review authority under 5
U.S.C. §§S 704 & 706, the Court will Deny the
Defendants' Motion [*241 to Dismiss. However, in
denying the Defendants' motion the Court makes no
ruling as to the merits of the Plaintiffs' claims.

ORDER

Nikolas Peterson
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NATIONAL RESOURCES )
DEFENSE. COUNCIL, et al, ) Cilv, No. 0O1-0413-S-BLW

)
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) MEMORANDUM DECISION
V. )

)
)

SPENCER ABRAHAM, Secretary,)
Dept. Of Energy; UNITED STATES)
OF AMERICA )

)
Dcfcndants. )

)

INTRODUCTION

The Court has before it cross-motions for summary judgmient raising the

issue whethier Order 435.1 issued by the Departmen~t of Energy is valid. The Court

finds that it is invalid, and hence wvili grant the plaintiffs' motion, and deny the

Governmient's motion, for the reasons expressed below.

BACKGROUND FACTS

In the 1950s, the National Academy of Sciences determined that high-level

nuclear waste could be disposed of safely in a repository deep underground.

During the same time period, Congress, in the Atomic Energy Act (AEA), gra-nted

Memorandum Decision - page I
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to the DOE's predecessor agency the authority to manage nuclear waste, and

allowed private companies the right to own and operate niuclear reactors.

Over the next 30 years, scientists studied different types of underground

sites, ranging from salt deposits to basalt, to dispose of the waste from these

reactors. In 1982, Congress passed the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA),

offlicially adopting the underground repository concept as the nation's long-term

strategy for disposing of the most hazardous nuclear waste. The Act authorized

the Department of Energy (DOE) to find, build, and operate such a repositor-y.

DOE selected nine potential sites, and in 2002, Congress approved the site in

Yucca Mountain, Nevada.

Whi1le the repository was being studied and selected, nuclear reactors

around the country were producing nuclear waste. The fuel that runs nuclear

power plants is made up of small uranium and plutonium pellets placed in long

metal fuel rods. The rods are bombarded with neutrons, causing the uranium and

plutonium atoms to gain a neutron, become unstable, break apart, and release heat,

among other things. The heat is used to boil water into steamn, which drives

turbines to create electricity.

A fter frequent bombardments, the fission reaction becomes inefficient and

the rods arc remooved. Even so, the uraniumn and plutonium pellets are not entirely

Memourandum Decision - page 2
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spent, and contain a large amount of energy potential. To extract the still-usable

isotopes, the pellets are dissolved in an acid bath. Thiis reprocessing procedure

leaves highly radioactive particles suspended in an acid chemical solution as a

liquid waste. T'he acid is neutralized and the liquid is placed in storage tanks.

Over time, the particles sink to the bottom of the tanks form-ing a sludge while the

l iquid rem-ains on top.

The reprocessing waste from nuclear weapons production is stored mainly

at three sites: (1) the INEEL facility in Idaho,; (2) the Hanford site in Washington;

and (3) the Savannah River site in South Carolina. Hanford stores over 53 million

gallons of waste in 177 underground tanks. Savannah River has over 34 million1

gallons, and the INEEL has over 900.,000 gallons.

In NWPTA, Congress defined the term "high-level radioactive waste" (ItLW)

to mean

(A) the highly radioactive material resulting from the reprocessing of
spent nuclear fuel, including liquid waste produced directly in
reprocessing and any solid material derived from such liquid waste that
contains I ission products in sufficient concentrations; and
(B) other highly radioactive material that the Commission,, consistent
with existing law, determines by rule requires permanent isolation.

NWPA goes on to state that the President shall determine if HLW resulting From

defense activities willI be placed in its own separate repository or in a repository

Memoraudum Decision - page 3
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also used to store comnmercially-produced waste. See 42 U.S.C. § 10107. If the

President determined that no separate repository was needed for the defense waste,

"the Secretary shall proceed promptly with arrangement for the use of o-ne or more

or the repositories to be developed .-. for the disposal of such waste." That

provision goes on to state that "[s~uch a rrangements shall include the allocation of

costs of developing, constructing, and operating this repository or repositories."

See 42 U. S.C. § 10 1 07(b)(2).

In 19995 DOE issued Order 435. 1. and an interpretative Manual, t~o govern

the disposal of l-ILW at Hanford, ]NEEL, and Savannah River. One part of that

Order defines a process by which HLW may be determined to be incidental waste

and exempted from the NWPA requirements governing HIMW. Incidental wastes,

DOE explains, "do not warrant geologic repository disposal because of their lack

of long-term threats to the environment and man." See Order 435.1 Guidance at

11-18.

To implement this policy, the Order redefines HLW as incidental waste if it

meets the following criteria: (1) key radionucilides must be removed to the extent

technically and economically practical; (2) the waste must meet safety

requirements comparable to the performance objectives set out in 10 C.F.R. part

I 6 1, Subpart C; and (3) the waste must be managed in accordance with DOE's

Memorandumn Decision - page 4
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requirements for low-level waste as set tborth in Chapter IV of the Manual,

provided the waste is incorporated into a solid physical form that does not exceed

concentration limits for C"lass C low-level waste set out in *10 C.F.R. § 61.55, or

must meet such alternative requirements for waste classification and

characterization as DOE may authorize.

NRDC challenged this Order by filing suit in this Court. DOE, responded

with a motion to dismiss raising standing and ripeness challenges, among others.

The Court rejected those challenges, finding that the case was ripe for review and

that the plaintiffs had standing.

The parties have now filed cross-motions for summary judgment. NRDC

claims that DOE has exceeded its authority by attcmpting through Order 435.1 to

revise the def inition Congress set for HLW in NWPA. DOE counters that NVPA

does not apply to defense reprocessing waste, the type of waste. stored at Hanford,

INEEL, and Savannah River. Even if defense wastes arc governed by N WPA,

DOE contends, Order 435.1 complies with NWPA. NRDC responds that defense

wastes are covered by NWPA, arnd that Order 435.1 conflicts with that Act.

ANALYSIS

1. Ripeness

DOE has again raised the argument that this case is not ripe for review.
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DOE cites in support the recently decided case of National Park Hospitality Assn.

v'. Dept. of Interior, 123 S.Ct. 2026 (2003). This case did -not change the law of

ripeness, and its analysis does not persuade the Court to change its opinion. The

Court issued a detailed ruling on the ripeness issue in its earlier decision, and

reaffirms that decision here.

2. NWPA's Apj ilicabilitv to Defense Waste

DOE argues that "Congress did not intend that3 ,-WPA would apply to

atomic energy defense facilities," and urges the Court to reconsidcr its earlier

rejection of this argumient in a decision Filed August 3, 2002. See DOE Brief at

p. 21. In that decision, the Court held that DOE was required by NWPA to

di.spose of defense HLW in a repository established under NWPA. In seeking a

reconsideration of that decision, DOE contends that President Reagan's

determination that no separate repository for defense waste was needed did not

trigger a DOE duty to dispose of defense waste in a NWPA repository but only

"/require[d] that [DOE] allocate to the Government the costs associated with any

disposal of defense HLW in a commercial repository that in fact occurs." See

DOE Reply Br-ie/ at p. 2, In essence, DOE contends that it can choose whether to
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dispose of its defense waste in Yucca Mountain or elsewhere.'

This interpretation is inconsistent with NWPA. In § 101 07(b)(2), quoted

above, NWPA states that the Secretary "shall proceed promptly with arrangement

for the use of one or more of thc repositories" to dispose of defense l-LW. The

use of the term "shall" means that the direction is mandatory and docs not allow

for discretion on the part of the agency. Lexrecon, Inc. v. Milberg W7eiss Bershad

Hynes & Lerach, 523 U.S. 26, 31 (1998). Thus, DOE does not have discretion to

di spose of dcfense I ILW somewhere other than a repository estab i shed under

NWPA.

DOE's argument that its sole duty is to allocate costs ignores language -in

N WPA. The provision of § 10 107(b)(2), quoted above, states that DOF's duty is

to proceed promptly "with arrangement"' to dispose otf the defense [LLW in a

repository, and then states that "[s]uch arrangements shall include the allocation of

costs of. .. this repository," DOE's reading of subsection (b)(2) ignores the word

"4include" and treats the phrase 'regarding cost allocation as a limitation on its duty.

That reading violates a cardinal rule of statutory interpretation that no word be

I The NuclewrRegulatory Commnission (NRC) takes the same vicw. See 65 lFed.Reg,
62377, 62378 n. 10 (Oct. 18, 2000) ("Neither the NWPA nor 10 CFR Part 60 requires HLW to

be disposed of in a geologic repository."). Moreover, the NRC agrees with DOE that Order
435.1 is a prOPer eXercise of DOE's statutory authority. See AR 34362.
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ignored. United Staes v. Luna-Mladellaga, 315 F.3d 1224, 123 (9th Cir. 19)

The word "include" is used to introduce illustrative examples, and is not a termi of

imnitation. See Federal Land Bank of St. Paul v. Bismarck Co., 314 U.S. 95., 100

(194 1) ( holding that "the term 'including' is not one of all-cmbracing definition,

but simply connotes an illustrative application of the general principle."); I~ederai

Trade Commission v. MYIK Marketing, 149 F.3d 1036 (9th Cir. 1998) (holding that

term "Including" does not connote limitation). Thus, subsection (b)(2)Ys

discussion of cost allocation is simply one illustration of the various arrangemients

DOE must make to dispose of defense 1{LW in a NWPA respository.

D)OE's description of its duty is not consistent wvith the description offered

by President Reagan in his determination. There, President Reagan states that the

DOE recommended to him that it "proceed with plans and actions to disposc of

defense waste in a commercial repository," not just make a cost allocation. See

A.R. 44673. Even eleven years later, in 1996, the DOE believed that President

Reagan's determination triggered its duty, under NWPA, "to proceed with plans

and actions to dispose of defense waste with commercial spent nuclear fuel in a

single reposi tory." See DOE, Chvilian Radioactive Waste Management Prvgramn

Plan, Revision 1, M'ay 1996 (excerpted in Natural Resources Journal, Appendix A

(Fall 1996)).
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Congressional intent also weighs against DOE's interpretation. Senator

Alan Simpson, in addressing an amendment that eventually became § 10 1071

discussed the need for a "-unified disposal system as an alternative to separate,

duplicative systems of civilian and defense repositories," and then stated that the

amendment "would remedy this deficiency by requiring thec President. .to

proceed with a n ied syvstem unless be [sic] determines there is a demonstrated

clear need for a defense-only repository." See 128 Cong. Rec. Part 6, p. 8219

(Appendix 7) (emphasis added).

For all these reasons, the Court does not find persuasive DOE's arguments

that NWPA does not apply to defense HLW. The Court therefore refuses to

reconsider its earlier decision on this issue.

3. gality of Order 435.1

When a court reviews an agency's construction of a statute it administers,

the threshold issue is "whether Congress has directly spoken to the precise

question at 'issue." Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. AT.R.D.C, 467 U.S. 837, 842 (1984). If

Congress has so spoken, and its intent -is clear, "that is the end of the matter; for

the court, as well as the agency, must give effect to the unambiguously expressed

inltent of Congress." Id. at 843.

In this case, Congress defined IILW in NWPA as "highly radioactive
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material resulting from the reprocessing of spent nuclcar fuel." Congress then

used the word "inrclu ding" to signal that what followed were examples designed to

illustrate the definition just given. Thc two examples are (I) "liquid. waste

'Produced directly in reprocessing"; and (2) "solid material derived from such

liquid waste that contains fission products in sufficient concentrations."

Thesc two examples neatly cover the manner in which the waste separates iti

the tanks over timne. As discussed above, the solids sink to the bottom, formning a

sludge, leaving the liquids on top. This physical separation is analogous to

NWPA's definitional separation: The liquid and solids are treated differently by

the Act. While NWPA allows DOE to treat the solids to remove fission products,

thereby permitting reclassification of the waste, NWPA does not offer the option

of reclassi.Fi cation for liquid waste produced directly in reprocessing.

DOE interprets NWPA much differently. According to DOE, NWPTA

defines IILW as "'.highly radioactive matcrial resulting from reprocessing' 'that

contains fission products in sufficient concentrations."' See DOE Brief at p. 3 1.

Once again, DOE is ignoring the word "'includes" in the statute. As discussed

above, the well-established rules of statutory construction prohibit such a reading.

See Federal Land Bank, 314 U.S. at 100. When the word "includes"' is not

ignored, the following phrase referringy to concentrations of fission products
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app]lies only to solid material derived from the Iliquid waste, and is not part of the

general definition of HLW.

NWPA's definition of HLW considers both the source of the waste and, in

the case of solids derived from liquid waste, its hazard. It is undisputed that the

waste stored at Hanford, INEEL. and Savannah River is highly radioactive and the

result of reprocessing. No solids have yet been extracted frorn the liquid waste at

those sites and treated to reduce fission products. Thus, the waste at issue in this

case falls within NWPA's definition of IILW.

DOE issued Order 435.1 to govern reclassification of that waste. That

Oreaccording to DOE, sets forth three criteria, "each of which must be met.") to

reclassit~r HLW as low-level waste. See DOE Brief at 37. This rigorous process,

DOE implies, will protect against arbitrary action. However, one of those "three

critcria" is not a benchmark that could be "met."' It requires that HIM reclassified

as low-level waste must meet "Isafety requirements comparable to the performance

objectives set out in 10 CYF.R. 6 1, Subpart C .. . ." In other words, DOE will treat

waste that it deems to be low-level waste as low-level waste. This is not a "third

criteria" that must be "met" but is simply a statement of intent or fact.

There are really only two criteria that must be met. The first is that key

radionuclides are removed to the extent technically and economnically practical.
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This means that if DOE determines that it is too expensive or too difficult to treat

IILW, I)OE is free to reclassify it as incidental waste.

The second Js that HLW incorporated into a solid form must either rneet the

concentration levels for Class C low-level wastc or meet such alterniative

requirements for waste classification and characterization as DOE may authorize. i

These "alternative requirements" are not defined, and thus are subject to the whim

of DOE.

While DOE has the authority to "fill any gap left. .by Congress,"

c7hevron, 467 U.S. at 843, it does not have the authority "to adopt a policy that

directly conflicts with its governing statute."!, M'aislin Indus., Inc. v. Primary Steei,

Inc., 497 U.S. 1 16, 134-35 (1990). DOE's Order 435.1 directly conflicts with

NWPA's definition of l-LW. NWPA's definition pays no heed to technical or

economic constraints in waste treatment. Moreover, NWPA does not delegate to

DOE the authority to establish "alternative requirements"y for solid waste. Because

Congress has spoken clearly on that subject, "that is the end of the matter,"

C/wevron, 467 U.S. at 842, leaving no room for "alternative requirements."l

Thus'. DOE's Order 435.1 must be declared invalid under Chevron. Thie

Court will therefore grant NRDC's motion for sumniary judgmnent and deny

DOE's cross-motion. The Court did not rely on an extra-record material and so
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wvili deem moot the motion to strike that material. T.he Court xwill also grant

DOE's motion to supplement the administrative record to correct photocopying

errors and replace items inadvertently omitted from the administrative record.

NRDC seeks injunctive relief prohibiting DOE from taking any actions

inconsistent with NWPA, including plans for grouting with concrete Fb

permanent disposal any HLW in Washington, Idaho, and South Carolina. There is

no0 indication, however, that DOE will ignore this decision and continue with any

plan inconsistent with NWPA. Thus, the Court Finds no need at this time t~o issue

in~junctive relief. Should that need arise in the future, plaintiffs are free to re-open

this case and pursue that relief. The Court will prepare a separate Judgment as

required by Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 58.

[)ated this '24vitdof Lk _, 2003.

k
WINMILL717~jJ JDGE. UNITED STATES DISTRICT C"OURT
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new progressive alliance
NowProgs.org

July 20. 2018
U.S. Department of Encrgy
1000 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, DC 20585

Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy. Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450
MSIN H 6-60
Richland, WA 99354

W MAC DRAFTWIRl(a rI.gov

The New Progressive Alliance at http://newvprogs.org' urges the Department of
Energy y(DOE) to abandon its proposal to reclassify high-level nuclear waste and leave it
in Hanford's underground tanks, soils, and groundwater. Renaming Hil h -Level
Radioactive and Toxic Waste as low level radioactive wvaste is both inaccurate and
certainly is not clean up.

The below information is verified by the Columbia Riverkeeper which is funded through
a grant from the Washington state Department of Ecology.

DOE proposes to reclassify high-level radioactive waste as low-level radioactive waste in
the C Farmn, one of Hanford's tank farms holding high-level nuclear waste. The
remaining waste-potentially more than 70,000 gallons of the 1 .77 million gallons once
stored in the tanks-does not magically change to low-level waste just because it is
reclassified. This will leave dangerous waste in Hanford's tanks, soils, and -,roundwater,
threatening the Columbia River for generations to comne.

DOE's also proposal does not address the concerns raised by tribal nations. Washington
Senator Maria Cantwell, and many public interest orl ~anizations.

I



- At least 67 undergr
has already reached n-roundwater. And polluted groundwater from H anford 's 20(0 Area-
where the tanks are located-has already reached the Columbia River.
-C Farm waste likely includes transuranic waste. Transuranic waste has a high

concentration of long -lived, heavy radionuclides, and is not suitable for shallow disposal
at hianford.
* Waste in the C Farm contains technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, cesium-
137, iodine- 129, multiple uranium isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive
contaminants.
* In 2012, the Washington state Department of Ecology (Ecology) wrote in its forward to
the Tank Closure Waste Management Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) that
Wasliinf ~ton state prefers "retrieval of at least 99 percent of the waste from each tank."
DOE failed to meet this expectation and proposes to leave four percent of the waste in C
Farm. DOE has certainly not removed the "maxim-um technically achievable" amount of
waste.
- Contaminants such as techneciurn-99 and iodine- 129 are long-lived, mobile, and could

Jpresent a long -termn risk if not addressed in the C Farmn's tanks and soils. DOE has
certainly
- Grout lacks durability for immobilizing long-lived and mobile waste. Because Energy
will use the Draft WIR Evaluation to Justify leaving up to four percent of C Farrnfs tank
waste cement, Energy's proposal will ultimately lead to greater soil and g troundwater
pollution when the grout fails in hundreds or perhaps thousands of' years.
-The cumulative impacts analysis from Energy's Tank Closure Waste Management

Environmental Impact Statement sug~ rests that leaving long-lived, mobile waste in
grouted tanks, soils, and groundwater will pose a long-term risk to the Columbia River.
-Washington state Department of Ecology has questioned Energy's inventory of waste
remaining in the C Farm tanks and raised concerns about how future waste may move
through soils and groundwater.

The DOE should and must label waste based on its dank terou 5 nature, not on whether
Energy has plans to dispose the waste. The New Progressive Alliance urges the
Department of Energy to do the right thing and abandon its proposal to reclassify high-
level nuclear waste.

Sincerely,

Ed Griffith

New P~rog.ressive Alliance

1(b)(6) ]
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Longview, WA 98632-2358

United States of America
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Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection November 6"h 2018
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-60
Richland, WA 99354
WMACDRAFTWIR@rtgov

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's DRAFT Waste Incidental to Reprocessing (WIR)
Evaluation for the Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site.

Energy should abandon its plans to reclassify high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm tanks-located
close to the Columbia River-as "low-level" waste. C Farm tanks likely contain transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes technecium
99, plutonium 239, strontium-90, cesium-137, idodine-129, uranium isotopes, and many other toxic
and radioactive contaminants. Energy must classify tank waste based on its dangerous nature-not
Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. Energy will likely fill tanks with grout. The
result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in Hanford's soil,
threatening future generations' health, safety, groundwater resources, and the Columbia River.

2) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that material classified as high-level waste meets
the criteria for low-level waste.

3) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in Hanford's
soils and groundwater.

I am disturbed by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous waste near the Columbia Energy must engage
the public in a robust decision-making process. This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tni-
Cities area. People living downstream, in the Portland area for example, face serious threats from this
proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Cascadia Bioregion. Most of all Energy must
abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup solutions.

Sincerely,

kb)(6)
gmail.com

Vb)(6) ]1
Tualatin, OR 97062



Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation for

Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Site

WRITTEN COMIMENTI
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Not ready to turn your comments in today? Send them to: Address (optional): F-R-)I(b)(6)
Mr. Jan Bovier
U. S. Department of Energy~, Office of River Protection 7~) \ V\ ~

P. 0. Box 450, N4SIN H6-60
Richland, WA 99354

Email: WM N A CD A F I W IZ (a L'oa

Comments due by Nov. 7, 2018
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November 6, 2018

Mr. Jan Bovier
Tank Closure Program Manager
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-60
Richland, WA 99354

Dear Mr. Bovier,

We write to express TRIDEC's support for the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) effort to finalize
its current Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing (WIR) Evaluation for Closure of Waste
Management Area (WMA) C at the Hanford Site. TRIDEC supports the management of WMA C
residual waste, tanks, and auxiliary structures as low-level waste.

TRIDEC has worked for decades to support the DOE missions at Hanford, including advocacy for
safe, effective cleanup and the funding that it requires. As such, we understand the complex
decisions that need to be made regarding cleanup objectives and the best use of limited taxpayer
dollars.

We recognize that the Final WIR Evaluation is just one step in the decision-making process for the
long-term disposition of WMA C. Considering the potential impacts on human health and the
environment, we support a careful examination of these issues and urge DOE and its regulators to
proactively address any real threats that are identified during this process. However, barring any
unexpected developments, we believe that the only practical solution for the long-term disposition
of WMA C is to fill the tanks with engineered grout, and then place a surface barrier above them.

The likely alternative to grouting would be to spend substantial amounts of funds (that are better
used elsewhere at Hanford) to endlessly try to retrieve the tanks to new standards, and/or to
dismantle and remove the tanks at substantial risk to workers. Even then, those tank materials
would likely be re-buried in a landfill elsewhere at the Hanford Site, meaning that a tremendous
amount of time and funding would be aliocated for very minimal benefit.

Grouting waste tanks has worked well at DOE's Savannah River Site, and at the Idaho National
Laboratory, and we see no reason to believe it wouldn't also be effective at Hanford. Closing WMA
C represents a very significant step forward with Hanford cleanup, and making the final WIR
determination will be an important step in the process.

rR~icMES
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We are excited to see this effort move forward and thank you for your consideration of our input.
Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions or if there is any further information we can
provide.

Sincerely,

2/
Carl Adrian David Reeploeg
President and CEO Vice President, Federal Programs
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November 6 "'. 20 18

Mr. .lan IBovier
Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450. MSIN 116-60
Richlland, WA 99354

11E: IDrqft Wfast' IncidlentaI to Repracessiing Ewualiin Ja
('losmre q]' W11aste Ma~ee A ir'a Ct it the JHanfor~i Sifte

D~ear Mr. Bovier:

The ('.nlkderated Tribes and Badnds of the Yakarra Nation is tak int, thle opportunitv to provide
commlfenlts regardinV thle ahove-enuttled I epartmnlt of' 1nergy document datled Marchi 201I
(1)O[.-( )Rl'-2() I8-() ) and issued for public comment onl June 4. 201I8 (Draft WI R). T[he I rA ft
Wilt provides the basis for thle l ( )l to issue at determination thiat wvastes generated dUr-ini theC
rep ro es sinig of spenit nuclear futel. w hilcli are by (lefinit ion hlig'h-level radioactive wvaste (Ill XV)
Under current f'ederal law, mna\ instead be mlanaucod as lo\\v-level radioactive waste. [his is the
latest in a continuimi. e ffort by your at ~ene). pursuiant to D)OE Order 435. 1 . to reclassify I II X
beiing storedl at I lanfbrd. We appreciate that thle ( tlfice of River P~rotection decided] to extend the
period for Comment for anl additional 60 da\ s given thle nature and importance of' this documnrt.

TIhe Yakamna Nat ion is deepN concerned about being left \ ithl thle most dang cero )i.s wvastes of, tile
nuLclear age Onl lands it has usedl 1*0r it: sub11sistence and culture since time immemcnoria. Thie
IHan ford site was established onl lands w~herc thle Yakama Nationl haS eCser-ved hunting and
gathlering ri Ills Uinder the Treaty of' June 9. I1855. In addition the C olumbia 6ivcr. whichi bisects
the site, is hiome to aiadromlous lFishi species to w ich thle Yakamna people have also reserved
treaty righits to harvest. Tihe Federal governmient maintains a sp~eCial truLst r-elationIship to tile
Yakamna Nation vx ithi an enforceable fiduciarv responsibility to protect its lands and reSOLur-es.
includling thlose to whiichi treat\- rioihts attachi outside the Yakama Reservation.

Since Order 435.1 wvas approved by the Office off'.'nvironmntlal Manaizemient in 1999. 1)01 has
consistently arguLed thlat it hias dliscretionary authlorit) under the Atomnic F£nergy Act to rcclnssilIN
anill 11 remaining inl the H anf'ord storagle tanks ats **\aste incidental to reprocessing." Thie
Yakamna Nation was at plaintiff inl previouIs litigation regardling this issue and remains convinced

tht heru i's mlade inl thlat case. thougli vacated by the Ninthi Circuit Court of' Appeacls onl
ripeness grounids, are per-suasive legal aulthority i-nd directlv relevant to the current IDraft WI R
deternmination. I fox'\ever. aside 1rom this legal quest ion. w e are also firm ly convinced that
leaVinI~ SuICh1 radioactive materials inl an unst'Sible shial low land (disposal I`for many generations is
simply bad policy. It wvill inevitalbl\ resuilt inl ser-ious threats to thle hecalth of' 'Vakamla enirolled
members and thle public, bothl bN dirct exposure and thrlough'1 con1sumptionl of' con1tainallted
resources.

Post Office Bo-\ IS~ I, F ort RoadI, 'IoppL rush, \VA 98948 (509) 86551I21



Yakamia Nation has review ed tile Draft \VIR and Is proviin g its comments rcg ai -ig six
overarchling issu~es:

1. Legal Authority

The \VM A C tank residual \\astes comiprise hligll radioa ctive material resuilting( 1'10om thle
reprocessing spent/irradiated nu~c lea r fuLel. and contain fission prodUCtS in sliff icient qUantitics to
qlualifyN as hligh-level radioactive wvaste Under definitions inl thle Nuclear Waste Policy Act.
(NWIPA) or I0C) FR §60.2. I)OL is no\\ attempting to) reclassify the wastes wvithin thle WMA C
tanks fi'oni IlM to low-level radioactiv e waste based on pulrporte(I criteria and authorlity'
provided in Order 4315.1. These criteria contra diet thle clear cong'ressional directive I`6r deep
geologic disposal of' all Il 11W Inl thle NW PA based onl both its highly radioactive nature- an1d its
source, reCprocessint, of' nuLclear fulC inl pIlutoniuml Production. See NRI)( v. 4hiwham,. 271 IF
Supp. 2d I1260, I1206 ( D. Idaho 2003) ("N\\ A does not deleg !atc to I )() thle aMtlhOrity to
establish 'alternative requiremenlts- br Ill1.\k".

2. C'onsistencyv withi T'l' .VI IROI

I il men1ctath mo of' the Draf't WI R also circumvents several oftheli requi rements. or thecir intent. of'
thie 20 13 Record ofI )ccision ( ,ROD)) lbOr thle Final "I dnk( Clsure and Waste MIanlagmenit
I liv ironiental Impact Statemenclt ( I'(VM \\NIIS). Pref'erred A Iternati\C 2B incIluded retrieval of 99

percent of the tank \astc by volumec separation of'hgh and I w-activ itv radioactive waste. aInd

potenitial ISoil removal or treatmnlt Ini the v adose /o)ne. Proposed chanm'es made uinder thle I ra ft
WI R to the total volumei of* tank w aste retrieved, hand Iin, of* material currently c lassil-ied as

hlim.I-levC ra,'dioa'ctive N\aste. and1( future closure deciisions will preclude i mpllcllentalt [in of, thle

Preferr-ed AlIternativ e as describe I in the ROD)l.

3. Cumulitative Effects

Due to thle Corrosive nature of' thle \astes stored. thle WNIA C tanks arc associated w ith recas
to the subsurtm-ce of' rad ioactiv e \x astc fromn multiple generations of' reprocessing ehein istry. In
'201I6. the 1)01;. estimated that thle W IA C' tanks had released approximately 20 1.00() gallons of'

r'adioactive \\'- st: to the vadose zone. Analysis pcerfbrnied in the [)raf't W IR and supporting,:
Perf'ormance Assessment does not address these confirmed releases, or thle im iliicationls forI'Lfuture
cleanup associated xx ithl groutin g the \\ MA C tanks. Similarly, thle WMA C is s1urrounded by
other waste sites and tank fhrnis: is With in thle bou1.ndary of, impacts associated With pr-oductionl-
period (hisclharl WeS to thle subsurface: and is inl thie flowx-path I'o sever'al established groundxvater
plumes that are pro jected to exceed their applicable cleanup levels for decades or more. Fuiture
eXp)osure- to a member ofl'te public or anl Inadvertent intruider is being evalated onl thle basis ol'

potential mig~ration and/or exposure to residual tank wxastes (inlv. and does not inlu~de
cumu11.lative efftects of' thlese rel ea sC 5.

4. Impacts to Cultra I Resou rces

The Yakarn Nation has not been consulted h\ 1)01 to determine the c'fecis onl historic

properties as required by thle National Hlistoric P1reserxation Act (NIIlPA ). FR/WM also has not
been provided an opportunitx to rex ie\\ and comment onl the DOE'is analysis of' thle anticipated



effets n hitorc poperies Deisions regardinu final closure or remnedial actions at each sit
shoul1d accounlt for1 theC im1pacts to traditionalI cultural properties. The Di-afi WI R does not
include evaluation of' the ltimlate effect of' general fate and transport of' residual tanik waste and
vadlose zone releases onl exercise ot reserved treats rig~hts to reCsources at Hanfiord.

5. Technical Appr-oach

Based on data provided in the D raft W JR and the supJpor-ting- Performance Assessment.
concentrationis of long-l ivedi transuran ic radionuc lides inl residual tank wastes cxceed the
maximuIm al low~able conceintrat ions Identified by the Nuclear Relizulatory Commission that
are acceptable flor near suirthce c1i sposa I. The IDrafi WIR presents a waste classificationl
approach that includes rev ision to the classi ficat ion calcu lltions and SuIM of' frlacions evalulation
to rely on)i the WNIA C Perf'ormance Asses sment I nad~ ertent Intruder Analyses. This modiflied
approach dtoes not address long-term protectiveness ats intended under existing re(li remenl s for
disposal.

6. Futuiire Closure and Decision Miakin ,

Futre closure relies licitv if v onl implo:niental ion ot I institutional and el ciineer ip
Controls i nI uLdiM n sUrI-'ICC barriers to ensutre proteCt ion f1 hum111an health and the n Cl~inl' enllt.
While such mecasures mlay be effoeti whenl pr1op)Crt\ implemented. a sn.niLlficant commitment ol,
resources is reqluired to enlsire the 'irsuccess. I hle actionls proposed h\ the I raft \VIR K i Ic

relin on heSe menasures, pit )V ide no0 aslluranCeS to ensure their effect iveness such as
planniing Co r degraded pelCoila nce o\ ci Iinme: incorp irit i ng clear and consistent
maintenance and stew\ardsh ip prograil" its part ()I" proposed closure act ions, and
pr'oviding, consistenit, conservati \ e andl adv ance filidinti Cbr post-c losu Ire stewvardsliip vvith
assurlanlcS to Maintain ene61Cinec barr1-ier-s and accss Contrn ds. Imp11lmentation of* institultional
and eng ineering con trols also hla. sitliIfcaiit implications fo6r the Yakania Nat ion s members
and thie exerc ising, (fl, reat\ rivels onl the I lanflOrd Site hich shouild also be addressed.

I hie Yakania Nat ion supports Clean Closu,1C inludL1.ineIL mlaintain inl" a inimum1111 of' 99 percentI
retrieval for residual lank w'astes to the maximum extent practicable. Ili ih-le~ ci w\aste and
tranlst ran ic \ astes derived from11 the reprWocess In2 Of' spent nuLclear fulC including thlat
Which Cu~rrenltk remllainlS In the VNI \ (.' tanks. should he retrieved. seeretgated. and
disposed of* in accordance \ithl current Federal laI\\ Instead of' implementing the I ralt WIRK

DO should focuIs On Meetine~ current1 Cclnu reqirement1CIs Under f'ederal IaWv and pi'evioulS
Records of* Decision that appl>v to thle WNIA(

Please contact Jullie At\\ood at ( 5 0 9 I(b) (6) ]if' \ onI ha\ e all) (ltieStiI0iS '\Vant to discuss these
Comments.

Sincerely.

Phil RiL (doll,
I NRI Suiperintendenit. Yakarna Nation



cc: Maria Cantwell, United States Senator
Patty Murray, United States Senator
J1a y Inslee, \Vashiii ~toil Governor
Ron Wydlen, United States Senator
Jell M~erkicy, U~nited States Senator
Kate Brown, ()re Oil Governor
Sheryl B i brey, Director, Environmental Cleanup Office,U .S. EPA
Mala Bel Ion, Director, Department of Ecology
Anne White, Assistant Secretary for Environmental Management, U.S. DOE
Brian Vance, Office Manag
Doug Shoop, Office Manag
Janine Benner. Director, Oregon DOE
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INTRODUCTION

'The Yakarna Nation E~nvironmental Restoration and 'Waste Management Program (EbR/\M) ha,"

prepared the fibilowing comments on thle Dr-afi !lIsie Incidlenal to Repwocessliig Evalualion fir

( losurie qf/Haste AingmerACa w the 1mI~i-/lSite. DOL!ORP-20 I 8-01 Draft 1I) (Draf t

\VIR) prepared by the U.S. [)epar-tment of* Energy (D)OE) and dated March 201 8.

The Draft WIR lprovides background information onl previous wvaste removal f-rm tanks located

within W a Ste Management Area ('(WMA C), planned closure activities. and thle DOE's

rationale for reclassil'yInL residual tank w-aste fi-r h1 . 11 -lc~pcl radioactive w\aste (I EW) to to\\ -

level radioactive waste (LIMW. The I)OI's proposed reclaissification appears to be a test case

for file closure of additional tanks in thle ( cn1ral Plateaul ofthe Hanfor1d Site, all of, which contain

residual h41 11 -level radioactive waste. Successfuilly establishing -thle precedent set forth by thle

D~raft \VIR will applN a s tnifieantlv less stringenClt Set of reCLirCInentS for1 thle DOE" to mICdt with

i'c1 tard. to \vaste retrievxal and C uvirolnmen1tal protectionl aSSOCiated W~ith 111nal clsurc .

chianl ~es proposedl by thle IDraft Wlt arce inceonsistent an d inconipatiblo: \\vtit the irequi remlents

identtified. in thie Record of'Dlccision for thle Final Tank Ch( lre aind II osIC Aiwugun'ul

An,)virmimwal l1)1/)ot SVuicmnt i or the llciiiwd Silt Rich/and. It iisxhiin im (I ( WM I 1s

I )OE/EIS-0391I

IMuse d onl the lin formation presented in thle IDraf IR IHM /M has seriouIs Concerns th,'It:

'The recclassiflication of' ighI-level w aste as piroposed InI (the Dralt WIR IS not SUppIlorled.

Under Curi'rent fIxleral law;

0 '[he characterization of'\VWMA CI and thle analy sis perf'ormed In Support of* thle proposed

reclassi f I cat Io I are dcf icient:

T lhe D10k has not properly accounted for or evaluatedl cultural impacts and fulure

protection of hlumanl health and the environment: and

T 1he D~raft WIR has been authored and presented in a piecemneal fa shion to obfuscate thle

context in which thle proposed WMA C tank closure will occur.

'These dcficiencies al-cdiscussed inI thle comments below. T'he Yakamai Nation reiterates its

opposition to the proposcd reclassification. which appears to be dicsit nedC~ VVIth anl Ultim'ate

obJective of permianently disposing through011 shallow burial significant quantities of hit 11 -level

\\ I %altto
hieI of, 16



radioactive and hazardous waste in thie Central 1'latea U vadose zoneC. Congress has not gtranted

any legal authiority to DOE)I to p erlorm thle proposed rcclassificauion of ie ii dI -level radioactive

waste remaining in the WMIVA C tanks to low\-levecl radioactive waste.

LEGAL. AND POLICY ISSUES

Tile Y aka ma Nation has identied a inumber of deliciencies. with the Draft WIR wvith ret ~ai( to

the let 'al and policy basis on wvhich the proposed reclassificatioin and closure- will be performed

by the DOE.

Legal Author-ity

The Draft WIR applies to thle WMA C tanks, which comprise. 12 first-(g1enerat ion 530.00(0 Pal Ion

1 00-series single shell tanks-, 4 smaller 55.000) galIon 200-scrie. single shell tanks: a 10.000

i allon catch tank: and liritea' tanks totalinu, 120.000 gallons: a'S Weil Ias aInci Ilary Control

and div ersion structures. As described In thle lDraft IR. thec tanks received liquid radioactive

wastes finm spent nucecar IkLiel reprocessing and othue operations in the 200 Area of the I lanflwd

Site that included B-Plant strontiumil processing wastes; cladding, wastes. sell-boil iniI wvastes.

sIludge supernate11s WvaStCS. and thOrium process wastes f'rom the Plutonium Uranium Fxtractionl

and1(/or Redu1ctionI-OxidationI Planlts: and ho0t semli-work-s Waste. FI /WN4 concurs Wvith thle

I lan lord Advisory Board and Oreonl D epartment of, I 11neruv that thle D( ) does not a hlave, the

legal authority to reelassi fy the residual WNIA C tanlk wastes from hiit -level radioactive waste

to low-level radioactive waste, and( tha,-t doi ni" so would violatc existingt Federal law.t

Classificationl and disposal sclheines 16r radioactive wvaste at I lanfbOrd have been circumscribed by

Congress. I I i Il -level wxaste is defined in the NWPA as "highlk radioactiv e material resultina(-

fromr the recprocessing, of' spent nuclear fuid, inl~uding liqluid w\aste produced dirctly in

reprocessing and any solid material derived fr-om suIch liquid \\','sle that contains fiSsionl prodctIs

inl suFficienlt Concentrations. .. or anything else thle Nuclear RCL .ulatory Commnission (NR(.) says

~requires permanent isolation.- 42 U.S.C. § 10101 (12). Under thle NW1IPA all VJI.W must he

disposed of in1 a dee1l geologic repositor-\. 42 U.S.C. § 10107 (requirit disposal in a

repository). § ( 101( 18) (definingL -reposito r' ). When linitialkl enacted, thle N WPA gzav c the

P~resident thle option of addressing disposal tf'defiense IlIEW separately. 42 U.S.C. § 1 0107(b).

iR \\ N1 \\ 1k FN alualmn0
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Hlowever, il 1 985 President Ronald Rear all determined thai a separate defense 11LW repository

wvas not required.

ILow-level radioactive waste is defined in thle NW1IA and NRC re(zI-ations as- 1) any radioactive

material that is not IM, spent nuclear fuel, transuranic waste. or by-product material. and 2)

anythling NRC says is L.1W. It mu1Lst not exceed certain concentration limits. 42 U.S.C. §
101 01(16); 10 CUR § 61.55. LIM. is Class A. 13 or- C -with on-site, near surface disposal. Ii it

exceeds Cla.ss C COnlcentr~ationls it mu11st go to a -geol() Ic repository" unless NRC specifies

otherwise. 10 CUR61 .55(A. 13 and C disposal), 10 ('FR 61.58 (NRC authority to reclassify).

The term "wastc incidental to rcproccssingy -inl DOl' Order 435.1 is not defined bx any, statute of'

req l ationS.

Rep. ~ard less of the terml uIsed to describe it, thle d~f~S 1timsCI~ ulaasic inl WMA C is -'highly

r~adlioact ive mal"terial" left over fromi the nuclear wecapons pl utoni um extraction pr~cess. t he

Iiilid waSte Inl tile tanlks at \\MA C was -produced directN Ii reprocessing- and is thereloreV

L,2oV erneld b.y thie N WPA 's requirements a. hi-lelwaste." As thle Yakamna Nation indicates

in its comments below, concentratfins of loni!-IivcdI transura!lI ic a lionue ides inl reCsidul tank

\x astes exceed thle maxi mum alIlowaleI conicentrations lIenti lied by the N l{( that are acceptable

for near surface disposal. Indeed, in 2003 the I. S. Di ,-trict Court tor the IDistrict of idahlo

concluded that thle waste in (lhe tank fIrms at I lanlord. including WMA C. "fl s within thle

N \\'lis definition of' M1.' AWDI( v. .lhrcvham. 271 F. Supp. 2d I1260. 1 265 (1). Idaho 20031).

Moreover, the court also held that lDOE' in Order- 435. 1 improperly gave itself 'classificationl and

disposal discretion which the statute did not permit:

DOE's Order 435.1l directhy conflicts with N\\ l)A's definition ofl-ILW. N WPA~s

delini1tionl pays no heed to technical or economic constraints Ii Nvaste treatment.

Moreover, NWPA does not delegate to DOE thle authority to establish "alternatiVe

recquirements Imr solid waste. Becau-se Congress has spoken clearly onl thai

subJect. *,that is the end of the matter. leaving no room for "alternative requirements.

Thus. [)OE's Order 435.1 muLst be declared invalid under ('he vron.
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it at 1266. Although tibis decision was vacated by the Ninth ( ir-cuit Court of' Appeals onl

ripeness gl-OLIfld5S. its lo IC remains per-Suasive fifteen yeaIrS Iat..r given the nature of the residual,1

waste remainin(, in thle tanks at \VMA C.

More importantly, the Ronald W. Reagan National tDeltiise ALihIorization Act (NI)AA) for

FY2005. MCI cied by Congress in 2004. created an exception to tile NWIPA only for wvaste in

Idahlo and South Carolina._Under this staltute 1)01 canl dispose of that wvaste on-site. rather than

inl a1 .geolo tic repository is othlerwise required b\ the NWPA. P.1.. 108-375, § I1I 6(a). The

NIDAA defined the w',- iSte sub.1ect to tile Section ) 1] 6 exception as that which *'exceeds thle

con1centrIation limlit: 1`61 Class C (M lox eI elWaSte aIs Set oUt in I110 C121 61 .55 ."Cont 1'ess

spe'c ical ly reftuscl to extend the N V exemption to \w ask inl WashI i ton. ()reeonl. Or anly

other State. (§ I16(c). (0 ). There fore, eCVen aSSumning thait I ( l has conl eressional authority to

iclassi k' Il 11 W. that dire-ct I \ e does not apply to anly \\ asct '11ilbfrd.

Recom menthation:

Residual tank wvastes. as well its associated releases to the WKMA C vadose zone should be

e lassi fled based onl the radioi sotopes present and acti iItN concet trat ionls accordance with current

Federal law. Walste that classifies its Il WIA under the NWVPA and Its impleniting feeral

iret Illation" at 10 CFR §60.. should be retrieved and disposed of in at deep geo lot. tIc repositoryN.

Sinilarly, waste that classi lieS as tInaSuIanic \asic under 40 ( IR N] 91should be ser aerai"ted and

disposed of in accordance with existing 1.ederal requirements.

Compliance with Relevaint (iosure Requirements

FR/WM concur',s W ith thle I anf'ord Advisory Board th 'at thle proposed reduIction in Waste r-etrieval

fr-om the WM A C tanks does not comply with the formial Record of 1)ecision for thle TCWM NIJlS

to retrieve 9 9-peceni of (ceniral Plateau tank wastes. As noted by the Han ford Advisory Board

and others, the Draft WI R proposes to leave approximately 4-percent of'residual tank wastes in

place based onl total volume of the tanks to be closed. I lowever.l Onl anl in(IVIdLtal basis. somle

tankls may have residual \\aSte x'olu1m s as high as, 6- io 9-percent of the total tank volume.

WNIA C f'alls within the scope of'closure activities ideintified In the -1(W\" NIS1: therefore

proposed waste retrieval and tank closure activities described in thle Draft WI R should be
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consistent with the reqluircecnts identified by the TCWM EIS and associated Record of

Decision.

Thie reclassification of ii ll -level radioactive wvaste to low\,-level radioactive wvaste appears to be

tarq eted towards Ibe iiitatini! landfill closuire Under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

(RCRA). How ever, thle actions proposed in the Draft WIR fa1 il to comply with previouIs

decisions made Under thle National Environmental Policy Act (N EPA) and Comprehensive

Enivironmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (C ERC LA). DOE asserts the

docunment was prepared in accordance with its ow n Internal directive Order 435. 1 and that

Ilanflord does not fall under§ 3 116(a) of the NDIAA for Fiscal Year 2005, but takes no p)osition)I

onl how the authority exercised under its internal order applies to the established requirements for

closure.

Recommendation:

I hOuelxQIIN rcievv the D raift \VI R to enlsure- that proposed closure act ions and requiremlents.

1InLud inp total1 Waste voIlties retrievd. are Consistent \x ith thle requ11-irements of'the *I CW M IdIs

Record of IDecision. and applicable N LlPA and CR( 'I A requirements.

E~valuati(on oft (uuiulativ'e 11, 1ffects awl Historical Releases

The \VN/A C Performance Assessment and Draft WIR do not include Or conlsider cumulat1k01iv

imipacts associatedl with radioactive or haiardouS waste associated with other waste sites in thle

C<entral Plateau. T[he propo)sed plans flor closure and protection oflhuman health and thle

environmnrt in thle I)raft WIR and WMA C Perf-ormance Assessmecnt mu1Lst consider the setting

for WMA C, in addition to historical releases to the vadose zone and( grountd\ValCe w\ithin1 the

WN4A C ItselfI'. The I lanlbrd Advisory B~oard noted that the DOE previously issued a separate

WIR deteimination for releases to the vadose zone In -2008: whether this WIR determination

applies to historical releases has not been specified or confirmed by the 1)01-1. The 2008 WI R

determiination was neither reviewed nor approved by thle Washint ~toll State Department of

E.cology, yet has sit ~ni ficant im~plications fOr IitureC closurIe Under RCRZA by do\\ n ~radi ng Ii441

level radioactive waste formerly~ reqUiiin- vitrification to low-level radioactive waste suitable For

shallow burial. To present the Draft WAIRl for residual tank wastes wvith no acknowled. ement o1

I*WNI WIR
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the step)s 1)E1S as previouISly taken to leave prev iously released high-level radioactive and

hazardO usIxastCS InI thle sub)surfa11ce is not acceptable.

Contamination wvithin the Central PlateauIL IS thle r-eSult ol extensive waste disposal activities

durfingf p1 u.tonlil-urn produIction1 th'at iItilded liquild w~aste discharges into open bottom cribs and

trenches, leakage fronm waste tanks: operation of the I JS Fcolo{,

DIJ) anld other- cleanup activities performed to date SuCh1 as the conlstruictionl of the

I' £nvinmenI1cltal Restoraition and D isposal Vicilitv (FLRDF'y High Concentrations of technletium-99

and iodine- 129 in1 1erouiuInvater were predicted as part ot cxposure modeling performed For the

fCWMANlF [IS.

I lo\\WI ever,vluatioo pItei I \pstur to) Intruders and/or members of' thle public does not

Consider thle potential contributions' from11 SUrround(11 mu 'sle s to soil Or 121round1(x ater,

neCL ri 'icco CII I-ned re Ve~sC to 111 \V NiA C vadose 1(In nd1( deepI ' k)L [ILI '.I he I i tWI

notes spCC I fleal lv that the na\sis pelrlmd doeCs not address contai i nlated soilI or. Lcroundwater

'IS.oia 'ihprvoslaks. planne~d releases- or unplanned releases within the WMA CN (. ve

though such releases are hlighIl;le anIV11t to the eXp 0sun,, scenar'ios I resented and~ wVhether 111C

pmpo))(sedi closure is prIotctive o hu11,1man heailth and the enIvirolnmenit overall. Al thouLgl 'h ot

cx pl icit ly stated, this Statement Implies cumnulative elfi.cts from other wvaste sites (a1e (also

ecc tded from conlsideration1.

Recom mendation:

Revise the Draft WXIRI to Incorporate arnd address hi1stor-ica-l relekases to the I lanford subsurte in

WMVA C' and the surr-Iouningll- enIvironment. I Fhe revised Draft WIR should be consistent with the

aIssumI`ptions and level ol protectix eness previouslN established uinder the TC'(WM EIS. and

applicable RC VA requirements for closure. and should aIccounIt 1'0r eXiStill and future releases to

the subsurface and 12" ound\\ater associated \\ ith proximlate \astc sites and facilities.
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CUILTUJRAL REbSOUJRCES

Yakamia Nation has prepared the fbillowing comments with re ~ard to future impacts to Yakaia

Nationi cultural resources and compliance wv,,i the National Historic Preservation Act (NHlPA)

onl the H-aniford Site.

National Historic Preservation Act Compliance

Yakamia Nation has not been consulted by DOl' to deterinei the eftfects on cultural reCsour1ces as

reqJuired by the NIJPA. IIR/WM ailso has not been provided an opportunity to reviewv and

coninment on the DOF's analysis of the anticipated effects on historical properties.

Recomnmendation:

Revise the D~raft 'WIR to incorporate the required NI I PA Section 106 review and results of the

associated 36 ('ER Part 800( consultat ion proce ss ito e perf'Ormed w~ith FIR/WM.

'Traditional Cul tural Property Impacts

The Yakamia Nation is in the p~rocess of compk)Jti ng a I lanford Site-w~ide traditional cultur-al

prIopert) Study. This stUdy muILst be comnpicted to fli understand the impacts of this pr1oject oil

traditional eu ItUral properClties aIcross the Im hal`rd Site. D ecisions regarding final closure or

remledial actions at each Site shouild account lbOr the imlpats to trditional cul1tural prop~erties as

identi fled b~v the Yakamia Nation.

R'ecomm iendlation:

Revise the Draft WI R to incorporate approp1riate evaIluation of traditional Cltural properties.

Area of Impacts Analysis is Deficient

The area of potential eff'ects \0 iInCILdC contamlination left in the v'adosc zone or that \\ ill

renaiI1 mobilec iii the environment. The ar'ea of potentia I1 effect: to be eVL ated under NflP1A

ilnCILi(les any location or land w\here the character Or uIse mlay be altered by tlie proposed actions

to be taken.

If the Ytakania Nation determiies, as part of con1sultation with the Tri-Party Agencies that

there are. or will be. adverse effects to traditional Cultural".1 proper-ties. those eticts must

I R\'NI \\'IR ;au~i
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he avoide.d. minimized. or* nijtignated. 'I'lhe liraf WIR should include evaluation of not

only general fate and tranisport of residual tank waste and \ adosc zone releases. but also

thle ultimlate effect these r-esidLa wastes and releases w~ill have onl resources used by the

Tr-ibe. The evaluoat ion shoul specifically address Surface water., 11-(1,und xx ater, vec ~elati()n.

Site faun~la. landhrM-1s and v'ie\\ -Sh~dS of culturlal Importance. and howx long it is

anticipated the effect will last.

Reconh niendation:

lCHer1bri thle applropriate evilalaton 1. potential i mpacts to) the area of potenltial effects under'

i IllIPA and identifyv the correetive aIctionl that will be takenl inl the revised I a1* WIRK The

Correct ive actions Should allso be Specified and doetu ilenIted in a Memor-andum of Agreement per

thle r-equir-eents of 36 ( IT § 800.6.

T1 -' ( '111 N I CA L ( " ( ) N1 NI F' NTS

IThe "Akamat Nation con1curs xx ith1 1 klnf'od Adx isorx I oard and Or-egon lDepartmnctt of i Kner '

that thle I )( ) does not ,I have thlega a11 'Iltlhoit\ to reclassify thle reCSidual W \1A C tank xx astes

fr-oml hi 'h-level radioactiv e xvaskt to lo\\ -lex ci radioactive xx aIte (S'ee p)IVVIOLI SCetion l ea

Au~thority"). I lowc ver. lIR/WN1 has r-cv'cxxd thle I )rfi WI R technical e~leents rCgardless of

thle legat'l hasis onl wich thle document11 has beenl advanlced. I R!WNIS 's eviex Ibundll~ that

substantial r-evisions to the Draft WI R wxill be necessary to result inl finlal closure_ tha1't IS prlOtectiVe

of hu li halth and the cux ironmient.

\Vasle Classification Approach

Rad ionuel lide con1centrationl calculat1ins presented inl Section 6.0 ( Radionucl ide Conlcentr-ationls

ol Stabi Iiied Residual. Tanks and Anci llar-v Structurles) are both difficult to \ en tv. "Ind do0 not

appear to 1`6low NRC gulida-ne Ior classificat ion of nuclear wxastes. Inl particular thle IX)L has

included thle Use ol' a Site Factor, dlefined onl page 6-9 as:
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Table-Value1  Doses
Site Factor = x.

CPA 500 inrirm

Where:

Site Factor, - Site-specific factor for radionuclide "i" at closure.
Table Va-lu, - Class C concentration limit from 10 CYR 61 55 Table I or Table 2 for

radionuclide "i".

CPA - Concentration, based on the WMA C PA inventory at clostue. of the drilled
source for radionuctide -i-(Ci/w 3l or nCi g) [swe Sectioma 6.4 2 1 and
64,2,2]

Dost"~ - Peak dose. based on results of' the WMIA C PA, that occurs beyond
100 years (for pipelines) of beyond 500 years (for waste tanks. catch
lank C-301 and 244-CR vault) Afer closure. for radionuclide -F*. uniti, in
inrent yr

Incorporaition of* the Site Factor into equations presented Imr wavste concentrattion calculations

caticels out thle (Class C Conicentration I nit included inl Talaes I and 2 of' 10 (1 R 61 .55. The

reduIced equion1s calculAe the peA close equivalent baised onl thle reviotisl estimated value

presented inl the WNIA U Pert Ormance Assessment. scztlecf to) reflect the chanq C ill radioisotope

inventory rcali,cld cllrini addition.. l tak \waste recoversi*\ divided hv thle annual allowa,,ble SOO

mi IIirem total effective dose fo6r an inadivertent iniruder,

T[he adJuISted rtio of' thI (()-oee lose oveCr theillabe total ciledi ye dlose equivalent is

not an appropriate metric to classif\V nuLclear w\aste f~or disposal. [he approalch presented by l)OL

does not Comiply~ with that kld out inl Secion of'the Nuclear Reguflatory C ommission gidanjice

documnent Al R( Nhu//l'( ,iiic-idwiL or Alclic Re/wedl /i('N AiX'jarw iwr ne It' II tiN/C

I~eniimiuionx (NI. 11( £(,i- 1 854) and atppears to purposetul 1ly sidestep classi fyinL residual \ ,astes

based onl the radionucl ides present. wich w'ould rate theml aS un11suitable fIm shazllow burial.

For exmlple. the D)raft WIR 1Stites \VNA C ta-nk ('.'I107 contains 1 6 cuiries of plutonium-239

(T'able 2-6) inla sdua wKLI 1ste volumeC of 39.4 cubhic meters (inl [able 4-7). I. sin j the DOF-

esti1Mtd reCsi(Iua'l waste density of 2.05 grams Per cubic centimeter (a /Cm, ~)the waste Contains

approxinmately 1 98 nanocuries per gram (n(i/g) p)L11tonium-2_39. The calculated concentrationl

exceeds thle applicable value inl Table I of* 100 071it- inl 10 ('FR §61 .55 () atnd is therefore not

acceptable tbr, neat surartce disposal.

I \VI R I !I I L1 it I i 011
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Reconi Iien(Iationi:

ResidUal tank waste shldIL be classi fied based onl calculation of lone and short-lived

radionliCIde activity' perl unit ml'ass wing1( thle appro-ved. unmodi tied Firulas identified by 1(1

CFR § 61.55and NL)REG-1 04. Waste should be classified for disposal accordin gL .

Evaluiation of H istorica I Releases

I listorical releases of tark wastes to the WMA C vadose zone are not addressed in thle Draft

WiR. '[he DOl.-estimated totld releases to the sulbsurt'ace incClude more than 200,000) gzallIons o01

ra dioactive Waste inlluLding, approXinvuely 39.000( cuies of cesium- 1 37. 18I 'icns of technetium11-

99. and 1 .5 curies of cobalt-60. and I kilograms (kg ) of uran11im. as well as 40,000 kq, of nitrate

(RIT-R Pi-422)4 ). Additional rafdiOactiv anld hazardous \\ astes associated with the tanks and

thle reprocessing \\ aste streams that N cre stored there, ilK luding transuranic r'adionuclides suIch

'IS p)Llunium. areC likely presenlt although111 not speci ically cluantiftied b\ thle I ( l .

The D raft WI R proposed closure \ Ill kcave radioactive and hax~mrdo is waste inl the vadosc ionec

W\ithouAt any\ trtmenl~~t. or any att empt to stabilize and recov er those w astes. Le.aked waste

present in thle M NA C vadose ione \\11 illailn inl thle subshS ieea %\x here it ix'I 11e furthe10

iemllobi I izd \\xxl hen ecountered b\ laterll gro undwxater 110\\ OF I'Luure infi Iti1atiOn., Radionll HieS

released to the vadose /onle are 110t accounte1d for1 inl thle eXp)osure scenlarios eva"luated as parIt of'

the WtVtA C lPerk'6nene Assessment (RIPP-FNV-58782. RZeV. 0) Used to demlonlstrate hoxx thle

proposed Closure \\ Ill remlail pIotcti\ xcOf humanl health and tile cnirIlonmen~lt. 'I'l he Xposure-

sena arios presen~ted inl the WN'A C only evaIluate fulture' doses associated xxithl residual tank

Wxastes. ISSLnI11(t thI a thie surr-lOundlinu2 env\ironmenclt is free of additional contamination. this Is

demonstrably fahlse andc brings thle Validit\ o Othe~ reslts pren~ted inlto ser~iOus queIstion.-

Recoinmerufntion:

Revise thle Driaft WIR and associated WMA C' Pertbormance Assessment to address releases to

the WNIA C vadlose zone and uroundwater. E"valuate potential exposure pathway s that include

stabilized tank wxaste and contanmiatd vadlose media as wxelI as the potential tor mobilization of'

residual tank waste and vadose zone contamlinatlion to Ul2rOtIndwater.
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Lnv ironnmental Fate and Transport Analysis is Def icient

Inl addition to Iailinig to account for releases and contamnination associated with oilier waste sites

a-nd facilities inl the Central Plateau. sup~portino documentationi presented as part of the WMA C

lPerformice Assessmenit relie: onl environmental transport miodeling that requires si ~ni ticant

siniplification of the subsurface environment. Unsaturated transport niodels such as STOMP do

no0t aIccounlt fb1r thle line-scale hletero eneities that are known to exist inl the WMA C vadose zone

anid that mayI alter Ihate and transport of contaniiniated Lroundl'vater or inil. ~rati on of coitam~inatits

inl tile subsurf'a cc. SuIch preferenCltial l),'thiX~ays may resltI in accelerating the miigration (if

cotitaniiiiation to rouridwater, p)articularly if lateral grourindlater flow is present during

stiowvinlt or other hliL 11 -ifiltration events. Furltthermore, thle analy sis performed assumes pinstine

boundary coniditions a-nd does not a.CCOunIt for contributions to grountdwater or the vadose zonec

1ho01n hlistorical operIationls Or 1(futur releases at other pr1oximalte waste sites.

FR/WM coneL[- urs \ith theC I Ian f'ord Advis:ory Board that the anialys.is p-erformied by tile D)(1, is

(Ic ficienit inl its accountig and( anialysis of:

* Iiin-grainedl Silt or claY lenSCS that IMaY reCsltS ill an isotropiic transport inl the subhsurfa''ce:

I Lateral grounldwater- fHo~ associated w~ith hit 11 Lproundw\ aJter elevajtionIs (IL1611g alctIVe

operations andI/or future hit 11 -ifiltrationl events associated with snowvnel t or other

uniusual nicteorolog ~ical evenlts,

[lihe substantial ex istinw, inventory of radioactive Coila"nliination inl thle subsurfoace

i LldhinE hli Ilk.y inobi IC tChIItitiun-99 associated \vith historical operat tOlis:

Cumulative effeccts associated \\vith mu1ltipleC releases at the Cenitral Plateau waste sites

and facilities.

Recomn d c at ion:

Revise thle IDraft WIR and WAMA C' Perl'ormance Assessment to address the dlata gaps identi ied

above and to address the conisiderabI lelcetainty tile\' introduce to long) term closure anid

stability of the WMA C. Plans for cloS~ure. barrier use. anid waste retriev al should he

applropriatelv coniservative to enIsutIe Ceen large he viationis from the F)( )1s miodehed exposuire

seenatios do not reCsult inl risks to human health anid the envirornment that exceed limits set b),

existitng Federal rcluiremeilits.

IM\ Mt WR 1<[~atuatloun
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StAbillity of Residluall W~astes

The proposed stabilization ot'thc WN'I C.' tanks With grouLt does not ensure unliform11

incorporation of residual wastes. 'I hie DOE' previously estimated the density of the residual

xxastes to b)e appr)oximnately 2. 05 iy/cm-'. approximately 1 .4 times the typical density of wet grott

(1( aprOxillately' 1. . 1)cml3 ). B~ased onl tile density differences betwveenl residual waste and wvet

gr1out anlld thle absence ofnmeasureCs to CInSUire thor-out h Incorporation, thle proposed stabil1ization

measure*sma result InI puLshing( residualK wastes to the tank edges rather than Incor-poratiiiq thei

into a stable physical fo-rm as spci fied by f)O)I's Ore 43. 1 Th1)at\I 1otisn

I 0inSi~ for1 eVaIluaitingl \hIC therl unliform11 Incorporation Is achieved aolwn dd ition (d,'grout

to) thle tanks, and does not) prIesenlt the ieCsuII Its f I() a IC1i eostration test ()r otherpi)fo

con1cept tha',t would suIg eSt suIch anl Z1pproachI IS ijkly\ to suIcceed.

Recomndi~ationl:

Rc\vise: the D ra ft WI R to include appropriate detail and eroma I ssuranIICes that residual

wxastes Nx ill bc unfm ,1-11l and ConliplelNc ororte into thle 2U*01.it Introduced into the \VN'I C

tanks. The rex: ision shoul d incwlude substalt iatil n, documencltationl from a pilot test or simlillar

apl 1icationi as appropriate.

0verrelliance oil Surface Barrier' Performance

I he 1)rat WVI l( rlies on1 surflace barrier's in order to mleet basic performan101ce Criteria for

prIotection) ag i iiavertent intruders and reductions in waste mobil itv. 'I lie D( ) has

'ci ci rally adopted thle positioli that uIsing( surfa'Zce baierl-Is for)I landfill closure- olradioaIctive waste
C7

is appropriately conservative becauLse the barriers will last lonig 'ci .than 500 years even in the

abseince 01'active maintenance measures. H-oxxever. no substantive docunientatioii h'as been

preseiited by the [iX-." to support tlis aSSertionl. Mo0reoxer. suIcI aSSuiIptions aire not

conservaltixe and are not consistent With publishied research whIich indicates that surface barrier*s

Clthat canl reasonably be expected to deg 'ade dueI to dMi,'IiaiC 1'rolii desiccation. fi'eezing. and

tlaxx Iq (liltleicitial Settlement: deep iroot penietrationi by vcegetation: and burrowing by an1illlds.

ihe National Research Ciounci l's report, LE'nk -Trc I'nsilliolil~AI/(gil'I fU

F i{\ % I \\ IIR I %'lail



Dept t 111eII of E'nergy Legutcy II'mi Site~ (2000). addressed the DOL's use of barriers as a tool

for Isolating and containing. wvaste and concludedl that:

.Physical barrier systems that keep hazardous wvastes in isolation Will requI~ire their ownI

ongoinE, support from anl institutional maniagem ent system:

Stewardship mleasures not likely to remain eftective for as long as residual contamination

p~resents risks without constant Upkeep and attention;

9Given that (decisions made at f*1cilitiics such as WMA C are ofitn made with consider'able

uncertainty the best approach is to plan 1`6r failire of engineered barriers. institutiona

controls fand other stewardship lea-surIC S. rather tha il relyN onl theml.

the Draft VI R appears to ieCly onl simlilar assumptions of exceptional perlkirmanarce With minim111al

Upkcep as have been applied in other l)OF analyses rather than realistically addr-essint thle points

above. Such recasoning is not approprilately protect ive w~hen considering shallow burial of high-

level radioactive waste,

Recoimmiiendation:

R evise the I ralft VI R to inelude app~ropriate inkrimution regar-ding surface barrier maintenance

'Ind stewvardship measures planned for thle VNI A C and Central Plateau. Revise proposed

closure activities to minimize reliance Onl sur.e111 barrIirs to thle maximum11 extent iIacticable.

Use of Institutional Cointrols and Surface B~arriers

The Yakama Nation his consistently' Opposed til e ofC Osurface barricrs a,,nd institutional

controls as aI primlary meanus of ensuring thle long-termn safctN and security of-the Hllnlbrd Site.

11(W N realfirmls that opposition w%\ith ret (aIId to the proposed closure of tanks in WMA C as
described in thle 1)raft WI R. fInstitutional1 Controls are incompatible with Tribal reserved ri{ lits
rc(4 tn ized by the Treaty of' 1855 and are unlikely to be eff'ective or- adequaely protctive of'
IFutur-e populations. particularly over the tink trame requireCd fior residual ta-nks wastes to dmiay to

safe levels.

As described by the 2000 National Research Counil puliNcation, aljj)icaition1 oF institutional

controls Is susceptible to m111uP ltipl untLI\orable long-ternm factors incluidinu:
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*Atrophy of vigilance, w~hich results III g2row~ intc cot placen-cy and predictable cost control

conIcernIs:

SIl'ormal mission chancve. w\hcrein activities reoai'ded as peripheral to an au cei c \ s cor~e

function are cut back or other\6 se reduced. and

*Lack ol' predictable and cons istent funding.

Unf'ortunate Iv. as noted above, the DOE1 lhas not demonstrated the commitntt to long term

stewcardsip ainl maintenance that ",III be required to en1surIe thle safe'ty of shallow1 disp)osal for)I

I IlIW, Such as:

* Incorporating clecar, dctai lcd. and consistent decscript ions of the mnaIitenIanlce and

stewardsip~l MCaSUr-c; to bec nacted ats patrt of closuire;

" :nelouruwt nu and embra- cingl cultural and]( technical commilitmenclts to vitllt stewvardship:

andt

* lrovid inl consistent and conscrvat i ve I Undi ne wit h assuranes inl advanIce ra"ther than

through11 annual aporainrequired to nyu ntaini e ngineecred barriers and access

controls.

Ill Iulam i nstalmces thle l)()l has already shomi signs of atrophN inc vl nian~ce and/or overly

optimistic expectations of perflormilnce \\ ith both mtialfunding, and uplkeep. I Xalels of

theCse include:

* Assuming that anl unifOrmed individual with no0 inlStitutinal mem~loryN Would elect not to

t11n111 throughl a I lanf1or1.d barrier due to the presence of 'visibix crushed rock:

* Assuming surface barriers \\ill remlaini effective for inidividuls wtnoitIiol

memory and will not be mistakeni as markers of potentially valutable nmaterials:

F requIcnItlV assumling-. With no0 Sup1po1rtin12 evidence, that f -uture members of the public

with no institutional memory wvill renain outside of w\aste site bUffer- ar'eas:

U nreal istically favorable expectations for surfa-ce barrier perf'ormnce and limited surface

in fi Itration over periods of 1 .000 years or more \\ ithout consideration for 1 00-year or

I .000-year nieteorolotuical events or barrier damage that may compromise efftectivenless:

Ilm-!C 1-41 &1i6



Consistently IlbVoring expedient and/or incexpensive disposal options with anl emphasis on

surface harriers and Institutional controls rather than .wNrste reduction and removal that

may negate the need for such measures;

0 Planning f`6r long. term clos ure and institutional control in IL idisjointed and/or piecemeal

fashion tha t does not consider cumulative effects from surroundling %vaste sites and/or

other cniviionnmental factors that may comnpromise thle margins of safety reported for each

waste site onl anl individualI basis.

ReccommIfendlation:

I llorolIl th ly revicvv the D raft WIR's proposed use of institutional controls and surface bairriers as

1XIII 01Cof LI cloureacivities a.nd the associated uncertainty in their perlformiance. Revise thle Draft

WvI'R to iflliinlii. tile appl icatlonl of both institutional and ecnginecring controls to thle mlaximum1,11

extenlt practicable through additional waste retrieval and other mleanls of reducingp waste toxicity,

VOIlume, and mlobi IitV Clearly identify and confirm the funldi n I at will I e prox ided for th ose

nSti tUtiona',l and e nei neerini! Contr U1S that are uSe I.

I R\\ Ni \WIk I valtadIoll
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k , I j ! ENERGY
550 Capitol St. NE
Salem, OR 97301

Phone: 503-378-4040
October 4, 2018 Toll Free: 1-800-221-8035

FAX: 503-373-7806
www. oregon.gov/energy

Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H 6-60
Richland, WA 99354

Dear Mr. Bovier:

Thank you for this opportunity to provide comment on the Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing (WIR)
Evaluation and accompanying Performance Assessment for Waste Management Area C (WMA-C) at
Hanford. Oregon appreciates the fact that the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) granted Oregon's
request for a 60-day extension of the public comment period for these documents, in consideration of
the complexity of the decision being evaluated.

The State of Oregon retains a long-term interest in the safety of the Columbia River, which is directly
influenced by subsurface conditions at Hanford. The DOE's decision whether to reclassify the high-level
radioactive waste in the C Tank Farm via a WIR determination has the potential to directly threaten the
Columbia River by allowing wastes to remain on site that otherwise by law would have to be disposed in
a deep geologic repository. To support such a decision, DOE has produced the WIR Evaluation and
accompanying Performance Assessment to try to demonstrate to the public, and stakeholders such as
Oregon, that the risk is actually not that great.

Oregon previously joined litigation against DOE in 2002 after it first promulgated DOE Order 435.1, the
Directive that introduced the WIR process. This decision to join the litigation was made for several
reasons: because we believed DOE Order 435.1 failed to follow the statutory definition of high-level
waste; the "evaluation method" of the order provided DOE with unlimited discretion to determine
whether high-level waste was required to be disposed of in a deep geologic repository; and Oregon
wanted to ensure that we had continued access to the discussions.

Waste remaining in the tanks originated directly from the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel to produce
plutonium for the nation's nuclear weapons program. By definition, this is high-level waste. However,
we recognize that a rational approach to long-term radioactive waste management also considers the
risk a waste poses to potential future receptors rather than the pedigree of the waste alone.

Oregon does not necessarily oppose DOE's attempt to test their Order 435.1 process for WIR
determinations, in part because the plan for Hanford tank waste treatment depends on the ability to
separate high-level waste into different disposal pathways. If the results of a rigorous and scientifically
defensible analysis show there is a reasonable expectation for minimal risk to future receptors and the
Columbia River, and DOE engages in an inclusive and integrative process of uncertainty management,
then Oregon will respect that result.



We have historically differed with DOE on how to manage the remaining uncertainty that leaving key
long-lived radioactive wastes on site at Hanford presents. DOE has made efforts to guarantee, via a suite

of models, that receptors will be safe for the lifetime of those wastes. We have argued repeatedly that

these models leave out key features and processes observable in the real world, supported by decades

of data and evidence from DOE's own reports. Our concerns are shared by other interested parties,

including the Washington Department of Ecology and the Nez Perce Tribe. Together these entities and

the State of Oregon represent many decades of experience studying the Hanford environment.

To DOE's credit, they have conducted and supported numerous evaluations of the lateral waste

transport mechanism that was at the heart of our concern. These studies have shed additional light

regarding the scale of potential risks associated with lateral transport. However, our specific technical

comments below will highlight that potentially significant uncertainties remain and are relevant to this

and to other decisions on the horizon. We offer a recommendation for an inclusive Adaptive

Management process to address these uncertainties while allowing the cleanup to move forward.

DOE has gone to great lengths to limit the scope of this WIR decision. The WIR Evaluation focuses

exclusively on the residual waste in the WMVA-C tanks post-retrieval, while consigning the high-level

waste that historically leaked from these tanks into the soil to be addressed via RCRA and CERCLA. This

approach presumes that the leaked waste, which derived directly from the reprocessing of spent fuel,

can be treated as something other than high-level waste without the rigor of a WIR evaluation. Further,

it leaves a hole in the present WIR Evaluation because the tank residuals are not modeled within the

context of the contaminated environment in which they currently sit. We are also concerned that the

data on past leaks from these tanks is sparse, meaning that our understanding of future risk from the

migration of these wastes is ultimately uncertain.

By failing to account for these leaked wastes and the complexities of reactive transport and cumulative

risk from waste sources in the vicinity, we are left without a holistic picture of the risk to a future

receptor. We find it unlikely that the 10 CFR Part 61 regulations governing the creation of a new low-

level radioactive waste disposal facility (which the grouted tank farms would become) intended such a

facility to be located atop already contaminated and inadequately characterized soil and groundwater.

We believe that leaving the contaminated soil under the tanks that resulted from past high-level waste

leaks would require a WIR evaluation and should have to meet the same performance standards and

scrutiny as the tanks that once contained that waste. Alternatively, Oregon expects at the very least for

the three WIR evaluation criteria to be applied to leaked tank waste in soil as a substantive Applicable

Relevant or Appropriate Requirement under CERCLA, as required by DOE Order 435.1'.

We are willing to accept DOE's approach to separate decisions for waste tank residuals and the leaked

high-level wastes that are currently migrating toward groundwater beneath the tank farm. However, we

contend that the appropriate use of DOE Order 435.1 should consider cumulative impacts from all

nearby wastes that could impact future receptors, and therefore DOE should make a Composite

1 Per DOE-M-435.1-1, Field Element Managers are responsible for, "Ensuring the management and disposal of
radioactive waste resulting from environmental restoration activities, including decommissioning, meet the
substantive requirements of DOE 0 435.1, Radioactive Waste Management, and this Manual .. . Compliance with
all substantive requirements of DOE 0 435.1 not met through the CERCLA process must be demonstrated."
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Analysis, as required by DOE Order 435.1, available for public review before making a final WIR
determination.

Finally, near-term tank closure is not a schedule or budget priority for Oregon. We believe that early
closure of these tanks could also foreclose future cleanup of waste in the vadose zone or a chance to
retrieve more waste from tanks in the future if more varied technologies are pursued. Furthermore,
DOE's decision to devote limited site resources to tank closure while the capacity to treat tank wastes is
still under construction is not representative of a priority to reduce the highest impact risks at Hanford.

We recognize the technical and financial difficulties of emptying, let alone fully excavating these tanks,
and we understand the pressure on DOE to look for less costly alternatives. However, we remain
concerned that the criteria for a WIR determination have not been met with the utmost confidence this
decision requires.

Given the uncertainty of the risk that remains, we offer the following recommendations to introduce
additional safety factors and process improvements into DOE's prospective decision and better manage
the residual risk:

1. Prior to making a final WIR determination, DOE should conduct additional uncertainty analyses
in the WMA-C Performance Assessment to address the potential risk stemming from compound
model uncertainties.

2. Because the post-WIR DOE Closure Plan for WMA-C has no requirement for public involvement
under DOE Order 435.1, it is important that DOE presents the whole package of this decision for
public view as part of the WIR decision. This includes the Composite Analysis required for
Closure Plans under DOE Order 435.1 and the Performance Assessment Maintenance Plan.

3. The Performance Assessment Maintenance Plan represents an opportunity to manage the
remaining uncertainties associated with potential lateral transport of moisture and wastes into
and out of WMA-C, while still moving forward with cleanup. Oregon would like to be involved in
the development of this plan, in addition to other stakeholders, as a form of collaborative
Adaptive Management'. Engagement in such a process would instill confidence in Oregon that
DOE is committed to good long-term risk governance, and that the Performance Assessment
maintenance process will seek the right information.

2 An innovative approach to resource management in which policies are implemented with the express recognition
that the response of the system is uncertain, but with the intent that this response will be monitored, interpreted,
and used to adjust programs in an iterative manner, leading to ongoing improvements in knowledge and
performance (Holling, 1978; Walters, 1986, 1997; Walters and Holling, 1990; Lee, 1993). As noted by Lee (1999),
"Adaptive management is learning while doing; it does not postpone action until 'enough' is known but
acknowledges that time and resources are too short to defer ... action." As such, adaptive management provides a
structured approach for addressing uncertainty, making decisions in the face of it, and seeking to improve these
decisions in an iterative manner by actively acquiring the knowledge necessary to reduce uncertainty. Excerpted
from: National Research Council. 2003. Environmental Cleanup at Navy Facilities: Adaptive Site Management,
Washington D.C., The National Academies Press. https://doi.org/10.17226110599
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4. DOE should conduct a WIR Evaluation process or equivalent for the wastes associated with past
WMA-C tank leaks and spills. This evaluation should be concurrent with the RCRA process
currently ongoing for WMA-C soils.

S. Before implementing a final closure action for the WMA-C tanks, DOE should continue to
evaluate new and more powerful waste retrieval technologies, including stronger pumps and/or
dry mining techniques, and fulfill the promise of using the C Farm as a proving ground for more
effective retrieval technologies. DOE has committed to a goal within the Tni-Party Agreement
Milestone M-45-00, TPA Appendix H, and the Record of Decision following the Tank Closure and
Waste Management EIS (2012) to retrieve at least 99 percent of waste from the tanks. Retrieval
efforts within the C Tank Farm have fallen short of that total.

6. DOE should not proceed to approval of a Closure Plan for WMA-C at least until after the Waste
Treatment Plant is operational.

It has been said that one of the reasons why Hanford is in the situation it is in now is because operators

of the past treated the environment as a container for waste. That decision was based on the best

information of that time, and it proved to be short-sighted. The question today is very similar to the one

grappled with 70 years ago: is the environment an adequate container for waste? If we are wrong today,
future generations could suffer harmful health effects, and the Columbia River that Oregon stewards

could be irreversibly changed for centuries. Together we share a responsibility to design a decision that

is coherent, risk-aware, inclusive, and adaptive if it is to endure.

Our more detailed technical comments follow, along with more specific recommendations.

Sincerely,

(1f

Ken Niles
Assistant Director for Nuclear Safety

Cc: Kristen Sheeran, Energy Policy Advisor to Governor Kate Brown
Alex Smith, Washington Department of Ecology
Brian Vance, U.S. Department of Energy, Office of River Protection
Doug Shoop, U.S. Department of Energy, Richland Office
Dave Einan, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Matt Johnson, Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation
Rose Longoria, Yakama Nation
Jack Bell, Nez Perce Tribe
Oregon Hanford Cleanup Board
Susan Leckband, Hanford Advisory Board
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Evaluation of the Three WIR Criteria for WMA-C Tanks and Residuals

Criterion 1: Wastes have becn processed, or will be processed, to remnove key radionLuclides to
the maximumi extent that is technically and economically practical

*The use of the term "cleaned tanks" (Page 1-4 of the draft WIR evaluation), implies a level of no
risk, which is not accurate. "Retrieved tanks" is a more accurate term.

*On cessation of retrieval activities at WMA-C, a total of 62,900 gallons of waste representing an
estimated 472,000 curies of radioactivity' are proposed to be left behind for potential future
release to the environment. The WIR Evaluation document notes that in Tank C-112 and others,
waste solids larger than grains of sand were not able to be suspended and pumped from the
tanks, and thus were left behind as "impractical" to retrieve.

o The WIR evaluation does not specify the strength of the suction pumps used to lift tank
solids from the tank bottoms to the transfer lines at ground surface. This is an important
detail, as the justification given at the June 18, 2018 public meeting for why particles
larger than grains of sand could not be retrieved from the tank was that the pumps
lacked sufficient power. By contrast, the F Tank Farm retrieval at Savannah River
achieved 99.7% retrieval efficiency' via a Sand Mantis retrieval technology that used a
17,500 PSI eductor to aspirate dislodged wastes. Tank retrieval in Idaho achieved an
estimated 99.9% retrieval5 using a washball, directional nozzle, and steam jet pump,
with residual solids pumped out during the first stages of grouting as wastes were
pushed toward the pump6. The WIR evaluation should provide sufficient detail for a
reader to more fully determine how the retrieval technologies used in the C Farm tanks
compare to those at Savannah River and Idaho.

o During the public meeting for the WIR process on June 18, 2018, a DOE presentation
showed that a miniature robotic bulldozer (Off Riser Sampler) was capable of collecting
residual solids for the purposes of post-retrieval characterization. This begs the question
of why dry mining or mechanical retrieval of waste solids were not pursued as a
supplemental retrieval technology. We have heard that multiple dry mining proposals
have been put forward in recent DOE Grand Challenge competitions, so it is reasonable
to expect this is a new technology avenue that may be forthcoming. Looking to the
future as DOE plans to retrieve single-shell tanks that have breached or corroded to the
point that liquid-based retrieval threatens to mobilize tank residuals further into the
environment, DOE should plan on the need to incorporate non-liquid-based retrievals.
As the WMA-C retrieval was originally intended to be the proving ground for retrieval

'Estimate based on data retrieved from phoenix. pn n Lgov on 8/23/18.
4~ Savannah River Remediation LLC, 2012. "Cost Benefit Analysis for Removal of Additional Highly Radioactive
Radionuclides from Tank 18." SRR-CWDA2O12-00026.
I US NRC, 2006. "U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Technical Evaluation Report for the U.S. Department of
Energy Idaho National Laboratory Site Draft Section 3116 Waste Determination for Idaho Nuclear Technology and
Engineering Center Tank Farm Facility." October 2006. https://www.nrc.gov/docs/ML0624/ML062490142.pdf.
6 US Department of Energy, 2006. "Basis for Section 3116 Determination for the Idaho Nuclear Technology and
Engineering Center Tank Farm Facility." November 2006. https://www.nrc.gov/docs/ML143 1/ML14317A056.pdf.
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technologies to be used throughout the tank closure mission, this seems a missed
opportunity that can still be remedied.

* For multiple retrievals, a justification in the evaluation to not pursue additional retrieval via
caustic dissolution was that limitations on double-shell tank space would further limit future
retrieval activities. We do not agree that double-shell tank space limitations are a reasonable
justification for declaring technical or economic impracticality for further risk reduction. This is
an issue of timing due to the unavailability of the Waste Treatment Plant and DOE's decision to
not build the storage capacity needed to properly complete the retrieval mission.

*The Tni Party Agreement (TPA) documents agreement between DOE, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, and Ecology that, "Closure will follow retrieval of as much tank waste as
technically possible, with tank waste residues not to exceed 360 cubic feet in each of the 100
series tanks, 30 cubic feet in each of the 200 series tanks, or the limit of waste retrieval
technology capability, whichever is less" (M-045-00). Cost is not a TPA retrieval factor unless
Appendix H of the TPA is invoked and accepted by Ecology. Even if DOE determines, based on its
criteria of practicality, that waste retrieval has been performed adequately enough for a WIR
determination, this does not automatically mean that the TPA requirements have been satisfied.
It would therefore be inappropriate to grout the tanks until the full breadth of regulatory
decisions have been made regarding the tank residuals and the surrounding environment.

*The definition of practicality is by its nature subjective. it can be defined in a dictionary as
"adapted to actual conditions," or, "mindful of the results, usefulness, advantages,
disadvantages, etc., of the action or procedure." However, all definitions require an application
of judgment. DOE's modifiers of "technically and economically" introduce a bias away from
precautionary safety. DOE's usage of the term "practical" in the WIR Evaluation seems to center
around the concept of "bang for the buck." Additional waste retrieval is deemed impractical if
diminishing returns have been reached in the rate of retrieval using the current technologies,
and if DOE's Performance Assessment indicates that remaining wastes pose minimal risk. We
suggest that the "actual conditions" to be "adapted to" should include consideration of
remaining uncertainties in the natural system model, future uses of the area, and other
unknown unknowns. Actual conditions should also include WMA-C's proximity to the Columbia
River and the corresponding risk of irreversible harm to an irreplaceable resource if the
unexpected should come to pass. In other words, practicality should be enhanced by a healthy
dose of precaution that involves additional source term removal using new, more varied
methods.

*A 2006 7 report by the National Academy of Sciences urged the DOE to not be hasty in its tank
retrievals and to consider the potential benefits of delaying tank closure in order to allow time
for additional retrieval technologies to mature. Specifically, the NAS report concluded: "DOE
should decouple its schedule for tank waste retrievaifrom its schedule for tank closure for
those tanks that still contain significant amounts of radioactive material after initial waste
retrieval is completed... Decoupling will enhance future opportunities to remove additional

7 httgs://www.nap. edu/read/ 11618/chapter/6 National Academies Press, 2006. Tank Waste Retrieval, Processing,
and On-site Disposal at Three Department of Energy Sites: Final Report.
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radioactive materia/from these tanks as retrieval technologies are improved." DOE appears not
to be heeding this advice in an effort to push forward with a WIR determination. If the TPA
agreed-upon retrieval targets cannot be met with the technology DOE has employed so far, it
would be wise to leave the option open for further retrieval in the future rather than preclude
the use of future technologies by grouting the tanks and installing an interim asphalt cap over
the area.

Criterion 2: Wastes will be managed to meet safety requirements comparable to the performance
objectives set out in 10 CFR Part 6 1, Subpart C Perfitnrance Objectives

*The draft WIR evaluation indicates that the Oregon Department of Energy, among many other
entities and agencies, have reviewed the technical aspects of the Hanford geological data
package, and that this high-level of review, "has helped ensure a rigorous understanding of
bounding geologic, seismic and volcanic risks (page 2-6)." The language implies the review
equates to concurrence, which is not entirely the case.

*Oregon acknowledges the work performed by DOE to improve the Performance Assessment
modeling via a stochastic parameter sensitivity analysis. We generally agree this effort resolves
some of the uncertainties associated with variability of parameters in DOE's chosen base model
(e.g., groundwater recharge rates, residual waste inventory, etc.). However, the parameter
sensitivity analysis does not adequately account for conceptual/structural uncertainties in the
coupled natural-engineered-human system. DOE conducted a "sensitivity case" uncertainty
analysis, which evaluated the effect of single aspects of the larger disposal system performing
differently than expected (e.g., early cap failure, alternative subsurface conceptual models,
presence of a clastic dike, etc.). These analyses are a good start, but we contend that a more
complete uncertainty analysis should consider the effects of cumulative uncertainty if more
than one of these unexpected conditions were to occur at once. For example, no apparent
scenario included an alternative conceptual subsurface model with additional fine-grained
subunits, a clastic dike, early cap/grout failure, and variable recharge rates.

o Recommendation: Additional uncertainty analysis should be included in the
Performance Assessment supporting the final WIR Evaluation. This analysis should
include multiple fine scale silt layers, a clastic dike, the highest average precipitation,
and early failure of the cap and grout. Additional combination uncertainty cases may
also be appropriate, but the proposed scenario would at least provide a bounding
uncertainty case to increase confidence that the proposed action is robust enough to
withstand multiple unexpected conditions.

*Oregon has long maintained that lateral contaminant transport along preferential fast travel
pathways, including fine-scale heterogeneous subsurface layers and vertical clastic dikes, is a
significant natural process not captured by the Performance Assessment model. The heart of
our concern is that fine grain layers may promote lateral transport of water. This matters for
two reasons. First, if water can enter the soil outside of the engineered control and circumvent
the proposed cap, then waste may be mobilized faster than predicted. Second, if waste migrates
laterally through preferential pathways, then the peak dose to future residents may be in a
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place not modeled, at a time sooner than predicted, at a higher concentration that no attempt
has been made to calculate. This leaves the future risk uncertain if three conditions are present:
1) these subsurface conditions do indeed exist in this specific location, 2) thin silty layers
surrounded by sand and gravel will actually act as a sufficiently impermeable surface to cause
water to travel laterally; and 3) the amount of lateral transport is significant enough to affect
peak dose.

o Regarding CondiJtionl..1, neutron moisture data from probes at WMA-C exhibited
characteristics that Oregon and others interpreted to show the possible location of
sloping fine-grained soil layers that were correlatable and mappable. PNNL-15617
documented the investigation of a pipeline leak within the WMA-C boundary, and Page
2.3 contains neutron moisture log cross-sections that identify correlated spikes of
subsurface moisture similar to the work of Oregon and the Nez Perce, providing further
evidence of the existence of at least four discernable lithologic boundaries (fine layers)
where moisture concentrates within 40 feet of the surface (p. 2.8). The geologists' core
logs from the boreholes also identify many moist samples containing silts, laminated
fine sands, and "mud." The location of the investigation was outside the original
backfilled excavation of the tanks, where the shallow soils are consistent with the H2
formation that dips northeast to underlie the backfill for the tanks. Based on the
available evidence, Oregon concludes that fine layers likely exist within WMA-C, and
those layers can be treated as continuous with respect to the model.

o Regarding Condition 2, Oregon remains uncertain. While numerous studies at Hanford
describe lateral transport of contaminants from source zones, the scale of this travel
tends to be on the order of tens of meters in past events. These events were during site
operations, when greater amounts of water were released to soil than what is predicted
for future meteoric water infiltration. The field study experiments at the "Sisson and Lu"
site also provide well-documented evidence of lateral transport, but again this was
based on a relatively large moisture infiltration event (20,000 liters over four discrete
injections). A validated relationship between the amount of infiltration required to
mobilize transport laterally within fine subsurface layers and the distance traveled still
needs to be established. Further work could help define the permeability characteristics
of these layers.

o Regarding Condition 3, Oregon remains uncertain. We recognize that lateral transport of
"tens of meters" from the tanks would not significantly affect the peak dose in a
hypothetical groundwater well 100 meters downgradient of the WMA; however,
increased lateral inflow could drive potentially significant additional mobilization of tank
wastes. We further recognize that DOE's repeated efforts to model heterogeneity have
all predicted that the peak dose concentration and time of arrival are not significantly
different between a subsurface with heterogeneous layers versus one without.
However, aspects of DOE's supplemental modeling designs impede their usefulness.

*An early modeling exercise (presented to Oregon but not documented in a
report) uses a stylized 2-D modeling approach to argue that the arrival time and
concentration of a hypothetical Technetiumn 99 source is not appreciably
different between a subsurface with, versus without, fine layers fitting
hypothetical hydraulic conductivity properties. However, if the layer acted as a
plastic barrier and was totally impermeable, then waste concentrations would
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be more than three times higher and the arrival time approximately 30 percent
sooner. Three aspects of the stylized model make the significance of these
findings difficult to conclude definitively. First, the lack of sloping in the stylized
fine layers underestimates the contributing force of gravity to facilitate
transport. Second, the model may be underestimating the effect of extreme
pressure and earthquakes to create a less permeable surface than the silt
characteristics used in the model. Third, the episodic nature of precipitation or
rapid snowmelt events at Hanford allows the possibility for future flooding to
form "temporary lakes" in the vicinity of WMA-C, which may introduce enough
water to make fine layers more active transport features.

*A PNNL study from 2017 attempted to more accurately model the potential
effects of heterogeneity using a data driven approach. This effort applied a
kriging methodology to build a three dimensional image of the subsurface based
on the neutron moisture data. The kriged data were then used to statistically
synthesize "pseudo-bore holes" to further populate the parameters in the model
domain. This report concluded that the arrival time and concentration of a
hypothetical Technetium 99 source in soil was not appreciably different than
the Performance Assessment base model. Unfortunately, the research was not
designed to address the specific concern raised by Oregon. Rather than evaluate
the potential effects of structured heterogeneity (i.e., discrete layers of bedded
fine layers consistent with the natural historical process of cataclysmic Ice Age
floods that would have created them), the applied kriging method "smeared"
the fine soils. This approach failed to capture the essence of our concern, which
is the potential for lateral inflow and preferential fast travel pathways due to
the specific behavior of low-permeability lenses. We are also concerned that the
modeled parameter values for the soil types may not be sufficiently different to
mimic the natural process of interest.

*Appendix F of the Performance Assessment presents a facies-based model
approach. This model also concluded that arrival time and concentration of a
hypothetical Technetium 99 source would not be significantly different from the
base model; however, this model assumed a very low infiltration rate of 3.5
mm/year and therefore cannot address the potential of greater lateral flow
under higher infiltration conditions.

o It is unclear from the provided reports whether and/or how any of DOE's supplemental
modeling approaches incorporated the potential for lateral inflow from outside an
assumed cap.

o PNNL-15617 showed lateral transport to the northeast of a pipeline leak from the
1960s, but it is likely that this transport occurred along the compacted excavation in
which the ancillary pipelines were laid. While this finding does not strengthen the case
of fine layer transport, it does demonstrate that anthropogenic lateral transport
pathways not modeled in the Performance Assessment exist within WMA-C, which
could be a future moisture infiltration pathway from outside a future WMA-C cap.
However, this study also showed that the highest observed concentrations of
Technetium 99 occurred 80 feet beneath the site of the original leak, which supports
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DOE's assertion that the majority of transport will still be vertical.

*The Performance Assessment model does not appear to consider the effects on contaminant
migration if rapid-snowmelt lakes form around the tank farm. A similar event happened in
January 1979 when a lake formed over the T Farm. While the presence of a cap will encourage
runoff, the presence of lateral subsurface migration pathways leaves the possibility that a large
infiltration event could allow water to travel laterally under the cap and into the tank backfill
material.

.The WIR Evaluation does not contain the results of a Composite Analysis.

o Recommendation: The Composite Analysis specific to the closure of WMA-C, required
under 435.1, should be included as part of the "decision package" for the WIR
determination.

*The Best Basis Inventory for the C Tank Farm reports 175 Curies of Plutonium 239 and 164
Curies of Americium 241 remaining in tank residuals. The migration of Plutonium 239 to
groundwater was pre-screened from being modeled in the Performance Assessment under the
expectation that no radionuclide with a Kd >1.5-2.0 would reach groundwater within 10,000
years (plutonium was given an assumed Kd of 600). However, a 2015 study by PNNL (PNNL-
23468 Rev. 1) found that when considered in the context of actual Hanford soils and tank waste
compositions including organic complexants, plutonium sorption was limited with Kds ranging
from 1.4 to 40. Another recent report (PNNL-21651) concludes that, "In order to demonstrate to
regulators and other interested parties that we have a technically defensible understanding of
plutonium and americium behavior in the Hanford environment, and to predict the impact of
remediation or closure options with reasonable confidence, a number of unresolved issues and
research needs and challenges need to be addressed."

o Recommendation: Due to these uncertainties, a sensitivity case in the Performance
Assessment should evaluate the potential effects of more rapid plutonium and
americium migration in the subsurface.

*Guidance within DOE M-435.1 IV (P) 4 requires that Performance Assessment maintenance be
conducted to "evaluate changes that could affect the performance, design, and operating basis
for the [disposal] facility... and shall include the conduct of research, field studies, and
[environmental] monitoring needed to address uncertainties or gaps in existing data.
Additional iterations of the performance assessment and composite analysis shall be conducted
as necessary during the post-closure period."

o Recommendation: Oregon recommends that DOE fully develop the Performance
Assessment Maintenance Plan consistent with the tenets of Adaptive Management
(Holling, 1978), in consultation with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Oregon,
Washington, Native American tribes and the public, prior to making a final WIR
determination. This activity would make the complete package of the decision available
for review and should include funding for additional investigation and verification of the
assumptions supporting the Performance Assessment.
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*The Performance Assessment states that "The engineered cover for WMA-C is not yet designed,
but is assumed to be similar to the Modified RCRA Subtitle C Barrier that limits infiltration
through the waste primarily by evapotranspiration processes (i.e., surface barrier) based on the
work done for the Hanford Prototype barrier." If the infiltration rate (i.e., performance) of the
assumed barrier relies on vegetation to provide evapotranspiration, the barrier should be
considered an "active control" that would degrade after loss of Institutional Control at 100
years, because it will require upkeep to recover from future fires and invasive plant species that
could change evapotranspiration assumptions. Furthermore, the figure for the Generic Modified
RCRA C Baseline Design (Figure 3-50) assumes that vegetation root depth will not exceed 1
meter. Studies of Hanford flora have found that rooting depth of native species can exceed 15
feet' and could conceivably penetrate the deeper layers of the cover, thereby increasing water
infiltration. At the same time, the RCRA process for remediating past leaks to the soil assumes
the placement of asphalt covers over portions of the WMA to reduce infiltration and direct
exposure risk, yet this interim cover does not appear to be integrated into the design of the final
cover proposed in this WIR evaluation.

o Recommendation: DOE should clarify whether and how these uncertainties are
addressed in the uncertainty analysis, or revise the uncertainty analysis to include these
potential failure factors.

*If the tanks and the residual waste contained therein are modeled with the assumption that no
external contamination is present, as presented in the scope-limited WMA-C Performance
Assessment, then the proposed closure strategy for the tanks appears to present minimal risk to
human health and the environment. However, multiple variables preclude meaningful
calibration of the transport model. First, underlying soils and groundwater have been
contaminated by past releases. The Technetium 99 contribution of contaminant mass resulting
from residual tank waste cannot be measured in isolation. Second, and more importantly, the
model is run forward through time beginning at the installation of the cap and emplacement of
the grout. Without an initialization period which can be compared to existing data, the model
cannot be referenced to observed physical conditions. Although a calibration of transport of
existing contamination is located in the Analysis of Past Leaks document (RPP-RPT-59197), that
calibration is not included in the Order 435.1 Performance Assessment.

*While the WIR evaluation attempts to limit the scope of the Performance Assessment to tank
residuals, excluding contaminated soils within the Waste Management Area, this approach fails
to consider the actual risk to receptors under a well driller scenario. It is reasonable to expect
that if a well driller exhumes waste from a subsurface pipeline on the way to groundwater, any
contamination in the excavated column of soil would also be brought to the surface for human
exposure. Presently, the WMA-C WIR Performance Assessment is the only analysis that
evaluates a well driller scenario.

8Lovtang, S., Delistraty, D., & Rochette, E. (2018). The biologically active zone in upland habitats at the Hanford
Site, Washington, USA: Focus on plant rooting depth and biomnobilization. Integrated environmental assessment
and management, 14(4) 442-446.



o Recommendation: The intruder well driller exposure scenario should be revised to
include a reasonably anticipated contaminated soil column from the surface to
groundwater in addition to the waste from a remaining subsurface pipeline.

Criterion 3: The waste will be incorporated in a solid )hysical forii at a concentration that does

not exceed the applicable concentration liits for Class C low-level waste as set out in 10 CFR
61 .55, Waste Classificatioil

*We understand that DOE is opting to make a scenario-based argument, consistent with NRC
Guidance NUREG-1854, in the development of Class C equivalent concentrations. In this
analysis, DOE asserts that due to the depth of the buried tanks and ancillary structures and
pipelines, the concentrations in 10 CFR 61 that were based on a basement excavation scenario
are not appropriate. Therefore, the near-surface pipelines contained the "most credible" source
term for the assessment. In order to qualify for the "deep waste, no intruder barrier" category
within NUREG-1854, these pipelines would need to be deeper than 15 feet below ground
surface. Page 6-5 of the WIR Evaluation only commits to burying the pipes greater than 10 feet
below the WMA-C closure barrier, which is assumed to be approximately nine feet thick. It is
uncertain whether the phrase, "below the barrier" is meant to indicate below the bottom or the
top of the barrier. For DOE to pursue this path, the final fill material and barrier will need to be
massive enough to ensure that all buried pipelines associated with WMA-C are at least 15 feet
below ground surface. This represents a significant additional soil overburden requirement,
which will come at significant cost, and we suggest an analysis to determine if it would be more
economically practical and protective in the long-term to remove the pipelines and emplace a
less massive cover.

*Based on Page 6-4 of the WIR evaluation, it appears that DOE does not intend to grout an
unknown portion of the nearly eight miles of ancillary pipelines within WMA-C. The residual
wastes within these pipelines would consequently not be incorporated in a solid physical form.
It is unclear how DOE proposes to satisfy Criterion #3 for the wastes remaining in these
pipelines.

*Oregon is concerned that residual wastes in the tanks will not be incorporated into the grout but
will rather be overlain while remaining in a concentrated mass or, in some cases, may be pushed
to the sides of the tank or floated to the top of the pour. These concentrated lumps/layers of
waste could potentially be located in the portions of the tank that would be the first to
encounter water as the tank liners corrode and water works preferential pathways into the layer
cake monolith. It is unclear how DOE's proposed approach will satisfy Criterion #3 requiring
incorporation of the waste into a solid physical form.
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Brian Vance
Manager, Office of River Protection
U.S. Department of Energy
PO Box 450, MSIN 1-6-60
Richland, WA 99352

Dear Mr. Vance:

I officially request a 60 day extension to the comment deadline on the Draft Waste Incidental to
Reprocessing (Draft WIR) Evaluation for Closure of Waste Management Area C. The importance and
ultimate impact of the decisions that are being made require deliberate and thorough consideration by
not just the State of Oregon, but by all affected parties.

I appreciate that the U.S. Department of Energy initially offered an extended comment period for this
document. However, the 96 day period is not sufficient, for the following reasons:

" The documents themselves, the Draft WIR and the supporting Performance Assessment of
Waste Management Area C, are lengthy (312 and 1,023 pages respectively), technically
complex, and require extensive study and analysis. Due to other pressing issues at Hanford, my
small technical staff is not able to devote all of its time to this review.

" As this is the first Hanford tank farm to go through the WIR process, this will be a precedent-
setting action with potentially irreversible impacts well into the future.

* Because there was previous litigation challenging DOE's processes to reclassify waste, and
Oregon was involved in that litigation, our comments will need legal and high-level policy
review, which adds to the time we need to finalize comments. (This does not mean that we will
necessarily engage in future litigation on this issue).

" Our staff has been promised an explanation from DOE's Off ice of River Protection and DOE
Headquarters staff regarding the legal and regulatory basis for soils contaminated by past tank
leaks. This briefing with DOE-ORP is tentatively scheduled for early August and will likely affect
our final comments and our internal review schedule.

*The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission is producing a Technical Evaluation Report of the WIR
and associated Performance Assessment analyses, which is expected to be completed in March
2019. NRC will issue its first Request for Additional Information to DOE in the September
timeframe. These actions by the NRC are critical inputs to public understanding of the WIR
decision being proposed and may result in a revision to the WIR Evaluation and the
Performance Assessment. Because DOE will offer no other opportunity for public comment
between this draft WIR Evaluation and the final WIR determination, ideally the public comment
period should extend until after the NRC report has been issued, or another comment period
should be initiated for any revisions to the WIR evaluation. A 60 day extension to the comment



period would at least allow us to understand what information the NRC has found to be lacking

in the draft documents.

In addition, there really is no urgency, as Hanford regulators have indicated that tank farm closure is not

a priority at this time.

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

/ L a

Ken Niles
Assistant Director for Nuclear Safety

Cc: Alex Smith, Washington Department of Ecology
Doug Shoop, U.S. Department of Energy
Dave Einan, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Matt Johnson, Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation
Rose Longoria, Yakama Nation
Jack Bell, Nez Perce Tribe
Oregon Hanford Cleanup Board
Susan Leckband, Hanford Advisory Board



Bovier. Jan B

From: Kb)(6) 111 comcast. net>
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2018 11:48 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: Office at Heart of America
Subject: WIR comments

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
Comments on Waste Incidental to Reprocessing (WIR) decision at the Hanford
Nuclear Reservation.

August 20, 2018

The proposal to reclassify high level nuclear wastes in the single shell tanks at Hanford so 4%
of the waste can be capped and grouted should be rejected. Instead of continuing with this
deceptive scheme, USDOE should clean up the spills around the tanks and extract the
remaining residue for glassification and burial in deep underground storage, as required by
federal law.

In DOE's own modeling assessment in the TCWMEIS, they admitted that if the waste remains
in the tanks and the soil, it would continue to migrate and contaminate the groundwater to
levels far above drinking water standards for thousands of years. To now try to reclassify the
wastes to get around this responsibility is disingenuous and irresponsible. The state of
Washington should insist on full cleanup, per the Tni-Party Agreement and their responsibility
to the citizens of Washington and Oregon to leave this area inhabitable for future generations.

This ill-advised idea was proposed in 2004 and specifically prohibited in the 2005 NDAA and to
keep bringing it up is a waste of taxpayers' resources and precious time to prevent accidents
and contamination. Washington should fulfill its responsibility and reject this proposal, and
DOE should tackle the immense job of removing, treating and disposing of this waste without
further delay.

1(b)(6)

ILake Oswego, OR
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2018 11:38 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch' - public comment

Iam conccrned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4%(Y of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million duries of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behinid in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland. the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, Lteolo~ 4ical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste In the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed action s/deci sion s to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farmn
Tanks and thle liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: Reclassifying hil lily radioactive waste as "low'level" is a
sick joke dreamed up by psychopaths hell bent on destroying this planet and everything on it. Just say NC) to
this lame-brain idea.

N amen: 1(b) (6) I
Email Address: 1(b)(6) 14 yahoo.com

ZIP Code: 02125

(Sent via Hanford Challelnge)
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Bovier. Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squa respace.info>
Sent: Sunday, November 11, 2018 11:37 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearing S on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tri-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at H-anford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, -T.eolo tical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the hil h -level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed.. Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farnis cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharl ~ed and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: Don't be lazy and lax when it comnes to the land and future
generations!

Name:(b)(6) ]
Email Address: J(b)(6) J(1gmail.com

ZIP Code: r3aOr5

(Sent via 1kmfw~ C.d 'Ia/len e)
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Bovier. Jan B

From: Squarespace <no- reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Friday, November 9, 2018 7-.51 PM
To: A WMACDRAFIWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am conccrned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million dunies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announice rel ~ional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland. the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I-anford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, .Yeolo tical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with ,.,rout or cement until moUst of the tank waste is removed and the hil 11 -level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed.. Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank fars, cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharl ted and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: Do not reclassify the nuclear waste at Hanford. I have
already had my thyroid operation for a tumnor ( I am 72 so you will remember what that Hianford is likely the
cause of treat. No more cancer please also remember that fire and earthquakes are likely

Name:f~~ III
Email Address: 1(b)(6) ~mal. corn

ZIP Code: 97239

(Sent via Hanl urd Challenge)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Friday, November 9, 2018 10:16 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about thc proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, vet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specif icallv request that the USDOE::
Request I: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, lPortland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I-anford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep. geolol ~ical repository., Request 3: Should not ill the tanks
wvith grout or cemnent until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C7 Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

N ame:- 0)(6) I'll
Email Address:I (b)(6) J'd, g m ai 1. corn

ZIP Code: 98037

(Sent via Hlan fibrd Challenge)
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Bovier. Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respace.i nfo >
Sent: Friday, November 9, 2018 9:28 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million duries of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the IJSDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep. .jeolo tical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with ,)rout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed.. Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmns cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste In C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally dischart ted and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: We have cities around Hanford. You can't call it safe
EVER!

Name: (b)(6) ]
Email Address: ()6 3Com

ZIP Code: 98951

(Sent via Han ford Challenge)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respace.i nfo >
Sent: Thursday, November 8, 2018 3:33 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specif ically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tri-Citics and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I-lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, ggeological repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
wvithi grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the hIl 021 -level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank fars cleanup and consider thle
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name:b() ]1
Email Address: ~b)(6) Ka, yahoo.comn

ZIP Code: 97206

(Sent via H~anfiyd Chiallenz )
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Bovier, Jan B

From: I(b)(6) J @owt.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 8, 2018 1:41 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Vb)(6) ]Paper Attached
Attachments: 2016 12011 1(b) L6 P VMAC-moisture.docx

The attached paper by b~6 ]is an attachment to I(b)(6) IComnment #3 on the C-Farm PA.

Thank you.

b)(6) ]1
email: kb)(6 Powt.com
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Bovier, Jan B

From: 'b)(6) ziJ sn~om
Sent: Thursday, November 8, 2018 1:39 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Hanford toxic waste

*U.S. Department of Ecology:

*Once again a short cut is being pursued in the clean up messes that have been made by incompetent
sub contracted businesses. The renaming of the toxic waste is a joke and insult to the public

*This scheme cannot meet cleanup standards, so stop wasting time and money by trying to rename
waste to leave behind.

* USDOE should show how the risks from contaminated groundwater will exceed allowable cancer risks under
federal and state Superfund and hazardous waste cleanup laws.

Snfr-olni v Sprint P/hone,
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Bovier, Jan B

From: l(b)(6)_ lowt.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 8, 2018 1:37 PMV
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Computer Problems
Attachments: 2018 11 02 Ancient Lake Beds at Hanforddocx

It is not clear that any of my emails have been sent.

I will try this once more to see if I can shrink the size of the email message.

I have left off a 10 MB attachment by Dr. Stani Sobczyk.

Comments on C-Farm PA

n., , b)(6)
DIV

November 7, 2018

COMMENT #1: The C-Farm PA does not address the radionuclides in the soil beneath
the tank farm which originated from overflowing HLW from cascading tanks into cribs.
Also omitted from the PA are tank leaks, pipeline leaks and diversion box overflows.
Since the PA only addresses the residual solids in the bottom of C-Farm Tanks, the
predicted concentration of radionuclides entering the groundwater over time (which will
include radionuclides presently in the soil under the tanks) is under-reported. This
results in under-reporting the dose to the public which will mislead decision makers
using the faulty PA.

COMMENT #2: Only 6 pipeline leaks are documented. Five occurred between 1964
and 1966. No leaks are documented for the 1940s, 1950s, 1970s and only one in
1980s. This pattern raises questions.

Aging pipelines cannot decide to spring 5 leaks in 2 years and no leaks for the next 20
years. There is a suspicion that pipeline leaks continued but were not reported.

Also, only those pipeline leaks with large volumes resulted in surface radiation which
could be detected. Smaller pipeline leaks which did not result in surface radiation were
never detected. As a result, the inventory of radionuclides in the soil is under-reported.
The effect of this under-reporting needs to be addressed openly in the PA together with
a range of uncertainty in the dose to the public.

COMMENT #3: The modeling at WMA-C does not reflect the actual flowpath to
groundwater and therefor produces invalid predictions of future radionuclide movement
in soil. The modeling assumes a vertical flowpath straight down to groundwater. This
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model ignores the many ancient lake beds under the C-Farm which result in a series of
lateral flow along a lakebed coupled with vertical drops to the next lakebed etc
resulting in a zig-zag flowpath to groundwater over multiple lakebeds. See the attached
paper on Ancient Lakebeds Under the 200 Areas.

The use of the erroneous model in the current WMA-C performance assessment (PA)
is dangerous because of how the model can mislead decision-makers and affect the
future safety of workers at Hanford. (1) By ignoring lateral flow, lives of workers are put
at risk from contamination flowing under areas where the ground surface is free of
contamination when the soil beneath the surface is highly contaminated. (2) When
lateral flows carries radionuclides away from monitoring wells, the information obtained
from the monitoring well does not reflect the actual contamination which moved
laterally. When monitoring wells intercept all ancient lake beds to groundwater, they
contain information on flows coming back into the footprint of the original discharge
point on lower ancient lake beds which can be either from the original discharge point,
or from near-by discharge points. This phenomenon is seen on many monitoring wells
and has led to false conclusions. Failure to understand this complicated lake bed
structure misleads decision makers into making erroneous and sometimes dangerous
decisions about the performance of the liquid discharged to the soil.

(3) The failure to model lateral flow results in a significant under-predicting of the
radionuclide inventory in the soil because a zig-zag flowpath to groundwater can
contain orders of magnitude more inventory than a straight line down to groundwater.
Many Hanford documents have described lateral flow along the multiple ancient
lakebeds. DOE continues to use a vertical flow model for the C-Farm PA. DOE has
never developed a core drilling technique with the sophistication to characterize the 20-
30 thin-layered ancient lake beds. (See attached papers by b)6 Ion Ancient
Lakebeds Under Hanford and by Dr. Stan Sobczyk on the WMA-C Conceptual Model.)

Comment #4: The C-Farm PA should include the inventory of HLW which was placed
into three cribs from the overflowing of the three sets of cascading tanks. The idea of
preparing one PA for tank residuals and a separate PA for radionuclides in soil is not
effective in calculating the total radiation dose from C-Farm sources received by the
public.

In the next few thousand years the source of radionuclides seeping into the
groundwater beneath C-Farm will be complicated by several sources such as the
following:

" Radionuclides in the soil beneath C-Farm.
" Radionucl ides which seeped laterally away from the C-Farm footprint, and

then seeped back into the groundwater near C-Farm.
" Radionuclides from C-Farm tanks.



" Radionuclides from up-slope plumes.
" Radionuclides from other sources carried in with groundwater.

The presence of multiple sources complicates any attempt to differentiate the origin of
specific streams. Therefore, it seems rather non-productive to prepare a performance
assessment only for the residuals in the bottom of the C-Farm tanks when the total
dose to the public from C-Farm includes many more sources.

The dose to the public from contaminated Hanford groundwater will be a result of
multiple sources within C-Farm combined with the rest of Hanford. Until the total dose
to the public from all of the 200-Area sources is determined, the determination of
whether or not the contribution of dose from C-Farm is acceptable has to be delayed.

If the risk budget for Hanford groundwater is exceeded, DOE may need to remediate
the soil under or near C-Farm. The potential need to remediate the soil should delay
closure of C-Farm tanks. This topic needs to be discussed in the C-Farm PA and WIR
determination document.

Comment #5: The grid size used in modeling is often too coarse to include the fine-
scale heterogeneities (thin layers of ancient lakebeds) present within individual
formations.(See Page 104 of RPP-33441, Rev. 0.) DOE needs to develop improved
techniques for mapping ancient lakebeds and improved techniques for modeling lateral
flow along these lakebeds.

Comment #6: Figure 6-59 on page 6-135 of the C-Farm PA shows mammal burrows to
a depth of 7 feet and shrub roots to a depth of 7 feet as typical depths for intrusion.
The C-Farm PA should include a discussion of how badgers dug a burrow much
deeper than 7 feet into the BC Cribs which was then used by rabbits to transport high
levels of contamination over hundreds of acres. The C-Farm PA should also include a
presentation on how tumbleweed roots reach a depth of 20 to 25 feet and transport
radionuclides to the surface where they break off and carry radionuclides across the
Hanford project, all the way to the Columbia River.

Comment #7: Section 10.8 of the C-Farm PA mentions the requirement for a PA
Maintenance Plan but does not address when or how often this Maintenance Plan will
be produced. In addition, there is no indication that such a Plan will be funded.
Additional details of the C-Farm PA Maintenance Plan need to be added
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Bovier. Jan B_

From: I(b)(6) powt.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 8, 2018 12:5 1 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Comments on C-Farm PA
Attachments: 2018 11 02 Ancient Lake Beds at Hanford.docx; 2016 12 01 'b)(6)

WMAC-moisture.docx

Comments from ()6 } ember of the public. (Retired program manager at Hanford.)

emnail: ()6)Uowt.COIII

Comments on C-Farm PA

13v j(b)(6) I'
November 7, 2018

COMMENT #1: The C-Farm PA does not address the radionuclides in the soil beneath
the tank farm which originated from overflowing HLW from cascading tanks into cribs.
Also omitted from the PA are tank leaks, pipeline leaks and diversion box overflows.
Since the PA only addresses the residual solids in the bottom of C-Farm Tanks, the
predicted concentration of radionuclides entering the groundwater over time (which will
include radionuclides presently in the soil under the tanks) is under-reported. This
results in under-reporting the dose to the public which will mislead decision makers
using the faulty PA.

COMMENT #2: Only 6 pipeline leaks are documented. Five occurred between 1964
and 1966. No leaks are documented for the 1940s, 1950s, 1970s, and only one in
1980s. This pattern raises questions.

Aging pipelines cannot decide to spring 5 leaks in 2 years and no leaks for the next 20
years. There is a suspicion that pipeline leaks continued but were not reported.

Also, only those pipeline leaks with large volumes resulted in surface radiation which
could be detected. Smaller pipeline leaks which did not result in surface radiation were
never detected. As a result, the inventory of radionuclides in the soil is under-reported.
The effect of this under-reporting needs to be addressed openly in the PA together with
a range of uncertainty in the dose to the public.

COMMENT #3: The modeling at WMA-C does not reflect the actual flowpath to
groundwater and therefor produces invalid predictions of future radionuclide movement
in soil. The modeling assumes a vertical flowpath straight down to groundwater. This
model ignores the many ancient lake beds under the C-Farm which result in a series of
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lateral flow along a lakebed coupled with vertical drops to the next lakebed etc
resulting in a zig-zag flowpath to groundwater over multiple lakebeds. See the attached
paper on Ancient Lakebeds in the 200 Areas.

The use of the erroneous model in the current WMA-C performance assessment (PA)
is dangerous because of how the model can mislead decision-makers and affect the
future safety of workers at Hanford. (1) By ignoring lateral flow, lives of workers are put
at risk from contamination flowing under areas where the ground surface is free of
contamination when the soil beneath the surface is highly contaminated. (2) When
lateral flows carries radionuclides away from monitoring wells, the information obtained
from the monitoring well does not reflect the actual contamination which moved
laterally. When monitoring wells intercept all ancient lake beds to groundwater, they
contain information on flows coming back into the footprint of the original discharge
point on lower ancient lake beds which can be either from the original discharge point,
or from near-by discharge points. This phenomenon is seen on many monitoring wells
and has led to false conclusions. Failure to understand this complicated lake bed
structure misleads decision makers into making erroneous and sometimes dangerous
decisions about the performance of the liquid discharged to the soil.

(3) The failure to model lateral flow results in a significant under-predicting of the
radionuclide inventory in the soil because a zig-zag flowpath to groundwater can
contain orders of magnitude more inventory than a straight line down to groundwater.
Many Hanford documents have described lateral flow along the multiple ancient
lakebeds. DOE continues to use a vertical flow model for the C-Farm PA. DOE has
never developed a core drilling technique with the sophistication to characterize the 20-
30 thin-layered ancient lake beds. (See attached papers by ()6 ]Ion Ancient
Lakebeds Under Hanford and by Dr. Stan Sobczyk on the WMA-C Conceptual Model.)

Comment #4: The C-Farm PA should include the inventory of HLW which was placed
into three cribs from the overflowing of the three sets of cascading tanks. The idea of
preparing one PA for tank residuals and a separate PA for radionuclides in soil is not
effective in calculating the total radiation dose from C-Farm sources received by the
public.

In the next few thousand years the source of radionuclides seeping into the
groundwater beneath C-Farm will be complicated by several sources such as the
following:

9 Radionuclides in the soil beneath C-Farm.
& Radionuclides which seeped laterally away from the C-Farm footprint, and

then seeped back into the groundwater near C-Farm.
*Radionuclides from C-Farm tanks.
*Radionuclides from up-slope plumes.
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* Radionuclides from other sources carried in with groundwater.

The presence of multiple sources complicates any attempt to differentiate the origin of
specific streams. Therefore, it seems rather non-productive to prepare a performance
assessment only for the residuals in the bottom of the C-Farm tanks when the total
dose to the public from C-Farm includes many more sources.

The dose to the public from contaminated Hanford groundwater will be a result of
multiple sources within C-Farm combined with the rest of Hanford. Until the total dose
to the public from all of the 200-Area sources is determined, the determination of
whether or not the contribution of dose from C-Farm is acceptable has to be delayed.

If the risk budget for Hanford groundwater is exceeded, DOE may need to remediate
the soil under or near C-Farm. The potential need to remediate the soil should delay
closure of C-Farm tanks. This topic needs to be discussed in the C-Farm PA and WIR
determination document.

Comment #5: The grid size used in modeling is often too coarse to include the fine-
scale heterogeneities (thin layers of ancient lakebeds) present within individual
formations.(See Page 104 of RPP-33441, Rev. 0.) DOE needs to develop improved
techniques for mapping ancient lakebeds and improved techniques for modeling lateral
flow along these lakebeds.

Comment #6: Figure 6-59 on page 6-135 of the C-Farm PA shows mammal burrows to
a depth of 7 feet and shrub roots to a depth of 7 feet as typical depths for intrusion.
The C-Farm PA should include a discussion of how badgers dug a burrow much
deeper than 7 feet into the BC Cribs which was then used by rabbits to transport high
levels of contamination over hundreds of acres. The C-Farm PA should also include a
presentation on how tumbleweed roots reach a depth of 20 to 25 feet and transport
radionuclides to the surface where they break off and carry radionuclides across the
Hanford project, all the way to the Columbia River.

Comment #7: Section 10.8 of the C-Farm PA mentions the requirement for a PA
Maintenance Plan but does not address when or how often this Maintenance Plan will
be produced. In addition, there is no indication that such a Plan will be funded.
Additional details of the C-Farm PA Maintenance Plan need to be added to the C-Farm
PA.
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no- reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Thursday, November 8, 2018 11:10 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings arc a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearing S on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at Hanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove,- treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep. .ieolo tical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with ,rout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the hip ,h-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmns cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: Hanford must be cleaned up properly. It's on earthquake
lines, could be a terrorist target, and has already done terrible damage. These are my tax dollars. Please do your
job.

Name:-I (b)(6) ]
Email Address: I (b)(6) a; ginaill.com

ZIP Code: 97034

(Sent via Han/brd Chlein)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respace.i nfo >
Sent: Thursday, November 8, 2018 10:24 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million dunies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, P~ortland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I-lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remnove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, geolo ieal repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cemnent uintil most of the tank waste is removed and the h4g h-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed.. Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmns cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed action s/deci sion s to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farmn
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: Take immediate action to stop the flow of radioactive
materials and other contaminants into the Columbia River adlacent to the H-anford site.

Name: Kb)(6) ]1
Email Address: I(b)()W ~ ' jorg

ZIP Code: 97218

(Sent via llynfind C'hahcllnge)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respace.i nfo >
Sent: Thursday, November 8, 2018 10:19 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specif ically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level wvaste in the underground tanks at 1 lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, geolol ical repository., Request 3: Should not All the tanks
wvith ',rout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the hig h-level waste in the soils beneath thle
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmns cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actionsi/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name: ]
Email Address: [(b)(6) VA`1 .,mail. corn

ZIP Code: 98106

(Sent via flan bird Cha/leij e)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respaceJinfo >
Sent: Thursday, November 8, 2018 10:17 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerncd about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million duries of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce rel 'jonal public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tri-Citics and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I-lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove,, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep. geological repository., Request 3: Should not 5 ll the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the hil 11 -level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed.. Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmis cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the hit h -level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharl ~ed and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name: k b)(6) ]
Email Address: I (b)(6) J(d.seattleu.edti

ZIP Code: 98106

(Sent via Hin for-d Challenge)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respacei info >
Sent: Thursday, November 8, 2018 8:29 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch' - public comment

I am conccrncd about thc proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will he left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behinid in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 2: Withdraw its proposal to relabel high-level waste in the Linderl round tanks at Hanford, and follow
the requirements in the law to remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, geological repository.. Request
3: Should not fill the tanks with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level
waste in the soils beneath the tanks is removed.. Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farnns
cleanup and consider the cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level
nuclear waste in C Farm Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: If' you want to stick your head in the sand, stick it in the
sand near Hanford! We cannot 4doss over the dangers of nuclear waste, for the sake of futurr generations, is f
not our own.

Name:~)6

Email Address:(b6 Vl 4mail. corn

ZIP Code: 97123

(Sent via H/ant brd Chiallenge )
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Bovier, Jan B

From: I(b)(6) IIIZIIII@>
Sent: Wednesday, November 7,2018 11:32 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: Office at Heart of America
Subject: Comments on Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing (WIR) Evaluation for Closure of

Waste Management Area C

To: WMACDRAFTWIR@rI.gov

RE: Comments on Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing (WIR) Evaluation for Closure of Waste Management
Area C (WMA C)

FROM: (b)(6) --
1(b)(6) I'llSeattle, WA 98115

I(b)(6) xVmsn.com

Date: November 7, 2018

The USDOE proposal to reclassify the remaining material tank waste from "High" Level to "Low" Level Waste is
wrong and should not be done. The attempt to grout and "temporarily" leave 70,315 gallons in C- Farm tanks
4% of the High Level Nuclear Waste in the C-Farm tanks, and Tanks C-102 and C-112 with 20,500 gallons
(6.5%) and 10,100 gallons (9.7%) is a dangerous strategy and an unsafe strategy of storage and/or disposal of
nuclear wastes already known to be hazardous or lethal to humans after even limited exposure.

Nuclear waste is forever, in regards to generations of humans and their lifespans. The USDOE has a
responsibility to protect the future and present populations from materials escaping into the groundwaters
and surface. The USDOE is pretending that these high level wastes can be stabilized for thousands of years
with grout. This stabilization is impossible and a falsehood. These high level wastes must be disposed of in a
manner suitable to high level wastes. If tank wastes remain in tanks and in the soil, they will migrate and
contaminate the groundwater far above drinking water standards over and over again for ten thousand years.
Renaming the wastes does not change the impact.

High Level Nuclear Waste that have leaked or was deliberately or accidently discharged from the single walled
tanks must be removed and stabilized as high level wastes. They cannot be changed to be safe merely by
relabeling them as low level wastes. A plan to extract and remove these spills and store them as high level
wastes must be found.

Federal law says High Level Nuclear Wastes should be permanently disposed in a deep underground
repository. High Level Wastes under the federal Nuclear Waste Policy Act includes the waste in Hanford's
tanks created by melting down the fuel rods removed from reactors to extract Plutonium and Uranium for
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weapons. By trying to rename or reclassify the wastes to call them "Low Level," USDOE hopes to leave them

behind near the surface.

USDOE calls this a "Waste Incidental to Reprocessing" determination. Instead of cleaning up the leaks,

discharges and residues in the tanks and sending the High Level Nuclear Wastes to be glassified / vitrified and
disposed deep underground, USDOE would leave the waste in the bottom of tanks or in the soil f it can
reclassify the wastes followed by Washington Ecology permitting. The USDOE SHOULD NOT LEAVE THESE
WASTES STORED AT HANFORD, but should prepare a plan to properly dispose of them as High Level wastes.

USDOE tried reclassifying tank wastes in 2004. After one court stopped USDOE, Congress allowed reclassifying

tank wastes and adding concrete for USDOE's sites in Idaho and South Carolina. However, Congress explicitly

said it was not giving USDOE authority to reclassify tank

wastes at Hanford.

I agree with Sen. Cantwell's statement on Proposed Reclassification of Nuclear Waste May 20, 2004. Ms.

CANTWELL: The Department of Energy thinks they can sneak in language to this Defense authorization bill that

would allow the reclassification of hazardous, high-level nuclear waste and basically call it incidental waste.
Basically it would reclassify nuclear 1 Draft WIR Evaluation, Tables 4-7, 4-8, with 5,500 gallons estimated

remaining C-105 per USDOE June 18, 2018 .... waste that is in existing tanks in my State, in South Carolina, in

Idaho, and in New York, and basically say that waste can be covered over with cement, with sand, and could
be grouted. Basically, it says we can take high-level nuclear waste and grout it--grout it.

For most Americans, grout is something they see in their bathroom, not something they do

with nuclear waste. Yet this is what we have before us in the underlying Department of Defense
authorization bill. It is a shame. It is a shame that this body would allow such a significant change, really a

change to the Nuclear Waste Policy Act on how nuclear waste is classified in this country, without public
debate, without a public vote, without a public hearing, even without legislation discussing that change ... Fifty-

three million gallons of nuclear waste reside at the Hanford nuclear reservation in the State of Washington.

USDOE was blocked from doing this in 2004, but "it's back": Senator Cantwell and the WA

and Oregon Congressional delegations stopped USDOE from reclassifying Hanford's tank wastes

in 2004. Section 3116(e)(2) of the National Defense Authorization Act of 2005 (NDAA) explicitly

says USDOE may not apply this special authority and WIR process in regard to "the management, storage,

treatment, and disposition of radioactive and hazardous materials" at Hanford in Washington State. Instead,
USDOF is seeking to do the same thing using its own rules (DOE Order 435.1) under the Atomic Energy Act.

Waste from the tanks needs to be removed to the maximum extent possible. It is not the shell of the tanks or

the act of landfill closing that increases the environmental impacts, it is the extent of retrieval from the tanks

and the amount of vadose zone remediation (soil cleanup).

Renaming wastes doesn't change the need to remove tank wastes and contaminated soil.
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Consider the cumulative impacts from all wastes which have leaked from tanks, were discharged into the soil
from tanks, and which are left in the bottom of tanks in comparison to federal and state health risk based
cleanup standards. Those cumulative impacts have already been projected to violate groundwater and cancer
risk cleanup standards.

USDOE should compare the total risk from all cancer causing radionuclides, and chemicals, it
proposes to leave in all of the tanks, and the discharged, leaked or spilled materials from the tanks to the
cleanup standards. USDOE should show how the risks from contaminated groundwater will exceed allowable
cancer risks under federal and state Superfund and hazardous waste cleanup laws. it is wishful thinking that
reclassifying high level wastes as low level wastes will solve this extremely difficult disposal problem.
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Bovier. Jan B

From: Squarespace <no- reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 7:26 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this

procss ncesitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce ret tional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at 1 lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, ;eological repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with ',rout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath thle
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmns cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actionsi/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farmn
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: In memory of f - ]
Name: ]
Email Address: I (b)(6) [ ,')hotmail. com

ZIP Code: 98938

(Sent via Hlanf 61r4 cha/Iengse)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respaceJinfo >
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 7:24 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

1 am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. T[his process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specif ically request that the USDOE::
Request 2: Withdraw its proposal to relabel hit h -level waste in the Linderg round tanks at Hanford, and follow
the requirements in the law to remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, geological repository.. Request
4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the cumulative impact of its proposed
actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm Tanks and the liquid waste
intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment belowi::

Name: Kb)(6) ]
Email Address:(b(6 Ja ,icloud.corn

ZIP Code: 98501

(Sent via H1ant y)d (iia/Ienj e)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Beatrice Brailsford <bbrailsford@snakeriveralliance.org>
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 6:59 PM
To: A WMACDRAFJT1lR
Subject: Comments on Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing (WIR) Evaluation for Closure of

Waste Management Area C (WMA C) at the Hanford Site - Snake River Alliance, Idaho
Attachments: NRDC v Abraham 07.03.03.pdf

T-he Snake River Alliance was rounded as a member-based public interest group in 1979 and

serves as Idaho's grassroots nuclear watchdog and clean energy advocate- The Following

comment is on behalf of our members-

For decades, the Department of Fnergy has been trying to lighten its cleanup obligations,

not by actually cleaning up and lessening environmental threats, but by changing the rules

unilaterally- The current proposal to rename, cover in concrete, and then abandon 66,000

gallons of liquid high-level waste in Area C tanks at the H4anford Site follows this well-worn

path- It is unacceptable- The Nluclear Waste Policy Act is clear about both what constitutes

high-level waste and the management responsibilities for it- It is not appropriate For the

DOE to try to rewrite, finagle ,or ignore the AJWPA- I attach a memorandum decision from

the District Court; of Idaho rejecting an earlier attempt; by the DOE to establish its own,

alternative 14UI def initions and management requirements-

Rest,

Seatrice 6rai~srord

Snake River Alliance

1(b)(6) __

Pocatello, ID 83204

bbrailsford6'snakeriveraliance -or~

wwwAt-sfakriveralliarlce or
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Bovier, Jan B_

From: 1(b)(6) Z ql m ail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 6:02 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: 1(b)(6) ]
Subject: Comments on Draft WIR Evaluation for Closure of WMAC at Hanford Site

November 6, 2018

To: Mr. Jan Bovier

US Department of Energy Office of River Protection

PO Box 450, MSIN 116-60

Richland, WA 99354

Via email: WMACDRAFTW IR~a l.~ g!ov

Re: Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation for Closure of Waste Management Area C at the
Hanford Site (Draft WIR Evaluation)

I am 1(b)( 6) ]1 an environmental health scientist/epidemiologist with 40-+- years of experience
evaluating the human health effects of environmental contamninants within Federal and State a 'encies,
academia, and the private sector. I am providing comments today because of my fears that a dangerous error is
being mnade by attempting to rename high level radioactive hazardous wastes at Hanford as less hazardous (low-
level radioactive wastes) in order to avoid the expense of properly and lawfully cleaning them up. My concerns
center around the inadequate implementation of precaution. and therefore, prevention of current and future
irreversible risks, in this proposal to address the tank wastes in Area C at Hlanford.

First, the use of the term 'cleaned tanks" is misleading and just wrong. (Pg. 1-4, DWIR) Sixty-two thousand.
nine hundred gallons of waste, potentially producing 472.000 curies of radioactivity, that is proposed to be left
in the tanks is NOT CLEAN. The DWIR suggests that the "reason' for leaving them in the tanks is that the
waste solids are not able to be suspended and pumped from the tanks in a "technically and economically
practical" way. First of all, it is technically practical for other nuclear facilities (e.g., Savana River and Idaho)
to remove 99.7 99.9% of wastes. Why can't these methods be used at Hanford? In the second place, not

7".economically practical" leaves open the possibility of just deciding that any price ($1 ?) is too expensive,
without concern about the true health, economic, environmental, or social costs. flow is implementation of this
vague criterion legal'? It is not. This proposed non-clean-up contradicts court decisions that do not allow
reclassification of h4~ h- level wastes at Hanford.
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Hanford's underground tanks were used to store chemical and radioactive byproducts of plutonium
production. Waste in the C Farm contains techinecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, cesium-137, iodine-
129, some of which are extremely long-lived, and many other radioactive and toxic contaminants. How can this
be reclassified as low-level waste? It is likely that it will not be cleaned tip or even characterized if it is
reclassif jed.

The proposal to grout the remaining waste in the tanks is not a long term solution to the problem and could
make the remaining wastes unidentifiable. And grout lacks durability for immobilizing long-lived and mobile
waste. This will ultimately lead to further soil and groundwater pollution when the ,.Yrout fails.

It is a given that there is contamination of soils beneath the tanks and the tank farm at Area C. Toxic and
radioactive waste has already leaked. Under the proposed plan, polluted soils around and beneath the tanks
would remain in place and not be treated or cleaned up. This is an abrogation of the responsibilities of the
agencies tasked with cleaning tip and removing these extremely dangerous wastes.

Soil and water contamination around and below the tanks has not been remediated. At least 67 underground
tanks have leaked liquid waste into the ground, some of which has already reached groundwater. Polluted
groundwater from the Hanford 200 area, where the tanks are located, has already reached the Columbia River,
increasing health risks for past. current, and future communities in the Columbia River region. This is and will
continue to cause irreversible harmn to an irreplaceable resource if the proposed irresponsible WIR plan Is
allowed.

Furthermore, lateral contaminant transport along preferential pathways, a significant natural process has not
been adequately assessed in the Department of Energy's models. If water can circumvent a proposed cap. for
example, waste can be mobilized faster than predicted, and peak dose to future residents may be at another
place than predicted, at a sooner time, and at a higher concentration, leaving future risks to future residents
uncertain and unmanageable. Time, place and dose cannot be predicted. Therefore, the potential for lateral
migration of wastes such as plutonium and americium, for example, must be evaluated if future risks are to be
prevented or at least minimized.

Finally, the proposal to reclassify hij h level radioactive wastes at Hanford lacks any real attempt at present or
future prevention of exposures to these dangerous wastes. Under the Precautionary Principle, when an action
p 'oses an unknown risk, the burden of proof falls on those taking the action to show that it does not pose a
risk. When evidence exists of potential harmn, especially serious or irreversible threats to health or the
environment, taking action to prevent exposure and adverse impacts is warranted even though a cause-effect
relationship has not been established. It is based on an understanding of the contingent nature of knowledge.
What this means for the present situation is, actions taken must be taken to reduce the risks, not hide them. If a
solution to a remnediation problem is not available, or even "not economically practical" it is not appropriate or
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prudent to just change the name and expect the risks to g
sweet, but plutonium by any other namne Is still 'forever'.

Thank you for this opportunity to comment. I strongly urge you to rethink the proposed action. T'he draft WIR
evaluation is inadequate. The Department of Energy must demonstrate that the agen eny has removed the
"maximum technically achievable" amnount of waste. The DOE should not leave long -lived, hij ~hly radioactive
contamination in Hanford's soils. Long term impacts to soils and groundwater of this waste must be
evaluated. And impacts now and in future to the Columbia River, a regional and national irreplaceable
resource, must be ri~ porously elucidated.

Kb)(6) III
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Tom Carpenter <tomc@hanfordchallenge.org>
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 4:34 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: Geoff Fettus; Dan Serres; Nikolas Peterson; Liz Mattson; Marco Kaltofen
Subject: Comments of Hanford Challenge, NRDC and Columbia Riverkeeper
Attachments: NRDC et al Draft WIR Comment & Attachments sm.pdf

Dear Mr. Bovier,

Attached please find the combined Comments of Hanford Challenge, the
Natural Resources Defense Council and Columbia Riverkeeper regarding
the Department's Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation for
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Site, Washington.

Respectfully,

Tom
TF111 Carpenter, Executive D irector

Hanford Challenee
2719 E. Madison Street, Suite 304
Seattle, WA 98112
(206) 292-2850
(206) ()6 -]cell
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Kb)(6) Ilya hoocom>
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 4:21 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: Office at Heart of America
Subject: Renaming nuclear waste-NOT

Dear Sirs:

Renaming nuclear waste does not reduce the danger from this waste. It does not chang
Washington and Oreg
leaking tank at sonmc future time. Renaming only decreases the cost to the cleanup efforts by ignoring its risk.

Please do not waste further time and money by proceeding with the renaming plan.

Sincerely yours,
kb(6) ~1
Washington state resident and voter
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Bovier, Jan B

From: (b)(6) ]i comcast.net>
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 4;20 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: Office at Heart of America
Subject: URGENT: Do Not Reclassify High Level Waste

Do not reclassify the "High Level Waste".

I concur with Senator Cantwell's assessment when DOE tried to reclassify the Nuclear waste back in
2004.; "I do not believe that can happen by pouring cement on top of it and putting sand in those
tanks and all of a sudden now say we have cleaned up waste. Nowhere has that policy been
promulgated as sound science."

---https:I/d rive. google.com/f ile/d/1 GIkW ip3VVDh5q Fw2 DXYG BeQ L58c7 FW U R/view

"if tank wastes remain in tanks and in the soil, they will migrate and
contaminate the groundwater far above drinking water standards over and over again for ten
thousand years. Renaming the wastes does not change the impact!!!"

The following is horrific! (italics and bold type... .mine):

"Consider the cumulative impacts from all wastes which have leaked from tanks, were discharged
into the soil from tanks, and which are left in the bottom of tanks in comparison to federal and state
health risk based cleanup standards. Those cumulative impacts have already been projected to
violate groundwater and cancer risk cleanup standards."

Please be mindful of such unintended consequences as the recent tunnel collapse. It is not known
what level of waste they will be encapsulating in concrete and will ultimately leach out. Such
occurrences should be cautionary lessons about unforeseen consequences and the need to err on
the side of caution. The double shell tanks that were to be retired this year were given a new
expiration date of 2040 back in 2008. There is no telling as to their long term viability. Given the track
record of Hanford's leaky tanks it is unconscionable to take such chances in this important habitat that
supports salmon, wildlife, irrigation (affecting even more groundwater) and recreation. "Grouting does
not prevent chemicals and radionuclides from leaching from the tunnels; and, USDOE has not
surveyed for
contamination under the tunnels."

Again, do not reclassify these high level wastes.
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I(b)(6) ]
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respace.i nfo >
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 4:08 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! -public comment

I am concerned about thc proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout addled to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behinid in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at IHanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, 'YLe olo tical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
wvith ;rout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank fars cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed action s/deci sion s to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: The Fifth Risk

N amie: bO)(6) ]1
Email Address: b)(6) miail. comI}a~
ZIP Code: 98201

(Sent via fIai?Lot-d Chzallenge)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: (b)(6) (~b)(6) Icom>
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 4:02 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: Office at Heart of America
Subject: USDOE proposal to rename residual high-level tank waste

The following public comments are related to the USDOE proposal to reclassify high-level nuclear tank waste at the
Hanford Cleanup site in Washington State:

1) Renaming waste will not change risks associated with waste remaining in the tanks and/or any other waste associated
with previous tank farm operations, leaks, and spills that remain in the soil.

2) Renaming tank waste will not alter the need to remove tank waste and associated contaminated soil in order to
achieve cleanup standards to protect human health and the environment.

3) USDOE must consider the cumulative impacts from the following: a) all past waste discharges to the soil from
underground storage tanks,
b) all past intentional discharges into the soil from tank farms including cribs, drain fields, ponds, ditches, etc., c) all
waste left in the tanks following planned removal operations. Cumulative impacts from all of these sources need to be
compared to Federal and State human health and environmental risk-based cleanup standards.

4) Based on previous USDOE and other related studies/reports/documents/advice, this new proposal will not meet
cleanup standards no matter how the waste is classified and/or renamed.

5) Calculate the combined total risk from all cancer causing radionuclides and other cancer causing chemicals that
USDOE proposes to leave in all the the underground storage tanks, including leaked tank waste and all waste discharged
to the soil. Compare that data/information to the cleanup standards.

6) USDOE needs to reference all related studies (i.e., Environmental Impact Statements) that show how risks from
contaminated ground water will exceed allowable cancer risks under Federal and State Superfund and Hazardous Waste
Cleanup Laws.

Thanks for your consideration. I look forward to your response.

Sincerely,

I(b)(6) 'I'll
b)(6) ]T acoma, WA 98407
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Bovier, Jan B

From: b)(6) Fb)(6) :)et>
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 3:57 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: Office at Heart of America
Subject: Reclassification of High Level Waste

Dear DOE:

It's said that someone once asked Abraham Lincoln "How may legs would a horse have if you called a tail a leg?" His
answer: "Four - Calling a tail a leg doesn't make it a leg."

It's just as foolish to suppose that you can make high level waste safe by reclassifying it as low level waste.

Please stop this nonsense and focus on real cleanup of *all* high level waste at Hanford.

Sincerely,

]
Seattle, WA 98115
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respace.i nfo >
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 3:14 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the UJSDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE-:
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I-lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, Lte olo tical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed.. Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank fanrns cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farn
Tanks and the liquid waste initentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: Althoul h I have lived in Seattle since 1970, 1 grew up in
Richland (Richland i gh School Bomber Class of 1 965). My late father was a nuclear engineer at I-lanford from
1949 to 1967 - he would be appalled at what DOE is proposing. It is dishonest of DOE to pretend that re-
labeling this waste is a solution. Please al ~ree not to re-label, and to follow steps I to 4 as listed

Name:I (b)(6) ]1
Email Address: I (b)(6) 1(unsn. corn

ZIP Code: 98105

(Sent via Man/on! Challenge)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: I(b)(6) 01(b)(6) lorg >
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 2:57 PM
To: HLWnotice@em.doe.gov AWMACDRAFTWI R
Subject: Public Input for Draft WIR Evaluation
Attachments: Comments

Dear Mr. Bovier,

My name isj(b)(6) l]and I am a middle school I (b)(6) I teacher atf ,b)(6) J My classes were learning about
Hanford and we have comments regarding the reclassification of the nuclear waste. Attached are the letters to address
our concerns. Thank you for considering our inputs.

Regards,
b)(6)

I(b)(6) I Middle School I (b)(6) eacher b)J(6) "Ii'[(b)(6) I Seattle, WA 98115
V(6)

lkb)(6) 11111

I scommitted to developing each student's potential to become an
intellectually courageous, socially responsible citizen of the world.

I(b)(6)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: kb)(6 )aoI.com
Sent: Wednesday, November 7,2018 2:15 PM
To: AWMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Comment on Draft WIR Evaluation for Closure of Waste Management Area C
Attachments: scanDO0l .pdf

To Mr Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy, Office of River Protection
Richland WA99354
Via email

Dear Mr. Bovier,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. Please see my attached comments.

Respectfully,

I(b)(6) ]
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 12:53 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

1 am concerned about the proposal to rcclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farnm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the UJSDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 2: Withdraw its proposal to relabel high-level waste in the undert ground tanks at Hanford., and follow
the requirements in the law to remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, geological repository.. Request
3: Should not fill the tanks with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level
waste in the soils beneath the tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemneal approach of the tank farmis
cleanup and consider the cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level
nuclear waste in C Farm Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: I used to work at H anf'ord. Please clean it up. Please clean
up the tank waste by removing, treating and disposing in a deep geological repository. The Columbia River is
too important for an incomplete cleanup.

Name: (b)() I
Email Address: (b)(6) pson ic. net

ZIP Code: 94951

(Sent via Han ortd Chalcm e)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: kb)(6) = bmi.net>
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 12:48 PM
To: ,"WMACDRAFTWIR; Office at Heart of America
Subject: Opposition to renaming high level nuclear wastes at Hanford

Renaming 4% of the High Level Nuclear Waste in Hanford's single shell tanks to Low Level Waste does
NOTHING to reduce the radioactive contamination of~ troundwater from leaking single shell tanks for the next
10,000 years!

Federal law says High Level Nuclear Wastes should be permanently disposed of in a deep underground
repository. High Level Wastes under the federal Nuclear Waste Policy Act include the waste in Hanford's tanks
created by meltingc down the fuel rods removed fromn reactors to extract Plutonium and Uranium for

7weapons. By trying to reclassify the wastes to "Low Level," the USDOE hopes to leave them behind near the
surface, calling this a "Waste Incidental to Reprocessing" determnination.

Basically the USDOE wants to create a cheap fix now by just filling the single shell tanks with sand & then
gfloutin~ 7 tem. Let present and future I teflerat ions
result from the contamnination of troundwae waethe Columbia River. and all the land drained by the Columbia,
that will result from radioactive leakal 'C from single shell tanks! Several years ago the tJSDOE modeled in an
impact statement (TCWMEIS) that if tank wastes remain in tanks and in the soil, they will migrate and
contaminate groundwater fa~r above drinking water standards for 10,000 years. There is NO sound scientific
evidence that grouting can prevent the leakage of high level nuclear waste from leaking tanks.

The USDOE was blocked from doing this in 2004 by the National Defense Authorization Act of 2005: "The
USDOE may not apply this special authority and W IR process in regard to "the management, storage,
treatment, and disposition of radioactive and hazardous materials" at Hanford in Washington State."

The USDOE goal is to get the required approval of the Washington State Dept of Ecology to let the
renamed waste remain under concrete in the tanks and under asphalt and soil caps in the "tank farm"
area as the permanent cleanup. Instead of sending the High Level Nuclear Wastes to be
glassified/vitrified and disposed of deep underground, the USDOE would be able to leave the waste in the
bottom of tanks or in the soil. The WA State Dept of Ecology must NOT permit this.

It is most unfortunate that the DOE has allowed so little time for public input into a decision that will impact
them and countless .ienerations to come for 10,000 years. It should be spending its limited buds ~et in working
on real solutions, NOT in avoiding them.

Submitted by

1(b)(6) ] Walla Walla, WA 99362
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Wednesday, November]7, 2018 12:47 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am conccrncd about thc proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout addled to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at hlanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, Teolo ical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the hi ,h-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmns cleanup and consider the
cunmulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name: 0)(6)

Email Address: ~~6 J wyahoo.com

ZIP Code: 97124

(Sent via Hanl iyrd Challenge)
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Bovier,_Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 12:45 PM
To: A WMACDRAFIWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaning ..ful public comments are solicited and collected. Trhe technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 2: Withdraw its proposal to relabel it h -level waste in the underground tanks at Hanford, and follow
the requirements in the law to remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, geological repository., Request
3: Should not fill the tanks with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level
waste in the soils beneath the tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmis
cleanup and consider the cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level
nuclear waste in C Farm Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name:l(b)(6)

Email Address: I (b)(6) grnail.cornlq ,,

ZIP Code: 97544

(Sent via ""'if ot/d Chalene)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: I(b)(6) IIJ yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 12:15 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: Office at Heart of America
Subject: no to USDOE RENAMING High-Level Nuclear Waste

Hi

My comments are as follows:

1. Renaming wastes doesn't change the need to remove tank wastes and contaminated soil.

2. Consider the cumulative impacts from all wastes which have leaked from tanks, were discharged into the soil from
tanks, and which are left in the bottom of tanks in comparison to federal and state health risk based cleanup standards.
Those cumulative impacts have already been projected to violate groundwater and cancer risk cleanup standards.

3. This scheme cannot meet cleanup standards, so stop wasting time and money by trying to rename waste to leave
behind.

4. USDOE should compare the total risk from all cancer causing radionuclides and chemicals it proposes to leave in all of
the tanks and discharged, leaked or spilled from the tanks to the cleanup standards. USDOE should show how the risks
from contaminated groundwater will
exceed allowable cancer risks under federal and state Superfund and hazardous waste cleanup laws.

Further in addition to all of the ruined health of Hanford workers, my I(b)(6) lare also the result of my dad drilling for
the National Guard in the immediate area prior to my conception (he has had1(b)(6) including b)(6) removed).
This stuff if BAD NEWS.

thank you
b)(6) ]1
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Kb)(6) J@juno.com
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 11:39 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: Office at Heart of America
Subject: Please, CLEAN UP!

Dear people,

You reco ~nize that the task at Hanford is to clean up the toxic/ nuclear waste and make the area as safe and
restored as possible. Please do this to the utmost, and drop the effort to rename the high level nuclear waste and
leave it in the tanks and ground. CLEAN it, don't just grout it. We need to, and can, do this right.

Sincerely,
b)(6)

Seattle. WA 98122
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Bowier. Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 11:40 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at Hantford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove,, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, geological repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the hip ,h-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

am:(b)(6) ]
Email Address: ()6) 31gmail .com

ZIPCodc: 11377

(Sent via Hwilbrd CIhcdlenjz C)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 11:34 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in thc C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specif icallv request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tri-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at l-lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, xveological repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with ,igrout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cunmulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: My father"s life was already taken because of being
exposed to the dangers of Hlanford. Please do the right thing.

Name:I (b)(6) ]
Email Address: I (b)(6) khotnai I. coin

ZIP Code: 98930

(Sent via Iianfrd Chia/lenec)
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Bovier. Jan B

From: j(b)(6) ~hotmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 11:2] AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Renaming waste - cheap trick w/Iethal consequences!

Renaming wastes doesn't change the need to remove tank wastes and contaminated soil.
o Consider the cumulative impacts from all wastes which have leaked from tanks, were discharged into the soil
from tanks, and which are left in the bottom of tanks in comparison to federal and state health risk based cleanup
standards. Thos cumulative impacts have already been projected to violate groundwater and cancer risk cleanup
standards.
o This scheme cannot meet cleanup standards, so stop wasting time and money by trying to
rename waste to leave behind.
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no- reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Wednesday, November 7,2018 11:18 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

1 am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Re~ ~ional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specif ically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce re, iional public hearing
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the uinderground tanks at flanford. and follow the requirements in the law to
remnove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, geological repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmns cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farmn
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: People have lost their lives due to cleaning nuclear waste at
Hanford. Don't let more deaths be on your hanids.

Namel (b)(6) III
Email Address#b)(6) ~mail, comZ~v~
ZIP Code: 20904

(Sent via Hun, 61-(1 C/ia/len e)
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Bovier. Jan B

From: I(b)(6) JComcast Email <~ b)(6) j@comcast.net>
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 10:13 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: Office at Heart of America
Subject: Do not reclassify high level nuclear waste!!

In the interest of time and convenience I am using the language provided by I-eart of America Northwest to
object most strenuously to the reclassification of high-level nuclear waste in the Hanford tanks so that they can
be dealt with in a totally irresponsible manmer by .,routing.

" Renaming wastes doesn't change the need to remove tank wastes and contaminated soil.
" Consider the cumulative impacts from all wastes which have leaked from tanks, were discharged into

the soil from tanks, and which are left in the bottom of tanks in comparison to federal and state health risk
based cleanup standards. Those cumulative impacts have already been projected to violate groundwater
and cancer risk cleanup standards.

* This scheme cannot meet cleanup standards, so stop wasting time and money by tryling to rename
wsaste to leave behind.

" USDOE should compare the total risk from all cancer causing radionuclides and chemicals it proposes to
leave in all of the tanks and discharged, leaked or spilled from the tanks to the cleanup standards. USDOF.
should show how the risks from contaminated groundwater will exceed allowable cancer risks under
federal and state Superfund and hazardous waste cleanup laws.

Sincerely,

I(b)(6) III
Seattle, WA
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Bovier, Jan B

From: b)(6) I@aol.com
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 10:08 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: Office at Heart of America
Subject: Comment on High Level Nuclear Waste

I am writing to comment on the proposal to rename High Level Nuclear Waste to Low Level Nuclear Waste in the form of
"reclassification. This is nuclear waste and no level is safe from what I understand. This allows the Department of energy
to avoid clean up standards and cover it up with an unsafe, short term band aid and forget about dealing with it. The
waste needs to be removed as well as all of the contaminated soil.

The US Department of Energy( USDOE) needs to consider all of the cumulative affects that this High Level Nuclear
Waste will produce. Current projections violate groundwater and cancer risk clean up standards.

This is an irresponsible plan to avoid responsibility.

USDOE should compare the total risk from all cancer causing radionuclides and chemicals it
proposes to leave in all of the tanks and discharged, leaked or spilled from the tanks to the
cleanup standards.

USDOE should show how the risks from contaminated groundwater will
exceed allowable cancer risks under federal and state Superfund and hazardous waste
cleanup laws.

This is a bad plan.

Thank you for allowing me to comment

I(b)(6) ]
Custer, WA. 98240
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respacemnfo >
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 9:49 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 3: Should not fill the tanks with grout or cemnent until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-
level waste in the soils bencath the tanks is removed.. Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms
cleanup and consider the cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level
nuclear waste in C Farm Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: I have attended public meetings and after hearingz how the
tanks will be filled I do not feel confident in this solution. There was no answer to my question of what happens
if there is an earthquake. More national attention needs to be brought to this. We have not found the best way to
remove the waste YET. Please do not 4ive up or futures generations will pay the price for years!

Name: (b)(6) ]1
Email Address: I(b-)(6)- Iyahoo.comn

ZIP Code: 98115

(Sent via Ranl brd Chylleiq C)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Vb)(6) Jorg >
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 9:41 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Do not rename the waste remaining in High Level Nuclear Waste tanks fo that you can

abandon it forever.

To: US Department of Energy

From: ()6 III

The US Department of Energy must not rename the waste remaining in High Level Nuclear
Waste tanks, and waste leaked from those tanks, in order to cover the waste with concrete or
soil and abandon it forever.

Renaming wastes doesn't change the need to remove tank wastes and contaminated soil.

It must consider the cumulative impacts from all wastes which have leaked from tanks, were
discharged into the soil from tanks, and which are left in the bottom of tanks in comparison to
federal and state health risk based cleanup standards. Those cumulative impacts have already
been projected to violate groundwater and cancer risk cleanup standards.

This scheme cannot meet cleanup standards!

DOE must stop wasting time and money by trying to rename waste to leave behind.

b)(6) I'll'
b)(6)

Portland OR 97202
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Bovier, Jan B

From: b)(6) gmaikom>
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 8-.08 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: hanford renaming waste

Please protect our water fromn dangerous waste.
Pouring cement over these toxins will not protest the water.
Water is one of our most precious commodities.
Thank you
j(b)(6) "'Ii
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Kb)(6) ]D yahoocom >
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 7:22 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Renaming Hanford waste

I am writing out of concern for water quality. Renaming hanford waste and burying it under concrete and sand
will contaminate the ,roundwater scientific studies have theorized. Do you really want carcinol ~ens in our
groundwater? It is very irresponsible to the Columbia River, the oceans, and the world, to take the step of
reclassi fying this nuclear waste. Reclassifying means it will not be dealt with properly.

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iWad
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Bovier, Jan B

From: ~@hotmailcom>
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 3:40 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: Office at Heart of America
Subject: Hanford nuclear waste

Dear USDOE,

The effort to rename the high level nuclear waste at Hanford is anti common sense and a clear effort to avoid
responsibility for cleaning up a mess that will affect the health of many generations of humans and other creatures.

Please act in the best interests of the people you were hired to protect.

Sincerely,
J(b)(6) III
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Bovier, Jan B

From: I(b)(6) _q(b)(6) rom >
Sent: Wednesday, November 7, 2018 2:25 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: lKb)(6)
Subject: Testimony on the disposition of radiological threats on the Hanford Reservation

This is testimony, in reference to plans for covering the mostly emptied 15 of 77 tanks of high
level radioisotopes. These aging steel tanks and their equally old concrete containers are
recognized as incapable of safely containing their remaining and still dangerous contents for
the many thousands of years that must pass before they have decayed to be a negligible
threat to the their ecological surroundings. including the nearby Columbia River and its
downstream populations.

This is in stark contrast to the Onkalo repository in Northern Finland, which has been
explicitly designed to contain the dangerous high-level isotopes, produced by Finland's nuclear
power plants between 2020 and 2100, for a full 100.000 years.

The on corresponding proper action in Hanford is to either remove the contamination to a
safe location or, perhaps, divert the Columbia to a much greater distance. Either approach is
now considered prohibitively expensive, but this is false economy, sacrificing our own health
and welfare and that of our children , much less that of our later descendants, for the sake of
current budgetary restrictions.

None of this addresses the deeper concern of dealing with the migration of the deep
plumes containing large quantities of highly toxic chemical and radioactive residues that are
gradually diffusing and leaching toward the river, and therefore toward major population
centers in Oregon and Washington.

There are indeed very large potential costs involved in proper mitigation, and it may require
an effort on the scale of the Manhattan Project that caused it, but it is the only moral course
of action.

I urge you to recommend a reconsideration of the scale of what is needed for proper
resolution.

Sincerely yours,

I(b)(6) 'Ii
Jb)(6) L-om

cell: 503
l~b)(6) IT
Portland, OR 97215-4012
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Bovier. Jan B

From: Gerry Pallet <gerry@hoanw.org>
Sent: Tuesday, November 6. 2018 10:17 PM
To: A WMACDRAFIWIR
Cc: Office at Heart of America
Subject: Comments of Heart of America NW on draft WIR
Attachments: Heart of America Northwest comments on Hanford tank waste WIR reclassification to

USDOE 11-7-18 .pdf

Please see attached comments for submission re Draft WVIR. Please confirm receipt.

Gerry Pallet, JO;
Executive Director,
Heart of America Northwest
"The Public's Voice for Hanford Clean-UP"
cqerryvDhoanw.orpq
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Bovier, Jan B

From: I(b)(6) -- @gorge.net>
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 8:06 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: Office at Heart of America
Subject: Hanford

To All It May Concern:

I am writing to stop U.S. Dept of Energy in the latest attempt to abandon the nuclear waste at the Hanford
Reservation. Changing the namne of 1High Level Nuclear Waste does not change the horrifi 'c danger. We humans
have created this mess and ultimately owe It to all living beings to act responsibly, using the utmost technology
and science. We must prevent any further contamination of the groundwater and Columbia River.

In 2010, USDOE's own environmental impact statement found that leaving the wvastes in the bottom of tanks
would contaminate the groundwater flowing to the Columbia River over and over for ten thousand years. $85
million dollars was spent to determine this! Are we actually going to il ~nore this? Pretend it is now miraculously
Low Level'? NO! We will act responsibly and not risk further contamination and health risks! This sludg~e of
radionucleides and chemicals will impact life all along the river for the next 10 thousand years. We do not want
to be victims of this shortsightedness. Do not waste time. High Level Nuclear Waste should be vitrified and
permnanently disposed in a deep underground repository. This is federal law! Do not reclassify and leave spent
rods and radioactive sludge in shallow graves under concrete.

Spend the money to finish this nightmare responsibly. Do you job with integrity.

'[hank you.

Sincerely,
I(b)(6)

I(b)(6) IHood River

Virus-free. www.avastcom
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Bovier. Jan B

From: j(b)(6) J@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 9:00 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Comments on the WIR
Attachments: Comments on Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing.docx

I amn attaching my comments to the Draft WIR. I know I amn a day late, but I have been recovering from surgery.
I hope you can still accept them! Thank you!Li ]
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Bovier, Jan B

From: KI(6) yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:36 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR; Office at Heart of America
Subject: Hanford

I am writing~ as a concerned citizen of Portland, OR.

To The Governing Body at the USDOE,

To those official who are overseeing~ the clean-up of Hanford. I urge that you, please, DO NOT renamne the
11High Level Nuclear Waste that is left at Hanford, as a round about way to avoid cleaning it up

appropriately. This would be so devastating for the environment and communities downstreamn.

In 2010, the USDOE found that leaving the Highly Radioactive Wastes in tanks found to be leaking, would continue
to contaminate the groundwater flowing to the Columbia River for over ten thousand years.

That was in 2010! Why has this been ignored? Please Do The Right Thing, and stop this despicable and
outrageous Renaming Scheme, and treat this waste matter, for what if truly is. Respect it's devastating effects on
our community as if your own life depended on it, for we all are global neighbors after all,.

Clean water will matter for centuries and millennia to come.

Thank you
1(b)(6) ]
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Bovier. Jan B

From: (b)(6) -V Iicloud corn>
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:24 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Hanford's nuclear waste

Please just clean up the nuclear waste at Hanford and let us not try to hide it. A plan was put forth to clean it up
permanently, so please let us just do it.

Thank you,

Very truly yours, ]
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Julie Atwood <jatwood@ynerwm.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 6:53 PMV
To: A WMVACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Yakama Nation Comments on the Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation
Attachments: Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Comments to USDOE.PDF

Importance: High

Attention: Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H 6-60
Richland, WA 99354

Mr. Bovier
Attached are Yakima Nation comments submitted November 6th 2018.
Additional copies will be sent to those who are identified on our cc list.

Thank you.
Julie Atwood

pqtoodyerwm.com~
(5091 (b)(6)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Vb)(6) gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 6:08 PM
To: A WMACDRAFIWIR
Cc: Office at Heart of America
Subject: Comment: Hanford renaming High Level Nuclear Waste

To Whom It May Concern,
Please understand that renaming wastes does not, has not, and will never change the need to remove tank wastes
and contamninated soil to protect the living org
timne.

Please consider the cumulative impacts from all wastes which have leaked from tanks, were discharged from
tanks, and are left in the bottom of tanks. Compare these to federal and state heal th- ri sk-based cleanup
standards. These cumulative impacts have already been projected to violate groundwater and cancer risk
cleanup standards.

We all know that this immoral scheme cannot mneet cleanup standards, so stop wasting time and money by
trying to rename dangerous waste to leave behind.

T[he only responsible thing to do is for the USD013 to compare the total risk from all cancer causing
radionuclides and chemicals iL proposes to leave in all of the tanks and discharged, leaked or spilled from the
tanks to the cleanup standards. USDOE needs to demonstrate how the risks from contaminated groundwater
will exceed allowable cancer risks under federal and state Superfund and hazardous waste cleanup laws.

Vijtilant & Appalled,
b)(6) ]
Olympia, WA
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Bovier, Jan B-

From: 1(b)(6) 31 (b)f6) tom>
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 6:02 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: Off Ice at Heart of America
Subject: Re: Renaming High Level Nuclear Waste at Hanford

The Risks Last for Ten Thousand Years!
Can we even grasp how long that is? How ludicrous to think that this waste will not leak into our groundwater
during this period. USDOE modeled this in an impact statement (TCWMEIS) several years ago. If tank wastes
remain in tanks and in the soil, they will migrate and contaminate the groundwater far above drinking water
standards over and over again for ten thousand years. Renaming the wastes does not change the impact!!!
Thank you,
Jb)(6) I'll
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Dan Serres <dan@columbiariverkeeper.org>
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 5:41 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Comments Collected by Columbia Riverkeeper on Draft WIR Evaluation for Waste

Management Area C
Attachments: 2018.11.6 WIR Comments Submittal Cover Letter.pdf; 2018.11.6 Hanford WIR

Comments Collected online by CRK.pdf; 2018.11.6 Hard Copy comments collected by
Columbia Riverkeeper.pdf

Dear Mr. Bovier,

IPlease accept Columbia Riverkeeper's submittal of 1,111 comments collected regarding ,the Draft WIR
Evaluation for Waste Management Area C.

Please contact mne directly if you have any questions or difficulty opening the attached documents.

Thank you,

Dan Serres

Conservation Director
Columbia Riverkeeper
503.890.2441

Ili'

"I (&colunibiariverkeeper.org

River- Currents 2018 Issue 3 iNews4eter-ReauI it Now
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Bovier. Jan B

From: I(b)(6) 1yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 5:16 PMV
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Hanford reclassification

Dear Mr. Bovier.

I amn very concerncd about the reclassification of H-anl'ord's waste. Reclassifying it won't make it any less
dangerous, it will just make it less of a priority to clean and/or contain it, I am particularly wondering about the
effect of this waste on the water table. I hope that the general health and well being of the environment and the
people are the objectives of any decision ret ~arding waste, not minimization of the problem.

Thank you,

I(b)(6) I'll
I(b)(6) vahoo.com

Oregon resident
97116
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Bovier, Jan B

From: I(b)(6) -5gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 5:-07 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Renaming Nuclear Waste

You don't do well by this beautiful Northwestern part of the United States if you rename nuclear waste in order not to
take responsibility to clean up the leaking tanks. Our Columbia River, If It were to take in the nuclear waste, would be a
disaster -- economically, ecologically, and humanistically.

PLEASE USE YOUR AUTHORITY WISELY AND WITH FUTURE GENERATIONS IN MIND. CLEAN UP THE NUCLEAR WASTE AT
HANFORD IN THE BEST WAY. Your future and ours depend on it.

kb)(6) iant )(6) I
Voting citizens in Seattle, WA

Sent from my iPhone
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Bowier, Jan B_

From: kb)(6) II@comcast.net>
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 4:52 PM
To: A WMVACDRAFTWIR
Cc: Office at Heart of America
Subject: Please do not proceed with the plan to re-name High-level waste

I am writing today to oppose any renaming of High-level waste - whether a small residual amount or the rather larger
amount that seems to remain in tanks and the tank farm at Hanford,

DOE has spent much of my lifetime (I'm 70 years old) "planning" to deal with the waste at Hanford, with agonizingly
slow results. We know for a fact that radioactive waste HAS travelled all the way to the Columbia River already. Any
residual waste not glassified or removed will pose a similar risk over the long haul.

PLEASE DO NOT RENAME this waste in order to perform an end run around current plans and regulations. Future
generations will NOT forgive us if we take this ill-considered step. It makes ZERO sense to our posterity or to the science
of likely harm from our past necessary nuclear activities at Hanford. It may possibly make some sense to a beaurocracy -
but those beaurocrats will not be alive to see the harm they inflict on future generations of humans - let alone the biota
of the Columbia River.

This is NOT a plan to deal with the waste; rather, it is an abdication of any plan and smacks of haste and opportunism
rather than careful consideration.

Thanks for your attention to my plea.

Sincerely,
(b) (6) ]1
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Bovier, Jan B

From: j(b)(6) IZ~gmaiLcom>
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 4:41 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: Office at Heart of America
Subject: Reclassifying High Level Nuclear Wastes

Dear Official,

I oppose any proposal to reclassify high level nuclear wastes. They were ,Liven that classification because of
their risk to life and the environment. The federal government needs to finish up the cleanup of these wastes
rather than waste timne with reclassification schemes.

Sincerely,
I(b)(6) II
Santa Monica, C"A 90402
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Bovier, Jan B

From: V b) (6) ]@comcast.net>
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 218 4:33 PM
To: A WMACDRAFIWIR
Subject: hanford & reducing high level ratings

As someone said so plainly;

*This schemne cannot mneet cleanup standards, so stop wasting time and money by trying to renamne waste
to leave behind.

PLEASE.. Let's use our our heads! Changing / reducing the level of danger associated with
nuclear waste is like shooting ourselves in the foot - and shooting our kids and grandkids, etc.. in
more than their feet! To even take a chance of poisoning the Columbia River is insanity! Let's show
the world that the USA has a brain!

I(b)(6) ]
Resident: WA. State

Former resident of the Tri-Cities, WA.
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Dahmen, Lois (ECY) <Ida h46 1 @ECY.WA.GOV>
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 4.12 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: Smith, Alex (ECY)
Subject: Comments on the Draft WIR Evaluation
Attachments: 18-NWP- 181 EcologyComments on Draft WIR Evaluation.pdf

The Washington State Department of Ecology submits the attached comments as part of the comment period
for the Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation for Closure of Waste Management Area C at the
Hanford Site.

Please confirm receipt or let me know if there is any problem regarding this transmittal.

Lois K. Dahmen
Program Administrative Assistant
Nuclear Waste Program
Washington State Department of Ecology
(509) 372-7893
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Bovier. Jan B

From: I(b)(6) ]@uwedu>
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 4:05 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: Office at Heart of America
Subject: Do NOT rename high level waste in C tanks

I urge you not to reclassify the 4% remaining in C tanks as anything other than high level waste. Changing the name
would not change the nature: these are chemically and radioactively dangerous substances.

I understand that you have used currently available technology as far as you can go without damaging the tank walls.
But that doesn't mean they're safe, or can be made safe or even stable by adding grout. Instead, these wastes should
continue to be monitored and treated as the high level dangers they really are.

Future technological advances in chemistry, robotics, or other fields may make it possible to remove more of the waste.
Changing the classification of the tanks would make that politically harder. And reclassifying would make it likely the
tanks would be filled with grout. That would make it much more difficult for any technology to remove more waste
without damaging the tanks.

Do not block off future efforts at removal, and do not downplay the dangers that will remain at this site for thousands of
years if you just fill it in.

1(b)(6)

Seattle, WA 98103
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 3:52 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearing ion this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, thets
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at H-anford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove,, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep. ,e olo!. tical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally dischart ~ed and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: As a resident of the Portland Metropolitan area, I take this
very seriously and very personally. The Hlanford high-level nuclear waste Is a clear and imminent danger to the
PortlIand/Vancouver WA Metropolitan area, the Tni Cities and Spokane. as well as all land and habitation down
the Columbia River to Astoria and the Pacific Ocean beyond. We KNOW that Hanford is within range of the
Cascadia Subduction Zone Faultline where a Class 9± Earthquake on the Richter scale is predicted as LIKELY
within the next 50 years. Unless the light-level nuclear waste is evacuated and the residue cleaned up, this
WILL contaminate huge areas including the highly populated Metropolitan Area where I and niy family and all
my friends live. It would FOREVER contaminate hut e regions of Oregon and southern Washington, and propel
large amounts of high-level nuclear waste into the Pacific Ocean, as well as devastation to the Columbia River
Estuary. It would be CRIMINAL if the United States Government sanctions such a catastrophy through its
inaction and denial, instead of taking EVERY POSSIBLE PRECAUTION against this horrific future
aggrevation of the forseeable Level 9± earthquake. Even without the seizmic event, high-level nuclear waste
has been for years leaching in ever increasing amounts into the surrounding land, groundwater, and the
Columbia River. During the War Effort in the 1 940's nothing was known about Cascadia Subduction Zone
earthquakes; in fact the long-term danger and widespread ecological effects of high-level nuclear waste were
neither known nor understood. While the rel ion did its best to patriotically contribute to Victory via the
Hanford project and the Portland Shipyards, we will not stand idly by to have our lives and region'sftr 'sftr ut at
risk and eventually sacrificed based on political and economic expediency and indifference within the
Administration in Washington DC, 3000 miles away from our homes. Yes it WILL be expensive to Safely
Evacuate the Nuclear Waste and move it to a ret ~ion which is geolog icall y stable and far from human habitation.
It would be best to entomb it through chemical vitrification surrounded by heavy and durable shielding to
prevent it from exposing the ecosystem and human beings. At any rate OUR REGION has the RIGHT to sign in
on the future of Hanford. and WE WILL NOT BE SIDELINED AND IGNORED in this life and death matter
for ourselves and our future in all perpetuity.
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Name: K b)(6) I1
Email Address: ()6 ] (ii,,gmaiI.corn

ZIP Code: 97034

(Sent via Hanl 6rd Ch~a/lleng')
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Bovier, Jan B

From: David Reeploeg <dreeploeg@tridec.org>
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 3:30 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: TRIDEC letter re. WMA C WIR Evaluation
Attachments: TRIDEC Letter re. WMA C WIR Evaluation.pdf

Please find TRIDEC's letter attached.

Thank you,
David

David Reeploe9
V/ice President; for Federal Programs

7RlDEC

7730 W- Grandridge SlvcP, 5te A

K<enniewick, WA 99336

Phone: (509) 735-1000, ext 242

Mfobile: (509) b)j6)711

Fax: (509) 735-6609

4 e-ep-10-!U &t ridec -ora

I'TRI.DEC
Tri-City Development Counci
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Bovier, Jan B

From: j(b)(6) )qcom>
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 2:34 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Hanford

Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection November 61, 2018
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-60
Richland, WA 99354
WMACDRAFVWIRzrLTs by

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's DRAFT Waste Incidental to Reprocessing (WIR) Evaluation for the Closure of Waste
Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site.

Energy should abandon its plans to reclassify high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm tanks located close to the Columbia River as "low-
level" waste. C Farm tanks likely contain transuranic waste, with high concentrations of Long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C
Farm tanks includes technecium 99, plutonium 239, strontium-90, cesium- 137, idodine- 129, uranium isotopes, and many other toxic and
radioactive contaminants. Energy must classify tank waste based on its dangerous nature- not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of
the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1.Changing a label will Lead to cleanup shortcuts. Energy will likely fill tanks with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived,
highly radioactive contamination in Hanford's soil, threatening future generations' health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

1 . Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that material classified as high-level waste meets the criteria for low-Level waste.

1 . Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous waste near the Columbia Energy must engage
the public in a robust decision-making process. This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tni-Cities. People living downstream, in
the Portland area for example, face serious threats from this proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Cascadia Bioregion.
Most of all Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup solutions.

1, like many others, use the Columbia and Willamette Rivers for swimming, fishing and boating so I need it to be as clean and safe as
Possible.

Sincerely,

[b)(6)
I(b)(6) ].coin1

I(b)(6) I]
Portland, OR 97203
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respace.i nfo >
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 1:14 PM
To: A WMACDRAFIWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

1 am concerned about thc proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" wastc. This represents a move to permanently lcave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 'Jallons ,in Hanford's C Tank Farm, wiith cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million duries of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1; Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at H anford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, geolol ical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank fars cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharl ~ed and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Named:(b)(6) ]
Email Address: J(b)(6) PJ,,gmaill.com

ZIP Code: 97206

(Sent via Hani )i-d Challenge)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: I(b)(6) J@Qmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 12:29 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: public comment on Hanford reclassification of waste
Attachments: Reclassification of Wastesdocx

Mr. Bovier,

Please take seriously my attached public comments.

Thank you,

j(b)(6)
I
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Bovier. Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 11:52 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am conccrncd about thc proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 41% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behinid in all of its 177 tanks, vet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring, adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specif ically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearing s on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hcarings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I-lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep. yeological repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the hi{ 0I1 -level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmis cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to Include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: You know how if you are being attacked by a mountain
lion, you can't just relabel it as a house cat and make it all better, right?

Name:1 (b)(6) ]
Email Address: b)(6) [qjgorge. net

ZIP Code: 98635-0010

(Sent via Hanl 6rd (IChlligc')
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-repiy@squarespace.info>
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 11:34 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the IJSDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at IHanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, -T eolo ~ical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed action s/deci si ons to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: By leaving poorly encapsulated high level radioactive waste
at IHanford, and just sweeping it under the radar with a linguistic wink, you are seriously jeapordaizing our
entire country, and even the planet. This waste can not only escape from this paltry cement barrier in the case of
a major earthquake (the whole Hanford complex is on major faults) but floods, fires and terrorist attacks could
easily unleash this nightmare as well. You must understand that radiation does not stay put- those you love and I
love could all be poisoned by this deadly radiation. And death by radiation poison is particularly grisly and
horrifying. If you love this country, and want to protect and safeguard it, then you will do the right thing and
stop this charade of re-classification, and simply demand the best science be employed to contain this
monstrously deadly waste.

NamedI (b)(6)

Email Address: K)6 I gnai I.comn

ZIP Code: 97202

(Sent via Hlanfinrd Challenlge)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 10:55 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C lank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately annfounlce rel iona I public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at Ilanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
removel treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, geological repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the hib Ji-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed action s/deci sions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name: Kb)(6) ]1
Email Address: (b)(6) Ji,)yahoo.com

ZIP Code: 97218

(Sent via Hadou ord Cha/len~g )
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Bovier. Jan B

From: Squarespace <no- reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 10:36 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million duries of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tri-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at H anford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, geological repository., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal
approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the Cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisilonls to
include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and
leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: Two of us attended a meeting in P~ortland recently where
government representatives spoke about relabelling high-level waste at Hanford. We came away with many
questions. There have not been suti icient opportunities for the community to (1) understand the volatility of the
nuclear waste and (2) believe that citizens are able to have a voice in this dangerous environmental problem.
More public hearings desperately needed!

Namel(b)(6)

Email Address:b)) J(4agrnal.corn

ZIP Code: 97201

(Sent via Hantbird challene)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 10:19 AM
To: A WMACDRAFIWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. 1 specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately annfounlce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at Hlanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remnove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, eological repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with 'Yrout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank fam-ns cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed action s/deci sion s to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farmn
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name: I (b)(6) ]
Email Address: I (b)(6) Yiwgrnail. corn

ZIP Code: 97267

(Sent via [utf )rd Cjial ,irc)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: ~(b)(6) Z D~i~msn.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 9:26 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Waste Management Area C at Hanford

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I am very concerned about the reclassification of waste that is highly contaminated to a lower level
classification that may make it easier to have "accidents" or spills.

This could result in the contamination of the Columbia River and could have untold negative effects for human
and other species lives. This chemically dangerous pollution must be treated with the utmost care, and
anything that reduces the protections from its harms is NOT in the public interest.

I am requesting the withdrawal of this proposal until further hearings can be held.

We are living at a time of inter-sectional crisis and the protection, health and safety of people and clear water
must be prioritized over other concerns.

Please take time to get this right.

Sincerely,
V(b)(6) __
Eugene,Oregon
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Bovier, Jan B

From: I(b)(6) ]_ front ier.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 4:11 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Comment on Hanford Site (Draft WIR Evaluation)

Mr. Jan lBovier
U.S. Department of Energ y Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN 116-60
Richland, WA 99354

Dear Mr. Bovier:

I anm requesting a stay of this proposal until further hearings can be held throughout the Pacific
Northwest. People living downstream need to have a better understanding of what is being proposed and a
better chance of having their concerns addressed. The Department of Energy (Energy) must classify tank waste
based on its dank ~erous nature --- not on a failure of the Department to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

There are concerns that:

1.) Chant Ing a hazard label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For Example, the Dept of Energy will likely fill
tanks with grout. The result: the Dept of Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil, threatening future generations' health, safety, groundwater resources, and the Columbia.

2.) The Dept of Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that material classified as hi h -level waste meets
the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) The Dept of Energy has failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

The Dept of Energy must invest in cleanup solutions and not just re-label dangerous Pollution.

Sincerely,

j(b)(6) ]
North Bend, OR 97459
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Bovier, Jan B

From: I(b)(6) ]@ gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November S, 2018 10:41 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR

Can it bc proven that waste meets the criteria for reclassification to low-level radioactive waste? What impact
analysis has been performed to protect Indigenous stakeholders and those living downstream from said
reclassification'? These things are necessary to proceed responsibly.

I(b)( I III
Klamath Falls, Oregon
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Bovier, Jan B

From: McGeary, Malcolm (Wyden) <MalcolmMcGeary@wyden.senate.gov>
Sent: Monday, November 5, 2018 12:30 PMV
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Wydlen Hanford Comments
Attachments: 110518 Hanford Comments Letter.pdf

Hello,

I've attached Senator Wydlen's comments regarding DOE's WIR Evaluation for the Closure of Waste Management Area C
at Hanford.

Regards,
Malcolm

Malcolm McGeary
Advisor for Energy and Natural Resources
Office of U.S. Senator Ron Wydlen
221 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510 1 (202) 224-5244
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Bovier, Jan B

From: (b)6 iII ___otmaiIcom >
Sent: Saturday, November 3, 2018 12:25 PM
To: hanford comment; b6)-(6)
Subject: Notice of Public Meetings for the Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation for

1. Remove all nuclear waste,

2. Do not allow anymore nuclear waste into the facility,

3. Replace all the single storage tanks,

4. Stop all the nuclear leakage entering the Columbia River

IKb)(6) ] Redmond WA
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Bovier, Jan B

From: I(b)(6) ]1@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2018 1:24 PMV
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: maria@cantwell.senate.gov; patty@murray.senate.gov
Subject: Comments on DOE's Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation

Dear Mr. Bovier,

1 am writing to offer my comments on the Department of Energy's "Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessingq
Evaluation for Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Site" (Draft WIR Evaluation). The
proposed reclassification of high-level nuclear waste in Hanford's tank farms represents a significant
shift in DOE's commitment to cleaning up the Hanford Site. While I understand that DOE asserts authority
to undertake this action under Order 435.1, promulgated in 2002, the current proposed reclassification
represents an important policy decision that merits further analysis and review.

It is known that tank waste in the C Farm contains technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, cesium-
137, iodine-I 129, multiple uranium isotopes, as well as other toxic and radioactive contaminants. Yet the
proposed reclassification does not appear to be based on a complete characterizationi of the tank
components. Rather, the proposal is based solely on DOE's authority asserted under Order 435.1. It is
mnappropriate to re-label waste without a more rig
tank waste.

The reclassification proposed in the draft would leave 4% of thle waste remaining in the C farm tanks on
site. This would equate to approximately 70,000 gallons of long-lived radioactivity remaining in place,
secured only by concrete-like "grout." This represents anl imp~ortant change to previous expectations and
commitments. For instance, the 2012 forward to the Tank Closure Waste Management Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) outlines the Department of Ecology's expectation that 99% of the tank waste will
be removed, not 96% as proposed under this Draft WIR Evaluation. Further, DOE has committed to the
goal of retrieving 99% of the waste in Milestone M-45-00 of the Tni-Party Agreement, TPA Appendix H,
and the Record of Decision following the Tank Closure and Waste Management EIS (201 2).

Prior leaks from the tanks in C Farm have resulted in contamination of the Soil underneath the tanks.
Pouring concrete grout onto the 70,000 remaining gallons of tank waste in the 16 C-Farm tanks would
leave the existing contamination under the tanks. The existing soil contamination is known to he
migrating into the groundwater, significantly increasing the risk to the Columbia River. Closing these
tanks with grout would foreclose the possibility of future remediation of the soil and groundwater
underneath, or further retrieval of the waste remaining in thle tanks. Taken together, the waste that has
already leaked into the soil, along with the half a million curies remaining in the tanks, would result in an
extraordinary risk to the Columbia River for thousands of years to come.

In addition to the obvious environmental concerns, the risks to humnan health and the economy of the
local region are unthinkable. While this reclassifi cation would conveniently reduce the costs of cleanup,
the long-term costs would tar outweigh any short-term savings. The risks of actual or even perceived
contamination to agricultural products from the area are not worth taking. While the attraction of short-
term savings and the need to meet milestones for closing one of the tank farms is understandable, it is in
the responsibility of the Department of Energy, and Washington State's elected officials and regulatory
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authority to ensure that the area's communities and economy are protected for generations to come.
Mitigating the greatest risks should be the foremost priority.

This p~riority does not appear to be supported by the information and analysis within the Draft WIR
Evaluation. DOE's Performance Assessment and review of* potential soil and groundwater impacts don't
support reclassification of the remaining waste. This kind of analysis Would require a cumulative
assessment of the impacts of waste already leaked into the surrounding soil and 1,roundwater , as well as
longer term risks of contamination from waste remaining in the tanks. Further, such a reclassification
would most certainly set a precedent for the closure of other tank farms, so any cumulative analysis
should consider the impact of closing each of the farms in this manner by conducting a Composite
Analysis as required by Order 435.1.

Finally, DOE should consider the legal implications of shifting its approach to cleanup of the
site. Reclassification would essentially mean the creation of a new low-level waste disposal facility at
Hanford, atop already contaminated soil and groundwater. This action would surely prompt legal
challenges based on tribal treaties, existing agreements with the Department of Ecology and
Environmental Protection Agency, and requirements outlined in the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CE RCLA) and the National Waste Policy Act. In the absence of
further analysis to support the reclassification of waste, DOE will surely encounter further costs and
delays resulting from litigation.

I urge the Department of Energy to withdraw the Draft WIR Evaluation and return to a commitment to
retrieve, treat, and remove the remaining tank waste from the Hanford Site. Should DOE pursue
reclassification, I suggest a more robust analysis of the long-term risks and costs, greater collaboration
with regulatory agencies and signatories of the Tni-Party Agreement, and increased transparency and
public participation in the process.

Sincerely,

I(b)(6)

Snohomish, WA 98296

4 25 (b) (6)

CC:

Senator Maria Cantwell
511 Hart Senate Office Building, Washington, DC 20510
Delivered via e-mail: maria@cantwell.senate.gov

Senator Patty Murray
154 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington, DC 20510
Delivered via e-mnail: patty@murray.senate.gov
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Governor Jay Inslee
Off ice of the Governor
P.O. Box 40002, Olympia, WA 98504-0002
Delivered via contact form located at www.governonw a.gov/contgat
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Kinzd Official <fbkinzd@gmnail.comn>
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2018 1:37 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Sponsored Post for Wallet

V¶ev Ihi~, f. V I ii 0 ]~ br ~Nsef

i- I

4 01

&

Hi friend,

Nice to talk with you, I am Linner from Kinzd, Kinzd is a

brand in Amazon, Ebay,selling slim wallets, card holders, accessories etc.

We would like to inquire about sponsoring a post about our wallet in your

website.Could you please let me know if you are interested and how to work

with you?
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Looking forward to your respond soon.

Best regards,

Linner

ht P L' ~A~WN kr~zd ~ I

flHj~ ~7vvwvx q I a n ir ' , ~tz w :l It:
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" ?/( 2( )7 15" A /I I q(

y , ! ,:in ipda e ye Vc rce ore iLjfsu)bc fior~l tLisI Is~

em xmmec WMACDRAFTWIR~crl.Qov

why did I get this? unsubscribe from this list update subscription preferences

e5116 Bik[3t Ave - O~~I NY 1,1 208 421'> U/SA

Lt.~u I j
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Monday, October 29, 2018 11:26 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the IJSDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I-lanford, and follow the requirements In the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, .eoloj tical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grou t or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the hil 11 -level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank faris cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: Reclassification of HLW is illegal, not protective of HH
and the environment, and does not honor the US government's Trust responsibility to the Yakama Nation.

Name: ()6 I
Email Address: b)(6) IL ginail.com

ZIP Code: 98902

(Sent via Hfanford Challene)
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Bovier. Jan B

From: Rod Skeen <RodSkeen@ctuir.org>
Sent: Monday, October 29, 2018 2:10 PM
To: A WM AC DRAFT WIR
Cc: Matthew Johnson
Subject: CTIUR Comments to WMA-C Draft WIR Evaluation
Attachments: CTUIRComments_WIRYV2.pdf; DraftWIREvaluationWMACCommentLLTR.pdf

Please see the attached.

Thank You

Rodney S. Skeen, Ph.D., P.E.
Energy and Environmental Sciences Program
Department of Natural Resources
Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation
Phone: (541) 429-7420
Cell: (541)kb)6 6
Fax: (541) 429-7420
Email: rodskeen@ctuir.org
Mailing/FedlEx Address: 46411 Timine Way, Pendleton, OR 97801

The opinions expressed by the author are his or her own and are not necessarily those of the Confederated
Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation. Thle information, contents and attachments in this email are
Confidential and Private.
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no- reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Sunday, October 28, 2018 12:40 PM
To: AWMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behinid in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at IHanford, and follow the reqluirements in the law to
remove,, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, 'Yeological repository., Request 3: Should not ill the tanks
with grout or cemnent until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farmn
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: I want to comment on the current prime contractor CH2M
Hill who appears to be having their own way with all these Projects. They built a fully operational Grouting
Plant with no public comments or Permits. Using the Excuse that they placed a temporary Grout system for
Purex Tunnel 1 and just added to the system to make it Permanent. They then pushed forward on deciding
Tunnel 2 was about to collapse, maybe but was some ways away fromn the report they did and appeared self-
interest was part of the reports writings.

Name: (b)(6)

Email Address: b)(6) tmkd-usa.com

ZIP Code: 03064-2877

(Sent via !Ianfbrd L'Ia//etge)
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Bovier. Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respace.i nfo >
Sent: Thursday, October 25, 2018 11:39 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tri-Ciuies and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at H anford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, .jeolo tical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with ),rout or cement until most of the tank waste is remov'ed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed action s/deci si ons to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Fan-n
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: Our government needs to stop The Manhattan Project
secrecy, denial and lies. We must develop an entire industry to resolve remediation issues of Hanford and other
toxic sites created during the development of nuclear weapons. NO to reclassifying the most toxic waste in

JHanford for the sake of "saving money" to the detriment of our entire planet. We need universal healthcare, so
people who get sick from nuclear contamination can get help, we need free college education so we can develop
first rate scientists to deal wvith this issue, we need a Truth And Reconciliation Council, to allow the nuclear
liars can come clean and nobody goes to jail or is threatened, and can be part of the solution. STOP DENYING
NUCLEAR WASTE HARMS PEOPLE. EVEN "LOW LEVEL" IS DANGEROUS AND WE MUST
CHANGE THE CULTURE TO START WITH FACTS, TRUTH AND CONCERN FOR HUMANITY
INSTEAD OF OUR CURRENT MODEL OF PROFITS OVER PEOPLE.

Name: ]
Email Address: k~~ J (~gmail.corn

ZIP Code: 97404

(Sent via fHan brd C/ia//en gg)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respace.i nfo >
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2018 12:47 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

1 am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,909 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout addled to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce rel ~ional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tri-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at flanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep. Y..eolo~ 4ical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with ,)rout or cemnent until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farns cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: I live in Kennewick WA. I would be directly effected by
these chaniges. Please keep safety standards as they are.

Name: F)(6) ]
Email Address: I (b)(6) j (yj un o. com

ZIP Code: 99336

(Sent via 11au 6rd Cha/IenQ e)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2018 8:08 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farmi, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specif ically request that the USDOE::
Request I: Immediately announce regional public hearing
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at Hianford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, geological repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmns cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farmn
Tranks and the liquid waste intentional ly discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: Stop murdering human being s

Name:.-)6 ]1
Email Address: ()6 J a yahoo.comn

ZIP Code: 98902

(Sent via [latl yd Chalifnge)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Sunday, October 21, 2018 2:50 PM
To: A WMACDRAFIWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specif ically request that the USDOE-:
Request 1: Immediately announce ret ~ional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tri-Citics and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hcarings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I-lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove,, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, ieolo !ieal repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath thle
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and thle liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name:I (b)(6) ]
Email Address: b)(6) j1'i~otnailI.com

ZIP Code: 98282

(Sent via Hwil wd( (Ila l5. e)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespaceinfo>
Sent: Sunday, October 21, 2018 2:09 PM
To: AWMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estinmates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the IJSDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tri-Cities and Spokane, Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at hlanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste In a deep, 1eolo ~ical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in thle soils beneath thle
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmns cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed action s/deci sion s to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: Please be responsible and remove all this toxic waste to
deep geologic repository

Name: b)(6) I'll
Email Address: 1(b)(6) J hotmnail .com

ZIP Code: 98003

(Sent via Hutiffrd Chia/1cn )
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squa respace.info>
Sent: Sunday, October 21, 2018 9:34 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million duries of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specif ically request that the USDOE-:
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tri-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, ,e olo ~ical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the hit1 11 -level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed.. Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear wvaste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name:! (b)(6) ]
Email Address: b-)(6) 1di,'hotmail.corn

ZIP Code: 99301

(Sent via Hynford Challcnge')
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Bovier,_Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Sunday, October 21, 2018 3:54 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about thc proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear wastc in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million dunies of radioactivitv will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce ret ional public hearing s on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokanc. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, gYeological repository. IRequest 3: Should not fill the tanks
with 'Yrout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath thle
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank fars cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name: ()6 ]
Email Address: F(b) 111 4yahoo. com

ZIP Code: 99336

(Sent via Hlani bird Chllen ge)
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Bovier, Jan B_

From: Squarespace <rio- reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Saturday, October 20, 2018 5:50 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the IJSDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Ret ~ional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specif icallv request that the USDOE::
Request 2: \Vithdraw its proposal to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at Hanford, and follow
the requirements in the law to remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, geolo~ 'ical reposi tory.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name: Kb(6)

Email Address: 1(b)(6) ;.iaal .comn

ZIP Code: 99352

(Sent via Iku,,trd Challenge)
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Bovier. Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respaceJ nfo >
Sent: Saturday, October 20, 2018 3:38 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am conccrned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear wastc in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce reg4ional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at llanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, 'ceological repository. .)Request 3: Should not 5 11 the tanks
with 'Yrout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank fars cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed action s/deci sions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farrm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name: I (b)(6)

Email Address: f b)(6) :live.comr

ZIP Code: 12144

(Sent via Hul ord Cha/lenze)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2018 8:44 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the IJSDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings arc a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at Ihanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remnove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, n-3eolo ical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with Y.rout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmns cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: The Columbia River is too close to the handford area to
allow anymore radioactive materials into the ground.

Name: X b)(6) ]
Email Addressib)( 6) kagmail .com

ZIP Code: 99330

(Sent via IHanfriy Challenge)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respace.i nfo >
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2018 12:12 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. '[he technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specif ically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tri-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I-lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove,, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, 'Tgological repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with Yrout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed.. Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name: I (b)(6) ]
Email Address: K b)(6) Jwyahoo.com

ZIP Code: 99207

(Sent via 1km br-d Cha/llenge )
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2018 10:33 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specif ically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tri-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at Ilanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, Teolo ~ical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cemnent until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed.. Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name:I (b)(6) Ix
Email Address:b() ](qweagles.ewu.edu

ZIP Code: 99204

(Sent via Jian ford Challenge)
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Bovier. Jan B

From: b)(6) :J@ hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2018 8:07 AM
To: A WMACDRAFIWIR
Subject: relabel of high level to low level toxic waste at Hanford

To the United States Department of Energy--

I live 230 miles dlownriver from Hanford Nuclear Reservation on the Columbia River in Portland Oregon.

I would like to state my objections to the relabeling of toxic high level nuclear waste to low level in order to
qualify leaving thousands of gallons of high level toxic waste sludge in the 16 tanks "emptied" so far out of
177 at Hanford Nuclear Reservation. By law, high level toxic waste must be stored in deep underground
repositories. Additionally the large toxic waste plume in soils beneath these 16 tanks is not being addressed in
this plan.

I am very concerned about the huge legal implications for all 177 tanks (and country-wide) by changing
the nomenclature to fit this particular situation of 16 tanks. US DOE must spend money to find new
technologies to remove this sludge, plus come up with a robust environmental review. Renaming is not clean-
up.

And while I am at it, air safety at Hanford has for years not been properly handled and hundreds of workers
have been exposed to toxic air with lifelong illness as a result. This is unacceptable. Management has to
provide better and adequate protection for workers.

The wider affected public in the Columbia watershed and in the Pacific Northwest is not being heard because
there are too few public hearings.

Lastly, the calibration for future "safety" of this site is being done with an antiquated and incorrect model to
reflect the population--age, sex, ethnicity, size, etc.--l refer to "Reference Man"--at least this was the
presentation by USDOE at the recent hearing in Portland. The simplistic and tired comparison of radionuclides
in air travel and X-rays to high level toxic nuclear waste is simply a false analogy and should be retired along
with the "Reference Man" calibration model for "safety."

Sincerely,

1(b)(6) ]1
Portland, Oregon
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Bovier. Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply~squarespace.info>
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2018 5:40 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specif ically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tri-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at hlanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove,, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, geological repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with 'Y.rout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed.. Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharl ted and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name: (b)(6) ]
Email Address: J(b) T) mrail. co1T

ZIP Code: 99354

(Sent via Hanl bt-d Challeng )
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respace.i nfo >
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2018 9:35 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about thc proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 4: Stop the piecerneal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the cumulative impact of its
proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm Tanks and the liquid waste
intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: My family lives in this beautiful area of Eastern
Washington don't leave this mess in our back yard

Name:b)) III
Email Address: I (b)( '6) J(~' hotmail .com

ZIP Code: 99344

(Sent via H1anlor( C/ia/leng ')
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Bovier. Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespacelinfo>
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2018 5:59 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about thc proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million duries of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hcarings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings arc a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the LISDOE::
Request 3: Should not fill the tanks with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-
level waste in the soils beneath the tanks is removed.

Please write your personalized comment below:: Please do reclassify the waste. Grout the remaining waste in
C Farm and, in fact, other fammn should be grouted as well, some of them without retrieval. Hanford Challenge
is unreasonable in their expectation to remove an extremely higl fraction of residual waste, and is indicative of
their general competence on the issue - that is to say. very little.

Name: I(b)(6) ]
Email Address: F b)(6) 1111(a gmail Io

ZIP Code: 99354

(Sent via Hanfinrd Cha/Ieiiie)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respace.i nfo >
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2018 4:51 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerncd about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farnm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how niuch waste is left behinid in all of its 177 tanks, yet the IJSDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce rel 'jonal public hearngk
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comnments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at flanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, .t]eolo tical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/'decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farn
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: As ab)) ~Jresponsible
for the fission products lab at the Oak Ridge Reactor, 1943-46, 1 strongly advocate taking -responsibility for the
fallout and radioactive waste of the tanks at Ilanford. We must protect the hlanford Reservation, Columbia
River basin, and the North Pacific Ocean. We think we won World War 11, but this leg acy gives new meaning
to the phrase, "To the victor belongs the spoils."

Name: ()6 "I'll
Email Address: ()6 ~~org

ZIP Code: 98 105

(Sent via Hanford ChaI/cnt C)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply~a-squarespace.info>
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2018 4:46 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the IJSDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specif ically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce ret ~ional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at Hanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, 'T~eolo ~ical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks

Iwith grout or cement unt]I most of the tank waste is removed and the hip ji-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank fanns cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed action s/deci sion s to include both the high-level nuclear waste In C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: I advocate: Protect the Hanford Reservation, the Columbia
River basin, and North Pacific from radioactive and other toxic pollution. We think we won World War 11, but
the fall-out and waste--our multi -generational responsibility--gives new meaning to the phrase, "To the victor
belong the spoils." We must take responsibility for the tanks and be accountable.

Name: ()6 I'll
Email Address:Pb)(6) Jorg

ZIP Code: 98105

(Sent via Han brd QCgjl&'g ')
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no- reply@squarespaceinfo>
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2018 12:13 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassifly the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million dunies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, P~ortland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep. geolol ~ical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cemnent until most of the tank waste is removed and the hip ,h-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farmn
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name: ()6 ]1
Email Address: I(b)(6) .Ka4 ~niai 1. com

ZIP Code: 99223

(Sent via Hanl brd Challenge)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2018 12:13 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

1 am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout addled to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tri-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at llanfbrd, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, .!eolo ~ical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the it h -level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed.. Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmis cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear wvaste in C Farmi
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharl 'ed and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name: 1(b)(6) ]1
Email Address: ltb 6_1 ](a ,hotrnai L com

ZIP Code: 99022

(Sent via Hyn/i Chalenkrc)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squa respace.info>
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2018 12:03 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about thc proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to pcrmanently leave an estimatcd 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
112 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, .ieological repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farmn
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharl ~ed and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: I justb)) HIanford and its deleterious
effects on the environment. Don't let this menace to our health (especially for Inland Northwest residents)
continue.

Name: ()6 I
Email Address:1 (b)(6) 14agmail. corn

ZIP Code: 99203

(Sent via Ha1Cmord Challienge)
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Bovier, Jan B_

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squarespaceJinfo >
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2018 8:53 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce reional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comnments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at Ilanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, .,,eolo ~ical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with ,irout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmns cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed action s/deci si ons to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name: I (b)(6) ]1
Email Addressi (b)(6) ,igmal con

ZIP Code: 98926

(Sent via Hauli bird C/iallenm 'z~)
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Bovier. Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respace.i nfo >
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2018 12:45 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce rel ional public hearing s on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tri-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at 1 lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remnove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, geological repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with ',rout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed.. Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name:b)) III
Email Address:j (b)(6) lo~ol. com

ZIP Code: 98225

(Sent via Hanl wrd Cha/leng e)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-repty@squarespace.info>
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 5:05 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-levell nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
112 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at l-lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, ggeological repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmns cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farmn
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: I want to comment on the current prime contractor CI-2M
Ilill who appears to be having their own way with all these Projects. They built a fully operational Grouting
Plant with no public comments or Permits. Using the Excuse that they placed a temporary Grout system for
Purex Tunnel I and just added to the system to make it Permanent. They then pushed forward on deciding
Tunnel 2 was about to collapse, maybe but was some ways away fromn the report they did and appeared self-
interest was part of the reports writings.

Namel (b)(6) I
Email Address: 1(b)(6) Mt b)(6) 'coin

ZIP Code: 03064-2877

(Sent via flanfind C7hallenge)
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Bovier. Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respace.i nfo >
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 4:05 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to rcclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the tJSDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce re. Yional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cluecs and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I-lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remnove, treat,, and dispose of this waste in a deep, geolot tical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with ',rout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the hil 11 -level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: This reclassif ication plan is very danj 'erous to public health
and safety. It Would bequeath that dangetous legacy to the future, a strategy of pasding the buck that has already
gone on for 73 years. We must properly address this high level waste now, once and for all.

Name: 1(b)(6)

Email Addressj (b)(6) Vk (b)(6) reduF--''

ZIP Code: 20901-2150

(Sent via HIan brd Chalcuz, e)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respace.info >
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 3:02 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaninl I.ful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specif ically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level wastc in the underground tanks at I-lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, -T e olo ~ical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with .,rout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/ldecisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name: I (b)(6) ]
Email Address: b)(6) [;'gmnail.com

ZIP Code: 99362

(Sent via Hu bt-d Challem e)
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Bowier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 9:44 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specif icallv request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I-lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat,, and dispose of this waste in a deep, .,Teolo ~ical repository., Request 3: Should not ~ll the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmns cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farmn
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: This cleanup has gone from one crisis to another, time for a
real solution.

Name: 1(b)(6) ]
Email Address: b)(6) [(I i s n. .com

ZIP Code: 99336-4030

(Sent via Hanl brci (7Ia/Icng C)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace-info>
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 8:08 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 2: Withdraw its proposal to relabel high-level waste in the underg round tanks at Hanford, and follow
the requirements in the law to remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, geological repository.. Request
3: Should not fill the tanks with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level
waste in the soils beneath the tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmns
cleanup and consider the cum-ulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the hig 11 -level
nuclear waste in C Farm Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: I appreciate the public meetings you have scheduled, but
wanted you to know that your job is to protect the public from the contamination the United States governiment
has produced. That is a key part of your mandate. In fact, if you cannot fulfill that role, all nuclear waste
production needs to stop PERIOD!

N a me: (b)(6) ]
Email Address: k b)(6) I7 `T' gmail .com

ZIP Code: 98115

(Sent via Ilanlord ChIallenge)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 7:00 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am conccrned about thc proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4%!/ of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce rel 'ional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland. the
Tri-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I anford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, geolol tical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farmn
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: Hello. I was born during the 2nd World War. And so so was
the waste at Hanford. I am now an old person. I would have thought that the US Government would have had
sufficient time by now to fix the mess that it mandated! To ignore the waste or to underestimate its danger is
ne ligent at best and criminal at worst. How about diverting some of the money that 4oes to the Penta on to
make MORE nuclear devices to Hlanford to clean up after the old ones! Do you not think that we humans are
already doing enough to make our world unhabibable without this added insult'?

Name: ()6 ]1
Email Address4j (b)(6) ra,., conicast.nct

ZIP Code: 98115

(Sent via Hlan brd (balemrc'1)
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Bovier, Jan B.

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respace.i nfo >
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 10:25 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the IJSDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce rel ional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I anford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep., geolol zical repository., Request 3: Should not ~ll the tanks
with g)rout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed.. Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/"decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: Please don't destroy Eastern Washington. I live here and so
does my family!!!

Name:1 (b)(6) ]1
Email Address: I(b)(6) jKa hotmail.com

ZIP Code: 98902

(Sent via 11an ford Challen~ge)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 9:46 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring ,adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately annfounlce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I-anford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, iYeological repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with 'Yrout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed action s/deci sions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farmn
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name: ()6 ]
Email Address: ](b)(6) ki*-earth Iink. net

ZIP Code: 98908

(Sent via lyn Lid Challenge)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 9:30 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTwIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. 1 specifically request that the USDOE-:
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tri-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I lanford, and follow the reqluirements in the law to
remnove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, geolol ~ical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with -Y.rout or cemnent until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farmn
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name: r b)(6) 'Ii
Email Address: Kb)(6) J(4aicloud.com

ZIP Code: 98908

(Sent via LHan ford Challenge)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respace.i nfo >
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 8:55 PM
To: A WMACDRAFIWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am conccrned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivitv will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tri-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at Hanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, Yeolo tical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the hip. ,h-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed.. Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed action s/decisi on s to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name: ()6 I
Email Address:F b)(6) ]ai.,gmail.com

ZIP Code: 99338

(Sent via Hoof ord Challenge)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no- reply@squa respace.info>
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 8:09 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am conccrned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, wiith cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the tJSDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comnments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I-anford, and follow the reqluirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, 1geological repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
withi grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the hit ,h -level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmns cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste In C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: Think of the g~enerations to come..

Name: I (b)(6) I
Email Address:I (b)(6) Jpayahoo.com

ZIP Code: 99301

(Sent via ii1?/ blrd (7/allenm
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squarespace.info >
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 7:35 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will he left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce rel tional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be takcn at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I-anford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat', and dispose of this waste in a deep, geolol tical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmns cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed action s/deci si ons to include both the high-level nuclear waste in (C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name: ()6 I
Email Address4(b)(6) J~yahoo. coin

ZIP Code: 98926

(Sent via Hani (Wd Challen~ e)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 7:14 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tlank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the LJSDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specif ically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately annfounlce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I-lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, .,e olo tical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed action s/deci sion s to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: Having worked a number of years at Hanford and
recognizing what those tanks hol, this would be akin to terrorism to the people who live herr

Naiue:(b)(6) ]
Email Address:F (b)(6) jjjjJ,grail.com

ZIP Code: 99337

(Sent via Ilan! 6rd (Iza/h'ngc)
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Bovier. Jan 8

From: Squarespace <no- reply@squa respace.info>
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 5:54 PM
To: A WMACDRAFIWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 41% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE-:
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I-anford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep. geolol ical repository., Request 3: Should notI 711 the tanks
with ',rout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmns cleanup and consider the
cumnulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: I live in Richland. If you don't want a wasteland fix the
problem

Name: ()6 ]
Email Address:!r b)(6) ] (a ,hotmail .com~

ZIP Code: 99354

(Sent via Ilanfrw-d Challene)
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Bovier,_Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 4:12 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout addled to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specif ically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearing s on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tri-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the uinderground tanks at hlanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep. g )eological repository., Request 3: Should not 5 11 the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmns cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally dischar ted and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: Show some integ ni ty DOE, do the right thing .All of you.
People live near this site.

Name: (b)(6)

Email Address:' /(b)(6) ractharter. net

ZIP Code: 99354

(Senit via Hanf ()rd Challenge)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2018 3:53 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. IJSDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I-anford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, geological repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the hi~ Ji-1evel waste in the soils beneath thle
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmls cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed action s/deci si ons to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally dischar ed and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name:Ib))

Email Address: 1 (b)(6) jiwhotrnail. com

ZIP Code: 99354

(Sent via Ilani bt(1 Chiallenge)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Sunday, October 14, 2018 10:18 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million duries of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comnments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at flanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove,- treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, e olo tical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with y.rout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed aiid the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmis cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed action s/decisi on s to include both the high-level nuclear waste inC Farmn
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharl ted and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: Considering the ever increasig natural disasters that are now
becoming part of the norm, I find it negligent to leave radioactive materials in the ground. You can not wish this
away.

NameI(b)( 6) ]
Email Address:F b)(6) 4w,,y a hoo. corn

ZIP Code: 98115

(Sent via Han find Challeng e)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squa respace.info>
Sent: Sunday, October 14, 2018 1:20 PM
To: A WMACDRAFIWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

1 am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behinid in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, geolol ~ical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed action s/deci si ons to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name: ]
Email Address:V b)(6) kdseattleu. edu

ZIP Code: 98155

(Sent via Han find Chllenge)
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Bovier, Jan B-

From: Squarespace <no-reply~squarespace.info>
Sent: Sunday, October 14, 2018 10:47 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 2: Withdraw its proposal to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at Hanford, and follow
the requirements in the law to remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, geological repository.. Request
3: Should not fill the tanks with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level
waste in the soils beneath the tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmis
cleanup and consider the cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level
nuclear waste in C Farm Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: Now that we understand how vulnerable the hydrogeology
of the plateau and the Columbia River. and mobility, toxicity, and lifespan of the wastes that were released, we
have a duty to properly secure, contain, and treat in a responsible manner that does not pose hazards or extra
challenges to future generations.

Name :1 (b)(6) ]
Email Address4 (b)(6) [woutlook. corn

ZIP Code: 98065

(Sent via Ilini brd Challen e)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Ken Berg <bergk@cox.net>
Sent: Sunday, October 14, 2018 8:53 AM
To: A WMACDRAFIWIR
Subject: Nuclear reclassification

I'm opposed to the reclassification of Hanford Nuclear waste because it sets a bad precedent by
allowing government agencies to bury their problems by fiat. It does not reduce the hazard. It does not
seek safe disposal. It does not seek to provide safe disposal standards and sites.
Ken Berg

THE NOOTORSPORTS EDIXCATION FOUND)ATION--a non-profit societ%
22701 lAiares

Mliion \iejlo. California 92692-1335. U'.S.A.
(949) 830) 6889

c-miail: hergkra. cox. net
Kenneth L. Berg-archivist

Who's Who in the West 1998, Honorary member 4- Armored Division, Associate member Veterans of the Battle of the Bulge,
biographer of Smoky Joe Wood, Leo Goossen, Dale Drake, John Drake, Lou Meyer and other notables,

Burgess Shale Foundation, East Kootenay Childhood Foundation
Governor-General of Canada Confederation Medal 1992

Ken Berg - Academia~edu
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespaceinfo>
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2018 10:04 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the LJSDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 2: Withdraw its proposal to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at Hanford, and follow
the requirements in the law to remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, geological repository., Request
3: Should not fill the tanks with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level
waste in the soils beneath the tanks is removed.. Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmis
cleanup and consider the cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level
nuclear waste in C Farmn Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: Thank you for holding hearings. DOE should develop an
overall clean up plan and not be piecemeal re-defining away the serious threat posed by this waste.

Name:~~ ]
Email Address: (b)(6) Ta gmail. corn

ZIP Code: 98112

(Sent via Hun! o)rd Chy/leigc')
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no- reply@squarespaceinfo>
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2018 5:51 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

1 am conccrncd about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million duries of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regzional public hearing s on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at H-anford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, xeolo ical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with 'Yrout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the hig ,h-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed action s/deci sion s to include both the high -level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: Our lives, our chi ldrens' lives and many generations
beyond, depend on the highest-level handling of our nuclear waste. Please do not lower the standard of care!

Name:Fb)6) ]
Email Address:I1 (b)(6) 1(11` comcast.net

ZIP Code: 98103

(Sent via Hmflrd Chiallenge)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2018 4:45 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at Hanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep. ieolo !ical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with .)rout or cemnent until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumiulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: Any major work proposed at Hanford should/'must be
reviewed by all stake holders expecially the citizens of the US. There have been so many problenms related to
the nuclear industry in the US that every decision must be examined carefully by every agency and interest
woJ p5.

b) (6)

Naihe I (b)(6) ]
Email Address: 1 ja (b)(6) Icom

ZIP Code: v2w Iz2

(Sent via Hanford Chalzlegge)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respacei info >
Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2018 10:31 AM
To: AWMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am conccrned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specif ically request that the USDOE-:
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at Hlanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, geological repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with .!rout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste In C Farmn
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: I grew up in Richland, WA. The DOE proposal's
environmental risks to my hometown are unacceptable. Hluman safety is more important than the potential fiscal
savings sought with the reclassification. DO NOT reclassify the waste.

Name: ()6 ]
Email Address:I (b)(6) Y4.)gm ai 1. corn

ZIP Code: 98117

(Sent via Hanfiyd Challenge)
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Bovier. Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-repiy@squa respace.info>
Sent: Friday, October 5, 2018 11:19 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTwIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
112 million duries of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specif ically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearing 's on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tri-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I-lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, geological repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmns cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farmn
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: This will make Mycoremnediation via ~)6 J process
almost impossible

Name:V b)(6)

Email Address: F b)(6) +iwcomcast. net

ZIP Code: 98126

(Sent via Ilan 6rd CIIadk'1?i)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Friday, October 5, 2018 11:05 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estinmates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivitv will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearing
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, geolot ~ical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cemnent until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed action s/deci sion s to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name: Torn Carpenter

Email Address: Kb)(6) la? 4mail. corn

ZIP Code: 98118

(Sent via Han ford ChIwlm. e)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: BURRIGHT Jeff * ODGE <Jeff.Burright@oregon.gov>
Sent: Friday, October 5, 2018 8:21 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: NILES Ken * ODOE
Subject: Oregon Response to the Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation for Waste

Management Area C at Hanford
Attachments: WIR Comments - Oregon-Final 10-4-18.pdf

Good morning,
Ken Niles is out of the office today but did want me to share these comments with you.

Jeff Burright
Nuclear Waste Remediation Specialist
Oregon Department of Energy

Z!:!i 550 Capitol Street N.E., 1st Floor
Salem, OR 97301
P: 503-378-3187
Cell: 503i(b)(6)
Jeff. Burright@oregon.govOREGON Oregon.gov/energy

DEPARTMENT OF

Leading Oregon to a safe, clean, and sustainable energy future.
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Bovier. Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respace.i nfo >
Sent: Thursday, October 4, 2018 4:32 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the LJSDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specif ically request that the USDOE*:
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tri-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I-anford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, geological repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with ;rout or cement uintil most of the tank waste is removed and the hil 11 -level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed-, Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmis cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: You can't make something safe by calling it something else.
Nature doesn't work that way

Name: Kb)(6) z
Email Address:I1 (b)(6) J(4:gorge.nct

ZIP Code: 98635-0010

(Sent via Hani bri (7haIlng)
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Bovier. Jan B

From: Squarespace <no- reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Monday, October 1, 2018 1:24 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specif icallv request that the USDOE::
Request 2: Withdraw its proposal to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at Hanford, and follow
the requirements in the law to remove, treat. and dispose of this waste in a deep, geological repository., Request
4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the cumulative impact of its proposed
action s/dec isions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm Tanks and the liquid waste
intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: As the great grandson of a man whose property was taken
for Hanford reservation and the son of a down winder KILLED by the DOE and DOD. I am well versed in the
slipshod ways clean up has been performed at Hanford. T[his policy of merely down{
Do you jobs, clean this up, do just sweep it into tanks and pretend it is a lesser dange

Name:r b)( 6) ]
Email Address: K :b)(6) V", mnac .com

ZIP Code: 98513

(Sent via Han ored Ch/allenge)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respacei nfo >
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2018 12:20 PM
To: A WMACDRAFIWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am conccrned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in thc C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout addled to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearing s on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tri-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at Hanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, rTeological repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with ' rout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: The topic of handling nuclear waste at Hanford needs to be
dealt with in an ethical and transparent way as it has the potential to negatively impact human and
environmental health in the region.

Name: ()6 ]
Email Address: b)(61 Ya"u w. edu

ZIP Code: 98052

(Sent via Hanfird Chllen~g)
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Bovier. Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespacelinfo>
Sent: Sunday, September 16, 2018 10:39 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerncd about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C TIank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I-anford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep. geolol ~ical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cemnent until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste In the soils beneath the
tanks is removed.. Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmis cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: The government has to stop the hidding the truth just to
Isave money. Do the right thing

Name:1 (b)(6) ]
Email Address: I (b)(6) Ijioutlook. coni

ZIP Code: 99301

(Sent via Hfan or( Chiallenge)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squa respace.info>
Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2018 6:30 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million duries of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behinid in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
bearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland. the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I-lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, Yeolo ~ical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with Yrout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmns cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name: I(b)(6) ]
Email Address:(b)(6) Ptyahoo.com

ZIP Code: 97206

(Sent via Hat? brd Chiallenge)
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Bovier, Jan B-

From: I(b)(6) I@aol corn>
Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2018 12:49 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Fwd: COMPLETE HANFORD SITE CLEANUP

Sorry, I've Corrected the address,I (b)(6)

From:()) 2I@aoi .com
To: WMACDRAFT-WIR@rl.gov, Doug. Shoop@rI.doe.gov, Brian.T.Vance@orp.doe.gov,
dreeploeg@tridec.org, jhed46 1@ecy.wa.gov, HanfordAdvisoryBoa rd@rI .gov,
maria -cantwell@cantwell.senate.gov, the. secretary@hq.doe.gov, john.price@ecy.wa,
collleen.french@rl.doe.gov, sharon .brown@leg.wa.gov, hanfordpriorities20l 9@rl.gov,
brave.jennifer@epa .gov
Cc: acary@tricityherald.com
Sent: 9/13/2018 12:36:22 AM Pacific Standard Time
Subject: COMPLETE HANFORD SITE CLEANUP

Hi to Distribution,

The purpose of this Email is to again express my concerns regarding our prolonged, costly
and risky Hanford Cleanup. Retrieval of the more difficult high level contaminated waste in
facilities, and underground storage/disposal volumes are resulting in serious undefined
Worker Health problems. As these diff icult retrievals continue on for many more years, they
are extending the Time and Cost of Cleanup, but more important result in greater Risk to the
Public, Groundwater, Environment, and our Workers. The unknowns just seem to keep
growing and could become dangerous!

Recent articles in our Tni City Herald talked of grouting being considered for cleanup of
Trenches and Liquid Waste Tanks. In response, I have included below a copy of my past
comments which then suggested a similar Cleanup Approach to expedite getting Cleanup
done in TIMELY and SAFE manner!

Thank You for listening, b)(6) 509-1(b)(6)

June 6, 2017
GET DIFFICULT RAD WASTE CLEANED UP~ ALREADY!

My concerns regarding the Hanford Site FY-2019 Cleanup Budget Priorities are
for completion of Hanford Cleanup, and specifically about retrieval of radioactive
contents from Hanford's Waste Tanks. Risks with delaying retrieval of tank liquid
waste (some then leaking), were identif ied back about 1990! Now that some of these
same risks still exist concerns me, especially as years pass on. Of main concern is
the escalating health risks to tank waste retrieval workers, and the prolonged progress
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of Waste Treatment Plant! New Facilities construction. We don't need radioactivity
leaking and contamination of our environment. Should that happen, WHAT THEN?

After 25+ years of Hanford Cleanup, we still have some of more difficult and
higher risk radiological conditions to isolate. Originally we were told to get tank
waste retrieved as high priority effort to assure no contamination to the Groundwater,
Columbia River, and Environment. We also had to minimize risk to the Workers'
Health, the Public and the Columbia Corridor. So far, we have been very fortunate to

I dodge most of the Risks.
For years, comments have been sent to Hanford contractors, Local, State and

Federal DOE and political organizations about getting this prolonged CLEANUP
DONE! (maybe in more optimum way?). Suggested alternate approach features for
Cleanup have been repeatedly rejected by some Reviewers, and authors of the Tni
Party Agreement (TPA), which established very stringent requirements (now
possibly unreasonable?). Some requests to review the TPA may presently being
considered. Also of concern is retrieval of high level solid wastes from dry locations
like under the Hanford 324 Bldg, Basins, Trenches, Cribs, Silos, and other
contaminated structures and waste storage volumes.

I think back over all the years of Time, Spending, Risk, and added Waste
Generation while Hanford Cleanup continues on. The TPA MUST be revisited by
an "in-the-know" group to arrive at a more realistic approach to complete
Cleanup. You'd think the DOE would surely question if a simpler, more cost effective
and quicker cleanup approach could still be within all acceptable risk limits. A simpler
and more economical completion of construction/use of the Vitrification Plant might
also result!

"My concerns with continual increases in cost and schedule towards completion of
Hanford Cleanup are renewed with each annual Hanford Budget Meeting. Priorities
for FY-201 9 Budget requires a Realistic Action PLAN for Completing Cleanup in a
Safe, Timely and Cost Effective way. That PLAN will be basis for an optimum
Spending Proposal that Congress can approve and fund. The Spending Proposal must
be Safe for workers, Utilize proven methods and equipment, and
Meet safe radiological levels.

My recommended priority action for generating that Realistic PLAN follows::
1. Get all authors of the Tni Party Agreement (TPA) together and revisit, evaluate and
update the existing veU. string ent TPA requirements
2. PLAN how to meet those updated and more realistic Requirements, sell the
Proposal to Congress, and obtain Time/Funding to get the Hanford Cleanup Done!
SAVE TIME, RISK, AND COST!
3. Retrieve high risk liquid wastes from tanks, basins, cribs, etc. with past proven
Hanford methods, (i.e. sluicing and evaporating).
4. Dispose of structures/solid waste volumes in place - some might become
Monuments for our Manhattan Project
Historical National Park?
5. Clean the 324 Bldg. and non-retrievable solid waste storage sites of radioactivity as
much as possible, then isolate and caccoon similar to Reactors.

I6. Complete Cleanup this way with funds separate from the Waste Vitrification Plant,
with its problems and now two separate waste streams?

For years now, Hanford Cleanup has struggled to meet very stringent TPA
requirements, i.e. to restore the Site to its original natural state. A PLAN is now

I needed to comrp lete Cleanup in a realistic manner! The present approach requires
Iretrieval, handling, re-identification, and repackaging of previously disposed waste.
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IThese operations result in ienerating more waste while exposingi workers to more
I dangier, radiation and inhalation exposure.

Its time NOW, for all original authors of TPA to Iet to-q ether and revisit those toucih
requirements. Applying "lessons learned" and characterizing waste retrieved from
original storage and disposal locations can show what true and realistic extent of
Cleanup is reguired. That would be a good unanimous basis for The PLAN!

Congress and our Country wants HANFORD to get this Cleanup done in a safe,
timely and cost effective way, then help other nuclear sites to cleanup in those

-suiccessful ways.
(b)(6 Surely we cang iet more new DOE contracts at Hanford to develop other types of

--tfan ,,energy. Here, we use our years. of successful Experience and PNNL
Resed and this is where nuclear work is welcomed!

LIIIPh: 509-fi~]
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2018 5:35 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, wiith cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tri-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I-lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, geological repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with .yrout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the hi~ 0I1 -level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed.. Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed action s/decision s to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farmn
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Namel (b)(6) I
Email Address: P :b)(6) iaol.com

ZIP Code: 98008

(Sent via klanfotd L'ha//eng ')
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respace.i nfo >
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2018 5:20 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the rcmaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at flanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, gtological repository., Request 3: Should not rl 11I the tanks
with grout or cement Until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name:! (b)(6) ]
Email Addressi (b)(6) acoin cast. net

ZIP Code: 97225

(Sent via Hinfid (ha/leng )
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respace.i nfo >
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2018 4:16 PM
To: A WMACDRAFIWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million duries of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specif ically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearing ion this proposal to occur in Seattle, P~ortland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I-lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, ireolo ~ical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the Iii Jh-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmns cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name: ()6 ]
Email Address~ (b)(6) ja~ conicast .net

ZIP Code: 98043

(Sent via Hlani bi-d Challem e)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2018 3:08 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
112 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specif ically request that the IJSDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce rel ional public hearing s on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I-anford, and follow the reqluirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, -YColo ical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with 4,,rout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the hip ,h-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmns cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Name: () I
Email Address:b)(6) 1(411, ~mail. corn

ZIP Code: 99185

(Sent via HanfAi-d ChIallenge~)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2018 1:38 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in thc C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million dunies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, vet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings arc a necessary step in ensuring, adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specif icallv request that the USDOE::
Request 1; Immediately announce regional public hearing s on this proposal to occur in Seattle, P~ortland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, .,eolo ~ical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with .,rout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmns cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
ranks and the liquid waste intentionally discharl ~ed and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: It's dang

Name: I(b)(6)

Email Address: K b)(6) Kalmsn. com

ZIP Code: 99354

(Sent via Hanfor-d Challenge)
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Bovier. Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-replyc~squarespace.info>
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2018 1:36 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the tJSDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Trn-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, '1eological repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement untilI most of the tank waste is removed and the hi~ 01l -level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed.. Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: This proposal will environmental, economic ,and health
issues and can't be allowed the tax payer will pay double fIor allowing irresponsible actions do it rightthfisthe first
time

Name:b)) __1
Email Address: I (b)(6) 3a.'gn ail. .comn

ZIP Code: 99354

(Sent via Hanibird (i/a/len ge)
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Bovier. Jan B

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespacelinfo>
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2018 1:24 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

Iam concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in thc C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4%4Y of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce rel ional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tri-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I-lanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, .,Yeolo ~ical repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with .,rout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the hi~ Th -level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharl ~ed and leaked to soils.

IPlease write your personalized comment below:: The science pertaining to management of high-level nuclear
waste must be on the top of the agenda, not the political expediency of renaming the the waste to qualify for
different treatment. You must provide public meetings.

Name:b() I
Email Address:I (b)(6) J(4&seanet.com

ZIP Code: 98107

(Sent via Han fbr-d Challen Q )
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Bovier. Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respace.info >
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2018 11:35 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. T[his process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at I-anford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, 'Yeological repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with ,igr out or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-lev!el waste In the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farmns cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: I have seen the impacts of nuclear radiation on humnans, and
I know firsthand the importance of keeping this classification of high-level waste

NamedI (b)(6) ]
Email Address:(b)(6) iIJ(domail corn

ZIP Code: 97207

(Sent via Han ford Challenlge)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: I(b)(6) ]I@earthlink.net>
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2018 10:44 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: WIR Evaluation

Dear Mr Jan Bovier,

I just accidentally located this site looking for Hanford Alliance groups and wanted to comment if I'm not to late, per the
date stated "when to email by".

in moving back to the Pacific NW, beingb)) J1 since born in the early 40's, I hope you will accept my
email. I strongly believe the Public Hearings should be allowed not only in the state of WA, OR, but also in Boise ID. The
clean-up needs to be most complete that it can be, for various reasons, one major reason being the possibility of an
earthquake. An earthquake would be absolutely horrific as would have major effect all over the NW & into the Pacific
Ocean, causing extreme problems, perhaps stretching World Wide...

Fb) (6) ] there are Downwinder effects occurring in Western ID.. Vb)(6) p)6) I
F(b) (6) -]back in the early 90's, due to my Medical background & knowledge about the Nuclear & other toxic
storage ammunition, waste that is buried on the Umatilla Army Ordnance Depot in Oregon. For the record I(b)(6)

h'b~6) in the early '90's & aff iliated with b(6) ]Jept. of Physics & Environmental Sciences, Portland State
University, Portland Or.

Please reply to my request.

Thanks,

1(b)(6) ]
Meridian Id. 83646

b)(6) I @earthlink. net
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Bovier, Jan B_

From: Squarespace <no-repty@squarespace.info>
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2018 10:08 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will be left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Re~ ~ional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tri-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings., Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at Ilanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove, treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep, ggeological repository., Request 3: Should not fill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the hip li-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank fars cleanup and consider thle
cumulative impact of its proposed actions/decisions to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farmn
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below:: ()6 ] born in the early 40's
in Eastern Oregon, near the Columbia Rive, I feel all I checked above, h-IGh- priority & public hearings should
also be held in Boise ID. There are Downwinders in Western Idaho, so I feel they should be included & have a
voice in the hearings.

Name: ()6 I
Email Address: I(b)(6) 3a01earthlink.net

ZIP Code: 83646

(Sent via I-km oni Challeunge)
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Bovier. Jan B

From: kb)(6) 1@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, September 6, 2018 1:58 PM
To: AWMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Proposal to Reclassify Hanford Nuclear waste

To Whom it May concern:

I am adamnantly opposed to reclassification of radioactive waste in Hanfords tank farmns, especially leaking ones,
leaving waste in the ground, etc. Tro expose the public and our water Sources and millions of people
downstream to probable radioactive contamination from leaking tanks demonstrates in my opinion complete
disregard for the public's health, safety and wellbeing It is a short term prescription for human civilization
which will suffer the 1,enetic defects.

Our military cannot find billions of dollars. Yet it is problematic y y ving Hanford Nuclear Reservation the
necessary money for cleanup. This represents a bomb dropped on north America, not on our enemies.

I request the following:
Energy should hold public hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Holding only one publiemeeting in
Richland,, WA, undercuts robust public involvement In a critical government decision.

Energy must label waste based on its dangerous nature, not on whether Energy has plans to dispose the waste.

*, Reclassifying waste is not cleanup. Instead, Energy's proposal would create health and
safety risks for
future generations.
* Energy must address risks from long-lived contaminants.

0
Energy fails to demonstrate that the agency has removed the "maximum technically
achievable"
amount of waste.
* In 2012, the Washington Department of Ecology (Ecology) wrote in its forward to the
Tank Closure Waste
Management Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) that Washington state prefers
"retrieval of at least 99
percent of the waste from each tank."

Sincerely,
(b)(6) I
Portland Oregon 9722

Virus-free. wwwavast.conm
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Bovier, Jan B

From: I(b)(6) j@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, September 6, 2018 1:32 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: re Proposal to Reclassify Hanford Nuclear waste

To Whom it May concern:

I am adamantly opposed to reclassification of radioactive waste in Hanfords tank farms, especially leaking ones,
leaving waste in the ground, etc. To expose the public and our water sources and millions of people
downstream to probable radioactive contamination from leaking tanks demonstrates in my opinion complete
disregard for the public's health, safety and wellbeing It is a short term prescription for human civilization
which will suffer the yenetic defects.

Our military cannot find billions of dollars. Yet it is problematic giving Hanford Nuclear Reservation the
necessary money for cleanup. This represents a bomnb dropped on north America, not on our enemies.

I request the following:
Energy should hold public hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Hlolding only one publicmeeting in
Richland, WA, undercuts robust public involvemnent in a critical 'ovemnment decision.

Energ--y must label waste based on its dangerous nature, not on whether Energy has plans to dispose the waste.

- Reclassifying waste is not cleanup. Instead, Energy's proposal would create health and
safety risks for
future generations.
*Energy must address risks from long-lived contaminants.

Energy fails to demonstrate that the agency has removed the "maximum technically
achievable"
amount of waste.
- In 2012, the Washington Department of Ecology (Ecology) wrote in its forward to the
Tank Closure Waste
Management Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) that Washington state prefers
"4retrieval of at least 99
percent of the waste from each tank."

Si nce rely,
1(b)(6)

Portland Oregon 97223
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Bovier,_Jan B

From: Todd Hurley < todd events@ missiontix.com >
Sent: Wednesday, September 5, 2018 2:16 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Increase revenue, while increasing customer satisfaction.. It can be done!

Hello,

After working in the event production business for over 15 years, I can understand front gate and ticketing
operations are a major pain point for many events. It's time consuming and tedious work. MissionTix is an
organization dedicated to helping event producers like yourself overcome these challenges.

I have worked with events of all sizes and shapes to customize ticketing and front gate management solutions that
increase patron satisfaction and increase event revenue. The quicker a patron is in the gate, the more opportunity
they have to spend money at the event, that means more money in your pocket.

For over a decade, MissionTix had been providing event producers like yourself a simple and effective means of
ticketing, managing front gate operations and event marketing. Event ticketing does not have to be a major hurdle in
the planning and execution of your event. MissionTix simple user friendly online platform allows you to offer an easy
means to purchase tickets for your event to potential buyers, while keeping fees lower than the major providers. This
means more revenue in your pocket.

At the end of the day our goal is to to provide professional solutions for your event that affords a high degree of
flexibility, customnization, and real-time service. We offer solutions to make the ticketing and event management
experience personal and professional for both you and your customers.

Our clients often view us as a one stop shop for best in class marketing, event production consultation and customer
service. Let's set up a time to see how MissionTix can best serve your event and help increase revenue and
customer satisfaction.

If you'd like to chat, please shoot me an email or call me directly at 410-982-0799 to talk ticketing!

Thank you, and I look forward to connecting with you and your team.

Best regards,

Todd Hurley
MissionTix Event Specialist

todd@missiontix.com

410-982-0799
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Bovier, Jan B

From: I(b)(6) ]J yahoocom>
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2018 1:46 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: Office at Heart of America
Subject: Do NOT reclassify Storage Tanks at the Hanford Nuclear Site to Low Level Nuclear

Waste!

I do not support the proposal to rename / reclassify the average 4% left in 16 C Farm tanks at the
Hanford Nuclear site from "high level" to "low level" nuclear waste. A new name or classification does
not change the nature of this waste which is high level.

This proposal would permit the waste to be covered over with cement which would allow DOE to
leave the waste at the tanks, rather than removing it to a deep geologic depository. The latter process
will protect the lives of Washington citizens which should be your paramount concern. You work for
the public, after all.
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Bovwer, Jan B

From: Squarespace < no- reply@ squa respace.i nfo >
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2018 1:06 PM
To: AWMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Form Submission - Not on my watch! - public comment

I am concerned about the proposal to reclassify the remaining high-level nuclear waste in the C Farm
tanks to "low-level" waste. This represents a move to permanently leave an estimated 4% of waste, or
62,900 gallons, in Hanford's C Tank Farm, with cement grout added to the tanks. USDOE estimates that
1/2 million curies of radioactivity will he left in the tanks. This process has the potential to set precedent
for how much waste is left behind in all of its 177 tanks, yet the USDOE is not planning to hold public
hearings on this important proposal. Regional public hearings are a necessary step in ensuring adequate
and meaningful public comments are solicited and collected. The technical nature and complexity of this
process necessitates clear and comprehensive public discussion and evaluation, which is best
accomplished in person in public hearings around the region. I specifically request that the USDOE::
Request 1: Immediately announce regional public hearings on this proposal to occur in Seattle, Portland, the
Tni-Cities and Spokane. Public comments should be taken at these hearings.. Request 2: Withdraw its proposal
to relabel high-level waste in the underground tanks at Ilanford, and follow the requirements in the law to
remove,- treat, and dispose of this waste in a deep. geolol ieal repository., Request 3: Should not ill the tanks
with grout or cement until most of the tank waste is removed and the high-level waste in the soils beneath the
tanks is removed., Request 4: Stop the piecemeal approach of the tank farms cleanup and consider the
cumulative impact of its proposed action s/deci sion s to include both the high-level nuclear waste in C Farm
Tanks and the liquid waste intentionally discharged and leaked to soils.

Please write your personalized comment below::

Names (b)(6) ]1
Email Address: b)(6) r( ,,Ihotmail. corn

ZIP Code: 94110

(Sent via Hani bt(I Chalclnae)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Kb)(6) } yahoocomn>
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2018 10:21 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Hanford clean up

Please do not allow the USDOE to reclassify the nuclear waste at Hanford. Reclassifying something
does not change its level of danger to the planet. Grouting over something does not make it go
away. A full clean up must be done. It is shameful that the USDOE did this in the first place, and
now they want to just sweep it away and act like it never happened. NO! Clean up this mess,
including contaminated soil before the problems magnify.

Thank you,
b)(6) ]
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Bovier, Jan B

From: (b)(6) @hotmaiI.com>
Sent: Saturday, August 25, 2018 11:.09 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: re: Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation for closure

1. Remove all nuclear waste,

2. Do not allow anymore nuclear waste into the facility,

3. Replace all the single storage tanks,

4. Stop all the nuclear leakage entering the Columbia River

6 J Redmond WA
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Bovier,_Jan B

From: $b)(6) IJ~gmnail.comn>
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2018 11:20 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: My opposition to Hanford Highly Toxic Waste Reclassification by DOE - Draft WIR

Evaluation

Please add my voice to the public commencrts opposing the reclassification of highly toxic waste as outlined in
the "Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation for Closure of Waste Management Area C at the
Hanford Site." I strongly object and am completely opposed to any reclassification of hig hly toxic waste at
Hanford. Based on the realities of the contamination threat this toxic waste poses - not only to the qualify of life
but all life in our region - I consider any action to downgrade perception of the scientific evidence for the
purpose of deceiving the public is an abuse of trust.

The cost of correcting the horrendous contamination threat posed by Hanford's hig hly toxic waste - and the
deteriorating containers and mismanagement of H-anford's toxic plumne of contamninants. - is a fiscal nightmare.
The proposed solution and this latest bag of DOE tricks to avoid paying the bill, however, is a disgrace. DOE's
intention to shirk its responsibility with a low-profile lang
The responsibility of the federal government to clean up the toxic mess it created has been adjudicated. The
clean-up cost holds the Feds accountable to Americans for past errors of judgment when the I lanford nuclear
waste site was created. The cost for these past actions and the level of disregard and ignorance - or intentional
harml - the Federal g!overnment perpetrated is hig h ,because their actions were callous if not criminal with the
dumnping of highly toxic waste - contained or otherwise - at Hanford.

Renaming hit ;hly toxic waste to avoid following the law that requires a full cleanup is beneath any acceptable
standard for the actions of a public entity. This administration has made it clear that it prefers thle more
glamorous and popular military "purchase" rather than the penance of a military weapons cleanup budget line
item, but the Hlanford issue is not a partisan one. DOE concerns that the cleanup is too expensive are not a legal,
rational or moral argument either. Stopping this highly toxic waste from further contaminating ground water -
and its spread to the Columbia River which would destroy our reg
responsibility. Again, this is not disaster relief for fallout fromn a forest fire or flood. Hanford is a problem
intentionally created by our federal government - and perpetuated even after they knew how toxic these
contaminants are - which is why the FULL cost of decontamination and cleanup is the FULL responsibility of
the federal g~overnment.

I know the H anford contamnination is not news to anyone born after 1950 and some bureaucrats may thiiik we
are bored or perhaps numb to the whole thing. Let me assure you that we citizens are quite aware this plume
will contaminate our region for 10,000 years if it is not cleaned up properly. We have been too patient, perhaps,
but renaming "hig
though not scientifically sound or moral standard, is hypocritical and deceitful. My hope is that voices like
mine will alert others to this PR campaign and its attempts to dumb down Northwcsterners. We are well-
schooled on the threat the Hanford Toxic Waste poses for our quality of life and for the hundreds of generations
after uis, not to mention the impact this is having onl our Indi~ ~enous peoples of the area.

Again. I strongly oppose the DOE's attempts to reclassify highly toxic nuclear waste - knowing it is highly toxic
nuclear waste rather than properly containing it - to avoid following the intent and the letter of the law. I amn
sickened by this transparent attempt to deprive the people of our reg ~ion of the leg al ly mandated ,proper cleanup
of the Hanford site. This flagrant abuse of federal power, if successful, will deprive Northwesterners of the
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pursuit of happiness and other constitutionally guiaranteed rights. It is beneath us as a people and as the resident
caretakers of the earth. I care very deeply about our tribal people, our magnificent northwest, wild salmon, the
Columbia river, ground water and not only my family but other people's families and I am boiling mad! The
DOE has already contaminated our soil and our water. There is no arg urent that at some point the level of this
contamination will not be containable once it has polluted the soil,. {c ound water and entered the Columbia
River in higher concentrations. Although there has been somec progress, to ask our residents to pay the cost of
this Federal blunder or accept a dubious half-mneasure - after the decades of military, highly toxic contamination
dumped here and forced on our region - is more than a decent person should tolerate and certainly beneath us as
a people.

Lastly, I must ask what kind of governmient continues to violate Treaty Rights, NI-IPA and cleanup standards
and is willing to put all living think IS - human, flora and fauna - at extreme risk, open-eyed and with devious
intent? I will not stand aside and sanction the DOE or any government agency to perform such duplicitous
behavior and public scamming.

Sincerely,

if b)(6) I La) ),mail. co 'In
b) 6) ]1

Ridgefield, WA 98642

Cell: 3 6oj b)(6)
Office: 3601

Ask me about Woman on the Good Side Consultinq!
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Charles Divona <nuclearsystems@cox.net>
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2018 9:27 AM
To: A WMACDRAFIWIR
Cc: Simon Russek
Subject: DOE/ORP-2018-01, Draft D
Attachments: RHO-C-43.pdf

Att: Jan Bovier, DOE Office of River Protection

My company, Nuclear Systems Associates, Inc ( see nuclearsystems.com ) has been very interested in the Hanford waste
retrieval systems for many years. In 1980, we completed the conceptual design of a Prototype Waste Retrieval System
(PWRS) for Rockwell International who was the DOE contractor for Hanford Operatons. Attached is a brief description of
the work performed.

We reviewed the subject document and it appears that the design of the tank grouting system has not yet been
performed. We were wondering if the DOE, or its subcontractor would be interested in a proposal for a pre-conceptual
design of the tank grouting system for the Area-C tanks? The pre-conceptual design would include as a minimum, a
rigorous Function Analysis and a supporting WITNESS analysis.

The most effective method for minimizing the likelihood of overlooking details is a rigorous Function Analysis (FA). This is
a method that can identify and justify every step needed to effectively and safely complete the process. In this way all the
details are evaluated to assure that the needed components are always available. The complete FA then becomes the
basis for the system design and procedures development. It must be understood that for a system containing hazardous
materials, where an accident can result in significant personal injury or radiation exposure, the FA must consider
conditions during startup, maintenance, normal shutdown, and emergency shutdown. This way no potential problems go
undetected and uncontrolled.

As part of the pre-conceptual design Nuclear Systems Associates will develop and execute a Discrete Event Simulation
(DES) model of the procedures and equipment operation required to mix, pump and inject grout into the 12 large SST and
associated tanks and piping. The DES model will be based on the operating procedures defined in the FA.

The model will use WITNESS, a proven commercial DES software package used to model complex manufacturing and
logistic systems worldwide. The primary objective of the Model will be to predict the time required to complete the fillingo of
all tanks and piping with grout. The Model will use defined grout mixing and pumping rates to determine how long the
filling of each tank will require. As part of the procedure to fill each tank, the maximum quantity of each continuous grout
pour will be simulated, thus requiring multiple grout pours for each tank with defined time intervals between each
continuous pour.

A major feature of the DES model will be equipment failures and their impacts on the production schedule. The model will
simulate failure of equipment components based on their expected failure rates and repair times. In some instances,
based on results from the FA, a failed equipment component may be sacrificed into a tank and then replaced rather then
attempting to retract and repair the equipment.

Let us know if this is something you would be interested in. We could then provide you with a priced proposal.

Thank you
Charles Divona
Nuclear Systems Associates, Inc.
9494 (b)(6)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: lfb)(6) @comcast.net>
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2018 1:05 PM
To: AWMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: Office at Heart of America
Subject: WIR comments

Comments on Waste Incidental to Reprocessing (WIR) decision at the Hanford
Nuclear Reservation.

August 20, 2018

The proposal to reclassify high level nuclear wastes in the single shell tanks at Hanford so 4%
of the waste can be capped and grouted should be rejected. Instead of continuing with this
deceptive scheme, USDOE should clean up the spills around the tanks and extract the
remaining residue for glassification and burial in deep underground storage, as required by
federal law.

In DOE's own modeling assessment in the TCWMEIS,, they admitted that if the waste remains
in the tanks and the soil, it would continue to migrate and contaminate the groundwater to
levels far above drinking water standards for thousands of years. To now try to reclassify the
wastes to get around this responsibility is disingenuous and irresponsible. The state of
Washington should insist on full cleanup, per the Tni-Party Agreement and their responsibility
to the citizens of Washington and Oregon to leave this area inhabitable for future generations.

This ill-advised idea was proposed in 2004 and specifically prohibited in the 2005 NDAA and to
keep bringing it up is a waste of taxpayers' resources and precious time to prevent accidents
and contamination. Washington should fulfill its responsibility and reject this proposal, and
DOE should tackle the immense job of removing, treating and disposing of this waste without
further delay.

b)(6)

Lake Oswego, OR
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Bovier, JanB

From: kb)( 6) ]1@grnailcomn>
Sent: Sunday, August 19, 2018 8:12 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: I oppose re-classification of Hanford nuclear waste

T 1his proposal would shatter the decades-long consensus that the path For Hanford's

tank waste is vitrif chat ion - mixing the wastes with glass and disposition in a deep,

geologic repository, which is the only effective way to treat radioactive waste-

*T-he proposal also violates the Nuclear Wlaste Policy Act- DOE does not have authority

to re-label these wastes-

*Abandoning long-lived nuclear wastes in the tanks at the volumes and concentrations

that DOE~ is proposing also violates other legal requirements For the disposal of'

plutonium-

H 1anford is not a qualif led or appropriate place to dispose of high-level nuclear waste-

T-hank you For considering my comments-

j(b)(6)

College Place WA 9932,q

Walla Walla County
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Bovier, Jan B

From: 1(b)(6) DhotmaiIlcom>
Sent: Wednesday, July 25, 2018 4-:42 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR; Office at Heart of America; ()6 Icom
Subject: USDOE Hanford Cleanup Comments/ Regarding leaving high level radioactive waste @

C Tank farm

To USDOE,

Recently it has come to my attention that there is a proposal to leave high level radioactive waste at Hanford
in the C Tank farms, by reclassifying it so that is acceptable to leave in place.

This is ridiculous! This cannot happen. Please do not do the disservice to this and coming generations in this
way. Every effort must be token to take this highly toxic poison away from the Columbia River. It must be
removed to deep geological repository. This is necessary for the protection of all.

Reclassifying this as waste incidental to reprocessing and leaving it in place is not acceptable. This waste is
poison for thousands of years. It must be moved away from the vital Columbia River, which is the source of
Life for all generations.

Thank you,

III
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-Bovier, Jan B

From: I(b)(6) ~yahoo.comn>
Sent: Friday, July 20, 2018 9:30 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Hanford Nuclear Clean Up
Attachments: pc167 18-07 US DOE - Clean Up Hanford Nuclear.docx

Attached is the comment of the New Progressive Alliance concerning Hanford Nuclear Clean Up. If
there are any questions, please let us know.

Sincerely,

Ed Griffith

New Prof ~ressive Alliance
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Bovier, Jan B

From: I(b) (6)_ Oyahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 19, 2018 7:50 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: Office at Heart of America
Subject: Don't rename Hi-Level Nuclear Waste

Renaming wastes doesn't change the need to remove tank wastes

and contaminated soil- Please consider the cumulative impacts

from all wastes that; have leaked from tanks, were discharged into

the soil from tanks, and that are left; in the bottom of tanks in

comparison to Federal and state health risk based cleanup

standards- Those cumulative impacts have already been projected

to violate groundwater and cancer risk cleanup standards-

I
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Bovier, Jan B

From: b)(6) WgmaiI.com
Sent: Wednesday, July 18, 2018 9:30 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: DO NOT RECLASSIFY WASTE AT HANFORD

Hello,

It has come to my attention the DOE is looking to reclassify the waste at the Hanford Site as "incidental". This is clearly
an attempt to balk on obligations to effectively rid the site of nuclear waste. This will be detrimental to the region for
years to come. Do the right thing and take the time needed to actually clean this nuclear waste site the right way.

Thanks

J(b)(6)

Sent from my iPhone
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Bovier, Jan B

From: 1( )(6) J@i( b)( 6) DIcorn >
Sent: Wednesday, July 18, 2018 9:16 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: WIR for WMAC

Nobody should live in fear of what is in their backyard. The wastes at Area C threaten us, our children, and
many yenerations down the line. They also are in violation of the legal treaty rights of nearby communities.
Thus, this proposal is dangerous and short-sighted. We, the residents of the region, deserve a plan that will
remove all dangerous wastes and restore the area as a safe place to live, farm, and fish. Leaving the waste in the
ground and .Yroutin~ it only pushes the can fuirther down the road, and risks the health and livelihoods of the
people in the P~acific Northwest. I absolutely oppose this plan and vow to fight it.

best,

kb)( 61
713 ()6

j(b)(6) III
Portland OR 97213
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Bovier, Jan B

From: I(b)(6) ZiiII@hotmai .com>
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2018 11;39 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: Office at Heart of America
Subject: Hanford High Level Waste reclassification

To the USDOE:

Renaming wastes doesn't change the need to remove tank wastes and contaminated soil. If tank wastes
remain in tanks and in the soil, they will migrate and contaminate the groundwater far above drinking water
standards over and over again for ten thousand years. Renaming the wastes does not change the impact nor
excuse the Federal government from a complete and safe cleanup and storage of nuclear wastes.

Cumulative impacts from all wastes which have leaked from tanks over decades, accidently discharged into
the soil from tanks, and which are left in the bottom of tanks must be cleaned up to the highest federal and
state health risk based cleanup standards. Those cumulative impacts have already been projected to violate
groundwater and cancer risk cleanup standards. Leaving high level wastes behind, no matter how difficult it is
to remove, cannot make our long term environmental hazards go away by renaming waste as low level.

All current high level wastes must be stored securely using the highest level technology available. Federal law
says High Level Nuclear Wastes should be permanently disposed in a deep underground repository.

Thank you

b)(6)

Seattle, WA 98115
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Bovier, Jan B

From: ~b)(6) gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2018 8;38 AM
To: A WMACIDRAFTWIR
Subject: Renaming high level nuclear waste.

This is not acceptable. Hanford must be cleaned up. Sing
into the groundwater and then on to the Columbia River.
Fb)6)

(b)(6) ] Olympia, WA 98506
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Bovier. -Jan B

From: I(b)(6) II~iZ~gmail corn>
Sent: Sunday, July 15, 2018 1:07 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Clean up the mess.

Nuclear fission has, fromn the Y et go been a horrif Ic fiasco, based on the opposite of the truth.

Legal commitments for clean-ups go unfulfilled. while dangerous radioactive waste creeps into our
environment.

Native American sensibility requires looking forward for 7 generations ,but nuclear waste will continue to
damage for 100 generations.

Governor Inslee. insist that Washington State DOE hold the line and require real clean-up, rather than
spuriously avoiding it with dangerously neg ligent "re-categorizing."
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Dan Serres <dan@columbiariverkeeperorg>
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2018 3:46 PM
To: Vance, Brian T; A WMACDRAF]TVlR; Bohrmann, Dieter G
Subject: Letter Regarding Draft WIR Evaluation
Attachments: 2018 07.12 Hanford WIR Letter Final.pdf

Dear Mr. Vance and Mr. Bohrmann,

Please see the attached letter fromn Columbia Riverkeeper, Natural Resources Defense Council, Washing ton
Physicians for Social Responsibility,, Heart of Amnerica Northwest, and Hanford Challenge regardingth teDraft
WIR Evaluation.

Thank you,

Dan Serres.

Conservation Director
Columbia Riverkeeper

4da)col umbiariverkeepcrorg

River ('ints 2018 Issue 2 Newsleter-ReaI it NVow
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Bovier. Jan B

From: NILES Ken * QDOE <Ken.Niles@oregon.gov>
Sent: Monday, June 25, 2018 10:57 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR; Vance, Brian T
Cc: Call, Paula K
Subject: Comment Extension Request
Attachments: WIR Extension Request - Oregon.pdf

Hello Brian,

Attached is a request to extend the comment deadline for the Waste Management Area C WIR.

Ken Niles
Assistant Director for Nuclear Safety
Oregon Department of Energy

Ae!:!i 550 Capitol Street N.E., 1st Floor
Salem, OR 97301
Phone: 503-378-4906
Cell: 503i(b)(6)
ken.niles@oregon.govOREGON Oregon .gov/energy

DEPARTMENT OF

Leading Oregon to a safe, clean, and sustainable energy future.
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Bovier, Jan B

From: 1(b)(6) ]A aol.comn>
Sent: Friday, June 22, 2018 1:22 PM
To: A WMVACDRAFTWIR
Subject: Fwd: HANFORD LIQUID WASTE DISPOSAL

Hi WMACDRAFTWlR(a-)rl.pov.
Wondering if you received my Email comments? Hope the length didn't spoil my

concerns for liquid waste retrieval problems. I have lots of history on Hanford Tank
Waste Retrieval. I was one of the first two engineers asked to empty 99.9% of a tank
(mine SYl 01?, the other an AW). Please reply to me.

Thanks,I (b)(6)

From:b)) ]1
To: WMACDRAFTWIR~rI.gov
Cc: dreeploeg@tridec.org, acary@tricityherald.com
Sent: 6/18/2018 12:47:08 AM Pacific Standard Time
Subject: HANFORD LIQUID WASTE DISPOSAL

To Groups Concerned With Hanford Liquid Waste Disposal,
The purpose of this Email is to respond to the request for Public

comments in 6/12/18 Tni City Herald. The comments were to address
the problem of disposing of radioactive liquid wastes now unsafely
being stored at the Hanford Site.

My concerns now, after being retired from 31 years of working at
the Hanford Site, pertain to the prolonged Site Cleanup
effort. Although the easier, low level retrievals have progressed, the
high level liquid waste removal attempts continue in a very high risk,
very costly and long duration manner. Back in 1990, the request was
crucial to expeditiously remove all liquid wastes from high risk tanks
(some tanks leaking). One of these times during more decades of
emptying tanks, radioactive waste will show up in our Groundwater or
the Columbia River! -- Then What?

First attempts to retrieve liquid wastes from tanks, basins, cribs,
etc. required that 99.9% of waste be removed. It was obvious that
TPA requirement was not achievable, so engineers proposed an
alternate approach using proven Hanford operational procedures,
equipment and facilities. Those past methods had been used
for several decades of successful production operations. Then it was
guessed that all high risk liquid tank waste could be safely removed
and disposed of at cost of $10 M and within a 10 years
period. Although generally accepted (Doc Hastings and federal DOE),
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that approach was rejected since the solid waste left in tank would not
meet the unreal 99.9% TPA requirement.

Excerpts from several of my past Budget comment transmittals
follows. Notice how many years ago some of the comments have
been expressed.

2017 BUDGET TO FINISH HANFORD CLEANUP
My concerns with continual increases in cost and schedule

towards completion of Hanford Cleanup were renewed by the
6/14115, TniCity Herald article, "Spending Proposal
Lacking". Action on the FY 2017 Budget requires a
realistic PLAN for completing Cleanup in a Safe,
Timely and Cost Effective way. That PLAN will be
the basis for preparing an optimum Spending
Proposal that Congress can agree with, approve and
fund. That Spending Proposal must be safe for
workers, utilize proven methods and equipment, and
meet realistic radiological levels.

The following scope of action is suggested
to establish the basis for a realistic FY 2017 Budget.

1. An Organized "in the know" Group (Stakeholders) get together to
review the Stringent Requirements of the Tni Party Agreement.
2. That Organized Group evaluates the TPA requirements against
"lessons learned" from past 25 years of Cleanup.
3. Organized Group suggests updating existing requirements, and
prepares realistic PLAN to show Time, Risk and Cost savings.
4. Organized Group recommends updated requirements to State and
National Energy/Environment groups, and prepares Proposal.
5. Submit approved Spending Proposal for Congress approval and
obtain required FY 2016-17 funding towards getting Cleanup Done!
6. Retrieve high risk liquid/slurry wastes from tanks, basins, cribs, etc.
with past proven Hanford methods.
7. Clean Radioactivity from 324 Bldg. and other structures/non-
retrievable solid wastes as required, then isolate and cocoon like
reactors (as monuments?).
8. Complete Cleanup per realistic FY 2017 Spending Proposal using
Cleanup Funding, separate from the Waste Vitrification Plant.

Congress and our Country wants HANFORD to get this Cleanup
done, then help other nuclear sites cleanup in similar way. Maybe
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then we can get new DOE contracts here to develop other types of
clean energy at Hanford/PNNL, where nuclear work is welcomed!

Thank You for Listening, ()6 -] 509-(6): ]1

Hi to Distribution,
I am sending my past concerns with the prolonged Hanford Cleanup

in response to the Trench Contamination article in Sunday's Tni city
Herald. That 5/6/18/ writeup gave an extensive description of the
collapsing trenches problem It seems that in-place isolation of high
level waste as done with Reactor Cacooning is applicable. All waste
forms need liquids removed, then remaining solids compacted and
isolated. The Tni Party Agreement (TPA) must be revisited in trying to
simplify the approach for large waste forms in facilities, basins, cribs,
tanks,m etc,,,

This Email responds to the Tni City Herald (TCH) article
Iof 2/3/2017, regarding Pres. Trump's EPA Off icial
wanting faster Hanford Cleanup.

It also applies to TCH news articles about
destruction of the radioactively contaminated Hanford
Project 324 Bldg. My past Hanford Cleanup comments
apply to isolation of similar large contaminated
structures, and also to retrieval of radioactive solid
and liquid volumes. Comments also cover possible Plan
for completing Hanford Cleanup.

I am mainly concerned with completion
of Hanford Cleanup, and specifically about retrieval of
radioactive contents from Hanford's Waste Tanks. Risks
with delaying retrieval of tank liquid waste, (some of
which was already leaking), were identif ied back about
1990! Now that some of these same risks still exist
concerns me, especially as years pass on. Currently,
my main concern is for the health of tank waste retrieval
workers, and the prolonged progress of Waste
Treatment Plant! New Facilities construction.

After 25+ years of Hanford Cleanup, we still have
some of more difficult and higher risk radiological
conditions to isolate. Originally we were told to get tank
waste retrieved as high priority to assure no
contamination to the Groundwater, Columbia River, and
Environment. We also had to minimize risk to the
Workers' Health, the Public and the Columbia
Corridor. So far, we have been very fortunate to

I dodge most of the Risks.
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For years I have sent comments
to Hanford contractors, Local, State and Federal DOE
and political organizations about getting this prolonged
CLEANUP DONE! (maybe in more optimum
way?). Those Thought you might be interested in my
past Cleanup comments, and more recent concerns
about what President Trump would think of our Hanford
Cleanup effort? Probably a far cry compared to His way
of getting things done. I get the feeling that our new
President will not be too impressed with our overall
cleanup progress, much more its economical and
optimization aspects!

I think back over all the years of Time, Spending,
Risk, and added Waste Generation during Hanford
Cleanup. Wonder what Pres. Trump would think of the
"Alternate Approach" features which have been
suggested over the years? That cleanup approach has
been repeatedly rejected by the authors of the Tni Party
Agreement (TPA), which established very stringent
requirements (now found to be unreasonable!).

The TPA should be revisited by an "in-the-know"
group to arrive at a more realistic approach to complete
Cleanup. President Trump would surely consider a
simpler, more cost effective and quicker cleanup
approach that's still within all acceptable risk limits. It
could be that a simpler and more economical completion
of construction/use of the Vitrification Plant would also
result!

Anyway I'm sending one of my more recent
comments for completing Hanford Cleanup as follows:

"My concerns with continual increases in cost and
schedule towards completion of Hanford Cleanup are
renewed with each annual Hanford Budget
Meeting. Action on the FY 2018 Budget requires a
Realistic PLAN for completing Cleanup in a Safe, Timely
and Cost Effective way. That PLAN will be basis for an
optimum Spending Proposal that Congress can
approve/fund. The Spending Proposal must be safe for
workers, utilize proven methods and equipment, and
meet realistic radiological levels.

My recommended action for generating that Realistic
PLAN is to:
1. Get all authors of the Tni Party Agreement
(TPA) together and revisit, evaluate and update the

Iexisting very stringent TPA requirements
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2. PLAN how to meet those updated and more realistic
Requirements, sell the Proposal to Congress, and obtain
Time/Funding to get the Hanford Cleanup Done! SAVE
TIME, RISK, AND COST!
3. Retrieve high risk liquid wastes from tanks, basins,
cribs, etc. with past proven Hanford methods, (i.e.
sluicing and evaporating).
4. Dispose of structures/solid waste volumes in place -
some might be Monuments for
our Manhattan Nuclear Historical Park?
5. Clean the 324 Bldg. and non-retrievable solid waste
storage sites of radioactivity as much as possible, then
isolate and caccoon similar to reactors.
6. Complete Cleanup this way with funds separate from
Waste Vitrification Plant, with its problems, and now two
separate waste streams?

For years now, Hanford Cleanup has struggled to
meet very stringent Tni Party Agreement (TPA)
requirements, i.e. to restore the Site to its original natural
state. A PLAN is now needed to complete Cleanupi
realistic manner! The present approach requires
retrieval, handling, re-identification, and repackaging of
previously disposed waste. These operations result in
generating more waste while exposing workers to more
Idan-ger. radiation and inhalation exposure.

Its time NOW, for all original authors of TPA to iet
I together and revisit those toug h reurments. Applying

"lessons learned" and characterizing waste retrieved
from original storage and disposal locations can
show what true and realistic extent of Cleanupi
required. That would be a good unanimous basis for
The PLAN!

Congress and our Country wants HANFORD to get
this Cleanup done in a safe, timely and cost effective
way, then help other nuclear sites cleanup in similar
ways. Surely we can get more new DOE contracts here

I to develop other types of clean energy at
I HanfordPN , where nuclear work is welcomed!"

(b)(6) -]Ph: 509- b)(6)

From ()6 )aoI.com
To: stepha ni. swa nbergCUtricityreg ion al.chamber
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Sent: 6/6/2018 4:19:14 PM Pacific Standard Time
Subject: (b)(6) ]LATE MYTRI FUTURE NEEDS

Hi
Stephanie,

May 22, 2018

Sorry I'm late with my comments on development
needs/ideas for future growth of

Tni Cities and vicinity. The MyTri Group had asked for Public
suggestions and mine mostly involve with completing Hanford
Cleanup and getting some new Energy Development work!

Maybe you can use this as input in some way. My visions for
our Tni Cities vicinity and future growth. We have lived here
since 1948, hence seen it grow and experience what seems
important to the Agricultural, Hanford Site, and Business folks.

At end of Long Term Stewardship article, I have added a
couple of exerpts from my past comments on completing
Hanford Cleanup so we can do bigger and better things at
Hanford and PNNL.

1.The local Cities need to work together and share
capabilities so not duplicating services and competing
against each other.

2. Folks here come from all over and generally like it and
stay, or come back to live in retirement.

3. Folks here are generally laid back, enjoy high class
activities, but are not too uppity in their general style.of
living.

4. Get our Hanford Cleanup done to save lots of Cost, Time
and Risk to rivers,

5. workers, and the environment. Use our workforce for
DOE Development work.

6. DOE, Wash. State, and Hanford Contractors need to
optimize approaches for Retrieving, Packaging, and
Isolating radioactive waste.

7. The Cleaned Site needs to be used as our Nuclear Park,
for Commercial Industry, and for Public use and
Recreation.

8. DOE can work with PNNL to develop new Energy
approaches and then manufacture them right on the
Hanford Site..

9. Traffic Flow needs are especially important to laid-back
communities which grow and change so fast.

10. The Tni Cities folks must be made to be very vigilant to
minimize terrorism, and keep Our God's Country a
healthy and safe place for raising families.
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1I have write-up about Long Term Use of Cleaned up
Hanford Site which follows.

Feb 3, 2014
HANFOR

D LONG TERM
STE WARDSHI
P
Long term
stewardship of the
Hanford Site must
ensure its overall
Manhatten Project
History is
preserved as
facilities are
demolished,
secured and
further utilized.
Optimum use of
this vast area must
be accomplished
without
endangering our
water, the public
and the
environment. Use
of areas! facilities
needs planning to
ensure beneficial
for the Tni City
Area, Columbia
Basin, Washington
State, and our
National
Government.
The total Cleaned-
Up Hanford Site
would cons5ist of
clean roads to
make all lands
freely accessible
to the Public. The
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B Reactor
Museum,
CREIiST, the
Hanford Reach,
Cleanup
Monuments, EFTE
and other
remaining support
facilities could
combine to make
up a Hanford's
"Nuclear National
Park".
B Reactor
Museum has
already proved
itself invaluable
for tourist
understanding
about the Hanlbard
Production
Reactor's
operation.
HIistorical remains
are preserved to
display various
aspects of the
reactor's operation
and production of
the Plutonium.
Excellent verbal
descriptions are
provided on walk-
thru tours.

The Reach
National
Monument is
unique part of the
Hanford Site, still
preserved as

Iori ~inal condition
of the Uhanford
town, White
Bluffs, Columbia
River and
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IIsurrounding areas.
It is apparent there

1111
are little adverse
affects on the

I vce 'Yetat on and
wildlife activity on
this reserve-type
area.

CR EHST
(Columbia River
Exhibition of
History, Science
& Technology) is
the special
museum which
houses the overall
history of Site and
Community
activities. Displays
show and tell the
detailed history of
personnel,
facilities and way
of life at Hanford
and communities.

FFTF (Fast
Flux Test Facility)
Project was
successful from
the first proposals
thru design,
research &
development,
construction, plant
acceptance testing
and initial
operation. This
facility was self

I sustainin~ I as

Ievidenced by its
good operating

Irecord over its
past 20 years of
operation. The
FFTF has already
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provided materials
research to
expedite
imiprovement of
reactor plants
around the world.

Cleanup
Monuments would
have security
fences installed
around permanent
cleaned-up waste
areas and building
sites to protect the
Public. Each
fenced site could
have Tourist
actuated audio
stations providing
description and
history of that
particular site --

all sites combined
would help tell the
Hanford
Production Story
side of the
Manhattan
Project! The
preserved history
would span from
initial Hanford
construction days
to present power
production and
medical research
technology.

Tourists could
visit these
Monuments and
Museums to view
and hear the
overall Hanford
Atomic H istory.
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Someday,
combining the B
Reactor Museum
and Hanford
Reach National
Monument efforts,
with CREI]ST and
the upcoming
"Hanford Cleanup
Monuments" into
one overall
Hanford Nuclear
National
Park-could result
in great saving s
for DOE.
Recreational areas
could be
established and
clearly marked as
bike paths, hiking
trails, fishing,
boating, etc.
activities.
Commercial
businesses and
fabricators could
build facilities for
ready access to
roads, rail, and
water transport
needs. Even a
public airstrip may
be possible for
commute/transport
purposes. DOE
may award new
Nuclear Projects
to construct at
Hanford where
readily accepted
by Public, and
near Battelle's
very supportive
Pacific Northwest
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III Labs. Altmost any

other applications
could utilize the

I large cleaned-up
site and still
naturally clean
areas of land.

Let's not lose
this chance for a
National
Monument to
preserve the

a tomic age histoiy
at Hanford.
Nuclear Energy is
good - we Just
need to deal
realistically with
requirements for
processing the
radioactive waste
products.

1IPh:I (b)(6)
I-

To Distribution,
In response to this morning's 6/14/15 Tni City

Herald article, "Spending Proposal Lacking", my
comments are as follows:

1. Get TPA authors to revisit and update the
stringent requirements, PLAN how to meet
more realistic Requirements, Sell it to Congress, and
get the Hanford Cleanup Done! SAVE MUCH TIME,
RISK, AND MONEY!

2. Clean the 324 Bldg of contamination and
radiation as much as possible, caccoon it like reactors,
and make it a monument of Hanford Historical
Park. Special remote handling work was
important in the development of nuclear reactor fuels
and materials. (Radiometallurgy Facility Bldg 327 was
also!).

3. Retrieve liquid wastes from tanks, basins, cribs,
etc by old proven Hanford methods, and dispose of
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structures and solid contents in place as Cleanup
Monuments.

4. For Congress to BUY Our PLAN, it must be:
practical to perform; timely; low risk; safe for workers;
cost effective; proven methods; and meet realistic
radiological environment and public safety levels.

5. Congress and our country wants HANFORD to
get this Cleanup done, help other nuclear sites
cleanup in same way, and get on to developing
new types of clean energy here at our welcoming site.

My following correspondences show as recent
Emails, although they contain comments and
suggestions I have submitted over past 20
years. Distributions varied but included: Hanford
Cleanup parties at Local, State, and National DOE
levels; Hanford Contractors; Regional Development
Groups; and local DOE RL/River Protection
organizations.

Thank You, (b)(6) )11509- 6)

12/23/2014
From:b)6): D~aol.com
To: gp etersen(c-Dtridec .org, sherlyn. berge rUamail. house
cjov
Sent: 12/23/2014 12:20:50 A.M. Pacifi C Daylight Time
Subj: Fwd: Hanford Future Utilization

Hi to Doc and Gary, Just wanted you
to know that I sent copy of this Email
to Governor Inslee, Atty Gen
Ferguson and Senator Cantwell. Also
visited with Annette Cary on phone,
then also sent her copy for
information. Mainly pointing out
authors of TPA must get together,
revisit/revise the TPA requirements to
simplify the tank waste removal
requirements Then everyone work
together and get the job done. There
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are much better projects to start work
on, rather than fooling around with
this garbage detail for a decade or
so! Lets have a safe, realstic agreed-
on plan so Cleanup can be
completed now! (b)(6) ]I l(b)(6)

10/11/
2014

(b)(6)From :1 D&a~ol corn
ITo: i Petersen (Dtri dec .orq, sherlyn.be
I rq e rc mail .house.go

1111 Sent: 10/11/2014 2:50:06 A.M.
Pacific Daylight Time
Subj: Fwd: Hanford Future Utilization

Hi Gary & Doc, Its
time to resubmit my
two following Emails
transmitted 4/16/14
and 4/17/14,fo
serious

I consideration by
DOE and
Wash.St.DOE. From
recent Tni City Herald
articles, these two
responsible Hanford
Cleanup organizations
can't figure out HOW
TO or AGREE ON
way to retrieve tank
waste to meet Safety,
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Cost and Schedule
requirements of the
TPA. Lets do it like
we've been telling
them for last 15-20
years!

Problems with
decay heat, vapors,
worker risk,
technology
development, etc.
from retrieval of
exposed solid waste
can be resolved using
the simpler Alternate
Approach. Also, the
disposal of tank waste
slurries at Vitrification
Plant would be greatly
simplified if just the
one single high level
waste stream were
accommodated.

Let's revisit
and update the TPA
requirements and
schedule to safely get
this cleanup done, so
Hanford can get on
to some great new

I Reactor
Projects! Maybe with
their backs to the wall,
they will reconsider?
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Thanks for your
consideration,

(b)(6)

b)(6)

I
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Bovier, Jan B

From: 1(b)(6) Pcharter.net>
Sent: Friday, June 22, 2018 10:37 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: V)6) )charter.net
Subject: Questions on the WIR Process

Mr. Bovier,
Re: the "DRAFT WASTE INCIDENTAL TO REPROCESSING EVALUATION FOR CLOSURE OF C TANK FARM," could you please
provide a response to the following questions:

1. Is the actual tank structure considered to be an integral requirement in maintaining long-term isolation of the
wastes remaining in the tank, or is the grout that will be injected into the tank the primary component in
assuring long-term waste isolation? This concerns the current and future state of degradation of these single-
shell tanks, and the possibility of catastrophic damage to the tanks from future earthquakes/floods, etc.

2. Will the remaining wastes in the tanks to be grouted be mixed while being grouted so that a more homogeneous
mix of waste and grout be assured, and no concentration of wastes immediately adjacent to the tank walls or
tank bottom will occur that could cause further tank wall damage/breach?

3. Will groundwater sampling wells be positioned around the tanks and will they be frequently monitored to detect
any waste leakage for long-term assurance of integrity of this solution to isolate these remaining wastes?

Thank you.
b)(6) I
Email: I I(b)(6) ~care.net
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Gerry Pollet <gerry@hoanw.org>
Sent: Tuesday, June 19, 2018 1:56 PM
To: AIWMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: Lyon, Jeffery; Bradbury, Randy (ECY); Wireman, Ginger;- Office at Heart of America; Derek

Martin; Angelo Marchesini; Helen Wheatley; Office at Heart of America
Subject: Draft WIR: questions from 6-18 meeting and request for meetings
Attachments: HoANW request for meetings and submitted questions from 6-18-18.docx

TO: WMACDraftWR(@RL.gov
CC: Ecology
FR: Gerry Pollet, Heart of America Northwest

Gerry~hoanw.org; office~hoanw.org
RE: 1 - Request for public meetings for comment on Draft WIR Evaluation and proposed decision

2- Questions requested to be submitted to USDOE at June 18, 2018 public meeting

1. Heart of America Northwest is the region's largest citizens group working to educate and involve the public in
Hanford Cleanup decisions with thousands of members in Washington and Oregon. Hanford cleanup decisions,
current contamination and future potential risks have serious potential impacts on our members and their interests,
whether they live in Spokane, Seattle, dlownriver in Hood River or Vancouver, or Portland.

USDOE's proposed WIR decision and related decisions for Waste Management Area C are of the highest public
interest and concern. The proposal to reclassify tank waste has previously been covered as front page and leading
news stories in media across the region, as well as being of the utmost concern to the congressional delegations of
Washington and Oregon.

The reclassification of C Farm Single Shell Tank residues (4% of prior tank volume) would clearly be a precedent for
reclassifying soils and waste residues in other tank farms. Further, USDOE is clearly seeking to change the decision
issued on the Tank Closure Waste Management EIS to adopt a preferred altemnative (2B3) which called for retrieval
of 99% of tank wastes, prior to determining if USDOE has reached the limits of practical retrieval and determining
how to "close" tank farms. Thousands of people attended hearings or submitted comments on the Tank Closure
Waste Management EIS.

USDOE has held a single public workshop on the proposed WIR decision. This was held as a day time, workday
meeting in Richland. It was not accessible for participation to either people outside Richland nor to the average
concerned citizen. Furthermore, USDOE only issued notice via email a few days prior.

Heart of America Northwest therefore requests two public meetings in Seattle and Portland to be held with 30-45
days of notice after location and time are determined. We would collaborate in providing notice (if we have
adequate notice) and with location, logistics and how to effectively plan to present essential information to the public
in a compressed time. We believe the meetings should enable public comment to be taken following opening
presentations on the proposal and questions, including a role for Washington Ecology and the State of Oregon.

2- Questions Regarding soil and a soil WIR which were not answered and which we were requested to submit in
writing:

* What was reclassified in the soil decision? Please link the documents.
* Please identify other proposed related decisions involving reclassifying contaminated soils, residues in

tanks, or closure with soils in place. Please link all documents related to such proposed or prior actions
relating to C Farm in one location for C Farm decisions.

" If citation process was used, what is basis for citation since not equipment contaminated incidental to work?
* What rationale differentiates newly released tank wastes. e.g., during a transfer, from prior contamination in

regard to utilizing a WIR determination by citation or otherwise?
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Gerry Pollet, JD;
Executive Director,
Heart of America Northwest
"The Public's Voice for Hanford Clean-UP"
(206)382-1014
gerpt(a-hoalworgq
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Kb)(6)
Sent: Tuesday, June 19, 2018 1:00 PM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: info@hanfordchallenge.org
Subject: Please hold regional public meetings on the Draft WIR evaluation

To whom it may concern. Please hold regional public meetings on the Draft WIR evaluation.

This issue is far to serious to be made behind closed doors with no public input.

(b(6 ]
Seattle, WA-
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Bovier. Jan B

From: b)(6) aol.com>
Sent: Monday, June 18, 2018 12:47 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Cc: dreeploeg@tridec.org; acary@tricityherald.com
Subject: HANFORD LIQUID WASTE DISPOSAL

To Groups Concerned With Hanford Liquid Waste Disposal,
The purpose of this Email is to respond to the request for Public

comments in 6/12/18 Tni City Herald. The comments were to address the
problem of disposing of radioactive liquid wastes now unsafely being stored
at the Hanford Site.

My concerns now, after being retired from 31 years of working at the
Hanford Site, pertain to the prolonged Site Cleanup effort. Although the
easier, low level retrievals have progressed, the high level liquid waste
removal attempts continue in a very high risk, very costly and long duration
manner. Back in 1990, the request was crucial to expeditiously remove all
liquid wastes from high risk tanks (some tanks leaking). One of these times
during more decades of emptying tanks, radioactive waste will show up in
our Groundwater or the Columbia River! -- Then What?

First attempts to retrieve liquid wastes from tanks, basins, cribs,
etc. required that 99.9% of waste be removed. It was obvious that TPA
requirement was not achievable, so engineers proposed an alternate
approach using proven Hanford operational procedures, equipment and
facilities. Those past methods had been used for several decades of
successful production operations. Then it was guessed that all high risk
liquid tank waste could be safely removed and disposed of at cost of $10 M
and within a 10 years period. Although generally accepted (Doc Hastings
and federal DOE), that approach was rejected since the solid waste left in
tank would not meet the unreal 99.9% TPA requirement.

Excerpts from several of my past Budget comment transmittals
follows. Notice how many years ago some of the comments have been
expressed.

2017 BUDGET TO FINISH HANFORD CLEANUP
My concerns with continual increases in cost and schedule towards

completion of Hanford Cleanup were renewed by the 6/14/1 5, TniCity
Herald article, "Spending Proposal Lacking". Action on
the FY 2017 Budget requires a realistic PLAN for
completing Cleanup in a Safe, Timely and Cost Effective
way. That PLAN will be the basis for preparing an
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optimum Spending Proposal that Congress can agree
with, approve and fund. That Spending Proposal must be
safe for workers, utilize proven methods and equipment,
and meet 'realistic radiological levels.

The following scope of action is suggested
to establish the basis for a realistic FY 2017 Budget.

1. An Organized "in the know" Group (Stakeholders) get together to review
the Stringent Requirements of the Tni Party Agreement.
2. That Organized Group evaluates the TPA requirements against "lessons
learned" from past 25 years of Cleanup.
3. Organized Group suggests updating existing requirements, and prepares
realistic PLAN to show Time, Risk and Cost savings.
4. Organized Group recommends updated requirements to State and
National Energy/Environment groups, and prepares Proposal.
5. Submit approved Spending Proposal for Congress approval and obtain
required FY 201 6-17 funding towards getting Cleanup Done!
6. Retrieve high risk liquid/slurry wastes from tanks, basins, cribs, etc. with
past proven Hanford methods.
7. Clean Radioactivity from 324 Bldg. and other structures/non-retrievable
solid wastes as required, then isolate and cocoon like reactors (as
monuments?).
8. Complete Cleanup per realistic FY 2017 Spending Proposal using
Cleanup Funding, separate from the Waste Vitrification Plant.

Congress and our Country wants HANFORD to get this Cleanup done,
then help other nuclear sites cleanup in similar way. Maybe then we can get
new DOE contracts here to develop other types of clean energy at
Hanford/PNNL, where nuclear work is welcomed!

Thank You for Listening, 1(b)(6) 111509- ()6 ]

Hi to Distribution,
I am sending my past concerns with the prolonged Hanford Cleanup in

response to the Trench Contamination article in Sunday's Tni city Herald. That
5/6/18/ writeup gave an extensive description of the collapsing trenches
problem It seems that in-place isolation of high level waste as done with
Reactor Cacooning is applicable. All waste forms need liquids removed, then
remaining solids compacted and isolated. The Tni Party Agreement (TPA)
must be revisited in trying to simplify the approach for large waste forms in
facilities, basins, cribs, tanks,m etc,,.

I
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This Email responds to the Tri City Herald (TCH) article of
213/2017, regarding Pres. Trump's EPA Official wanting faster
Hanford Cleanup.

It also applies to TCH news articles about destruction of the
radioactively contaminated Hanford Project 324 Bldg. My past
Hanford Cleanup comments apply to isolation of similar large
contaminated structures, and also to retrieval of radioactive
solid and liquid volumes. Comments also cover possible Plan
for completing Hanford Cleanup.

I am mainly concerned with completion of Hanford Cleanup,
and specifically about retrieval of radioactive contents
from Hanford's Waste Tanks. Risks with delaying retrieval of
tank liquid waste, (some of which was already leaking),
were identified back about 1990! Now that some of these
same risks still exist concerns me, especially as years pass
on. Currently, my main concern is for the health of tank waste
retrieval workers, and the prolonged progress of Waste
Treatment Plant! New Facilities construction.

After 25+ years of Hanford Cleanup, we still have some of
more difficult and higher risk radiological conditions to
isolate. Originally we were told to get tank waste retrieved as
high priority to assure no contamination to the
Groundwater, Columbia River, and Environment. We also had
to minimize risk to the Workers' Health, the Public and the
Columbia Corridor. So far, we have been very fortunate to

Idodge most of the Risks.
For years I have sent comments to Hanford contractors,

Local, State and Federal DOE and political organizations about
getting this prolonged CLEANUP DONE! (maybe in more
optimum way?). Those Thought you might be interested in my
past Cleanup comments, and more recent concerns about what
President Trump would think of our Hanford Cleanup
effort? Probably a far cry compared to His way of getting things
done. I get the feeling that our new President will not be too
impressed with our overall cleanup progress, much more its
economical and optimization aspects!

I think back over all the years of Time, Spending, Risk, and
added Waste Generation during Hanford Cleanup. Wonder
what Pres. Trump would think of the "Alternate Approach"
features which have been suggested over the years? That
cleanup approach has been repeatedly rejected by the authors
of the TO Party Agreement (TPA), which established very
stringent requirements (now found to be unreasonable!).

The TPA should be revisited by an "in-the-know" group to
arrive at a more realistic approach to complete
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Cleanup. President Trump would surely consider a simpler,
more cost effective and quicker cleanup approach that's still
within all acceptable risk limits. It could be that a simpler and
more economical completion of construction/use of the
Vitrification Plant would also result!

Anyway I'm sending one of my more recent comments for
completing Hanford Cleanup as follows:

"My concerns with continual increases in cost and
schedule towards completion of Hanford Cleanup are renewed
with each annual Hanford Budget Meeting. Action on the FY
2018 Budget requires a Realistic PLAN for completing Cleanup
in a Safe, Timely and Cost Effective way. That PLAN will be
basis for an optimum Spending Proposal that Congress can
approve/fund. The Spending Proposal must be safe for
workers, utilize proven methods and equipment, and
meet realistic radiological levels.

My recommended action for generating that Realistic PLAN
is to:
1. Get all authors of the Tni Party Agreement (TPA) together
and revisit, evaluate and update the existing very stringent TPA
requirements
2. PLAN how to meet those updated and more realistic
Requirements, sell the Proposal to Congress, and obtain
Time/Funding to get the Hanford Cleanup Done! SAVE TIME,
RISK, AND COST!
3. Retrieve high risk liquid wastes from tanks, basins, cribs, etc.
with past proven Hanford methods, (i.e. sluicing and
evaporating).
4. Dispose of structures/solid waste volumes in place - some
might be Monuments for
our Manhattan Nuclear Historical Park?
5. Clean the 324 Bldg. and non-retrievable solid waste storage
sites of radioactivity as much as possible, then isolate and
caccoon similar to reactors.
6. Complete Cleanup this way with funds separate from Waste

IVitrif ication Plant, with its problems, and now two separate
I waste streams?

For years now, Hanford Cleanup has struggled to meet very
stringent Tni Party Agreement (TPA) requirements, i.e. to
restore the Site to its original natural state. A PLAN is now
needed to complete Cleanup in a realistic manner! The
present approach requires retrieval, handling, re-identifi cation,
and repackaging of previously disposed waste. These
operations result in generating more waste while expsn
workers to more danger, radiation and inhalation exposure.
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Its time NOW, for all original authors of TPA to get togiether
and revisit those tough requirements. Applying "lessons
learned" and characterizing waste retrieved from original
storage and disposal locations can show what true and realistic
extent of Cleanup is reciuired. That would be a good

I unanimous basis for The PLAN!
Congress and our Country wants HANFORD to get this

Cleanup done in a safe, timely and cost effective way, then
help other nuclear sites cleanup in similar ways. Surely we can
get more new DOE contracts here to develop other types of
clean energy at Hanford/PNNL. where nuclear work is
Iwelcomed!"

b)(6) Ph: 509-b)(6) ]
------------

From: b)(6) )aol .com
To: ste hani.swanberq~atricityregional.cham ber
Sent: 6/6/2018 4:19:14 PM Pacific Standard Time
Subject~)6 ILATE MYTRI FUTURE NEEDS

Hi
Stephanie,

May 22, 2018

Sorry I'm late with my comments on development needs/ideas for
future growth of

Tni Cities and vicinity. The MyTri Group had asked for Public
suggestions and mine mostly involve with completing Hanford Cleanup
and getting some new Energy Development work!

Maybe you can use this as input in some way. My visions for our Tni
Cities vicinity and future growth. We have lived here since 1948, hence
seen it grow and experience what seems important to the Agricultural.
Hanford Site, and Business folks.

At end of Long Term Stewardship article, I have added a couple of
exerpts from my past comments on completing Hanford Cleanup so we
can do bigger and better things at Hanford and PNNL.

1. The local Cities need to work together and share capabilities so
not duplicating services and competing against each other.

2. Folks here come from all over and generally like it and stay, or
come back to live in retirement.

3. Folks here are generally laid back, enjoy high class activities, but
are not too uppity in their general style.of living.
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4. Get our Hanford Cleanup done to save lots of Cost, Time and
Risk to rivers,

5. workers, and the environment. Use our workforce for
DOE Development work.

6. DOE, Wash. State, and Hanford Contractors need to optimize
approaches for Retrieving, Packaging, and Isolating radioactive
waste.

7. The Cleaned Site needs to be used as our Nuclear Park, for
Commercial Industry, and for Public use and Recreation.

8. DOE can work with PNNL to develop new Energy approaches
and then manufacture them right on the Hanford Site..

9. Traffic Flow needs are especially important to laid-back
communities which grow and change so fast.

10. The Tni Cities folks must be made to be very vigilant to minimize
terrorism, and keep Our God's Country a healthy and safe place
for raising families.

11.- I have write-up about Long Term Use of Cleaned up Hanford
Site which follows.

Feb 3,
2014

HANFORD
LONG TERM
STEWARDSHIP
Long term stewardship of
the Hanford Site must
ensure its overall
Manhatten Project
History is preserved as
facilities are demnolished,
secured and further
utilized. Optimum use of
this vast area must be
accomplished without
endangering our water,
the public and the
environment. Use of
areas! facilities needs

Iplanning to ensure
beneficial for the Tni City
Area, Columbia Basin,
Washington State, and
our National Government.
The total Cleaned-Up
I lanford Site would
consist of clean roads to
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make all lands freely
accessible to the Public.
The B Reactor Museum,
CREHST. the Hanford
Reach, Cleanup
Monuments, FFTF and
other remaining support
facilities could combine
to make up a Hanford's
"Nuclear Nationial Park".
B Reactor Museum has
already proved itself
invaluable for tourist
understanding about the
Hanford Production
Reactor's operation.
Historical remains are
preserved to display
various aspects of the
reactor's operation and
production of the
Plutonium. Excellent
verbal descriptions are
provided on walk-thru
tours.

The Reach National
Monument is unique part
of the Hanford Site, still
preserved as original
condition of the Hanford
town, White Bluffis
Columbia River and
surrounding areas. it is
apparent there are little
adverse affects on the

I ve ~etation and wildlife
activity on this reserve-
type area.

CREIIST (Columbia
River Exhibition of
lHistory, Science &

I Technology) is the special
museum which houses the
overall history of Site and
Community activities.
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Displays show and tell the
detailed history of
personnel, facilities and
way of life at Hlanford
and communities.

FFTF (Fast Flux Test
Facility) Project was
successful from the first
proposals thru. desig
research & development,
construction, plant
acceptance testinga and
initial operation. This
facility was self

I sustainin~ 7 as evidenced
7Iby its good operating

record over its past 20
years of operation. The
FFTF has already
provided materials
research to expedite
improvement of reactor
plants around the world.

Cleanup Monuments
would have security
fences installed around
permanent cleaned-up
waste areas and building
sites to protect the Public.
Each fenced site could
have Tourist actuated
audio stations providing
description and history of
that particular site -- all
sites combined would
help tell the Hanford
Production Story side of
the Manhattan Project!
The preserved history
would span from initial
H anford construction
days to present power
production and medical
research technology.
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Tourists could visit
these Monuments and
Museums to view and
hear the overall Fhanford
Atomic History.

Someday, combining
the B Reactor Museum
and Hanford Reach
National Monument
efforts, with CREHST
and the upcoming
"H-anford Cleanup
Monuments" into one
overall Hanford Nuclear
National Park-could result
in great savinj s for DOE.
Recreational areas could
be established and clearly
marked as bike paths,
hiking trails, fishing,
boating, etc. activities.
Commercial businesses
and f'abricators could
build facilities for ready
access to roads, rail, and
water transport needs.
Even a public airstrip may
be possible for
commute/transport
purposes. DOE may
award new Nuclear
Projects to construct at
Hanford where readily
accepted by Public, and
near Battelle's very
supportive Pacific
Northwest Labs. Almost
any other applications
Icould utilize the lark 'C
cleaned-uip site and still
naturally clean areas of
land.

Let's not lose this
chance for a National
Monument to preserve the
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atomic age history at
Hanford. Nuclear Energy
is good - we just need to
deal realistically with
requirements for
processing the radioactive
waste products.

(b)(6) IWh:I (b)(6)
ikb)(6)

To Distribution,
In response to this morning's 6/14/15 Tni City Herald

article, "Spending Proposal Lacking", my comments are as
follows:

1. Get TPA authors to revisit and update the
stringent requirements, PLAN how to meet more realistic
Requirements, Sell it to Congress, and get the Hanford
Cleanup Done! SAVE MUCH TIME, RISK, AND MONEY!

2. Clean the 324 Bldg of contamination and radiation as
much as possible, caccoon it like reactors, and make it a
monument of Hanford Historical Park. Special remote
handling work was important in the development of nuclear
reactor fuels and materials. (Radio metallurgy Facility Bldg
327 was also!).

3. Retrieve liquid wastes from tanks, basins, cribs, etc by
old proven Hanford methods, and dispose of structures and
solid contents in place as Cleanup Monuments.

4. For Congress to BUY Our PLAN, it must be: practical
to perform; timely; low risk; safe for workers; cost effective;
proven methods; and meet realistic radiological environment
and public safety levels.

5. Congress and our country wants HANFORD to get this
Cleanup done, help other nuclear sites cleanup in same way,
and get on to developing new types of clean energy here at
our welcoming site.

My following correspondences show as recent Emails,
although they contain comments and suggestions I have
submitted over past 20 years. Distributions varied but
included: Hanford Cleanup parties at Local, State, and
National DOE levels; Hanford Contractors; Regional
Development Groups; and local DOE RL/River Protection
organizations.

Thank You, (b)(6) 1115094 (b()I
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12/23
12014
From:b)6 7IWaol .corn

To: gpetersen(EDtridec. org ,sherlvn. berger( imail house. Qov
Sent: 12/23/2014 12:20:50 A.M. Pacifi
Subj: Fwd: Hanford Future Utilization

Hi to Doc and Gary, Just wanted you to
know that I sent copy of this Email to
Governor Inslee, Atty Gen Ferguson and
Senator Cantwell. Also visited with
Annette Cary on phone, then also sent her
copy for information. Mainly pointing out
authors of TPA must get together,
revisit/revise the TPA requirements to
simplify the tank waste removal
requirements Then everyone work
together and get the job done. There are
much better projects to start work on,
rather than fooling around with this
garbage detail for a decade or so! Lets
have a safe, realstic agreed-on plan so

b)(6)ICleanup can be completed now![
IEZZI 'I'll

10/11/2014
From:

kb)(6)I To: i petersen@tridec .ori,[ ""'Ii
( mail.house.gov
Sent: 10/11/2014 2:50:06 A.M. Pacifi ic
Daylight Time

I Subj: Fwd: Hanford Future Utilization
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Hi Gary & Doc, Its time to
resubmit my two following
Emails transmitted 4/16/14
and 4/1 7114, for serious
consideration by DOE and
Wash.St.DOE. From recent
Tni City Herald articles,
these two responsible
Hanford Cleanup
organizations can't figure
out HOW TO or AGREE
ON way to retrieve tank
waste to meet Safety, Cost
and Schedule requirements
of the TPA. Lets do it like
we've been telling them
for last 15-20 years!

Problems with decay
heat, vapors, worker risk,
technology development,
etc. from retrieval of
exposed solid waste can be
resolved using the simpler
Alternate Approach. Also,
the disposal of tank waste
slurries at Vitrification Plant
would be greatly simplified
if just the one single high
level waste stream were
accommodated.

Let's revisit and update
the TPA requirements and
schedule to safely get this
cleanup done, so Hanford
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Ican get on to some great
I I new Reactor

Projects! Maybe with their
backs to the wall, they will
reconsider?

Thanks for your
consideration,

b)I(6)I ]1
I I l(b)(6)
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Bovier, Jan B

From: l(b)(6) j@hotmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, June 10, 2018 11:42 AM
To: A WMACDRAFTWIR
Subject: re: Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation

1. Remove all nuclear waste,

2. Do not allow anymore nuclear waste into the facility,

3. Replace all the single storage tanks,

4. Stop all the nuclear leakage entering the Columbia River

J Redmond WA
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Bovier, Jan B

From: Tom Carpenter <tomc@hanfordchallenge.org>
Sent: Thursday, June 7, 2018 3:17 PM
To: Vance, Brian T; AWMACDRAFIWIR
Cc: Bohrmann, Dieter G
Subject: Request for Regional Mtgs and Deadline Extension for Public Comments

Brian Vance, Manager
Offi ce of River Protection
Department of Energy
Richland. Washington 99352

Dear Mr. Vance,

I am writing to request that you take action to provide regional public meetings on the DOE's recently-announced "Draft
Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation for Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford
Site." Additionally, I request that you extend the deadline for comments to incorporate the anticipated review by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, in order that the public has the best information available on which to base their
comments.

Specifically, the DOE has announced that it intends to hold a one-day informational meeting on June 18, 2018, during
the day. This meeting will feature a set of presentations by various Departmental and contractor officials to explain the
Draft WIR. However, we learned at the Hanford Advisory Board meetings this past week that DOE does not intent to
take public comment at this meeting, and that there will be a five-minute Q&A period at the end of each
presentation. The fact that the meeting is being held in the Tni-Cities during working hours means that most members
of the interested public will not be able to attend.

The gravity of DOE's proposal to abandon untreated high-level nuclear waste in C Farm Tanks under hundreds of tons of
grout is of immense public concern. As you may be aware, the use of the WIR process under DOE Order 435.1 was
subject to a legal challenge in 2003, with various entities such as tribal nations and the States of Washington, Oregon,
Idaho and New York all weighing in. An attempt to legitimize the WIR process in Congress for use at Hanford failed in
2005, when Congress specifically exempted the State of Washington from Section 3116 of the National Defense
Authorization Act.

We therefore request that the DOE schedule a set of public meetings around the region, specifically including Seattle,
Portland, the Tni-Cities and Spokane. The meetings should occur in the evenings, be widely publicized, and accept public

comments. Good facilitation is a necessary requirement for successful meetings, as well as the use of plain language
and plenty of opportunity for Q&A.

We also learned at the HAB meeting that the NRC has been asked to review the DOE's Draft WIR, and that such a review
might take as long as nine months. It appears that the NRC review will not be available for review during the pendency

of the public comment period, which ends on September 7, 2018. If this is true, then we respectfully request that the
public comment period be extended to a point well-beyond the due date of the NRC review's availability.

Based on comments I heard during the HAB meetings, it is clear that other HAB members and organizations share my
concern for a more robust and open process.

I look forward to your reply.

Respectfully,
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Tom Carpenter, Executive Director
1 Jan Ibrd Challenge
2719 E. Madison Street, Suite 304
Seattle, WA 98112
(206) 292-2850
(206) ()6 icell
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Bovier, Jan B

From: l(b)(6) 111@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 5, 2018 5:00 PM
To: A WMACDRAFIWIR
Subject: Comments

To: Mr. Jay Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy
Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 540
MSIN H6-60
Richland, WA 99354

RE: Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation for
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Site
now available for review and comment

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is seeking public comment 'on the Draft Waste Incidental to
Reprocessing Evaluation for Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Site (Draft W IR
Evaluation).

Here are my comnments: I just want to say that I amn SO glad these single-wall tanks will finally be dealt with' I
hope it is really TRUE! It has been a long time coming I have been following this issue since the I1980s and
have been amazed at how slowly things have progressed. It must be terribly difficult to deal with materials so
toxic and long-lasting And leaking tanks and burping toxic tanks are of concern to everyone! So, please
inform me that this is nearing the end of this saga.

In Phoenix we depend almost 100% on nuclear energy for our power for air conditioners to keep us cool in this
awful heat (107 degrees today). Hotter days are ahead. But, knowing that makes it all the more important for
nuclear waste to be handled and put to bed for the long termn and other toxics treated and/or stored safely. A
utility in California might send us thousands of tons of nuclear waste to store here. Yikes! I truly hope that
does not happen because I have seen how difficult it is for even top-notch industry scientists and engineers to
deal with the wastes from so long. a Jo

I trust that the tanks will finally be dealt with. Siicerel -6 ]1
P.S. I am not endorsing nuclear power. We have enough sun here to provide electricity for many states! If
every home had solar panels we would only need storage during the night!
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Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation for
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Site

WRITTFEN COMMENT
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Not ready to turn your comments in today'? Send them to: Address (optional):

Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy, Office of River Protection
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Richland, WA 99354
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Comments due by Nov. 7, 2018



Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation for
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Site
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Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation for
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Site
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Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation for
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Site

WRITTEN COMMENT
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August 30, 2018

Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Prot ect ion
P 0 Box 340, MSIN H6-60
Richland, WA. 99354

RE: Draft WIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S.Dept. of Energy's (DOE) Draft WIR Evaluation for
the Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site and to
abandon plans to reclassify the high-level wastes that remain in Hanford's C
Farm tanks-located close to the Columbia River. The C Farm tank waste
contains highly radioactive and chemically dangerous pollution. Some of that
waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with high concentrations of
long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes cesium-]137,
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, iodine-I 29, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive contaminants.

This is NOT low-level waste in any way. Most of these poisons remain toxic for
thousands of years. as you know. I ask that you use justification for DOE to
classify tank waste based on Its dangerous nature-not because DOE has failed
to develop plans appropriate to dispose of these types of wastes.

My reasons for asking this are:

1) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example,
DOE will likely fill tanks with grout, with the result that long-lived,
highly radioactive contamination left in Hanford's soil, will threaten
cur-rent and future generations' health, safety, groundwater
resources, as well as the Columbia River, and finally the Native
Tribes who live in the area.

2) DOE has not met its burden to demonstrate with verifiable
assurances that materials, currently classified as high-level waste,
meets the criteria for being labelled as low-level waste.

3) DOE has failed to address how the waste reclassification will
impact pollution that already exists in Hanford's soils and
groundwater.

I



a

Like many citizens in the State of Washington, I am shocked and insulted by
DOE's proposal to re-label this dangerous waste. Such a proposal ignores the
facts of this kind of pollution or the health and safety of this region's general
public.

The courts and State administration have already ruled that DOE must engage
the public In a robust decision making process. To date, only one such meeting
has been convened in Richland, WA. While that is understandable for the
people who live near Hanford and who will face dangerous threats from the
results of this Draft proposal. Yet, it is not adequate to the regions' needs. Public
hearings must be conducted outside of the Tri-Cities area. You will find strong
interest and concerns regarding this decision exist throughout the State. It is
imperative the public have hearings throughout the Pacific NW.

Most important, DOE must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and
present responsible cleanup solutions for such poisonous contaminates. The
plan to re-label this pollution is simply irresponsible and it requires action that is
based on scientific fact and public involvement - not money and politics. It is to
no one's benefit to be short-sighted in the implementation of a plan that will
allow safe storage of the highly toxic poisons detailed above.

I appreciate your response to this letter.
1(b)(6)

Sincerely,

FIZZ -I-
Seattle, WA. 98127
b)(6) 'Ti

206F(b-) (6)
1 ]
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Mr. Jan lBovier
II.S.. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN 116-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WJIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Mana gement Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassitf' high-level waste left in Hanford's C Fa~rm tanks-- located close to the
Columbia River-as "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived , heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutoniuin-239. strontium-90, cesium- 137, iodine- 129, multiple uraniurn
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive contaminants. Energy must classif r tank waste
based on its dangerous nature--not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

.) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil, threatening future generations' health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tni-Cities. To date. Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live downstreamn from Hanford and face serious threats
from Eneri Y s proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Most
of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

Sincerely.
jb)(6)

Name:
Email: I(bl(6) A-*, I S, £ 7 /

/Address: b)I6
Phone: 1(b)(6)



I would like to share these additional concerns as well:
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September 19, 2018

Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy, Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450
MSI~N H6-60
Richland, WA 99354

Subject: Comments on Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation for Closure of
Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Site

Dear Mr. Bovier:

Below arc comments regarding the Closure of Waste Management Area C in response to the
public comment period scheduled from June 4, 2018 to November 7, 2108.

I would appreciate if the Department of Energy will consider:

1.- If you look at Figure ES-2 in the Performnance Assessment for Waste Management Area C
(RPP-ENV-58782) it is clear thai WMA-C is a small postage stamp on the face of the
Hanford 200 Areas (a few acres versus about 10 square miles. It seems wasteful to performn
an assessment of such a small location given the rest of the contamination that already exists
in the area and in the abandoned canyon buildings. Why not estimate performance for the
whole 200 areas and not keep repeating this very expensive work for postage stamp after
postage stamp? The contribution to overall Hanford performance from the empty (or even
previously full) C-farm tanks probably doesn't change anything, if you spend money on
water intrusion prevention instead of on WTP and instead of on production of the massive
amounts of administrative paperwork (no value added) seen to date.

2. The Performance Assessment for Waste Management Area C (RPP-ENV-58782) appears to
be silent on the impacts over time of Cs- 135 (produced in the Hanford reactors), yet it would
be present in spills beneath the tanks, and in planned and unplanned releases, having a much
longer hal f-li fe than C s- 137.

3. Letter 18-ECD-0055, Request Jor Waiver to Hanford Federal Facility Agreement and
Consent Order Waste Retrieval Criteria for Single Shell Tank 241 -C-i 06, August 15, 2018,
indicates that the Washington State Department of Ecology has failed to reply to a request to
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declare the tank empty to the best available technoloj 'I since Oct'ober oJ2_004. What benefit
is there for Ecology to delay for 14 i-ears to agree? The tank contcnts havc evcn been soaked
in oxalic acid, creating a greater volume of waste that is now stored elsewhere in other tanks
(contrary to waste minimization). Since Eeoloj y hasn't answered the recent letter either, is
the current public review period a waste of time and money? Concern was expressed for
corrosion thinning of the tank walls in 200 1, yet nothing has been done to1 ill the void spaces
and stabilize the tank, while those-who-will]-profit wait for the next cri sis.

4. In an artlele in the September 6, 2018 Tni-City Herald', the comment was made that we
should wait for 10 to 20 more years to see if we can better empty tank C- 106 of the
remaining insoluble material using some future unknown process. This appears to be an
invitation to wait until the tank collapses, creating an airborne and industrial hazard, which
will then drive further contributions of money to oversight groups. The single shell tanks,
empty or full, should all be closed as rapidly as possible, using moisture infiltration
prevention techniques. The single shell tanks can be safely filled to prevent subsidence, and
then closed to prevent water intrusion and migration of contamination. This was envisioned
before vitrification and "all glass" was proposed as the "better" (i.e. more profitable)
technique. The Wyden Amendment made certain that all of the single shell tanks were
evaluated for watch list safety hazards, so that work is done.

5. Why operate WTP at a cost of S billions and counting? A new alternatives analysis is
needed. Letter 1 8-OR-P-0025, Recent Analyses of hanford 's Waste Treatment and
Immobilization Plant-, August 13, 2018, indicates that to finish WTP will take Sl .2 to $2.0
billion more per year ffor 13 more years! For $26 Billion it is quite possible to provide robust
water intrusion and barriers for all of the 200 Areas at Hanford and much more effectively
protect the groundwater than is being done now or at any time during the life of the ORP
4 ; 1 1~mission.'

Of interest is the Tri-City Herald Article of August 21, 2018 indicating that a hole in the
ground inside of 241 -SX tank farm, was created by water drainage! This is exactly the
mismanagement, occurring decades after single shell tank farms were supposed to be
isolated, that allows leaked waste to spread. Barriers are needed for SX farmn, which has a
number of leakers. Take away the water, and the waste doesn't move. The "closure" answer
should not be limited to C-Fan-n/WMA-C.

6. The impact of closure of WMA-C should be integrated with the fate of the waste that has
been removed to other locations. What is the actual risk reduction if you include the

IControversial Hanford Cleanup Plan Needs More Hearings, soy U.S. Senators, Tri-City Herald, September 6, 2018.
'Available at:
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removed waste? Is there any? For example, in order to remove wastc from tank 241 -C-I 107,
DOE added 2,530 lbs. of garnet particles (a very aggressive abrasive), in order to install a
new and larger tank riser. The 2,530 lbs. of I ~aret were promptly transferred to a double
shell tank, which will now feed waste to WTP. Garnet-laced waste will erode WTP pumps
and seals, and enhance the erosion of pulse-jet mixed vessels. Garnet has not been accounted
for in WTP erosion/corrosion technical issue resolution.

What else happens to the C farm and other tank farm waste? The whole 80 acres O sOof
WTP is subject to contamination, and generous amounts of contaminated liquid and air
effluents will be produced.

What else happens? Cesium- 137 removed from the retrieved SST waste is transferred to

double shell tanks. The cesium-] 37is then removed in the LAWPS and TSCR new-to-tank-
farms systems and creates 120 or mor.e new waste ion excVhange columns that are at present
orphan waste that is not in an end state, is not covered by any environmental impact

statement, and represents new doses to workers associated with their surveillance and

eventual disposal. The radioactivity is enormous, at 200,000-300,000 Curies of Cs-i 37 per
Ion Exchange Column for TSCR and 1,100 Curies of Cs-1 37 per Ion Exchange Column for
the 2,000-gallon test bed initiative. None of this is disposed or in an end state. The LAWPS

facility now has a 25-foot tall stack design (shorter than in AP Farm) that assumes no

emissions monitoring is needed (WRPS-1 803460, August 21, 2018). How rational is that,
given the experience with worker exposures to tank farms fugitive emissions?

What is the result? The result is, that as ORP plays with the waste and pushes it around the
site, contamination continues to be spread and exposure is multiplied. Have you ever read

the children's story The Cat in the Hat Comes Back 4_ where one pink spot on a single article
becomes a giant pink spot all over everywhere?

"Oh, the things that they did! And they did them so hard, it was all one big spot no-w all over

the yard! "

The big pink spot is just like the ORP[WTP mission. The "Waste Incidental to
Reprocessing"' process is a waste of time and does not reduce site risk.

I agree the prompt stabilization and closure of 241 -C tank farm is needed. So is closure of

everything else. Hanford needs an integrated stabilization effort maximizing in-place disposal
and intrusion prevention, and should stop adding liquids to double shell tanks.

Letter 18-WSC-0059 documents the DOE assertion that ORP has complied with the Financial

Integrity Act (FIA), which requires "reasonable assurance" that funds are protected from fraud,

3This scope of work is not in any way covered by the Tank Closure and Waste Management EIS.
4 The Cat in the Hat Comes Back, Dr. Seuss, Random House, New York, 1958.
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waste, loss, or unauthorized use. Contrary to the FlA, DOE's piecemeal and protracted approach
to closure, DOE's payment of incentive fees for incomplete or shoddy work, and the Department
of Ecology's exacerbation of the issues, is a waste of funds.

The 241-C-106 Example

An example of the gross mismanagement in the current approach can be seen in the 241 -C- 106
prolonged "review." This process has caused considerable waste and repetition of work.
Objective evidence below indicates that there could be a greater volume of paper produced
than waste removed. It is ridiculous to continue business as usual in this way. The costs of
this work, per gallon of waste, over 16 years, have not been quantified, but are significant.

7G500-01 -RPA-050,, Interoffice Memo, Wall Thinning of Tank 241-C- 106 Bottom and Sidewvall
by General Corrosion, August 2, 2001. 143 pages.
[Based on the report results, the wall thinning of tank 241 -C- 1 06 bottom is estimated to
range from a low of 48 mils to a high of 146 mils. The results also indicate that the wall
thinning of the tank wall ranges from 48-182 mils. Thermal ageing at a maximum
temperature of 3 10 'F for 10 years is not expected to relieve the residual stresses or
significantly decrease the room temperature elastic modulus. However, the tank stcel is
expected to lose some of its ductility due to strain age embrittlement.

02-EMD- 186, Approval of Radioactive Air Emissions Notice o f Construction Modifi cation fbr
Liquid Pumping and Enhanced Sluicing on Tank 241-C-106, October 23, 2002. 148 pages.

02-ED-023, Submittal of Minor Permnit. Vkfodi iction Request and Noti! ication of Permit
Mlodil ication Request to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EP]A). Region 10, the
Tribes, and AfjPtcted States for M~odification of*Liquid Pumping and Enhanced Sluicing on
Tank 241-C-106, December 12, 2002.

02-ED-034, Completion of Hanfiwrd Federal Facility'- Agreement and Consent Order (1I-FFACO)
Proposed Milestone M-045-06A, Submittal of Single-Shell Tank System Closure Plan,
Rev. 0, December 17, 2002. 31 pages.

03 -TPD-045, Transmittal of Deliverable forfMilestone M-45-05.J-7T01, Complete Tank 24 1-C-
106 Design, April 30, 2003. 38 pages.

RPP- 13707, Revision 0, Process Control P'lan for Tank 241-C-106 Closure, April 30, 2003.
97 pages.

R-PP- 16782, Waste Compatibility Assessment of Tank 241-C-106 Oxalic Acid Retrieval Waste
(SST-R-03- 10)l with Tank 241 -AN- 106 Waste, J uly 23, 2003. 1,065 pages.

04-TPD-030, Completion of Tank 241-C-106 Waste Retrieval, March 11, 2004.

TPA Admin. Record Ecology Letter 0061463 to ORP, Re: Letter from Roy Schepens to Michael
Wilson, dated February 6,2004, "Submittal of RPP-19659, Revision 0, Site Specific
7reatability Variance Petition.1jbr Tank C-]06, " with attachment 14-77PI)-0 18, "RPP-
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19659, Reivision 0, Site ~pecift IC Ireatahilitri Variance Petitu)n for Tank C-106, " Comment
period Extended to May 30 due to incomplete informiation], March 16, 2004.

Eology 'Letter, 0401068, to ORP, Rc:.Single-Shel1 Tank 244--06,* April 5, 2004.

[The Washington State Department of Ecology (Ecology) appreciates your letter dated
March 11, 2004, inforining us that the United States Departmenit of Energy (US1)OL.) is
reconsidering its earlier volume es timates of waste retrieved f-rm Single-Shiell Tank (SST)
241 -C-I 06. We ag)_ree that the residual volunme in that tank exceeds the Hanford Federal
Facility Agreement and Consent Order (HFFACO) criteria that appear in Milestone M-45-
00. As may he appropriate, Ecology W ill conider USDOE Proposals for determining and
reporting tank volt mc measureme~nts Wvhen you submit them to us.]

TIPA Admin Record Ecolo g y Letter 0061551 to ORP ,'*Re: Single-Shell TaInk 241-C-106 ", April
5. 2004, [Based on our rcvicNx s. EclogyN ha: dete'rmined that grout addition doe: not meet
the criteria neces sary to be undertaken for the purposes of ademonstration1.]

RPP-20658, Revision 0. Basis fhr Ex-ception to the hlai ford F ederal f-acility Agreemenct and

Consent Order I "awc Retriev~al Criteria fbr Sin 'le-Sh 11 lank 24-C-100, Revis ion 0.
May 20014. 69 page:.

04-T1PD-0591 Requ 'st./br F ce-p on to Iic [Ian frd Fede ral F a il 7 A 'fr 'ctne ad (i onsent

Order (JIFFA 4CU) 11iaste B 'trievol Criteria. B 'trieivol Data Reports.for Single-Shell Tank
(SSI> 2.41 -C'-106; HI-A C( Milestones M-45-00 and M-45-05H, aid Targ~et Dates M-045 -
05 J- TO!I a nd A1-45- 05M-T7-0l, J u ne 3 2 004.

RPP-20577, Re vision 0, Stal e 11 Retrieval Data Report for Single-Shell I' Tak 241 -C- 106.
June 8, 2004. 185 pag

RPP-201 10, Revision 1, Stage I Retrieiva/DDaa Report/o~r Sin 'Ic-She/I la nk 2.41-C-106,
June 23, 2004. 32 pages.

RlPP-20658, Basisfbrfxyceti ont o the Ha iford Federal Facility Agreement and Con se~nt Order
Waste Retrieval Criteria for Singic-Shell Tank 241-C-10, Revision 1, June 24, 2004. 65
pages.

TPA Admin Record Ecology Letter 0062299 to ORP. "Re: L 'tier/ron R. Schepens LSDOE to
M. Wilson, cleog dated June 3, 2004, "Reque stfor L'xception to the Ua, ford Fed 'ral
F'aeility Agre eme'nt and Consent Order ('HFFA CO) Waste Retrival Criteria, Retrievol Data'
Reports tar Single-Shell Tank (SS1) 241-C-106; 111'] ACO Milestones M-45-00 and H-45-
051-1, and Target dates M-45-05L-TOl and M4-45-0SM-TOI1, " August 2, 2004.
[Ten more days are needed by Ecology to respond to the request.]

TPA Adinin Record Ecology, Letter 0062542 to OR1P. "Re: l.etrer fromn R. Sc hejens. USDOE, to

H. Wilson, Ecology, dated J]une 3, 2004, "Re 'qi e1t/or Exception to the cHanford TederaI

F acilit., A 'reemnent and] Consent Order (I ITiA CU,) Waste Rctrieval Criteria, JRerieval Data
Reports for Singl( -Shell Tank (SS7') 24 1-C- 106: 1-JFA CO Milestones M-45-0(0 and M-45-

OSH, and Target Dates M-45-OSL-TOJ and M-45-05M- TO] ", with 4 attachments
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Letter to A. Schepens, USL)OE, frm J Lyon, Ecology, dated Februwy- 12, 2004, in
response to letter from USDOE "Results of 'the Video Camera/CAD Model System Test,
RPP-18 744, Rev. 0", dated December 17., 2003, " August 10, 2014.
[in this letter, Ecology commends D)OE, but cannot approve the current exception request.]

04-TPD-086, Requestfior Exception to the Hanford Federal Facility Agreement and C'onsent
Order (HTFA CO) Waste Retrieval Criteria for Single-Shell Tank ('SSI) 1241-C-i 06,
August 27, 2004.

RPP-20658, Revision 3, BasisfJbr Exception to the Hanjord Federal Facility Agreement and
Oonsnt rde Wate RtrivalCririafor Single-Shell Tank 241-C-] 06, April 8, 2008.

73 pages.

08-TPD-01 7, Update to the Basis/o~r Exception to the to the Hanford Federal Facility
Agreement and Consent Order (HFFA CC)) Waste Retrieval criteria for Single-Shell Tank
(SST) 241-C- 106, Request for Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC, Review,
April 18, 2008.

08-TPD-01 9, Update to the Basis for Exception to the to the Hanford Federal Facilityl
Agreement and Consent Order (HFFA CC) Waste Retrieval criteria for Single-Shell Tank
(SST) 241-C-] 06, April 18, 2008. 256 pages.

LUS Nuclear Regulatory Commission Letter to ORP, 4 R ey uetjor Additional I/ormati.on on
Update to the Basis for Exception to the Han~ford Federal Facility Agreement and Consent
Order Retrieval Criteria for Single-Shell Tank 241-C-106, Request for U.S. Nuiclear
Regulatory Commission Review," January 30, 2009. 24 pages.

09-TPD-01 5, Request for Additional Information on Update to the Basis for Exception to the to
the Han~ford Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order ('HFFA CO)) Waste Retrieval
Criteria for Single-Shell Tank (S551) 2.41-C-106, March 16, 2009.

I S-ECD-0009, Request the U.S. Nuclear Energy Commission Close its Review of U.S.
Department of Energy Exception Request for Tank 241-C-i 06 under Appendix H of the
Hanford F ederal Facility Agreement and Consent Order, February 27, 2017.

I 8-LCD-0055, Request for Waiver to Hanford Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order
Waste Retrieval Criteria for Single-Shell Tank 241-C-]106, August 15, 2018.
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And for Reference:

Documents provided for public review were:

The WIR Process Time Line5, I page

Public Meeting Presentations 6,1 147 pag
Federal Register Notice of June 4, 201 8', 2 pages

Federal Register Notice of August 16, 20188, 2 pages

Draft Wastie Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation for Closure oflWaste Management Area C at

the Hanford Site (Draft D),", 312 pages

Performance Assessment of Wfaste Management Area C, Haniford Site, Rich/and, Wvashington ~
1,023 [more!] pages, and

Fact Sheet, Draft Waste Incidental to Reprocessing Evaluation for Closure of C Tank Farm',

2 pages

5' https://www.hanfordgov/fies.cfm/ProcessGraphic-0821181.pdf
6https://www.hanford.gov/files-cfm/WMACWIR~pubic.pdf

i nciciental-to-reprocessing-evatuation-for-closure-of-waste
11 https://www.federalregister.gov/documets/21808/16/21817687/extesionofcommentperiod-draft
waste-incidenta I-to-reprocessing-evaluation-for-closure-of -waste
I https://www.hanford.gov/fie.cfm/DOE-RP218Draft.WiR.EvaIutionl.pdf
1https://pdw.hanford.gov/arpir/idex~cfm/viewDoc?ccession=006

5 503H
11 https://wwwhanford.gov/files.cfml/WMA-CDraftWIR-EvaluationFactSheet.pdf
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Mvr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H-6-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR Detej tion for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm t -located close to the
Columbia River-as "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, cesium-137, iodine-l29, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive contu nts. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature- -not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1 .) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil, threatening future generations' health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tni-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live downstream from Hanford and face serious threats

ostfrom Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Mos
of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions. 4~ckr) JA~~ /veA7;' ¶; -k -&5, /

L/
Sincerely, I( b B6)

Name:
7-Email: 1(b)( 6) ,,A--

Address: I(b)I(6) Ijbt6) ib) 14
Phone: I(b)f 6)- 1_ cl__



Octob er 30, 20 18

N"I I- Jan1 -~ v IeCrf
U.S. Depart of Einergy
P() Box 450,) 1. SN H6-0,
Richla nd. WV 9935

1)ear Mr. Roier,

I hav e l ived in Vancouver, WVA and ()ATid R for over 30 vers and~ y w'atched
i C, (181J) of H anr ford ver c oev wasi toi]led it the rTn - PaLir ty Agrent and
have accetod the brpsao t'ie noaI. lasiyepojects have I nays h a-8re

ac e ptabHe.

HowveVer .Altering a project hv redefinR i the of4fending eleament (e. 0 1igh 0,level
nuclear wast e) IS totally n naCCCpta hie. Althoa. , 'Ii we i i y e 17,nI kimis f rom h afr
reservatio)n, our water and allr are Starting to be. -olltaomlnatcd b h ai - e

(Yver- a inilinpeople will Soon be affected, if') 0E d oes' rutinn tea ith the
1ate Wehve beeni told "most" ol the at has bendsoe o-lyvlm that

~satrue sttmntH owever, DOEa' o pbil dite htth eann
sinaI1" amou nts extremely con centrated a ad therefOc re much more toxic t hat thel-

L tIna --- y'te L u rt cr the caullkin, ~/cernent~ 1igwil N01' last for the hiundr-eds o)f
mu ! e ':the rea litv of'thor:,., ii 0s yer htitnee.P8 is i'igto

"Ital fOS W n If US downi wate po e

Do, NOT "mvo the renaming( of the waste to low.-level n u,"r ]ery ivat'. I't-v
doesn'tko how to deal with the rmii~ hi~ level waste airid it Is too
explenstvel to hold It until somethigi devised.i 1'he making, ofbombs and the melt-

dw;n ofY nucear power Plants Is hugely more expensve thn a i cre o ft the
IIme "s.

D~o you hav aniy frienids, relatives-.or grand-rb-;' -ldre in the area At risk")~ If niot,
th ink of the rst of .he world, people who1 Will ultim-ately, suffer fromi the ieakage o-)
these ta nks whicbhxvill have a bandage on them.

I(b)(6)

Portland, O'R 9_7215
_Lii3 ))(6) (-b)( 6)

I(b)(6)

1(b)(6) (3. 3<- 'Y61



Mr. Jan lBovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSfiN H6-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

Iurge you to withdraw the UJ.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify high -level waste left in Hanford's C 1 :r tmns-'1ow'ated ck, so to the
Columbia River-as "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
techneciurn-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, cesium- 13 7. iodine- 129, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive contaminants. Energy must. classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature---not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1.) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highlv radioactive contam ination in
H anford's soil, threatening future generations' heath, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that -material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassifi cation will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public. I am outragc-d by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tni-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live downstreamn from Hanford and face serious threats
firom Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Most
of all,, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

I(b)~(6)
Sincerely,

Name: I
Email: (b)(6)

Addres -~c '?7 f}-
Phone: 1~b)(6) b)(6)



Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN 116-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear .Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify higth-level waste left in Hanfcrl'- C Farm tanks--located close. to the
Columbia River-as "low-lev~el" was~te. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, cesiuin-137, iodine-129. multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive contaminants. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature> --not Energy 's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1.) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil, threatening future generations' health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that -material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public. I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tni-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live downstream from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Most
of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

Sincerely, j b) (6)

Name: 
-1.

Email :
Address: bBf6) V r) ,,.~ - J/.
Phone:



MNr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to wthdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify high-level waste left in lianfords C Farm uinks-located close to the
Columbia River-as "low-level"' waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, cesium- 137. iodine- 129, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive contaminants. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature-not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1.) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
%kith grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil. threatening future generations' health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that -material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tri-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live downstream from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Most
of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

Sincerely,
Nae b F 6 -( b)(6)

Nae b)6
Address: (b)(6) Jj~b)(6) IL(6-)-
Phone: I(b) 6) jb)(6) .1-



Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSTN 116-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) [Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hlanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm tanks-located close to the
Columbia River-as "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Somne waste in C F arm tanks is lik-ely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, s'trontium-90, cesiumn- 13 7, iodine- 129, multiple uranium
isotopes. and many other toxic and radioactive contamninants. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature- -not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1.) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived., highly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil, threatening future generations' health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that -material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

33.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanfords soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I an- outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tni-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live downstream from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Most
of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

j(b)(6)
Sincerel

I(b)(6)Name:
Email: I ; - 6 , 4, "

Address: (b)6 (nAA_ _ '3
Phone:57%L()6



Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. B~ox 450, MSIN H6-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: [Draft WIR Deteri tion for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm t ks- located close to the
Columbia River-as "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste containis highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, cesium- 13 7, iodine- 129, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive contaminants. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature-not Energy 's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1.) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. [or example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil, threatening future generations' health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia-

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that-material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of thc public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This start with holding public hearings outside the Tri-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live downstream from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Most
of all, Energy must abandon its, plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions. hb)(6

sin, 1.
b)(6)

Nam ____

Email: (b)(6) 
-I ~C~C I - -- 7 -

I b)6)Addres _____6)

Phone: 51 J -()6



Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H16-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR Determination for thd Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear 1 A4r. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm tanks-located close to the
Columbia River--as low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive.
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutoniurn-239. strontium-90, cesium- 137. iodine-I 29, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive contaminants. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature--not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, darn ~crous proposal because:

1.) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy "ill likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil, threatening future generations' health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2~.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that-material classified as high-lcvel waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I anm outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tri-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
publ ic meeting in Richiand, WA. People live downstream from H anford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacifi Ic Northwest. Most
of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

Sincerely,
I~ b)(6)

Name:
Email1: 1( b)(6) I 'k LK 0 c~vVN~
Address. 4 b) (6)
Phone: _5053- Ib) (6



IMr . Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm tanks-located close to the
Columbia River-as "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, cesium- 137, iodine-i 29, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive contaminants. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature--not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1.) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil, threatening future generations' health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that -material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tni-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live downstream from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacifi
of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

Sincerely,
I(b)(6)

Name: LEmail: j(b)(6) t"_) xQC- - _(..cYI 3 -
Address: FIb)(6)
Phone:



Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN [16-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR Determination tbr the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. LBovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for thc
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify, high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm tanks--located close to the
Columbia Rtiver-as "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tank-s includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90. cesium- 137. iodine- 129. multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive contaminants. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature --not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the, waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1.) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil, threatening future generations' health, safety, 4roundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that -material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy f-ailed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
I-lan-ford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public. I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columnbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tni-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live downstream from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Most
of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

Sincerelyl
j( b)(6)

Name: L
Email: b~6)
Address: (b)(6) U~)6) j, or
Phone: I(b) (6)



Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify high-level waste left in I anford's C Farm tanks--located close to the
Columbia River-as "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, cesium- 137, iodine-] 129, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive contaminants. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature-not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1 .) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil, threatening future generations' health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassifi ication will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tri-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live downstream from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Most
of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

b)(6)
Sincerell

Name:

Email: (b)(6)

Phone: _;T )3(b) (6) /~r~L~fM_ C2



Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. D)epartmnent of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Management Area CI

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm tanks-located close to the
Columbia River-as 'low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly 'radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, cesium- 13 7, iodine- 129, multiple uraniumn
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive contaminants. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature-not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I ur e Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1.) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil, threatening future generations' health, safety. groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will imnpact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-n making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tni-Cities. To date, EegEnergy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live downstreamn from I lanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Most
of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

Sincerely,
f b)(6)

Name:
Emal1: 1 b 1(6) /S-x~:~ / ___

Address: ~)6 7/ /-~ 7.

Phone: mz~ -



Mr. Jan IBovier
U.S. Department of Energ N Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450. MSIN 146-60
Richland, WNA 993 54

Re: Draft WIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

DearMr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the .S.. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft V IR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify, high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm tanks---located close to the
Columbia River-as "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive.
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90. ccsium- 137, iodine-I 29. multiple uraniumn
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive contaminants. Energy~ must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature---not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I ur~ z, Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1 .) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil, threatening futue generations *health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
H anford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I am outraged by Energys proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tni-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting int Richland, WA. People live downstream from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Most
of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dang
solutions.

Sincerely, t t 1 6)
~b)(6)

Name:
1(b) F6-)

Email1: Ci.

Address.~ 7j(b 6
46)Phone:



Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-60
Richiand, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm tanks-located close to the
Columbia River-as "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, cesium-137, iodinc-129, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive contaminants. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature-not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1.) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil, threatening future generations* health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that -material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tni-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live downstream from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Most
of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

Sincerely,

Name: ]-
Email: tb(6 L_ .Crii
Address: tb)(6) jt,, ,1 Cn,

Phone: 1, OLb 1b)(6)



Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN 116-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify -high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm tanks-located close to the
Columbia River-as "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, cesium- 137, iodine- 129, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive contaminants. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature-not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

I .) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil, threatening future generations' health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that-material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tni-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live downstream from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Mosostof all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

Sincerely,

Name lI I_
Email: j(b)(6) I . L . I,-

Address: b)(6) TPhone: (b)(6) I



Mr. Jan Bovier
U .S. D~epartment of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft MIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Lnergy should abandon its
plans to reclassify high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm tanks-located close to the
Columbia River-as "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly 'radioactive.
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely tranisuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C [arm tanks includes
techneciumr-99, plutonium-2 3 9 strontium-90, cesiumn-13 7, iodine- 129, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactiv~e contaminants. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature-not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1.) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in
H1anford's soil, threatening future generations' health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tni-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WVA. People live downistream from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacifi Ic Northwest. Most
of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

Sb) (6)Sincerely,

Name:j (b)(6)

Address:
Phone: 4-.-> 7b) 6)



Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR Detg nination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm tanks-located close to the
Columbia River-asw "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, cesium~-137, iodine-129, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive cornt .nts. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature-not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

1 urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1 .) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, high ly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil, threatening future generation<' health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that-material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tri-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live downstream from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Most
of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

Sincerely.
b)(6)

Name:
Email: (b)(6) IiJJ~; -~ ~'

Address: (b)(6)
Phone: =(b)(6)

1-- --



Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H16-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR Det( tation for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm tanks--located. close to the
Columbia River-as "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, cesium-137, iodine-129, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive conu ifls. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature-not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1 .) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil, threatening future generations' health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tni-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live downstream from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Most
of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

Sincerely,_ le

b)(6)

Name: ]
Email: 1(b)(6) V11-
Address: (b)(6) I ~'rTh~1 -
Phone: ____ 4 _Yb)(6)

I- __ ___



Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN 116-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

II urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm tanks-located close to the
Columbia River-as "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontiuxn-90, cesium- 137, iodine- 129, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive contaminants. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature-not Energy's failure to deve lop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1.) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
Swith grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contz ation in
Hanford's soil, threatening future gceaeraticn" 'h".alth, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that-material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste,

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision.-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tni-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live downstream from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Most
of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

Sincerel~
I(b)(6)

Name:
Email: 1~b)(6) 1 7 C___
Address: 7 77Th:7 6~/'c;~Phone: 1(b)(6) I



Mr. Jan lBovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-60
Richland, WA 99354

R(e: Draft WIR Determination for the (Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear M~r. Bovier,

1 urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify high-level waste left in I lanford's C Farm tanks--located close to the
Columbia River-as "low-level" waste. (C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm, tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, cesium- 137, iodine- 129, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive contaminants. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature- -not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

I .) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely till tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamnination in
Hanford's soil, threatening future generations" health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
C olumbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tni-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live downstream from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Most
of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dang
solutions.

Sincerely I
j(b)i,6)

Name: I
Em ail1: ]f b)(6) L I 1.

Address: 1(b)(6) -It b) (6)
Phone: b)(6)



Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Off1ice of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN 116-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm tanks-located close to the
Columbia River-as "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, cesiuni-137, iodine-129, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive cont-c nts. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature-not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1.) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil, threatening future generations' health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that-material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tri-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live downstream, from, Hanford and face scrious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Most
of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

Sincerely,
-I(6)L

Name:b)6 I'
Email:b)6 L-_/_i
Address: 5)(6)- _____ 1 1/
Phone: jb)(6) I1



-Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S.. Department of Energy*'s (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm t -located close to the
Columbia River-as "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionu<clides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutonium-23 9, strontium-90, cesium- 13 7, iodine- 129, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive contz nits. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature-not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1.) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout. T1he result: Energy will leave' long-ltived, highly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil, threatening future generaticris' laeadffi, sao I groLfld water re'sources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate t t t material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must enga, Re -the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tri-Cities. To date, Energy has held oae
public meeting in RiChland. WA. People live downstream from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schlcdL le hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Most
of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-lab.-l dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

Sincerely,
(b)(6)

Namne:____
Email: 7)6 I> 4 /E,
Address: j(b)(6) 0
Phone: C.- 1b)(6) I



Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSTN H6-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm t -located close to the
Columbia River--as "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontiurn-90, cesium-137, iodine-129, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive colts ifls. Energy must classify' tank waste
based on its dangerous nature-not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1.-) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
Iwith grout. T1he result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contai iation in
Hanford's soil, threatening future generations' health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that -material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tni-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live downstream from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Most
of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous Pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

I(b)(6)
Sincerely,

A
Ib)(6)

Name:
Email: I
Address: b)(6)

-I---

Phone: I- 1(b)(6)

J_ --- I-



Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm t -located close to the
Columbia River-as "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concenraftions of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, cesium- 13 7, iodine-I 129, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive contaminants. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature-not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1.) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil, thre gfuture generations' health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tni-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live downstream from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Most
of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

Sincerely, I __
VbX6)

Name:
(b)(6)-_ _ _

Email; -I-1(b)(6) '7Address: L 'N I ~

j(b)(6)Phone( 
- 11

V.,



Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. lDepartment of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify -high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm tanks-located close to the
Columbia River-as "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
techneciurn-99, plutonium-23 9, strontium-90, cesium- 13 7, iodine- 129, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive conta nts. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature--not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1 .) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil, threatening future generations' health, safety, groundwater resoures, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that -material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tri-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live downstream from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Most
of all, Energy mustrabandon its plans to re-labeJ dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

Sincerely,
j(b)(6)

Namet
Email:

(b)(6)Address: I
Phone: e6 3 j(b)(6)



Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSJN H6-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify -high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm tanks-located close to the
Columbia River-as "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, cesium-137, iodine-129, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive contz nts. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature-not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1 .) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy willI likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil, threatening future generations' health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that -material classified- as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tri-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live downstream from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Most
of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

Sincerely, I(b)(6)

Name:
Email: /(b)(6) ____1:77 

2Address: I(b)(6)
Phone: _ j'b)(6) }b)(6)



Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm t -located close to the
Columbia River-as "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontiuin-90, cesium- 13 7, iodine-i 129, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive contz nts. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature-not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1.) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil, threatening future generations' health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that -material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tni-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live dovm i from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest.I vlost
of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

I(b)(6)Sincerely. ]
I(b)(6)

Name:J
JEmail: Ib)(1)

Address: (b)(6)
Phone: b)(6) Iii



Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm t -located close to the
Columbia River-as "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
techneciurn-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, cesium-137, iodine-129, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive contaminants. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature--not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1.) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil, threatening future generations' health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that -material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tri-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live downstream from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Most
of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

Sincerely,
(b)(6)

Name:[ I
Email: -1b)(6) I t:3 I I L

Address: I(b)(6) 202--
Phone: LI- ](b)(6)



Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MS1N 116-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm tanks-located close to the
Columbia River-as "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, cesium- 137, iodine- 129, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive contz Lnts. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature-not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

I.) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil, threatening future generations' health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, 1 am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tri-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live downstream from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Most
of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

Sincerely,

Name: nj 'IF7 V / 11Email: I(b)(6) Li,-1-wiAddress: l(b)(6) I ___________ I f ..iIL L±2 '/- {) -7ffPhone: tb)(6) I9/7>



Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify high-level waste left in f lanford' s C Farm tanks-located close to the
Columbia River-as "'low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239. strontiurn-90, cesium- 13 7, iodine-I 129, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive contaminants. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature-not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1.) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil, threatening future generations" health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that -material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearin[ soutside the Tri-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live downstream from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Most
of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

Sincerely,,

I(b)(6)
Name:I
Emnail:' I-
Address: ~b)(6) /

Phone:-I IZ1I~1L.



Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

1 urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm t -located close to the
Columbia River-as "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, cesium-137, iodine-129, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive contu nts. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature-not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1.) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamnination in
Hanford's soil, threatening future generations' health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that -material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tni-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live downstream from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Most
of all, Energy must abandon its plans, to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

Sicerely.
I(b)(6)

Name: I-
Email: (b)(6) t 1_

Address: I(b)(6) II
Phone: ~b)(6) "'Ii



Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm t -located close to the
Columbia River-as "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontiuin-90, cesium-137, iodine-129, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive contg nts. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature-not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1.) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in
I anford's soil, threatening future generations' health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tri-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live dovm a from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Most
of a, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

Sincerely
I(b)(6)

Narnel I-
Email: b)(6) [Cr , , , -i,, "i_7 .. - -L-
Address (b)(6) I(b)( 6)

C I b) (6)Phone: - J



Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN 116-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify' high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm tanks-located close to the
Columbia River-as "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutoniuxn-239, strontium-90, cesium-137, iodine-129, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive contaminants. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature--not Energy's failure to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1 .) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil, threatening future generations' health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that-material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tni-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live downstream from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Most
of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

Sincerely,
b)(6)

Name:
~~1- 1Email: 1b)(6) Lu c~. ~- ~;)J

Address: 1b)(6) e.-c~~~ ~ 9
Phone:



-Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-60
Richland, WA 99354

Re: Draft WIR Determination for the Closure of Waste Management Area C

Dear Mr. Bovier,

I urge you to withdraw the U.S. Department of Energy's (Energy) Draft WIR Evaluation for the
Closure of Waste Management Area C at the Hanford Nuclear Site. Energy should abandon its
plans to reclassify high-level waste left in Hanford's C Farm t -located close to the
Columbia River-as "low-level" waste. C Farm tank waste contains highly radioactive,
chemically dangerous pollution. Some waste in C Farm tanks is likely transuranic waste, with
high concentrations of long-lived, heavy radionuclides. Waste in the C Farm tanks includes
technecium-99, plutonium-239, strontium-90, cesium- 13 7, iodine- 129, multiple uranium
isotopes, and many other toxic and radioactive cont nts. Energy must classify tank waste
based on its dangerous nature-not Energy'-s failure* to develop plans to dispose of the waste.

I urge Energy to abandon its short-sighted, dangerous proposal because:

1.) Changing a label will lead to cleanup shortcuts. For example, Energy will likely fill tanks
with grout. The result: Energy will leave long-lived, highly radioactive contamination in
Hanford's soil, threatening future generations' health, safety, groundwater resources, and the
Columbia.

2.) Energy has not met its burden to demonstrate that-material classified as high-level waste
meets the criteria for low-level waste.

3.) Energy failed to address how the waste reclassification will impact pollution already in
Hanford's soils and groundwater.

Like other members of the public, I am outraged by Energy's proposal to re-label dangerous
waste near the Columbia. Energy must engage the public in a robust decision-making process.
This starts with holding public hearings outside the Tri-Cities. To date, Energy has held one
public meeting in Richland, WA. People live downstream from Hanford and face serious threats
from Energy's proposal. Energy must schedule hearings throughout the Pacific Northwest. Most
of all, Energy must abandon its plans to re-label dangerous pollution and invest in cleanup
solutions.

Sincerely..-.
/(b)(6)

Name: 1-
Email: IAddress: f(b) (6) I I i Z-0 Z.-
Phone:
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Dear Departrment of Fnerwf..

~f" ZVi,..
The propose d eclassfica"5oV nfo4, h hgh LIIlevel nuclear rwaste has sriiretaii rmdifiatio ons
for future generations anulfl{ 6iio mrent

Iam writing to request thai the Departmienit of
Entergy hold regional public hearings in Seattle, Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland, Richland and Spokane. Hearings should
occur in the evenings, be well-pulicized have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for questions and answers, andi Office of River Protection
accept public comments.

P.O. BOX 450. MSIN H6-6o
Thank you for considering this request. Richland, WA 99354

Full Nm
3." -ibM~)City, State

Dear Departmetnt of Energy,
~'. -. ~

The proposed redal ficafion cr1 Hanford'' high-
leve! nuclear wste has significantstf rt: .

ANfor future generations and the enwron'mern

I am writing to request that the Department of
Energy hod regional pblic hearings in Seattle,
Portland, Richrland aint Spokane. H-earing sShould Mr. Ja~n Bovier
occur in the evenings. bewell -piublicized. have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for questions and answers, and
accept public comments Office of River Protection

P.O. BOX 450. MSIN H6-6o
rhank you for conrsidering this request. Richiand, WA 993-54
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AUG 0- 2018
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Dear D~epartmnt of Energy,

The proposed reclassification of Hanford's hioh
level nuclear wast e has significant ;A '4ni 9ri,- I
for future generations and thre environment, &

I am writing to requiest thiat the Department of
Energy hold regional public hearing% ii Seattle, Mr. Jan Bovier
Portlanid. Richiland and Spokane Hearngos should
occur in the Pvenings, be wc'l-publicized, have U.S. Depeatment of Energy
oprportnrities tor questions and answers and Office of River Protection
accepunriblic coyinieritS

P.O. BOX 450, MSLN H6-60
Thank you for considering this request. Richland, WA 99354
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Dear Department of Energy,

The proposed reclassification of Ha~d Wa I ~
level nuclear waste has sinint, thii licatr is
fur future generations and the environnment

I am writing to request that the Departmnt of
Energy hold regional public hearings in Seattle. Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland, Richland and Spokane. Hearings should
occur in the evenings, be well- publicized,. have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunitiets for question,, and answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public comments

P.O. BOX 450. MSJN H6 -6o
Thanki you fui consideririg this request Richiand, WA 99:354
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I
Dear Department of Energy,

The- proposed reclassification of Viainforia s
level nuclear waste has signi ficntntM
for future generations and the environment

I amn writing to request that the Department of
Energy hold regional public hearings in Seattle, Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland, Richlarnd and Spokane Hearngs should
occur in the evenings, the well puilrerl have U.S. Department of Energy
opporlunities for questions and answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public comments.

P.O. Box 450, MSIN 116-6o
Thank you for considering this request. Richland, WA 99354
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Full Name[ I 7)OE_09FOe
City, State -[e : --L-
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Dear Depanrtent of Energy,

he proposed reclassification of Hanford's fnih-
level nuclear waste has significant rrnqatiprnsv>%-
fur future generations and the environment.

I am writin to request tha t the Departmenr of
Energy hold regroea public heartngs in Seattle, Mr. Jan Bovier
Poriland, Richland and Spokane. Hearings should
occur it tlire eveninigs, be well -publicized, hare U.S. Department of Energy
orpportunities for questions and answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public comments

P.O. Box 450, MSLN 116-60
Thank You for considering this request. Richland, WA 99354
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Dear Department of Energy. -1-'
It -

The proposed reclassification of Hanford's high-
level ntuclear waste has significant U2C3l j
for future generations and the envitonment, 64 , V---l
I am varung to reqtuest that the Department of
Energy hold regional public hearings in Seattle. Mr. Jan BovierPortland, Richland and Spokane Hearings should
occur in the evenings, be well- publicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for questions and answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public comments.

P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-6o
Fhcki -A, lur considering this reqtuest Richland, WA 99354
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~9LFull NameL-
-----77 r?

city, State. 4< ~~= 0
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Dear Depannient of Finernv.

.1A -""
The proposed reclassificat Ok odiih
level nuclear waste has sqmf~aaj rfmafications. El
for future generations and the enaroernent

Iam writing to request that the Department of
Energy told regional public hearings in Seattle,
Portland, Richlarid arid Spokane -learre- r should Mr. Jan Bovier
occui iii the evenings, be well-puilrcize, nave U.S. Department of Energy
opporunities for questions and artswers, and
accept public comments. Office of River Protection

P.O. Box 450, MSTN H6-60
Thank you for considering this request, Richland, WA 99354
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Dear Department of Energy.

The proposed reclassification of Hanford's high-
..............:z

level nuclear waste has significant 5T~f~W&t~

for future generations and the environmnict

I am writing to request that the Department of

Energy hold regional public hearings in Seattle, Mr. Jan Bovier
d

Portland, Ricfiland and Spokane. Hearings shrould
U.S. Department of Energy

occur in the evenings, be wefl -puiblicirzed, nave

opportunities for questions and answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public comments P.O. Box 450. MSIN H6-6o
Thank you for considerng this request. Richland, WA 99354

H E CHFIV E
I(b)(6)

Full Name[
77City, State, 2; _ve_ -,-IT

Dear Depanimerit of Energy'- I:;

rho proposed reclassification of( 's icjh

level nuclear waste has sigre niffrAniwrfns

for future generations and thie envifriment

I arn writing to request that the Department of

Energy hold regional public hearings iii Seattle Mr. Jan Boxrier
Portland, Richiland and Spokane. Hearings should

U.S. Department of Energy
occur in the evenings,.b wefll publicizea. have

oppontunities for questionts and answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public comments P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-6o
Thank you for considering this request. Richland, WA 99354
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Dear Department of Energy, S,- ."FT i F Vj$,1i 4

-'I.The proposed reclassification of H ~prj ~.f 1 j pt~1 -~
level nuclear waste has signti cant m~md ttttots-1
for future generations and the environment

I am writing to request that the Department of
Energy hold regional public hearings in Seattle, Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland, Richland and Spokane. Hearings should
occur in the evenings, be well-publicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
oppi oties for questions and answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public comments,

P.O. Box 450. MSIN H6-60
Thank YOU for considering tis request Ricliland, WA 993-54
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Dear Department of Energ~fL-\TTt.F

WA %:O)
The proposed reclassift catisno -~i 0 gh Liilevel nuclear waste flas
for futurfe generations atid dR4ioment

I am writling to request that the Departmentir of
Energy hold regional public hearings in Seattle Mr. Jan BovierPortland. Richland anid Spokane. Hearings sfhouild
occur in the evenings, be welblIC.ed. have U.S. Department of Energy
oppotuniities for qujestions arid answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public comments

P.O. Box 4.50. MSIN H6-6o
Thank ynu for considering this request Richland; WA 99354

RECiz-VED

I(6)Full Name~ Icity, state
l~.45o,.~i ink jilt'

Dear Department of Energy,

.. 0
The pr opose edreclassificatiuri of Hanif d'~ h'
level nuclear rwaste. has significant ih4AtA~nsI V21'.1 -
fOr future generations and the environment

I arr writin to request that the Department of
Fneigy hold regionat publi hearings in Seattle0
onanct, Richland and Spokane. Hearings should Mr. Jan Bovier

occur in the evenings.b wellipublicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
otpportiinaes for questions and answers, and Office of River Protectionaccept publi comments.

P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-6o
Thank you for considering this request. Richland, WA 99354

RE ~2
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Full Name 1 y ,.rww ;m@cc]
City, State,
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-uDear Department of Energy,

The proposed reclassificatioti of H`Wjfirda 6hg'-"
level nuclear waste has significant ramifications
for future generations antd the environment.

Iarn wrilng to request that the Department of
Energy hold regional public hearings in Seattle. RMr. Jan Bovier
Portland, Richlandl and Spokane. Hearings should
occur in the evenings, be welt-publicized, hiave U.S. Department of Energy
oppor initie. for questions and answers, and Office of River Protection
accept pubtic comments.

P.O. Box 450, MSIN H16-6o
Thank you for consideringj this requiest Richland, WA 993,54

RECEIVED
AUG .2018

Full Name b(6 1 r'OE-QRP/ORpcr":ir il l, Ii f~i~fi~~jjijIg~it ill jI1

Dear Depairtie nit of Energy.
i-

I he proposed rectassificaturi of Haniford's high-
"-'U

level nuctear waste has significantwnhxte.
for future generations and the environment

Iam writifK jto requet ttat the Department of
Energy thold rgtonaf publi hearings in Seattle. Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland. Ricfiiand and Spokane Hearings should
occur in the evenings, be wil-puhl 7ccd. havye U.S. Department of Energy
opputtunrreps fnr questions and answers, and Office of River Protection
accept putblic cornients

P.O. BOX 450, MSIN 116-6o
Thnk you fIi considerin this request. Richland, WA 99354
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Dear D~epartmient of Frnergy.

I he propose edreclassification of Hanford's high-
Ir ? .

level nuclear waste has significantamitreittrotf

for future generations and the eniviroinment.

I am writing to request that the Department of

Energry hold regional public hearings in Seattle, Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland, Riclfand and Spokane. Hearings shiouldi
ocicur in the evenings, be well publicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
oppoirtunities for questions arid answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public comments P.O. BOX 450, MSTN H16-60
t hank you tnt considering this requerst Richland, WA 99354

RECEIVED
AUG ": 2018

Full Namd fb (6 ] 1y.o-RP/0RPCr
City, State 56W n~t 6J /4-
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Mr. .Jati Bovi .r
tint eveitionji. be wi-li piitvn id iuin U.S. liepmrtffeflt of Energy

Office of River Protection
uriiriie iii;

P.O. BOX 450O, MSIN 116-60
hdjl ' Yk'11 iof Thl'- Richland. WA 99 354
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0--Dear Departmnt of Energy,
ct.AiI FLi 3WhA 4*Ai

T he proposed reclassilicarun of Hanford's high-
level nuclear waste has significant Tlq if?0*9 iFM1 7
for ftuire generations and the environment.

Iam wriling to request that the Department of
Energy fiuld regjionlal public hearings in Seattfe. Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland, Richiland and Spokane. Hearings should
occur In the evenings, be welt-puhlci7ed ihave U.S. Department of Energy
opportjinitres for questions and answers arid Office of River Protection
accept public comments

P.O. Box 4,50. MSIN H6-6o
Thiank you for considering this reqiest. Richland, WA 99354

1(b)(6)
Full Name[
City, State JL! K

' I I

n7tI klf#4f j, -r- , -

The proposed reclassificati of HHa o~d~
level nuccear waste has Significant 1 IC Ii'
for future generations arid the envir onment

I am writing to request that the Department of
3nergy hold regional public hearings in Seattle, Mr. Jan Bovier

PoC ond, Richland and Spokane Hearings should
occur in the evenings, be wll-public ized, haye U.S. Department of Energy
oppounities for q~uestions and answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public conmients

P.O. Box 450. MSJN H6-6o
Thank you for considtering this request Richland, WA 99354

Full Name I
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I-D~ear Department of Energy,

...........The proposed reclassification of Hanfoid's high-
IRH'level nuclear waste has sinfcn~-" " 2for future generations and the environment

I rni writing to request that the Department of
Energy hold regional public hearings in Seattle, Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland, Ricfifand and Spokane, Hearings should
Occur in the evenings, he well-publicized have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for questions anti answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public comments

P.O. Box 450, MSTN H6-6o
t hank you for considering this request Rich land, WA 99354

b)(6)
Full Name I
City, State -- 4S:T'I =dz - 57-5

Dear Departiffent of Energy, W7.A'A FT F

The proposed reclassification of Hanltirdis, h&~
level nuclear waste has sight ficaintqr"'nrwc
for future generations and the environment.

I am writing to request that the Depaniment of
Emrergy hold regiontal public hearings in Seattle-, Mr. Jan BovierPortland, Richland and Spokane Hearings should
occur iii lie evenings, be well-publicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for questions and answers at W Office of River Protection
accept public comments.

P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-6o
thank you for considering this request. Richland, WA 99354

Full Name
C~yj state Zc=
~t ~ - C' 4 S Zr-- 7y_



Dear Depaniment of Energy,

The proposed reclassification of Hanford's high-
level nuclear waste has sinf a(Ad4AA 1M )
lor future generations ana the envirornmen

I am) writng to request that rhe Department of
Energy hold regional public hearings in Seattle. Mr. Jan Bovier
Portlana, Richland and Spokane. Hearigs should
occur if, rhe evenings, be well-publicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities tar questions and answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public comments

P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-6o
Thank you fori considering this request Riobland, WA 99354

b)(6)
~FullINameL
c~t ,tte

rrrrplTrr 11,11 ilill H !W -111 -1- 11111 1 1 1 1 1 11 11-11HIll

Thre proposed rectassification of Hanford sI
level nuclear waste has sigiii can rgfCt Zo

for lt~tite generations and the environment

I ami writing to request that the Departrment of
Energy hold regional public hearings in Seattle, Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland, Richland and Spokaie. Hearrings should
occor in thre evenings. he well-publicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for questions and answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public comments.

P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-6o
Thank you for considering this request. Richland, WA 99354

Full Namne Fb)(6) i
Cit State t 14A,;i1inti'll, III" "),lidill 1- 1111111, ill 11- 11,1, )),1 lilt



Dear Department of Energy,

The propose edreclassification of Hanford's high-
level nuclear rwaste has significant 4 f A '01
for future generations and the environment.

I amnrosag to request that the Department of
Energy hod regional public hearings in Seattle, Mr. Jan Bovier
-'nrtiand, Richland and Spokane Hearings should

n ur in the evenings, be welt -puiblicied, have U.S. Department of Energy
irt unities for questions and answers, and Office of River Protection

accept pblic comments.
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6 -6o

Thank YOU fos considering this request. Richland, WA 99354
I

?~?LA~ ~ok~ ?A61 ;

> W4
I(b)(6)

Full NameI
ty, state -W- i ill42- = -r-I- ;I"p I rr :IIiII

Dear Department of Energy, I I Li.~

The proposed reclassificatlion of H l5dAP~
level nuclea, waste has significant raitrcAiIbR66 

'it k- -

for future generations and the environment

am wrin to request that the Department of
Enrgyi hold regional public hearings in Seattle, Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland, Rchland and Spokane. Hearings should
Occur ir, the evenings,, he well-publicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for questions unit answers, arid Office of River Protection
accept public comments,

P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-6o
Thank you for considering this request. Richland, WA 99354

Full Name lf I
CiPtyState_ I 'Itifl-Z



Dear Depantment of Energy,

The proposed reclassifictioi Iof Hi dW9,
level nuclear waste has signi ficairt aifcios
for future genrerations arid the environment,

I ani writing to request that the Department of
Energy hold regional public hearings in Seattie, Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland, Richland and Spokane Hearings should
oc-cur in the evenings, be well puhlicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities ton questions and answers, arid Office of River Protection
accept public comments

P.O. Box 450. MSIN H6-6o
Thank you for considering this request Richiand, WA 993-54

Full Name[ ]
-V-% -City, State_ V-T--

I ifli- I' I qjft ( 111iiii ii ill If I I! I .. III, I;] I I Ill I $!!ill

Dear Department of Eniergy,

The proposed reclassification of Hanford's high-
level inuclear waste has significant W~i4W,
for future generations and the environment.

I am writin to request that tire Department of
Energy fiold regioa pouti hearings in Seattle. Mr. Jan BovierPortland, Richland and Spokane Hearings should
occur iii the evenings, he welt- publicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for questions and answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public comments

P.O. Box 4.50. MSJN H6 -6o
Thank You for considering this request Richiand, WA 99354

Full Namel 11
city, state '-p.

'fill



Dear Department nt Energy, 6

The proporsed reclassificationt ot Hanford's high- L, -1
lvel nuclear waste has sionifican~rsUif fttiVMt

for future generations and the environment.

I am waritn to request that the Department of
Energy hol regional public hearings in Seattle, Mr. Jan Bovier
Porttaod, Richland and Spokane. Hearings should
occhr in the evenings. he well- publicizeid, have U.S. Department of Energy
co OunitieS for questions, and answers. and Office of River Protection
accept pubic comments.

P.O. Box 450, MSIN 116-6o
Tharik you far considering this request Richland, WA 99354

Full NameI ICity, State I k
1;1111 .11 111111, IIp ) 1111 1111111111111

-1
Dear Department of Energy.

Cj~T~tt ~
"I

The pioposed reclassification of Hanford's high
level nuclear waste has sigiifianCj~ti4sZ P,

for future generations and the envrronrnent.

I am writing to request tfral the Deparment of
Energy tiold regional public heaiings iii Seattle, Mr. Jan BovierPoriarnd, Rienriand arid Spukai. Hearings shouild
Occur in the evenings, he well- publicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
opporuorfies for questions arid answers, arid Office of River Protection
accept public comments.

P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6 -6o
Thank you for considering tis request Richland, WA 99354

jVb)(6)

Full Nam4
City, State .



Dear Department of Energy,

The proposed reclassification of Hanford's highi-
level nuclear waste ehas ssanifan rVnrlioW~qtt
for tuti ire generation osand the environment 1

I am Writing to reques'-t that the Department of
Energy hold0 regional puolic hearings in Seattle. Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland, Richlanrd arnd Spokane. Hearings should
occur rn Itir evenings, be well -pubic ized, have U.S. Department of Energy
oppontunities for questions arid answers. arid Office of River Protection
accept public commrients

P.O. Box 4,50, MSIN H6-6o
Thank YOU fot con)sidering this request Richland, WA 99354

IVb)(6)
Full NaME ]
City, State _

" 1 *lOfffi I f ;il.tI 1111111 I,.I l jjIdiJJ1111- ii

The propose adrclassficatinn of Hanford's high-
evel nuclear rwaste has signiticari f`v0,frC3461'-
fo, fUtwe gener'ations and the environment

I am writing to requeCst that the Department of
Energy hold regional public hearings in Seate. Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland. Richlanid arid Spokane. Hearings shouid
occur in Ifre evortings, be well-publ iied, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for questions ari answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public corrments

P.O. Box 450, MSTN H6-6o
Thank you for considering this request. Richland, WA 99354

1(b)(6)

Full Name
city, state

CZ; I:- Ii



Dear Department of Energy,

The pf osed reclassificationi of Hanford's high
level nuclear waste hs significant itiAMA
for future generations and the envirurient

Iam wrtin to request that the Department of
Energy hold regional public hearings in Seattle Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland Richland and Spokane Hearings should
occur in the evenings, be well priblici zed, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for questions and answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public comments,

P.O. Box 45o, MSIN H6-60
Thank you for considering this request Richland, WA 99354

I(b)(6)
Full Name

atz rl' r-; - Y =-,
! i i 11,- !Illy "d Ihih I, ' !!!I ; 161,11ij ;III

t ' "' A I
-T-7 'T

rAin ½
2 ii ii, 'liii

:2 1<2 Yr ~>p.niir

r:<"Yrc4<>r< 1<112 2i2<:i.i<r Mr. Jan Bovier
;1 i-ri, Li, U.S. Depar-tment oftEnergy

.1 I F
Office of River Proctioti
P.O, Box 450, MSIN 16 (it

Rio ilamd( W A 99354

b)(6)

Full Nami
City, StateIS'-

1 1 1



2

Dear Department of Energy,

The proposed reclassification of Hanford's li It'
rnL. 2Clevel nuclear waste has significant-r &K

for futire generations and rhe environmrent

I am writing ro request that the Department of

Energy hold regional public hearings in Seattle, Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland, Richland and Spokane. Hearings should
occur in the evenings, be wvell-publicized. have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for questions and answers and Office of River Protection
accept public comment,,

P.O. Box 450. MSIN 116-6o
Thank You for considering this request Richland, WA 99354

IVb)(6)

J~b)(6)
Full Name ]
City, State.

Dear Department of Energy,

The proposed reclassification of Hanfo d's higfh -.
level nuclear waste has s trfrani, -

for future generations and the environment

Iam writing t0 request that tfre Department of
Energy hold regional public hearings in Seattle Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland, Richlandt and Spokane tHearings should
Occur in the evenings be well-publiczed, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for qoesirr and answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public comnments

P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-6o
Thank you for considering this request Richland, WA 99:354

j b)(6)
Full NamE ]
City, State L-4vtr. A-(



Dear Department ot Energy,

rhe proposed reclassification of Hanford's high-
level nuclear waste has sinfcnlA~g~h 2 i,
for future generatious arid the environment

I am writin to request that the Departmrenit of
Enrergy hold regional public hearings to Seattle, Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland, Richland and Spokane, Hearings should
occur in the evenings, be well-publicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for quesions and answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public comments.

P.O. Box 4.50. MSIN H6 -6o
Thank you for considtering this request. Richland, WA 99354

Full Name "1
l~l i

2
r.rii rfflI

'4 r~ ;> I~1

I'M rt. jafli Bovit, r
UJ.S. Depar r iu ui-t of Loetily
Office of' Rivcr P~ct'i eCIi

P.O. POX 450, 1()N 1-60
r K , Riclland. WA 99;334

Full Namel Ii
CitStateM

t1111,111 h-11110,11, 11-1. 11111-1011



Dear Department of Energy, L

Th proposed reclassiftceason of H Wanord's htii Li-
level nuclear waste has sr nificartQr ,Inik &2C1
for future generations and the environment

I am writing to request thtat the Department of
Energy hold regional public hearngs in Seattle. Mr. Jan BovierPortland, Richlan and Spokane Hearings should
oectur in the evenings, be i.11puhicrued, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for questions and answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public comments

P.O. Box 450. MSIN H6-6o
Thank you fo( considering this request Richland, WA 99:354

Full Name ()6 -I]
City, State

I hI~i~~iiiI~l Ii , jj I It Ijr Ii Iiji -11 )01

Dear Department of Energy,
~. F.e7rY

The proposed reclassification of Hanford's h,911-
level nucfeai waste has significani4.iin
for future generatons anid [tie envirowrtent,

I am writing to request that the Department of
Energy htold regional public hearings in Seattle, Mr. Jan BovierPortland, Richland arid Spokane. Hearings should
occur in the evenings, be ielpublicized, trove U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for questions and answers, arid Office of River Protectionaccept piblitc comments

P.O. Box 450. MSIN H6 -6o
Thank you Inr considering this request Richland. WA 99354

1(b)(6) 11
Full NaY e 1(b) (6)
City, State ae~t £ 'i 'ijA FI IjI- I;I III)) I I I I 1if 111 ~f 01 1 j,11,111111



Dear Department of Energy,

The proposed reclassification of Hanford's high-
level nuclear waste has significantritJ4ug i~ -;.)
for future generations and the environment

Iaii writing to request that the Department of
Energy hold regional public hearings in Seattle. Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland, Richland and Spokane Hearings should
occur in the evenings, be well -pu blicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for question-, and answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public comments.

P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-6o
Thank you for considering Richland, WA 99354gthis reqluest.

I(b)(6)
.ull NaME 7

City, State ,,Q i~~i fj ~ iiiI)lij
-9:z4S 2 - i-J-4 !-::: 0IS--C

Dear Department of Energy,

I he proposed reclassification of Hanford's high-
level iiuclear waste has significanfi eiiA&t--
for future generations arid the environment

Iani writing to request that tire Department of
Energy hold regional pubic hearings in Seattle Mr. Jan BovierPortland, Richiland andl Spokan e Heariig sh JOuld
occur in the evenings, be weill-puicitrco, have U.S. Departmient of Energy
opportunities fur questions and answers, anti Office of River Protection
accept public comments

P.O. Box 4.50, MSIN H6-6o
Thank you for considering this request, Richland, WA 99354

Full Nam I:
City, State 2- A/1,

I I T i7i : , r Ii illifl!



Dear D~epartment of Energy,

- A
Thre proposed reclassification of Hanford's high-
lovel nuclear waste has signtcanibtAhA&-2C W"T
for future generations and the environm ent

I rn writingy to1 requeist that (tic Departmnt of
Energy hold regional public hearings in Seatile, Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland. Richlanid arid Spokane Hearings should
occur in the evenings, ho well-puiblicized, have U.S. Department of Energry
Opportunities for questions anil answer, and Office of River Protection
accept public comments

P.O. Box 4.50, MSIN H6-6o
Thank you for considering this request Richland, WA 993-54

Full Name f ji1
City, State__

W j I # I I I I

Dear Department of Energy. 7

The proposed reclassification of Hanford'shth
level nuclear waste has signifi
fo( future generations and the environmei ii

I am writing to request that the Departmtent of
Energy hold regionial public hearings in Seattle. Mr. Jan Bovier
Pontland, Richtand and Spokane Hearings should
occur in the evenings, be weIl- publicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for questions and answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public comments

P.O. Box 450. MSIN 116-6o
Thank you for considering this request. Richland, WA 99354

I If'
I I II ()

I

Full NameI

City, State ~
EI~lE2-c4EaIEI: iIIIIIIIIJ11111 I I fit I 1 0 11 11 f I I I 11),11-jill,



I
[IL

Mi. Jan Bovier
I 1;.. Li. 211 U.S. Departmient of Enei-gy

Office of Rive* P~otection
P.O. Box 450. MSIN H6 6 o
Richland. WA 9354

Pull Name 1]
City, State. >~ 4/( AA7

IlL 19 ..- 1
-"1

Li

d

nI II 1.1:1 Mr. Jan Bovier
~L ~L H

1.11 [1 LS D a:rt ine.nt of '4ler~jy
iii) II-II Office of River Protection

.191

P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6 6o
JInrk . Ric~hland, WA 99, -,z

I(b)(6)
FulI Narnel
City, Stae? U

TF



1
Dear Department of Energy,

The proposed reclassification of Hanford's high-._I
11-

level nuclear was te has sinfcro-"~o 1, 1 -70
for future generations and the environment

I am writing to request that the Depantment of
Energy hold regional public hearings in Seattle Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland, Richland and Spokane, Hearings should
occur in the evenings. be welt- publicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
Opportunities for questions and answers, arid Office of River Protection
accept publ ic comments.

P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-6o
Thank you he( considering this request. Richland, WA 99354

11Full NameI
City, State SE-t1L(f

i q_ ::i =- 2 - C1 4 z z

Dear Deparniit of Energy, I FXAT,-TlA

The proposed reclassification of HJA K

level nuclear waste has significantiriii icdtii)ii
for furure generations anid the enivironment.

I am writtig to request that the Department of
Ettergy hold regional public ficatings in Seattle, Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland, Richltand aid Spokaie flearings sriould
occur in the evenings, be well-publicized have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities f or questions and answers. and Office of River Protection
accept public comments

P.O. BOX 450, MSJN H6-6o
Thank you for cotisiderng this request Richland, WA 99354

I(b)(6)

Full NamL- ]
ity, SEtaeC Thy li-IF iU2 ii iV Hl ii II -



Dear Department of Energy,

The proposed recias.sification of Hanford's high-
level nuclear waste has signif icant Eatoww~i 1"I"

for ftuure generations and the environment.

I am wrig to request thai the Department of
Energy hold regional public hearings in Soattle. Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland Richland and Spokane Hearings should
occur in the evenings. be ".tl-publicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for qestiorns and an.wers, and Office of River Protection
accept publi comments.

P.O. BOX 450, MSJN H6-6o
Thank you for considering this request Richland, WA 99354

I(b) (6)
Full Name :1
City, State -V

l JI

Dear Department of Energy
17rt 7

The proposed edreclassification of H-anfonrd's hiqh-
evel nuciesi rwaste has sjniicnm41" i
for future generations and the environment

I am witing to request that the Deportment 01
Liiergy nold regional public hearings in Seartle, Mr. Jan BovierPortland. Richiand aj id Spokane Hparings shOulOi
occur itt the evenings bewell- publicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
oppotnities for quiestions and answers, and Office of River Protection
accept iublic comments

P.O. Box 450. MSIN H6-6o
Thank you tot considering this request Richland, WA 993-54

Full NameV)6- I]City, State* 7~T --7'
-i S 2 --- :4 5, f1i 'ill I Wi I it 111111i ,III, 111 -1111, 11-1111 -11, 1- 1111111,111



Dear Departiment of Fnergy

Thie proposed reclassification of H-anford's high-
level nuclear waste has signifi n r~l~ -

for future generations and the environment.

I ami writing to request that the Department of
Energy hold regional public hearings in Seattle. Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland, Richland and Spokane. I earings should
occur in the evenings, be well -publicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for questions and answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public comments.

P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-6o
Thank you for considering this request Richland, WA 99354

Full Namne b)(6) j
City, State, l
-. 2 91T, 9 T1-- 1, 111, Ill'i'll I- 1111d illf

Dear Department of Fnergy.
$UA1TUT

Th. proposed reclassificaion of Ha ofoird' high-
level nuclear waste has signiicansQAt4;.C
for futuire generations and the enrvironment

I am writing to request that the Depatmretnt of
Energy hold regional public hearings in Seattle, Mr. Jan Bovier
Porlaiid, Richland and Spokane. ileatings tfruulrl
occur in die evenings, he well -publicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for questions and answers and Office of River Protection
accept public commnents

P.O. Box 450. MSLN H6-6o
Thank you for conidering this request. Richland, WA 993-54

Full Namel
City, State.



Dear Department oft Energy
'i A.YBJ VVA

]"he proposed reclassification of Hanford's high-
level n uclear waste Ihas significanitAi"
for future generations and the environment

I arc witing to request fiat the Department of
Energy hold regionaf public hearings itt Seattle Mr. Jan Bovier
Portand Richland and Spokane Hearings should
cccur in the evenings, he well -public ized. nave U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for Questions and answers and Office of River Protection
accept public cotmmrenits.

P.O. Box 450, MSJN H6-6o
Thank you for considering this request. Richland. WA 99354

(b)(6)

Ib)(6) 1 '5 ~A1
FUlllfful C 7t -1

City, State
IfI 11 ill uii1,l ui~~IIiii lii if 114J lb ijid jIl1 If jf

Dear Depart -int of Enoergy. SEAT ILE~

The proposed rirectasSification of IEpj r$
level nucknar rwaste has significan ~~f tos
for future generatons and the nviroriment

I amn writing to request that the Department of
Energy hiold regional public heatngs in Seattle Mr. Jan BovierPontarid, Richland arid Spokane Hearings should
occur in tfie evenings, be Well-pohircized, fhave U.S. Department of Energy
opponfurritles for questions and answers arid Office of River Protection
arxftt prblic comments.

P.O. Box 450, MSJN H6-6o
Thank yori for considering this request Richland, WA 99354

Ib)(6 6)
I)Full NamE

CiyState-



Dear Department of Energy. ... ....... ......
J0

The propose edreclassification of H rY rd 3
level nuclear rwaste has sig iiat ific" ftin
for future generations and the environment

I am writing to request that the Depuarnerit of
Energy hold regional public hearings in Seattle. Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland. Richland anid Spokane Hearings should
occur in I he evenings, he well-publicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
oponunites for qurestions arid answers, and Office of River Protection

accept public comments
P.O. BOX 450, MSJN H6-6o

Thank you for considering this request. Richland, WA 99354

I
l(b)(6)

Full Name I
City State 3~~~tU.

='9 --:.2- 04"

Dear Department of FnerSEAI-1iE
WA sea

The pr oposd edrecIassfoca' Of~ LII
level nuclear r waste has si~~tz flitic, olns

for future gnerations anid ~I~ntiment
I am writing to request that thne Department of
Energy hold regonal public hearings in Seattle. Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland. Richland anti Spokane Hearings should
oc.cur in Meevenings, be welt-publicised, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for questions arid answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public comments,

P.O. Box 450, MSIN 116-60
Thank you for considering this requiest- Richland, WA 99354

aaa- Wa," & 6Vcown. -.
whi&cot /

Full Nameb)(6) ]
City, StateYea-HL W,*T-.

3S3S-O -4S 0 11



S.EA-,i i± ut
Dear Departmen of Energy,

Auc;j I 1 >it.i
h te proposed reclassificationi of HIlMorYbig,

level nuclear waste has significant ramifications Waal
for future generations and the environmert

Iarn riing to request that the Department of
Energy hold regional Public hearings in Seattle, Mr. Jan Bovrier
Portland, Richland anid Spoane. Hearings should
occur in ithe evenins, be wellbpublicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for questions arid answers, arid Office of River Protection
accept public comnrrts

P.O. Box 450, MSJN 116-6o
t'hank you for nsirleiong this request Richland, WA 99354

RECEIVEDEr I
SEP 0 Z2018

Full Namel I
1-a

Dear Depanrtmc'n of Energy
. 11 Jr -111 Ithe proposed rectassificatton of Hlanford' 5 t ri:. 1---level nuclear waste has significari i

lor future generations and the envircoitent

I am wring lo request that the Departmeot of
Energy hold regional iubic harirngs i Searle Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland. Richland an Spokne Hearings should
occur in the evenrigs be well- publicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for questions aod answers and Office of River Protection
accept pblic comments

P.O. Box 450, MSLN H6-6o
Thank you for considerng this request Richland, WA 99354

RECEIVED
SEP 0 :*2018

Full Nam{ 1 r%)OE-ORP/ORPCC
City, State

poll 71-, 111 Il 1,111" 1 -11.! 111, 11 o 11 -111 h Oil -III If I I Is I I I



.-~
Dear Department of Lnergy. SEATf L[- .VYA I AAJ -~2Zz.
The proposed reclassification of Hanford's high-
level nuclear waste has significant 1.0. O.kA F11i ; Ft'
for future generations and the etivirorinnt

Iam wrting to request that the Deparment of
Lnergy hold regional public hearings in Seattle, Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland, Richland arid Spokane, Hearings should
occur in the evenings, be well -publicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for questions and aiiswers, and Office of River Protection
accept public cotriments

P.O. Box 450. MSJN H6-6o
Thtank you for considering this reques! Richland, WA 99354

RL4VE%
SEP 0 . 2018

Full Name
1 DOE-ORPIORPCC'City, State 'iSeawj-T391:-

:71 ____ - : = k- - I "! III 1,id -i 'i I) h 0- 11HIP W PI11

Dear Department ot Energy,
it ~

The PFpro Sd reclassfication of Hanford's high-
lnete nuclear waste has significanl'rv " *;;is ; -T) I I 4fM t;.1 I
for future generations and the environment

I am witing to request that the Department of
Energy hold regional pu blic: hearings in Seattle, Mr. Jan BovierPortian . Richland and Spokane Hearings should
occur in the evenings,. be well-poblicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for ques tions and answets, and Office of-River Protection
accept public comments

P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-6o
rhank yoyfor considering this request. Richland, WA 993-54b)(6)

i E C; -iEZ-D
'-)EP Li 2018

Full Name k]I )E-ORP/ORPCO
City, State

:-i



Dear Department of Energy,
SEA17L .-WA -"--I

The proposed reclassification of Haniford's high -
level nuclear waste has sigificant mAofi~t o$ 2)1 [M 7 L
for future generations and the environment I 01C

I amr writing to request that the Department of
Energy hold regional public heanings in Seattle, Mr. Jan Bovier
Portfand. Richland and Spokane. Hearings should
occur in the evenings, he weit-pLblicized, havye U.S. Department of Energy
opportuniries for questions and answers, rid Office of River Protection
accept public comments

P.O. BOX 450, MSIN H6-60
Thank you for considering this request Richland, WA 99354

RECEIVED
SEP 6')2018

I(b)(6)
Full Namel r)OE-ORP/PC'jt]
City, State _

Ilij,

AT-T

t)-ui Fsi:-jt'i

iUt~ 1f11
nI eV ICifi le ii ii f Hiqi~ liii? LII

Iii.i

it iti. i-; 'ii I lb-ru sr

Ii.

Mr. Jan Boviet'
Vuil:iot in-il riot ~-iiOBi iii' if lii iii

u-I tni~-- U.S. Departinlt)t of* Energy
i~tii li -'.5- Office of'River Protte tiotn

P.O. BOX 450, MS1N 11 6o
tii.ri-~ VO Idkwfi Riehlamd, WA c9i,

Full Nlt Kb)(6) ]
a ~ (I i -i



.el -- _ ~- ~--

Dear Department of Energy. r~ -

The proposed reclassification of 11 or"Lrtg-21f '~UlMiti-~
level nuclear waste has significant ramifications
for future generatirons and the environment.

I am writing to request tfiat the Deparrment of
Lnergy hold regrinal public hearings in Seattle Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland, Richland anid Spokarne. Hearings should
occur in rhe evenings, be well-publicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for questions and answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public comments

P.O. Box 450. MSIN 116-6o
Thank you for cornsidtering this request. Richland, WA 99354

17 I
Full Namel b)_6

-7-
City, State &f- 1r, kvA

liltimil Ili 1W I I h; Ili 111- pi ;: jj! it

Dear Department of Fnerg ,,,
I- , f

t he propose.d reclassificaWtV 8Wds "h-

level nuclat waste has sigipW- # r4rnifications

Inn future generations and the environment

I am writig to request that the Departmient of

Energy hold regional public hearings in Seattle. Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland, Richlan arid Spokane, I learings should
occur in the evenings, be well -publicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
opporturnities for questions and answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public commerits. P.O. Box 450. MSIN H6-6o
Thank you for considering this request Richland, WA 99354

Full Namye
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Dear Department of Energy,

The proposed reclassification of Hantord's high-
level nuclear waste has signiticant ra ba;
fur future generations and the environmnent,

Iam writing to request that the Department of
Energy not reclassify Hantord's high level nuclear Mr. Jan Bovier
waste to low-level waste and riot bury tank waste,
under cemnent, U.S. Department of Energy

Office of River Protection
Please protect our grouindwater and the Columbia
River fromn this darigerous rticiear waste P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6- 6o

Richland. WA 99354
Thardr you for considering this corrineut.

IVb)(6)

Full Name
City, State 77 #12L
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Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy
Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6 -6o
Richland, WA 99354

Full Nameb)6 I-
Cjqy, State

Dear Departmeni of nergy.

The proposed recfassi ication of Hanford's high-
level nuclear waste has significant L4=ficr Qok
tor future generation osand the env o menit

I am writing to iequest that the Department ot
Energy hold regional public hearings in Seattle, Mr. Jan BovierPortland Richlandl arid Spokane. Hearing shoI uld
occur in the evenings. bewll puiblicized, have U.S. Department of Energy

oportunities for questions and answers, and Office of River Protectionaccept public comments
P.O. Box 450. MSIN H6-6o

Thank you for considering this request. Richland, WA 99354

Full Name
City, State -(4IIL Zi
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Dear Department of Energy,

The proposed reclassification of H anford's high-
level nuclear waste has significant ragc~rpX;
for futur e generations anid the environment.

Iam writing to request that the Depantmont of
Energy not reclassify Hanford's high-level nuclear Mr. Jan Bovier
waste to low-level wasto and not bury tantk waste
under cement U.S. Department of Energy

Office of River Protection
Please protect nor grondrwater and the Columbia
River from this dangerous nuILclear waste. P.O. Box 450. MSIN H6-6o

Richland, WA 99354
Thank You Ion considering this comnment

Full NameI b)-6 ii'
City, State'-.*~(-

iijliiIlij, 10'ill-11, I ljl lj HHH] III HIII I T i I I I I fi,

Dear Depantmera of Energy.

The prnposed reclassification of Haniford's irth-
level nuclear waste has signi I cant uw=Pg roi -
for future generations anidO tfe ervArfinmet. .1

I am writing to request that the Departrment of
Energy hold regional pubfic hearings in Seattle, Mr. Jan BovierPrirland, Richland aid Spokane, Hearings slioutoi
occur is tie evenings, be well -publiored. have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities lot questions arid answers, and Office of River Protectionaccept public commniits

P.O. Box 450, MSJN H6-6o
Thankl you for considering this request. Richland, WA 99354

j( b) ( 6)
Full Name
city, StateI
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Dar Departmient at Entat>"
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Mr. Jt nBovier
'il a~.i Pc Ii cisan Sal' a; Hear nan nra

lnr..r-rniJ be.' I '' 'LI ,a.n U.S. Department of Energy
, .. .I a ,s Office of River Prote~ction

'a: P.O. Box 450O, MSJN H6-6o
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U.S. Department of Energy
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Dear Department of Energy,

I he proposed reclassiftcation of HarSjF~jk
7 >

level nuclear waste has significant ramifications
for future generations and the environment

I arm writingr to request that the Department of

Lnergy not rectassify Hanford % high -level nd cear Mr. Jani Bovier
waste to low-level waste and not bury tank waste
tinder cemnent. U.S. Department of Energy

Office of River Protection
Please protect our groundwater and the Columbia
River from this dangerous nuclear waste, P.O. Box 450, MSIN H-6-6o

Richland, WA 99354
Thank you tot contsiderinig thiis cutrrrierit

I(b)(6)

Full Name j b)(6) I
Ci ty, State/

lii [II J-j 1), It) 00 1) h1h illift! I Ili

L)+ .A' I nf I I)VfqV
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luiu'c cie~s 9: 9/v ::- " I I pI

c~~~~~fj oi9 ir:f i1t~ttr ir ~~t - Mr. t n Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy
Office of River Prot ection

0,1tivi qrrnw1 iiAn ie'C: lt'iici P.O. BOX 450. MSIN 116- 6o
Rivet' roe tt r, dI' evi-1r i, rl

Rich land, WA 99:354
.1k) i fof . ,, 1)! 1 . " '
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Full NaME
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0ffice of River- Protection
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Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy
Office of River Protection

1A)it P.O. Box 4.50, MSIN H6-6o
Richland, WA 99354
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U.S. Departi mt of Energy
Office of River Prot~ct ion

f~e 1rrr rev! Cii III r)lrl1rllii cC iCC (Cit.

i -e e ,, '. efrr' ; -- ii. P.O. Box 450. MSTN HI -6o
Richlz iid. WA 9.9:354
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Mr. Jan Bovier
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Dear Depatment of Energy

The propuaed reclassificationr of Haniford.s high-
lee nuclear waste has significant (VcS .
for future generations and thre environment.

I am writing to request that the Department of
Energy not reclassify Hianford's fti-level nuclear Mr. Jan Bovier
waste to low level waste ann not bury tank waste
under cement, U.S. Department of Energy

Office of River Protection
Please protect our groundwater and the Columbia
River fromn this dangerous nuclear waste P.O. Box 450. MSIN H6-6o

Richland, WA 99354
Thank you for considering This comml~ent

Kb)(6)

Full Nam b)(6) -I
City, State
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Dl-11D innil it hi F---
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.iiitrtr UJ.S. Depairment of Energy

Office of River Protection
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P.O. Box 450. MSIN H6-6o
Richland, WA 99:354
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Dear Department of Energy,

The propuoed reclassfcati of Hanford's high-
level nuclear waste has significanrt r IhcAbd9 .
for future generations and the environment I

Iarn writing to request that tfhe Departmrent of
Lnergy not reclassify Hanford's high-level nuLclear Mr. Jan Bovier
waste to low-fevel waste arid riot bury tank waste
under cement. U.S. Department of Energy

Office of River Protection
PIoaSP prntect Our groundwater and the Colurmba
River from this dangerous nuclear waste. P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-6o

Richland, WA 99_354
Thank you fur considering this comnment.

1(b)(6)

(lb)(6)
Full Namne[ 1City, State T 7ZZI

)11111 Hilli, Ili) ji+1'1 1) 1. Ili) Ili- 11

Dear Department of Energy,

The proposed reclassification of Hanford's high-
level nuclear waste has sigitiican or a?-Pr, K
for future generations and th environment.

Iam wnting to request that the Departrernt of
Energly not reclassify Hanfords higfh-level nuclear Mr. Jan Bovier
waste to tow level waste and not bury tank waste
under cervent U.S. Department of ;nergy

Office of River Protection
Please protect out groundwater arid tfhi Columbia
River frorri this dangerous nuclear waste P.O. Box 4.50, MSIN H6- 60

Richland, WA 99354
Thank you lot considering tis comment

k
Vb)(6)

Full Namel
city, State'Sk 4V
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Dear Department of Energy,

t-he proposed reclassification of Hantord's highJ
level nuclear waste has significant rze 5c M'

for future generations and the environment.

I am writin to request thiat the Department of
Lnergy riot reclassify Hanford's high-level nuclea Mr. Jan Bovier
waste to low-level waste and not bury tank waste
under cement U.S. Department of Energy

Office of River Protection
Please protect our groundwater and the Columbia
River from this dangerous nuclear waste P.O. Box 450, MSIN HG-6o

Richland, WA 99354
Thank you fi. consic~ern this commj

V b) (6)

I(b)(6)Full NamO I I
City, State , -5;e 4 I - \0

-~ -u--. -- J10111;III)i IIJ, 1); J1 I -, I

Dear Department of Energy,

The proposed reclassification of Hanford's high-
level nuclear waste has significant TAflOiO(
for future generations and the environment.

I ar ri ting to request that thle Department of
Energy holid regional public hearings in Seattle, Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland, Richland and Spokane. Hearings should
occur in the evenings, be well -piblICi7ed, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for questions and answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public comments.

P.O. Box 450, MSIN 116-60
Tfhank you f or considering this request Richland, WA 99354

jVb)(6)

1(b)(6)Full Name
F

City, State _
old,11111,1,11 I I I i 1 11 il i I , 11111 1, 111iji-I)NIIN-I'Idli'I'd



Dear Department of Energy.

the proposed reclassification of Hanford's high-
level nuclear waste has sinfcn,,
for future gnerations and the environment

I am writing to requesti that the Department of
Energy hold regional public hearings in Seattle, Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland. Richiland anid Spokane Hearings should
occur in the evenings, be well-publicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for questions and answers, aidi Office of River Protection
accept public comments.

P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-6o
Thank you for considerinig this request. Richland, WA 99354

j b)(16)

Full NamE
City, State

Dear Departmeni oi Fnergy

The proposed reclassification of Hanford%, fth r-
level nucleai waste has signifi cant rafi I.
for future generations and the envitontmeni,

!amn witing to request ttiat the Department of
Fnergly not rectassfty Hanford's higfh level nuclear Mi'. Jan Bovierwaste to low-level waste and liot bury tank wvaste
uiidei cement U.S. Department of Energy

Office of River ProtectionPlease protect our groundwater arid the Coutj
River fiom this dangerous nucleac waste. P.O. Box 450, MSIN 1H6 -6o

Richland, WA 99354Thank you for considering this commert

n 11
Full Namelifb-(' Ii1

Stat]7W pill~ jj)jil )ill,, it, ji"Imill, 0 - 11



Dear Department of Energy,

The proposed reclassification of Hanford's high-
level nuclear waste has significant rpNAA iC*
for future generations anid the environment

I rn writing to request that the Department of
Energy hold regional public hearings in Seattle Mr. Jan Bovier
Portlanid, Richland aid Spokane, Hearings should
occur in the evenings, be well-publicized, have U.S- Department of Energy
oppornunities for qutestionts and answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public comments

P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-6o
Thank you fot, considering4irs request Richland, WA 99354

Full NameFb)6) II-i-Cily, state
Ci 4= - tn FFF

T-,

C A, Li Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy
Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450. MSIN H6-6o

I -
C', -.J I % - - Richliand, WA 99354
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jo_:
Dear Department of Energy

The propose edreclassification of Hianford's hrgL)1
level nuclear rWaste has signittcantr ri'
for future generations and the eneironment

I amn writing to r quesr that the Doparnmenr of
Energy not reclassify Hantford's high-level nuclear Mr. Jan Bovier
waste to low-level waste and not bury tank waste
tinder cement. U.S. Department of Energy

Office of River Protection
Please profect our grondwafer and the Columbia
River from this dangjerous nuclear waste. P.O. BOX 450. MSI'r H6-60

Richiand, WA 99-354
t hank you for considering this comment. -I..

I(b)(6)
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i"r~2 ie~,r Richland. WA 195
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Dear Department of Energy.

The proposed reclassification of Hanford's gr,
level nuclear waste has significant W4c6C -5--
for future genrerations and the environment

I am writing to (AeqUest 'hat the Departurere of
Energy not reclassify Hanford's high-level nluclear Mr. Jan Bovier
waste to low-level waste and not bury tank waste
under cemnent. U.S. Department of Energy

Office of River Protection
Please protect our groundwater and hle Colur rrlsa
Rivet from~ this dangerous nuclear w aste P.O. BOX 450. MSIN H6-6o

Richia~nd, WA 99354
Thank you for conrarderrog tlis cnrer tr

I(b)(6)

f b)(6)Full Name I
77--,

- iyState~
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A

Mr. ,Jan Bovier
is A U.S. Department of Energ

Office of River- Protection
J,~ k P.O. BOX 450, MSIN H6-60

Richland, WA 99354
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Dear Department of Energy,

1 -The proposed reclassificatiotn of H I~ j1hiiiii V 210- - 4
level nuclear waste has signtficantr ramifications
for future generations and the environment.

I an writing to request that the Department of
Energy hold regional public hearings in Seattle. Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland, Richland and Spokane Hearings should
occur in the evenings. be wel-publicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
op rtu1nitiCS for questions and answers. and Office of River Protection
accept public comments

P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-6o
Thank you for considering this request Richland, WA 99354

b)(6)

Full Na~me I
City, State jik-'_ WA5,
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Rivr.~ t'ort Itiiori 1.7 i5' tK, , I P.O. Box 4.50, MSVN H6 6o
Richland, WA 99354-
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Dear Department of Energy,

The proposedl reclassiftcain of Ha2 *A .q
level nuclear waste has significant ramifications
for titture- generations and the enviro#onvof

I ant writog to request that theo Department of

Energy not reclassify Hanford's highilevel nuclear Mr. Jan Bovier
waste to low-level waste and rot bury tank waste
under cemnent U.S. Departmnent of Energy

Office of River Protection
Please protect our groundwater and Inc Columbia
River twirn this dangerous nuclear waste P.O. Box 4.50, MSIN H6-6o

Richland, WA 99354
Thank yotu for considering this comment.

b)(6)

Full Name!
C4) Sole -J'IYJ rji"il -Jilld
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ii' Sd-' Yr - is U.S. Department of Enercgy
Office of River Protectioni
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Dear Department of Energy,
f A i-I %N~A 'XX~

The proposed reclassification of Hanford's high-
level nuclear waste has significant rapf4qolitj :3 V IS 14. ?
for future generations and the environment

f am writing to request that the Department of
Energy not reclassify Hanford-, high-level nuclear Mr. Jan Bovier
waste to lea-level waste and not bury tank waste
unider c~ement. U.S. Department of Energy

Office of River Protection
Please piotect our groundwater arid if e Columnhia
River from this dangerous nuiclear waste P.O. BOX 450. MSIN 146-6o

Richland, WA 99354
Thi< k u for comnsidering this cnmment

l (b)(6)Full Namel 711
City, State~

lihe prpII mr) t;i~u iii, alca. ayi -
1,-iC'i cii Aa-'i-
iiilatn~~ieiiil

I qrr, to reclu 1!

f-;iir t I Hi ilrrt - li . i Mr. Jan Bovier
Car-/il In, Lair-

t -In Ic-n '-Cii'-'' U.S. Departmnit of' 'nergy
Office of Rivetr Protection

iiil ~iia CIV-
R~iver f rm iii ilrijnuraiub I P.O. BOX 450. MSIN 116 -60

Richland, WA 99354
yni- for 11-onrioring I

kb) (6)
Full Namef ]
City, State_ 'I



Dear Department of Energy, I 'Y1 7) *

:,.,j ~ ~
level nuclear waste has significant ramifications
The proposed reclassitication ot Flanp _W
for future generations and the environment.

I am writing to request that the Deparlment 01
Energy not rectassify Hanford's high-level nuclear Mr. Jan Bovier
waste to low-level waste and not bury lank waWSte
under cement U.S. Department of Energy

Office of River Protection
Please protect uur grounidwater and the Columbia
River from this dangerous nu1.clear waste. P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-6o

Richland, WA 993-54
Thank you for considering this commnt.

Full Name ]
/

CLy uSat i -7- -I iiiIIiIiIltI1i~3 ~ilr ii Iii

Li' rA r tffLt rq

L
Tth(- 1." iriir3~ii )1i, j of i_-rhrr Ii ,rr

ivtniclr aste in--. sininfict ran ', !:I U S
fOr fUtUfe CJ(N`1121`: ''I ai n iiu erij('frnent

I )imr Ydr pin) 10 in nnrn tria in f) iris-unt of

I, nn'rgy rthrqOn ;nn crri ' ii u Mr. Jaii Bovier-
pniwtf rf i` n. I s~ or nr Hniri~7i

i-icr ii Orc' 'vi-ir~rig3. Inc 'A'i:~ -P
1 
lii c:t~u

1 
'ruse U.S. Department ot Enerqy

rrppcnrtiilni.i inh ~1 iiiSinrr% -nil isflhs';c'S 'nIP OIflice of River Protection
~un;elnl pnA~t-n iTuirinienrh

P.O. Box 450. MSIN 116-6o
1 rankl you Itn cmnisnierin' ii rei o- 0 Richland. WA 99354
(b)(6)

e1*aP
Full Name __
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Dear Department oif Energy c~A-FT4 IW; 1-; ~
The proposed reclassification of Hantord's high- j

1_.level nuclear waste has significant tan fa4"e' 118 1-4t 5 L
for future generations and the environment. I

I am witing to request that the Department of
Energy not reclassify Hanford's high-level nuclear Mr. Jan Boxrier
waste to low-level waste and riot bury tank waste
nder cenienl U.S. Department of Energy

Office of River Protection
Please protect our groundwater and the Columbia
River fromn this dangerous nuclear waste P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-6o

Richland, WA 993,54
Thank you for consiering this comnient

I(b)(6)
Full Name I

,:CiyY State -, __tt 71 - 11, 11111 jnJ,!jijjnnjiiiiiilitjni)Iilllnnijiji

Dear Depatmtitof Erier~

The prtoposed teasfta dlDtYrf Liilevel nuclear waste has sirjr-*nJ-ai nftcatons
for future generations anid the envronnient

I am writing to request that the Department of
Energy hold regional public htearings to Seattle, Mr. Jan BovierF'rmrtand, Richland and Spokane I leanirg. should
occur in The eveinings. he well -publnni7ed. have U.S. Department of Energy
opportuitins for questions and answers, arid Office of River Protection
accept public cororrients

P.O. Box 450, MSJN H6-6o
Ihank you for considering this request Richiland, WA 99354

Full Name f I
!Zity, State I I i~fIliriPii
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14.j I a -Afas'Ic tit-iI of Hal ifoctI- 1y

~ai ejate iii; aotaiit ra 1ff -~ IF P A

ta!iuW ijn oin ad the a VI V

01 ii]

F riegy ii' I lOS5lf~ i an~rd ~. hq -dv, Mr. Jam Bovier
isIS Ki 1151isi( .iild W4 tue 1 la " a';Ic

All iii U.S. Depa utment of Energy
Office of Riv'er Protection

p I viii iii

lvi iii F a Ii 141 1111 P.O. Box 450. MSIN HG, Go
Ric~hland, WA 99354

7ii! k V," a ii I a lii Iii neot i

Full Namel 11

City, State W11s~

I iii

C C A Ala.

A-

1111 Mrli. Jan I~ocicr
1 1 i-I

I J Dcxir tit, oI'T Entrc
Office of'River Protect ion.

-i-i P-0. B-(x 450, MIS T H6-60
Richad WAO] 99354.,

Full NamEL



MIN&

18 .1 V7,

Mr. Jan Bovier
7 U.S. Department of Energy

Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 4,50. MSJN H6-6o
Richland, WA 99354

RECEIVED
I SEP 1 S2018

b)(6)Full Nanefj ] r)OE-ORP/ORPCC-
City, State- 4411, il I It. it 11) i 111,0110. Iflit;' ill Ili m it),

~v~Am

*$ A*JC,

T
Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy
Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450. MSIN H6- 6o

Richland, WA 99354

Full Name ()6 1
State
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Dear Department of FnercfiSeA 99)
2D AUG '18

The proposed reclassificatatliqo rtn~oo s high- El
level nuclear waste has sic,~i~ nrirications
for future generations and the enviiufiment.

I anti writing to request that the Department of
Energy hold regional public hearings in Seattle Mr. Jan, Bovier
Portland. Richlanid aid Spokane Hearings should

orcur in the evenings, be well -pub licized. have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for questions and aniswers, and Office of River Protection
accept public comnments

P.O. BOX 450, MSTN H6-6o
Thiank you for considering this request Richland, WA 99354

(b)(6)

Full Name

P1 ty, S' 4 t -tk , Jli2 i; Ni ... illidi-110.

I A Lii 4-~Vii( f\ WIt 1 .Y~n

11E Pt ~' L
V

)
Mi. JX n BovierP W4&~ 'V~~4~ ~IKx1',

"I U.S. Department of Energy
~'Quaf~ Office of'River Protection

P.O. BOX 4.50. MSIN 1-16 6o
Richland, WA 99354
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Ajj~VA
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b)(6
Full NameI IL
CityState Lrd ~
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7 f)
I Mr. Jan Bovier

/ ~ U.S. Department of Energy
Office of River Protection

I'

P.O . Box 450, MSIN H6-6o
Richland, WA 99354
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71'
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Full Name (b)(6)
City, State 1/ /7
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11 A-J

Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Eiiergy
Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450. IVSIN H6 6o

<'K

Richland. WA 99354

IVb)(6)

Full Namel
77

City State LL~
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-4 4 w JaeZ oi Mr. JIan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy
Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-6o

~ w Richland, WA 99-354
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Full Namer pOH r
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Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy

1 4, ,

Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-6o
Richland, WA 99354
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-, ~ f V ~ Mr. Jan Bovier

U.S. Department of Energy.tlcH' S
Office of'River Protection

I
/7// P.O. Box 450. MSTN H6 -6o

-7j' Richland, WA 99354
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ii rn~ ~ ~

Mr. jan Bovier
dfld Ni ~ ~

U.S. Depaitment ofEnergy
Office of River Protection

Rive? -I V4, "t, P.O. Box 450, MSIN 116 -6o
Richland. WA 99354
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R ioh Iid, WA93,4

I(b)(6)
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Mr. Jan Bovier
V~t 4; 4 I-, Vt U1.S. Department of Energy

2
C Offlie of River Protection

-4 P.O. Box 450. MSJN 116-6oIv Richland, WA 99354
V ~ k IF c;~
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I(b)(6)
Full Naml ~1
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I AV _ A:-
Dear Department of Energy,

The proposed reclassification of Ila 1~ a :_=wi I
level ndear wvaSte has significantr aftPicaTi nori
for future generations and the environment

I amn writing to request that the Department of
Erreigy riot reclassify Hanford's high-level nucle-ar Mr. Jan Bovier
waste to low-level waste and not bury tank waste
unrter cement U.S. Department of Energy

Office of River Protection
Please protect our groundwater antd the Columbia
River fromr thv., danigerotus nuclear waste P.O. BOX 450, MSIN iH6-6o

Richland, WA 99354
TI alrk yrs11 fur Ltlriidefi )it this corrnitert.

b)(6)
Full NamE 1
il~y,1 State

Dear Department ofEnergy, I)e j lfo-
F161111

The proposed reclassification of
level nuclear waste has significant ramifications
lot future genrreatinrrs arid the enivironment

I am writinq to request that the Departmrent of
Energy hould regional public hearnogs en Seattle, Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland, Richfand and Spokane, Hea riris should
occur in the evenings. be wefl-pt iblici zed, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportuniities for questions anti answeis. and Office of' River Protection
accept public comments

P.O. Box 4.50. MSIN H6-6o
frarik yrou for considernirg this request. Richland, WA 99354

Full Name[!_
City, State -, q
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Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy
Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSTN H6-6o
Richland, WA 99354

FulN re(b)(6) iiCtState
TTh

-1

WL.

I
*

J, Mr. Jan Bovier
-'t ` U.S. Department of Energy

i Office of River Protection
I P.O. Box 4.50, MSTN H6-6o

.1. Richland, WA 99354
k

. A

7 ~1'. Z I

I (b) (6) /
City, State 27, LEI;?

I(b)(6) ]



Dear Department of Eiiergy,
#2

I-.',
rhe proposed reclassification of Hanford's h
level nuclear waste has 5ignificant tife4o ii
for future generations and the environment.

I am wring to request that the Department of
Energy hold regional public hrearingjs iii Seattle, Mr. Jan Bovier
Ponfrtlid. Richland and Spokane Hearings shorutd
occur in the eveninogs, be well -Publicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for questioni arid answers, arid Office of' River Protection
accept public comments,

P.O. BOX 450. MSIN H6-60
Thank you for considering this request Richland, WA 993,54

Full Namen II
Acity,

-I

K I Vt I
{Jr~ - 4)

O{~~ T,I U.S. Depart ii nt. 01ltDici-gy

Of1I'co, ot'] ,ivei Pcotetiomm

>0,) 13ox 450 o. 2N 116 6o(Q `TV i ihai WA 9935-4
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Full Name
77P4y~t4 444L ~lil
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f 1

Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy

f

Office of River Protection
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-6o
Richland, WA 99354

1. 4- 1

Full N

city, II ]
inteWA

SI
0

I
Mr. Jan Bovier

I U.S. Department of Energy
I , It Office of River Protection

P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6 -6o
1) Richland, WA 99354I

Full
City I I

-5,'ie 'WA 981,7j 5
it:
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Mi> Ja Bovier

Oftiche of* River Prot ction

P.0. Box i:-o, SI-,N HI6C- I
Richlanod, WA .,'y 4)

'' JI I ,,,I It

Full NameL
City, State Sco-4Ag- I.f Ippyill d ill I i i I I P- -111i'lild., Ill.! 11-1111111011

. t' 1, '4 , 4

Mr.Jan Bovier
U.S. Departmneiit of Energy
Of"Iice of'Rivet' Protection
P.O. Box 450. MSIN 116-6o
Riehianid, WA q9354

Full N Ib)t6)
City,

VIA tljf
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Dear Department of Energy,

The proposed reclassification of Ha"41109V F I
level nuclear waste has significant ramificattons
for future generations and the envaronmnt

I in writing to tequest that the Department of
Energy not reclassify Hanfnid's high-tevel nuciear Mr. Jan Bovier
waste to tow-level waste and not bury tank waste
Linder cement. U.S. Departmnent of Energy

Office of' River Protection
Please protect our groundwater arid thle Columia
Rivet froti this danrgeroius noclear waste. P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-6o

Richland. WA 99354
Thank, you tot considering this comtmrnt

Kb)(6)Full Name
,siI(41;ii I f I I 11jilipyliddilliq 1 .111 11[1)111

Deat Department o1 Energy,

The popLosed reclassificationr of Hanfnrr s
level rtuclear waste has Ygrit a -Q, ~n> 11
for future generations and the environmeont

I am wriin to request that the Depanrerit of
Energy hold regional publi bearng-s in Seattle, Mr. Jan BovierPortland. Richland and Spokanie Hearings should
occur it nte evening.s, be well publicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
opporunities for questions and answrs, and Office of River Protectionaccept public comments

P.O. Box 450, MSLN H6 -6o
Thank you for considerintg this request Richland, WAL 99354

I(b)(6)

0 .

Kb)(6)
,-,City, S tate ~1
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Mr. Jan Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy

t & - §' 4c~ 4~U&xT Office of River Protection
-KA 6 \ /- <6- P.O. Box 450, MSJN H6-6o

Richiland, WA 99354
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Full NamE I
City, State5ce<Y
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ur m ~lSliji
hji. '~Vjr~ --- I:

lii 1, 1 " ; I - I , - 1 1? ,

Mr. Jan TBovier
,,,"a -" 0 W~~ siO e 1

U.S. 1) p tinwijnt, of'En T9gy
Office of Ri ver Protectioni

P [ki A 5<51 1

f v ' ,te P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6 Gio
Ric'hland. WA 99-1-,4

¶555

-- A-

b)(6)
Full Name ]City, StateW

HfiF. T /Ij I i ; Ii ,l~,' l it mu l '111i 1 1 I ~I I i

Dear Department of Energy.

The pr Oposed dreciassificatioi of H '2011
level nuclear waste has - ni ;Y1m 11 :Ations
for future generations and the environment

I amn writing to request that th De.partment of
Energy hold regional public hearings in Seattle Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland, Rictitnd anid Spokane H-fearings shlid
occur in the evenings, he well -publicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for questions and answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public comments

P.O. Box 450, MS!N H6-6o
Thanx you for considering this request. Richiand, WA 99354

Full Name I
Li"



Dear Department of Energy,

The proposed reclassification of 1 r 'O4
level nuclear waste has signiiat~~i ications
for future generations and the environment

I am writing to request that the Department of
Energy hold regional public hiearirigs in Seattle. Mrjan Bovier
Portland, Richland and Spokane. Hearng s should
occur in the evenings, be well -publici zed, have U.SIIDepartment of Energy
opponunities for questions and answers, and Off"ice of River Protection
accept public comments

P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-6o
rhank you for considering tfhis request. Richlid, WA 99354

Full Name ]
City, State = 7

Z - i 11-1i if III, I'0' HP ill! .. flij:1
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Dfnn !D,~~nr , J ,' ),Eir I
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I 'v . T : " i !-- t '1 " 1 !- :-)I , 4 I I

P~fiu 1 ti ' n -!r11s t -' 3! i-'-l,{ 1nql ln . ' Mr. Jai Bovier1, 1 1 , , 7 1 f , , !IG vaslf'

U.S. Department of Energy

Office of Riverl Protee lion
Ii1 if 9I Of no til" Culw-

K IN 3 !41'isrt P.O. Box 4,50. MSIN H6 6o
Richi' nid, WA 99354

timii3. f, w ~ i Kh, corflf i

1(b)(6)

Full Name
c~St4~ThK A/kl)&Q JI~ pll



V

V' L Mr..Jan. Bovier
U.S. Department of Energy
Office of River Protection

C
P.O. Box 450. MSIN H16-6o
Rich land. WA 99354

b)(6)
Full Namel
City state -- T " 111, .1, ith iiI II II F I

1

Dear Department of Enerqy.

The piroposed rectassiictioi i of
level nuclear waste has significant ramnifications
for future generations and the enivironment

I ani writingU no request that fhe Department of
Energy hold regionat publc hearngs in Seattle Mr. Jan Bovier
Portfand. Rich rid an Spokne. Hearings should
occur in the evenings, be wellI-publicized. have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for questions and answers, and Office of River Protection
accept pubic comments

P.O. Box 450, MSJN H6-6o
Thank you for considerinig this request. Richland, WA 99354

2 11,10 11 Ili -,.Ili!-I~ij~ili 111111j
cfihy, State (A___ TU



Dear Department of Energy, ki' r l ~'- -~-'-~I
Tire propo osed rerclassificatiorn ott Harnfords h llI.
eve[ nucea lerwaste has significant r'~h 1s- I~i-r lisa

for tuture genreratrions arrd ltre envirultrnefiru

I am wrrring to request that thte Department of
Energy riot reclassify Harrtfrdu's high level nuiclear Mr. Jan Bovier
waste to low-level waste and not bury tank waste
urrdnr ceinrit U.S. Department of Energy

Office of River Protection
Please protect out grouindwalt and the Culurmbra
Rrver from this dangerotus nuclear waste P.O. BOX 450. MSIIN H6-60

Richland, WA 99354
Thanrk you tot cornsidering thirs crrrrrrant

Full Name
jjIJ pJggjhiJj~ijJIj;niJIr rj~r~r jgi~ji Ijr~jIiji

Div ofsr Hieiltirei ~t1rgy, '.1- ~ l~

Ith- pop -a;el 'erchrs,ifcartrr or Iriroti>. irq h
cfvii nvce ar eraste has ,qifircani -1!rii1it6nns ' I
fri tirrirr perirrtsre arid (tie onirontri t

I rtc W1111 rrj ic !~lOthat tic ielsrrnroi irt
riigsv I -atrrer prblir. hinigs tr i-hatte Mr. Jan Bovier

Portlandl Dict'riit~ t Spoita're Heisirri igs ;tirorlrl

tAC firh everrirric - li2 woll pu;bkizer rave U.S. Depatrtmient oftiiera;y
oprtrricrrtres tsr quesrrtv i andI insweis, anrd OffIce of River Protection

P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6 6o
1I rik your for corridreireir r eqiei- Richlantd, WA 99354

Full NamFET)(iiI ]
2:it -51~ l -Ti I I~~jJJi~ liIJl1jf ~
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[)Pa" PopzIlmit'r i I F - , I ,

lie lir rruw'd rc l n i'i tIIior

for ltirn I I fist

I If: r I, j I I, , " , , -it ttl ' Dt2:' , -, I " , I I , ) f

I' Id I' Mr. Jant Bovier
'to in in'. o : In ' a! fl I tar v'ac'!-

U.S. Departmnent of Energy
Office of'River Protectioni

t't~
I)' P.O. BOX 450. MSJN 116 -6o

Ricliland, WA 99-154
Ilk Y ; ' 11010

Full Namie
;9C C'tAj __-46 @ ) -1 , I , I , I , 1111 j , I I , i I I j i I I ) I , i 111 i I i I I .I i I I i-N- ' 't-4

Depr Department of Fnergy.

The proposed redlassficatiur of H, s~r 1;VI
tican lav t4 i) s ~nL'level nuclear waste has sigi

tor future generations and mhe environment.

I am writing to request that the Department of
Energy hold regiona public hearings in Seattle, Mr. Jan Bovier
Portland Richltand areJ Spokaie. Hearings should
occur in the evenings, he welt publicized, have U.S. Department of Energy
opportunities for questions and answers, and Office of River Protection
accept public commstents

P.O. Box 4.50. MSIN H6-6o
'Tat*r you for considering this request. Richland, WA 99354

Full NamefZ ]I -rCity, Stae~ 1110H IT'Tfl
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I .

110 Mr. Jain Bovier
1* 119 119 1)19, III 110191911i

U.&. DeP5rt-ment of"Energy
Office of R~iver Protection

1111 10' v iii 1~
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H- 6- 6o
Richiatid, WA 99354

i " " 1 ; I

Full Namen I
p 77LE ... .4 P11k iijjj p.; I

t 
p lplh'~J IJPj. PiPi

Dear Departrrt of Energy,

The proposed reclassificatio i of -tanfordsJ' h hr

level nuclear waste has sioni ticancrt 5iiZ
to; future generations and the environmnent

Iant .nting to request that the Deparimntt of
Energy not reclassify Hantord's high-leviel nuclear Mr. Jan Bovier
waste to low-level waste and net bury tank waste
tindefr cemnent. U.S. Department of Energy

Office of River Protection
Please protect out groundwater and the Columbia
River from this dangerous nruclear waste, P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-6o

Richland, WA 99354
Thank you# for considering this coMIrttent

Full Name b6 I
City, State:- Ir~; 9 G - 2 - 'C" :L E7 L; -_ 'J it)';" ... 10101jill. 11 11d, .10. iddilij
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'I Mr. Jan Bovierw
C K~AY1 U.S. Department of Energy

Office of River Protection'41/I
;4>v~ (IC r- 4 P.O. Box 450, MSJN H6-6o

I.
ii U p Richland, WA 99354r>7 L4<ab

1,/li </1 r~

Full Nameb)6
City, State ( j
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-'U U><I 551 r1U l)PpY1rn~>" fl~

5555 Mr. Jai Bovier
A,5'I C CLI ILl C.. 55115

U.S. Departrn ut of Energy
Office ot River Protection
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